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We have abrand-new application software buffet. When you buy aGateway 2000 system, you get to
choose one free software package from asmorgasbord of offerings.

If you're hungry for an ultra high-performance system
at agreat price, take alook at our new 50MHz 486DX2
computers. Both ISA and EIS A
•

models are based on the Inte1486' DX2 dual speed processor.
With asystem clock frequency of 25MHz, the internal core of
this CPU executes at 50MHz for a35% increase in performance
compared to a33MHz 486DX system.
Of course we're still serving your old favorites — the hottest PCs
at the best prices on the market.
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While our competitors
talk about getting here.

At SunSoft, we're there.
Introducing Solaris.
Why wait for some yet-to-be-delivered UNIX® knock-off where
networking is an afterthought? New Technology is shipping today. It
has aname: Solaris. The industry's only shrink-wrapped distributed
computing solution.

So easy, it can't be UNIX.
Solaris: 32-bit. Virtual memory. Multitasking. Multivendor
connectivity. Application interoperability. Adding this year SVR4,
symmetric multiprocessing, multithreading and distributed objects.
Imagine this power uniting the world's most popular SPARC and
80x86 computers in 1992. Imagine being able to access it—simply.
Imagine no more. Solaris puts all network resources at your fingertips
graphically through the 3D OPEN LOOK® desktop metaphor.
Magnified Help—on-line context-sensitive hypertext
documentation— acts as your personal tutor. And Solaris adds
DeskSet", asuite of 15 workg,roup productivity applications including
Multimedia Mail with integrated voice and video capabilities and
Workgroup Calendar which links groups and schedules across the
world.
What's more, Solaris has all your favorite applications. Lotus 1-2-3,
Ashton-Tate dBase, WordPerfect. More compatible solutions than any
other 32-bit environment More than 3600 in all.

71wSolarLc CD will put distributed computing on the unrkts most popular RISC and CISC plaeorms.

The Killer Environment
The 1980s was the decade of the killer application. The 1990s is
the decade of the killer environment. Solaris. Based on SunOS, the
most widely used 32-bit operating system, it will incorporate UNIX
SVR4 and add symmetric multiprocessing and multithreading to
turbo-charge mission critical applications. And with Solaris ONC", the
network is the computer. More than one million users have experienced the power of connecting to any computer—IBM, Apple, DEC, HP.

Solaris combines 3D OPEN 1.00K stab jour fatnrik applications.

To get there, start here.
But Solaris doesn't stop there. It integrates the robust Open Windows"
development platform. Empowering developers to create tomorrow's
distributed applications today. Allowing applications to interoperate—whether they are in the office next door or across the
continent. Our present is their future. And our future is yours today.
Solaris integrates an extraordinarily powerful framework for
tomorrow's technologies that we call Project DOE—Distributed

Alot of companies talk about making distributed computing reality.
Still more only dream about it. But at SunSoft, we've made it happen.
So if you want to hear where distributed computing is going in the 90s,
talk to some other manufacturers. But if you want to see where it is,
call us. 1-800-227-9227
Because we're there.

Objects Everywhere. Apath that painlessly brings you to the future of
computing. With Solaris, objects are closer than they appear.

• SunSoft
ASun Microsysterr
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HOT NEW ZEO

' 386

PC Magazine calls it "the ultimate-power desktop PC:'
What will you call your new ZEOS '486 Editors' Choice system?
Probably the hottest computer you've ever owned! No matter
how much power you're looking for, ZEOS has it for you.
ANNOUNCING THREE HOT NEW PROCESSOR
OPTIONS: '486SX-25, '486DX2-50 AND '486DX-50I
Go ahead and Pick your Power! ZEOS gives you all the
options. You can start out by taking alook at the de facto
desktop power standard, the 386DX-33. Our '386-33 workhorse is agreat entry point for true desktop power computing.
But if it's a '486 you're after, hang on to your hat!

Upgradable.
Because you're off to afast start
with a486SX-20 or our brand-new
486SX-25. The
486SX is like a
486DX without the
built-in math coprocessor. It's the
easiest way to own
the '486. And for full
blown 486DX power,
why not opt for your
•
own Editors' Choice
sys
Itt'
e
s
m
th!eZEOS
Editors' Choice
486DX-33. Quitee sim
ijo
ptlis
ly,th
l-e
2r
-e
3 7s nothing else like it. Go with
the ZEOS '486 if you want the type of quality, performance
and value that makes an Editors' Choice machine. And if it's
50MHz you've been dreaming about, dream no more.
Because right here, right now, ZEOS gives you the option of
'486 50MHz power! We're talking power unlike anything you've
seen before. Take either the ZEOS 486DX2-50 or the 486DX-50.
Absolutely unbelievable performance! And the price? That's
what you really won't believe; only acouple hundred dollars
more than the ZEOS 486-33. Amazing.

AND THAT'S JUST FOR STARTERS.
Because ZEOS combines the high speed upgradable processor of your choice with some of the fastest DRAM made. Both
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192
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New LAN Backup Tools
The BYTE Lab looks at eight
tape backup systems that
promise to make your network
safe and sound.

212
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work—and how you think.
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and other
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ABOUT THE COVER
This month's cover was created by
photographer Mark Rockwood in
collaboration with ImageSet Design
(Portland, ME). Three separate photos, a
video camera, and amonitor and keyboard
were scanned, color-corrected, and
manipulated using state-of-the-art hardware
and software from Scitex. Adobe. and
Quark. Film was generated with an Agfa
Selectset 5000 Imagesetter.
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ZEOS. Nine
times Editors'
Choice. Your
Best Choice
as Well!

41.20

PC PC
M.01.0

46,6

44,16F3

PC

are mounted on your ZEOS system
board, one of the most advanced in the
industry. And that's where your new
system really begins to shine.
Because to this we add an incredibly
fast IDE hard drive and genuine Teace
floppy drives. We have located the ports
for these drives right on the motherboard along with your serial, parallel
and game ports. The result? Two slots
are saved giving your new ZEOS system atotal of eight. All this while others

Low Cost.
are trying to get you to accept fewer slots. It's part of your
ZEOS expansion advantage. The slots to expand, how about
the room?
This is where ZEOS has performed something akin to magic.
We call it our SpaceSaver case. Complete with seven drive
bays ( six with the DX- 50), this incredible case is actually
smaller than many cases offering only five drive bays. Plus,
we've also added asecond whisper quiet cooling fan. Why?
Because the cooler asystem runs the longer it will last. Now
that's ZEOS Value.
Your new ZEOS system is absolutely loaded with features.
Like our 300 watt power supply with built-in surge suppression.
And, every ZEOS system is UL® listed.
And don't forget you're also receiving 24 Hour aDay Toll Free
Technical Support, our 30 day Absolute Satisfaction Money
Back Guarantee,
Express Parts Replacement and more.
So go ahead. Pick
your Power, your
Package, and your
Price and give us a
call. Your friendly,
expert ZEOS Systems Consultant is
ready to answer any
questions you may
have. Call Now Toll
Free 800-423-5891.

ZEOS SYSTEMS—
A FEW EXPERT
OPINIONS:

TAKE

PC Magazine,
"Out of 104
machines from 58
companies... For
Overall Excellence
we selected ZEOS
International..!'
InfoWorld, "We
find the ZEOS ' 386
an excellent value.
Speed: Excellent.
Compatibility:
Excellent. Value:
Excellent!'
Government
Computer News,
"Arguably the
fastest MS-DOS
and OS/2 micro
in the world."
PC Magazine,
Editor's Choice,
"The ZEOS blows
away every other
computer...a
smart choice!'
ZEOS SYSTEMS.
A SMART CHOICE
INDEED!
Otani< Pit.AN

TOLL FREE

800-423-5891:
•

YOUR Fltiti

Choose From 4Great
Money Saving Packages.
Or SpecifyYour Own Custom Configuration!
INCREDIBLE ZEOS PACKAGE #3
ZEOS COMPLETE SYSTEM PACKAGE #1
Add even more memory, alarger drive. And more Savings!
•The Processor and Speed of your choice plus future
•4full Megabytes of Ultra High Speed RAM.
upgradabilty!
•Our fast 130MB IDE hard drive with built-in cache.
•1MB of High Speed RAM, expandable to asystem total
•Teac® 1.2MB & 1.44MB FDD's!
of 32MB right on the motherboard.
•Diamond SpeedStar Hi-Color VGA card/1MB RAM
•42MB High Speed IDE hard drive with its own cache.
(32,000+ colors) plus WinRD( drawing software!
•1.2MB or 1.44MB Teac® floppy drive.
•ZEOS 14" High Res 1024x768 Non-interlaced VGA
•ZEOS 14" flat screen Hi- Res amber monitor with
Color Monitor w/ Tilt & Swivel.
Tilt/Swivel Base.
•Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows, Ami Pro 2.0 with Adobe
•Shadow RAM and EMS support.
Type Manager, Microsoft Windows, DOS 5.0 plus
•ZEOS/RS 101-key SpaceSaver keyboard.
aMicrosoft Mouse!
•Two Serial, one Parallel & one Game Port built right
onto the motherboard.
THE ULTIMATE ZEOS
•7-16, 1-8 bit expansion slots.
PACKAGES 2. 3 & 4 INCLUDE LOTUS BUNDLE!
PACKAGE #4
80387 math coprocessor
support for '386 systems.
Now, Memory goes to 8MB
Pkg. #1 Pkg. #2 Pkg. #3 Pkg. #4
•Rugged ZEOS SpaceSaver
and the drive to 210M B. PC
$2395
$2895
386-33
$1395
$1895
case with twin cooling fans
Magazine Editors ' Choice as a
486DX-33 Vertical!
for added reliability and
$3095
$2095
$2595
486-SX20
$1595
product life.
•8full Megabytes of High
$3195
$2695
$2195
$1695
•Seven drive bays and our cus- 486SX-25
Speed RAM.
tom 300 watt power supply
•Your screaming 210MB IDE
$1795
$2295
$2795
$3295
486DX-33
with built-in surge suppressor!
hard drive with its own built$1995
$2495
$2995
$3495
486DX2-50
•Includes ZEOS 24 Hour aDay
in cache.
Toll Free Technical Support
•Teac® 1.2 & 1.44MB FDD's!
486DX-50
$2195
$2695
$3195
$3695
and Customer Satisfaction
•Diamond Speedstar HiMd $200 to any price fora 128K cache. 486DX-50
Package.
Color VGA card/1MB RAM
SpaceSaver case has 6bays.
(32,000+ colors) plus WinINCREDIBLE ZEOS PACKAGE #2
RIX drawing software!
Lotus Software
We take Package # 1and upgrade your
•ZEOS 14" 1024 x768 Non-interlaced
ZEOS Modular System to include:
VGA Color Monitor w/ Tilt & Swivel.
Bundle!
•2full Megabytes of Rip-roaring RAM.
•Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows, Ami Pro 2.0
ror a limited time
•Our incredible 107MB IDE hard drive
with Adobe Type Manager, Microsoft
with its own built in cache.
only, order any ZEOS
Windows, DOS 5.0, Microsoft Mouse!
•Both the Teac® L2MB & 1.44MB
Windows system ( like ORDER NOW TOLL FREE
floppy drives!
packages 2, 3 and 4
•Diamond SpeedStar Hi-Color VGA
above)
and we will also
card/1MB RAM & Sierra DAC plus
FAX Orders:
include
Lotus 1-2-3
WinRDC drawing software!
612-633-1325
Gov't & Educ:
•ZEOS 14" Hi Res VGA Mono Monitor
for Windows and
800-245-2449
with Tilt & Swivel Base.
Ami Pro 2.0—
Outside US
•Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows, Ami Pro 2.0,
and Canada:
at no additional
612-633-6131
plus Microsoft Windows and DOS 5.0,
MasterCard, VISA,
charge!
plus agenuine Microsoft Mouse!
Am Exp, Discover, Z-Carcl, COD and

800-423-5891

Purchase orders subject to approval. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Please call to confirm
pricing, specification and warranty details_ Lotus I-2-3 and Ami Pro are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation:
Microsoft and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Zard SpaceSaver and ZEOS ate trademarks of ZEOS
International Ltd., 530 5th Avenue, N.W. St. Paul, MN 55112 USA 0 1992.
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BYTE Topic Index and Author Guide
This index helps you find articles that contain information on each of the listed topics. (The topic list changes each month.)
subject, title, author, or product discussed.
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WordPerfect
users prefer
Microsoft Word
forWindows.
tan TEST RESULTS, DECEMBER 1991
Preferred to use
Easier to learn

Word
for Windows

WordPerfect
for Windows

79%

21%

71%

21%

83%

13%

79%

21%

Easier to use
Would purchase

In arecent
test conducted by the
National Software
Testing Labs, nearly
8out of10 users of
WordPerfect for DOS
preferred Microsoft
Word forWindows 2.0. They not only
discovered how fast MicrosoftWord lets
them accomplish everyday tasks, but they

also discovered that Word is an easier upgrade to learn and use than WordPerfect
for Windows. To take advantage of our
$129 upgrade offer,* simply call (800)
323-3577 Dept.Y69. We'll also send you
the files you need to test Word yourself
If you're not satisfied, we'll refund your
purchase in full.**

Microsoft.

•Ofter good far current licensees of Wordltrfect, MultiMate WordStan • MS Word for MSDOS and Dtiplayirrite.. Please allege 2-4 uveks for delitgry upon receipt of order by Microsoft Ofter expires 6/30/92. Limit one per customer Reseller prices may
for syskm requiretnerds••If ross >r not sahified with Ithrd iera
ason, return the Madrid to Microsoft within 90 da) 0h proof of purchase for afull refund. Offer good only in the 50 United States. To '
Teeny. only the .VSTL test ressdts.. In the
United States. call (800)323357Z Dept Yffl For Womb:Ilion only.. ln Canada. call (800)563-9044i outside the US and Canada. call (206)936.8661. 0 1992 Microsoft Corporation. All rights resenvd. Prinkd in the USA. Vienne?. MS. and MS-DOS
are registered trademarks ass.! Windotis is it trademark of Microsoft Corponition.14brdftrfect is aregsstered trademark of Wardli,fect Corp. NSTL is atrademark tithe National Softunre Testing Laboratories. Inc.
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At last. Apersonal output device that combines
the best features of adesktop laser printer with
the ability to produce large C-size drawings. It's called
ProTracer — amonochrome ink jet printer/plotter
designed for the personal use of PC CAD professionals.

and you'll see. Acomplex C-size drawing often
takes over half an hour on apen plotter, while
ProTracer completes the same drawing in only five
minutes!

MEDIA FLEXIBILITY
ProTracer is adesktop printer/plotter that lets
you produce A, B, as well as large C-size output. It
prints sharp, precise lines on avariety of media
including plain and bond paper, plotter paper, and
vellum.

HIGH QUALITY OUTPUT
ProTracer achieves its high quality output by
utilizing a64 nozzle printhead to deliver crisp lines
and bold, high contrast blacks. Its 360 dpi resolution assures sharp lines needed for everything from
the most complex engineering drawings to sophisticated text and graphics used in letters and reports.

SPEED
ProTracer is fast and quiet because it uses the
latest ink jet technology and an Intel i960 processor.
Just compare it to any other large format plotter

VERSATILE AND EXPANDABLE
Unlike other large format devices, ProTracer
isn't limited to plotting. Instead, it can produce
high quality finished output for avariety of

Pacific Data Products, Inc., 9125 Rehco Road, San Diego, CA 92121. ProTracer is atrademark of Pacific Data Products, Inc. PostScript is aregistered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. All other trade names
referenced are the trademarks or registered trademarks of the respective manufacturer. Moule image courtesy of AutoDesk Inc. Tiger rendering, artist unknown; picture part of public domain. ProTracer
uses the latest in high technology innovation including PeerlessPage., the advanced Imaging Operating System from Peerless. EUROPEAN OFFICES: Geneva Tel ( 41) 22 41 26 50, Fax ( 41) 22 41 06 82,
France Tel ( 33) I39 23 20 00, Fax ( 33) I39 63 31 20, U.K. Tel ( 44) 442 231414, Fax i441442236540

applications including word processing, spreadsheets, and desktop publishing. Start with the
ProTracer base unit that incorporates resident IBM
ProPrinter and Epson LQ-1050 emulations, as
well as an ADI plotter
Optional Printer
driver for AutoCAD
Accessories
users. Then, depending
HP- GL emulation card
S399
on your needs, choose
PostScript language emulation cord S499
from avariety of easily
2MB memory upgrade
5299
installable upgrades
8MB memory upgrade
5899
and
accessories includSheet feeder I ( 100 sheet)
5149
ing
HP-GL
and
Sheet feeder ll ( 100 sheet)
S129
PacificTalk
$199
PostScript®Ianguage
(AppleTalk interface module)
emulations, and
•Sheet feeder Iis required for use
memory.

FIRST RATE
CUSTOMER SERVICE
At Pacific Data Products, we're
well known for our devotion to customer
service. We offer a60-day money back
guarantee ofsatisfaction, one year and
optional extended warranties, and free lifetime
technical support. Should you require areplacement
unit while under warranty, one will be rushed to
you the next day to minimize your downtime.
If you'd like to expand your personal printing
and plotting capabilities, call Pacific Data Products
at (619) 597-4619, Fax (619) 552-0889.

PACIFIC DATA
PRODUCTS

© 1992 Pacific Data Products, Inc.

EDITORIAL
DENNIS

PEN-INPUT
SYSTEMS

ALLEN

M

ost of the excitement about pen-based computers is unwarranted. Industry gurus have
been cheerleading for pen technology for well
over ayear, and even we carried acover story
last November on the Momenta, which promised to replace the traditional notebook computer. Yet
those who are building these machines have not been
deluged with orders. The reason is that pen-based systems
are too expensive, don't delivDespite all the hoopla
er all the functionality needed,
and require too much training.
about pen- input systems,
Two paradigms get most of
the attention for pen computis the world ready
ing. In one, apen-based system might replace the notefor them?
book computer. That is the
approach taken by Momenta.
The trouble is that anotebook computer is amoving target. Currently, notebook makers are transforming their
products into do-everything, portable replacements for
desktop systems with color, lots of power, and lots of
memory and disk space.
And as if to prove once and for all that anotebook
can replace adesktop system, some makers are building
desktop "docking stations" to contain the components
and add-in cards that don't happen to fit into the notebook
itself. Then there's the whole issue of color. How can a
notebook replace adesktop system if it doesn't offer
high-quality color at areasonable price? Add to all that
the complexity of apen interface and handwriting recognition, and you have acomplicated piece of machinery
that even NASA can't afford to build.
The other paradigm is pen computing as an adjunct
to existing computers. Consider asmall, highly portable
computer that literally replaces apocket-size paper notebook. The idea is that instead of writing notes on paper to
later transcribe into your computer, you would simply
"write" those notes on the pocket-size pen computer and
later transfer that information to your desktop system.
That makes alot of sense, but there's still one problem:
The technology just isn't there yet. Building apen system
to fit into acoat pocket is not too difficult, but packing
in enough power to do handwriting recognition—and remain reasonably fast—is amajor hurdle for manufacturers to overcome. There's no easy way to pack, say,
an alkaline-battery-powered 486 CPU with lots of memory and storage and apen screen into a10-ounce package
that fits in your coat pocket.
Even if the engineers could, I'm not sure that you'd
10 BYTE • APRIL 1992

want to take the time to train it. Handwriting-recognition technology just isn't good enough to deal with everyone's handwriting style, so you have to teach the system how you write each letter of the alphabet. Even after
training, most pen systems expect you to change the way
you write to improve the odds of recognition.
Maybe that wouldn't be so bad if the odds weren't
stacked against you. The fact is that most systems ask
you to rewrite many characters so that they can be recognized. Isn't this the reason that voice recognition never caught on? If you ever sat in front of amicrophone
saying "Enter" over and over again instead of just hitting
the Enter key, you know what Imean.
This may all sound as though Idon't like the idea of
pen computing, but that's not true. What Iwant to see is
apen-based system that truly makes sense. It wouldn't
have to fit into my coat pocket, but it would have to be
light—under 2pounds. It would also have to come in a
form with which I'm used to working—roughly the dimensions of asheet of paper and no thicker than apad of
paper. Idon't want to give up anything Ican do on paper.
My ideal pen-based system would also run all day
before recharging if it used rechargeable batteries, or
several weeks before replacing the batteries if it used
alkaline batteries. It would also have the power and performance to recognize my scribbly, inconsistent handwriting with perfection, and it would do it so fast that I'd
not be particularly aware that it was happening.
Most important of all, it would be connected to my
desktop system and my office network, so that Icould access any information Ineed when Ineed it. It could use
awireless LAN when I'm in aconference room at my office building or acellular connection when I'm away.
And, finally, my system would cost only about $2000.
Unfortunately, my ideal system isn't available, and
the current offerings don't even come close. When it
does become available, you'll probably find it on the
cover of BYTE. So the real question is whether pen computing is ready for the world. Except for afew special applications, such as electronic forms, the answer is no,
not today.

—Dennis Allen
Editor in Chief
(BIX name "dallen")

Introducing Quattro Pro &O
The only DOS spreadsheet with
pushbutton power!
QUATTRO PRO

Borland does
it again—
Sorry, Lotus!

No other DOS
spreadsheet
gets your work
done faster than
Borland's new
(,)nattro' Pro It) with nushbutton power!
Quattro Pro beats 1-2-3 ... again!
Cp
Most Powerful
Intelligent Graphs

(hero Pro
.
0
4

Yes
íes

Lotus 1-2-3
R2.3
R3.1+

No

No

Yes
Yes

No

No
Yes

Yes

No

Novell Network
optimized
Multiple sheets
Multi-variable
solver
Easiest to Use
Speed Bar

Yes

Print-To-Fit

Yes

.
(es

No

No

The best spreadsheet
on networks
Only Quattro Pro 4.0 gives you superior
Novell NetWare support, including
automatic logon, drive mapping and a
new Print Queue Manager.

No

Read Lotus1-2-3 files.
Yes

(es
Yes
(es

?

No

$495

$495

$595

Price

?Yes, but almost no room remains tor data.
'Yes, but requires attaching an add-in.

spreadsheet in the world. Features such
as WYSIWYG, Print-To- Fit"'
spreadsheet output, superb
1-2-3e compatibility (you can
even read Always, Impress and
WYSIWYG files) and more.

Top-rated spreadsheet
Top-rated company
Quito Pro has won inure awards for
technical excellence and customer
satisfaction than any other DOS
spreadsheet. And J.D. Power and
Associates ranked Borland "best
application software in customer
satisfaction in Small to Mediumsized and Large Businesses."'
Now you know why more than one
million people have upgraded to the power
of today's spreadsheet. Quattro Pro.

The most feature-packed
DOS spreadsheet ever!

Yes

styles & macros
Best Performance
All features in 640K

Quattro Pro's customizable, built-in
SpeedBar" is arow of clearly
labeled buttons that use simple
English commands to give you
instant mouse-click
access to your frequently
used features and macros.
Plus you get immediate access
to ahost of new features.
Intelligent Graphs let you perform
extended analysis with your graphs
\\itirout changing your data. And
Quattro Pro's Optimizer"' allows yo I
to solve complex problems using
multiple variables.

And in addition to Quattro Pro 4.0's
dramatic new advances, you get the
features that have made it the #1-rated

Attention 1-2-3 users!
Step up now!
Special Upgrade offer
See your dealer today
or call now,
1-800-331-0877, Dept.5605

BORLAND
Software Craftmanship

1991 J.D. Power and Associates ° Computer End User Satisfaction Study: Phases Iand III: Small to Medium-sized Businesses ( responses from 1,784 business sites with 1to 499
employees) and Large Businesses ( responses from 1,094 business sites with 500 or more employees). Copyright © 1992 Borland International, Inc. All rights reserved. Pricing is in U.S.
dollars. Offer good in U.S. and Canada only. Dealer prices may vary. BI 1471
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ANOTHER ADJE
Make it smaller. Make it lighter. Make
it lighter. Make it smaller.
These must be the mandates emblazoned upon every R&D document
handed to the engineers of today's
crop of notebook computers.
Admirable goals to be sure. Goals
that the engineers at Compaq, however, believe fall
well short of making
the most of portable
computing.
Which explains
why the latest 386SL Accurate to within
the COMPAQ
notebook technology minutes,
Power Smart Pack
battery gauge clearly
from the labs in
displays remaining
Houston — the new
battery life at the
COMPAQ LIE Lite/25 touch of abutton.
and LIE Lite/20 PCs — are not only
the lightest (ascant 6lbs.) and the
smallest (only 8.5"x11"x1.75")
notebook PCs that we've
ever built. They're
also the smartest.

Amicroprocessor
inside the battery itself
monitors current usage
levels and continually
calculates the available
power remaining.
It can even instruct
the notebook to save all
open files to the hard
drive should the battery
c=
power run too low.
And the energy- *. • •••••-•.:,
saving features in
our newest notebooks go far beyond
the presence of an Intel 386SL chip.
To make the most of the smarter
battery, the new COMPAQ LIE Lite
also comes with user-adjustable
power-drain settings, and three dif•

•

•

•

The COMPAQ Hibernation
feature saves all open files
to the ham' drive and
turns the unit off either
upon request or as an
automatic feature. Power
up the CAMPAQ LTE
Lite later and you're
back exactly where
you left off

THE BRAINS
BEHIND THE OPERATION.
When it came time to design a
new notebook, we started (logically
enough) with the battery
The new COMPAQ Power Smart
Pack battery in our new notebooks
delivers up to 4.5 hours of computing,
afull hour longer than most.

ferent sleep modes — System Idle,
System Standby, and Hibernation.
AMOST MODERN MODEM.
Our optional 9600-bps modem for
the COMPAQ LIE Lite PCs would make
even Alexander Graham B. proud.
The COMPAQ Enhanced 9600-bps

Internal Modem is
compatible with the
broad base of today's
communications
protocols.

•
•

.„
err«

Just slip the COMPAQ LTE Lite
into the COMMQ Desktop Expansion Base and you're instantly connected. Expansion slots, external
ports, and mass storage bays give
you immediate access to monitors,
networks, hard drives, tape drives,
CD-ROM and more. And all the while,
built-in security features en\
sure asafe har*
bor for your
-an' notebook.

In modem talk, that means true
V32 9600-bps data transmission and
V42 bis compression for up to 38.4
kbps throughput, as well as full support for Hayes AutoSync.
This little marvel negotiates the
fastest transmission throughput that the other end of
the line can muster,
whether it's sending
or receiving.
It even drops to
alow power-drain
standby state and
monitors incoming
signals if you're
waiting for acall to
come in.
Or for that matter,
another modem to catch up.
NOT ONLY SMART, BUT BRIGHT.
The new, efficient COMPAQ
Maxlight VGA display makes for a
much brighter screen than our previous notebooks, and does it without sacrificing battery life.
Sharper graphics and text in up

'COMPAQ LIE lite/25 only. {) 1992 Compaq Computer Corporation. All nghts reserved. COMPAQ. LIE Registered U.S. Patent and Deemer* Office. Maxlight and Power Smart are trademarks of Compaq Computer Corporation. 7h2demarks and
trade names shown are those of the respective companies. The Intel Inside Logo is atrademark of Intel Corporation.
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Introducing
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Window

CUTE-LIU PAM
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dhibk.

compAa

Pro . ram Nana' et
QptIons

Isolated inverted " T" cursor controls
are hafamiliar position so you don't
have to teach your fingers new tricks.

allow you to quickly (surprise) disable the keyboard
or blank the screen.
And of course, our new
notebooks come with a
Keylock slot for an optional
cable lock.
With all of the above,
plus a120-MB hard drive:'
RAM expansion to 10 MB,
cache memory, simultaneous display, and an
auxiliary battery, to say
these are the best
notebooks we've
ever made would be
something of an
understatement.

Choose the new COMPAQ LTE Lite.
For information about our new
notebooks or an Authorized COMPAQ
Reseller near you, call Compaq in
the U.S. at 1-800-231-0900, Ext. 100, or
in Canada at 1-800-263-5868, Ext. 100.

To back them with aone-year
worldwide warranty and our tollfree Compaq Customer Support
Center hotline would
be more like it.
So don't choose
between asmall
notebook and asmart
notebook. Choose both.

to 64 shades of gray complement an
enhanced video subsystem that's so
fast it virtually eliminates "submarining," better known as "where did
that #%$**# cursor go?"
ANOTEBOOK THAT'S
USELESS IN THE WRONG HANDS.
At Compaq, we realize that data
security is every bit as important as
hardware security.
At the hardware level,
Drive Lock locks the hard
drive, preventing access
to data even if the drive
is removed.
One-touch QuickLock
and QuickBlank functions
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Actual weight: 6lbs. Actual dimensions: 8.5"x11"x1.75' Actually this is the best notebook we've ever built
Circle 55 on Inquiry Cord.
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APL Praise

truly better DOS, in place of " OS/2" in
one of Udell's remarks and see how it
APL
Ttwas refreshing to read Doris Apreads: " Even the most partisan DOS 5.0
pleby's "Classic Languages, Part 4:
users occasionally need to boot plain old
APL" (December 1991). APL deserves
DOS 3.3." Udell goes on to call the
much more serious attention both from exmultiple boot facility "one of OS/2 2.0's
pert programmers and from managers
nicest features." If you found that DOS
with difficult problems to resolve.
5.0 users always keep DOS 3.3 ready on
APL has been described by James Martheir disks as well, would you accept that
tin as the only language worthy of being
as anyone's idea of a " better DOS than
called afifth-generation language. IroniDOS"?
cally, it is also one of the oldest languages.
Third: Exactly how much does it cost a
APL is the only fully international lanWindows user, in extra RAM and disk
guage, precisely because of its special
space, to run OS/2? Even if Windows apcharacter set. It is the only language that
plications run just as well, OS/2 is not "a
has been devised for people first and then converted
better Windows than Windows" if it takes more reto machine use.
sources to do the same job. Underneath alot of technoBecause of its power, the scope of APL is almost cerspeak about VDM and DPMI, Ithink that Udell is telltainly far wider than that of any other language. This
ing us that it takes alot more. Windows applications ran
power makes it unequaled in fields, such as actuarial
"fine" on his 12-MB Systempro but " poorly" on his 4mathematics, statistics, and operations research modelMB Swan. Yet 4MB is twice what vendors ship with
ing, where common languages are terribly cumbersome
their " Windows-ready" PCs.
and tedious to use. This power is equally evident and just
Finally: Will IBM really support OS/2 on non-IBM
as useful in business when there is need for resolving
hardware? When Udell wrote in April 1990 ("OS/2 2.0:
complex questions in ahurry and for adapting to everIt's aFamily Affair") that OS/2 2.0 was the system he
changing conditions.
wanted, it was backed by Microsoft. Now it's in the
Georges Brigham
hands of ahardware vendor whose ads for years sugWilton, CT
gested that OS/2 required the Micro Channel to run reliably. IBM's current ads don't say that—but they say
nothing at all about what machines it will run on or who
Great Road Maps
will provide the software support. Udell succeeded in
running OS/2 on his Swan and his Systempro, but I
he article " Distributed Open Environments" (Nowould like to know if this is just an experimental observember 1991) is the best I've seen on the subject.
vation, or if IBM certifies and supports it for those platSoon every personal computer will be part of aglobal
forms. How does the OS/2 list compare with Micronetwork. We need road maps, and we need to know the
soft's list of nearly 200 platforms that support Windows?
traffic rules, the rule makers, and the rule-making
Daniel P. B. Smith
groups, as well as the products, construction/configuraNorwood, MA
tion/architecture, and management techniques. Articles
like this are the reason Isubscribe to BYTE. Don't spare
"Where's the software?" Although your mail-order
the detail, and keep up the good work.
house may not prominently advertise the fact, OS/2 verGeorge McKee
sions of many of the most important Windows (and DOS)
Houston, TX
applications exist. Irun OS/2 versions of Smalltalk/V,
PageMaker, Epsilon, and HyperAccess, for example,
More on OS/2 2.0
along with OS/2-only gems like the Hamilton C Shell. Of
course, that's just the icing on the cake. OS/2 2.0 subon Udell's "OS/2 2.0: A Pilgrim's Journey" (Desumes nearly all existing DOS and Windows programs, so
cember 1991) raises more questions than it answers.
the answer to your question will be "everywhere" if
First: Where's the software? My favorite mail-order
2.0's Windows support turns out as well as its DOS suphouse advertises ahundred products for Windows and not
port has.
one for OS/2. Did Udell use any OS/2 applications? He
As to multiple boot, it's just plain useful. As adeveldoesn't mention any. He says that "potent" OS/2 softoper, I'd love to be able to use asingle machine to test my
ware " waits in the wings," as has been said since 1987.
application under DOS 3.3, 4, and 5, as well as OS/2
Meanwhile, as the curtain rises on OS/2 2.0, Lotus uses
1.3 and 2.0. And note that the multiboot feature isn't just
afour-page color foldout inside BYTE's front cover to
away to fall back to DOS—you can use it to toggle betell us about 1-2-3 for Windows.
tween OS/2 and Unix or other operating systems. Now
Second: If OS/2 is a " better DOS than DOS," why is
that you mention it, yes, Ithink multiple boot would be a
there amultiple boot facility? Substitute " DOS 5.0," a
nice enhancement to DOS 5.0 as well.
How much extra RAM? As Imentioned, the Windows
support in the early version of OS/2 Itested did not yet
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Address correspondence to
successfully exploit OS/2's memory manager. Clearly,
Letters Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
that's critical. Windows can't be said to run well under
03458, or send BlXmail do "editors." Your letter may be edited
for length and clarity.
OS/2 unless it can perform on a4-MB machine. Will it?
The jury's still out. Note, however, that OS/2 and DOS
•,.:
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Introducing (Waft Pro 4.0
The only DOS spreadsheet with
pushbutton power!
Borland does
it again—
Sorry, Lotus!
No other DOS
spreadsheet
gets your work
done faster than
Borland's new
Oi attro ® Pro 40 with pi ishbutton power!

Quattro Pro beats 1-2-3 ... again!
Bustin! Pro
Cr)
Most Powerful
Intelligent Graphs

4.0

Lotus 1-2-3
R2.3
R3.1+

Yes
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Novell Network
optimized
Multiple sheets

Multi-variable
solver
Easiest to Use
SpeedBar
Priot-To-Fit

The best spreadsheet
on networks
4.0 gives you superior
Novell NetWare support, including
automatic logon, drive mapping and a
new Print Queue Manager.
Only Quattro Pro

Yes
Yes

No

No

Yes

Read Lotus1-2-3 files.
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

?

No

$495

$495

$595

Price

?Yes, but almost no room remains for data.
'Yes, but requires attaching an add-in.

spreadsheet in the world. Features such
as WYSIWYG, Print-To- Fir
spreadsheet output, superb
1-2-3® compatibility (you can
even read Allways, Impress and
WYSIWYG file;) and more.

Top-rated spreadsheet
Top-rated company
Quattro Pro has won more awards for
technical excellence and customer
satisfaction than any other DOS
spreadsheet. And J.D. Power and
Associates ranked Borland "best
application software in customer
satisfaction in Small to Mediumsized and Large Businesses."
Now you know why more than one
million people have upgraded to the power
of today's spreadsheet. Quattro Pro.

The most feature-packed
DOS spreadsheet ever!

Yes

styles & macros
Best Performance
All features in 640K

Quattro Pro's customizable, built-in
SpeedBar" is arow of clearly
labeled buttons that use simple
English commands to give you
instant mouse-click
access to your frequently
used features and macros.
Plus you get immediate access
to ahost of new features.
Intelligent Graphs let you perform
extended analysis with your graphs
without changing your data. And
Quattro Pro's Optimizer' allows yo!I
to solve complex problems using
multiple variables.

in addition to Quattro Pro 4.0's
dramatic new advances, you get the
features that have made it the #1-rated
And

Attention 1-2-3 users!
Step up now!
Special Upgrade offer
See your dealer today
or call now,
1-800-331-0877, Dept.5605

BORLAND
Software Craftmanship

'1991 J.D. Power and Associates" Computer End User Satisfaction Study: Phases Iand Ill: Small to Medium-sized Businesses ( responses from 1,784 business saes with 1to 499
employees) and Large Businesses ( responses from 1,094 business sites with 500 or more employees). Copyright 01992 Borland International, Inc. All rights reserved. Pricing is in U.S.
dollars. Offer good in U.S. and Canada only. Dealer prices may vary. BI 1471
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ATEGORY OBSE
AND LIGHTER, C
OMPAQ W
ANOTHER ADJE
Make it smaller. Make it lighter. Make
it lighter. Make it smaller.
These must be the mandates emblazoned upon every R&D document
handed to the engineers of today's
crop of notebook computers.
Admirable goals to be sure. Goals
that the engineers at Compaq, however, believe fall
well short of making
the most of portable
computing.
Which explains
why the latest 386SL Accurate to within
the COMPAQ
notebook technology minutes,
Power Smart Pack
battery gauge clearly
from the labs in
displays remaining
Houston — the new
battery life at the
COMPAQ LTE Lite/25 touch of abutton.
and LTE Lite/20 PCs — are not only
the lightest (ascant 6lbs.) and the
smallest (only 8.5"x11"x1.75")
notebook PCs that we've
ever built. They're
also the smartest.

Amicroprocessor
inside the battery itself
monitors current usage
levels and continually
calculates the available
power remaining.
It can even instruct
the notebook to save all
open files to the hard
drive should the battery
power run too low.
And the energysaving features in
our newest notebooks go far beyond
the presence of an Intel 386SL chip.
To make the most of the smarter
battery, the new COMPAQ LTE Lite
also comes with user-adjustable
power-drain settings, and three dif-

111

Just slip the COMPAQ GTE lite
into the COMPAQ Desktop Expansión Base and you're instantly connected. Expansion slots, ertemal
ports, and mass storage bays give
you immediate access to monitors,
networks, hard drives, tape drives,
CD-ROM and more. And all the while,
built-in security features ensure asafe bar1) •
bar for your
notebook

e„„ • • -;:;• ---ells\-\
xl -

The COMPAQ Hibernation
feature saves all open files
to the hard eye and
turns the unit off, either
upon request or as an
automatic feature. Power
up the COMPAQ LTE
Lite later and you re
back exactly where
you left off

THE BRAINS
BEHIND THE OPERATION.
When it came time to design a
new notebook, we started ( logically
enough) with the battery.
The new COMPAQ Power Smart
Pack battery in our new notebooks
delivers up to 4.5 hours of computing,
afull hour longer than most.

Internal Modem is
compatible with the
broad base of today's
communications
protocols.

ferent sleep modes — System Idle,
System Standby, and Hibernation.
AMOST MODERN MODEM.
Our optional 9600- bps modem for
the COMPAQ LTE Lite PCs would make
even Alexander Graham B. proud.
The COMPAQ Enhanced 9600- bps

In modem talk, that means true
V32 9600-bps data transmission and
V.42bis compression for up to 38.4
kbps throughput, as well as full support for Hayes AutoSync.
This little marvel negotiates the
fastest transmission throughput that the other end of
the line can muster,
whether it's sending
or receiving.
It even drops to
alow power-drain
standby state and
monitors incoming
signals if you're
waiting for acall to
come in.
Or for that matter,
another modem to catch up.
NOT ONLY SMART, BUT BRIGHT.
The new, efficient COMPAQ
Maxlight VGA display makes for a
much brighter screen than our previous notebooks, and does it without sacrificing battery life.
Sharper graphics and text in up

'COMPAQ LTC lite/25 only
1992 Compaq Computer Corporation. All rights reserved. COMPAQ, LTE Registered U.S. Patent and Ihodemark Office Marlight and Power/mart are trademarks of Compaq Computer Corporation. Dademarks and
trade names shown are those of the respectitf companies. The Intel Inside logo is atrademark °lintel Corporation.

3SED WITH S
MALLER
/ID LIKE T
OSUGGEST
:TM: S
MARTER.
to 64 shades of gray complement an
enhanced video subsystem that's so
fast it virtually eliminates "submarining," better known as "where did
that #%$**# cursor go?"
ANOTEBOOK THAT'S
USELESS IN THE WRONG HANDS.
At Compaq, we realize that data
security is every bit as important as
hardware security.
At the hardware level,
Drive Lock locks the hard
drive, preventing access
to data even if the drive
is removed.
One-touch QuickLock
and QuickBlank functions

To back them with aone-year
worldwide warranty and our tollfree Compaq Customer Support
Center hotline would
be more like it.
So don't choose
between asmall
notebook and asmart
notebook. Choose both.

Choose the new COMPAQ LIE Lite.
For information about our new
notebooks or an Authorized COMPAQ
Reseller near you, call Compaq in
the U.S. at 1-800-231-0900, Ext. 100, or
in Canada at 1-800-263-5868, Ext. 100.

il

Isolated inverted "T" cursor controls
are in afamiliar position so you don't
have to teach your fingers new Picks.

allow you to quickly (surprise) disable the keyboard
or blank the screen.
And of course, our new
notebooks come with a
Keylock slot for an optional
cable lock.
With all of the above,
plus a120-MB hard drive*,
RAM expansion to 10 MB,
cache memory, simultaneous display, and an
auxiliary battery, to say
these are the best
notebooks we've
ever made would be
something of an
understatement.

411M

Actual weight: 6tbs. Actual dimensions: 8.5"x11".x.1757 Actualh this Ls.the hest notebook ucic et .
cr hudt
Circle 55 on Inquiry Card.
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APL Praise
was refreshing to read Doris ApItpleby's
"Classic Languages, Part 4:

APL

APL" (December 1991). APL deserves
much more serious attention both from expert programmers and from managers
with difficult problems to resolve.
APL has been described by James Martin as the only language worthy of being
called afifth-generation language. Ironically, it is also one of the oldest languages.
APL is the only fully international language, precisely because of its special
character set. It is the only language that
has been devised for people first and then converted
to machine use.
Because of its power, the scope of APL is almost certainly far wider than that of any other language. This
power makes it unequaled in fields, such as actuarial
mathematics, statistics, and operations research modeling, where common languages are terribly cumbersome
and tedious to use. This power is equally evident and just
as useful in business when there is need for resolving
complex questions in ahurry and for adapting to everchanging conditions.
Georges Brigham
Wilton, CT

Great Road Maps
article " Distributed Open Environments" (NoThevember
1991) is the best I've seen on the subject.

Soon every personal computer will be part of aglobal
network. We need road maps, and we need to know the
traffic rules, the rule makers, and the rule-making
groups, as well as the products, construction/configuration/architecture, and management techniques. Articles
like this are the reason Isubscribe to BYTE. Don't spare
the detail, and keep up the good work.
George McKee
Houston, TX
More on OS/2 2.0

Jcember 1991) raises more questions than it answers.
on Udell's "OS/2 2.0: A Pilgrim's Journey" (De-

First: Where's the software? My favorite mail-order
house advertises ahundred products for Windows and not
one for OS/2. Did Udell use any OS/2 applications? He
doesn't mention any. He says that "potent" OS/2 software " waits in the wings," as has been said since 1987.
Meanwhile, as the curtain rises on OS/2 2.0, Lotus uses
afour-page color foldout inside BYTE's front cover to
tell us about 1-2-3 for Windows.
Second: If OS/2 is a "better DOS than DOS," why is
there amultiple boot facility? Substitute " DOS 5.0," a
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Address correspondence to
Letters Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458, or send BlXmail do "editors." Your letter may be edited
for length and clarity.
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truly better DOS, in place of " OS/2" in
one of Udell's remarks and see how it
reads: " Even the most partisan DOS 5.0
users occasionally need to boot plain old
DOS 3.3." Udell goes on to call the
multiple boot facility " one of OS/2 2.0's
nicest features." If you found that DOS
5.0 users always keep DOS 3.3 ready on
their disks as well, would you accept that
as anyone's idea of a " better DOS than
DOS"?
Third: Exactly how much does it cost a
Windows user, in extra RAM and disk
space, to run OS/2? Even if Windows applications run just as well, OS/2 is not " a
better Windows than Windows" if it takes more resources to do the same job. Underneath alot of technospeak about VDM and DPMI, Ithink that Udell is telling us that it takes alot more. Windows applications ran
"fine" on his 12-MB Systempro but " poorly" on his 4MB Swan. Yet 4MB is twice what vendors ship with
their " Windows-ready" PCs.
Finally: Will IBM really support OS/2 on non-IBM
hardware? When Udell wrote in April 1990 (" OS/2 2.0:
It's aFamily Affair") that OS/2 2.0 was the system he
wanted, it was backed by Microsoft. Now it's in the
hands of ahardware vendor whose ads for years suggested that OS/2 required the Micro Channel to run reliably. IBM's current ads don't say that—but they say
nothing at all about what machines it will run on or who
will provide the software support. Udell succeeded in
running OS/2 on his Swan and his Systempro, but I
would like to know if this is just an experimental observation, or if IBM certifies and supports it for those platforms. How does the OS/2 list compare with Microsoft's list of nearly 200 platforms that support Windows?
Daniel P. B. Smith
Norwood, MA

..

"Where's the software?" Although your mail-order
house may not prominently advertise the fact, OS/2 versions of many of the most important Windows (and DOS)
applications exist. Irun OS/2 versions of Smalltalk/V,
PageMaker, Epsilon, and HyperAccess, for example,
along with OS/2-only gems like the Hamilton C Shell. Of
course, that's just the icing on the cake. OS/2 2.0 subsumes nearly all existing DOS and Windows programs, so
the answer to your question will be "everywhere" if
2.0's Windows support turns out as well as its DOS support has.
As to multiple boot, it's just plain useful. As adeveloper, I'd love to be able to use asingle machine to test my
application under DOS 3.3, 4, and 5, as well as OS/2
1.3 and 2.0. And note that the multiboot feature isn't just
away to fall back to DOS—you can use it to toggle between OS/2 and Unix or other operating systems. Now
that you mention it, yes, Ithink multiple boot would be a
nice enhancement to DOS 5.0 as well.
How much extra RAM? As Imentioned, the Windows
support in the early version of OS/2 Itested did not yet
successfully exploit OS/2's memory manager. Clearly,
that's critical. Windows can't be said to run well under
OS/2 unless it can perform on a4-MB machine. Will it?
The jury's still out. Note, however, that OS/2 and DOS

interface development 8t screen management
in autopian environment!
In the perfect world, you probably wouldn't choose to
spend excessive time and energy (read: any) sweating
the interface to satisfy the constantly changing whims
of your end-users. On the other hand, the perfect world
wouldn't have end-users.
But the real world does.
And the more difficult, picky. and fickle they get
about how their screens look and function, the more
likely it is you're going to want to change careers.

Vermont Views v3.0
Fortunately. we can end your end-user nightmares — whether you're developing for UNIX, DOS,
VMS, or all three! Vermont Views takes the aggravation
out of coding and recoding perfect C language interfaces. Instead, we let you create sophisticated screens
interactively, with our program's powerful, intuitive,
menu-driven Designer.
With the Designer, you can create windowbased data-entry forms that have tickertape and memo
fields, pushbuttons and radio buttons, scrollable form
regions, choice lists, scroll bars, shadow borders, and
more. Just peruse, choose, and there they are!
Changes? Easy! New details? No problem! Whole
new approaches? Go for it!
In fact, there's almost nothing you can't do,
because Vermont Views is backed by an incredible library of 586 tested, debugged,
reliable functions. Which means that
every screen you create can look and
run distinctively, uniquely, and precisely the way you need it to.
Of course, the real beauty of
Vermont Views may be the easy portability among DOS, UNIX, POSDC,
XENIX, and VMS. That you can use
it with Oracle, Informix, db Vista,
Sybase, Btrieve, C-tree — or any
Circle 133 on Inquiry Cord.

database that interfaces to C. Or run it on IBM, NCR,
DEC, HP, AT&T, and all the others. How come? Because
Vermont Views functions independently of operating
system, database, and hardware. And we supply
shrouded source, so you know you'll be able to move
applications to any desired platform — without paying
runtime fees or royalties.
Which isn't to say that Vermont Views' portable
interfaces are restricted in capability. Anything but! Our
DOS interfaces have everything that anyone has imagined — including full mouse support. And our terminal
versions have the fastest screen updates in the business.
How fast? Don't bother reaching for the Twinkles.
That's how fast.
Now take that blinding execution speed, that
fourth generation language convience, that power and
flexibility, and top it all with great documentation,
superb tech support, seven years of developer input...
and immediately, one fundamental question leaps to
mind: Why are you still letting your end-users whack
your fragile head against their hard, heartless walls?
Join our thousands and thousands of happy,
healthy customers. Take that big step towards
developer's dreamland.

Demo paradise
for yourself. Free.
Call 1-800-848-1248us,,ar,
(Please mention " Offer 279")

‘rermont
Creative
Software
Pinnacle Meadows. Richford, VT USA 05476
(802) 848-7731, fax (802) 848-3502
©1992 Vermont Creative Software
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The award winning T2200SX

If you need any more power than this
If your desire for power is on the scale of say, Louis XIV, consider
the Toshiba T2200SX. Weighing amere 5.5 pounds and taking up just half
abriefcase, it possesses an awesome 20 MHz 386SX microprocessor and
a40, 60 or 80 MB hard drive with 2MB RAM expandable to 10 MB. And
it's powerful enough to have grabbed both aPC/Computing MVP award
and aPC Magazine Technical Excellence Award.

© 1992 Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc. The Intel Inside logo is atrademark of Intel Corporation. All symbols are trademarked and/or registered by their respective manufacturers.

Then' T3300SL

maybe you should get into politics.
If your need for power is on the scale of say, Napoleon,consider the
new T3300SL. It offers a25MHz 386SL microprocessor plus 64 KB cache for
blazing speed and longer battery life. Not to mention an 80 or 120MB drive
and aPCMCIA-compatible slot. And like its cousin the T2200SX, it offers
aNickel Hydride battery and acarbon-fiber reinforced case. So can-800457-7777. Or if you want even more power, don't forget it's an election year.
In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Circle 131 on Inquiry Card.
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applications do quite well on a4-MB machine.
And what about clone support? Idon't have an official list from IBM, but an unofficial one is available on
BIX (see the file CLONES.ZIP in ibm.os2/listings).
Among the 386/486 systems that have successfully run
both OS/2 1.x and 2.0 are those made by Northgate,
Gateway, Everex, Compaq, CompuAdd, Dell, Tristar,
Cheetah, Arche, Ergo, Acer, Hewlett-Packard, and
Zeos. These systems sport hard disk subsystems with RLL,
ESDI, and IDE interfaces (yes, SCSI support is still
weak); BIOSes from AMI, Award, Compaq, and Phoenix;
display adapters by Video Seven, ATI, Boca, Paradise,
and Trident. Yes, high-resolution/deep-color drivers are
few. But most observers have been pleasantly surprised
by 2.0's promiscuity. —Jon Udell

No Longer Unthinkable
ick Fleming's "Think About the Unthinkable"
D(November
1991) was right on the money. Iwork in

an office where we are going through computer-literacy
growing pains. Most of our people use computers only
because they have to, and they tend to put in only the
minimal amount of time to learn about them. Ioften get
on asoap box about backing up files and documenting
activities and procedures.
Iwould add to Fleming's list ascreen dump of the
system setup menus. Ours got changed by some unwitting
soul, and because we didn't have acopy, we had to call
the manufacturer for the hard disk data values.
Fleming says that if you take the time to think about
the unthinkable, " someone may be grateful that you
did." Well, if you have ahard disk failure and have to
rebuild your system, you might be the one who'll appreciate the data recovery notebook that Fleming advocates.
Jerry E. Semler
Huber Heights, OH

Evaluating Standards
ric S. Raymond's " Standards Everywhere" (JanuEary)
raises some important issues associated with the

increasing growth of "open" standards and economic
and technical cartels. Unfortunately, some of his arguments and conclusions are poor at best.
In an attempt to describe the proliferation of standards, he cites " ACE versus SPARC versus EISA versus
PS/2. X Window System versus News versus Display
PostScript. And GUIs. Don't even talk to me about
GUIs." These comparisons are incorrect because they
do not represent entities of the same class: ACE is acartel; SPARC is aRISC definition; EISA is abus standard; and PS/2 is abrand of IBM PC. A better comparison might be ACE versus Sun (or SPARC, Inc.) versus
Apple/IBM versus 88/Open. The X Window System is a
drawing engine and acrude GUI even without Motif or
Open Look—so he has broken his rule about not talking
about GUIs. Network Extensible Windows System
(News) is display PostScript; News is an example of a
failed standard, as Sun is one of the last to support it.
Open standards come from various beginnings, but
most are seeded by an economic need to reduce the rate
of change for the item being standardized. This is an at18
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tempt to reduce software life-cycle costs. Today most
new hardware systems have ahalf-life of 18 months, yet
the government and some large businesses can't get the
specifications for new software out in less than 12
months. Coupled with an economic need for 10- to 20year life cycles (with technology infusion every so
often), the computer industry is becoming very strained.
Standards slow the rate of change, allowing users to
keep up to date with technology without massive costs.
Major standards do tend to take longer to be approved or
to change than one would like to see, but standards force
industry to serve users, not sellers.
Iagree with Raymond that any standard with more
exceptions than rules should be shunned. Ido not agree
with his Rules for Standards Survival. Rule 1states that
you should wait to commit to astandard until everyone
else also appears to commit. If you do that, you are likely to be left out in the cold. Rule 2warns you not to honor
astandard if it's dictated by asingle entity. This is true
in most cases; however, if the government is that entity,
you may be right only half the time. Rule 3states that
the bigger the standard, the less its value. For an example
of why this is wrong, look at Ada. It's asmall standard,
yet it lacks the elegance that Raymond says he values.
Larry Chandler
Eagan, MN

Humans vs. Machines

I(December 1991). However, with the greatest respect,
enjoyed Ben Smith's " The Dangers of Multitasking"

Isuggest that he has got the hierarchy of computers and
humans upside down.
To my mind, the core of human communications is
the dynamic modeling of all the other participants and
then the recursive modeling of oneself, and everyone
else, within that model, all updated in milliseconds at
critical points in adiscussion. This is an exquisitely intricate affair, involving as it does the feelings and relationships of those involved, over and above the technical
matters under discussion.
The issue has wider importance when viewed from a
sociological point of view. Just as Smith fears, Ibelieve
that our technical tools imperil our society by trivializing our behavior.
Suffice it to say, Iam impressed that these aspects of
technology are getting exposure in such atechnically oriented journal. Keep up the good work!
Duncan M. Butlin
Tulsa, OK

FIXES
•In the February First Impressions (pages 39 and 47),
we neglected to swap three highresolution images for
lowres. We apologize to Farallon Computing, Inc., and
Microsoft Corp.
•The GXtra/W SBus card from Tech-Source (February, What's New, page 54) comes with akeyboard and a
mouse port, not akeyboard and amouse. •

Microsoft Quide
for Windows

MICROSOFT

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
TOOLS

Graphic proof that developing
Wmclows apps is now easier.

Use QuickCase:W to draw the graphical elements of
your Windows program, from menus and
dialog boxes to cursors and icons. Then,
let QuicleCase:W generate commented expert-level C
source code fie- the design that you 'ir created

QUickC for Windows supports awide range of
breakpoint types, from breaking at alocation to breaking
on aWindows procedure when amessage is received.

Take alook at Microsoft' QuickC® for Windows
It's Windows-hosted, so you can edit, compile, and debug
inside asingle environment. Click on the Toolbar" to choose
frequently-used functions, from changing fonts to setting breakpoints. Workspace templates let you save your screen layouts,
so you can reload them quickly from another session.
Plus, aremarkable tool known as QuickCase:W lets
you create every element in your user interface with afew
strokes of amouse.Then it automatically generates the Csource
code you need.
All of which lets you create more applications. And more
kinds of applications: Cprograms that call Windows APIs,
graphical front-end programs for FORTRAN and COBOL,
and CDLLs for other programs.
We suggest avisit to your Microsoft dealer. Because
with QuickC for Windows, seeing is believing.
C 1991 Microsoft Corporation. All rights remelt Printed in Me USA inside Me 50 United States. call (800)501-1261. Dept. V75; outside Me 50 United States. call
(206) 936-8661. In Canada. call (416) 568.3507. Microsoft. Codo Vio,-, MS-DOS. QuirkC and Me Micnttoft logo are registered trademarks and Winder. and
Toolbar are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. '
As used herein,
-ens to MS-DOS and PC-DOS operating systems.

ws

PROGRAMMER'S
Key

Features

•Windows-hosted integrated development
environment including an editor, compiler,
and debugger
•All you need to write aWindows-based
program.
•QuickCase:W generates source code from
your program design and regenerates the code
if you change the design.
•Wide range of breakpoint support, including
breaking at alocation, breaking when an
expression has changed, and breaking at aWindows procedure when amessage is received.
•Complete printed and online documentation
on the Windows API.

•Toolbar for quick access to frequently used
editing and debugging functions.
•Save Workspace and Load Workspace for
saving and restoring window positions and
breakpoints
•Syntax highlighting in editor.
•Customizable tools menu allows you to run any
Windows or DOS program from within the
QuickC for Windows environment.
•QuickWin library for converting well-behaved
Cprograms for DOS to Windows programs.
•Generates Windows Executables, Windows
Dynamic Link Libraries, QuickWin Executables for the Windows environment, and
MS-DOS® Executables,

TIPSIM

•To rebuild your character-based
DOS applications to run under
the Windows environment, select
the "QuickWin EXE" Project be
in the Options menu.
•Use the new and improved Dialog
Editor to quickly and easily design
dialog boxes for your programs.

Microsoft

•ONE MILLION
\
ill COPROCESSORS SoI ' )

It takes lots of screaming fans
woe rr,
NuthCoPnItrwar
•

Eleven million,

coprocessors. And has been for the

to be exact.

last ten years.

And in the math
coprocessor
business, that's definitely arecord.
It just goes to show that Intel
is the de facto standard in math

Not surprisingly, awhopping

to an Intel CPU.
Get the connection? It's as
perfect amatch as you can get.

nine out of ten math coprocessors
in use today carry the Intel name.
And you can bet almost every

Intel Math CoProcessors are 100%
compatible with your Intel CPU,
not to mention more than 2,100

one of them is sitting right next

software applications.

©1992 Intel Corporation. i387 is atrademark of Intel Corporation. Outside of the U.S. or Canada call 1-503-629-7354.
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COPROCESSORs sOLD

to go platinum eleven times.
It's all part of
Inters commitment
to providing powerful
solutions today, like
the world's fastest
microprocessors, plus the

WE MAKE
COMPUTERS
WORK
HARDER.
Call and ask for packet BZ

1-800-538-3373

enhancements for even greater

performance. Today and
down the road.
To receive adetailed

You'll see why Intel Math
CoProcessors have topped the
charts for ten years running.

information packet about
the complete family of
Intel Math CoProcessors,

call 1-800-538-3373.
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The Pros Rate
CA-SuperCalc Higher
Than Lotus 1-2-3 And
Microsoft Excel.
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VARBUSNESS
Spreadsheet Report Card
Microsoft
Excel

CA-SuperCalc

Lotus 1-2-3

Ease of use

7.30

6.50

7.11

Memory Requirement

7.00

5.41

6.14
6.26

Ease of programming

6.48

5.86

Ability to manipulate data

7.31

6.71

7.00

Sorting capabilities

7.50

6.64

6.68

Provision for software security

6.96

5.25

5.10

Report writing capabilities

6.78

5.33

6.17

Ease of use of interface

7.45

6.19

6.77

Software Integration capabilities

7.30

6.23

6.78

Ease of data retrieval

7.50

6.78

Satisfaction with product profitability

5.75

7.00
6.42

Overall quality of product

6.81
7.70

7.18

7.53

Provision for customer support

7.52

5.79

6.22

Charges for training time

6.43

5.60

5.71

Provision for technical support

7.34

5.55

5.95

Provision for marketing support

5.71

Documentation & product Information

6.69
6.90

6.70

5.93
6.98

Frequency of updates & revisions

6.5

5.75

6.15

OVERALL AVERAGE

7.09

6.05

6.44

Recently, VARBUSINESS conducted asun. ey of some people who
sheet versions, we've been stuffing one spreadsheet, CA- SuperCalc,
with everything you would ever want. From spreadsheet linking
know more about spreadsheets than anyone.
to 3-D graphics and beautiful, presentation-quality output,
The people who sell, install, and support them for aliving. The
CA-SuperCalc has it all.
survey asked hundreds of spreadsheet dealers and
And it runs on just about any PC.
resellers all kinds of questions to find
; CA-Su perCalc
(' \,)(
But the best part is the price. At $ 149.00,
out what the pros rate as the best
CA-SuperC,alc costs less than half the price of Lotus1-2-3
spreadsheet. And the pros told them.
and Excel. Heard enough? Cal11-800-CALL CAI
CA-SuperCalc®
today for the name of the nearest dealer where you
In virtually every category from
CA's Computing
can buy the best spreadArchitecture For ease-of-use to technical support,
The 90$.
is.
CA-SuperCalc was rated higher than
sheetere
th
If you're willing to
Lotus® 1-2-3® and Microsoft® Excel.
Tun:wools Siyeadsh. eet
for Tockly's Compacts
spend acouple hundred
We're not surprised. While Lotus and Microsoft
dollars less.
Software superior by design.
have been fussing over their many different spread-

gal
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©Computer Associates International, Inc., One Computer Associates Plaza, Islandia, NY 11788-7000. All pi oduct names referenced herein are trademarks of their respective companies.
©1991 by CMP Publications, Inc., 600 Community Drive, Manhasset, NY 11030. Reprinted from VARBUSINESS with permission.
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Next to Step into the 486 Arena

NANOBYTES

K

icking off the first Next World Expo in San Francisco, Steve Jobs, pres id en tan d
CEO of Next, confirmed the long-standing rumor that Next will supply its
NextStep interface and software development environment on the Intel 486 platform.
The entire operating system—the same Mach version of Unix used on the Next platform—will be ported.
Rumors circulated at the show that Jobs would announce licensing deals with
Compaq and Dell, but Jobs would only say that Next is negotiating licensing agreements with several manufacturers. Nevertheless, Next demonstrated alpha versions of NextStep 3.0 running on both Dell and Compaq 486 machines during
Jobs's presentation and on the show floor. Jobs emphasized that the Intel port in no
way affects the company's intent to compete in the hardware marketplace.
NextStep for the 486 will be available in ashrink-wrapped version directly from
Next, with an end-user version priced at $995 and afull developer's version priced
at $2495. Both versions are essentially identical to their Next computer counterparts.
Jobs said that abeta version of NextStep for the 486 will be ready in the second quarter of this year and that aproduction version will ship in the third quarter.
Jobs claimed that NextStep is catching on in corporate U.S., Japan, and Europe as
the premier tool for custom software development, particularly for " in-house, mission-critical custom applications." Jobs said NextStep's object-oriented development
environment, Display PostScript imaging model and graphical interface, and Mach
multitasking Unix kernel are technically superior to any of the competition's.
"We're three to five years ahead of Solaris, Windows NT, and Taligent," boasted Jobs. Jobs claimed that Next is getting more opportunities to compete with Sun
Microsystems for volume sales deals and is "winning 80 percent [ of them]."
The problem is that NextStep's advantages are not readily apparent to end users.
While software developers find NextStep attractive, they are reluctant to invest in
it unless they can see alarge installed base of users. Whether NextStep on the 486
can turn things around remains to be seen.
—Nicholas Baran

Quorum Converts Mac to RISC, Provides
Latitude over PowerPC

Q

uorum Software Systems ( Menlo
Park, CA) is developing asoftware
porting system that helps developers turn
Mac System 7.0 programs into native implementations on SPARC, IBM RISC System/6000, and Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo RISC workstations. Quorum's Latitude
system maps Mac system and user- interface calls to the native calls of the target
platform. The porting system, slated for
release in June, lets developers reach an
unprecedented number of platforms with a
single instance of source code.
Silicon Graphics and SunSoft officials
expressed delight at seeing Mac applications migrating to their platforms. But Latitude provoked quite adifferent attitude
from at least one Apple official. Roger

Heinen, vice president and general manager of Apple's Macintosh Software Architecture Division, sat quietly in the audience as he watched Latitude's unveiling
at the UniForum trade show and said only
that he could not comment.
Quorum's product was previewed at the
Mac World Expo. At that show, Mac software was shown running blazingly fast on
an Indigo workstation.
One possible reason for Heinen's muted response is that Apple may have entered into its alliance with IBM mainly in
the hope of seeing the Mac integrated into
the RISC world on the PowerPC. Quorum
Latitude appears to do now what the PowerPC will do in 1993 or 1994.
—Ellen Ullman

Canon plans to distribute akanji
version of NextStep 3.0 in Japan.
Reports in the Japanese press also
indicate that Canon will port a
Japanese version of NextStep for
the 486 to its 32-bit PCs. O
A major revision to the NextStep
interface and development environment is scheduled to ship in
June. In the networking arena,
NextStep 3.0 will include built-in
Novell NetWare and AppleShare
protocols, which will allow seamless networking to PCs and Macs
and to Unix workstations that support NetWare. Version 3.0 will include support for PostScript Level 2
and the RenderMan 3-D development specification. NextStep 3.0
also includes two long-awaited features: object linking and adatabase
toolkit. O
In the keynote speech of January's
Usenix conference, Mitch Kapor,
founder of Lotus Development
and more recently the chairman
of On Technology, discussed
the commercial
access and use
of the Internet
network, which
is dedicated to
research and
educational
use. The Internet is becoming increasingly commercial, raising the same types of
questions first asked about TV during its infancy, such as who is going to own it and who is going to
control it. Before TV became popular, everyone thought that it would
be the uplifting factor that would
raise our culture from ignorance
and apathy. Of course, that's not
quite what happened. Kapor pleaded with his listeners not to let the
Internet end up like the " vast
wasteland of TV." D
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Now you can
and not get
Introducing new RISC System/6000 POWERstations
If you're interested in open systems but don't want to
suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous prices,
IBM is about to hit you where you live. The RISC
System/6000' POWERstation 220 gives you more
wallop for your money, while delivering ahefty 25.9
SPECmarks:" That's compared to the SUN IPC's' 13.4
SPECmarks and the DEC5000's" 17.8.
Model

Entry
Grayscale
Workstation —

Entry
8-bit Color
Workstationt

IBM 220W

$7,185

$9,995

HP 705/710

$8,415

$14,065

Scientists see stars.
CASE users can start
with agrayscale workstation with apaging
disk for just $7,185. If
it's CAD clout you're
after, you can get a
workstation specially
outfitted for mechaniL.1
cal design— with 2D
!!
color graphics and
400MB of fixed
disk storage—for only $9,995. All models in the
POWERstation 220 series come with two expansion

in Canada, call 1800 4651234. ** 16MB, Paging Disk, Display, Operating System, Graphical User Interface. ,16MB, 400MB Disk, Display, Operating System, Graphical User Interface
IBM is aregistered trademark and RISC System/6000 is atrademark of International Business Machines Corporation SPECmark is ageometric mean of the ten SPECmark tests and is a
trademark of Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation. All SPECmark figures listed are as published by their respective manufacturers. All prices listed are MSRP. Remarketer prices may
vary PC is atrademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. DEC5000 is atrademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. UNIX is aregistered trademark of UNIX Systems Laboratories. HAGAR THE
HORRIBLE Character(s) © 1992 King Features Syndicate, Inc. © 1992 IBM Corp.

get more clout,
clobbered.
and POWERservers that pack more punch for less.
slots and upgradable components..1nd industrystandard memory upgrades and add-ons for both
are affordable, so growing won't be apain.
Striking ablow for business. The POWERseryer
220 is great for commercial UNIX® solutions, too.
You can configure it as acommercial server, to give
your business the speed, muscle and openness of
UNIX, for only $9,715. And the POWERserver 220
is as expandable as all our other models.
IBM is in your corner. Nobody else
delivers the knockout support of IBM. An
IBM customer engineer can install your

machines, configure your network and integrate
all your systems, whether they're made by IBM or
not. And IBM Credit Corporation has flexible
financing packages to meet your needs. Get hit
with the details. Call your IBM marketing representative or Business Partner. For literature, call
1800 IBM- 6676, ext. 7691'
And, for those who decide to shop for UNIX
solutions elsewhere, aword of advice. Duck.

lw RISC System/6000

For the Power Seeker.
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Rambus's New Memory Architecture Could Put
More Video PCs on Desktops

R

ambus, astart-up company backed by
three venture-capital firms and stocked
with astable of technical engineers, has
developed aDRAM architecture and chipto-chip data transfer technology that could
solve the classic memory bottleneck problem. Geoff Tate, president and CEO of the
Mountain View, California, company, said
that the Rambus interface standard can be
directly implemented on CMOS DRAMs,
memory controllers, processors, graphics/video chips, and other components.
Tate said that Rambus's solution will deliver atenfold increase in component
throughput. A single Rambus DRAM
(RDRAM) delivers up to "500 million
bytes per second on astandard PC over a
narrow, high-speed bus," he said. The
company expects to capture more than 50
percent of the DRAM market by 1997.
Tate adds that the company's solution uses
fewer ICs and amodular system.
The problem Rambus addresses is well
known to systems designers: The data
transfer rate of memory ICs lags behind a
processor's ability to handle data. Although
DRAM densities have increased, DRAM
performance has improved only marginally. Because of this, systems designers have
resorted to complex workarounds of the
bottleneck by using multilevel memory
hierarchies, with Level 2 static RAM
(SRAM) caches and cache controllers.
And as display resolutions increase and
customers clamor for true color, costs are
driven up due to the memory needed to
supply pixels at ahigh rate for aflicker-

free display. Animation graphics and video
also require high data transfer rates to display images in real time. All these requirements have resulted in complex architectures that use specialized multiport
DRAMs or video RAMs ( VRAMs) to
maintain the high data transfer rates.
Rambus replaces all these subsystems
with asolution made up of masters, slaves,
and anarrow, high-speed bus. Rambus engineers have developed abus that's 1byte
(9 bits) wide and capable of transferring
data at 500 MBps by using both edges of a
250-MHz clock. Masters and slaves connect to the printed-circuit board via asimple 32-pin interface. Small signal swings
replace conventional, noisy TTL signals
and operate in acontrolled- impedance
transmission- line environment, the company says.
Rambus says that its design will eliminate the need for Level 2SRAM caches,
cache controllers, and today's VRAM.
Toshiba, Fujitsu, and NEC have already
agreed to become Rambus interface licensees.
Tate predicts that RDRAMs will enable
designers to jump from 8-bit VGA 256color palettes to low-cost 24-bit true-color
graphics. But he admits that there are still
barriers to the Rambus vision. "You're not
going to do animated graphics on today's
monochrome displays." Nevertheless,
Rambus may provide asolution that will
accelerate the progression toward true
"ideo PCs.
—D. L. Andrews

BSDI: Unixlike and Free of AT&T

T

oacheering audience of 1000 Usenix
conference attendees, former SunSoft
employee Rob Kolstad announced his new
company, BSDI (
Falls Church, VA), and
its new product, aBerkeley Unix—compatible operating system for 386 and 486
PCs. The Unixlike software, called
BSD/386, is 100 percent free of AT&T
code and licenses, which means it costs
less: Including the kernel and full source
code, it sells for $995. A binary-only ( i.e.,
non-source code) version should be available in the third quarter of this year for
$500.
BSD/386 is acomplete operating system that is compatible with BSD 4.3 with
BSD 4.2 networking. It includes TCP/IP,
X Window System 11.5, Posix functions,
26 BYTE • APRIL 1992

ANSI C, C++, tr off, Tex, and areimplementation of Sun's Network File System. It supports more than adozen popular Super VGA cards, most mice, and
SCSI, IDE, and ESDI controllers. To use it,
you'll need a386 or higher PC with 4MB
of RAM and a100- MB hard drive. By the
third quarter, BSD/386 will be able to run
all SCO Unix applications without ahitch,
BSDI says.
The product is the result of years of effort
by the Unix community to create awidely
available, AT&T-code- free Unix workalike. The crowd responded to Kolstad's
presentation with great enthusiasm, applauding and cheering each member of his
team.
—Ben Smith

NANOBYTES
It wasn't quite the same as Dire
Straits front man Mark Knopfler
singing about moving refrigerators
and color TVs,
but as BSDI
program manager Rob Kolstad explained
all the various
licensing options of his company's Unixlike
BSD/386 software, he said with his usual wit,
"I'm Crazy Rob. I've gotta move
these kernels." O
At Buscon/92-West in Long Beach,
California, IBM showed atechnology demonstration of streaming data
approaching a 160-MBps data
transfer peak. The demonstration
used amodified RISC System/6000
deskside unit and a bus- master
adapter card on the Micro Channel
bus, both developed specifically for
the demonstration. O
At UniForum, DEC announced version 1.0 of DEC OSF/1, what the
company calls the "first production
version" of the Open Software
Foundation operating system. Users
can't install this system, which is a
developer's version, scheduled to
ship last month. The end-user platform will be version 2.0, due in the
second half of the year. CI
At the recent National Association
of Music Merchants International
Music Market show, Passport Designs ( Half Moon Bay, CA) announced apreliminary version of
Producer, which the company calls
"integrated digital audio and MIDI
soundtrack software." The software,
the first version of which will run
on the Mac, will integrate computer
animation, graphics, titling, laser
discs, video, CD-ROM, MIDI, samplers. sound cards, and soundtrack
software. The company also plans
aWindows version. Passport says
that the main use of Producer is as a
media integration tool, accepting
inputs from many sources and letting you build afinal product.

Deliverin
WATCOM
•The Widest Range of 32- bit Intel x86 Platforms
32- bit DOS, 32- bit Windows OS 220, AutoCAD ADS

•The Industry's Leading Code Optimizer
Advanced global optimizer with new 486 optimizations

-

The Most Comprehensive Toolset

Debugger. profileifflected-mode compiler dnd linker
32-bit DOS extetieKv'th royalty-free run-time licensed -- e
components from Mitr3soft SDK and more

•The Best Value in 32- Bit Tools: $895
-

Unleash 32-bit Power!
WATCOM C9.0/386 lets you exploit the two key 32-bit
performance benefits. The 32-bit flat memory model
simplifies memory management and lets applications address
beyond the 640K limit. Powerful 32-bit instruction processing
delivers asignificant speed advantage: typically at least a2x
speedup.

You Get:
• 100% ANSI and SAA compatible: C9.0/386 passes all Plum Hall
Validation Suite tests
• Extensive Microsoft compatibility simplifies porting of 16-bit code
• Royalty-Free run-time for 32-bit DOS, Windows and OS/2 apps
• Comprehensive toolset includes debugger, linker, profiler and more
• DOS extender support for Rational, Phar Lap and Ergo
• Run-time compatible with WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386

32-bit DOS support includes the DOS/4GW 32-bit DOS extender by
Rational Systems with royalty-free runtime license
• Virtual Memory support up to 32Mb

Autodesk, Robert Wenig Manage,* AutoCAD for Windows:
"At Autodesk, we're using WATCOM C/386 in the development
of strategic new products since it gives us acompetitive edge
through early access to new technologies We also highly
recommend WATCOM C/386 to third party AutoCAD add-on
(ADS and ADI) developers:'

Fox Software,

support enables development and debugging of
true 32- bit GUI applications and DLLs.
• Includes licensed Microsoft SDK components

32-bit OS/2 2.0 support includes development for multiple target
environments including OS/2 2.0, 32-bit DOS and 32- bit Windows
• Access to full OS/2 2.0 API including Presentation Manager
• Integrated with IBM Workframe/2 Environment
AutoCAD ADS

and AIM Development: Everything you need to
develop and debug ADS and ADI applications for AutoCAD Release 11
Network Cfor NLM's SDK includes C/386

uncommon, but to accomplish both was quite remarkable."

GO,

Robert Carr; Vice President of Software: '
After looking at the

32-bit Intel 80x86 tools available in the industry, WATCOM Cwas
the best choice. Key factors in our decision were performance,
functionality, reliability and technical support."
"IBM and WATCOM are working together closely to integrate these
compilers with the OS/2 2.0 Programmer's Workbench."

Lotus,

David Reed, Chief Scientist and Vice President, Pen-Based

Applications: "
In new product development we're working with
WATCOM C because of superior code optimization, responsive
support, and timely delivery of technologies important to us like
p-code and support for GO Corp's. PenPoint."

Novell,

Nancy Woodward, VP and G.M., Development Products:
"We searched the industry for the best 386 Ccompiler technology
to incorporate with our developer toolkits. Our choice was
WATCOM."

TCO :

WA
LANc
COAVVI;R
u4G

David Fulton, President: "
FoxPro 2.0 itself is

written in WATCOM C, and takes advantage of its many superior
features. Optimizing for either speed or compactness is not

IBM, John Soyring, Director of OS/2 Software Developer Programs:

32-bit Windows

Novell's

The Industry's
Choice.

LANGUAGE

M

1-800-265-4555

The Leader in 32-bit Development Tools
415 PhIlltp Street, Waterloo. ° Marto, Canada. Telephone: ( 519) 886-3700, Fax (519) 747-4971. ' Price does not include reght and
taxes where appllcable Authonzed dealers may sell for less WATCOM Cand Lightrun4 Device are trademarks of WATCOM Systems
Inc DOS/4G and 00S/16M are trademarks of Rational Systems Inc Other trademark-. are the properties of their respechve ownecs
Copyright 1992 WATCOM Products , nc
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Spreadsheet Could Boost PenPoint

A

t-Hand, aspreadsheet developed for
Go Corp.'s PenPoint operating system for pen-based computers, could be the
first application to validate the PenPoint
platform. Developed under the direction
of Dan Bricklin, vice president of development for Slate (Scottsdale, AZ), the program fully exploits the advantages of pen
computing.
Bricklin gave this reporter apreview of
At-Hand running on aprototype pen-based
machine from Samsung. Instead of using a
traditional spreadsheet's edit line to enter
labels and values, you just write directly
into cells using the stylus. At-Hand offers
a256- by 8192-cell grid, immediate access to 90 built-in functions, and 15 types
of charts and graphs. Bricklin described
the language as " BASIC-like...but it
knows about spreadsheet primitives such
as cells and ranges."
At-Hand reads and writes WK1 (Lotus

1-2-3) and XLS (Excel) files. In atypical
scenario, Bricklin says, users will transfer files to and from their pen and desktop systems. When At-Hand files are sent
to the desktop, the program provides a
choice of export formats. Of course, it supports PenPoint's standard gestures and
connectivity and recognizes handwriting,
with optional deferred recognition. It also
incorporates an extensible graphics language that lets corporate developers improve the spreadsheet's graphing capability by creating specialized graph types.
The software uses 1.5 MB of hard disk
space and requires only about 500 KB of
RAM to run. Although it is scheduled to
ship in the second quarter of this year at a
list price of $295, At-Hand product manager Lisa Underkoffler cautions that the
schedule is dependent on Go's releasing
PenPoint.
—D. L. Andrews

RFI Problems Plague Pen Systems

M

assive increases in RFI from penbased computers are causing the
FCC to rethink its testing procedures; it
has already delayed the release of at least
one pen-based system. The RFI problem
doesn't pose ahealth threat to users, but it
does mean that some of the eagerly awaited pen-based designs will be later to market than expected because of redesigns.
The problem is that when you place your
hand close to the screen of an operating
pen-based computer, the RFI the computer
produces increases enormously. Since all
pen-based systems involve writing on the
screen with astylus, that increase occurs
with normal use of the system.
Charles N. Cobbs, chief of the FCC's
equipment and authorization branch

(Columbia, MD), says that the emissions
increase can be as much as 15 dB. "This is
not like tripping over acurb, it's like falling over a cliff," Cobbs says. " We
couldn't let that go."
Essentially, the human body serves as
an antenna to radiate additional energy
from the computer. The radiation is not
dangerous to people, but it is enough to
interfere with electronic equipment.
The problem was unexpected because the
FCC's current test standards don't allow
for auser's effect on the system RFI. As a
result, the manufacturers weren't looking
for those effects in their designs. The first
company to get caught with this problem
was NCR and its 3125 pen system.
—Rick Cook

Apple and Sharp May Be Paired Up in the
Consumer Market

N

ow that Apple chairman and CEO
John Sculley has said that Apple will
enter the consumer electronics market, observers have wondered what products the
company will offer. Sculley told attendees
at the semiannual Consumer Electronics
Show that Apple will enter the "digital
consumer information products sector of
the consumer electronics industry" and reiterated Apple's interest in the technology
of Personal Digital Assistants.
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Sculley also said that Apple has worked
this year to establish relationships with
several leading consumer-electronics companies. Sony may be the company that
comes to mind as first choice for apartnership, but sources say that Apple will
work with Sharp on CD-based devices,
which may already be built. Longtime
Apple partner Frogdesign may also have
had ahand in the devices' design.
—Larry Loeb

NANOBYTES
When you see this man's face, think
of QuickTime. In his keynote address at the MacWorld Expo show,
Apple chairman
and CEO John
Sculley said that
what people would
remember the most
about his time at
Apple is QuickTime—even more
than the Macintosh.
It's also now clear that Apple thinks
QuickTime will influence platforms
other than the Mac. At the show,
Apple announced plans to bring the
benefits of QuickTime to other
computing environments such as
DOS, Silicon Graphics, DEC, and
Cray Research. To further extend
the adoption of Apple's Movie file
format, Corel Systems is developing afile format translator to be
shipped with the QuickTime Starter
Kit, aproduct for those who want
to explore the capabilities of QuickTime. The Corel utility will allow
the conversion of popular DOS and
Windows format presentations,
graphics. and animation files into
QuickTime movies. Apple wants
QuickTime to be the crossplatform
method for personal computers to
handle multimedia. D
At NetWorld, CE Software announced QuickMail for MHS
(Message Handling Services),
which the company says will provide Novell network users with
"similar functionality and flexibility" to the QuickMail product for
the Mac. Previous versions of
QuickMail supported Macs and
PCs, but they required both aMac
server and an AppleShare network.
The planned new version will provide native NetWare MHS support for the Macintosh.
Apple is reportedly working on new
technology that lets people control
off-the-shelf Macs using ordinary
spoken language. The technology
may be used in future consumer
products. O

NEC introduces
a486 series
that has a
built-in survival
instinct.

them—provide for easy,

NEC's new PowerMate
Express Series.
A lesson in survival
and security.

inexpensive memory
expansion.
You can add an
MIS-preferred EISA
SCSI host adaptor.

Imagine a line of affordable 486
PCs and towers that is completely

options—Base VGA, 1024 VGA,

modular and upgradable.

even BITBLT EVGA for graphics-

Now imagine how secure you'd
feel in your decision to purchase

Next time ea need amissioncritical PC or network server,
heres' something you might
want to think about: NEC
is one of ahandful of
companies that have
received the Deming
Award, the highest
honor bestowed in the
quality assurance
field, on five
separate
occasions.

And choose from three video

intensive applications.
In short, you can configure your

such a system. A system that

system exactly the way you want it.

would not only meet your needs

128- bit memory path gives us

today, but also adapt to changing

quicker reflexes.

technologies.

Instead of the traditional 32-bit

We adapt to your environment.
With NEC's new PowerMate

memory path, our PCs have one
that's four times as wide, guaran-

Express" Series, you get total sub-

teeing you 0-wait state

system modularity and scalability,

performance even
at faster processor

including CPU, memory,

speeds. Giving you

video, disk subsystems, and

the ability to handle

EISA option slots at no

data- intensive

extra cost. All working

applications or

in balance with each

networking

other. And flexible
enough for your particular needs.
An easy-open chassis design,
featuring thumb screws and snap-in
device rails, gives you convenient
access to all internal subsystems.
Standard SIMM sockets- 16 of

demands with ease.

Our best feature hasn't been
invented yet.
Perhaps the best feature of the
PowerMate Express Series is its
ability to reduce the possibility of
your system becoming obsolete
soon after you buy it.
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Our CPU
scalability
starts at
486SX/20 for
only $ 2,999 0 and
goes up through
486SX/25, 486/33,
and beyond.
All at affordable
prices.
What's more, our

486 computers from others in
their class.
Just look at a side-by-side comparison of our features versus
COMPAQ's and AST's.
We think it's further proof that
investing in a PowerMate Express
Series PC or tower could very well
be one of the best decisions you'll
ever make.
A decision that will help you

modular systems are ready for

survive in today's business

the next generation of Intel'

environment. And tomorrow's.

microprocessors, and adaptable to

Ntr
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Decking

new developments in video and
memory technologies.

We can take the heat.
We've given each of our PCs
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Microsoft and Intel Team Up on Portable Power
today is performed only at the system levntil computer hardware gets less enel, without regard to program state.
ergy-hungry, the only way to cut powAccording to Microsoft, Windows and
er use in portable machines will be through
many applications are idle 50 percent to
better software tricks. Microsoft and Intel
75 percent of the time, waiting for user inhave now created asuite of technologies,
put or other system events. By providing
called the Portable Computing Initiative,
an application programming interface
that are intended to do just that. By match(API) through which compliant programs
ing operating-system features with the specan write to the system BIOS and say that
cial hardware of portables, the two comthey are idle, you can cut power usage by
panies aim to improve the efficiency of
as much as 25 percent, Microsoft says.
mobile computing.
Not only can the system be intelligently
The Portable Computing Initiative enshut down, but it can also select periphercompasses several efforts, including
als or add- ins. The APM scheme is deputting system software in ROM instead of
fined independently of the CPU, chip set,
on disk, developing drivers for PCMCIA
solid-state storage cards, and building a and operating system.
Why use an API instead of building these
simple data transfer utility into DOS.
features directly into the operating sysThe most innovative development is
tem? Unlike in the Mac world, where vircalled Advanced Power Management
tually all software interacts with the system
(APM), which gives applications the abilthrough defined system calls, many DOS
ity to tell the hardware when it doesn't
programs bypass the operating system and
need certain system resources, such as I/O
interact directly with firmware.
ports; this will let programs help the sys—Owen Linderholm
tem save energy. Most power management

Headland's Cache Enhancement Chip Set
Optimizes the 486

H

eadland Technology ( Fremont, CA)
has introduced achip set with cacheenhancement features that optimizes the
performance of the 486 processor's internal cache. The company says that the benefit of the HTK340 chip set is that the
processor never has to wait for write operations, resulting in improved system performance.
As Headland describes it, the significant
performance determinate, on the system
level, of the 486 is efficiency in memory
write operations. Headland says its advanced features eliminate the write bottleneck by integrating afour- level-deep
write buffer with out-of-order operations
and byte gathering. The company tries to
eliminate the DRAM write bottleneck by
assembling 8- and 16-bit writes and writ-

ing them as 32-bit writes, and by allowing out-of-order operations while maintaining the integrity of the data.
Headland claims atwofold to fourfold
improvement in DRAM write operation
efficiency. Like the first member of this
family, the HTK320 386DX chip set, the
HTK340 is atwo-chip set that includes an
ISA bus controller chip and amemory controller unit. A Headland product line manager admitted that the improvement offered by the chip set isn't all that evident
with low-level benchmarks. It shows up
more on "complex, real-world" benchmarks.
The chip set supports frequencies of up to
33 MHz. It will cost $45 each in quantities
of 1000.
—Ken Sheldon

CtigT Quits Multiprocessor Business

C

hips & Technologies is pulling out of
the multiprocessing chip-set business.
Saying the market is too small, the company has announced that it will try to sell
off its M/PAX architecture and technology, which can tie together as many as six
386 or 486 processors in aLAN server.
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C&T was the only company left trying to
make money as amerchant supplier of
multiprocessing chip sets. Most multiprocessing servers, such as the Systempro from Compaq, use proprietary designs.•
—Rick Cook

NANOBYTES
To reduce use of the power-hungry
hard drive, Microsoft has developed
aROM-based version of DOS 5.0,
and it's now shipping. The company also says it has created scalable
versions of DOS 5.0 that take up
less RAM in exchange for reduced
functionality. One tiny 4-KB version of COMMAND.COM lets a
system run DOS programs but not
perform any other functions. This
will be especially useful for palmtops with limited memory and that
only need to launch programs. O
Slate vice president Dan Bricklin
predicts that in two years some penbased computers will retail for under
$1000. The same
systems today
can cost as much
as $5000, if you
can find one.
Bricklin said that
pen- based systems running PenPoint are currently "scarcer than hens' teeth."
After apause, he added, "Actually,
there are alot more hens' teeth in
the world." D
Specular International ( Amherst,
MA) is working on atool for reducing the time required for rendering graphics images. A new program called BackBurner lets you
render asingle image on multiple
Macs by dispersing rendering tasks
over Ethernet or AppleTalk networks and relegating the most intensive rendering duties to the
fastest available machines. Back Burner must be used with InfiniD,
Specular's 3-D rendering, modeling, and animation software. Pricing has not been determined. D
The great baseball player Satchel
Paige once said, "Don't look back—
something may be gaining on you."
Intel must feel that way sometimes
about AMD. AMD is developing a
486 and a33 MHz version of the
Am386SX, which will be manufactured with an advanced 0.7-micron
CMOS process that allows low
power operation. •

The Borland Visions Video Series
Now the easiest way to learn software!

Borland makes learning fun
No‘‘ there s
afaster, easier and more entertaining way to gain
proficiency in today's top software and advanced technology. In a
matter of hours, you can master
all the concepts presented.
You're taught exactly what you
want to learn. And it's all selfpaced, so you can learn when and
where it's convenient for you.
Learn from
the
experts
David Intersimone, Borland's language
ambassador, makes learning software fun!
Taught by internationally recognized experts, each videotape training
course provides athorough and fun way to learn,
using easy-to-understand examples presented in clear,
everyday language. Lively presentation is further

enhanced by state-of-the-art production techniques and exciting
animation graphics. Easy-to-follow workbooks written by
recognized authorities solidify the concepts. And, in many cases,
free sample source code is included so you can get off to afast start
by simply plugging it into your application.

Ideal for everyone who uses aPC
Programmers, developers, MIS, department managers—nearly
anyone who uses aPC can benefit from the Borland Visions Video
Series. Every videotape is acomplete, step-by-step tutorial.
So whether it's understanding what Object"Borland clearly invested alot of care
Oriented Programming is all about or
in this project, and the result is an
learning how to best manage corporate data,
excellent example of what amultimedia
Borland has avideo for you. Most of all, it's
course can achieve when done right."
Craig Menefee
fun. Order today!
writing about World of Crt in
Computer Shopper, Feb. 1992

Every video training package under $100!
WORLD OF

oticrirsioN

World of Object Vision

Learn to create your own Windows applications
without programming. With Object Vision it's easy,
and this clear videotape with sample applications
makes it even easier. Now everyone from nonprogrammers just getting started ... to developers
looking for faster application prototyping can create
their own Windows applications i
n
no time. Hosted by John Mandell. Sample
ObjectVision applications included. 85 minutes.

$3 995

Did you ever wish you had the power tu program
your own computer and write your own programs?
Easy videotape instructions, workbook and sample
programs will teach you how to write programs
in record time. Perfect for the
beginning programmer. Hosted $ 69 95
by Zack Urlocker. Workbook written by Keith
Weiskamp. 90 minutes.

World of Database
Management
Now !sore than ever,
information is power. Learn
the latest concepts in
database management
software, including objectoriented technology and
Windows database technology. If 0011 Wallt to
manage corporate information iet
in the most efficient and
profitable way, this videotape
is amust-see. Hosted by Philippe Kahn
29 minutes.

19 9'

The Award-winning
World of C++
World of Cr+ is the easy way for
the experienced Cprogrammer to
step up to C++ and the power of
Object-Oriented Programming.
With 21 lively video lessons, David
Intersimone gives you asolid
understanding of how C++ works, and how you can
use it to streamline your
programs and speed
only $9995
through development
cycles. Comes complete
with videotape, workbook and sample source code.
Workbook written by Bruce Eckel. 120 minutes.

Learn Programming Today
with Turbo Pascal

World of Object Windows for
Turbo Pascal

Make the Move from Cto C++!

"The combination [of video, workbook and
source code] ... is the best introduction I've
ever seen to any complex language."
Jerry Pournell, BYTE, December 1991

The ObjuctWindows" application framework
provides easy-to-add-on Windows user
interfaces for Turbo Pascal! This complete
training package will show you how to get the
most out of this cutting-edge
technology in the shortest $99 99
amount of time. Hosted by David Intersimone.
Workbook written by Tom Swan. Sample source code included.
120 minutes.

World of Object Windows
for C++
+programmers can skip the tedious
chore of writing Windows user interfaces—with
just afew lines of code you can add the robust
ObjectWindows application framework to your
application. Two videotapes, workbook and
source code make it easy to get
up to speed fast in Windows. Hosted by David
Intersimone. Workbook written by Tom Swan.
120 minutes.

$99 95

Now, with an order over $30, you get
World of Objects or World of Database
Management absolutely FREE!

World of Objects
Philippe Kahn and his special
guests take you on aguided tour
of the basic concepts behind
Object-Oriented Programming
Afact-filled
overview full $ 19
of fun and
insight for everyone. 20 minutes.

To order, and get your free video,
see your dealer or call now,

1-800-331-0877 Dept. 6913
5

I

60- day, money- back guarantee

Fer'

BORLAND
Software Craftsmanship
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Windows 3.1
Is Ready to Roll

Extended Graphics Array, 8514/A, and a
generic Super VGA ( 800 by 600 pixels
with 16 colors).
Something that most users won't see, but
that Iappreciate, is Setup's more intelligent
handling of network installation. The new
Setup / A option streamlines the process
of loading asite- licensed copy of Windows onto anetwork drive and marking
the files read-only. Tweak afew lines in a
Setup file, and you can present users with
shared Program Manager groups containJON UDELL
ing only the applications you want them to
run, while crippling Program Manager's
Scalable fonts, compound documents, and mulability to launch unauthorized software or
After a long gestation
to create new groups and items.
timedia support are headline attractions, but the
Serious network administrators still have
period, Windows 3.1
Windows 3.1 story doesn't end there. A great
plenty of reasons to lean on advanced utilmany fixes and refinements—none revolutionities like Windows Workstation from Auhas matured into a
ary—conspire to make version 3.1 afaster,
tomated Design Systems. But those who
friendlier, and stabler system. You'll notice imsolid product that fixes
rightly complained about LAN installaprovements as soon as you launch Setup. Foltion of Windows 3.0 will find version 3.1
past problems and
lowing an optional tutorial, you can take the
more cooperative.
"express" or "custom" route. Choose the latter,
introduces mainstream and you specify the games, wallpaper, and acPrinting with TrueType
cessories
you
want
and
skip
the
rest.
(The
mulTrueType
isn't just an Adobe Type ManPC users to multimedia
ager clone. On your screen, the two techtimedia subsystem is not optional, however.)
nologies produce similar results—fonts
You'll notice longer lists of supported display adapters, printers, and networks. The
that scale cleanly. But TrueType's superb
standard display drivers now include Texas Instruments Graphics Architecture,
printer support transcends what ATM offers. If you have aHewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II and you don't have HP soft
fonts, or don't have them installed propPaintbrush Image
erly, ATM can create pages that match
1Embedded picture
what you see on-screen only by cranking
Paintbrush Image
out huge bit maps that clog your network
and take forever to print. TrueType, on the
2Linked picture
other hand, conjures up the downloadable
fonts on the fly. It's fast, convenient, and
Paintbrush Image
)3/1/1991
utterly transparent.
The same technique works with Post3 Embedded Excel spreadsheet
illon01),Sales Report
Script printers: TrueType can manufacture unhinted Adobe Type 1fonts on the
March
April
May
546
400
653
fly. If you inspect the PostScript code
March
April
May
that's generated, you'll see that the driver
Widgets
546
400
663
cleverly defines only the characters actually used in the print job. You can also
send bit maps, or, if you know that the
printer has an Adobe font whose metrics
match those of aTrueType font, you can
just invoke the printer fonts directly.

I

—1

1

euT
H
MS DOS
PI., Pt

Pre9Yr.
egwey,

Objects embedded in or linked to aWrite document launch their creators when you
double-click on them. It looks easy, but you may be surprised at what happens when
you save, copy, or print the document. OLE breaks important new ground but raises
thorny user-interface issues.
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Choose Your Mode
Windows 3.1 abandons the vestigial real
mode. Users won't mourn its passing—
version 3.0 would run on an 8086, but not
happily—and programmers will breathe a
collective sigh of relief. That leaves standard mode for 286 and low-end 386 machines and enhanced mode for 386/486

It Talks, It Sings,
It's Multimedia Windows
Tom Yager

W

indows 3.1 seems like much
more than apoint release. But
one crucial piece of it—multimedia support—hit the streets
several months before its commercial
release. The Windows Multimedia Extensions are part of the Multimedia PC
specification (see "The Multimedia PC:
High Powered Sight and Sound on
Your Desk," February BYTE). With
version 3.1, the software side of MPC
becomes astandard part of Windows.
What the extensions buy you depends largely on your configuration.
The most accessible addition is audio.
If you have an audio I/O card like Creative Labs' Sound Blaster Pro, the new
routines and applications in version 3.1
will let you record and play digitized
sound. If your audio card supports
MIDI, or you have acomponent MIDI
device that's compatible with Roland's
MPU-401, version 3.1 will let you
record and play MIDI data. The Multimedia Extensions are, not surprisingly,
extensible, so in addition to audio and
MIDI, they support the following media types: CD audio, videodisc, video
overlay, and animation. Each of these
types (except animation) requires additional hardware and, in most cases,
drivers supplied by vendors.
In away, animation requires additional hardware, too: aMac, which is

workstations with 2MB or more. Version
3.1 will run in standard mode in the presence of DOS 5.0's EMM386 memory
manager, something that version 3.0 refused to do. But users who have favored
standard mode even on high-end hardware
might want to reconsider that policy in
light of version 3.1's enhanced mode.
The virtual memory manager has been
overhauled, and disk I/O benefits from a
new 32-bit virtual device driver that works
with Western Digital and compatible hard
drive controllers. A performance boost,
not mode-dependent, comes from the new
Smartdrive. Caching both reads and writes,
it keeps my disk noticeably quieter than
its version 3.0 counterpart.

now the only way to create an MPCcompatible animation. Support for fullmotion (digital) video (using the "digideo" media type) is expected
shortly. and there are also reserved (but
not supported) media types called dat,
scanner, vcr, and other. Idon't know
what an "other - does, but the rest of
the names are self-explanatory.
Some of the media types are covered by their own low-level programming calls. For some operations, such
as MIDI recording, it helps to have the
most direct control possible. But the
heart of the multimedia programming
support is the Media Control Interface.
This is awell thought-out, high-level
function-call interface to acommand
interpreter. An MCI command string
includes acommand, atarget device,
and arguments. The interpreter routes
the command to the appropriate handler for the specified device.
The result is readable code and
straightforward addition of new media
types to existing applications. The
string interface also works well with
alternative Windows programming environments like ToolBook. Those of
us who work in C need Microsoft's
Multimedia Development Kit, which
requires aCD-ROM drive and the Windows Software Development Kit.
MCI's command structure is pat-

Keep on Keeping On
As aDOS multitasker, version 3.0's reach
often exceeded its grasp—it encouraged
you to try things that either wouldn't work
or wouldn't work reliably. This wasn't
surprising, given the sandy DOS foundation on which Windows builds its airy superstructure of virtual machines (VMs).
What has pleasantly surprised me about
version 3.1 is that, although the basic architecture hasn't really changed. DOS multitasking does work awhole lot better. Preliminary CPU and screen I/O benchmarks
peg version 3.1 VMs well ahead of their
version 3.0 counterparts. And the VMs are
much more stable. Incidentally, version
3.1 can handle 9600-bps serial communi-

tented after atape transport. Commands
supported by most devices include
open, play, and pause. The first two are
all that's required to get most media
types to play or display their output.
Here is one that plays adigital audio
file called WILLIAM.WAV:
open \ sounds\william.wav
type waveaudio alias bill
play bill
The alias simply gives you an easier
way to reference the open file. Playing
aMIDI file, an animation, atrack on
an audio CD, or any of the other supported media types is no more difficult
than this, and digital video and other
future types will follow the same command format.
If you're not aprogrammer. the fact
that MCI is so easy to write helps you
as well. MPC-compatible software will
become available rapidly because MCI
is such acinch to learn and use. Microsoft probably hopes you'll see all
the multimedia stuff in version 3.1 and
run out and buy an MPC upgrade kit.
Maybe that's not such abad idea.
Tom Yager is aBYTE technical editor
and director of the Multimedia Lab.
He can be contacted on BIX as
"tyager."

cations, even in the background.
Matching some of OS/2 2.0's features,
windowed VMs now provide DOS mouse
support and offer avariety of alternative
fonts. An . INI file remembers the size and
location of windowed DOS programs.
Windows now traps the three-fingered
salute. Press Ctrl-Alt-Del, and version 3.1
prompts you to continue the current DOS
(or Windows) task, kill it, or actually reboot. If you pull the plug on aDOS task in
this situation, Windows shuts it down without the scary termination message.
According to Microsoft, Windows does
asanity check to see if DOS seems healthy.
Even so, arogue DOS task can subtly alter
low memory and bring down the whole
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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system. Does that matter? In practice, it
may not. Ithink many users just want Windows to run their important DOS programs
"well enough," and version 3.1 meets that
criterion better than version 3.0 did.
If aWindows task meets with misfortune—at your hands or in the form of what
used to be called an unrecoverable applications error—you're in better shape than
before. Windows again performs asanity
check, this time on its own data structures,
and, according to Microsoft, it can even
repair damage so the system can continue
safely.
Additional lines of defense include
stricter parameter checking ( both at run
time and in the Windows header file), more
informative error messages when protection faults do occur, and apostmortem utility (Dr. Watson) that records Windows'
state and the user's description of the actions leading to the fault.
Given that Windows and its tasks still
share one local descriptor table in version
3.1, protected mode isn't as bulletproof as
in Unix or OS/2. But the pragmatic approach that Microsoft has taken—managing faults both proactively and reactively—should help matters alot.
On the Applications Front
Most Windows 3.0 applications Itried ran
happily under version 3.1, including PageMaker, CorelDraw, Picture Publisher, Persuasion, Turbo Pascal for Windows,Word
for Windows, and Excel. As you'd expect,
Iran into some programs that will require
maintenance upgrades, including PowerBuilder, Quest, and WinSleuth Professional. In general, however, your transition shouldn't be traumatic.
Old chestnuts like File Manager, Write,
and Paintbrush improve in avariety of
ways. For starters, they now exploit common dialog boxes for opening and saving
files, selecting fonts, and printing. Mac
programmers who have used SFGetFi le
and SFPutFile for years will find it
amusing that Windows is only just now
getting into the act. Still, better later than
never.
File Manager now presents directory
trees in amore useful double-pane format
and reads in directories much faster. While
it was formerly unusable on large network
drives, it has become ahandy tool for
browsing and disk grooming. File Manager is also the source of version 3.1's new
drag-and-drop behavior. You can drag files
out of File Manager's window and drop
36 BYTE • APRIL 1992
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them onto Print Manager, onto iconized
applications, or into open application windows. To print in this manner, the document you drop must be associated with an
application that must define aprint command in the new system registration database.
An even more interesting thing happens
when you drop a.BMP file onto an open
Write document. Windows thinks for a
minute, and aPaintbrush icon appears in
the file. When you double-click on it,
Paintbrush launches and loads the bit map.
You've just used drag-and-drop to embed
areference to one document inside another. Behind the scenes, Windows ran atool
called Packager to specify the embedded
object's appearance (the Paintbrush icon)
and its content (the reference to the .
BMP
file). Welcome to the weird, wonderful
world of Object Linking and Embedding
(OLE).
Everybody Say OLE
The version 3.1 accessories include OLE
servers (Paintbrush and SoundEdit) and
OLE clients (Write and CardFile). Other
applications that formerly rolled their own
OLE but can interoperate with the OLE
libraries shipped with version 3.1 include
Word, Excel, and Ami Pro.
The Write document in the screen contains aseries of embedded and linked objects. The two Paintbrush images appear
identical, but they aren't. The first, an embedded object, resides anonymously within the Write document. The second, a
linked object, takes up the same amount
of space in the Write document but refers
to anamed Paintbrush file. In both cases,
double-clicking on the object launches
Paintbrush. But the embedded object is
accessible only via Write; the linked object
can also be reached by loading its corresponding file into Paintbrush.
In addition to the drag-and-drop I've already described, you can embed an object
by pulling afile directly into the client using the Insert Object command, or by
copying from the server to the Clipboard
and then using the client's Paste Special
command. To link, you copy from the
server to the Clipboard and use either Paste
Special or Paste Link in the client.
This all sounds simple, and in away it is,
but it takes asurprisingly long time for all
the implications to sink in. The three flavors of Paste command—Paste, Paste Special, and Paste Link—can be confusing,
especially since Paste Special usually lists

avariety of formats the client can use to
render the embedded or linked object. Yet
the results of each of these procedures can
look exactly the same.
Also, those results may or may not be
what you expected. When you paste a
range of cells from aspreadsheet into
Write, you expect to see something that
looks like aspreadsheet—and you do.
When you double-click on the sound object, you expect to hear something, and
with asound board installed, you do. But
when you paste arange of text from Word,
what appears is Word's icon, not text.
Why? The OLE client library can render
only metafile or bit-map data. Microsoft
has defined away for an OLE server to
provide an "object handler" that renders
data on its own terms—formatted text, in
the case of Word.
OLE in its current form is abold experiment. It lacks the network awareness of
Apple's Publish/Subscribe, begs for anextgeneration file system that is itself somehow object-oriented, and often doesn't behave the way you'd expect, but it's agood
start. As programmers learn how to use
the daunting OLE libraries, Ithink we'll
see Windows software evolve in fascinating new directions.
Jon Udell is aBYTE senior technical editor at large. You can reach him on BIX as
"judell."
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Windows 3.1
$149; upgrade.from Windows 3.0,
$49
System requirements:
Standard mode: 286 or higher with
1MB of RAM, amouse, and a
supported monitor.
Enhanced mode: 386 or higher with
2MB of RAM, amouse, and a
supported monitor.
Multimedia Extensions: asound
board and/or aCD-ROM drive.
Microsoft Corp.
1Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
fax: (206) 883-8101
Circle 1220 on Inquiry Card.

You don't have to replace circuit boards. You
don't have to spend an arm and leg for upgrade
modules. All you need is two fingers. One microchip.
And an AcerPowerm
386SX or 486SX.
Because Acer
has invented something
no other computer in the world can give you. A
breakthrough technology that makes upgrading a
computer dramatically easier

ow, upgrading a than ever. For alower cost than
computer is as simple ever. And ifs available off-the-shelf
as plugging it in. from dealers everywhere.
We call it ChipUr
Take the AcerPower 386SX. It comes out of
the box as a386SX machine. When you're ready to
upgrade, just drop in a486 chip. That's it. The
computer does the rest-upgrading itself automatically. Giving you up to five times the power.
It like buying an entirely new, state of the art
computer for the price of asingle chip.
So why worry that the computer you bought
today will be obsolete tomorrow, when it's such
asnap to
prevent it?
Punch in 1-800-SEE-ACER in the U.S. and
Canada and find out how acomputer can save you
kite. the kebgo,
ond ChtpUp ore regsterea eoPernoreso ker
Potent prenckng ClipUp technology

money. Now. And in the future.

ono Foe. Amer« Corp
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Have Docking
Station, Will Travel

been purposely designed for three things:
to travel, to run Windows, and to communicate. Based on the early prototype that I
saw, Ibelieve it will probably excel at all
three.
For traveling, the system is small and
light (only 5pounds) and features the battery-friendly 386SL processor. (You can
also save power by manually setting the
speed to 6or 12 MHz.) The size of the
notebook is small enough (8by 11 by 1'4
inches) to let you fit it into abriefcase with
RICH MALLOY
aream of 8A'- by 11-inch paper.
To achieve the light weight, the floppy
Last year, Safari Systems, an interesting joint
drive was put into asmall external box,
The NCR 3170 Safari
but it will be included in the price of the
venture of AT&T and the Japanese company
system. This arrangement lets you leave
Marubeni,
brought
out
the
Safari
NSX/20
noteNotebook, with its
it home if you don't need it. To complebook (see "IBM and AT&T Enter the Fray of
ment
the 386SL processor, apower manFingerPoint Mouse,
386SX Notebook Computers," August 1991).
agement system can automatically save
That system went on to win aBYTE Award of
signals a new
power by cycling the system through four
Merit and quite abit of attention. This year, Sastates: normal ( 25 MHz), slow ( 3.125
generation of portables faniSystems has been folded into AT&T's re- MHz), sleep (0 MHz), and suspend ( the
cent acquisition, NCR. The company has just
system shuts down and draws only 20 milintroduced abold new machine, the NCR 3170 Safari Notebook, which may set the
liamperes).
Although there is no internal floppy
pace for many notebooks to follow.
drive, the new Safari system is one of the
first to include aslot for PCMCIA cards.
A Designer Notebook
These cards are used mostly for adding
Like the NSX/20, this new notebook is stylish enough to feel right at home in adememory or data storage, but there will soon
signer showroom. But this system wasn't meant to sit around idly. It seems to have
be PCMCIA cards that function as network interface cards, 9600-bps modems,
and even wireless modems.
For Windows, the system will feature 2
MB of memory (expandable to 20 MB)
and a 17-millisecond 80-MB hard drive,
which can hold at least afew Windows
applications. A customized version of Windows 3.1 will be included with the machine, as will apower management—aware
version of DOS 5.0a and an Asymetrix
ToolBook TourGuide. The modifications
to Windows will include such things as
alarge mouse pointer for easy use on a
monochrome LCD screen. The 25- MHz
386SL processor with a64-KB cache (and
socket for a387SL) ensures that the system
will be powerful enough to handle almost
all Windows tasks easily.
The display is a9w1-inch sidelit triple-supertwist VGA LCD using cold-cathode
fluorescent tubes. The contrast is excellent, even in direct sunlight.
For communications, the NCR 3170 includes a2400-bps modem with MNP level 5and V.42bis error correction and compression, and 9600-bps send/receive fax
capability. Other ports are standard-size
Photo 1: The NCR 3170 Safari Notebook is similar in style to the award-winning
connectors for one serial and one parallel
Safari NSX/20 notebook
device (with enhanced data-transmission
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capabilities), amouse or keyboard, and a
VGA monitor. On the software side, the
system includes aWindows software package that allows background connection
with AT&T Mail and BitFax software.
The FingerPoint Mouse
Perhaps the most unusual feature of the
NCR 3170 Safari Notebook is its pointing device, the FingerPoint Mouse, which
sits in the lower right corner of the keyboard, where the cursor keys are usually located. In fact, the FingerPoint Mouse replaces the cursor keys, with good results.
The FingerPoint Mouse consists of three
keys that are aligned horizontally. The center key is round and about the size of a
penny, and it can tilt in any direction. Tilting it in any direction moves the mouse
in the same direction. The two keys to either side function like the two mouse keys
on aMicrosoft Mouse.
What about the cursor keys? As it happens, the FingerPoint Mouse can control
either the mouse pointer or the cursor. You
merely press two keys simultaneously to
toggle between the two functions.
How well does the FingerPoint Mouse
work? There are two answers to that question. When it is used to control the cursor,
the function is fairly straightforward. In
fact, in some cases it is better—and definitely more intuitive—than aset of cursor keys. But in mouse mode, the answer
involves some personal taste, which is
usually the case when mice are involved.
Based on an early prototype that Iused, I
found the FingerPoint Mouse good for
small precise movements, such as moving columns of text in adesktop publishing
program.
Opinions on the FingerPoint Mouse will
vary. However, dedicated mouse users will
appreciate the PS/2- style mouse port on
the side of the system.
A Portable Docking Station
A docking station—adesktop device that
attaches to anotebook and provides additional capabilities—is nothing new. But
for its docking station, Safari has provided
anovel twist: portability. This docking
station is so small that even when it is
mated with the notebook, the entire unit
can still fit inside some briefcases.
This small size belies the capabilities
inside: three bays for peripherals (e.g., a
floppy drive) and two expansion-card slots
(one full-length AT slot and one halflength XT slot). Depending on how many

modems for either the ARDIS network or
the more common voice-based cellular
network.

Photo 2: The docking station is almost
as portable as the notebook itself It
weighs only 9pounds with its batteries.
expansion cards are inserted, there is even
space inside for two nickel-cadmium batteries of the same type that is used by the
notebook. The total size of the unit, including notebook and docking station, is
only 12 by 15 by 3 inches. The weight,
loaded with peripherals and two batteries
(plus one in the notebook), is 14 pounds.
Safari envisions the docking station being outfitted with aCD-ROM drive and
an RF modem. In fact, an RF modem
based on the ARDIS network should be
available around the same time the docking station is—near the end of this month.
Multiple Communications Options
Perhaps the most useful feature of the new
Safari system is its wide array of communications capabilities and options. Safari
designers have obviously not been shy
about exploiting the communications expertise of two of its parent companies,
AT&T and NCR.
As mentioned above, the NCR 3170
comes standard with afax/data modem
(either 2400 or 9600 bps) and Windows
software for accessing fax messages and
AT&T Mail. Currently, there is an interesting gateway in AT&T Mail that allows
you to send short messages to Telefind
alphanumeric pagers. New wireless modems, such as the ones mentioned for the
docking station and the PCMCIA slot,
should allow two-way wireless communication fairly soon.
Two-way wireless communication is
where the NCR connection should come in
handy, with its ARDIS cellular network.
When these modems become available,
Safari owners will be able to purchase

Extras
There is amaximum contrast mode for
easier viewing of text. In this mode, all
text- mode colors are mapped to either
black or white, without any intermediary
shades of gray.
There is aCPU speed lock, which lets
you bypass the power management facilities and lock in adesired CPU speed for
performance-sensitive functions.
Finally, the small LCD window disp!aying various system-status icons can be seen
if the system is open or closed. In addition, amail icon in this display flashes
when the serial port is in use and can be
programmed to stay on when amail message has been received.
Prices for the new notebook were unavailable at press time, but the price of a
low-end version with an 80-MB hard drive
should be around $4700.
All in all, the NCR 3170 Safari Notebook combines aconsiderable amount of
power, usability, and impressive design in
avery small package. Shoehorning Windows into asystem that can be easily carried and used in avariety of different locations is no easy task. The BYTE Lab
should soon follow up with areview of a
shipping version of this system. But until
then, this is asystem that deserves agood
deal of attention. 111
Rich Malloy is an executive editor for
BYTE located in New York City. He can be
reached on B1X as "rmalloy" and on MCI
Mail at #306-6564.
THE

FACTS

NCR 3170 Safari Notebook
with 2MB of RAM, an 80-MB hard
drive, and a2400-bps modem; or
with 4MB of RAM, a120- MB hard
drive, and aV.32 modem with fax
capability; prices not available at
press time
NCR Corp.
1700 South Patterson Blvd.
Dayton, OH 45479
(800) 225-5627
(513) 445-5000
Circle 1233 on Inquiry Card.
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— Full natire 32- bit programming poffer

(++ P
IUS.

to edit, compile,
link and debug any
Windows application, you won't
need to buy
When it comes to building larger,
the Microsoft
more complex applications, C++ is
Windows SDK.
the language of choice. And now with
We've also added
Zortech C++, Symantec presents
ahelp compiler
the only C++ compiler that provides
and engine, a
professional tools for Windows,'
DOS and OS/2 in asingle, integrated
Zortech C++ dramatically cuts resource
your multiplafform development compiler,
package.
time 61/ supporting the complete Windows
Zortech C++ goes well beyond
range ofPC architectura
header
the other C++ and Ccompilers
files and libraries, and printed SDK
by delivering more of the tools serious
documentation.
programmers demand—plus acolFor unmatched performance,
lection of exclusive features designed
Zortech
C++ offers globally optimizto increase your productivity and
ing compilers that boost program
reduce your development time.
speed and significantly reduce
All of which means youll
program size. So regardget your applications to marless of the platform,
ket faster than ever before.
Zortech C++ delivers
For starters, our
performance and security
unique WINC library autowhere it matters ... in your
matically converts DOS
finished
application.
command line
In fact, as the safest choice
programs to true
you can make, Zortech C++
Windows applicaensures total C++ and ANSI C
tions. And you won't
compatibility. It's also supported by
need to switch
The security
leading third-party utilities,
development
of one compiler across
systems, because multiple plofforms has never been more libraries and other tools.
you'll have the
e,ssentill. With Zortech C++,d,eveloping
That's probably why
applications has never been easier
flexibility of movor more efficient.
more and more corporations
ing to different platforms.
are moving to Zortech C++ for their
Zortech C++ even includes
application development.
royalty-free 32-bit and 16-bit DOS
UPGRADE TO ZORTECH C++
extenders, for the cost-effective develFOR JUST $199.
opment of programs with advanced
There's never been abetter time
memory requirements.
to take advantage of the world's first
And since Zortech C++ promultiple-platform C++ compiler.
vides absolutely everything you need

ONLY ZORTECH'C++ OFFERS
ATRUE MULTI-PLATFORM
COMPILER AND MUCH MORE.

Because, for just $199, users of Borland
C++ and Microsoft Ccan now upgrade to Zortech C++ For Windows,
DOS & OS/2—that's asavings of $500!*
And if your applications require
even greater numerics support, pick
up the Zortech C++ Science and
Engineering Edition (which offers
everything from the Windows, DOS
and OS/2 version, along with the
M++ array language extension,
IEEE-754 and NCEG 91-015 numerical support, and much more).

Zortech kindustrial-strength compiler breaks
through the DOS 640K barrier, enabling you to
develop programs of up to I6MB and beyond

Either way, you'll get unmatched
Zortech quality backed by Symantec's
outstanding service and support.
So visit your dealer or call us at
1-800-228-4122, Ext. 804Y for more
information about Zortech C++
and our competitive upgrade offer.

SY MAN TI
C.

'Promotion ends April 30, 1992. Offer good in the US and Canada only. In Canada, call 1-800-465-2266. For more information in Europe, call 31-71-353111. In Australia, call 612-8794577. Everywhere else, call 408-252.3570.
© 1991 Symantec Corporation. All rights reserved. Zortech is atrademark of Symantec Corporation. All other brand or product names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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New from Compaq: Deskpro 50M

O

pro/LT file servers. Probably,
though, the DX2 processor will
be purchased most often as part
of the Deskpro 50M.

fthe many changes that
have occurred at Compaq recently, the most notable
are several new products: a
486DX2 processor module, a
1024- by 768-pixel resolution
graphics accelerator board, and
a17-inch flat-tension-mask color monitor. Combined, these
products form amost impressive graphics workstation,
which Compaq calls the Deskpro 50M.
The Deskpro 50M has 8MB
of RAM (expandable to 64
MB). You have achoice of a
19-millisecond 120-MB hard
drive, a 12- ms 340- MB hard
drive, or no hard drive at all.
Like the other members of the
Deskpro/M family, this machine has a rather standard
desktop size ( 17 by 15 by 6
inches). However, it also features five EISA slots (one used
by video), afairly husky (240watt) power supply, and aremovable I/O board containing
ROM chips and the system's
CMOS battery.
486DX2 Module
The processor module in the Deskpro 50M
is built around the newly announced Intel
486DX2 chip. This chip runs at 50 MHz
internally, but it has aspecial interface that
lets it appear to the external world as a25MHz chip, which lets designers more easily build systems around it. However, this
25-MHz operation also causes the chip to
perform at slightly slower rates than you
might expect based on its internal 50-MHz
clock. Intel claims that instead of running
at twice the speed of a486DX/25, the DX2
will run merely 50 percent to 70 percent
faster, depending on how the memory is
organized.
To squeeze as much performance as possible from the new chip, Compaq has augmented the 8-KB internal cache on the 486
with a256-KB two-way associative writeback cache. Preliminary performance numbers based on BYTE Lab benchmarks and
an early prototype of the system suggest
this could be one of the fastest DX2 systems on the market.
Compaq has wisely implemented the
DX2 on aprocessor module that can be
used as an upgrade processor for owners of
other Deskpro/M systems or System-

New Graphics Controller
No matter how fast your processor is, you can get even better graphics performance with
agraphics accelerator card.
Thus, the Deskpro 50M comes
with Compaq's new QVision
1024/E Graphics Controller.
This EISA card features 1MB
of video RAM, which lets it
support 256 colors in 1024- by
768- pixel resolution and
65,000 colors in 640- by 480pixel resolution, as well as regular VGA.
For enhanced Windows performance, the card features a
BitBlt engine and ahardware
cursor. For fast AutoCAD performance, the card has alinedraw engine. The net effect of
these features is very impressive performance. ( An ISA
version of the card has slightly
slower performance.)
THE

FACTS

Deskpro 50M
Model I: 8MB of RAM and a3,14inch floppy drive. Model 120: 19ms 120-MB hard drive. Model 340:
12-ms 340MB hard drive.
QVision 1024/E Graphics
Controller
1MB of video RAM, 1024 by 768
pixels with 256 colors, VGA compatible, and an EISA bus interface.
QVision 170 Color Monitor
17-inch diagonal, flat-screen, multiscan color analog monitor, 1024 by
768 pixels.
Prices unavailable at press time.
Compaq Computer Corp.
20555 State Hwy.
Houston, TX 77070
(800) 231-0900
(713) 370-0670
Circle 1234 on Inquiry Card.

Flat-Screen Monitors
The latest rage in color monitors seems to
be flat screens, and Compaq has decided to
offer the flattest screens around. The company's new QVision Color Monitors are
actually large-screen versions of Zenith
Electronics' much-admired flat-tensionmask monitors.
Zenith Electronics (not to be confused
with the computer manufacturer Zenith
Data Systems) has been selling a 13-inch
version of the monitor for years, but Compaq is the first company to offer 15- and
17-inch versions. The 17- inch screen that
Isaw was unique among large monitors,
with ascreen so flat that it seemed concave.
A New Tradition
At press time, all Compaq would say was
that it would watch the market carefully
and offer prices competitive with companies such as Dell and ALR, apromise it
has made before and followed through on.
If this new tradition holds, Compaq will
soon be selling one of the most powerful
and most cost-effective graphics workstations on the market.
—Rich Malloy
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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New Hard Drives Keep Your Data Safe
t's no secret that hard drives
III are the Achilles' heel of personal computer systems. Unlike the rest of acomputer,
which moves electrons from
place to place, hard drives are
electromechanical devices with
lots of moving parts that sooner or later wear out—usually at
the most inconvenient time.
That hard drives fail is afact
of life. What's an individual
user to do? There are alternatives, and two new drives
are cases in point. The
Kalok KL3100 and the
Quantum Passport XL
take very different approaches to keeping your
data safe, but both do the
job admirably.
Kalok
Kalok isn't the most familiar name to end users. The company
has concentrated on selling its line of hard
drives to system makers and dealers. But
Kalok is aname you should know about.
Kalok drives are plain- looking (OK,
ugly) black boxes that have adisconcerting
feature of making agreat deal of noise
when they access and write data. But don't
be fooled.
In one of my prior incarnations as aPC
consultant, Icomputerized asmall business with ahalf-dozen computer systems.
In one of them Iinstalled aKalok drive. I
shook my head as Iheard it clunk and
clank through its paces. Four years later, all
the other hard drives Iinstalled have failed.
The Kalok, however, just keeps clunking
along.
The major reason that Kalok drives are so
reliable (and make more noise) is that they
use 50 percent fewer components than typical drives from major players. Fewer parts
mean fewer pieces to wear out and break
down. It works.
The KL3100 is Kalok's latest, a341. -inch
105- MB IDE drive. It has a32-KB onboard buffer with aproprietary look-ahead
caching algorithm. Couple the cache with
aconfiguration that uses 35 sectors per
track, and the result is that the KL3100
delivers more data per rotation than its
competitors. Imeasured its throughput at
about 1.8 MBps, the type of speed more
commonly seen from synchronous SCSI
drives. (The average seek time is 19.5 milliseconds.)
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Although Kalok won't
provide asuggested retail
price, you should be able
to buy a KL3100 for
around $400. Its rated
mean time between failures is an impressive 50,000 hours (over five years), about
twice the MTBF for competing drives. My
experience shows that figure to be conservative.
Quantum
Last year's acquisition of Plus Development by Quantum was one of those proverbial marriages made in computer heaven.
Both companies are known for making
high-reliability (albeit expensive) drives.
The newest fruit of the merger is aunique
system indeed: the Passport XL. This is a
series of four removable hard drives (ranging from 50 to 240 MB) that sets new standards for performance and reliability.
Each Passport XL unit is acompletely
self-contained and sealed SCSI drive in a
shockproof container. There are external
chassis for PCs and Macs, and an internal
chassis fits in astandard half-height 54'inch PC drive bay. ( You'll also need a
SCSI board for your PC.)
The interface to the chassis is apin connector at the rear of each drive unit. But
you don't just push the drive in the chassis.
As soon as you start to insert the drive
unit, amotor-driven mechanism grabs it
and gently pulls it into the chassis. This
makes for high reliability. Quantum rates
the drives for an incredible 20,000 insertion/removal cycles. That's the equivalent
of inserting and removing the drive five
times aday for 10 years.
The drives contained in each cartridge

are also unique. They have a
built-in cache for an effective
access time of 9ms, and they
have asustained data transfer
rate of 1.4 MBps. But it's their
rated reliability that really
raised my eyebrows. Quantum
says that the MTBF is 250,000
hours. (That's 28 years!) It's
even more impressive when
you consider that these drives
are designed to be removed,
transported, and bounced
around. Because of the rated
life, Quantum is guaranteeing
forward compatibility for the
Passport XL. The company
says you'll be able to use both
the drives and the chassis as
new generations of products are introduced.
At first blush, the Passport XL seems expensive: A 105- MB drive unit, internal
chassis, and SCSI adapter list for $ 1207.
But since it's designed to be alifetime investment, it's an unbeatable value.
Both the Kalok and Quantum drives are
indicative of arefreshing trend toward
drives that truly keep your data safe. But a
word to the wise: You still need to make
backups. Murphy lives.
—Stan Miastkowski
THE

FACTS

KL3100
(contact dealer for price)
Kalok Corp.
1289 Anvilwood Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 747-1315
Mx: (408) 747-1319
Circle 1235 on Inquiry Card.
Passport XL
50 MB, $449; 105 MB, $629; 120
MB, $899; 240 MB, $ 1099
internal chassis, $359
external chassis, $469
Quantum Corp.
500 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(800) 624-5545
(408) 894-4000
fax: (408) 894-3205
Circle 1236 on Inquiry Card.

Introducing The Gateway TelePath"
For $ 195, you get the Gateway TelePath — anew customdesigned V.32bis modem with 9,600 bps fax capability plus

New Video Options For Your PC
The 15-Inch Crystal Scan 1572FS

New On The Menu: Choose One Software Option Free With Your PC!
you now receive your choice of free application software. Pick

Option #4
The Paradox' 3.5

With the purchase of any Gateway 2000 computer system,

The new 15-inch Crystal Scan 1572FS has aflat, square,

WinFax Pre Crosstalk' for Windows'

non-glare screen to reduce distortion around the comers and

one from the seven application options in our software buffet.

• Award-winning database management program

and afree 30-day subscription to

provide an edge-to-edge display area. We've also moved the fine

We'll install one software option on your hard drive, optimally

II From Borland; the leader in database and

CompuServe' Basic Services.

tuning controls to the front of the monitor for easy access. The

configured for your system and Windows, and provide you with

programming software

Anywhere else you'd pay more

Crystal Scan I572FS is an option with 386DX and 486 systems

the master diskettes and manuals — absolutely free.

Retail value: $695. Discount value: $500+.

for the software alone!

for an additional $ 195. Availability is limited.

You can also buy additional software at extremely competitive

Speed. The Gateway TelePath

Ask your sales person for the details.

The Gateway TelePath send/receive
fax runs at 9,600 bps.
Compatibility. The 14,400 bps

Option # 1

modem is compatible with the

Microsoft Excel for Windows' 3.0

standard AT command set and can

• Apowerful graphical spreadsheet program

be used with almost any compatible

• Includes online help for Lotus' 1-2-3' users

software. With the Gateway TelePath fax, you can send to or
Class 2commands.

The new 15-inch Crystal Scan is bigger and better than the
1024 series.

• Fax mode: V.17, V.29, and V.27ter

The AT!'" Graphics Accelerator
You're really cookin' when you run aGateway 2000 system

V.22bis, V.22, V.21, Bell 2I2A and 103, V.42 and MNP 2-4 error

with All's graphics accelerator, the Graphics Ultra. All achieves

correction, V.42bis/MNP 5data compression

aquantum leap in performance by using ahighly optimized

in excess of $500 not including the software. At $ 195, the
Gateway TelePath price is very easy to swallow.

II PC Maga.:ine's Editor's Choice
Retail value: $495. Discount value: $300+. Can be yours free
with aGateway 2000 PC!

II Data mode: ( try to find one we don't support!) V.32bis, V.32,

Price. You'll find comparable fax/modem packages can cost

Can be yours free with aGateway 2000 PC!

prices, or choose from other popular applications not listed here.

modem operates up to 14,400 bps.

receive from any Group 3or earlier fax machine using Class 1or

PARADOX

graphics coprocessor on the Graphics Ultra card. The 1024 x768
mode is fully compatible with IBM' 8514/A, VGA, Super VGA
and previous IBM graphics standards, which makes it easy to
install applications using the standard video drivers.
The All Graphics Ultra video card is standard with the

more into one easy-to-use program

• Entertainment Pack, eight games including Tetris'

• New version 2.0 adds spectacular refinements

• TurboTax is an easy-to-use tax preparation program with

II Includes online help for WordPerfect' users

online help for understanding IRS rules

Retail value: $495. Discount value: $300+. Can be yours free

Retail value: $607. Discount value: $400+. Can be yours free

with aGateway 2000 PC!

with aGateway 2000 PC!

• Easy-to-use desktop presentations program
IM Creates high-quality overheads and 35mm slides
Retail value: $495. Discount value: $300+. Can be yours free
with aGateway 2000 PC!

for $ 150!
Diamond Speed
Star Plus

• Works integrates aword processor, spreadsheet, database and

• Best selling word processor for Windows

the purchase of a

Standard IG A

for Windows, plus TurboTax tor Windows from ChipSoft

setting budgets, tracking expenses

Gateway 2000
4

Entertainment Pack, all

Microsoft Word for Windows"' 2.0

Microsoft PowerPoint for Windows' 2.0

upgrade to it

versions, and an

• Money helps you control your finances by writing checks,

over $500. but with

system, you can

and Money,' the latest

Option #2

Option #3

12

Includes Microsoft's
Works" Publisher"

la Publisher has page layout tools to create publications

486DX/33 system, optional with other DX systems. The street
price of this card is

Option #5
The Entrepreneur Pack

ATI Graphu s
Ultra

how,ornpuin.1 an a1,1,1)/(RI and renerit In 41 Tetinolopc, In,

Peripherals are sold only with the purchase of asystem. If you already own aGateway 2000 computer, you can buy peripherals separately. Availability is limited.

What comes to mind when you picture the classic 50's diner?
Good food and plenty of it. Great service. And the price on the
check is remarkably affordable.
When you buy apersonal computer from Gateway 2000, the
experience has its similarities. You get asolid quality,
' high-performance computer that comes fully loaded with all the

(1

Feast Your Eyes On These Entrees — Including ANew 486DX2 Special!
Option #6
The Windows Programmer Pack
Includes Microsoft's QuickC for Windows':
Visual Basic for Windows': Windows Control
Development Kit': MS Windows Help
Compiler' and MS Windows Programmer's
Online Reference'
• Everything you need to create programs for Windows
You can't buy all of these tools in one package elsewhere, but
this option can be yours free with aGateway 2000 PC!

Option #7
Microsoft Project for Windows"' 3.0
II Flexible and easy project management program

Gateway 2000 computer systems — the meat and potatoes of
our menu — come with all the trimmings at no extra charge.
And if you're hungry for an ultra high-performance system at
agreat price, take alook at our new 50MHz 486DX2 computers.
Both ISA and EISA models are based on the Inte1486 DX2 dual
speed processor. With asystem clock frequency of 25MHz, the
internal core of this CPU executes at 50MHz for a35% increase
in performance compared to a33MHz 486DX system.
50MHz 486DX2 $3195
50MHz 486DX2 EISA $4095

386SX Systems
Gateway 2000's 386SX systems come in acompact, mini
desktop model. To give you plenty of room for expansion in a

486DX And DX2 Systems

386DX Systems
The 386DX systems have atrue 32-bit memory bus and more
microprocessor on aMicronice
motherboard. We add agenerous

custom-manufactured for Gateway 2000. RAM is expandable to a

to asystem total of 64MB. Put in

system total of 64MB.

64K of cache RAM on the 386DX/33

card by far in its class. The EISA models

Digital. Then give them Diamond

include aDiamond Speedstar Plus, which is

Speedstar Plus' 16-bit VGA

also ahigh-performance video card. Both

graphics cards with 1MB RAM,

systems come with 1MB video RAM.

non-interlaced 14-inch Crystal Scan

integrated the diskette

BIOS, aWeitek socket on the 33 and

Retail value: $695. Discount value: $425+. Can be yours free

drive controller, the video

200 watt power supplies. That's the basic recipe

with aGateway 2000 PC!

chip set and the I/O card on

for these tried-and-true, workhorse computers.

Word for Windows, Excel and PowerPoint, you can upgrade to it.
Office retails for $750, with adiscount value of $499. It can be

di

yours for only $ 175 with aGateway 2000 PC. Ask your sales
representative for details.

The ISA systems have eight

.4111MIsr•
G.:mom

Both systems have a32-bit slot open in the standard

g

16-bit slots on the motherboard, six

Iavailable in the standard configuration.
The EISA machines have eight 32-bit
EISA slots on the system board. You
have live 32-bit EISA slots open in our standard configuration.

five 16-bit slots open in the

configuration for RAM expansion. The motherboard has atotal

standard configuration.

of one 32-bit and seven 16-bit slots, with one 32-bit and five

computers use Award' BIOS. All systems come with Weitek

The mini desktop

16-bit expansion slots available in the advertised configuration.

sockets and 200 watt power supplies.

models have a

Gateway's 386DX and 486 systems come in adesktop model that

standard mouse port

(PS/2 compatible), leaving two

is roomy and easily accessible.
Afloor-standing tower model

serial ports open. RAM on these systems is expandable to 16MB

is an option for

on the motherboard. The Western Digital' IDE hard drives

an additional

packages hut will not include the retail box. You get acomplete

feature a32K read-look-ahead cache buffer. All mini desktop

$100.

set of diskettes and manuals, shrink-wrapped and packaged in a

models have Quadtel BIOS and 200 watt power supplies.

This offer includes the identical applications contained in retail

Graphics Ultra, which is the fastest video

IDE hard drives from Western

• PC Maga:ine calls it the best program in its category

example, if you'd rather get Microsoft Office" which includes

New on the ISA models is the ATI'

-

for anice performance boost. Add

1024 x768 color monitors, Phoenix "

If the free software packages offered here don't suit your

motherboard, while the motherboard for the EISA systems is

portion of RAM — 4MB expandable

small footprint system, we

needs, we have others that are very competitively priced. For

instruction cache. The ISA systems have aMicronics'

oo

• Includes interactive online tutorial

the motherboard, leaving

Gateway 2000's 486 systems run on the real McCoy — an
Inte1486" processor with built-in math coprocessor and 8K

expansion capability. We start with agenuine Intel' 80386

Gateway 2000 box.

The 124-key AnyKey keyboard
comes standard with all Gateway 2000 systems.

The ISA systems have Phoenix BIOS, while the EISA

I
NCLUDED WITH EVERY SYSTEM:
•One-year limited warranty • 30-day money-back guarantee
•Lifetime toll-free technical support • Free on-site service
to most locations • Free bulletin board technical support
•C.O.D. terms and major credit cards honored • Net 30-day
credit terms and leasing options available to qualified
commercial customers

16MHz 386SX
• Intel® 80386SX Processor
• 2MB RAM
• I.2MB 5.25" Drive
• I.44MB 3.5" Drive
• 40MB 17ms IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
• I6-Bit VGA with 5I2K
• 14" Crystal Scan 1024
Color VGA Monitor
• IParallel/2 Serial Ports
• 1PS/2 Mouse Port
•I
24-Key AnyKey' Keyboard
• Microsoft® Mouse
II MS® DOS® 5.0
• MS Windows' 3.0
• Choice of Application Software

tliKeiour

25MHz 386DX

20MHz 386SX

$1445

• Intel 80386SX Processor
• 32K Cache RAM
• 4MB RAM
• I.2MB 5.25" Drive
• I.44MB 3.5" Drive
▪ 80MB 17ms IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
▪ 16-Bit VGA with 5I2K
• 14" Crystal Scan 1024
Color VGA Monitor
• 1Parallel/2 Serial Ports
la 1PS/2 Mouse Port
a I24-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse
al MS DOS 5.0
• MS Windows 3.0
• Choice of Application Software

$1895

$1745
504111z, 4861)X2

• Intel 80486 Processor
• 64K Cache RAM
• 8MB RAM
• 1.2NIB 5.25" Drive
• 1.44MB 3.5" Drive
• 200MB 15ms IDE Drive with
64K Multi-Segmented Cache
• All" Ultra 8514/A Video with 1MB
• 14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
• 1Parallel/2 Serial Ports
• I24-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse
• MS DOS 5.0
• MS Windows 3.0
• Choice of Application Software

$2945

• Intel 80386 Processor
• 4MB RAM
• I.2MB 5.25 -Drive
al 1.44MB 3.5" Drive
▪ 80MB 17ms IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
• I6-Bit VGA with 1MB
• 14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
• IParallel/2 Serial Ports
la I
24-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse
• MS DOS 5.0
• MS Windows 3.0
• Choice of Application Software

• Intel 80486DX2 Processor
Ill 64K Cache RAM
• 8MB RAM
• I.2MB 5.25" Drive
• I.44MB 3.5" Drive
• 200MB 15ms IDE* Drive with
64K Multi-Segmented Cache
•ATI Ultra 8514/A Video with 1MB
• 14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
• 1Parallel/2 Serial Ports
• I24-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse
II MS DOS 5.0
II MS Windows 3.0
• Choice of Application Software

$3195

• Intel 80486 Processor
• 128K Cache RAM
II 8MB RAM
• 1.2MB 5.25" Drive
• I.44MB 3.5" Drive
II 340MB 15ms SCSI Drive with
I28K Multi-Segmented Cache
• 32-Bit EISA SCSI Controller
II 16-Bit VGA with 1MB
la 14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
• IParallel/2 Serial Ports
• I24-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse
al MS DOS 5.0
• MS Windows 3.0
• Choice of Application Software

$3895
BEST BUYS
II Get our 33MHz 386DX system,
same configuration as listed,
with a120MB IDE hard drive
instead of the 200MB drive.

This ad was photographed at Archie 'sDiner in Sioux City, Iowa. Archie is behind the der.
Otheecharacters are Gateway 2000 employees from departments throughout the co7hpany.

• Intel 80386 Processor
• 64K Cache RAM
• 4MB RAM
• I.2MB 5.25" Drive
• I.44MB 3.5" Drive
11 200MB 15ms IDE Drive with
64K Multi-Segmented Cache
• 16-Bit VGA with 1MB
• 14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
• 1Pardlle1/2 Serial Ports
• 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse
• MS DOS 5.0
111 MS Windows 3.0
• Choice of Application Software

$2395

331111: 4861)X EISA

'Enhanced 111F. w,lRIPE ( Rapid
Integrated Drive Electronics) technology.

1: 1!:‘, I ‘

33MHz 386DX

$2145

486DX2 EISA
• Intel 80486DX2 Processor
• I28K Cache RAM
• 8MB RAM
• I.2MB 5.25" Drive
• I.44MB 3.5" Drive
• 340MB 15ms SCSI Drive with
I28K Multi-Segmented Cache
• 32-Bit EISA SCSI Controller
• I6-Bit VGA with 1MB
• 14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
• IParallel/2 Serial Ports
• I24-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse
• MS DOS 5.0
• MS Windows 3.0
• Choice of Application Software

$4095
• Same features as our 33MHz
486DX system except this machine has 4MB RAM instead of
8, and a120MB IDE hard drive
instead of the 200MB drive
in our standard configuration.

$2495

Sales Hours: 7am-10pm Weekdays, 9am-4pm Saturdays (CST)
Service Hours: 6am-Midnight Weekdays, 9am-2pm Saturdays (CST)
All prices are subject to change. Prices do not include shipping.

features you want. The service is unsurpassed anywhere.
And the price you pay is also remarkably affordable.
Go ahead and browse through the Gateway Cafe
menu. We serve awide selection of the freshest items
in the PC industry. You're sure to find something
that will appeal to your taste and budget.

"You're got afriend in the business."

GATE WA
-You've

got afriend in the helm s
,

610 Gateway Drive . P.O. Box 2000 • N. Sioux City. SD 57049-2000 • 605-232-2000 . Fax 605-232-2023
01992 Gateway 2000. Inc. AnyKey and TelePath are trademarks of Gateway 2000. Inc. Intel and Intel Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation.
All other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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The VideoPhone Goes Home Computer

T

he company that provided the compression algorithm and the hardware for the
AT&T VideoPhone 2500—
Compression Labs—has announced acomputer-based version of the same system. The
Cameo Personal Video System, Model 2001 consists of
asmall video camera that sits
atop your Mac. The camera is
connected to avideo processor module that sits beside the
system, sidecar-style. The camera passes the image to the
video processor and then to an
ISDN card in the computer,
which transmits it over ISDN
lines to another Cameo unit.
When your system receives avideo image, the video processor passes it to adigitizing video card, which displays it on the
monitor.
Unfortunately, those images still suffer
from the need to cram lots of video information through anarrow communications
bandwidth. At 15 frames per second—
about half of what's needed for smooth
motion—and aresolution about that of a
VHS movie, this is afar cry from the
viewscreens on the starship Enterprise. (
If
you don't want acaller to see you, you
can close the shutter over the camera.)
The software that comes with the Cameo
system is easy to use, mimicking afullfeatured telephone. With aclick of amouse
button, you can dial, activate the video
image, see your own image, mute the audio, hang up, put your party on hold, or
take asnapshot of aparty's image. A
graphical phone directory lets you store
those snapshots, so you can later call some-

ferencing systems they've been
using. Many of those customers
already have the ISDN lines installed.
For the rest of us, however,
Compression Labs has plans to
branch out very soon. The company says it will have an IBM
PC—compatible Cameo system
later this year (the video processor itself is platform independent), as well as versions that
will operate over normal ( i.e.,
analog) telephone lines (which
will make them compatible with
the AT&T VideoPhone). Other
proposed features include a
"chalkboard" that will let you
transmit freehand drawings as
one just by clicking on his or her image.
you talk about them. Those kinds of adSlider bars let you adjust the image brightditions could move the videophone from
ness and tint, as well as the audio volume
the realm of technological curiosity to stan(which comes through your regular tek- dard consumer device.
phone). —Kenneth M. Sheldon
While it's less expensive than previous
commercial videophones, the Cameo sysTHE FACTS
tem isn't cheap. You'll need aMac lIci.
Ilfx, or Quadra with System 7.0, QuickCameo Personal Video System,
Time, aRasterOps digitizing display card.
Model 2001
an Apple ISDN card, and access to ISDN
including camera, $2095; without
lines. If you already have the Mac and the
camera, $ 1595
ISDN lines, the extra pieces will cost you
about $2000, not including the Cameo system itself, which costs $2095. (The Cameo
cost is $ 1595 if you use your own video
camera, which you can plug into the standard NTSC interface on the video processor.)
Given those constraints, Compression
Labs is wisely aiming the Cameo system at
businesses that are looking for alowercost alternative to the expensive telecon-

Compression Labs, Inc.
2860 Junction Ave.
San Jose, CA 95134
(800) 225-5254
(408) 435-3000
fax: (408) 922-5429
Circle 1216 on Inquiry Card.

Blue Dolphin Makes a Splash
he PC price/performance race shows
no signs of slowing down, and it's
certainly one area where end users are benefiting. The latest conspicuous example is
the 486DX-50 Cache from the interestingly named Blue Dolphin Computers.
This is one loaded, powerful, and incredibly fast system at aprice that will raise
some eyebrows. At $3749 complete, it is
(as this was written) the most inexpensive
50-MHz system on the market.
As its name implies, the 486DX-50
Cache is built around Intel's 50-MHz 486

chip, which is finally becoming available
in quantity. Besides the 486's internal 8KB cache, the system includes a64-KB
external static RAM cache. As you'd expect, this is ascreamer of asystem. My
preliminary BYTE Lab benchmark results
showed this to be one of the fastest systems we've ever tested.
Running processor- and graphics-intensive applications at this speed is arevelation. It's especially noticeable with aGUI
like Windows. There's virtually no delay
in applications. One of my personal fa-

vorites for subjective performance measurement is AutoDesk's Chaos, which
makes heavy use of the 486's built-in math
coprocessor. Drawing astandard Mandelbrot set on the 486DX-50 Cache takes just
afew seconds. (It can take minutes on
slow 386 systems.)
It takes more than afast processor to
make afast computer, and the 486DX50 Cache is awell-integrated system. It
comes standard with aDiamond Stealth
video RAM graphics card with 1MB of
memory. One of the fastest VGA cards
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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486DX-50 Cache
$3749
Blue Dolphin Computers, Inc.
890F Cowan Rd.
Burlingame, CA 94010
(800) 345-0633
(415) 259-9890
fax: (415) 259- 47898
Circle 1217 on Inquiry Card

available, the Diamond Stealth includes a
number of software drivers, including Windows at up to 1024- by 768-pixel resolution.
The 486DX-50 Cache comes with an
Optiquest-2000, a 15- inch flat-screen
monitor that handles high-resolution noninterlaced Windows at adisplay size that
makes it eminently usable. The Optiquest2000 is ahigh-quality monitor at afair
price, making it aperfect match for the
486DX-50 Cache.

Other standard features include a212MB hard drive (either Seagate or Maxtor),
a5/
1
4
inch 1.2-MB floppy drive, and a3A'inch 2.88- MB floppy drive (soon to be a
standard for small floppy drives). There's
also 8MB of RAM (expandable to 64 MB
on the motherboard) and the usual complement of ports. Rounding things out are
aKey Tronic keyboard and aLogitech
mouse. DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.0 are
preloaded on the system.
At BYTE, we see many "me-too" clone

systems. Too many are hastily put together from substandard parts and pieces, and
the companies often go out of business
within months. Blue Dolphin is arefreshing exception to this trend. It's been in
business for over six years.
Obviously, the Blue Dolphin 486DX-50
Cache system is also put together from
standard parts and pieces. However, the
company has done an enviable job of integrating high-performance and midpriced components into an impressive .;ystem. No, it's not abig-name system from
abig- name company. Some corners did
have to be cut. But Blue Dolphin backs
up its products with a45-day money-back
guarantee, a45-day system replacement
policy, aone-year warranty, and lifetime
toll-free technical support. If you need (or
want) cutting-edge PC performance at an
affordable price, the 486DX-50 Cache is
the system for you.
—Stan Miastkowski

Boxer: A Text Editor with Punch

O

ne of the easiest ways to launch an
argument among programmers is
to emphatically state that one text editor is
better than another. The Boxer Text Editing System 3.20 from Boxer Software is a
quick, powerful shareware product that
deserves to receive some strong support
of its own. The text editor's smoothly integrated mouse support is pleasingly comfortable and intuitive.
If you edit text files for aliving, you
won't find much lacking in Boxer. Although it is restricted to in-memory editing,
this should be no problem for many of the
programmers for whom Boxer is designed.
Iwas able to load a163- KB file in a549KB DOS session. The memory limitation
52 BYTE • APRIL 1992
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appears serious only when you attempt to
edit multiple files simultaneously.
This editor has more features than Ihave
space to descnbe, yet Idid not experience

feature overload. Each function is but a
single menu or keystroke away.
Some of my favorite functions include
26 single-key macros, the ability to write
all files with asingle command, removing extra blanks from the end of lines, and
the addition of configurable headers and
footers on printouts. The ability to search
and replace text across all open files is a
real time-saver. You can perform searches using text only or full regular expression
matching, including checks for end of line,
start of line, and match only complete tokens.
Boxer provides support for special VGA
video modes. In addition to the common
43- and 50- line modes, Boxer provides a

SCREAMING SPEED YOU N
Windows Accelerators, from $ 499*
Where were going, there are no
speed limits. ATI® Graphics
Accelerators boost graphical
applications like Windows® to
escape velocity — and beyond.
PC Magazine picked our
8514- ULTRA® as their Editors'
Choice among high-end graphics
cards, calling it "...the fastest
Windows performer." Now our new
Graphics Vantage® takes its place
alongside the 8514- ULTRA and the
Graphics ULTRA®, as the most economical way of accelerating your PC
beyond earthbound speeds.

GRAPH
(11xSVGA

Powered by the same Mach 8®
graphics engine as the ULTRA
products, the Graphics Vantage
delivers resolutions from VGA®
ard, and propels 800x600 and
4x768 modes — in 256 dazzling
colors — to over eleven times the

speed of Super-VGA adapters. It's
like transforming your 386 into a
rocket- powered 486 — instantly.

MAGAZINE
lilt
I110111

Our CRYSTAL Fonts® and flicker-free
refresh rates — up to 72 Hz —
clarify Windows with " near laser
quality" text, readable down to 5
points even on 14" monitors. We've
also equipped the Graphics Vantage
with aMicrosoft®- compatible
mouse — and adown-to-earth
price that will definitely give you no
cause to scream — except perhaps
with amazement.

All 8514 ULTRA

GRAPHICS VANTAGE
See Us At

PAVIN DOM WORLIY92
All Graphics Accelerators. Because
in today's world, there's no such
thing as "fast enough."

GRAPHICS ULTRA
One of the ATI
Grapnics Accelerators'm

4,1119. 1992
McCormick Place • Chicago

All TECHNOLOGIES INC.
3761 Victoria Park Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario
Canada M1W 3S2
Telephone: 14161 756-0718
User Support:14161756-0711
Facsimile:
14161 756-0720

Copyright © 1991 ATI Technologies. Trademarks are registered by their respective companies. ' Suggested retail price, dealers may sell for less.
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28-line mode, which is useful because the
edit area is astandard 24-line screen size.
In addition to standard editor features,
Boxer provides aprogrammer's calculator (hexadecimal, octal, binary, and decimal); the ability to add columns of numbers; an ASCII chart; amovable ruler that
measures in inches, millimeters, and picas; acalendar; and afunction to remove
tabs from text. Because this is aprogrammer's editor, Boxer provides the ability to
compile files and then track through any
generated errors.
Both keyboard commands and printer
configurations are supported through customizable option files. Command configurations are provided for popular editors
(e.g., Brief, Epsilon, WordPerfect, and
WordStar). Printer support files include
Epson, LaserJet, and Okidata 92. You can
easily configure both the keyboard command and the printer configuration files
so that you can use them with packages
that currently are unsupported.

IMPRESSIONS

Boxer does have several interface quirks
that Ifound annoying. The first is the distinction between windows and files. Most
multiple-file text editors that I've used
open each file in aseparate window. Boxer does not do this. Although it supports
multiple windows, Boxer also lets you cycle through each file in asingle window.
Such aseparation of files from windows
can be quite disconcerting until you become used to working with atext editor
that is set up this way.
Another quirk is the implementation of
what is called the End-End-End behavior.
Brief exhibits this behavior. Pressing the
End key once moves to the end of line.
Pressing twice moves to the end of screen.
Pressing three times moves to the end of
document. The Brief keyboard mapping
that is provided almost gives this functionality. Boxer, instead of counting End
(or Home) presses, checks its position before moving. Thus, pressing End when at
the end of aline moves to the end of

screen. This subtle difference in behavior
is sufficient to cause no end of headaches.
Conclusion? Boxer is well worth alook.
The beta version 3.20 Iexamined was reliable and responsive. Even though Ihave
my own favorite text editor, I'm always
looking for afreeware or shareware editor
Ican carry around with me when consulting on other people's systems. Boxer is a
definite addition to my travel kit.
—Raymond GA Côté
THE

FACTS

Boxer Text Editing System 3.20
$50 shareware registration fee
Boxer Software
P.O. Box 3230
Peterborough, NH 03458
(603) 924-6602
Circle 1218 on Inquiry Card.

A Touch of CASE from the Gold Coast

p

GC CASE Graphics 1.0 from Pacific Gold Coast is an interesting
development and design tool that's in need
of improvement. This $ 129 package is not
so much afull-fledged CASE tool as it is
adiagram-drawing tool. PGC promises
additional functionality (e.g., adata dictionary and diagram checking) in six
planned modules. However, even adiagram-drawing tool can give the uninitiated ataste of the technology.
PGC CASE Graphics supports several
standard diagraming methods: Yourdon
data flow, Gane and Sarson data flow,
Chen entity-relationship diagram, structure diagram, and structure chan. A special
General Graph is provided, which seems to
be acatchall for acollection of miscellaneous icons. The documentation claims
that you can produce object-oriented programming software designs, but this appears to be limited to the ability to place
circles and lines on adrawing.
The working diagram area is limited to
the approximate size of astandard VGA
screen and cannot be expanded. Because
scrolling is not supported in the chart area,
your final diagram is also limited to this
size.
Diagram icons are presented in an easyto-use tool bar. However, the tool-bar icons
54 BYTE • APRIL 1992

themselves (e.g., an X for delete and acamera for copy) are nonintuitive. The complete lack of on-line help definitely hinders the learning process.
One of the package's most useful features is the ability to link multiple diagrams into ahierarchical network. Instead
of linking actual icons to the next diagraming level, PGC CASE Graphics links
labels. Although this is alittle strange in
concept, it works quite well because all
icons typically have labels with which they
are associated.
PGC CASE Graphics does an excellent
job of moving icons and connected lines
about the diagram quickly and cleanly,
providing real-time rubber-banding (i.e.,
the ability to update and reposition the
connecting lines to an icon as the icon is
moved). Unfortunately, the text associated
with the moved lines does not change position. Thus, after moving aportion of a
rather complex diagram, Iwas forced to
move all the labels individually—atask
prone to errors.
In spite of the inadequacies Ifound in
PGC CASE Graphics, Iwas able to create
some decent-looking data-flow diagrams
and structure charts, an exercise that
brought to light some features Iwant to
see in the next release. The ability to resize

icons is important, as is the ability to associate labels with lines. The additional
capability to group and ungroup icons for
copying and moving would also speed diagram development.
For the most part, PGC is on the right
track with PGC CASE Graphics. However, I'd wait out the shakedown cruise
and look for version 2.0.•
—Raymond GA Côté
THE

FACTS

PGC CASE Graphics 1.0
$129
System requirements:
A 286 or higher with 2MB of
RAM, aVGA or EGA monitor,
Windows 3.0, and aWindows-compatible mouse.
Pacific Gold Coast Corp.
15 Glen St., Suite 201
Glen Cove, NY 11542
(800) 732-3002
(516) 759-3011
fax: (516) 759-3014
Circle 1219 on Inquiry Card.

The Quality Memory Solution

Phar
DOS-Extenders
When your reputation's
at stake...

We know how much work you put
into building your product Why use
inferior tools that often create more

Phar Lap Software: Chosen 10 to 1 over
all other DOS extenders. Here's why:
Maturity

Memory Model
Compatibility

Mew Lop DOS-Extender

Voider A

Veroler 3

Over 5years and
1000 applications

Less than
ayear

Brand
new

Safe

Dangerous

Dangerous

INT 15, XMS,
VCPI, DPMI

XMS, DPMI

XMS, VCPI

problems than they solve? With a

Wintry Support

Phar Lap DOS-Extender, you know

Extensive list of
32- bit libraries

Limited
library support

Limited
library support

Deumetution

Extensive and detailed

Limited

Less than 50 pages

you're getting industry-leading,
market-tested tools that have worked
reliably for thousands of developers.
Other DOS extenders simply can't
measure up. Let Phar Lap show you
what aDOS extender should be.
Build multi- megabyte DOS programs
with Phar Lap's DOS- Extenders!

Shatter the 640K barrier and build
multi- megabyte DOS applications.
No more suffering with overlays
or EMS.
Other DOS extenders can let
common programming errors cause
system crashes.

2861 DOS- ExtenderTm — it's never been so easy! With our 286IDOS-Extender and your
Microsoft C, Borland C++ or Microsoft Fortran compiler, you've got all the tools you'll need to quickly and
easily build multi-megabyte protected-mode applications — often by simply relinking without making source
code changes. Now you can build protected mode applications that access up to 16 megabytes of memory on
any DOS-based 80286, 386, 386SX, or i486 PC — without changing development tools! 286IDOS-Extender is
also compatible with both Borland's Turbo Debugger and Microsoft's linker and CodeView debugger.
3861 DOS- Extender — the ultimate in 32- bit power. 386IDOS-Extender turns DOS into a
true 32-bit operating system with aflat, 32-bit address space. Your program can access all the memory
available in the machine — up to 4gigabytes! 386IDOS-Extender runs on any DOS-based 80386, 386SX, or
i486 PC, and has been used in over 800 applications, including AutoCAD 386 and IBM's Interleaf Publisher. It
is backed by afull complement of 32-bit languages, including C, C++, Fortran, Pascal, Ada and Assembler.
Phar Lap Software, Inc
With true 32-bit performance, you can finally build workstation-class applications for the PC.
60 Aberdeen Avenue
Trademark holders: 2861D05-Extender", 3861D05-Extender" • Phar Lap Software, Inc.; Interleaf Publisher' - Interleaf,
Eumm•
112
Cambridge, MA 02138
Inc.; Windows"' - Microsoft Corp.; DESQview" - Quarterdeck Office Systems. Registered trademark holders: Phar Lap
I3VIE Il VIE LANGUAGE
617-661-1510
Phar Lap Software, Inc.; AxtoCAD ®• Autodesk, Inc.; Borland ®,
Turbo Debugger' - Borland International, Inc.; IBM ®cerm
ousal
IBM Corporation; CodeView®, Microsoft', MS-DOS' • Microsoft Corp.
FAX 617-876-2972
omm
Ermamm
Circle 105 on Inquiry Card.

Finally, aCASE platform that moves
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CASEVision and IRIS IndigoCASE like you've never seen it before.
You've known us as the company
that builds hot graphics machines.
Now we've taken that vision and
applied it to CASE.
The result: we've created an intuifive, visual interface
that reflects the way
programmers think.
We've also included
an entire suite of the
most advanced and fastest C, C++
and FORTRAN programming,
compiling, debugging and analysis
tools available today — designed for
large, multiple-language, and even
multi-processing applications.
Put all this on any of our awardwinning IRIS Indigo RISC/PCs,
and you've got the ultimate software
development platform.
Where you go with all that power
is completely up to you.
See for yourself. Get our
CASEVisioe and IRIS Indigo
literature package and find out
where to check them out in person.

hrough code the way you do.

Call 1 (800)800-7441. Ext.12

IRIS 'tulip delivers 30 MIPS, 4.2 NM APS.26 S
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Desktop System
Packages Power

Portable
Presentations
in Color

P

A

portable desktop computer with its own color
overhead projection LCD
panel, the Mpression Notebook Presentation System
uses standard overhead projectors to display computer
text or graphics. The system
consists of a33-MHz 486
Mport 433 computer with a
120- MB IDE hard drive,
plus the LCD panel.
The Mpression displays
256 colors from apalette of
187,000, automatically
mapping the CRT colors.
The system also automatically expands or compresses
VGA modes of different
resolutions to fit the 640- by
480-pixel LCD.
To install the system,
you plug the cable from the
LCD panel into the LCD
VGA port of the Mport 433
(which has up to 32 MB of
RAM), put the LCD panel on
your overhead projector,
and turn on the computer for
simultaneous overhead and
computer displays. The
Mpression's 6- foot cable
provides video signals and
power from the Mport 433.
Compatible with DOS, Unix,
OS/2, PICK, and DR DOS,
the system supports 410-W
projectors with the light
source below the LCD panel.
Price: $ 11,995.
Contact: Micronics Corn-

An overhead presentation system, the Mpression Notebook
Presentation System combines an LCD panel with its Mport
notebook computer.
puters, Inc., 232 East Warren
Ave., Fremont, CA 94539,
(510) 651-2300; fax (510)
651-5612.
Circle 1271 on Inquiry Card.

CPU in
aCartridge
D

eplaceable CPU cartridges form the basis of
the PC Positive 1000 and
2000 upgradable systems.
Four cartridges, ranging
from a20-MHz 386SX
through a33-MHz 486, fit
either system; an internal
CD-ROM is available as an

To upgrade the PC
Positive 1000 and
2000 models, just
change the CPU
cartridge.
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option for either system.
With 4MB of RAM (expandable to 32 MB), the PC
Positive 1000 base system
has a105- MB hard drive,
5V4- and 31
/2
inch floppy
drives, aSuper VGA color
monitor with avideo controller, a2400-bps modem, a
Logitech mouse, and six
expansion slots. DOS 5.0,
Windows 3.0, Microsoft
Works for Windows, and
Microsoft Productivity
Pack are preloaded on the
hard disk. WinFax is packaged with the system.
The basic PC Positive
2000 features 8MB of RAM
(expandable to 32 MB), a
200-MB hard drive, and a
9600-/2400-bps send/receive fax/modem. Prodigy is
included, in addition to the
software and accessories that
come with the 1000 system.
Price: Basic PC Positive
1000, $ 1400; basic PC Positive 2000, $ 1900.
Contact: Positive Corp.,
9174 Deering Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311, ( 818)
341-5400; fax ( 818) 7182938.
Circle 1272 on Inquiry Card.

ackaged as acomplete
system, the ME 486SX/25 desktop computer includes 4MB of RAM (expandable to 32 MB via 70ns SIMMs), 128 KB of 25-ns
write-back cache RAM (expandable to 256 KB), an
80- MB hard drive, and dual
floppy drives. The system's
extended VGA card displays
up to 256 colors at aresolution of up to 1024 by 768
pixels on a14-inch nonglare
screen.
The ME 486-SX/25's
AMI BIOS offers selectable
shadowing. The system has
eight 16-bit expansion slots,
five drive bays, and an upgradable motherboard.
Price: $ 1999.
Contact: Micro Express,
1801 Carnegie Ave., Santa
Ana, CA 92705, (800) 9899900 or ( 714) 852-1400.
Circle 1273 on Inquiry Cord.

Fast Transfer
on the Local Bus

B

uilt on the Opti
Local/CPU Bus chip
set, Bell's 40- MHz 386 system transfers data at the
40- MHz speed of the CPU
rather than at the 8-MHz
speed of the AT bus. Since
the CPU has its own card,
you can upgrade the system.
The system features 4
MB of RAM, 64 KB of cache
memory, a250-MB hard
drive, a1-MB local/CPU bus
VGA card, and a14-inch
Super VGA monitor. Also included are one parallel and
two serial ports, amouse,
DOS 5.0, Windows 3.0a,
and dual floppy drives.
Price: $3495.
Contact: Bell Computer
Systems, 6615 Valjean Ave.,
Van Nuys, CA 91406, ( 800)
922-1126 or (818) 909-3501.
Circle 1274 on Inquiry Card.
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Video Editor
for Windows

Prolific
Possibilities
from aPrinter

I
T

ir

he 6-ppm PostScript
Level II Silentwriter
Model 95 laser printer has
automatic emulation switching that detects PostScript
and Printer Control Language files and automatically configures the printer
for the proper language.
The printer also has automatic interface monitoring that
switches between active ports
for simultaneous connection of multiple PCs and
Macs.
The Silentwriter Model
95 has 2MB of RAM (expandable to 5MB). Its
16.7-MHz 68000 microprocessor includes abuilt-in
PostScript Level II interpreter that provides 35 resident
scalable typefaces. Built-in
trays include a15-envelope
feeder, a250-sheet cassette
that accommodates 24pound paper and transparencies, and amultipurpose
tray that handles 41-pound
paper.
An optional PostScript
fax/modem lets you send and
receive Group 3faxes as
well as PostScript faxes from
the printer.
Price: $ 1749; fax/modem,
$599.
Contact: NEC Technologies, Inc., 1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough,
MA 01719, (800) 632-4636
or (508) 264-8000; fax
(508) 264-8673.
Circle 1275 on Inquiry Cord.

Draw Multiple
Uses from This
Graphics Tablet

D

rawingPad combines
the capabilities of adigitizer, agraphics tablet, and
amouse. Available for the

Mac and DOS compatible, the Silentwriter Model 95 presents
aplethora ofprinting possibilities.
Mac and the PC, DrawingPad lets you create original
graphics on your computer
as well as convert any paperbased graphical image into
adigital form recognized by
the computer. After the
image is in your machine,
you can edit it as you
please.
The 2-pound DrawingPad has aresolution of up to
1270 lines per inch with accuracy at
0.025 inch. It includes 18 user-recordable
macros, tablet-to-screen and
proportional mapping capabilities, the capability to map
the active tablet area to an
active window on the screen,
and afeature that lets you
switch between the mouse
and other modes without
losing your place on the tablet. You can choose your input device from anumber of
cordless pen and cursor
options.
Price: $395.
Contact: CalComp, Inc.,
Digitizer Products Group,
14555 North 82nd St.,
Scottsdale, AZ 85260, (800)
458-5888 or (602) 9486540; fax (602) 948-5508.

Spill- Proof
Keyboard

T

he Membrane Keyboard 101's washable
membrane replaces the
full-travel keys on aconventional keyboard, but in
other respects it matches an
Enhanced AT keyboard.
Seven ounces of pressure is
all that's needed to activate
akey, which responds with a
light click to let you know
your touch was recognized.
Interfaces include akeyboard port for an AT or PS/2
computer. an RS-232 serial
port, aparallel port, and a
universal terminal interface. The scan code serial
and parallel versions are
fully programmable.
Price: Basic keyboard,
$300; universal terminal version, $350.
Contact: Genovation, Inc.,
17741 Mitchell N, Irvine,
CA 92714, (714) 833-3355;
fax (714) 833-0322.
Circle 1277 on Inquiry Card.

he Editizer video editor from Technical Aesthetics Operations features
true A/B roll and SMPTE
time-code editing in Windows, as well as integrated
tape logging and edit-decision list management support. The combination
hardware/software editor encompasses an interface box
and software that uses more
than 10 independent pop-up
windows, including three
VCR windows, the Controller window, aTape Logger
window, and an Edit Decision window.
The object-oriented design of the Editizer gives you
powerful and sensible access to your data. To change
any time code, you click on
the time-code number on the
screen for adialog box that
lets you set anew number.
You can use the Editizer
with your PC to log videotapes and edit, rearrange,
and record productions using
existing decks. You can
connect multiple video decks
to any PC that supports
Windows and export the Editizer edit-decision list into
an industry-standard CMX
file to be used by acommercial postproduction firm.
Interfaces include RS-232,
RS-422, Panasonic AG- 1960,
and Sony Control-L.
Price: $ 1995.
Contact: Technical Aesthetics Operations, Inc., 501
West Fifth St., Rolla, MO
65401, (800) 264-1121 or
(314) 364-4925; fax (314)
364-5631.
Circle 1278 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1276 on Inquiry Cord.

730
EDITIZER

The Editizer, a
Windows-based
video editor,
supports the full
life cycle of a
video production.
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Upgradable
Power from
Predator

Micro Channel
Memory
Enhanced

«r

"1" he BocaRAM.MCA32
memory enhancement
board supplies up to 32 MB
of SIMM memory to IBM
32-bit Micro Channel computers, letting them run operating systems such as DOS,
OS/2, Unix, Xenix, and NetWare. The memory on the
board can be extended, expanded, or acombination of
both. Memory configurations are directed by a
menu-driven installation program; the MC32TEST utility verifies that the board is
working properly. A driver
for EMS 4.0 is included.
Configurations of BocaRAM range from unpopulated to 32 MB. You can upgrade board memory by
adding SIMMs.
Price: $295 to $3295.
Contact: Boca Research,
Inc., 6413 Congress Ave.,
Boca Raton, FL 33487,
(407) 997-6227.

he Predator motherboard is 10 products in
one. With achange of the
CPU and setup jumpers, the
board can be a25-, 33-, or
40-MHz 386; a20- or 25MHz 486SX; a20- or 25MHz 487SX; or a25-, 33-,
or 50-MHz 486.
The 81
/-by 13-inch
2
Predator features selectable
bus speeds and cache memory that is field upgradable
from 64 KB to 128 and 256
KB. Able to support multiple
operating systems running
concurrently, the board is
compatible with DOS,
OS/2, Unix, and NetWare.
Standard interfaces include
two serial ports, amouse
port, abidirectional parallel port, adual-floppy controller, and an AT interface
for IDE hard drives.
Predator's flash memory
BIOS is upgradable via a
floppy disk. The board,
which ships with no system
memory, supports up to 16
SIMMs, allowing system
memory of up to 64 MB.
Price: With 64 KB of cache
memory, $450.
Contact: Deico Electronics, Inc., 2800 Bayview Dr.,
Fremont, CA 94538, (510)
651-7800; fax (510) 6516109.
Circle 1279 on Inquiry Card.

Cross- Platform
Media
Compatibility

D

ased on Intel's Digital
Video Interactive technology and 750B video processor, the EyeQ Delivery
board compresses and de-

Deico's Predator takes on many configurations.
compresses 30-frame-persecond full-screen video to
the hard disk on your desktop
computer in real time. With
2MB of video RAM (expandable to 4MB) and four
application-specific ICs, the
NuBus board supports 12and 13-inch Mac displays and
multisync displays up to 16
inches (800 by 600 pixels).
The board lets you play
MacDVI media files on any
DVI system.
The EyeQ Delivery
board has adata transfer rate
of 150 KBps and includes
support for NTSC and PAL
video standards. Other features include QuickTime
compatibility, QuickDraw
graphics acceleration, highfidelity audio, video overlay, and support for multiple
compression algorithms.
Price: $2495.
Contact: New Video
Corp., 220 Main St., Suite
C, Venice, CA 90291,
(213) 396-4000; fax (213)
396-0282.
Circle 1280 on Inquiry Card.

Six- in- One
I/O Board
ntegrating the functions
I of six boards on asingle
board, the Sigma Six is designed for the AT bus. The
board includes 10-Mbps
Ethernet connectivity, a
9600-/2400-bps send/receive fax/modem, Super
VGA with 1024- by 768pixel noninterlaced resolution
and a70-Hz refresh rate,
Windows 3.0 compatibility,
DOS 5.0 software in flash
EPROM, IDE and floppy
drive controllers, and parallel and serial ports.
Price: $695.
Contact: Advanced Micro
Technology Computers,
Inc., 123 University
Pkwy., Pomona, CA 91768,
(800) 487-4539 or (714)
598-6120.
Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card.

Display Adapter
for PowerBooks

T

he Notebook Display
Adaptor 030, an 8-bit
display adapter for use with
the Macintosh PowerBook
140 and 170, drives 13-inch
color displays and projection
devices that have up to 256
colors. With apass-through
memory port that accepts
an Apple 2- or 4-MB memory upgrade, the adapter is
available with or without 2or
4MB of RAM on-board.
Price: $795.
Contact: Envisio, Inc., 510
First Ave. N, Suite 303, Minneapolis, MN 55403, (612)
339-1008; fax (612) 3391369.
Circle 1283 on Inquiry Card.
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Rettati.6e,
ALBRIDGE COMPANY
Cache 86
PreCursor

39
CALL

BKS SOFTWARE
POET

CALL

BORLAND
Borland C++
&Application Frameworks
ObjectVision 2.0
Paradox 3.5
Turbo C++
w/Turbo Vision
Turbo Debugger & Tools

299
479
105
525
69
139
105

GREENLEAF SOFTWARE
Greenleaf Comm++
289
Greenleaf Comm Library
287
Greenleaf Data Windows
315
Greenleaf Fin. Math Lib,
315
Greenleaf Fin. Math Lib++
155
Greenleaf Functions
179
Greenleaf SuperFunctions
239
Greenleaf ViewComm
319
Greenleaf ViewComm++
289
INTERSOLV
PVCS CONFIG. Builder
PVCS Version Mgr.
PVCS Professional Editor

209
509
249

SOFTWARE
BLACKSMITHS
C-DOC

169

SOFTWARE QUALITY AUTO
SIM: ROBOT
979
SOLUTION SYSTEMS
BRIEF
CALL
BRIEF & dBRIEF
CALL
CHARGE
89
C-Worthy
399
wisource
579
Sourcerer's Apprentice
455
SOUTH MOUNTAIN
SOFTWARE
Breakout II
CUtility Library
Essential B-Tree
Essential Communications
Essential Graphics Chart
Essential Graphics GUI
Essential Graphics Kernel
TSRific

ImageMan'm
PUTS IMAGES IN YOUR
WINDOWS- ImageMan is the
first and only object-oriented
Windows library that puts
advanced image display and
print capabilities in your software. Access any type of
image with the same set of standard function calls
ImageMan fully supports TIFF, PCX, GIF, EPS, WMF and
BMP formats. Use ImageMan with any language that
supports calling DLLs:: C, C++, Turbo Pascal for
Windows, Visual Basic, Smalltalk/V, Actor and many
more. Royalt Free.
List Sill
Ours: MI

189
199
159
259
149
105
149
79

STINGRAY CORPORATION
123 CONNECTION
179
256-K VGA Toolkit
119
CLARINET
179
EMBARK
279
PerfectLEM
89

Embark Professional
Standard Edition
Installation software that is
revolutionary in its approach to
creating software installations. An
integrated environment is providec
to design, simulate, estimate dis,
include custom help and create disks. File compression,
splitting, selection, target directores, autoexec.bat/
config.sys modification and much more donE by
selection options. *Scriptless programming" 'eature
allows full customizing, all withoct any progamming.
, Fully NetWare aware.
List: $299

Ours: $279

FAXra *1000-7201

SUN COUNTRY
SOFTWARE
SHOWCATImage Catalog
SHOWCASE Image Database
SUNSCAN Digital Scanware
SUNSHOW
Advanced Image Toolkit
'C Language Image Lib.
Database Professional
Image Converter

179
535
269
219
219
89
225

FAXretern de812-0081

SourceSafe
BORLAND
Turbo Pascal 6.0
Turbo Pascal Pro 6.0
Turbo Pascal for Windows
World of C++ Video

105
209
175
95

CASEWORKS
CASE:W Knowledgebase
CASE:W Corporate Edition
CASE:PM for Cor C++
CASE:PM for COBOL

349
899
1895
2395

COPIA INTERNATIONAL
Ac cSys for C/dBASE
349
FaxFacts
CALL
DIGITALK
SmalltalkN
SmalltalkN 286
SmalltalkN PM
SmalltalkN Windows

169
395
395

DISK SOFTWARE
TGL 2D/3D
TGL Professional
TGUUtilities

239
389
159

DOLPHIN SOFTWARE
Dolphin CToolkit
Dolphin Encrypt

119
139

FAIRCOM
c-tree Plus
Faircom SQL Server
Faircom Toolbox
r-tree

ss

MEDIA CYBERNETICS
Dr. HALO IV Compet. Upgrade
Dr.HALO IV Imaging Pak
HALO Desktop Imager
HALO F/X
HALO Image File Format Lib
HALO Professional
MICROSOFT
MS BASIC Prof. Devel. Sys.
MS C/C++ 7.0
MS C/C++ Comp. Upgrade
MS COBOL
MS FORTRAN
MS Macro Assembler
MS Office for Windows
MS OS/2
Present Mgr. Softset
MS Pascal
MS QuickBASIC
MS QuickC for Windows
MS Visual Basic

49
105
105
219
189
279

349
299
134
629
349
105
499
105
209
69
139
139

MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS
MKS LEX & YACC
197
MKS Programming Platform 539
MKS RCS
149
MKS Toolkit
199
PERISCOPE
Periscope Debuggers

489
409
899
239

PHAR LAP
PharLap 386 DOS Extender
PharLap 386 VPAM
PharLap 286 DOS Extender

105
229

SEQUITER SOFTWARi
CodeBase 4.5
Code Base ++

SOURCESAFE

SourceSafe is the projectoriented version control
system. It organizes source
code into logical project
groups that uou define. VCS
features include complete reverse-delta' histories.
including project snapshots and commentary;
maintenance of parallel variations of projects, and
coordination of multiple developers Other features
include unequalled easeofuse and online help
List $
245
Ours: MI

•

SYNIANTEC
Just Write
Norton AntiVirus
Norton Backup
Norton Commander
Norton Desktop f/Windows
Norton Editor
Norton Utilities 6.0
On Taeget
Q&A
Time Line 5.0
Zortech C++ Dey. Edition
Zortech C++ S&E Edition

179
99
99
99
109
85
129
279
265
475
445
659

WATCOM
WATCOM C9.0
WATCOM C9.0/386
WATCOM FORTRAN 778.5
WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386
WATFOR-77 3.1

429
629
449
629
335

WHITEWATER CROUP
Actor 4.0
Actor Professional
ObiectGraphics
WINTRIEVE
WRY

219
445
CALL
339
CALL

FAXcetera #1000-7301

CALL FAX cetera'
(908 ) 389-8173
for additional information
on the best selling products!

CALL
MICROSOFT C/C++ 7.0 IS HERE!
435
259
435

Programmer's Paradise has special bundle offers
available on products from Island Graphics, Greenleaf
Software, CASEWORKS, Sequiter Software, PocketSoft,
Mortice Kern Systems, Zinc Software, Rogue Wave & Liant

GIMPEL SOFTWARE
PC- Lint
C-tarp

Software when purchasing MS C/C++ or the competitive upgrade.
265
265

CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS.

Circle 88 on Inquiry Card.

CORPORATE ( CORSOFT): 800 422-6507
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Contact: NoRad Corp.,
1549 11th St., Santa Monica,
CA 90401, (310) 395-0800;
fax (310) 458-6397.
Circle 1287 on Inquiry Card.

A Case for the
Mac PowerBook

M

agenta Seven's MagentaCase padded carrying case for the Macintosh PowerBook is made of
resilient Du Pont 1000-denier Cordura nylon and
closed-cell foam to protect
the notebook during travel.
Pockets and pouches carry
all accessories, such as the
power pack and as many as
five batteries. The case is designed so that you can use
the PowerBook without removing it, easing the problems of computing while on a
plane or in acar.
Magenta Seven automatically enters owners into a
lost-and-found registry.
Each MagentaCase is uniquely coded, so if it is lost or
stolen and then recovered,
the company can identify
the owner. Owners may elect
to register their PowerBooks with the company.
Price: $ 119.95.
Contact: Magenta Seven,
Inc., 5109 Holly Ridge Dr.,
Suite 209, Raleigh, NC
27612, (919) 787-2787; fax
(919) 787-1277.
Circle 1284 on Inquiry Card.

FDDI Tester

A

hand-held, batterypowered Fiber Distributed Data Interface tester,
the Model LCT 100 Link
Confidence Tester can test
FDDI links and stations to
test networks and troubleshoot network problems. The
LCT 100 tests protocols
and optical performance, and
you can use it to verify that
your cable's performance is
adequate for FDDI. The
unit tests connection management and link confidence,
as well as link error rate.
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Standby
Computing Power

A
The Magenta Case comes in avariety of colors.
Price: $5900.
Contact: Fotec, Inc., 529
Main St., Box 246, Boston,
MA 02129, ( 800) 537-8254
or (617) 241-7810; fax (617)
241-8616.
Circle 1285 on Inquiry Card.

Give Intelligence
to Your PC

T

he Intelligent Power
Module automatically
powers off your PC when
your system finishes its unattended jobs. Activated by
receiving on/off signals from
your PC via asignal cable
connected to the PC's parallel or serial port, the module sits in-line between awall
outlet and apower strip.
The Intelligent Power
Module works by responding
to the power-off command
you've put at the end of the
BAT file you use to run unattended operations. When
the job is complete, your
PC sends the signal to the
module to shut down the
system. The unit ships with
software commands on a
floppy disk and asignal cable
to attach to your PC.
Price: $59.
Contact: Server Technology, Inc., 2332-B Walsh
Ave., Santa Clara, CA
95051, ( 800) 835-1515 or
(408) 988-0142; fax (408)
988-0992.
Circle 1286 on Inquiry Card.

External
Blocking of ELF
Radiation

E

LF ProTech, an externally mounted, extremely low frequency magnetic
field suppressor for video
display terminals, reduces
your VDT's ELF magnetic
field to significantly less
than the 2.5-milligauss
guidelines prescribed by
MPR II, according to NoRad.
The shielding device is
made of ahighly specialized
alloy, modified by NoRad
to attract and absorb magnetic fields radiating from the
monitor.
You can use ELF ProTech to retrofit an existing
monitor without using special tools. When installed on
the sides and top of the
monitor housing, the device
is transparent to the VDT's
performance and does not
impair image quality while
it reduces ELF magnetic field
strength from the front,
back, sides, and top of the
monitor.
Price: $49 to $99, depending on number of panels
required.

vailable in 250-VA and
450-VA models, the Patriot standby power system
is rated UL 1449 for its fulltime lightning and surge
protection. Patriot protects
against high-voltage conditions by switching the load
from line to inverter. The
system provides full-time
EMI/RFI protection via its
advanced multistage filter for
33 dB of common- mode
and 47 dB of normal-mode
noise isolation. Two audible
alarms and atriple- mode status indicator light to warn
of overloads or alow battery
are included.
The Patriot 250 VA supports small stand-alone computers, including the Mac
SE/30. It can support aPS/2
Model 30 with aVGA
monitor for 22 minutes.
The Patriot 450 VA has
an interface port that lets it
trigger asafe, orderly shutdown and includes CheckUPS software and automatic shutdown kits for
operating systems such as
DOS, OS/2, AS/400, NetWare, LAN Manager,
LANtastic, and Unix/Xenix.
The Patriot 450 can support
aPS/2 Model 55 for 18 minutes or aSun-3/60 system
for 12 minutes.
Price: Patriot 250 VA,
$169; Patriot 450 VA, $279.
Contact: Best Power Technology, Inc., P.O. Box 280,
Necedah, WI 54646, ( 800)
356-5794; fax (608) 5652929.
Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card.

Data Compression of course, but

Which One?
ia9et
Prs,
0„,„,s
„,„ or

Why not

e
ouble
,cour
apacity
Disk

go with the
real-time
data compression

Mont

. Uge

software being
used by more
PC users worldwide!
•
tet.-Lvte.

Just install SuperStor 2.0 and you
instantly increase your disk capacity by
2-3 times! Then use your computer the
way you normally do, no extra commands
or keystrokes are required.
SuperStor 2.0 provides up to 25%
greater compression than before! It's the
fastest, most advanced product of its
kind, with many unique features that
make it more powerful, easier to use, and
far more flexible than the competition.
Just look at the chart to review SuperStor's
numerous features—many of which are not
offered by other compression products.
SuperStor 2.0 is not only the most
powerful, it's the most user friendly, too!
Clear, colorful graphic displays make installing and using SuperStor simple. And,
SuperStor 2.0 runs with all popular operating systems and application programs.
So when choosing data compression,
SuperStor is the one!
For more information, please call
1-800-732-3133.

3905 Bohannon Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Tel: 800-732-3133 • Fax: 415-688-0466
AddStor and superlgor aic trademarks of AJd!gor. Inc Copyright 0 AddStor.
Int , 1991 All righis rrserved. Stacker is a trademark of Stac Elecoonics

Not
are created equal!

products

I

Compresses hard drives, RAM, floppy, and
other removable media by an average ratio
of 2:1, doubling your disk capacity!

I

Real-time on the fly data compression
doesn't slow down your PC!

I

SuperStor
New Version
2.0

YES

YES

Fully integrated menu-driven software program
offers ease of installation and operation!

YES

Advanced Compression Utility Tool Kit scans,
checks, and repairs compressed data!

YES

Advanced Disk Optimization Utility
defragments or consolidates compressed data
for optimal disk performance!

YES

Highest compression ratio of any data compression
software ( up to 25% greater with version 2.0!).

YES

I Automatically updates CONFIG.SYS on physical
partition to further enhance transparent operation!
,

YES

I
1

YES

YES

Universal Data Exchange allows compressed
floppies or removable drives to be read and
saved by any PC!

I

Stacker
2.0

NO

Dynamically adjusts drive capacity to fit more
data on compressed disks with less effort!

YES

Performance enhancing Disk Cache results in
faster system performance!

YES

YES

YES

YES

l

Device driver easily loads high, maximizing
conventional memory for RAM- intensive
applications!

Circle 170 on Inquiry Card.

IF IT HAS ADOBE
SCALABLE FONTS,
COLM, AR.
QUIET TKIINMGY,
IRAN °WU
0111 PANASONIC.

The KX-P2124, a24- pin with ATM* and color option

Afew dot-matrix printers
offer you scalable fonts.
Afew, color. But no other
printer offers you scalable
fonts...color...and Panasonic"
Quiet Technology.
Put our KX-P2124 and
2123 to work and
you'll get the
flexibility of Adobe
Type Manager'
and scalable
fonts,, you'll add
drama to your
documents with
our optional color kit...and
you'll hear very little, indeed.
Put any of our other
Quiet Technology printers to
work and
you can
OPTION accomplish whatever your needs.
From our 2123, abudgetminded 24- pin with Adobe
Type Manager* and optional

color...to our 2624 widecarriage business printer with
ATM*,...to our 9- pin 2180 with
6near letter quality fonts and
optional color.
All with the kind of features
that made Panasonic printers
the leaders of the industry.
Such as multiple paper paths,
EZ - Set control panels, and a
two-year limited warranty on
parts and labor'.
The Panasonic 2000
Series Quiet Technology
Printers.
Call us for more information: 1-800-742-8086. Or visit
your Panasonic dealer.
1
See your dealer for warranty details.
*ATM and Adobe Type Manager are registered trademarks of Adobe.
Available on selected printers only.

Panasonic
ONCE YOU'VE TRIED OUR
QUIET TECHNOLOGY PRINTERS,
YOU'LL NEVER SETTLE FOR
ANYTHING LESS.

The KX-P2123, a24-pin with ATM* and color option.

The KX-P2180, a9-pin with color option. ATM* not available.

The KX-P2624, a24-pin with ATM*. Color option not available.
PC)q BY

Circle 99 on Inquiry Card.
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Qmodem 5
Offers New
Features

Phone and
Fax While
on the Move
axPak, an integrated
cellular phone and fax
machine, uses acellular
transceiver from Motorola,
ensuring reliable performance in remote areas, according to the company.
With afive-page document
feeder and 98-foot rolls of
paper, the FaxPak provides
easy faxing while you're
traveling.
Compatible with standard office fax machines, the
1-ppm FaxPak FP- 100B
can be powered three ways:
via its internal rechargeable
batteries, acigarette lighter
adapter, or an AC 110-V
adapter. The sealed lead-acid
batteries recharge whenever
the unit is connected to an
external power source, permitting you to use it while the
batteries are charging.
Price: $2295.
Contact: Infinidisc Corp.,
7Littleton Rd., Westford,
MA 01886, (508) 6920898.
Circle 1289 on Inquiry Card.

Pocket aParallel
Port Print Server

Y

ou can install the
Pocket Print Server ESI2828A for 10Base-T networks on the parallel port of
any printer, which lets the
printer attach anywhere on
the network. Supporting
NetWare 2.15 or higher and
NetWare 386, the Pocket
Print Server's parallel interface transfers data into the
printer in large blocks at
speeds of up to 60 KBps.
Price: $495.
Contact: Extended Systems, 6123 North Meeker
Ave., Boise, ID 83704,
(208) 322-7575; fax (208)
377-1906
Circle 1290 on Inquiry Card.
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V

The FaxPak integrated solution to the portable office gives you
first-rate communications in the field.

Fax from
Your Desktop
he 2400 ETC-Fax internal modem supports
V.42 error correction and
V.42bis and MNP level 5
data compression. Able to
send and receive faxes at
9600 bps, the fax modem is
compatible with Group 3and
EIA Class 1fax machines.
The modem includes Multiple Interrupt Selection,
which lets it coexist with
other add-ins, such as network cards, memory boards,
and mouse controllers. The
modem also features the capability to schedule fax
transmissions during offpeak hours, broadcast faxes
to multiple destinations, and
create custom cover pages.
Price: $249.
Contact: AT! Technologies, Inc., 3761 Victoria
Park Ave., Scarborough,

Ontario, Canada M1W 3S2,
(416) 756-0718; fax (416)
756-0720.
Circle 1291 on Inquiry Card.

Miniature MAU
atton Electronics'
Model 2100 MiniMAU
10Base-T transceiver/
multistation access unit lets
you use your Ethernet attachment unit interface ports to
communicate over twistedpair cable. The 2- by 1.68by 0.79-inch unit with
CMOS circuitry supports
cable runs of up to 300 feet
without AC power or batteries. Raised LEDs are readable from most angles for
easy monitoring of autopolarity, collision, jabber, link
integrity, transmit, receive.
and power functions.
Price: $89.
Contact: Patton Electronics
Co., 7958 Cessna Ave.,
Gaithersburg, MD 20879,
(301) 975-1000.
Circle 1292 on Inquiry Card.

ersion 5of Qmodem
W adds anumber of enhancements to the communications program. The
major addition, the Off
Line Mail Reader, lets you
download packets of mail
from an originating BBS and
read them off-line at your
leisure. The feature also lets
you write your replies offline and then upload them for
sending.
New features in the Dialing Directory let you specify
the directory entry setting,
such as name of service,
phone number, and baud
rate, for automatic dialing of
subsequent calls. Other additions to the Dialing Directory include the capability
to attach notes to any dialing
entry, automatically redial
an unlimited number of entries, and sort your directory by an entry's name,
phone number, or total
number of calls.
Terminal emulations
added to Qmodem include
the IBM 3101, DEC VT52,
and Heath Zenith 19. You
also can now preconfigure
the program for more than 90
commercial modems. The
learn mode now lets you
create automated scripts to
record repetitive tasks. The
scripts help you by automating common functions such
as log-in sequences, transferring files, downloading
messages, and sending
replies.
Price: $99.
Contact: Mustang Software, Inc., P.O. Box 2264,
Bakersfield, CA 93303,
(805) 395-0223; fax (805)
395-0713.
Circle 1293 on Inquiry Card.
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VALUE
FREE
QAPLUS POWER METER
0. PC Mew,
Ilenommet
bea

Guaranteed 100% Compatibility with all 286, 386
and 386SX systems

Call now for more information
800-832-0770

; Warranteed For the Lifetime of Your System

408-727-1885

DIAGSOF

Free QAPlus and POWERMETER Software
Test results obtained on a 20 MHz 386SX system.

The IIT logo is atrademark of Integrated Information Technology, Inc. ( III). QAPlus and
POWERMETER ore trademarks of DiagSoft, Inc.
All other trademarks are of their respective companies. © 1991 III. All rights reserved.

Circle 77 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 78).
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CONNECTIVITY

Mini Modem
for Portables
he ViVa 2400 Pocket
modem lets you communicate with remote computers or time-sharing systems via your portable
computer. The 61
/2
ounce,
2400-bps unit works in
full-duplex mode over adialup or two-wire leased telephone line.
Able to automatically
dial acall and answer incoming calls over the phone line
from aremote system, the
ViVa 2400 Pocket can redial abusy number and dial
an originate-only modem.
The four LEDs include amodem-ready light that indicates when the unit is receiving power, two lights that
show when acarrier is detected and when the battery
is low, and alight that indicates when the unit is operating at high speed.
The modem comes with
communications software, a
wall-mount power pack,
and a9-V battery. Software
packages supported include
Smartcom II 2.1, Symphony,
WordStar 2000, PC-Talk,
Crosstalk, and Sidekick.
Price: $ 139.
Contact: Computer Peripherals, Inc., 667 Rancho Conejo Blvd., Newbury Park,
CA 91320, (800) 854-7600
or (805) 499-5751; fax
(805) 498-8306.

Create a
Skyline View of
Network Traffic

ur

Circle 1294 on Inquiry Card.

Take Automatic
Inventory
of Your LAN

T

he LAN Directory
hardware and software
inventory program gathers
and reports information in
hundreds of categories for
each workstation on your
LAN. The utility automatically audits workstations and
file servers for information
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The ViVa 2400 Pocket modem travels in your pocket for use
anywhere.
and can inventory standalone personal computers
by running the software at
each machine. You can audit external devices manually
and then enter the information into the software.
The custom reporting
feature in LAN Directory
lets you create your own reports or build on and modify
the reports that are included
in the utility. You can create
multiple headers and footers and move text around the
screen, placing the title and
data areas wherever you
wish. You can gather LAN
workstation data automatically by adding acommand
to the log-in script.
Price: $495.
Contact: Frye Computer
Systems, Inc., 19 Temple
Place, Boston, MA 02111,
(617) 451-6364; fax (617)
451-6711.
Circle 1295 on Inquiry Card.

A Modem
for Secure
Communications

T

he SecureModem
2032e has the double security feature of callback
access control and DES data
encryption. The dual feature protects dial-in networks
from unauthorized access
and secures sensitive data
transmission against illegal
tampering and monitoring.
The SecureModem
2032e has V.42 error control
and MNP level 5data compression, acombination that
enables error-free encryption throughput of 19,200
bps. The desktop unit's
full-screen menus are easily
configured to automatically
authenticate an incoming
call, perform call-back or
pass-through, and secure
communications by scrambling data.
Price: $895.
Contact: Cettlan Corp.,
P.O. Box 397, Irvine, CA
92650, (714) 559-4016; fax
(714) 262-0708.
Circle 1296 on Inquiry Card.

kyline/E, aMacintoshbased network-analysis
tool, provides managers of
mixed-vendor, multiple-protocol networks with ahistory of Ethernet network traffic. Designed to provide a
visual overview of network
traffic, Skyline/E captures
and stores data over extended
periods.
The main window shows
ahistogram-type chart with
bars that represent network
use over alength of time of
from 1second to hours or
days. You can assign colors
and levels of use to the bars
for an instant picture of traffic over adesignated
period.
Price: $695.
Contact: The AG Group,
Inc., 2540 Camino Diablo,
Suite 202, Walnut Creek,
CA 94596, (510) 937-7900;
fax (510) 937-2479.
Circle 1297 on Inquiry Card.

Eight- Port Hub
for 10Base-T

A

neight-port 10Base-T
Ethernet concentrator,
the 10T Hub/8 includes a
BNC port for connecting to
thin coaxial cable. The hub
features auto-partitioning,
which automatically shuts
down abad port when the
hub detects jamming signals, and it has the ability to
shut off Link Integrity port
by port. It includes an in/outselectable unshielded
twisted-pair port that lets you
connect to other hubs with
UTP cabling.
Price: $399.
Contact: Asanté Technologies, Inc., 404 Tasman Dr.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94089,
(408) 752-8388; fax (408)
734-4864.
Circle 1298 on Inquiry Card.

WOK .AT THE INSIDE STORY
ON POWER SUPPLIE.
What power supply is inside
your computer? Ifyou are like
most people, you don't know,
andfrankly, don't care.
But, because your computer's
power supply is acritical
system component, what you
don't know, may hurt you. An
inferior power supply can
cause interference, rebooting,
hard drive errors, and other
nasty hard-to-track problems.
So why take chances? Call the
power supply specialists at
PC Power and Cooling today.
Turbo-Cool 300

Ordinary Power Supply

HERE ARE TEN GREAT REASONS TO SELECT THE INDUSTRY'S BEST,
THE TURBO-COOL 300 AND TURBO-COOL' 450.
1. 50% TO 100% MORE POWER
The more power, the better! Our high-capacity
units start drive motors with ease, run cooler,
last longer, and allow for future expansion.
2. BUILT-IN LINE CONDITIONING
Turbo-Cool power
INPUT VOLTAGE ( MIN)
supplies won't skip
100V
abeat when the line 95V
90V
voltage sags.Their
85V
wide input range
(85-135V, 170-270V)
OFCNARY
7119130-COOL
and heavy-duty input
POWEP SUPPLY PC Vel SUPPLY
components protect your
PC and its data from sags, surges and spikes.
,

3. FCC-BAND VDE-B LINE FILTER
Adual-stage EMI filter keeps electrical noise
well below agency standards.

power supply. This exceptional stability
improves hard drive reliability during critical
access periods.
5. ULTRA-CLEAN DC OUTPUT
Adual-stage output filter ensures that sensitive
computer chips receive pure, low-ripple power.
6. PROTECTION CIRCUITRY
Our units offer the most complete protection
from dangerous overvoltage, overcurrent,
and short circuit conditions.
7. THERMASENSE"' COOLING FAN
The Turbo-Cool 300 features ThermaSense,
our high-capacity,
ThermaSense Ian
SS
thermostatically50
controlled, variable- — 45
10
speed fan. It's ideal! e
High-performance
systems operate up to
25
35° cooler while
50 80 70 80 90 100 110 120
standard ones run
Air Temperature (' F)
as much as 75% quieter.
e

4. INDEPENDENT REGULATION
Turbo-Cool's superior independent-regulation
design keeps output voltage tolerances 20
times tighter than that of an ordinary

8. UL/CSA/TUV APPROVALS
Our high-capacity units are safety approved
by not only UL, but also by Canada's CSA
and Germany's strict TUV.
9. TWO-YEAR WARRANTY
Turbo-Cools are designed and tested for
MTBFs of over 100,000 hours. They come
with ano-hassle 2-year warranty and a
30-day money-back guarantee.
10. GREAT VALUE
Loaded with premium features, aTurbo-Cool
power supply will upgrade the performance
of your PC or LAN file
server at aretail cost
of only 55e to 80e
per watt. You'll be
powered by aunit that
is popular with awardwinning PC manufacturers
and recommended by experts
Turbo-Cool 450
such as the PC Magazine Advisor!

PO POWER L WHIN& INS.
5995 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (619) 931-5700 • (800) 722-6555 • Fax (619) 931-6988
Circle 101 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 102).
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st color display in a
mputer. Ever.
In its review of our UltraLite® SL/25C

blazing speed. The 7.5 lb. SU25C

function, portable Docking Station"

notebook, PC Magazine said, "NEC

comes standard with 2MB of RAM

unit—with two expansion slots

is about to make the future of porta-

(expandable to 10MB), an 80MB

and a3.5" drive bay—that not only

ble computing awhole lot brighter7

hard disk, internal floppy and 64KB

turns the SU25C into adesktop you

cache. As well as

can take anywhere, it also gives you

We couldn't agree more.
The best color display
in anotebook. Ever.

MS-DOS®5.0 and

Windows"

3.0, loaded

and ready

to run.

an active-matrix TFT color screen
words of PC Magazine, "
its
price tag rivals lower-quality
passive-matrix offerings7
What's the difference
between active-matrix
and passive-matrix
color screens? One
looks vivid, sharp and bright, like
your desktop monitor. The other
doesn't. One can be viewed from
wide angles. The other can't. One
is clearly the future of notebook
computing. The other isn't.
The best processing
technology in anotebook. Ever.

Just what exactly is
active- matrix TFT display
anyhow?
Active matrix TFT (thinfilm transistor) display
means that far each pixel on
the screen, there is atiny
transistor In the case of the
SL/2.5C, that adds up
to over 900.000 transistors
covering the entire screen,
farming the image.
14'ith each pixel controlled
by its own transistor
the image is a/nays in sharp
Jim's. and .lar brighter
than other screen design.,
permit. NEC has long been
atimid leader in display
technology And the SL/25C
is one evample of this.

To quote PC ,11agazine once more,
our SU25C "has more going for it
than just spectacular color. It's also
one of the first notebooks to use
Intel's new 25-MHz 386SL chip set"
The new chip provides all the pro-

CaC

sound and image to create your very
own portable multimedia platform.

The fact is, NEC is the first to offer
in anotebook, and yet, in the

other options, like fully integrating

It does everything
apowerful desktop does.
Except chain you to adesk
There's aserial port, SuperVGA
CRT port,

Pm- mouse port and

Apowerful argument
for color, right here in
black and white.
It also has abrilliant VGA
display. A palette of over 225,000
colors. Afast screen refresh
rate (so you never lose your
cursor). And a "simultaneous video"
feature—so the image you see on
your screen can also be viewed on
an external video device, like a
big-screen projector. All of
which makes one thing
perfectly clean
the SU25C is truly
the ultimate presentation tool.
Call today.
For more details, call
1-800-NEC- INFO. Or call NEC
FastFacts at 1-800-366-0476,
#ULSL25C (8575252). In Canada,

cessing punch of a386 desktop PC.

optional internal modem. An

Offers intelligent power management

enhanced parallel port allowing

for longer battery life. And runs even

improved throughput for network

about the SU25C to make you not

the most complex applications at

connections. And an optional full-

want to be without it. Ever.

Computers and Communications

Because f

call 1-800-343-4418.
We'll give you enough information

is the way you want to go.

Circle 95 on Inquiry Card.

Shown
with
optional
Docking
Station.
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Multiplatform
Applications
with Objects

NEW

ProXid
File

Knowledge
Garden Upgrades
Its 00P Tool

V

ersion 2.0 of the
V KnowledgePro Windows (KPWin) object-oriented programming environment features improvements to its design tools,
dynamic link library (DLL)
access, and Multimedia Extensions support.
The upgrade lets you use
objects such as combo boxes

nowledgePro

PROGRAMMING

Options

App

View

H

Builder
Screens
lrelesseibet

Qbjeds

Help
Toolbox

Note ad - CALC.0
Elie

Edit

Smirch

void
nakeualue(
LOHG I;

<

Help

i)

IF Oullspl
Edit Help
tur Action
lUalue
OU
Mews 8uttcrq_Clock_1051
wsprintf( s
VtVutilalue(

WinTran's Project Manager consolidates all the application
elements and presents avisual map of the project as it
develops. The Builder window on the right provides tools for
building interface screens without your having to switch back
and forth between programs.
or buttons by selecting
them from alibrary, dropping them into awindow,
and applying attributes like
size, color, and font.
KPWin automatically generates alterable corresponding
code. You can link your objects to external DLLs via
one-line commands. This
DLL support lets you access all the commands in the
Microsoft Multimedia Developers Kit, the company
reports.
Knowledge Garden also
offers the KPWin SVW
Video Toolkit, an add-in
toolkit for controlling motion
video in real time. The
Video Toolkit works with
New Media Graphics'
Super VideoWindows overlay board.
Price: KPWin 2.0, $249;
SVW Video Toolkit, $299.

Add Neural
Networking
to Windows

N

(c new >,
radie.e

Windows 2.0
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Interfaces

Calculator

The KnowlegePro
Windows visual
design tools come
with source code.
You can generate
code interactively,
amend it, and then
feed it back to the
design tool.
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lreleaseibeto.2aisem leicalc

Edit

Ede

W

inTran uses asystem
of named visual objects, such as text, lists,
images, or tables, rather than
windows, to develop multiplatform GUI applications.
The WinTran application
code is written in standard
programming language but
is not tied to any particular
windowing model. WinIran treats visual objects
uniformly across GUI platforms, so you can port their
associated applications
across Windows, OS/2, Macintosh, OSF/Motif, and
other platforms.
Price: Windows version,
$495.
Contact: Guideware Corp.,
2483 Old Middlefield Way,
Suite 224, Mountain View,
CA 94043, (415) 969-6851;
fax (415) 969-3862.
Circle 1299 on Inquiry Card.

•

Contact: Knowledge Garden, Inc., 12-8 Technology
Dr., Setauket, NY 11733,
(516) 246-5400; fax (516)
246-5452.
Circle 1300 on Inquiry Card.

Link and Swap
Memory with
Blinker 2.0

S

aid by its developer to
be the only linker offering an integrated memoryswap function, Blinker performs linking and dynamic
overlaying of programs written in Microsoft C, Zortech
and Borland C++, and many
other languages. Blinker
2.0 can also dynamically
overlay the Microsoft
BASIC PDS 7.1 development
system. Blinker's memoryswap capability lets you use
expanded or extended
memory to save an executing
program and then shell out
and run asecond program
from within the first.
Price: $299.
Contact: Blinkinc, P.O.
Box 7154, Richmond, VA
23221, (804) 355-4444; fax
(804) 355-1676.
Circle 1301 on Inquiry Card.

euroWindows lets you
incorporate neural networks into your applications. Release 2.0 adds realtime execution of supervised and unsupervised
learning processes. The library lets you incorporate up
to 128 neural networks
within asingle program. A
driver that provides support
for the company's NeuroBoard (aRISC-based board
for speeding up network
training time) is included in
release 2.0.
Price: NeuroWindows,
$369; NeuroBoard, $2000
to $3100, depending on
configuration.
Contact: Ward Systems
Group, Inc., 245 West Patrick St., Frederick, MD
21701, (301) 662-7950; fax
(301) 662-5666.
Circle 1302 on inquiry Card.

A Video Library
for C and BASIC

L

iveWindows lets you
write your own videobased applications in C or
BASIC. The LiveWindows library lets you scale captured NTSC or PAL video to
any size and display it in
an on-screen window. The
program lets you place VGA
text or graphics on your live
or frozen video.
The LiveWindows library is available for avariety of languages and compilers. A motion video board
and VGA card with feature
connector are required.
Price: $395; $995 with
video board.
Contact: Software Interphase, Inc., 82 Cucumber
Hill Rd., Suite 140, Foster,
RI 02825, (800) 542-2742;
fax (401) 397-6814.
Circle 1303 ón Inquiry Card.

Raima Database

Now Raima Data Manager
Formerly db VISTA III
Accelerated Database Performance
Compared to conventional relational databases, retrieval
of records can be 10-20--even 50 times faster with
Raima Data Manager from Raima Corporation.

Propelling The Biggest Names In Business
Companies like General Motors, Hewlett-Packard, IBM,
Eastman Kodak, Rockwell and others are using Raima
Data Manager in their competitive environments.
Today's most critical, most demanding applications
demand the high performance of Raima Data Manager.

Powerfully Efficient Leading-Edge Technology
Raimass combined technology merges the flexibility of
relational databases with the lightning speed and efficient

Raima Data
Raima Corporation

Put Yourself In Fast Company
Give yourself the competitive edge of Raima Data Manager
•Speed—faster access to data
•Portability—supports most environments
•Royalty-free—increase your profits
•Source code availability—total programming flexibility
•Full Raima support services—including training
Whether you're writing astand-alone DOS application,
or one for UND( accessing thousands of records, Raima
Data Manager will put your application on the fast track.
Race to the phone and call for more information!
In the U.S. or Canada, call:

The High Performance DBMS
Specifications

storage of the network model. With the program written
entirely in C, you can "fine-tune" the Raima Data Manager
engine for optimum performance in any application.

1-800-DB-RAILVIA

In Washington state or international, call: (
206)747-5570

Relational B-tree indexing. Networkdata model. Relational SQL query and report writer. Single & multi-user. Automatic recovery. Built-in referential integrity.
Supports VMS, QNX, ULTRIX, UNIX System V, Berkeley 4.2, ALX, SunOS, SCO, MS DOS, MS Windows, and OS/2. Most CCompilers and LANs supported.
3245 146th Place S.E.,

Bellevue, WA 98007 USA (206)747-5570

Fax: (206)747-1991

International Distributors: Australia: 61 2419 7177 Belgium: 322 734 9818 Finland: 358 080405350 France: 33 146 09 27 84 Germany: 49 7022 34077; 49 214 91051 Italy: 39 49 829 1285
Japan: 81 33 865 2140 Mexico: 52 83 49 53 00 The Netherlands: 31 2159 46814 Norway: 47 238 48 88 Singapore: 65 334 0061 Sweden: 46 13 III 588 Switzerland: 41 64 517475
Taiwan: 886 2552 3277 United Kingdom: 44 992 500919
Copyright 01992 Raima Corportition. All rights restmrd. Photo: Oak LaFolkite
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Share Windows,
Mac, or GEM
Scheduling Data

W

ith version 4.0L, Artemis Schedule Publisher offers real-time calculation of schedules,
resources, and costs. The
project management tool
runs on Windows, Macintosh, or GEM systems and
lets you share files among
the three environments.
Schedule Publisher 4.0L
uses on-screen option boxes
to automatically trigger
scheduling data, such as
placement of resources or
descriptions within the
project.
Integrated with Schedule
Publisher is Artemis Presents
2.0A, Lucas's graphics presentation program. Presents
lets you compile reports
that include text files,
scanned images, and CAD
drawings.
Price: Schedule Publisher,
$1995; Presents, $995; both,
$2495.
Contact: Lucas Management Systems, Inc., 12701
Fair Lakes Cir., Suite 350,
Fairfax, VA 22033, (703)
222-1111; fax (703) 2228203
Circle 1304 on Inquiry Card.

Financial Finesse
with Mutual Fund
CD-ROM

N

ow you can be your
own broker by using
Morningstar Mutual Funds
OnDisc to evaluate, compare, and track more than
2200 mutual funds. The CDROM package contains a
database of front-load, noload, equity, and fixed-income funds. You can use
fund data in conjunction
with the program's searching
and graphing capabilities to
select funds and plot them
against each other, compare
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Artemis Schedule Publisher's real-time calculation tools let
you use amouse to slide aparticular resource and immediately
see the impact of your change on other resources.
returns for funds over a
period of time, and present
your findings as graphs or reports. You can export fund
data via PCX, WK1, and
ASCII files for use in
spreadsheet, word processing, presentation, or other
applications.
You can measure your
Mutual Funds OnDisc selections against nine benchmark indexes, including the
Standard & Poor's 500.
The program includes ahistory and complete portfolio
for each fund. In many
cases, Morningstar provides information acquired
directly from the fund
manager.
Price: Subscription with
annual update, $295; with
quarterly update, $495;
with monthly update, $795.
Contact: Morningstar, 53
West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, IL 60604, (312) 4271985; fax (312) 427-9215.
Circle 1305 on Inquiry Card.

Using Network
H.Q. , the network
administrator can
collect and update
key workstation
files such as
CONFIG.SYS or
WIN. IN!.

Translation
Program
for HP 95LX

All- in- One Mac
Office Software

H

andiWorks combines a
word processor, a
spreadsheet, abasic drawing program, page layout
tools, and an address database in asingle Macintosh
program. The package provides tools for linking textual
and numerical data and updating that data within a
document. You can import
and export ASCII, Microsoft
Word, MacWrite, and
WriteNow files. HandiWorks
supports avariety of graphics file formats. Using Claris's XTND filters, HandiWorks can exchange files
with other word processors
and spreadsheets.
Price: $ 175.
Contact: MacVonk•USA,
313 Iona Ave., Narberth,
PA 19072, (215) 660-0606.
Circle 1306 on Inquiry Card.

he Globalink Translation ROM cards run on
Hewlett-Packard's HP
95LX portable computer and
use grammatical analysis to
do sentence-by-sentence
translations between English and German, Spanish,
or French. Each 2-MB card
contains apair of dictionaries
with more than 50,000
terms.
Price: $299 per language
pair; $815 for one pair and
the HP 95LX.
Contact: Globalink, Inc.,
9302 Lee Hwy., Fourth
Floor, Fairfax, VA 22031,
(800) 255-5660 or (703) 2735600.
Circle 1307 on Inquiry Cord.

Survey
Your Networked
Hardware

N

etwork administrators
can now use Network
H.Q. over avariety of networks to track workstation
configurations. Version 2.0
runs over NetWare, Microsoft LAN Manager, Banyan
Vines, and Hayes Lan/Step
NOS networks and identifies PC model numbers,
chip-set data, and other
hardware information. According to Magee Enterprises, the H.Q. utility will
survey Macs connected to
your network. Network H.Q.
also surveys software on
both the server and workstation internal drives.
Price: $395 for 100-workstation license; $595 per
server with unlimited
users.
Contact: Magee Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 1587,
Norcross, CA 30071, (404)
446-6611; fax (404) 3680719.
Circle 1308 on Inquiry Cord.

Open new windows with TI microLaserT" printers.

•

And get powerful fonts and graphics,
ease of use and more speed than ever.
By now you've heard how fast and
easy Microsoft® Windows' makes it
to tap all that PC power you've got on
your desk.
Well now there's an affordable, easy
way to put that power on paper —
micro! aser from Texas Instruments.
Right out of the box, microLaser
comes with what you need to print the
dazzling pages of text and graphics
you've dreamed of.
rim
Just plug it in and gold/ POSTSCRIPT'
That's because microLaser PS models
come with PostScript® software from
Adobe® and the memory it takes to use

it. Plus you get your choice of either 17 or
35 scalable fonts, starting at just $1,399*.
New model More speed. Same price.
When it comes to print speed, the
new microLaser Plus zips along at
9ppm. Ifyou need ashared prime solution, turn to the 16 ppm microLaser XL
If all that isn't enough, just look at
what else you get with microLaser. It's
the smallest printer in its dass. It handles more paper and envelopes in more
ways. And it supports more than 4,000
software packages, including your
Windows applications.

So when you add it all up, you'll
understand why the power ofyour ideas
needs the power, convenience and economy of microLaser. Let microLaser open
new windows for you.
For the name ofthe nearest dealer, call

1-800-527-3500.

,
te TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

•11 suggested retzül price. (Dealer price may vary.) microLaser is atrademark of Tocas I
nstruments I
namporated. Microsoft is aregistered trademark and Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Adobe, PostScript and the PostScript logo are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc. © 1991 TI 71860
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See Fox RUN.
rogram

indow

Run
QBE...
uerg
Report...
orm . . .
abel...
pplication...

We've just added anew word to the database
vocabulary: RUN
And it can make you amaster of your database
management universe. Even if you've never
managed adatabase before.
Ile

dit

Database

Record,

The most powerful PC DBMS available is now
the easiest to use, too: FoxProTM 2.0.
Pick Run from the FoxPro 2.0 main menu and
you have instant access to your information. Click
on Report, choose the name of the report you want,
and it's yours. Do the same for queries, forms, labels
and applications.
For answers on-the-fly, pick RQBE (
Relational
Query By Example) and get asimple interface for
creating custom queries quickly and easily. Unlike
other query systems, RQBE lets you browse the
information or create instant databases, reports,
labels, or business graphs (with optional FoxGraph
or other graphic program).

Custom systems are easy, too.
You create quick reports, forms, labels and
applications by clicking on the New button in the
dialog box instead of picking aname from the list.
Then using our simple tools, you build forms
containing buttons, lists, check boxes, text regions
and data fields. Reports with headers, footers and

subtotals. And even complete applications.
All without any programming.
So while it's the most powerful DBMS you can
get today, it's ideal for small businesses and large. In
industry or government. For invoicing and inventory
control, order entry and accounting, and all your
data handling needs.

ADAPTIVE, PLATFORM- SMART APPLICATIONS

FoxPro is the state-of-the-database-art.
FoxPro 2.0 is the object-oriented, event-driven
DBMS programmers have been waiting for, too.
We've added over 100 new and enhanced
commands. 4GL (Fourth Generation Language) tools
for creating screens, reports and menus as reusable
application objects. And the ability to attach entry
and exit procedures to fields, forms and windows
for pre- and post-processing.
We've integrated SQL SELECT, UPDATE and
CREATE TABLE into the language, with the ability to
use RQBE for creating SELECT statements you just cut
and paste into your application code.
We've added aproject manager on top of our
debugger, trace window, and editor.
We provide an Application Program Interface
(API) that links to Cor assembler function libraries
(Library Construction Kit optional).
And we offer an optional Distribution Kit to
distribute your applications royalty-free.

Today's best choice for upgrading or
downsizing critical database apphcations.
FoxPro is devaeatingly faster than competitive
products (see chart l- the difference is even greater
in single-user tests),
FOXPRO 2.0 - 19
and has out-queried
Multi User
even mainframe dataRelative Speed
bases like Oracle,
XBD and DB2, using
our patent-pending
Rushmore query
optimization.
2
PARADOX
It's backward
ABASE IV
compatible with
No one comes close to FoxPro s
dBASE III+/N and
multi-user query reeonse.
earlier versions of
Fox software to protect your investments in hardware, software, training, and support.
And in the few months since its release, FoxPro
2.0 has swept the awards. Best DOS Application Spring COMDEX. Technical Excellence PC. Award of
Excellence '
Byte. Best DBMS Data Based Advisor.
And many, many others from both editors and users
of FoxPro 2.0.

1

Applications developed today with FoxPro for DOS,
unlike other databases, will be able to run under
Windows and SCO/UNIX and on the Macintosh when we
release our new versions of FoxPro later this year.

Get aheadstart on tomorrow today.
Today, FoxPro exchanges data with Foxl3ASE+
on Macs and on PCs running SCO UNIX. Later this
year, FoxPro will be available for Windows, UNIX,
and the Mac, all with access to Netware SQL, SQL
Server, and Oracle databases.
And applications written using FoxPro's 4GL
tools will be platform-adaptive, so DOS or Windows
applications will run on UNIX or the Macintosh, and
vice-versa.
Which means you can get aheadstart on your
future by starting your Windows, Mac or UNIX development now with FoxPro on your current DOS PCs.

It comes with a60-day money-back guarantee.
So pick up acopy of FoxPro 2.0 at your nearest
computer or software store. Try it out for 60 days, then
if you don't like it, just return it to your dealer for a
full refund.
But we think you'll agree with Byte magazine in
their 1/92 review of dBASE: "... FoxPro is the better
product."

Call 1-800-837-FOX2 today.
(419-874-0162 from Canada)
Ask for Lit Pak BYT401

Fox
SOFTWARE

tOuery benchmark tests performed by Micro Endeavors, Inc. (215) 449-4680, from Data Based Advisor 8/91.
FoxPro, FoxBASE+ and FoxBASE+/Mac are trademarks of Fox Holdings Inc.; other products are not.
Fox Holdings Inc. 1992.
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WHAT'S
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Animate Your
Spyglass
Data Models

A

new scripting capability enables Spyglass
Transform 2.1 for the Macintosh to create animated
images from your plotted
data. Scripting lets you automate Transform commands
and batch-process your 2-D
data files. Because the program accepts Apple events,
you can run Transform
commands from other applications. The template feature lets you save Transform
commands performed on
one data set and execute them
later on another data set.
According to Spyglass, the
program performs five to
10 times faster than the previous version.
Transform 2.1 lets you
control orientation, axis location, and labeling. You can
run plot animations as PICS,
HDF, or PICT sequences.
Price: $495.
Contact: Spyglass, Inc.,
701 Devonshire Dr., C-17,
Champaign, IL 61820,
(217) 355-6000; fax (217)
355-8925.
Circle 1309 on Inquiry Cord.

Turn Your
Monitor into a
Meter Display

P

CImeter lets you display analog data onscreen as digital and analog
meters and bar graphs. You
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workstations.
Price: $2995.
Contact: The MathWorks,
Inc., Cochituate Place, 24
Prime Park Way, Natick,
MA 01760, (508) 653-1415;
fax (508) 653-2997.
Circle 1311 on Inquiry Card.
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Develop and
Plot Systems
of Equations

W

You can scale Spyglass Transform colors to represent actual
numeric values.
can run up to 16 meters simultaneously, and you can
set high and low alarm
points for each meter. If you
so desire, PCImeter can be
configured to trigger digital
outputs as your data reaches
the setpoints. You can save
meters to your PCImeter
application files and reconfigure them at any time.
PCImeter runs under
Windows 3.0 or higher. The
program acquires data for
analysis via an Intelligent Instrumentation I/O board,
and it can export the results
to Microsoft Excel spreadsheets using Dynamic Data
Exchange.
Price: $95.
Contact: Intelligent Instrumentation, 1141 West Grant
Rd., MS 131, Tucson, AZ
85705, (602) 623-9801; fax
(602) 623-8965.
Circle 1310 on Inquiry Card.

PC/meter, here
displaying a
digital meter
(lower right
corner), an analog
meter (bottom
center), and bar
graphs (left and
top).

80

I ENGINEERING

Math Modeling
with Expanded
Graphics Tools

M

atlab 4.0 merges numeric computation
software with applicationspecific tools and graphics
capabilities to provide a
mathematical modeling tool
with avariety of analytical
functions. Enhancements to
the X Window System program include sparse matrix
support, support for data
import and export via any arbitrary file format, and
sound output.
Version 4.0 provides
tools for analyzing and
visualizing data, as well as
optimizing engineering system designs and algorithms. You can use Matlab
4.0 to create mathematical
models, solve systems of
equations, and perform
general computations. The
program lets you create and
animate 3-D graphs using
rectangular, spherical, and
general parametric coordinate systems.
Matlab 4.0 is available
for the Sparcstation; HewlettPackard 900/300, 400, and
700; IBM RISC System/
6000; DECstation Ultrix;
and Silicon Graphics

ith VisSim for Windows, you can turn the
most convoluted equation
into asensible data model.
VisSim lets you build flowchart-style programs from
data blocks and connect the
blocks with function-performing FlexWires. Once
you've developed your program (e.g., for representing
the cycles of abouncing ball
or the flow of blood in the
human body), VisSim plots it
against atime element. Version 1.1 lets you alter your
data model by using aslider
control to adjust the source
data.
You can save your VisSim models as screens and
export them to Windows
applications such as WordPerfect. The program lets
you import and export ASCII
data files, and you can print
your models on all Windowssupported output hardware.
VisSim lets you build
model programs that contain
up to 16,300 data blocks.
Visual Solutions also offers
apersonal version with a
255-block limit. The company recommends using a
math coprocessor with
VisSim.
Price: Professional version,
$895; personal version,
$190.
Contact: Visual Solutions,
Inc., 487 Groton Rd., Westford, MA 01886, (508)
692-5499; fax (508) 6923102.
Circle 1312 on Inquiry Card.

14,400 bps DATA
14,400 bps FAX
Voice*
Caller ID*
5 Year Warranty
$399 95

4.

Are We Connecting Yet?
Introducing the amazing new SupraFAX-

(It has MNP 2-5 and 10, too.) Plus its

Modemn" V.32bis! On the fax side, it has

revolutionary display gives you 25 different

14,400 bps send and receive fax, Class 1

status reports! And for ¡ ust alittle more, you

and 2commands, and compatibility with

can easily add caller ID and voice capabilities

the millions of Group 3
fax machmes in use. On

later this year. In addition to
the 539995 stand-alone

the data side, it connects

version ( without software),

at 300 to 14,400 bps and
provides up to 57,600

SupraFAXModems are
available in Wi ndows TM,

bps throughput with

DOSTM, and Macintoshrm

V.42bis compression.

packages.

9600 bps Version

$29995

1-800-727-8647
7101 Supra Drive S.W., Albany, OR 97321 USA • 503-967-2410 • Fax: 503-967-2401

•Love- cost, user- installable Voice & Caller ID upgrades available Q2 ' 92.
All trademarks belong to their respective companies.
Circle 171 on Inquiry Card.
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View AutoCAD
Files on Your
Sparcstation

A Multitude
of Tools
for AutoCAD

D

W

rawing Librarian for
Sun lets you view and
make notes on AutoCAD,
DXF, and slide files. You
can access AutoCAD drawings on your Sparcstation via
Sun's Open Look interface
or use Drawing Librarian to
convert DWG files to DXF.
Using amenu of drawing
commands, Drawing Librarian lets you mark up CAD
images and save the notations
in aseparate file. The program's functions include
zoom and rotate, and you
can display blocks, layers,
and other AutoCAD information. Drawing Librarian
supports AutoCAD versions
up through release 11.
Price: $ 1000.
Contact: SoftSource, 301
West Holly St., Bellingham,
WA 98225, (206) 6760999; fax ( 206) 671-1131.
Circle 1313 on Inquiry Card.

FreeHand
Upgrades for Mac
and Windows

U

pgrades to the Aldus
FreeHand design program are available for Windows and Macintosh environments. FreeHand 3.0 for
Windows lets you access
tools and layers via floating
palettes. You can also use the
Windows upgrade to draw
and edit in full-screen color
preview mode. FreeHand
3.1 for the Mac offers apressure-sensitive capability for
use with freehand drawing
tools. The program fully
supports System 7.0 and offers new file import and export options.
Price: $595 each.
Contact: Aldus Corp., 411
First Ave. S, Seattle, WA
98104, (206) 628-2320.
Circle 1314 on Inquiry Card.
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ith version 5.0 of
ASG Core, you can
now apply awide variety of
tools and utilities to AutoCAD applications. The program contains ahierarchical
layer manager, ascheduling
manager, acost-estimating
interface, menu and text
file editors, Advanced Modeling Extension menus, full
metric and imperial support,
compatibility with NetWare
and other networks, and
other features.
Price: $495.
Contact: ASG, 4000
Bridgeway, Suite 309, Sausalito, CA 94965, (415) 3322123; fax (415) 332-2146.
Circle 1316 on Inquiry Card.

Drawing Librarian lets you view and add notes to files faster
than with AutoCAD, SoftSource reports.

Graphing and
Presentation
Tools for Mac
ersion 1.5 of DeltaGraph Professional offers System 7.0 support and
more than 40 styles of business and scientific charts.
DGP lets you import text and
graphics data via WKS,
PICT, and other filters, Publish/Subscribe, or adirect
link to Microsoft Excel.
Once you import your data,
you can plot it as acolumn,
pie, or other business chart
or as ascientific chart (e.g.,
atime line, spider, or bub-

ble). Charting options include scatter, surface, and
true 3-D x, y, zsurface plots.
DGP lets you create unlimited libraries in which to
store custom-formatted
charts, clip art, or other
items. The Slide Show feature lets you present charts
from the screen as printouts
or as screen captures. Slide
Show offers 32 slide transition effects.
Price: $295.
Contact: DeltaPoint, Inc.,
2Harris Court, Suite B-1,
Monterey, CA 93940, (408)
648-4000; fax (408) 6484020.
Circle 1315 on Inquiry Cord.

SPREAD THE WORD
Please address new product information to New Products Editors,
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Better
yet, use your modem and mail new product information to the microbytes.hw or microbytes.sw conferences on BIX. Please send the
product description, price, ship date, and an address and telephone
number where readers can get more information.

Scan Text and
Graphics
with OmniPage

O

mniPage, for Macintosh systems, automatically separates text from
graphics and lets you scan
any document, regardless of
the number of typefaces or
columns. OmniPage's optical-character- recognition
tools let you process text at
rates of up to 2000 words per
minute. The Verification
Window lets you edit a
scanned document while simultaneously viewing abitmapped image of the original page.
Other features include
the ability to recognize and
correct upside-down scans,
correct interpretation of similar-looking characters, and
System 7.0 support.
Price: $995.
Contact: Caere Corp., 100
Cooper Court, Los Gatos,
CA 95030, (408) 395-7000;
fax (408) 354-2743.
Circle 1317 on Inquiry Card.

DIGITAL
HAS AN IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT FOR PEOPLE
WHOSE WORK TAKES THEM
OFF THE BEATEN PATH.

11111111.1111111MfflumgMen........`

WE'LL BE THERE
WHEN YOU GET THERE.
Desktop Direct from Digitar
With Desktop Direct from Digital, you're never alone on the road.
A support team of 10,000 stands behind every i38e-based, 20MHz
DECpcTM 320P Notebook Personal Computer. Wherever you are,
we're just afree phone call away.
So whether you need help running Windows

TM

in aWisconsin

coffee shop or advice on connecting amodem in amidtown Manhattan
hotel, give us acall. If we can't solve your problem over the telephone,
we'll send you arepaired system— even on the road— within 48 hours.
Even in the unlikely event that your disk drive goes down in Des
Plaines or your keyboard comes loose in Kalamazoo.
Think of it as travel insurance for your notebook computer.
Circle 65 on Inquiry Card.

Wherever you go, you won't miss any connections with the
DECpc 320P Notebook. That's because the 320P comes standard with
a2400 baud modem so you won't get behind in answering your MCI
Mail— or get cut off from your company database.
And at $ 1,995 the DECpc 320P Notebook is
priced to go. Fast.

We put it all on the table. The 20MHz DECpc 320P
Notebook Personal Computer is the most comfortable to use on the
market today, while the components inside are the hottest. We started
with the IntelTM 386sx TM processor and the built-in 2400 baud modem
(optional data/FAX modem). Because we don't believe you should have

/

to sacrifice power for portability.

I
- ----- - -

Next, we made the standard 2MB
memory expandable to 8MB—plenty of room for running multiple
Windows applications. For extra oomph in spreadsheet recalcs, we
made room for an optional 80387sxTM Math Coprocessor. Then we added
a40MB (optional 80MB) hard drive and a3.5" Floppy diskette drive for
ample storage— with DOSTM 5.0 and Windows 3.0 pre- installed. We
topped off the chassis with the Triple Super Twist (TST) Backlit VGA
display— that puts Windows on-screen without an aggravating blur.
We built an AC adapter to weigh less than apound— so it's easy to

DEsm.
op

DIRECT

carry around—andwe added the Logitech' TrackMan®Portablefor FREE from
We even included athree-hour plus battery life to keep you
up and running even when you're away from it all.

DIGITAL
Taking PCs into the v.orld aheatl

So call Desktop Direct, before you go, anywhere.

Call Desktop Direct at

1-800 PC BY DEC (1-800-722-9332)
Please reference ALU when you call.

8:30 am to 8:00 pm ( ET) Mon.- Fri.

d
Circle 65 on Inquiry Cord.

LEADER OF
The DECpc 320P Notebook

Includes:
Microprocessor:
Memory:
Storage:
Display:
Modem:
Keyboard:
Mouse:

Intel i386sx running at
20MHz
2MB
40MB IDE Hard Disk Drive
3.5" 1.44MB Floppy
TST Backlit VGA
2400 bps Data
84-key Keyboard
Logitech Traci(Man
Portable

Operating Systems: MS-DOS 5.0 and
MS-Windows 3.0
(factory installed)
(Carrying case included)
Special Package Price $a dmok&
FR- Pant- AA
1

Cère

5ew "gvet.-- 1

The DECpc 316sx

Includes:
Microprocessor:

Intel i386sx running at
16MHz
1MB, 8Ons Memory Kit
Memory:
52MB IDE Hard Disk Drive
Storage:
3.5" 1.44MB Floppy
1024 X 768 SVGA
Resolution Mode:
Adapter
14" Multi-sync VGA Color
Display:
Monitor
101-key Keyboard
Keyboard:
Three-button Mouse
Mouse:
Operating Systems: MS-DOS 5.0 and
MS-Windows 3.0
Special Package Price S4 ulAC\
DJ-PC444-05
My g•Ir

reel
irçiej
-•

The DECstation 325c
Includes:
Microprocessor:
Memory:
Storage:

Resolution Mode:
Display:
Keyboard:
Mouse:

Intel 1386 running at
25MHz
4MB, 8Ons Memory Kit
52MB IDE Hard Disk Drive
3.5" 1.44MB Floppy
1.2" dd Floppy
1024 X 768 SVGA
Adapter
14" VGA Color Monitor
101-key Keyboard
Three-button Mouse

Operating Systems: MS-DOS 5.0 and
MS-Windows 3.0
Special Package Price sn pi
DJ-PC462-04
4

Circle 65 on Inquiry Cord.
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THE PACKS.
IThe DECpc 320P Notebook
Includes:
Microprocessor:

Intel i386sx running at
20MHz

Memory:
Storage:

2MB
80MB IDE Hard Disk Drive
3.5" 1.44MB Floppy

Display:
Modem:

TST Backlit VGA
2400 bps Data

Keyboard:

84-key Keyboard

Mouse:

Logitech TrackMan
Portable

Operating Systems: MS-DOS 5.0 and
MS-Windows 3.0
(factory installed)
(Carrying case included)
Special Package Price sob A n5
FR-PCP11-FA
e n,"

IThe DECstation - 320sx

Includes:
Microprocessor:
Memory:
Storage:
Resolution Mode:
Display:
Keyboard:

Intel i386sx running at
20MHz
1MB, 8Ons Memory Kit
52MB IDE Hard Disk Drive
1024 X 768 SVGA
Adapter
14" Multi-sync VGA Color
Monitor
101-key Keyboard

Three- button Mouse
Mouse:
Operating Systems: MS-DOS 5.0 and
MS-Windows 3.0

Special Package Price
Dj-Pc44 3-05

The DEC .c 433 Workstation

9,849

rre:74-1
LON

Includes:
Microprocessor:
Memory:
Storage:

Intel i486 running at
33MHz
8MB, 7Ons Memory Kit
40MB IDE Hard Disk Drive
3.5" 1.44MB Floppy

DESKTOP
DIRECT

DIGITAL

Taking PCs into the vnrld ahead

Resolution Mode:

1280 X 1024 TIGA
Adapter
Display:
20" Color Monitor
Keyboard:
101-key Keyboard
Mouse:
Three-button Mouse
Operating Systems: MS-DOS 5.0 and
MS-Windows 3.0

r

11111

.111111111111k.

1L.1

Special Package Price $A . CIQQ itOr
Offer Good Thru 3/31/92
— w5 1.
1
'eor go' 1....Pou

DJ_PCW10-0.2

1-800 PC BY DEC ( 1-800-722-9332)
Please reference ALU when you call.

Circle 65 on Inquiry Cord.

PUT YOUR PC TOGET HER ON
PAPER.

----------------

Your Name

FAX

TOLL FREE TO

1-800-524-5894
and we'll send you
aspecial system
recommendation.
Or call
1-800-722-9332
and we'll recommend
by phone.

Title
Company Name
Address
City

State

Your Telephone No.

Zip
Your FAX No.

I'd like information on:

D DECpc
D DECpc

i386 and i386sx based systems
i486 and i486sx based systems
D The DECpc 320P Notebook
D The Catalog

Customization Worksheet
Your base system is a:

CI 286

D 386

D 486

D Other

How many applications will your PC(s) run in atypical workday?
What best describes the type of work the system will be used for?
(Check all that apply)

D Desktop Publishing
D Scientific Research
D Education
D Software Development
Database (filing records)
D Design (CAD/CAM)
D E-Mail
D Financial Calculations
D Engineering
oOther industry-specific
D Retail Store Management D Industrial Process Control
applications (Please specify)
Word Processing

D Order-entry

How many people work in your group, department or small business?
D 10-20 D 20-35 D More

D Less than 10

DESKTOP
DIRECT

Is your operating system:
D DOS D DOS with Windows

D OS/2

12 MAC

[
3UNIX". D Other

Which of the following graphics-oriented applications best describes your needs?
(Check all that apply)

0 Desktop Publishing
CAD/CAM

DIÇITAL

D Realtime Modeling
D Animation
D Image Processing

D AutoCad
D Business Graphics

LAN Communication

Taking PCs into the world ahead

How many PCs do you have installed ,
From how many manufacturers?
What kinds of connections does your PC(s) require? (Check all that apply)
Ill Links with other PCs in the immediate surroundings
El Connection to the local area network (LAN) throughout abuilding
D A line to ahost system in aremote location
What kind of media (cable) is used in your LANs today>
What is the networking software now being used in your company?
What kind of host system will your PC communicate with?
DEC D IBM D Other

mfilial'

d

MI ire and Inul ate tradrmaaks ool ' noel faorporatoon h1(.1 ?Awl or a
orgostord trademark tot Mt Itommunitarmnr

orporamon \Windows. and DOS we

mademarks and Mot mace, and MS.DOS are reg

dtrademark. of Mot row&

gtorporatom Loop., h os • madernark and Trac Wan or • reg
Logort h
Compaq

dtuademark of

S A Apple os areg rrrrrr d tradrmack of Apple Larporanon
regostered mademaglt of CON PAD Computer Corparacoun AST is

•trademark col AST Rearm hers. Im Dell Is areps rrrr d tratlemade al Dell
Lotporation 05t2 arid PC/AT are regomered oradernarks and Presenter.. Al
Is • trademark of ' mementos.' Bustnera Mat hones QBA or atrg

d cradernark

ut Sym rrrrr Lotimmtion NerWare is • reg
dtrademark ot Novell. I,., Banyan
Vow, It • rrg ttttt rd trademark ol Banyan Symons. Im VLSI is aregostered
trademark of VLSI Des,. Assoc lams TOP( AT is • teg
ed trademark ol

What Kind of Service Do 'You Neatly Need?

D On-site Hardware Support
Training

D Software Support

D Telephone Support

D FAX Hotline

How many of your users take portables on the road>
Do you currently; have aservice contract(s) for your PCs?

D How many>

Westonglonow Carp° ttttt n
The DI(TITAL logo. DKr.. DI- Cuomo and PATFDWORKS
Doom' Fatopment Corpotamon

tradrmarkr of

1-800 PC BY DEC (1-800-722-9332)
Circle 65 on Inquiry Card.

Please reference ALU when you call.

USER'S COLUMN

JERRY
POURNELLE

USER'S CHOICE AWARDS

I

t's that time again. Unlike some people, Idon't give
my annual awards until the end of the year, which
means it is now time for the 1991 User's Choice
Awards and the Chaos Manor Orchid and Onion
Parade.
Two cheers for IBM for not releasing OS/2 2.0 in
1991. They advertised that it will be abetter DOS than
DOS and abetter Windows than Windows, and no matter that it's been coming Real Soon Now for quite a
while, they're not going to ship it until it works properly. Ican agree with that decision.
Two cheers for Bill Gates for delaying the release of
Windows 3.1 and announcing Windows NT (New Technology) years before it will ship. Meanwhile, out here
in User Land, we'd just like something stable that works
and won't give us unrecoverable applications errors....
Three cheers and an orchid for AMD and their 386
chip, which has sent the prices of 386 systems tumbling,
and for developing a40-MHz 386 chip. Two cheers to the
Taiwanese clone makers who advertise systems as "Intel
Inside" and then in small print tell us they're using AMD
chips....

be taken. By designating aproduct as User's Choice,
I'm saying that if you need its capability, you won't be
sorry you bought it.
The rules here are simple: Idon't recommend anything Ihave not personally used long enough to have
confidence in. Idiscuss these decisions with my BYTE
editorial colleagues, and BYTE helps distribute the certificates, but the User's Choice Awards remain my sole
responsibility. Blame me, not BYTE....

Upgrading Your System
The annual Orchid
Probably the best upgrade you
can buy for your DOS system is and Onion Parade
a caching drive controller.
Caching is ameans of antici- at Chaos Manor
pating what data your computer will want next and putting
that data where the machine can
find it fast. For example, all
caching systems keep the disk
directory and file allocation
table in cache memory so that
the computer doesn't have to
User's Choice
physically access the disk to
Ibegan the annual User's Choice Awards on awhim.
find out where to get or store
This was long before everyone else began giving awards.
afile. After that the caching
It was also during the early days in the computer indusprograms vary, although all of
try, when there weren't many products that deserved
them use some kind of "most
awards. Iconceived it as part of my job to drive the comused, last discarded" algorithm.
puter industry in directions Ithought would be best for
One way to get the benefit
users. The awards, as well as the onions and orchids,
of caching is to add more memwere designed to further that end, and they've had some
ory and use one of the better
success.
software caching programs
The trouble is that Ibegan with the wrong approach,
(e.g., Vcache from Golden Bow
because Iwanted to give awards for "the best of the
Systems or even the SMARTyear." That wasn't bad in the early days, when Ireally
DRV.SYS that comes with
could look at most of the major items in any given cateWindows). However, those
gory, but now it's often plain ridiculous to pretend that I programs just add to the work
have looked at everything significant. Worse, though, is
load of your CPU and bus, and
how do Ichoose when several products are more than
they tie up memory you could be using for other things.
good enough?
By contrast, caching controllers have an on-board
Sometimes, though, aproduct will stand out so much
CPU, so you're doing true multiprocessing. They have althat there's little doubt, and Ihave no hesitation in callgorithms at least as good as the software-only caching
ing it the top product in its field. When that happens, I'll
programs and caching memory on the controller card.
say so. But do understand that just because some product
The result is adramatic improvement in performance:
stands out alone doesn't mean that it's "better" in some
reads and writes go much quicker than under straight
absolute sense than another wonderful product that has to
DOS or DOS with asoftware cache, and you still have all
share the glory with acompetitor. Good enough is good
your expanded memory. Moreover, you can save sysenough, and that's how User's Choice Awards should
tem memory. Ihave not been able to see any difference
ILLUSTRATION: STEVE TURK 0 1992
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in performance with or without buffers,
which wasn't true prior to my getting a
caching controller.
Ihave used two caching controllers. The
first one Igot is from Distributed Processing Technology, the PM2011/90 for
SCSI hard drives. ( Ialso have their
PM3011/70 for ESDI hard drives.) The
other one is the HyperStore 1600 from
Perceptive Solutions, Inc. They both work
splendidly. Ihave to work hard to devise
tests that will show any performance ad-

vantage to either one. One test Ihave is a
big matrix inversion that repeatedly stores
intermediate results on the hard disk.
Caching controllers typically save about
50 percent of the 5minutes the program requires when running with anoncache controller, and the difference in time for the
controllers from DPT and PSI is negligible.
Both these controllers are easily installed. Each company has SCSI and ESDI
controllers. PSI has configuration modules for other types of drives, so if you

Move to Windows,
stay with the VAX.

Considering Windows? But can't afford to lose contact
with your host? KEAterm 420 is the solution: DEC V1420
terminal emulation software for Windows 3. Now, you can
have the best of both worlds!
KEAterm 420 is atrue Windows 3application which
provides the functionality of DEC's V1420, VT320 and
VT220 terminals in awindow. KEAterm 420 version 2
gives you the features that count multiple pages, multiple
sessions, file transfer, multilingual support (English, French
and German), script language and DDE support as well as
network connections. Using the familiar Windows interface,
KEAterm makes it easy to move between servers, hosts
and PC applications. With KEAterm, you can do it easier,
do it faster, do it better!
To tie it all together, use KEA's network connection

software: KEAlink LAT, KEAlink TCP/IP, and KEAlink
IPX for concurrently connecting to your Novell network
and your VAX or UNIX host lo eliminate keyboard
remapping, select KEA's PowerStation VT layout
keyboard to plug into your PC. And if you're aDOS or
UNIX user, KEA Systems offers the ZSTEM family of
VT graphics and text emulation software for desktops
running DOS or UNIX.
For superior PC-VAX-UNIX connectivity, call today!

KEA Systems Ltd.
Orders: 1-800-663-8702
Telephone: (604)431-0727
Fax: (604)431-0818

See us at Windows World and Comdex Spring ' 92, Booth 2742

VT Emulation Under Windows
KEA Systems Ltd, 3738 North Fraser Way, Unit 101, Burnaby, BC, Canada V51 5Gt
The KEA logo. KEAterm. KEAlink. ZSTEM and PowerStation are trademarks of KEA Systems Md. All other brand and product names are trademarks In
registered trademarks ol h,,, respective holders. Copyright O KEA SYSTEMS 1XD. 1991. All rights reserved.
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have such adrive, your choice is clear.
Otherwise, you simply have to go on brand
loyalty and price.
Moreover, both PSI and DPT controllers
have modes to let you use just about any
old drive you have available. PSI has a
way to add on several different kinds of
physical drives and run them all at once
through add-on modules known as media
adapters. This could be useful if you have,
say, aSCSI drive and an IDE drive and
want to use both in the same machine.
Both PSI and DPT controllers have ways
of making your machine believe you have
an AT-compatible hard drive, no matter
what it really is; they will also let you use
the latest and greatest hard drives and software. Both companies have excellent technical support. Although it isn't needed for
simple installations, it can be important as
soon as things get tricky.
I've been writing about both companies
for three years, and Ihave received no reader complaints against either. DPT is abigger company and has been around longer.
Their products cost more, and they use
proprietary memory cards. PSI has been
steadily gaining market share in the last
two years and has been around long
enough that I'm sure they'll be here for a
while. PSI charges less and uses standard
SIMMs for memory.
In aword, both companies are plenty
good enough. Iam pleased to award DPT
and PSI User's Choice Awards for 1991
for their caching controllers.
Video Boards
Windows with old and slow video is nearly intolerable. If you want to switch to
Windows, it's imperative that you get a
fast video board. The improvements are
dramatic. Our friend Steve Allen Mitchell,
aUnix workstation guru, has to work with
Windows off and on. He was recently introduced to a486 with an ATI Technologies Graphics Ultra video board and said,
"That's as close to aworkstation as aPC is
going to get."
Unfortunately, pure speed is not enough:
there are boards out there that are plenty
fast enough, but whose BIOS hogs memory the board doesn't really need. It's important to get aboard that works properly
with Windows, yet allows you to use good
memory managers; and it's important to
get that board from acompany that understands driver software.
Ihave had half adozen video-board
companies recommended to me. I'm sure
they're all good, but Ican recommend only
what Iuse myself. Do understand, Ihave
tested these only under Windows, not under the X Window System or Unix.
For Windows, the two video boards and
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video software that Icurrently recommend
are from AIL and Sota Technology. Both
boards are easy to install, the physical
board and software drivers. The documents
are complete and easily understood, and
technical support is good. I'm pleased to
give the All Graphics Ultra and the Sota
Lightning VGA my 1991 User's Choice
Awards.

or more books on that printer.
It still works and is in use at achurch
school. But this year Ireplaced it with a
LaserJet III, and once again I'm in love.
If you need areal workhorse printer, one
good enough for most office work, the
LaserJet HI is more than just good enough;
it's outstanding. It's easily installed. There
are dozens of fonts for it (it uses all the
font cartridges from my old LaserJet I),
Printers
and nearly every software package proFor many years, we have had one of the
vides drivers for it. It's fast, it's designed
very first Hewlett-Packard LaserJet printso that it's easy to insert letterhead or print
ers ever made. It was eventually refurenvelopes, and it's very reliable.
bished as aLaserJet Plus and became The
Ihave no hesitation in giving the LaserPrinter That Would Not Die. Over the
Jet III aUser's Choice Award as the most
years, Icame to dislike certain features,
useful printer of 1991.
particularly the fact that it stacked the paThe LaserJet III does have resolution
per face-up, meaning that abook came out
limits, although they aren't severe. As I
with its pages in the wrong order. It was
detailed in aprevious column, Jim Baen
also difficult to insert letterhead. It wasn't
was able to do the final typesetting of Go
particularly fast, although compared to the
Tell the Spartans by Pournelle and StirDiablo daisy-wheel printer it replaced, it
ling using the Baskerville typeface, Vencertainly was.
tura Publisher, and aLaserJet III to proAll that was mere grousing, though; that
duce masters that were then photoreduced
printer was wonderful. It worked year afto make the printing plates. However, that
ter year—never in the shop, never out of
book was an all-text paperback printed
service, always there when Ineeded it. I on typical paperback paper; this process
turned out thousands of letters and adozen
would not have been good enough to do

The CEO wants to know
when it will be finished.
-
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the typeset masters of alarger-format book
on slick paper.
For that kind of resolution, Irecommend the LaserMaster TrueTech 1000.
This produces 1000-dot-per- inch resolution output with well-shaped letters. The
LaserMaster algorithms for increasing
printer resolution appear to be better than
HP's trick for accomplishing that. Indeed,
Isee no reason why LaserMaster output
couldn't be used to master any book I
have, regardless of size, typeface, and paper stock. Let me hasten to add that Idon't
pretend to be the final authority on typesetting, and if you're contemplating doing high-resolution print masters, you probably want to spend some time researching
the situation.
Ido know that the LaserMaster TrueTech 1000 produces aesthetically pleasing copy. Moreover, unlike the phototypesetter it can often replace, the
LaserMaster doesn't require nasty chemicals, and, also unlike most phototypesetters, it's extremely reliable. If you need
high resolution, you'll be happy with the
LaserMaster TrueTech 1000. It gets a
User's Choice Award in the Very High
Resolution Printer category.

The staff wants to know
when they can start.
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As aproject manager, you've seen
it all before. Everyone who needs to know,
all too often, needs to know something different.Which is why there's new Microsoft'
Project version 3.0 for Windows:
It not only makes it easy to present

things the way they want, but also lets you
plan things the way you want.
Now you can enter and view data in
avariety of ways — Gantts, tables, graphs,
forms and more. Microsoft Project also has
acustomizable Toolbar; giving you access

©1992 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Printed in the USA. Offer good only in the 50 United Slates. To order aWorking Model for$995 or for more information: In the United States, call (800)541.1261, Dept. X
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File Conversions
There's always aneed to convert files from
one format to another. It's especially true
when changing over to Windows, but since
Iuse Q&A Write, hardly aweek goes by
when Idon't get afile in aformat different
from that of my word processor. When
that happens, Irely on Word for Word
from Mastersoft to convert the file, and
that usually works.
Isay usually for accuracy; I'm not trying to be hard on Word for Word. The
problem is that there are alot of file formats out there, and some of them use some
obscure tricks. It would be surprising if
everything worked the first time every
time. I've used alot of file-conversion programs, and the one that has worked consistently best has been Word for Word;
moreover, they keep updating it, and each
revision is an improvement.
I'm not 100 percent satisfied with the
program: Iwish there were better "intelligent ASCII" conversions for use on files
pulled off-line, and once in awhile Iget
some odd glitches when converting to
Q&A Write format. But it's still the best
conversion program Iknow, plenty good
enough to win aUser's Choice Award.

Windows vs. Desqview
Ican't decide. Ihave used Desqview for
years, and I'm comfortable with it. Desqview with a386 machine is so superior to
DOS that until Windows 3.0, Icouldn't
imagine using anything else—and it's indispensable for 286 systems. It's true that
you have to fuss abit with Desqview, but
even that's much simpler now that Quarterdeck has revamped the installation program. Desqview works and works well,
and I'm used to it, so Ican jump from word
processor to notebook to telephone book to
diary to communications program simply
and easily, and Igenerally have no problems at all.
Alas, it's not fun, while Windows is. I
confess it: Ilike being able to customize
my start-up screen. Ilike wallpaper, and
flying toasters are fun, and so is having
aGary Larson Far Side cartoon come up
with my calendar page on start-up. Ilike
having silly little customized icons. Ican
even offer the intellectual defense that seeing all those icons on my computer desktop reminds me that they're there, just as
having books all around me in my office
reminds me of things Iread long ago.
Then, too, there really are some Windows

The controller wants to
know how much it will cost.

programs that are so good that it may be
worth buying Windows to be able to run
them. I'll get to those in aminute. The
point is, there's alot to like about Windows.
Alas, there are acouple of things to hate,
too. The one Ihate most is that Windows
is far more likely to crash than Desqview,
and when it does, it's likely to crash utterly and completely, requiring ahardware
reset and certainly losing any unsaved
work.
In fairness, Ihave to say that Inever install and try anew application in either
Windows or Desqview without saving
everything first, so the amount of work I
have actually lost due to Windows crashes is small to nonexistent. Also, the time
lost to having to go through hardware reset
is probably made up by the fact that it's
generally faster and easier to install aDOS
program under Windows than to get it right
on Desqview. Ialso have to say that Desqview used to crash fairly often, and Istuck
with it, and I'm not sorry.
The programs that crash Windows have
generally been games. Some of them, like
Strategic Studies Group's Warlords, will
run under Desqview but crash Windows.
continued
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to the functions you use most with aclick
of the mouse.While PlanningWizards give
you online assistance to help develop plans.
What's more, new Microsoft Project
has WYSIWYG and Multi-Page Print Preview, so plan on visiting the printer less.

\11(
PROJECT&
For your upgrade or the name of areseller,
call (800) 541-1261, Dept. X13. You'll satisfy
alot more people. Including yourself.

Microsoft

For information only: In Canada, call (800)563-9048; outside the United States and Canada, call (206)936-8661. Microsoft is aregistered trademark and Windows and Toolbar are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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But Ihave to confess that Iseldom play
games under either Windows or Desqview,
so the problem would seem more theoretical than real—but the theoretical problem is that if that gaine will crash Windows, what else will? And once in awhile
Iget some very mysterious glitches, but
I'm pretty sure they're specific to the Windows 3.1 update and will be fixed before
you read this.
Alex points out that you can run Windows under Desqview; that way, you run
all the DOS applications as Desqview applications and all the Windows applications in Windows. What you get that way
is standard-mode Windows, but the practical effect of what enhanced mode really
does is memory-address checking, and the
combination of QEMM and Desqview
does that better and faster anyway. Even
so, it feels like akludge, and I'd rather not
have to run two different environments,
particularly when I'm testing new software.
The gripping hand, as Moties are wont
to say, is that if Windows hasn't quite become good enough, it won't be long before
it gets there. While Iwill keep Desqview
and use it when necessary, Iexpect the
switch to Windows to be done by the end
of this year. Therefore, the User's Choice
Award for Operating Environment of the
Year goes to Microsoft Windows.
Memory Management
Ilike Windows, and clearly Irecommend
that if you don't change to Windows, you
should run Desqview. Either way, you'll
need amemory manager; fortunately, the
same one works for both. It used to be that
QEMM and Windows had some problems,
but no longer. Now they work together
just fine. Moreover, installing QEMM-386
6.02 is asnap, and so is optimizing for either Windows or Desqview. As an example, we are looking at aTandy 4033LX
multimedia machine. It comes nicely integrated with Windows and CD-ROM and
DOS extensions; the only problem is that
as it comes, it has DOS windows of 530
KB. We installed QEMM and let the Optimize program do its thing; we now have
630-KB DOS windows on that machine.
I've looked at alot of memory managers this year, and Ihave no trouble at
all choosing Quarterdeck's QEMM-386
6.02 as the User's Choice for Best Memory
Manager of 1991.
Windows 3Secrets
If you use Windows, run, do not walk, to
your nearest bookstore and get Brian Livingston's Windows 3 Secrets. Read the
first four chapters, and Iguarantee that
you'll then know more about Windows

than almost anyone you know. This book
explains in clear language just what Windows is doing, what it's trying to do, and
what its programmers thought they were
trying to do.
It explains undocumented features. It
interprets the Windows error messages,
including those that imply precisely the
opposite of what they seem to be saying. It
explains what standard mode is, and why
you probably want to use it even though
you have a386 system. It tells you how
to make Windows save your desktop without exiting and restarting (i.e., open aDOS
application and attempt to leave Windows
with the "save on exit" switch on; Program Manager will inform you that there
are open applications, but before it finds
that out, it has saved the current desktop).
It tells you what the "About Program Manager" display in "Help" means (and it's
nothing to do with help at all).
Finally, the book comes with two disks
of shareware Windows programs that will
make your life alot easier.
Idon't care how many Windows books
you already have; get this one. If you have
this one, it's not likely you'll need any
other. Windows 3Secrets hands down wins
the User's Choice Award for the Best Windows Book of 1991.
Ascend
The Franklin Time Management System is
one of the best known of the paper and
notebook time management systems. It's
usually presented in a4-hour seminar that
teaches and motivates you to use the tools.
Of course, some people find all that unpleasant and aren't interested in time management systems and tools. I've even heard
afew call the system inflexible. Idon't
see it that way. Ifind the Franklin system
auseful way to organize my work and set
priorities on what Iwant to accomplish.
Ascend is aWindows implementation of
the Franklin system. It comes with forms
and notebooks to hold the calendars and
schedules that the program generates, a
software implementation of the Franklin
system, and tapes and workbooks that present the Franklin seminar about as you'd
get it if you attended in person. The result
is that you have everything you need to
change your life.
Now, if you don't need to have your
life changed, this program isn't going to do
much for you. Some people are well organized and don't need any help. Others
are hopelessly disorganized, and it's possible that this won't help them because
they like being the way they are. For the
rest of us, the Franldin system offers some
hope.
Franklin is abit different from its rival
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OUTSTANDING. That is the word PC Magazine used to describe our
system! We're very proud of our 486-33 review and we encourage
you to read it.
One example: Of 30 systems reviewed, 71.1(.71E ranked # 1 in the
small-record DOS access file test and # 2 in the large DOS access
file test for speed! To achieve this feat we relied on Maxtor and
Ultrastor, two fantastic product partners.
Maxtor and Ultrastor are just two companies on along list of
companies we obtain high-quality components from to custom- build
high-quality systems. AMI-SONY-Intel-Teac-Orchid-KeytronicsMicropolis--CYRIX-SIEMENS-PC Power & Cooling-BOCA are
all names you'll easily recognize. You'll never see us offer components
from Ful-Manchui or other tongue- twisting companies you've never
heard of before.
WYSIWYG is aterm used in desktop publishing. What You See Is
What You Get is also astandard we use in building our systems.
That means you get exactly what you expect when you receive your
order from us. No hidden surprises or cut corners that many of our
competitors try to sneak by with cheap or low quality components.
the USA
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COMPLETE SYSTEM
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COLORADO 120MB Tape Back- Up Option $249
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The use of AMI motherboards guarantees full DOS- UNIX-0S2
compatibility. We custom-build every system and offer special prices
on enhancement items to upgrade your system like CD ROM's,
digitizers, laser printers, scanners, 20° monitors, and hundreds of
other products.
Our parent company, PC PROS, was founded in 1982. Before you
buy any system, ask all the bard questions and compare Who
makes the motherboard? This is one of the most important questions
to ask since this is the heart and soul of any computer. We use more
AMI motherboards than anyone in the world. Don't be fooled by
claims of an AMI BIOS equaling an AMI motherboard. Insist
you receive asystem with the best motherboard money can buy...
an AMI.
Whether you're government. FORTUNE, major institution or just
need amachine or two for your home or office, we offer the
absolute best quality and service anywhere!
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BY HAND. OR BY NOON.

Day-Timer, because the essence of the
Franldin system has to do with setting priorities and goals. But the schedules and
calendars that Franklin generates are fairly similar to those in aDay-Timer. Iused
to carry aDay-Timer everywhere Iwent,
but Ifound that Iwasn't able to coordinate between information gathered on the
road and the home-base calendar. Ascend
uses the computer to do much of that coordinating for you.
If you've been hoping to find something
that would let your computer help organize your life, this program may be it. In
any event, it gets aUser's Choice Award
for Windows Applications Software.
The Far Side
The Far Side Computer Calendar won't
change your life. It's just agood Windowsbased calendar program. On the other
hand, it's fun, with adifferent Larson Far
Side cartoon every day and some animations done by Larson himself.
It has the standard features of acalendar,
with schedules and alarms and suchlike,
and it will print them out in reasonable
formats. But you wouldn't buy it for that
since there are shareware programs that
do as well. The Far Side Computer Calendar gets an orchid because it's fun.

Flow Charting TM 3
Now, even complex flowcharts that
once took days to perfect can be presentationperfect — in no time!
Quick to master and asnap to use,
Patton & Patton's flowcharting software is the
standard of both large and small businesses
around the world— and is available through
all major software dealers.
See your dealer today! Or, for a
"live interactive demo disk, call:

PATTON & PATTON

800-525-0082, ext.1116.

Software

Corporation

International: 40B-77B-6557, ext. 1116.

Excellence in charting the flow of ideas!

Works on IBM & 100% compatible PC's, supports CGA/EGA/VGA and over 150 dot matrix and laser printers,
with multiple print densities and 10 font sizes. Creates multi-page charts, portrait or landscape, on
most standard paper sizes. Mouse or keyboard controlled.
IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corporatism.
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Database Applications
For ordinary flat-file database applications,
we use Q&A. There's anew version, 4.0,
that fixes most of the annoyances of earlier versions and makes several improvements, including adding mouse support.
Do understand, the problems we've had
with Q&A have been minor annoyances,
not major aggravations. Q&A remains the
easiest database to learn and use that we
know. A technoklutz can sit down in front
of aQ&A screen and be building database
forms within an hour; within aweek, he or
she will be able to do Christmas cards and
print the labels, handle inventories, log in
receivables, and generate reports.
Q&A Write is similarly easy to learn as
aword processor, and it's powerful enough
for anything Ineed: Iwrite all my books
and columns with it. Indeed, Irecently installed Microsoft Word for Windows, and
while it's elegant and has many features
Q&A Write will never have, it didn't take
long before Iinstalled aQ&A Write icon
and brought that up in Windows. Isuppose someday I'll learn Word for Windows, but what's the hurry?
Flat-file databases may not be enough.
You may need areally powerful full relational database. Most people don't. One
of these days when Idon't have to cover
azillion awards, I'll devote achunk of
the column to examining when and why

New QEMM-386 v6.
éé It's nothing less than a
dream come true

—Steve Gibson InfoWorld?1191

There's n(I)to
etter way
eyouir

Suddenly PC users have a
lot of memory managers to
choose from. Seems that
everyone has figured out
what users have been telling
us for years: they need
every last 'K' of available
I
memory between 640K and
1megabyte—especially if they're
running on anetwork. Or using TSRs.
Our new QEMM-386 version 6is the
best way to get the most out of memory.
It 'pools' all your memory so that it's
available in whatever form your
programs need—expanded or extended.
You don't even need to know the difference. QEMM does it all for you. Instantly.
Whereas DOS 5, for example, requires you to figure
out what you need, then
manually allocate memory
and re-boot every time you
need to change.
As for the all-important 'conventional'
memory area, our new version 6increases
the amount of memory freed-up. Our
exclusive 'optimize' feature automatically
seeks out TSRs and device drivers and
moves them into high memory—the area
between 640K and 1megabyte. All you
need do is type 'ovrimeE'.
QEMM-386 v6 finds
more high memory than
any other memory manager. Byte Magazine's tests
showed it produced net
memory gains of 21K to
QEMM is the 132K over DOS 5.0 alone,
number one selling , i .
pc utility,
tor i
nstance.

#1

you get to have your TSRs.

noilerrio

What you can expect
Automatic High
Memory Gain
Comparison

DOS 5 DOS 3or 4 DOS 5
alone
4iiivy°
with QEMM-386 v6

Stealth takes you to network
and TSR heaven.
Our breakthrough 'Stealth' technology
makes available areas normally taken up
by ROM. Areas that QEMM-386 can use
to load memory-hogging drivers and
TSRs. Big programs can get the memory
they need to run fast and efficiently. And

Not every PC can benefit from
Stealth. But every PC can benefit
from '
Squeezei—our new feature to
manage those TSRs that need
more memory at start up and
less when
they're resident.
Memory

allocation is
temporarily
ily
increased, then squeezed
down after it's needed.
0
QEMM can use idle
video memory to
produce afurther 96K
gain on EGA and VGA
systems when running
character-based programs.

Apriceless $60 bonus.
QEMM comes with Quarterdeck Manifest,
the award-winning analysis program that
makes it easy to see
what's going on
'under the hood' of
your PC.
Manifest does
for memory what
See and understand how pc
"- Tools Deluxe
your PC works with
Manifest.

does for disks.

Benefits for Windows, too.
Whether you're running DOS 3, 4, 5, or
Windows, QEMM can improve your
386/486's performance.
That means you may not need afaster
CPU. You may not need more RAM.
QEMM makes your favorite programs
work better by giving them more memory.
QEMM helps you get the most out of
the software you own today.

Sà..4
111134
.-rel
lrek
Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405 (310) 392-9851 Fax (310) 314-4219

Quarterdeck International Ltd., B.I.M. House, Crofton Terrace, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland Tel. (353) (1) 288-1444 Fax: (353) (1) 284-4380
01W2Quarterd,k (NM. Systems PC Week Analyst's Choice Logo, 01991, ZieCommuntations Company. PC Week is areptered trademark and the 1k 11'cek Analyst's choke bgo is atrademark ol the Zifl-Davis PubIrshing Company. Other trademarks are properry or them respeehve myrs
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you need afull relational database. In any
event, if you do need one, Irecommend
Borland's Paradox, which is relatively easy
to set up and is certainly powerful enough.
For Windows, though, you want an object-oriented database. For the moment,
the best one of those I've seen is Bell Atlantic's Thinx, which Italked about in a
past column. It's clever, the tutorial is sufficient for learning it, and it gets easier to
use with practice. It's certainly powerful
enough for most user needs.

I'm happy to give Q&A 4.0 and Thinx
the User's Choice Awards for Best DOS
and Windows Applications, respectively.
Clip'nSave
Several readers nominated this for an orchid. Clip'nSave makes it easy to capture
Windows screens, save them in aBMP
file, and convert them to different formats.
There are detailed instructions on making
your own wallpaper and alot of information on bit- map formats and how they

Electronics Workbench®
The electronics lab in a computer
Powerful software to build
and simulate analog and
digital circuits.
Building and testing circuits is fast and
easy with Electronics Workbench. Just
click-and-drag with amouse to add parts,
run wires, and adjust instruments. The
traces on the simulated instruments are
the sanie as you'd get on real equipment.
Electronics Workbench really is an
electronics lab in acomputer. It's ideal
for learning about electronics,
experimenting, and prototyping circuits.
"Electronics Workbench Is pretty
amazing." - ferry Poornelle, Ph.D., InfoWorld

.

;

DOS Professional Version - $ 299
Macintosh Version - $ 199
Electronics Workbench includes:
•Analog Module with passive and active
components including transistors, diodes,
and op-amps; afunction generator, an
oscilloscope, amultimeter, and aBode
plotter.
• Digital Module with gates, flip-flops,
adders, aword generator, alogic analyzer,
and aunique logic converter and simplifier.

(416) 361-0333
Interactive Image Technologies Ltd.
908 Niagara Falls Boulevard
North Tonawanda, NY
14120-2060
Fax (416) 368-5799

INTER Cl1VE
Prices are in US dolhus. Offer valid In the USA and Canada only.
Macintosh Version Is monochrome only. All trademarks are the
property of their respective owners.
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Circle 160 on Inquiry Card.

work. It has the disconcerting feature of
mucking up your desktop when you install it, but aquick trip to the control panel will fix that, after which you've got a
great utility.
There's one problem. I've found afew
conflicts between this and Windows 3.1. I
suspect. though, that by the time you read
this, the problems will be taken care of.
In general, the readers are right: this deserves an orchid.
Trantor
Ithink of Trantor as anew company, but in
fact, they've been around since CP/M days.
They've since gone over to being specialists in SCSI. Their best-known product is
the T338 MiniSCSI Parallel-to-SCSI Host
Adapter, which enables you to use SCSI
devices—CD-ROM drives, optical drives,
and Bernoulli Boxes—with aportable
computer. They also make Micro Channel SCSI boards and other stuff, and
they're continually improving what they
do; it's acompany well worth watching.
A Chaos Manor orchid to Trantor, and a
User's Choice Award to the T338 MiniSCSI Parallel-to-SCSI Host Adapter.
System of the Year
Ilike Windows and big 486 systems, but as
time goes on, Iget more and more attracted to Apple's Mac way of life. Ihad little
use for the original 128-KB Mac, which
Ithought was an overpriced toy, but that
was along time ago. Since then, Macs
have been greatly improved, and Inote
that many users who don't know or care
what's going on inside acomputer are able
to sit down at aMac and get alot of work
done.
One defect the Apple system had until
this year was the lack of adecent portable.
But that has been fixed with the PowerBooks.
Apple's System software was elegantly
integrated, but MultiFinder did odd things
and unexpectedly brought down the system
at very inconvenient times. That, too, was
remedied this year.
A large orchid to Apple: System 7.0 is
great, and the Mac Quadra 900 is wonderful. Idon't count it adefect of the Quadra 900 and System 7.0 that some older
software won't run properly: Apple has
been telling people for years that you must
not write self- modifying code. Apple's
programming standards are published and
clear, for which Apple deserves yet another orchid. Two cheers for shipping machines like the Quadra 900 and the Mac
Classic Il with only 2 MB of memory
when System 7.0 takes up more than half
of that, but that's aminor quibble.
Ithink that the Quadra 900 and System

Before You Upgrade To MPC,
Listen To This.
COMPUTE

El VIE
Sound Blaster
One of the boards we installed in the
Arche 486 was Sound Blaster. With its
associated software, it has quietly (no
pun intended, but what the heck) become
the standard sound system foi advanced
PCs. The Roland board has much higher
sound quality for atvgher price, but tor
anything short of professional music
quality, Sound Blaster is good enou h
One u

SOUND
BLASTER PRO

SNEAK PEEKS
There are lots of other accessories you
can get for Sound Blaster. including musical instrument software and a voice
editor. Sound Blaster has become the
standard sound board, if not for the industry, at least here at Chaos Manor.
Recommended.
Jerry Pommel' ,

Trying out Sound Blaster Pro is
a treat. It's got great frequency
response ---, that's the difference
between listening to afilm score on a
tinny, muffled AM radio and hearing

it on astereo movie-theater speaker
system. The orchestral soundtrack to
Origin's Wing Commander is agood
By Barry Brenesal
example, because it changes mood
and melody to match the success of
your current battle. Add Sound Blaster
The Marines may look for afew
good men, but any PC game player Pm to a good VGA screen and a
responsive joystick (which you can plug
win gladly settle for asingle good
sound card: one that plays both Sound into Sound Blaster Pro's joystick port),
Blaster and AdLib scores, one that and the illusion o • o g
doesn't fry your other boards, one that in aGeorge Lucas-style film becomes
3-D, symphonic reality.
never draws attention to itself, one
Another plus is the absence of the
that delivers all the sophisticated
sound effects and music bundled into
anion in = back
the latest batch of game software.
in short. Creative Labs' Sound
Look no further: Sound Blaster PR)
Blaster Pro is abig winner. It's quick
does it all, and more. At $299.95 its
to install, easy to use, full-featured ,
and compatible with Sound Blaster
not cheap, but neither are its features.
and AdLib files. Signal response is

Testing: One, Two. .

excellent. An

Installing Sound Blaster Pro is .1
snap. The 16-bit card slips vaiily into
place. It comes wi

'
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SOUND BLASTER
PRO

I

njust two years, the Sound Blaster
has become one of the the most
widely-supported PC sound cards.
It's easy to see why The Sound
Blaster contains an 11 voice FM synthesizer that makes it fully compatible
with the popular Ad Lib Music Card.
The day it hit store shelves, the Sound
Blaster could be used with hundreds
of Ad Lib compatible games and educational programs. To add even more
value, the original Sound Blaster included aDAC ( Digital to Analog Converter) for digitized voice and sound
effects, amicrophone jack for voice
input, abuilt-in game port, abuilt-in
4-watt amplifier, and an optional
MIDI interface.
The built-in mixer makes the
Sound Blaster Pro fully compliant
with Microsoft's Multimedia Level I
Extensions to Windows. Multimedia
software will be able to fade-in, fadeout, and pan the various audio
sources to create elaborate sound
montages.
The Sound Blaster Pro includes a
CD-ROM interface for either an internal or external CD-ROM player.

,There's also an internal connector for
CD-Audio. The MIDI interface is
compatible with the original Sound
Blaster's MIDI interface, but adds the
MIDI time-stamp that's part of
Microsoft's new multimedia standard.
All in all, the Sound Blaster Pro is
chock-full of new features, yet ifs fully
compatible with its younger brother.
DAVID ENGLISH

SOUND BLASTER
DOES IT ALL
Review by Harvey Bernstein

he Sound Blaster has so many
audio applications packed into
one half- sized board that it
almost boggles the mind. First.
it has an 11-voice stereo music
synthesizer that is fully compatible with the
widely used AdLib sound format. Older
software that only supports the AdLib board
will automatically turn on the AdLib mode —
no adjustment by the user is necessary. A
separate channel is exclusively for
reproducing digitized speech. A microphone
jack on the back of the card allows you to
digitize your own input voices. With a4-watt
stereo amplifier built in. you can mn speakers
or headphones directly from the card — no
additional amplification is necessary. A
standard joystick port also doubles as aMIDI
interface, allowing you to connect a
synthesizer or any other MIDI instrument.
Combine this with an excellent library of
software, and it is easy to see why the Sound
Blaster has become so popular.
Th
wiflU taster won the
investment? Yes. yes. athousand runes
yeallj When you hear how much the Sound
Blaster increases the capabilities of your
PC. you'll wonder how you ever got along
without one.

ta

Scheduled Release. September 1991
For IBM PC and compasSes-529955
CREATIVE LABS
2050 Duane Ave
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408)988.1461

Now you can get the number one sound card as part of our new Multimedia
Upgrade Kit. Which also comes with aMIDI kit, an internal CD-ROM drive
and 5CD-ROM titles, including Microsoft' Bookshelf' and Windows - with
Multimedia
So before Extensions.
you get intoInmultimedia,
aN, $ 2,000 worth
call 1-800-544-6146
of goodies foror
just
seeunder
your $850.
dealer.

Somme,
CREATIVE L
OBS

BLASTE. 4v/-

You'll like what you hear.

Iffle

Creative Labs, Inc, 2050 Duane Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95054 Telephone (408) 986-1461 Fax: (408) 986-1777 For international information, fax Creative Technology
at (65) 773 0353. Soumc Blaster is aregistered trademark of Creative Labs, Inc. Windows and Bookshelf are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation
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Crawford designs, it's unique. The bias is
toward playability and just having fun, and
it does that. It also presents live-action
video in small pop-up screens. There are
sounds, advice from generals, and just all
kinds of interesting features.
Then, just before Christmas, came another box: MicroProse's Civilization, the
Portable Computers
newest game by Railroad Tycoon designLogitech TrackMan Portable
This was the year Iabandoned my backer Sid Meier.
Safari considered the Microsoft Ballpoint
breaking Zenith 386SX portable. It's not
"Too late to be considered," Ithought,
mouse, which was my previous favorite
that it isn't agreat machine; indeed, once •
as Iopened it. "But it doesn't hurt to have
choice
for
a
pointing
device
for
portables,
Iget to my destination, Isometimes wish
alook."
but chose the Logitech TrackMan Portable
Ihad brought it for the large bright screen
Six hours later it was dawn, and Iwas
and big keyboard. On the other hand, I trackball to bundle with the NSX/20—a
still playing. Look: do yourself afavor and
wise decision. Whatever portable you get,
don't miss lugging 20 pounds of computdo not buy this one just when you have an
if you use Windows, get the TrackMan
er, case, power supply, and accessories
important deadline coming up. It's fasciPortable. It's wonderful. In fact, it's so
while racing from gate to gate to catch an
nating.
Worse, it's addictive. Maybe more
good
that
I
am
strongly
tempted
to
attach
airplane.
than addictive. In theory, it resembles the
it to the keyboard of my regular machine
This year, Itried anumber of portable
Avalon Hill board game of the same name;
and abandon regular mice altogether. This
machines and one palmtop. Ifound that
in some ways, it resembles Mark Baldgadget just plain feels right. It's also rugI'm too set in my ways to make much use
win's classic Empire; and overall, it's like
ged
enough
for
portable
use.
of apalmtop, but my son Phillip uses a
A very large Chaos Manor orchid and a nothing you've ever tried before.
Poqet every day. He's aNavy officer and
Like Patton Strikes Back, you can play
User's Choice Award to Logitech for the
has found the little machine invaluable
Civilization with very little attention to
Pointing Device of the Year. Try this one.
and rugged enough for his needs. He does
the manual; but like Railroad Tycoon, you
Ibet you'll love it. Idid.
advise that you get rechargeable batteries
will not play it well unless you study the
and arecharging device, since his early
manual very closely. This is acompliCD-ROM
version of the Poqet uses up penlight batcated game, and everything interacts with
There were about azillion CD-ROMs this
teries like mad.
everything else. Ilike Crawford's game a
year, far more than any one human could
Iused about adozen notebook computlot, but Civilization stands out as the Chaos
keep track of. However, one stands out
ers this year, and two stood out: the SaManor Game of the Year and gets the
above the others: the Bureau of Electronfari NSX/20 and the TravelMate 3000
User's Choice Award for that.
ic Publishing's Monarch Notes are likely
WinSX from Texas Instruments (TI).
to have amajor impact on the country.
We've taken them both all over the
Winding Down
Monarch Notes, like Cliffs Notes, are short
country. The TravelMate bounced around
The CD-ROM of the month is Library of
booklets that summarize various great
in the Bronco while we drove down to
the Future, Series Second Edition, from
works
of
literature,
point
out
the
intellecBaja for the eclipse, and the NSX/20 travWorld Library, Inc. ( 12914 Haster St.,
tual lessons, draw conclusions, and ask
eled with us to Tahoe for the Hackers'
Garden Grove, CA 92640, ( 800) 443questions.
Conference and then down to Las Vegas
0238). Nine hundred titles on one CDThey are supposed to be used in confor Comdex.
ROM for $695.
junction
with
the
works
they
discuss
rather
The TravelMate is preferable as agenThere's more here, and I'm out of space.
than as asubstitute for reading them, but
eral-purpose DOS and sometimes WinNext
month, disk drives, both conventional
we
all
know
how
that
goes.
I
suppose
it
dows machine, largely because the ROM
and optical, CD-ROM drives, modems and
was inevitable that CD-ROMs would not
character set is more aesthetically pleasing.
communications, and backup systems. I'll
only make available the world's great litIt's also better for Desqview users because
be giving out more onions and orchids (inerature, but also make it easier to avoid
it is able to use QEMM's Stealth technolcluding the Orchid and Onion of the Year)
reading
it
and
still
get
college
credit.
Putogy to get larger windows.
and more User's Choice Awards. I'll also
ting every one of the Monarch Notes on
The NSX/20, on the other hand, has
have
alook at multimedia and make some
one
CD-ROM
certainly
hastened
the
prowonderful provisions for communications
predictions about the Brave New Worlds
cess. Having said that, Isure wish I'd had
and does Windows extremely well. Also,
the computer revolution is bringing us. •
this disc when Iwas an undergrad; and on
it is amore handsome—and handy—unit.
reflection, Ithink every college literature
Iespecially like the battery arrangement
Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psyteacher had better get one in self-defense.
that lets you change batteries on the fly.
chology and is ascience fiction writer who
In any event, the User's Choice Award
In aword, they're both good enough.
also earns acomfortable living writing
for
CD-ROM
of
the
Year
goes
to
Monarch
What's happened is that Roberta, who still
about computers present and future. Jerry
Notes from the Bureau of Electronic Pubprefers Desqview to Windows, has taken
welcomes readers' comments and opinlishing.
over the TravelMate. She now carries it
ions. Send aself-addressed, stamped enin preference to Toshibasan, the Toshiba
velope to Jerry Pournelle, do BYTE, One
Games
T1000 she's had for many years. Given
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
This is an unusual situation. Ihad already
that the TravelMate weighs about twice
03458. Please put your address on the letchosen Broderbund's Patton Strikes Back,
what the T1000 does, that's quite aconter as well as on the envelope. Due to the
aBattle of the Bulge game by Chris Crawcession. That leaves the NSX/20 for me,
high volume of letters, Jerry cannot guarford,
the
genius
dean
of
war-game
dewhich works out well because I'm working
antee apersonal reply. You can also conhard at getting used to Windows; also, I signers, as game of the month and acantact him on BIX as "jerryp."
didate for game of the year. Like all
do much more communications, includ-

7.0 are agiant step forward for computer
users and now set the new standard for
productivity—as well as being alot of fun
to use. The Chaos Manor User's Choice
Award for Machine of the Year goes to
the Quadra 900.
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ing faxing, when I'm on the road. What I
really like is that TI and Safari Systems
aren't the only companies working on improving laptop computing.
I'm pleased to give User's Choice
Awards to the TravelMate 3000 WinSX
and the Safari NSX/20.
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AMI EISA

THE LEADING
EISA BIOS
AMI is the worldwide standard for
BIOS. AMI's EISA BIOS provides the
reliability, compatibility, and features
you desire. Plus, it's compatible
with AMI's BIOS Configuration Utility, providing
on-site customization
for the Integrator
or OEM.
Circle 40 on Inquiry Card
(RESELLERS: 41).

800- U- BUYAMI

o
GO TO BANKRUPTCY

MOVE AHEAD 2SPACES

ADVANCED EISA & MODULAR CPU MOTHERBOARDS
With AMI leading the way in EISA
motherboard designs, you will benefit
from bulletproof performance and proven
reliability.
•EZ-Flex—A new modular CPU design
offering easy upgrades to future
technology.
•Enterprise II—Aproven EISA performer, popular for critical applications.

EISA UTILITIES MAKE THE JOB
SIMPLE
AMI designed and
developed the EISA
Configuration Utility
to make configuring
EISA products asnap.
Run the ECU and select
the auto configuration option,
or modify the I/O ports, interrupts, or DMA settings as you desire.
EISA ADD-ON CARDS
The Fast Disk EISA SCSI Host Adapter,
with a
combination
of 16 MB
cache, and
intelligent
386SX I/O management, is the fastest SCSI
host adapter on the market today. Look to
AMI for other EISA cards in the near future.

GO BACK 3SPACES

For EISA, there is only one
player to consider—AMI.
Whether it's motherboards
BIOS, utilities, or SCSI
host adapters, AMI is
the single source
for advanced EISA
technology.

GO BACK 1SPACE

The OrLy Game In Town

THE AMI DIFFERENCE
AMI's expertise covers the entire EISA
environment. With research, engineering
and support functions under one roof,
AMI is unmatched in knowledge
and support. Call AMI, and
you will understand why
AMI's " monopoly" on
EISA makes it the
only game in town.
SINGLE SOURCE TECHNOLOGY
or

AMERICAN MECATRENDS, INC.
800-82P (244 a 4_90-8181, fr,x404-263-9381

Discount EISA boards
have high failure rate

Discount board has
slow video speed

Use highly compatible
AMI EISA BIOS

GO BACK 3SPACES

LOSE TURN

PROFITABLE PARKING
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ITEMS
Ascend
with Planner
$299
NewQuest Technologies, Inc.
2550 South Decker Lake Blvd.
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
(800) 877-1814
(801) 975-9992
fax: (801) 975-9995
Circle 1150 on Inquiry Card.
Civilization
$69.95
MicroProse Software, Inc.
180 Lakefront Dr.
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
(410) 771-1151
Circle 1151 on Inquiry Card.
Graphics Ultra
with 1MB
$799
ATI Technologies, Inc.
3761 Victoria Park Ave.
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada MI W 3S2
(416) 756-0718
fax: (416) 756-0720
Circle 1152 on Inquiry Card.
HyperStore 1600
$650
configuration modules $250—$325
Perceptive Solutions, Inc.
2700 Flora St.
Dallas, TX 75201
(800) 486-3278
(214)954-1774
fax: ( 214) 951-1774
Circle 1153 on Inquiry Card
LaserJet III
$2395
Hewlett-Packard, Inc.
11311 Chinden Blvd.
Boise, ID 83714
(800)752-0900
(208)323-2551
fax: ( 208) 344-4809
Circle 1154 on Inquiry Card.

DISCUSSED

Monarch Notes CD-ROM
Bureau of Electronic Publishing
141 New Rd.
Parsippany, NJ 07054
800) 828-4766
(201) 808-2700
fax: ( 201) 808-2676
Circle 1158 on Inquiry Card.

$99

PM2011/90
$595
PM3011/70
$835
Distributed Processing Technology
140 Candace Dr.
Maitland, FL 32751
t
407) 830-5522
fax: (407) 260-5366
Circle 1159 on Inquiry Card.
Q&A 4.0
$399
Svmantec Corp.
li)201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 228-4122
(408) 253-9600
fax: (408) 253-4092
Circle 1160 on Inquiry Card.
QEMM-386 6.02
$99.95
Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(800) 354-3222
(213) 392-9851
fax: ( 213) 399-3802
Circle 1161 on Inquiry Card.
Safari NSX/20
with 80 MB
$5749
Safari Systems
14K World's Fair Dr.
Somerset, NJ 08875
(908) 302-5800
fax: ( 908) 469-4578
Circle 1162 on Inquiry Card.

LaserMaster
TrueTech 1000
$6995
LaserMaster Corp.
6900 Shady Oak Rd.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(800) 477-7717
(612) 944-9457
Circle 1155 on Inquiry Card

Sota Lightning VGA
with 1MB
$445
Sota Technology, Inc.
559 Weddell Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(800) 933-7682
(408) 745-1111
fax: ( 408) 745-1640
Circle 1163 on Inquiry Card.

Mac Quadra 900
$8499
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-: 010
Circle 1156 on Inquiry Card.

Thinx
$495
Bell Atlantic Thinx Software
9South High St.
Morgantown, WV 26505
(800) 688-4469
Circle 1164 on Inquiry Card.

Microsoft Windows 3.1
(price not available)
Microsoft Corp.
1Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
fax: ( 206) 883-8101
Circle 1157 on Inquiry Card.

TrackMan Portable
$169
Logitech, Inc.
6505 Kaiser Dr.
Fremont, CA 94555
(800) 231-7717
(510) 795-8500
fax: 1510) 792-8901
Circle 1165 on Inquiry Card.
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TravelMate 3000 WinSX
with 120 MB
$3999
Texas Instruments, Inc.
P.O. Box 202230
Austin, TX 78720
(800) 527-3500
Circle 1166 on Inquiry Cord.
T338 MiniSCS1 Parallel-to-SCSI
Host Adapter
$179
Trantor Systems, Ltd.
5415 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538
(510) 770-1400
fax: ( 510) 770-9910
Circle 1167 on Inquiry Cord.
Windows 3Secrets
$39.95
IDG Books
155 Bovet Rd., Suite 730
San Mateo, CA 94402
(415) 358-1250
Circle 1168 on Inquiry Cord.
Word for Word
$ 149
Mastersoft, Inc.
6991 East Camelback Rd., Suite A320
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
(800) 624-6107
(602) 277-0900
fax: (602) 970-0706
Circle 1169 on Inquiry Cord.
ORCHID PARADE.
Am386-40
OEM
Advanced Micro Devices
901 Thompson Place
P.O. Box 3453
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
(800) 538-8450
(408) 732-2400
fax: (408) 982-6161
Circle 1170 on Inquiry Card.
Clip'nSave
$79.95
Dynalink Technologies, Inc.
P.O. Box 593
Beaconsfield, Quebec,
Canada HOW 5V3
(514) 489-3007
Circle 1171 on Inquiry Card.
The Far Side
Computer Calendar
$69.95
Amaze, Inc.
11810 115th Ave. NE
Kirkland, WA 98034
(800) 367-4802
(206) 820-7007
fax: ( 206) 823-0568
Circle 1172 on Inquiry Card.
System 7.0.
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Circle 1173 on Inquiry Card.

$99

850 CPS ià TOUGH
AS NAILS!
850 CPS.That's right — 850 characters-per-second!
T
OUGH As NAILS. Why take achance? Thousands of
owners use the 850XL printer from 2to 18 hours per day. It just
keeps on printing, day-in, day-out! And, over 50% of all 850XL
printers sold are purchased by existing
owners. That alone tells the

-.01*

story for this
Americanmade
printer.

FREE 30-DAY T
RIAL.

We offer afree, 30-day trial

to any qualified buyer. No strings attached. What other manufacturer believes this strongly in their product?
Call Us Today!

NOW UNDER $2,000!

(
800)468-8788
GSA Pricing: 800-633-9433
GSA Contract #GSIIIK-91-AGS-526,S

OUTPUT
ECHNOLOGY
CORPORATION

Should you nerd rem ice. there ate t•Yer *XI err ice le, von,
rumor* Ityrene y
ou.
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Multiftma ion
(DE-57001)

CD-ROM Minichanger _
DRM4100)

WE DIDN'T HAVE TO PUT OUR
OPTICAL PRODUCTS ON PEDESTALS.
JERRY POURNELLE DID.
C

the ultimate in backup storage. Byte (12/91)
» Iam pleased to report that I'm sold. The
Suppose you erase afile? Overwrite one you
Pioneeer optical drive... is as solid as arock.... Thus,
wanted
to keep? And suppose your house burned
I'm discontinuing testing. Now I'll just use the drive.
down?
You
don't have any off-site backup at
I
...I now rely on the Pioneer erasable optical disks for
could
remedy
that
by
installing
the
DE-S7001
on
the
backup, for primary storage of really big files, and for
network server and archiving on
archive copies of software... you
that.... Byte (11/91)
really need something so easy to use
Ihave the DRM-600 running
that you'll routinely use it for
not
only
with QEMM386.SYS, but
backUp... the Pioneer DE-S7001 will
inside
DESQview
windows, which
do the job very well indeed. Recomhas
the
amusing
result
that Ican
mended. Byte (9/91)
actually have several CD-ROM winThe Pioneer six-pack CD-ROM
dows open at once.... It's surprising
Minichanger is great. We've had it in
how fast you can switch back and
operation for the best part of the year
forth among them.... The Pioneer
now, on anumber of different sysDRM-600... it's very convenient to
tems.... It has always performed
have abunch of CD-ROMs available
flawlessly... it changes drives alot
without swapping. Byte (1/91)
faster than you'd expect it to.... It's
It's quite intuitive [
the
really fast.... Accesses that used to
Pioneer
CD-ROM
Minichanger]:
no
take many seconds are now nearly
instructions
are
required....
instantaneous. Accesses that took
Recommended. Byte (1/91)
over aminute now take afew secThis technology is et,
onds. Ialways did like the
JERRY POURNELLE
coming of age. Byte (1/91)
Minichanger.... Now it's even betRENOWNED COMPUTER COLUMNIST
For more information or for a
ter.... Incidentally, the Pioneer
free VHS videotape "Pioneering The Future," about
Minichanger will work just fine with aMac. Byte (10/91)
Pioneer optical disk products, call 1-800-LASER-ON,
The Pioneer DE-S7001 dual-purpose external
and find out why Pioneer is the leader in optical disk
optical disk drive I've written about before. Log your
technology. CD p i °
NEER .
wordprocessor to that, save early and often, and
you'll have it

In aword, WORM drives look like

Pioneer DE-S7001, Pioneer DRM-600, and Pioneer DD- S5101 are trademarks of Pioneer Communications of America, Inc. QEMM386.SYS and DESQview are trademarks of
Quarterdeck Office Systems.
Circle 106 on Inquiry Card.

ROUNDTABLE
THE FUTURE OF
PEN COMPUTING, PART 2

R

oundtable is aforum in which BYTE editors,
contributors, readers, and industry experts debate key issues that affect how you purchase

arase

BYTE editors debate
the issues with
contributors, readers,
and industry experts

look nice in adark room and get progressively worse as
the ambient lighting increases. A compromise is needed
for covering both indoor and outdoor applications.
In the near term, alot of these systems are going to be
plugged into avehicle's cigarette lighter socket if they are
to be used all day.

hardware and software. The "conversations" take

place on BIX, where you can participate in the round.table
conference.
Last month, we talked about the markets for pen computers and the competing pen operating systems. Let's
turn now to hardware issues. In many cases, pen computers have to be able to run for an entire workday
without being recharged. What impact does that have on
system design?
NEIL KATZ: Vertical users require that their batteries provide at least afull day's work. With current 386 designs
and [the need to] minimize weight, this is virtually impossible. However, most vertical users do not run their
machines continuously for 8hours. They need asystem
with sophisticated power management. The system should
sleep and draw minimal power when not in use.
Also, vertical users are more sensitive to battery life
than laptop users are. When you're mobile, outside, and
away from AC power, battery life becomes even more
critical.
DAVID MENTLEY: It's amusing to see new microprocessor
designs that save afew hundred milliwatts while the
backlight for the display takes 3to 4watts. LCDs themselves bum up about half awatt. Nickel-cadmium batteries store about 40 watt-hours per kilogram or 18 Wh
per pound. So a 1-pound battery at a4-W consumption
rate provides only 4A' hours of operation—when everything is working right. This analysis is just for amonochrome display. You can double the consumption, at
least, for color.
These are not just temporary obstacles. Increasing the
efficiency of backlights (both tube and film types) and batteries is more than asimple engineering task. Thousands
of people have been working on it for decades. The question is whether or not you need abacklight. The clipboards clearly do not need it. Everything else does.
In bright, ambient lighting, [nonbacklit monochrome
LCDs] reflect more light and look better. Backlit units

Handwriting recognition is very slow on today's pen
computers. Can we expect dramatic improvements in the
near future?
NICHOLAS BARAN
Co-editor,
JEFF DAO: The perception that

handwriting recognition is too
slow happens when people wait
for the recognition response
after writing each character.
Those who write continually
and naturally usually have the
impression that current technology is fast enough.
DAN BRICKLIN: Current handwriting recognition is fine for
many uses. For naming files,
index topics, or objects, it often beats going from amouse
to akeyboard. When choosing
from aconstrained list (numbers only or city names, for example), many pen systems are
quite good.

Pen-Based Computing:
The Journal of Stylus Systems

DAN BRICKLIN
Vice President,
Boston Development Center
Slate Corp.

JEFF DAD
Director of Applications
Engineering, Communication
Intelligence Corp.

NEIL KATZ
Tablet Systems Planning
Manager
IBM Corp.

STEVE LIFFICK
Program Manager,
Windows for Pens
Microsoft Corp.

NICHOLAS BARAN: The singletasking pen operating systems
DAVID MENTLEY
will not be able to offer the necDirector of
essary performance for responDisplay Industry Research
sive handwriting recognition.
Stanford Resources
But for basic forms entry, Communication Intelligence Corp.'s
(CIC's) PenDOS, apen-aware
driver on top of MS-DOS, may be all that's necessary, let
alone Windows for Pens or PenPoint.
STEVE LIFF1CK: Unfortunately, handwriting recognition

will never meet the expectations of the public at large. I
tell folks who are disappointed that they should go back
and try to read something they wrote afew weeks ago.
How many letters can they make out? Is it reasonable
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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Multimedia PC

—
.
Great Literature
_
.-.
—
=
Personal Library Series m
=
._ The Full Text Of Over 900 Works!!!
=.
_
_
-E Multimedia disc includes celebrity narrations of
=
famous quotes, selected period music excerpts,
=-.= pictures & engravings PC & Mac

.M Breakthrough Price

-=
ie

Only $99 -._

N. Multimedia CIA World Tour P_
—
-z MPC Title! With into straight from the CIA -E

Plus Maps from Hammond. Inc. and flags &
P.:
National Anthem segments .
$
99 ==="

Monarch Notes on CD-ROM

Over 200 Study Guides on One CD-ROM
Disc - The Entire Collection (
many out of pnnn
Me definitive multimedia source for understanding the
world sgreatest literature PC & Mac
Only $
99

=
=

É

P_

P.

Countries of The World
Encyclopedia

Full text of over 100 Study Books, Maps,
National Anthems, Flags, Photos & More!
.= Includes the latest info from over •
perfect research fool for students and anyon,
wants to know more about our world. PC & Mac $395

- U.S. History on CD-ROM

WINNER 1901 OPA BEST TDUCAPOETAT PPOLTU,.
Fui Text & Images of 107 books providing you with
social, economic, political scientific and military
perspectives of U.S Hrstery PC ' Mac
$ 395

Pioneer CD-ROM 6 Pak M
6 PC/MAC DISCS BUNDLED FOR ONLY

$
395!

Six Pack & Minichanger (
Save over SI000)

SONY

$1489

CALL

Laser
EnhanLcibedra BUNDLES!
ry_
With Monarch Notes!
-

É

High Performance SONY
CD-ROM Drive Kits

Fast, MPC compatible drive kits in-stock
Also: Pioneer Minichanger, CDT, NEC, Hitachi.
=-WORM & Erasable drives, in- stock - Call

-«==
_-.-.

Multimedia CD-ROM Titles -.,.

Microsoft Bookshelf i• • .- -,i
.. ••._ i. , i
.
i- si Price =
-E- Beethoven's Multimedia MPC classic disc
579 =
=
Grolier's Encyclopedia 21 volumes. VGA pictures Coll
E
Mammals Nat. Geographic/IBM pictures & text Coll
Presidents Nat. Geographic/IBM pictures & text Call =
=
Between Heaven & Hell Il even stranger
90 =
--=-.-: Street Atlas Windows map with every lis street
Call -,..=
=
Family Doctor home medical guide
98 =
McGraw-Hill Ref. Set 100000 terms: 730) articles
495 ....
E
Speed Dial entire U& Yellow Pages on one disc
Sale E
-=•-• Oxford Textbook of Medicine general reference 595 -=
PC- Sig Library new edition.
=
=version
Comptons Family Encyclopedia
newest
Coili

E

Oxford English Dictionary over 250.000 headwords! 889 ..
=
7Phonedisc USA Telephone Directory - East or West
989 -..
Bureau On-Line CD-ROM Library. FREE access to =
=
12 different CD-ROM Discs, CALL ! ! !_=
.=
GSAX GSOOK91AGS5280 =
=
HOURS M- F 8:30am - 6: 30pm1
EST —
—
=

E

1..,, . IDER =1 .
1,=, É
. c...., _
_
- ....._: Bureau
of
___
....
_
g Electronic Publishing, Inc. _
Dept. B. 141 New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054
V«
CALL: 8004828 - 4766ORDERS
201-808-2700 INFORMATION

[to expect] amachine to read their writing better than they do?
There seems to be aconsensus that
handwriting recognition is slow. That
hasn't been our experience with Windows
for Pens. It recognizes behind the writer
as text is being entered, so the delay upon
finishing should never be very long—in
essence, just enough to make segmentation (letter break) determinations and shape
matching for the last two characters. This
results in nearly immediate response.
We developed our recognition algorithms from the beginning to support cursive recognition. The problem boils down
to insufficient CPU horsepower. The segmentation problem becomes worse by an
order of magnitude because of ligatures.
Combine this with the fact that people tend
to write cursive more sloppily than block
text, and one ends up with arequirement
for lots of prototypes and lots of computation to perform recognition.
The situation with block versus cursive
text recognition is analogous to interrupted versus continuous speech recognition.
Continuous speech recognition is possible. It just takes alot of CPU power.
DAO: Current handwriting-recognition
technology uses avariety of methods: AI,
neural networks, and fuzzy logic. Whatever one chooses to call it, handwritingrecognition software attempts to emulate
what humans do very well at avery young
age. We are exceptional recognizers, or
image processors. We do alot of pre- and
postprocessing that these glorified calculators have not even begun to tackle. Yet
the technology is useful in its current form
with mixed upper- and lowercase printing. CIC's recognition system keeps up
with awriter writing 30-plus words per
minute. This is more than adequate.
As for cursive recognition, we're talking
about alot more million instructions per
second [ MIPS]. CIC already has aCR system running in the lab; however, today's
386 CPUs are not adequate for CR. Expect
hardware capable of running acommercial
CR product from CIC in ayear's time.
What improvements will pen-computer
designers make to achieve adequate performance, weight, display quality, and
battery life at areasonable price?
MENTLEY: Iwouldn't look for full-color
video-capable flat-panel displays on pen
computers in the near future. Color-active
matrix LCDs must have abacklight that
requires 8to 15 W of power. Other lightemitting flat panels are not yet available in
full color, but when they are, they will be
in the same power-consumption range as

backlit LCDs. Another problem is the
thickness. Placing the backlight behind the
display makes the module nearly an inch
thick. Light pipes and edge-mounted lights
help, as Sharp has demonstrated with an
edgelit active-matrix LCD for notebook
computers. Digitizers also absorb light,
increasing the backlight requirement.
Faster supertwist monochrome displays
are clearly the trend. Supertwist technology is inherently slow, but producers (all in
Japan) are desperately trying to get the
speed up to video rates. The response time
is temperature sensitive, however, and this
is where pen computers may get into trouble. LCD response times get down to 1
second or so at winter temperatures. This
leads to serious cursor "submarining."
On the other end, many of these pen
computers are going to be sitting on car
seats in direct sun in the summer. LCDs
don't like high temperatures. The vertical-market environments are going to be
much tougher on these systems than the
broad- based horizontal applications in
which we find laptops.
BARAN: There are several possibilities for
storing data—PC cards with capacities of
up to 16 MB are already available, and
40-MB cards are expected in the next couple of years.
Certainly, wireless networks will play a
role, and PenPoint supports the AppleTalk
network protocol. But again, PC cards will
be the primary storage medium.
The PCMCIA memory-card specification is becoming the standard storage
medium on pen-based systems (Momenta
notwithstanding). And undoubtedly, there
will be database applications designed to
operate with these memory cards. However, this is all under development—not
available right now.
Might stylus-based systems be integrated with voice-based systems in the future?
LIFF1CK: The integration of voice and pen
control is inevitable. The strengths of the
pen complement perfectly the weaknesses
of voice input. Voice is inherently undirected. The pen is inherently very directed.
Combine [voice recognition] with scenarios where the pen is appropriate, and the
future of the pen is ensured.
The major factor delaying voice input in
the marketplace is CPU speed. The 386
cuts it for nonconstrained (i.e., no required
grammar) interrupted small-vocabulary
input. High-end 486s bump up the vocabulary considerably for interrupted input
and enable continuous input for avery
small vocabulary. But if one considers

A
TLAS S
OFTWARE

AN
EW D
IMENSION I
ND
ATA MANAGEMENT

ost business and government professionals view and analyze data only on
spreadsheets, databases and occasionally
in business graphics packages. While
these types of software are useful for
displaying statistical data,
they fall short of communicating information about geography—such as
income by sales
territory, population by county,
or customers by
ZIP codes or
street addresses.
Atlas Software& is
changing that. By linking data from
spreadsheets, databases and even other
applications—on your PC or
Macintosh'—you can now add the
important geographical dimension to
your information system.

And when we say important, we mean
mission critical. For example, Atlas
Software can help business professionals
answer "what if" and "show me where"
questions for optimizing sates territories, targeting customers, and selecting ideal site locations. Government
professionals can use Atlas Software
for everything from political redistricting to land-use planning
and public safety analysis_
Without Atlas Software
these tasks would be difficult or impossible.
Atlas Soft ware programs
come equipped with
built-in data management
capabilities, map file importing and a
generous base map and data sampler
from our comprehensive library,

in Canada, call 416-693-4166

Ir Germany, call 49-228-62-73-82

in thc UK, call 44-81-994-2780

In Australia, call 61-3-866-1766

In Belgium/LUX, call 32-2-771-25-75

in France, call 33-1-45-27-20-61

In the Netherlands, call 31 340-266,336

In New Zealand, call 644-4791 - 711

T
c,5 or

3

containing over 75 gigabytes of geographic files, business
statistics and demographic data.
Atlas Software
comes in a
variety of "fiatea
vors" to suit your 4.
specific needs and
supports MS DOS*, MS Windowst and
Macintosh operating systems.
So if you're ready to add adynamic
new dimension to the way you use
information, like 25,000 other Strategic
Mapping customers, call us for afree
Desktop Mapping Guidebook and demo
disk. We'd be happy to map out aplan
for you.
Phone: (408) 985-7400
FAX: (408) 985-0859

n

The Strategic Mapping, Inc. logo and Atha Software are regiatered trademarks of
Strategic Mapping, Inc. All other wadewarka are of their respective companies.
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Just Add Code.
handwriting recognition ahungry user of
processing power, voice recognition is ravenous.

Le__ey

Flow would you sum up the current state
of pen computing?

IP.I.Nalle-0•
.1.001,1416,11111 PC•

F77L
EM/32
32- bit protected-mode Fortran

Your Fortran code is important. Trust it to the
company that has been writing award-winning
Fortran language systems for 25 years.
(800) 548-4778

Lahey
Fortran Is our forte
(702) 831-2500 • Fax: (
702) 831 8123 • P.O. Box 6091

BRICKLIN: We have to realize that pen
computers are adifferent beast. You don't
want atraditional GUI on many of these
machines (other than the Windows machine that happens to have apen instead of
amouse), but rather aPU! (
for pen user interface). Go Corp. has developed one such
interface, which it calls NUI (
for notebook
user interface), but there will be others.
As the handwriting-recognition people
point out, we need more MIPS. We need
them for better recognition. We also need
them to make the screen respond fast
enough to feel "as good as paper, and better" (Slate's motto). When you turn apage,
it should turn instantly. "Ink" should look
as sharp as it does on paper but take up as
little storage space as possible.

computing has become the
favorite child of PC industry hypesters—
with good reason. The prospects for pen
input are particularly compelling: portability, natural pen and paper input, and bringing the benefits of powerful and easy-touse computing to large, untapped markets.
The economic reality of pen computing
is that inexpensive machines appropriate
for the masses are two years out. There
will always be "heat seekers" adopting the
technology before it is economically reasonable to do so. But the large market for
pen computing in the next two years will
be with those entities that can justify its
price in terms of real and immediate cost
benefits. Those entities are corporations
seeking increased productivity and prospective notebook buyers looking to extend the reach and scope of their current
computing power.
LIFFICK: Pen

lage

NV

89450

We're on the verge of anew era in
computing, possibly as great or greater an
opportunity than the original IBM PC. The
opportunity is to bring the power of the
computer to workers who cannot or will
not use akeyboard in their day-to-day jobs.
[It will take] hardware that is competitively priced, rugged, easy to use, and lightweight. More important, [it will take] an
operating system and set of applications
that are intuitive and friendly and present
anoncomputerlike interface. All aspects
of input will need to be brought to bear to
make this market happen, including handwriting, voice, and wireless communications. The synergy of these will make this
new market take off. III
KATZ:

PRICES HARD TO MEET — SERVICE HARD TO BEAT!
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Why do they
call it adongle?
H

ewasn't famous. He
didn't drive afancy car,
but dressed in his favorite
Comdex T-shirt and faded
blue jeans, he set out to
change the course of the
computer software industry.
Quite atask for alonely
software developer.
Sitting in front of his

*

computer,
drinking
a..
pots of
coffee
and
smoking
'cartons of
cigarettes,
he'd write pages
of code.
It took time. Years in fact.
But he did it. He wrote the
most powerful computer
program in the world. Now
came the hard part. Selling it.
The Most Powerful
Program Mae World
Determined to make those
long years pay off, he called
on every distributor, VAR and
dealer in the world. He drove
from Beantown to San Diego.
Flew from Dublin to Borneo.
Everyone loved the program.
So he sold afew. Only
afew.
Back in Boston he
waited. After along year

with only 13 orders he set
out to see what happened.
As he drove across the

4>g

p country and
flew around
the world he
discovered everyone
knew about his program.
Everyone had it too.
The Global Marketplace
From Paris to Prague, his
program was everywhere in
Europe. When he got off the
plane in Hong Kong he found
his program stacked to the
ceiling in every computer
store. Amazed in disbelief, he
bought ahundred cartons
of cigarettes and ahundred
pounds of Indonesian
coffee and flew
back to Boston.
Beaten, battered
and bruised he went
back to the drawing
board. This time he
would really
change the face of
the software industry.
He would develop adevice
that would prevent
unauthorized distribution of
software programs.
CM It Whet You Like
He developed ahardware
key. His peers applauded his
efforts. Finally, asolid solution
for revenue protection.

But he didn't know
what to call it. He thought
of naming it after an exotic
place he visited in his travels.
Madagascar was abit too
long, though.
'Name it after you,
Don!, urged his peers.
So he did. Soon
everyone was calling
the key adongle, •
after Don Gall—
the lonely software
developer who did
what he had to do.
You've Come
ALong Was Baby
lbday, dongles are different.
Fact is, they've come along
way. Leading the
industry with
security solutions,
Rainbow Technologies
has changed the face of
hardware keys. They work
with multiple applications,
are programmable and
network versions control
concurrent usage. And
they're always transparent
to the end-user.
MIMI Folly
Mm Rainbow
Truth is, more and more
developers are using keys.
And the Sentinel Family is
the most widely used in the
world. In fact, over 6,000

developers use Sentinel from
Rainbow. Why? They are
simply the most effective,
reliable and easy to implement
keys on the market.
Learn more about securing
your software
and how keys
provide developers
with extra value.
Call for afree copy
of "
The Sentinel
Guide to Securing
Software." And see
just how easy it is to
install ahardware
key into your
application in just
minutes. Try it
with our low cost
Sentinel
iftà
Evaluation Kit.
Order one for
your DOS, OS/2, Windows,
Macintosh or UNIX based
application.
And remember, when
you need adongle, you need
Sentinel — the only dongle
Don Gall would use.

CALL
800/852-8569
FOR YOUR FREE GUIDE
TO SECURING SOFTWARE

WM Iflan
Securing the future of software

Some call it adongle. Those who know, call it Sentinel.
RAINBOW
TECHNOLICIES
9292 JERONIMO ROAD, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92718 e714/ 454-2100 • fax 714/ 454-8557
International offices are located in the United Kingdom, Germany and France.
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Version 6.0

DR DOS

MS-DOS
Version 5.0

Performance
Memory handling

Excellent

Very Good

User interface

Very Good

Very Good

Speed

Good

Very Good

Compatibility

Very Good

Very Good

Documentation

Excellent

Very Good

Setup

Good

Very Good

Ease of learning

Very Good

Very Good

Ease of use

Very Good

Good

Error handling

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Support policies

Good

Satisfactory

Technical support

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Val»

Excellent

Excellent

Final Scores

Z6

7.1

Support

D

When the competition is good,
you have to be better. And the
critics agree: DR DOS® 6.0
delivers more of what today's
PC users are looking for in a
state-of-the-art DOS operating
system. That means better
performance:
`:..tops [MS-DOS 5] with
better disk performance, faster
task switching, access to more
RAM, and improved security,
while providing fullWindows
support" PC World, January 1992
Flawless operation of all your
PC applications, with
advanced capabilities that help
you be your productive best:

D

Digital Research and DR COS are registered trademarks, and MemoryMAX, DiskMAX, TaskMAX. ViewMAX and FileLINK are trademarks of Digital Research Inc. Novell and the Novell logo are registered

BES
VALU
It

DO S.

complete MS-DOS 5compat•
ibility with morefeatures and
fimctions." PC Magazine, November 12,1991

6.

1

And acomplete package of
indispensable utilities that
normally would cost nearly
$400 extra:

Full DOS and Windows compatibility

2
Ne4 $400 worth offree

utilit
i
es *

3

.. an excellent value."
InfoWorld, November 4, 1991

Free product lifetime support

Find out today why DR DOS
6.0 is the best DOS. And the
best value, too. Get the facts by
fax: 1-800-955-DOS6. %Litt 702.
Or call us today for details
and the name of the
DR DOS reseller nearest you:
1-800-274-4DRI.

eday money-back guarantee
*Superior memory management, optional ' on-the-dy fde comp
high-performanN disk caching, instant task switching, compreh
password seCt¡rity,PC-to-PC transfer software, ad more.

6
trademarks of Novell, Inc Other product names are trademarks

•

•

o

or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Copyright 0 1992, Digital Research Inc

NOVE L L

Digital Research Systems Group
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Practical
Desktop
Video
PART 1 - The BYTE Multimedia Lab introduces desktop video production
in this first article in aseries on desktop video
TOM YAGER

I

, ew things in today's world are growing faster than our dependence on videobased information. The video medium incorporates the elements of color,
movement, and sound in away that we're powerfully drawn to. As aresult,
video can persuade and motivate more effectively than any other medium. It's
no wonder that advertisers spend billions of dollars each year producing ads and placing them on TV: If you've got apoint to make, you presently have no more efficient
path into other people's minds than through video.
Today the power of video communication can be applied in away you might not
have considered: as avehicle for your message. Desktop video production means
that you, with the help of acomputer, can express your ideas through sights and
sounds that can make apowerful impression on your audience.
This article, produced by the BYTE Multimedia Lab, is the first in aseries on desktop video. The focus of the series will be on practical uses for existing video technology. At the end, you'll know enough about desktop video production to get
started creating your own professional-looking videos.
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What Good Is It?
Even if you're willing to take for granted that you can produce your own videos, you
might wonder why you'd ever want to. Consider this example: You run aconstruction company, and you're bidding on acontract for ahuge office building. The
client firm is looking for skill, experience, and an uncompromising dedication to quality. How do you convince the client's representatives, in the short time you have their
attention, that your firm has these qualities and deserves to be placed above the competition? Today you'd probably pitch to them using time-honored methods: overhead transparencies, flip charts and magic markers, and perhaps even 35mm slides.
The overheads might summarize your company's financial history, the flip charts
might show rough plans for the project under consideration, and the slides might depict similar buildings already constructed by your firm.
The problem with these presentation methods is that they do nothing more than
put dry facts in front of your audience: Everything else is up to you. When you place
your presentation on video, however, all you do is insert the cassette and press
Play—the presentation speaks for itself. No facts are forgotten, no slides get inserted
upside down, and no smudges or fingerprints obscure your message.
Beyond such mundane considerations, video lets you present facts and figures as
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computer graphics—using animation if you like. The graphics can
be interspersed with live video, voice-overs, and music that advance the audience's respect for your company and ensure that the
facts are interpreted the way you want them to be. The building
plans can become avirtual prototype—ashaded, three-dimensional model that you can view from several angles, rotate, and
even place in simulated surroundings. Video lets you transport

V

ideo can provide the edge

that gets you, your ideas, and
your company noticed.

your audience to other places. You can take them to abuilding site
where your engineers can be seen working closely with construction crews, include them in aplanning meeting where your
staff is discussing aproject similar to the one in question, and let
them see the people behind the numbers and the plans. Finally,
you can show them your completed projects.
The value that video adds can be seen in several ways. Of the
traditional methods mentioned earlier, none offers the combination of sound, color, and motion. Video combines them all,
and these things attract and hold an audience's attention. Also,
awell-done video presentation always makes amore professional impression than astack of transparencies or slides. Finally,
video is unique in its ability to condense information. A 5minute video can hold the equivalent information of innumerable transparencies because you have the freedom to combine
graphics, video, voice, music, animation, and other elements
to tell your story.
You'll see as this series progresses that video works well in settings outside the boardroom, too. In these days of intense competition, it can provide the edge that gets you, your ideas, and your
company noticed.
Its Noble Heritage
Computers have along history of involvement with video, dating back to the days when videotape recorders ( VTRs) were
first cabled to specialized computers called edit controllers,
so raw video could be
edited into afinished
ACTION SUMMARY product. Like most of
desktop video's roots,
these early editing sysVideo presentations are untems were expensive and
paralleled in their ability to
were seen mostly at TV
stations and organizamake a point. With technology
tions with deep pockets
available on the desktop today,
and a knowledgeable
staff. Specialized comyou can harness the power of
puters were also used to
video for your own presentaswitch smoothly from
one video signal to antions.
other, as when anewscast goes from the anchor to atape, back to
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the anchor, and then to the weather reporter.
More expensive versions of these systems (called switchers)
could do more than just cut or fade between two video sources:
They could apply special effects. The least of them did wipes
(i.e., the new video replaces the old in asweep across the screen),
but the best of them could do advanced effects like mapping
video sources to the sides of acube and spinning it through
space. Computers were also used to generate text (
character
generators) and graphics (
paint systems). There are many other
examples of computer technology in video, and the amount of
digital hardware used in today's broadcast and professional facilities far outstrips what existed in the early days.
Even today, however, many of these capabilities—editing,
switching, special effects, character generation, and graphics—
are handled by several specialized systems capable of doing
nothing else. The old-fashioned edit controllers still exist, as do
stand-alone character generators and specialized graphics systems. To be fair, each has advantages (though sometimes small)
over its desktop video equivalent.
The Quality Question
Among the advantages of expensive, component-based gear is
quality: Everyone who spends large sums of money on specialized equipment expects broadcast quality. That's aphrase you'll
hear often in association with video, and it has different meanings depending on who's saying it. For our purposes, I'll simply
place broadcast quality as afar right tick on aquality scale. It's
the best you can get, and to get it, you need to invest in the kind
of gear you'd find at CNN or CBS. On the far left side of the
scale, place atick at consumer-quality, or hobby-level, video.
This is where standard VHS VCRs and most camcorders fall.
You can also find inexpensive titlers, editors, enhancers, and
other modules at this level, but what works well for video snapshots falls apart on a20-inch monitor in the boardroom. And
what starts out bad only gets worse during editing and duplication processes.
Our domain will be somewhere between these two boundaries. Between consumer quality and broadcast quality lies a
somewhat newly defined market area known by several names.
Some call it prosumer, while others call it industrial, or commercial, quality. Whatever you call it, it's easy to spot. The
video side is dominated by equipment that often looks and
acts like broadcast gear but is at least slightly less capable.
The VTRs and players themselves are tuned to producing stable, high-quality images with enhanced resolution (compared
to VHS).
But perhaps most important, most video gear in this category
can be computer controlled. That's where the real computer assist comes in. The computer takes control of the VCR, telling it
when to play, record, pause, and so on. If you add acard to your
system that handles an incoming video signal, you can display
what's playing on the tape on your computer's monitor. If that
card also has avideo output, you immediately gain the ability
to take an incoming video signal, add computer graphics to it
(e.g., atitle), and send it back out again to be recorded. Once
you've done these few things (and added the not-so-incidental
software, of course), you've built yourself avery inexpensive
editing, titling, and graphics system.
The Multimedia Lab
This feature series on desktop video is the first major undertaking of the BYTE Multimedia Lab, and there's areason desktop video is the first subject. Among the many concepts and
technologies that come under the multimedia umbrella, desktop
video has developed to the point where widespread adoption and
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MAKING CONNECTIONS
ALA PowerVEISA 486/33

Mac Ilci

Truevision ATVista
(24-bit graphics, RGB video I/O)
Diaquest DO-422 ( dual VTR control)

Truevision NuVista+
(24-bit graphics, composite
video I/O)

RGB-to-NTSC (composite)
conversion through Vid1/0 Box

Diaquest DO-Animaq
(dual VTR control)
VTR control (—

VTR control

Video out (—

—) Video out

Video in )—

••••< Video in

Video Toaster
preview monitor
—C Video in

VTR control
Video in
Video out
Amiga 2500/30
I (
NewTek Video Toaster
24- bit graphics. four composite video inputs, two outputs)
Diaquest DO-Taco (dual VTR control)

fit

Program ( main
video) monitor
Video in)—.

Panasonic AG-7750
S- VHS recorder
VTR control

•

0

0 0 0 0 0

000

Domp

Video in )—
Panasonic AG- 7650
S- VHS player

•

•

VTR control )—
Vi
Out

All three systems in the BYTL
media Lab are equipped to handle video I/O. The end of the line is always the video input of
the AG- 7750 S-VHS VCR. If only the real interconnections were as neat and manageable as in this diagram.
use is possible. While standards for other types of multimedia
applications are just beginning to emerge, it's already possible to
build effective desktop video setups around the platform (more or
less) of your choice.
Like BYTE, the Multimedia Lab takes amultiplatform view of
the world. Idecided to employ three systems Ibelieve represent
the bulk of BYTE's readers. The PC system is an ALR PowerVEISA 486/33 with 13 MB of memory and a600-MB hard drive.
The Mac fici has 8MB of memory and an 80-MB hard drive. The
Amiga 2500/30 has 7MB of memory and a370-MB hard drive
(330 MB of which is on aMicropolis SCSI drive Iinstalled).
You'll notice that these are all pretty beefy configurations—everything you've heard about multimedia being demanding of
memory and disk space is true.
The video-related hardware came next. Since I'm not evaluating
products per se, Ichose not to duplicate equipment where it could
be avoided. In this endeavor, three veterans of the video industry—Panasonic, Diaquest, and Truevision—made building the lab
much easier. Panasonic provided most of the video equipment:
apair of computer-controllable Super VHS video decks (one
AG-7750 recorder and one AG-7650 player), three (model

BTM1310Y) professional monitors, and aSuper VHS camcorder.
Diaquest outfitted all three computer systems with the videosynchronized, intelligent serial interfaces needed to control the
decks. They not only tell the decks what to do, but also collect input from the decks regarding tape position, status, and so on.
The Diaquest DQ-422 board in the PC also acts as the main
source of video synchronization for the entire lab. (Its importance will be made clear in the next article.) The Mac and the Amiga have DQ-Animaq and DQ-Taco boards, respectively.
Truevision provided the professional video cards for the PC
and the Mac. The PC's ATVista card uses an external signal
converter (called the VidI/0 Box) to translate composite (or
recordable) video signals to ROB for processing and then convert the board's ROB output to video for recording. The ATVista
doesn't replace the PC's main display card, so it must be specifically supported by applications. Fortunately, the ATVista is
popular enough that support is widespread. On the Mac, the NuVista+ handles video I/O directly ( without the external converter). Both cards offer 24-bit (or true color) graphics, video
overlay (i.e., computer graphics added to an incoming video
signal), and limited special effects. The Amiga's video I/O and
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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nearly everything else is handled by aNewTek Video Toaster.
The Toaster has most of the same capabilities the Truevision
boards have, but the Toaster has custom chips on-board that perform dazzling digital special effects and other functions.
The figure shows the lab's video setup more clearly. There's
more to the picture than this, and Iwill go into more detail in
future articles. Iplan to introduce you to the various products in
the lab as they come into use.
Making the First Connection
Video I/0 boards (actually amisnomer, because these boards
do much more than just process video) like the Truevision NuVista+ and ATVista let you mix computer graphics and incoming video in just about any way you can imagine. These boards,
however, do not drive the main display of your computer system—that is, the display on which program interfaces appear.
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(Cut Out)

That's because arecordable video signal, thanks to its use of interlacing and its reduced resolution, makes apoor carrier for
complex user interfaces.
The Mac in the Multimedia Lab uses an 8.24 GC card to drive
its interface display, while the PC uses astandard VGA adapter.
The Amiga uses three displays (the third is for the "preview"
signal, described later). But when the Video Toaster is in use,
all the displays flicker because the Amiga can synchronize its
on-board video controller to an external signal (aprocess called
genlocking), and the Video Toaster asks it to do that. As aresult,
the Amigas interface display flickers when the Toaster is being used, but the Toaster software adapts its interface appropriately.
Using two (or three) monitors on your system may seem redundant and wasteful, but it has adistinct advantage: The separate interface display lets applications interact with you using
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all the screen space they need, without worrying about getting out tration, but it should start you thinking. Any system that does
video overlay (including inexpensive systems like external
of the way when it's time to record. And since the second monAmiga genlocks and specialized VGA cards for PCs) is generitor is typically for the signal being sent to your recording VCR,
ally capable of combining computer graphics and video in whatyou can use asingle monitor to view both the live, recordable
computer output and the playback of the videotaped result. Some
ever way you like, provided the video fills the entire screen.
Nearly all video input cards also allow you to capture an inapplications, however, require the broader color range of the
coming video signal, freeze it, and store the frozen image as afile
video I/O board for their interfaces.
for use elsewhere. The combination of moving video, captured
While it's often worthwhile to create acomputer graphic and
images, and computer-generated graphics is apowerful one, as
record it to tape, it's much more valuable to combine computergenerated graphics with external video. Take, for example, the imyou'll see. But for now, Iwill digress and put acouple of thorny
issues to rest.
age in the screen on page 110. The background image of aperson
working on apiece of manufacturing machinery came from a
The Great Format Wars
videotape that was shot with acamcorder. Ihooked the video
It would save alot of time if you could take the video side of
output from the AG-7650 video player to the video input on the
Mac's NuVista+ board. Ithen used apresentation graphics packdesktop video for granted, but you can't. The gear required to do
age to construct the text and graphics, leaving the background a the job properly can't be found in adepartment store or even in
most video specialty stores. The equipment Iselected for the
solid color. Next, Iused AT&T Graphics Software Labs' StudioMaster Pro software to turn the graphic into an overlay by
lab, based on criteria Ithink most desktop video producers would
use, falls into the industrial and "prosumer" classes Idescribed
selecting the graphic's background as the key color. StudioMasearlier. What sets these units apart from consumer equipment are
ter Pro moved the playback tape into position, loaded the graphics file, and switched on the NuVista+'s video overlay. The key
cost, quality, and computer controllability.
color becomes transparent, so the video on the NuVista+'s input
There are anumber of standards for methods of recording
video on tape. These are referred to as video formats, and there are
appears wherever the key color (the background, in this case) is
painted. The combined image—video input plus computer-genmore of them than you can imagine. But if you limit your scope
erated graphics—appears on the NuVista+'s video output, suitto the formats that are affordable to people less well-off than
Ted Turner, some cost/capability isobars begin to emerge.
able for recording to tape.
This entire exercise took about aminute to complete, and it
Closest to the average desktop video producer's comfort zone lie
two relatively new video formats: Super VHS (S-VHS) and highwouldn't have been much more difficult on the PC or the Amiband 8mm (Hi8). As their names suggest, both are improvements
ga. This bird's-eye view of atitling exercise is only for illus-
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over the existing VHS and 8-mm formats. At aminimum, these
improvements increase the resolution of the basic formats, but
most S-VHS and Hi8 decks also employ other image-quality enhancements.
Even though these two standards deliver roughly the same
image quality and call for similar levels of investment, they are
at odds with each other. Just as in the VHS-versus-Beta wars of
old, proponents of S-VHS and Hi8 are battling for the same audience. In my view, it shouldn't be so; the Multimedia Lab incorporates both formats into its work, and Icouldn't imagine it any
other way. Hi8 is attractive because of its mix of high quality
and light weight. My Canon Al Digital camcorder weighs less
than 4 pounds—battery, tape, and all—and it's considered a
heavyweight among midrange Hi8 camcorders. It travels well, and
despite its birdlike physical attributes, it doesn't skimp on features
or quality.
Hi8 suffers, however, from the very things that make it so appealing. Because the tape is so compact, the video heads have less
surface area on which to "spread out" their signal. Dropouts (i.e.,
image degradation caused by flaking of the tape's magnetic coating) are common after several plays and tend to be much more noticeable than on larger formats. Some Hi8 tapes are less susceptible to dropouts than others, but in general, Hi8 is not durable
enough for the thrashing that tapes get in atypical editing session.
For gathering material, however, Hi8 is perfect.
An S-VHS tape weighs aton by comparison. S-VHS tapes
and gear are not nearly as easy to carry and use as Hi8. But S-VHS
has proven, in my experience, to be equal to the demanding reCOMPANY
ALR
(PowerVEISA systems)
94091 Jeronimo
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 581-6770
Circle 1131 on Inquiry Card.
Apple Computer, Inc.
(Macintosh systems)
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Circle 1132 on Inquiry Card.
AT&T Graphics Software Labs
(Video processing software)
3520 Commerce Crossing, Suite 300
Indianapolis, IN 46240
(317) 844-4364
fax: (317) 845-6917
Circle 1133 on Inquiry Card.

quirements of editing and multiple plays. A number of highly
capable professional S-VHS video decks have been released recently, and these units are, in all ways except cost and image
quality, the equal of broadcast decks costing much more. It's a
fringe benefit that these decks are also capable of recording and
playing standard VHS tapes; there's no need for aspecialized
VHS mastering deck.
The equipment mix Ifinally settled on for the Multimedia Lab
takes advantage of the best attributes of both formats. All the
live video is collected using Hi8 camcorders and then is transferred
to S-VHS for editing. Animations and other strictly computer-generated material are sent directly to the AG-7750, which has frameaccurate computer control and other attributes that Iwill describe
later.
Segue Alert
Now that you understand some of the basics, it's time to take a
breather until the next article in this series. There, you'll begin doing some real work, pulling together the raw materials that are part
of atypical desktop video production.
You'll learn more about live video acquisition, film transfers,
video capture, and image enhancement. I'll discuss the products
and techniques used to acquire and shape these materials, which
can later be combined to form finished productions. III
Tom Yager is the director of the BYTE Multimedia Lab. You
can reach him on BIX as "Iyager" or on Internet as tyager@
bytepb.byte.com.
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1200 Wilson Dr.
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 431-9100
Circle 1135 on Inquiry Card.
Diaquest, Inc.
(VTR controllers)
1440 San Pablo Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94702
(510) 526-7167
fax: (510) 526-7073
Circle 1136 on Inquiry Card.
Micropolis Corp.
(Hard drives)
21211 Nordhoff St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(800) 395-3748
(818) 709-3300
fax: (818) 709-3497
Circle 1137 on Inquiry Card.
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NewTek, Inc.
(Video switching and effects)
215 Southwest Eighth St.
Topeka, KS 66603
(800) 843-8934
(913) 354-1146
fax: (913) 354-1584
Circle 1138 on Inquiry Card.
Panasonic Broadcast
and Television Systems
1Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(800) 524-0864
Circle 1139 on Inquiry Card.
Truevision, Inc.
(Desktop video adapters)
7340 Shadeland Station
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 841-0332
fax -( 317) 576-7700
Circle 1140 on Inquiry Card.

Finally.
AReal PC
for Windows®
Users

Hauppauge PC's:
You've been using our Hauppauge MotherBoards
for years. Now, you'll love our new computer
systems. Designed by our engineers and built in
the U.S., they're for Windows users like you who
need more performance at an affordable price.
Our new 486M PC's use the Hauppauge Modular
local-bus MotherBoards, while the 386N PC's use
the famous Hauppauge SmorgasBord. We've made
our GUlacc standard and provide generous cache
RAM and high-speed system
RAM, features other companies call options. Your

Hauppauge Windows
PC's Include:

favorite Windows applications
will run like never before.

•Microsoft DOS 5.0

Hauppauge Direct!

For the best PC values; buy

•Microsoft Windows
•MS mouse - two button
•Factory installed software
on hard disk, with floppy
disk backups. We scan all
disks for computer virus's
before shipping.
•30-day satisfaction
guarantee
•One year warantee with
lifetime free labor
•Unlimited technical support

Modular local-bus PC

Next generation 386 PC

•Intel 33MHz 486DX, upgradeable

•128K cache memory, expandable

to 50MHz +

•4MB RAM, expandable to 32MB

•4MB RAM, expandable to 64MB

•130MB < 16msec cached IDE disk

•130MB<16MSEC cached IDE disk
drive
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to 256K

•128KB cache, expandable to 1MB

•Local bus GUlacc with 1MB video
RAM

drive
•GUlacc with 1MB of video RAM
•14" Super VGA monitor
•1.2, 1.44 MB floppy drives

•14" super VGA monitor

•2serial, 1parallel port

•1.2MB, 1.44MB floppy drives

•Maxiswitch 101 keyboard

•2serial, 1parallel port
•Maxiswitch 101 keyboard

for Power Windows.
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Watch TV in Windows!

Who is Hauppauge?

Watch your favorite TV show while
running your Windows application.

In 1982, two former Intel engi-

Then, grab avideo image and store

neers founded Hauppauge Com-

it in BMP, TIF, TGA, or MMP

puter Works to develop ways to

format. Drop the image into any
word processing, desktop publishing or paint program to bring your

•Movable, resizable TV window

document to life!

•Channel tuner for connection to cable TV
•2external video sources let you watch video
from aVCR or camcorder.

make PCs run faster, better and
longer. Over the years, our
industry-first 386 and 486 MotherBoards have been used by some
of the largest PC and minicomputer companies in the world.
And we've earned design and performance accolades including PC
Magazine's " Editor's Choice" and
PC World's " Upgrade Product of

GUlacc $495

the Year."

Make Your Windows Graphics
Go Faster!

Hauppauge Direct, brings you

Now, in 1992, our new division,
complete PC systems. We've

Our Graphic User Interface Accelerator, based on the

designed them to be faster, more

S3 chip, will blow the doors off Windows!

reliable and more cost-effective

•Accelerates Windows graphics up to 5times faster

than the biggest names in the PC

•Supports Windows resolutions from 640x480

business. Whether you use our

to 1024x768

PCs for business or home use,

•Includes I
MByte of high-speed Video RAM

education or research, you'll find

•Based on the S3 graphics coprocessor

they raise the performance level
of all your applications.
When you buy aHauppauge
PC, you get unlimited technical

Includes Norton Desktop
for Whidows

support free of charge. Call us for
more information today:

Buy any of our PCs for Windows and

800-443-6284

get afree copy of Norton Desktop,
featuring Windows utilities, backup
and data recovery tools.

$149 Value
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Intel Corp . Simon I/eskiop !mums, Corp . 4860. Wm/Pl. GUlacc Hauppauge Computer Works. IBM PC IBM Curp . Si Si. Inc

PCs For Professionals
(Autodesk AutoCAD
and ROB monitor
not included)

Our 4860 CADstation is designed
for specific, heavy-duty applications.
We've packed it with both a33MHz
486 processor for fast overall performance and an Intel i860 RISC
accelerator to speed up AutoCAD®
and 3D-Studio ° And you'll get our
1152x900 24 bit-per-pixel local bus
frame buffer for high speed photo
realistic drawings. Dual monitor
support plus the Hauppauge GUlacc
top off the feature list to make the
4860 CAD station the world's best
PC for CAD!

•i486 33MHz processor

•ADI/860 for AutoCAD refill

•i860 RISC processor
•16 MBytes 64-bit main

•Demo copy of CadART/860

memory

and 30-Studio
photo realistic renderer

•200 MB EISA SCSI disk drive
and controller

•GUlacc with 1MB RAM

•1.4, 1.2 MByte floppy disk

•2serial, 1parallel port

drive
•FrameBuffer: 24-bits-per-

•14" Super VGA monitor
•Maxiswitch 101 keyboard,
MS mouse

pixel, 1152x900 pixels, localbus, ROB output

:Rendered using CadART/860 on AutoCAD DXF file

Hauppauge

Hauppauge Direct

In New York: 516-434-1600

91 Cabot Court

Fax: 516-434-3198

Hauppauge, New York 11788-3706

In Europe: (49)2171-17063
In U.K.: (071)378-7309

800-443-6284
Circle 276 on Reader Service Card
Trademarks: Windows, DOS: Microsoft Corp.; AuloCate Autodesk; Intel Inside, i486: Intel Corp.; Norton Desktop: Symantec Corp.; 4860, Win/TV, (Marc Hauppauge Computer Works:
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Windows
Goes Real Time
The iRMX for Windows operating system provides the best of both worlds:
real-time and DOS/Windows applications together on asingle PC
KRISHNAN RAJAIVIANI, NARJALA BHASKER, RICK GERBER, AND STEVE SNYDER

R

eat-time applications have long been the domain of
expensive proprietary hardware. But the relatively
low cost of personal computers, the range of GUIs
they can support, and the variety of software packages available for them make small systems an attractive alternative. The question is, can real time on personal computers work with acceptable response times and without losing
access to popular DOS and Windows applications?
DOS certainly does not provide the bed for the multitasking
necessary for real-time applications; nor does it provide adequate run-time support for them. TSR programs provide only
asemblance of multitasking. Even Windows doesn't provide
the preemptive priority-based multitasking that sophisticated real-time applications need.
Equally important, neither DOS nor Windows
guarantees abounded interrupt-response time (i.e.,
the time that elapses from when an interrupt occurs
to when its interrupt handler starts to execute).
Historically, proprietary kernels ( i.e., operating
systems) have provided the bounded interrupt latency, deterministic task-switch time, and other
features that real-time applications need.
However, completely abandoning DOS and
Windows in favor of aproprietary real-time kernel is not attractive, either. Such asolution forsakes the wealth of GUI, data-analysis, and display
packages that are available under DOS and Windows. Without these packages, it's hard for realtime applications to meet the expectations of personal computer users. "Reinventing the wheel"
on proprietary kernels also is not cost-effective.
Systems designed to support real-time applications must respond to external asynchronous
events within apredictable time frame. Whereas
real time is often interpreted to mean fast, abetter
synonym would be predictable or deterministic.
The technology inherent in making asystem realtime can add significant benefits to any application
ILLUSTRATION: RAPHAEL LOPEZ 62 1992

that requires apredictable response time. Real-time systems
must support asynchronous I/O to maximize predictability.
This support goes further than just making I/O fast; it enables
asystem to concurrently execute other portions of an application during I/O.
Intel's iRMX for Windows operating system forms abridge
between DOS/Windows and real time. (Note: We use the
term DOS/Windows here to imply either DOS alone or DOS
and Windows together.) This operating system runs DOS/Windows as asingle task under the iRMX (for real-time multitasking executive) 32-bit protected-mode operating system. It
allows you to use the capabilities of iRMX with the Windows GUI to develop real-time applications supporting awide
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range of configurations, from single CPU systems to multiprocessor systems based on networks or Multibus II. (For more information on iRMX for Windows, call (800) 438-4769.)
In the past, the iRMX family of operating systems was focused on either component- level applications or applications using Multibus. ( For more information on the characteristics of
the iRMX operating system, see the text box "Exploring the
iRMX Pedigree" on page 122.) With the advent of iRMX for
Windows, iRMX has been unbundled from such proprietary
hardware. iRMX for Windows will run on any IBM- or Compaqcompatible 386 or 486 machine.
The extended features of the 386 architecture, such as V86
mode, multiring protection, and multiple address spaces, make the
marriage between DOS/Windows and iRMX possible. ( Note
that the term iRMX by itself refers to the non-DOS/Windows
aspect of iRMX for Windows.)
A Real-Time Windows Application
Picture ahypothetical control system, say aluggage-tag engraver,
running on apersonal computer. The luggage tags sit in three
bins, each bin containing different colored tags. For each engraving request, atag is retrieved from the appropriate bin and
placed on aconveyer. The conveyer moves the tag to an engraving station where arobotic arm moves it to an engraver. A vacuum pump activates to hold the tag in place and clean the station of
engraving debris. The engraver activates and engraves the tag.
When the engraving is complete, the robotic arm places the tag
back on the conveyer, which moves it to acollection point.
The upper section of figure 1shows the real-time components
of such an application. Typically, they consist of control tasks of
varying priorities and, perhaps, some hardware interrupt handlers. Together, these tasks and interrupt handlers control and
respond to hardware events in atimely manner.
Imagine that aWindows screen (e.g., an Excel window performing order entry for the system, acustom window displaying
agraphical representation of the control system replete with
moving parts, asoft-control panel, and so forth, illustrated at the
bottom of figure 1) conceals the control system illustrated at the
top of the figure. Now picture aPC simultaneously running the
control system with the user interface at the bottom of the figure.
iRMX for Windows lets you do that.
Figure 1shows how the iRMX nucleus schedules DOS/
Windows and its applications as atask along
ACTION SUMMARY with the other real-time
control tasks. (You would
probably want to set the
Combining real-time applicapriority of the control
tions with the relatively low cost
tasks higher than that
of the DOS/Windows
of personal computers, the
task.) The control tasks
range of GUIs they can support,
communicate not only
among themselves, but
and the variety of software
also with DOS/Windows
packages available for them is
applications through a
variety of interfaces.
an exciting new development.
Under iRMX, WinAccessing DOS and Windows
dows can run in real or
standard mode. Since
capabilities in a real-time enviiRMX applications can
ronment provides the best of
install 32-bit interrupt
handlers at Ring 0 (the
both worlds.
most privileged execution state on an Intel processor, and the state

EWE
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where operating-system kernels normally run), they get control
directly, regardless of the processor mode, with abounded latency.
A Multitude of APIs
Since iRMX for Windows merges different operating systems,
it contains arich set of application programming interfaces. An application may not need all of them, but their availability provides
flexibility. The APIs fall into three categories: native iRMX APIs
for iRMX tasks, native DOS and Windows APIs for DOS/Windows programs, and Bridge APIs that allow DOS/Windows programs to communicate and synchronize with iRMX tasks.
The iRMX APIs include system calls that support preemptive
priority-based multitasking, interrupt management, exception
handling, 32-bit memory management, and intertask communication, synchronization, and mutual exclusion. These APIs also
provide device-independent I/O and network access.
DOS and Windows provide the native DOS and Windows
APIs. Since DOS and Windows actually coexist with iRMX, the
full range of native DOS APIs is available. Windows is optional, and its associated APIs are available if you load it.
The typical application envisioned for iRMX for Windows
includes the interaction of real-time components; of user-interface
and non-real-time components; and of real-time components and
non-real-time components, including the user interface. With
these functions in mind, you would use iRMX APIs to implement the real-time components of the application; DOS/Windows APIs to run the user-interface and non-real-time applications,
such as aspreadsheet; and the Bridge APIs to bridge between
the real-time components and the user-interface components.
Bridge APIs
The Bridge APIs come in three forms: real-time extensions, network interfaces, and Dynamic Data Exchange. The RTEs provide
acritical subset of iRMX services—including semaphores and
mailboxes—to DOS/Windows programs. A DOS/Windows program can use these primitives just as any other iRMX task would.
The standard networking interface lets DOS/Windows programs
use the NetBIOS interface to talk to iRMX tasks. Windows provides the DDE mechanism for programmatic communications
between applications. Many popular applications, including Excel, Intouch, Visual Basic, and Toolbook, support DDE largely to
implement the notion of links between documents. DDE is therefore the key to providing iRMX applications with the ability to
communicate with standard Windows applications.
The DDE communications model considers each application
to have aset of data items named by strings. Each application defines the format and meaning of data-item names (e.g., Excel requires that data items referring to cells use RnCn notation). Data
items are located using an address with three elements: the application name, the topic name, and the data- item name.
The topic name distinguishes among multiple application instances. For example, with two instances of Excel active, the
DDE mechanism uses the name of the file that each instance is
running to distinguish between them.
Applications can set and query data items owned by each other. They can also ask to be notified if adata item's value changes
for event-driven operation. An application that actively makes
DDE requests is called aDDE client. An application that passively
responds to them is called aDDE server.
DDE support in iRMX for Windows consists of two elements:
aDDE Library to enable iRMX applications to participate in
DDE communications, and aDDE Router Windows program that
converts them to network communications. The DDE Library
contains simple calls that iRMX DDE clients use to set and reset

Available across PC, Macintosh, Unix, and VMS

Mathematica 2.0:
the standard for
technical computing

platforms, Mathematica includes afull range of
interactive numerical, graphical, and symbolic
computation capabilities, all linked to the powerful built-in Mathematica language. Mathematica
2.0 adds still more features to the proven leader
in technical computing software, including
sound generation and flexible external program

"The importance of the program cannot be overlooked ... it so
fundamentally alters the mechanics of mathematics."
New York Times

communication.

"Mathematica has the potential to change the world of science at
least as much as word processing has changed the world of writing."
Info World

for technical computing, with more than adozen

"Mathematica is astartlingly good tool."
Nature

Mathematica has rapidly become the standard

textbooks, aquarterly journal, and several newsletters devoted to the system. Mathematica is in use at
all of the 50 largest U.S. universities, all of the
technical Fortune 50 companies, and most of the
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world's larger engineering firms. In fact, more than
100,000 technical professionals and students
around the world are working with Mathematica
every day.
To find out what Mathematica can do for you, call
Wolfram Research at 1- 800- 441- MATH.
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o
Mathematica has also received best software/new product
awards from:
Macworld, 1990-91

MacUser, 1989

Discover, 1990

Business Week, 1988

BYTE, 1989

InfoWorld, 1988

Mathematica. 2.0
A System for Doing Mathematics by Computer
For Macintosh information circle 136,
For IBM/Compatible information circle 137,
For UNIX information circle 138 on Inquiry Card.

Mathematica is currently available for:

MS-DOS 386, Mic -osott Windows, Macintosh, CONVEX,
DG AVUON, DEC VAX ( ULTRIX and VMS), DEC RISC, HP 9000,
Apollo, IBM RISC System/6000. MIPS, NeXT, Silicon Graphics,
Sony, Sun-3, and SPARC.
Prices in USand Canada stet at $515. Educatunal discount., and student versions are available.
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Windows Now Shipping

WINDOWS GOES REAL TIME

Exploring the iRMX Pedigree

T

he iRMX family of real- .
.ime operating systems has been on the
market for more than 13 years. It
is widely used in such missioncritical applications as check and mail
sorting using high-speed imaging. medical instrumentation, machine and process control, satellite communications,
energy management, financial trader
workstations, and Automatic Teller Machines.
The basis of the new iRMX for Windows operating system is iRMX III. The
new system is atrue 32-bit multitasking operating system with real-time
programming facilities, including the
following:
•Preemptive, priority- based task
scheduling with optional round-robin
(or time- slice) scheduling within a
priority level.
•Advanced interrupt- management
facilities that provide adeterministic
response to asynchronous external
events.
•Efficient memory management with 4
gigabytes of memory accessibility.
•Multiple intertask communication and
mutual-exclusion mechanisms to provide optimum task cooperation.
•Full integration with the protection
mechanisms of the 386 architecture for
clean-code enforcement and program
isolation.
•An extensible set of system objects
with built-in type checking for increased programming clarity.
The iRMX model for program iso-

laiion is an object called ajob. A job
defines the environment for aprogram
and contains all the resources that its
various components use. Each job has
its own memory segments. Its resources
are by default private but can be made
public, if desired, so other jobs can use
them.
A job can have multiple threads of
execution, each of which is called a
task. Tasks are the active objects within ajob. Each task has its priority specified when it is created.
Tasks progress through anumber of
action states while they exist, between
running (in control of the CPU), ready
(preempted by ahigher-priority task),
and delayed ( waiting for an event).
Tasks communicate with each other
through system calls, which include the
following:
•send_mes sage lets atask send system objects, such as segments. to object
mailboxes.
•receive message lets atask receive system objects, such as segments,
at object mailboxes.
•send data lets atask send data to
data mailboxes.
•receive data lets atask receive
data at data mailboxes.
•send_unit slets atask send several
abstract counting units to asemaphore.
•receive_units lets atask receive
several abstract counting units from a
semaphore.
•catalog_object allows atask to
catalog the name of a mailbox or
semaphore in ajob's object directory

data items in DDE servers. It also provides calls that iRMX DDE
servers use to advertise data- item or topic names and register
handlers to invoke when requests arrive for any data item.
The DDE Library communicates with the DDE Router using
asimple applications protocol built with standard network interfaces. This protocol extends DDE addressing by adding the network name of the machine. So aDDE address has four components: amachine name, an application name, atopic name, and a
data- item name. Both polled and event-driven operations are
possible for iRMX applications.
Of the Bridge APIs, RTE is more efficient than the network in
or DDE, but it is not natural for DOS/Windows programmers. NetBIOS and DDE are more familiar. In fact, many
Windows software packages already support data manipulation
122 BYTE • APRIL 1992

so that other tasks can look it up by
name and use it for intertask communications.
•lockup_object lets atask look up
the name of amailbox or semaphore
in ajob's object directory and use these
exchanges for intertask communications.
•signal interrupt lets an interrupt
handler Ftgnal an interrupt task to
provide additional processing for an
interrupt—processing that the interrupt
handler itself cannot provide.
•wait interrupt lets an interrupt
task wait for an interrupt that needs
special processing.
Task priorities and these intertask
communications mechanisms provide
all the tools necessary to meet the realtime requirements of even the most demanding applications. Other calls allow the creation and deletion of these
various exchanges, as well as the removal of objects from object directories. The various receive calls have time
limits associated with them, so tasks
that tee them may be blocked (or delayed) until the requested information is
received.
Other system calls also exist and provide management for memory, objects,
exception handlers, interrupts, files (including device-independent I/O), and
operator interfaces. The iRMX III operating system also allows you to define
new object types and produce new system calls to manipulate objects of these
new types. Such extensibility provides
agreat deal of flexibility.

via DDE. So. it may be more convenient for iRMX tasks to communicate with those packages in that way.
Using NetBIOS or DDE to communicate between DOS and
iRMX has another subtle advantage. NetBIOS and DDE lend
themselves to transparently distributing the real-time and userinterface components across multiple machines. The user interface
and non-real-time components could execute on one machine
while the real-time elements execute on another. Communications between the components could then occur over the network.
However, you don't need network hardware if the entire application resides on asingle PC. The networking interfaces work
transparently whether short-circuited on one machine or dispersed across several systems. Similarly, the network-based DDE
Router provides transparent scalability for the DDE interface.
continued
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WINDOWS GOES REAL TIME

A REAL-TIME WINDOWS APPLICATION
Conveyor

Position indicators

Engraver

Interrupt
Interrupt

Signal task
Control

Interrupt

Signal task

Signal task

Control

Control

Message

Control

Message
Message

DDE

DDE
iRMX
DOS/Windows

Animated model

Luggage tag order entry

Excel worksheet

Figure 1: The top part of the figure details the real-time components of aluggage-tag engraving application, including control
tasks and hardware interrupt handlers. The bottom part shows aWindows screen (e.g., an Excel window for order entry, acustom window showing the control system graphically, and asoft-control panel), which might conceal the control system at the top.
The iRMX for Windows operating system establishes the linkages to accomplish this on aPC.
File Systems and Other Devices
Under iRMX for Windows, DOS and Windows programs continue to access I/O peripherals and the DOS file system as usual.
They can also access remote file systems through any of the
available network products (e.g., NetWare and MS-Net). Other
iRMX tasks can access these file systems simultaneously via native iRMX I/O APIs. Here, iRMX requests are internally translated
into DOS service requests.
Optionally, iRMX also provides anative iRMX file system
that can reside on aseparate disk, co-reside with the DOS file system on apartitioned volume, or exist elsewhere on the network.
However, iRMX tasks use the same iRMX APIs to access either the DOS or the iRMX file system.
DOS programs can also map drive letters to iRMX file systems
and access the iRMX files via the usual DOS I/O APIs. In this case,
requests are internally translated into iRMX service requests.
A special iRMX for Windows API allows iRMX tasks to invoke real-mode software interrupts. Thus, the tasks can directly
access special DOS device drivers as well as standard DOS or
ROM BIOS services.
Remote file sharing includes both client and server capabilities.
Since the DOS file system is visible to iRMX, asystem running
iRMX for Windows can enable remote clients to access the DOS
file system while simultaneously allowing DOS/Windows and
iRMX tasks to access remote servers. And since remote file systems are also visible to iRMX, that same system can act as agateway for clients that can't access them directly. For example, an
MS-Net client could access aNovell server in this environment.
iRMX for Windows also provides ISO transport services to
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iRMX tasks via Intel's PCL2A Ethernet controller. A network
redirector subsystem allows NetBIOS applications from
DOS/Windows to share that controller. DOS/Windows programs
can also access awide variety of other network hardware and
software.
Under iRMX, applications can dynamically install new device drivers at run time. These drivers have awell-defined interface to the iRMX I/O system. Applications access them via device-independent APIs and through special driver-specific APIs.
The device drivers in iRMX for Windows run at Ring O. The
associated interrupt handlers obtain control directly, regardless of
processor mode. This not only improves interrupt latency for device drivers, but also removes the burden of installing dual-mode
interrupt handlers. Under iRMX for Windows, applications can
also install operating-system extensions to define new APIs and
even new object types at run time.
The Inside Story
To establish DOS as an iRMX task, you first boot DOS and load
aspecial iRMX TSR, which reserves asmall portion of conventional memory for iRMX. Next, the iRMX for Windows loader
puts iRMX in extended memory, where it takes control of the
CPU in protected mode and initializes each of the operating system's internal layers and system tasks.
This initialization creates aspecial system task and dispatches it in V86 mode to the loader's return address. Then the loader cleans itself up and returns to COMMAND.COM, which resumes the DOS idle loop. DOS is now set up as an iRMX task,
and all subsequent DOS programs will execute in this context
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Close- Up Dual Pack 4.0 earns its Best
Buy by virtue of lightning speed, an easy
• interface, reliable error handling, and a
complete set of tools for controlling one
computer from another and collaborating
with apartner. It's also the only package that can run
Windows reliably from afar—even in extended mode.
Runner-up Remote2 isn't quite as fast, and its toolbox is
smaller, but it is perfectly dependable with graphics.
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Remote Performance:
Why Close- Up is Best
•Supports both iiindows
and DOS with the same
program.
•Fastest VGA, EGA and
CGA graphics.
•Fastest file transfers and
remote screens.
•Runs 1iindows in all 3
modes. No restrictions.
•Runs multiple Ilindows
and DOS applications
simultaneously, fullscreen or windowed.
•Remote mouse and
keyboard control.
•Self-installing,.fullyautomated for fast,
easy operation.

**

Call for FREE
Working Model

Overall value ucokuloted by rnultplying each category rating by the cotegory's weight percer age, summing the results, and rounding is the neorest half nu

Actual test results reprinted from PC nbrld's Review of Remote Communications Software, Febniary 1992.

"Close-Up...The Best Program
You Can Buy for Re
Rem
printedo
frot
in e
PC
C

The Ultimate Remote Program
"Norton-Lambert's Close-Up is the fastest,
easiest, and the most reliable program we
looked at..."
—PC World, February 1992
The results are in and the experts agree.
New Close- Up 4.0 has proven time and
again to be the most advanced remote
control system available.
Close-Up lets you view & control PCs
miles away by modem. Now with full
support for Windows, DOS, graphics and
mice at record-breaking speeds, Close-Up
is the fastest, easiest way to handle all your
remote communications needs.

What You Can Do:
'Take control of PCs at any location.
bi Work remotely on the road via laptop.
VControl your office PC from home.
VAccess your company's branch offices.
Train your associates on any application.
eHelp customers miles away, remotely.
VTransfer text, data, any file between PCs.
VRemotely install and run Windows.
IAutomate remote operations at night.
V Access networks all over the world.

1'

Control both Windows and
DOS with just one program

LAN TIMES
RECOMMENDED

NETWORKING

MAGAZINE
BEST OF on

January

February

November

1992

1992

1991

February
1992

Winner of the Top Awards
"Close- Up has been highly polished
and it's fiexibility and capability clearly
make it the best program you can buy
for remote control."
—PC Magazine "Best of 1991," January 14, 1992

"If you're serious about going remote,
check out Close- Up. The program's
handling ofWindows is simply dazzling."
—PC World "Best Buy," February 1992

"Close- Up is one of the fastest products
we've seen. It had the fastest file transfer
times and the shortest times redrawing
the screens."
—LAN Times, November 18, 1991

"You will not find abetter all-around
remote-control program."
—PC Magazine "Editors' Choice," February 25, 1992

Limited time offer. All prices in US Dollars. Prices exclude shipping. © 1992, Norton-Lambert Corp.

)
1,
"

Now with double the remote power,
Close-Up gives you full support of both
Windows and DOS. That's like getting two
remote programs for the price of one!

rSpectacular Savings!
Now you can receive the Close-Up 4.0
Dual Pack including
both sides for only
$199 —you save $240!

Upgrade Now!

Upgrade your
current remote
program to new
Close- Up 4.0. Call
Llfor special pricing.

Call 805-964-676

Norton-Lambert
Bringing People Together'
P.O. Box 4085, Santa Barbara, CA 93140 USA
Phone 805-964-6767 Fax 805-683-5679
Circle 97 on Inquiry Card.

I

Circle 59 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 60).

Space - Savers

WINDOWS GOES REAL TIME

THE DOS/IRMX RELATIONSHIP
Task n-1

Task 2

Task n

iRMX real-time multitasking executive
Priority- based preemptive scheduler
Stand-Alone LCD Monitor
$ 995.00
This 10" black on white monitor is easy-to-read, yet compact.
Resolution is 640x480 for sharp, flicker-free image. Sharp's
high refresh rate, triple supertwist nematic technology with
back lighting provides asuper bright, low radiation screen with
awide viewing angle. The adjustable monitor base is only
29x14 cm. It lets you mount the LCD monitor on vertical
surfaces or fold for transport. Comes with 1.5 m cable and VGA
adaptor card. No external power required. IBM AT compatible.

Rescheduling can occur on interrupt or
on a10- millisecond clock tick

Task m
ROM BIOS
Video RAM,
EMS, and
drivers
DOS
applications

beo c

iRMX interface TSR

o

DOS

es 9°

Encapsulated DOS

Popular Space-Saver Keyboard $98.00
First successful alternative to conventional keyboard saves 60%
desk space with afoot print of 27.3 x15.2 cm. Has full travel
tactilly responsive keys with standard left-right spacing for easy
touch typing. 100 keys, compatible with IBM XT/AT PS/2. Many
language versions available.

9" VGA Monochrome Monitor
$198.00
640 x480 resolution black on white screen with afoot print
to match the Space-Saver Keyboard of only 25.0 x25.7 cm. Tilt
and swivel stand. No adaptor card included.

To Order
Call Toll Free

1-800-328-2589

1year warranty on all products shown. Order direct from stock
with 15 day full return privileges. Visa, MasterCard, AmEx charges
and COD accepted.OEM and reseller volume discounts available.
Spec Sheets Sent
By Automatic 24 hr.
FAX Transmission

1-703-662-1675

First Choice In Space-Saver Peripherals
2836 Cessna Drive • Winchester, VA 22601
Phone 703 662-1500 • Fax 703 662-1682

F+)
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Figure 2: DOS runs as an iRMX task like any other in V86
mode. The DOS task contains anormal DOS system complete
with drivers, ROM BIOS, and applications. In that same iRMX
task, you can initiate Windows just as you would on adedicated DOS system.
(see figure 2). Now you can start Windows from DOS, if you
wish. It will run in the same iRMX task that DOS does.
An application's real-time components can be loaded as protected-mode iRMX jobs at any time, either automatically after system initialization or manually from the console. Several jobs can
run in the background, and each can contain multiple tasks.
The iRMX kernel runs in protected mode at Ring 0, while
DOS and real-mode Windows run in V86 mode. If you load
Windows in standard mode, it runs in protected mode but at alessprivileged level than iRMX. iRMX owns the global descriptor
table and interrupt descriptor table, as well as its own local descriptor table. Standard-mode Windows has aprivate LDT.
Initially, iRMX owns and manages all the extended memory.
Standard-mode Windows obtains extended memory from an
iRMX Extended Memory Specification driver. Windows is then
responsible for managing its own extended memory. The XMS
driver provides functionality similar to that of HIMEM.SYS.
Figure 3 shows how DOS, Windows, and iRMX use system
memory.
The iRMX kernel schedules native iRMX tasks along with
the DOS/Windows task according to priority. iRMX switches
the CPU between V86 mode and protected mode as required
when switching between tasks or dispatching interrupt handlers.
Any task, including the DOS/Windows task, can take hardware interrupts. The system first traps those that DOS/Windows
handles in Ring 0and then reflects them to the appropriate realmode handler or Windows protected-mode handler (see figure

eyeee\
13Iockalster
Presentations
Businessman's
Budget
Curtain Call'
Presents...
Titles, Effects,
Backgrounds, Paint,
Slide Show, Sound
and Music for
Windows.

Gradations o
1111oo
Sheens M IS
3D Ed
* es.
gall ea ics
Dazzling Titles

Dynamic Graphics

Powerful Effects

Get Raie Reviews.
Produce top-of-the-line
presentations or videos that
look good on the bottom line.
You've got to try Curtain Call.

and easy-to-use paint tools.
Finish it off with pictures, text,
graphs, or still-frame video
imported from other programs
through Curtain Call's clipboard.

Curtain Going Up.

Make Curtain Call your
Windows presentation star and
listen to the applause. Break a
leg for $ 199.95.

Talent Not Needed.
Because Curtain Call provides
the cast and crew, making
spectacular images is now a
breeze. Start by producing a
rainbow of beautiful backgrounds with just aclick of the
mouse. Then transform any
Windows fonts into dazzling
titles with shadows, outlines,
inetallics and 3D extrusions.
Add your own artistry with
Curtain Call's full-featured

It's Show Time.
Your images can be sequenced
and controlled with the mouse or
menu-driven script editor. Slick
variable speed transition and
overlay effects add lots of polish.
Preview any portion of your
show at any time. Synchronize
voice, sound effects and music,
through Sound Blaster or
another PC sound board. It's a
blast!

It doesn't take an M.B.A. to
figure it out. What used to cost
thousands can now be yours for
under $200.

All names of companies and prodacts as ( trey appear are the registered trademarks andlor trade names of tile respective companies.

0ZuntaGroup

160 Knowles Drive. Los Gatos, CA 95030
(800) 451-0%X) (outside CA)
(408) 378-3838 ( inside CA)
(408) 375-3577 ( fax)
Circle 172 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 76 on Inquiry Card

WINDOWS GOES REAL TIME

ANY CAMERA
ANY VCR
ANY TV
VGA VIDEO GALA
The Complete Desktop Video Graphics Solution

3
IN
1

1. Its aSuper VGA board!
2. Recordable output to VCRs
and TV monitors!
3. Live TV in awindow and
frame grabbing!

41
;e
HIGHR
ES

1zclammy iv:

The VGA
Video Gala
is only $595
To order or for
more information,
call or fax us at:

High Res Technologies Inc.
PO Box 76 Lewiston, NY 14092 USA
Tel: ( 416) 497-6493 Fax: ( 416) 497-1636

COMPUTER SECURITY PRODUCTS
COMPLETE LINE OF PROVEN AND EASY TO INSTALL
COMPUTER SECURITY PRODUCTS FOR COMPUTERS.
PREVENT
COMPUTER THEFT!

DISK DRIVE LOCK'

t.: :

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Kab/i/"Security System
This system allows you to secure all your
computer components: CPU, monitor,
keyboard, printer. Internal component
security: Kablit fasteners secure the rear
panel of CPU protecting internal boards
and hard drives. Fasteners available for
all applications. Prices $34.95 to $49.95
depending on system.
IBM PS-2DLK-270 Series
Now you can lock adiskette into your
disk drive and force the computer to
boot from the diskette. Disk Drive Lock
models available for PS/2 - 30, 55SX,
50, 70 and 90. Protect your data from
viruses or from being copied. Other
drive locks to fit most non IBM PS/2 and
Macintosh disk drives. List price $24.95

Order your free catalog of these and many other security products.
Purchase orders accepted. Quantity pricing available. Shipping not
included. MCNISA accepted. Dealer inquiries invited.

Secure-It, Inc.

18 Maple Court East Longmeadow, MA 010>
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1-800-451-7592
Circle 118 on Inquiry Card
(RESELLERS: 119).

THE DOS/WINDOWS/IRMX MEMORY MAP
Top of physical memory
Managed
by iRMX
free space
manager

iRMX
XMS manager

•MX f
sr Wins•
1MB + 64 KB
1MB

EMS
board
(optional)
640 KB

High Memory
Area ( DOS 5.0
can reside here)

EMS
. - .. . .

Protected- mode part
operates here
Standard- mode
Windows
Real-mode part
operates here

1,0 space
DOS and
DOS applications

Figure 3: How do DOS, Windows, and iRMX share system
memory? At first, iRMX has all the extended memory. Then,
standard-mode Windows obtains some from an iRMX XMS
driver, which functions as ahigh-memory manager, taking
responsibility for its management.
4). It also traps the return from these handlers to ensure that the
interrupted task resumes execution in the appropriate CPU mode.
Similarly, the system traps all software interrupts from
DOS/Windows programs and reflects them to the appropriate
DOS/Windows handler. It also traps any attempt by Windows to
switch the CPU between real and protected mode. iRMX for
Windows performs any mode switching.
In addition to CPU sharing, iRMX shares other hardware resources with DOS and Windows. DOS and Windows can use the
numerics coprocessor for floating-point instructions, as can iRMX
applications, since iRMX maintains the numerics register context on aper-task basis. Both iRMX and DOS/Windows need the
timer, so iRMX traps timer interrupts and reflects them to DOS or
Windows at appropriate intervals. Also, iRMX and DOS/Windows can share hard and floppy drives. iRMX uses DOS APIs
to access these resources. The iRMX TSR serves as asurrogate
DOS process in whose context iRMX can obtain these services.
Remaining Predictable
Despite the presence of DOS/Windows and their applications,
iRMX for Windows guarantees real-time response for critical
iRMX tasks. First, the priority of aDOS/Windows task is low; it
will run only when higher-priority tasks are idle. Higher-priority
real-time tasks can preempt DOS/Windows tasks at any time.
Second, by using 386 protection features, iRMX traps any attempt to disable CPU interrupts from DOS or Windows. The actual CPU interrupt flag is always set to enable interrupts whenever
DOS/Windows is running. However, iRMX maintains the DOS
virtual state of this flag so that it won't reflect any hardware interrupts while DOS/Windows has disabled CPU interrupts. This
ensures the integrity of DOS/Windows while it bounds the latency
for iRMX hardware interrupts.
Third, iRMX traps DOS/Windows' I/O instructions that modify the interrupt masks of the programmable interrupt controller. The

WE CHANGED THE
SHAPE OF COMPUTING...
We put the best features of your favorite
computer into akeyboard.

B

efore KNS
(Keyboard Network
Station), when you
purchased acomputer
system, the manufacturer
threw- in the keyboard. Now,
when you buy aKNS keyboard,
we'll throw-in the computer.
And what acomputer! Choose from
286 and 386SX models in avariety of CPU
speeds. Specify up to 4MB of RAM. Your KNS
comes standard with Super VGA adapter, 3.5"
floppy disk drive. 2serial ports, 1parallel port and a
16- bit expansion slot— all housed in alightweight,
portable, AT- style keyboard.
Anetwork interface card can be installed in the built-in 16- bit expansion slot; installation is
quick and easy. And, KNS is compatible with most popular network operating systems.
We changed the shape of computing and the KNS will change the way you add workstations
to your network.

"ULTRATEK-Everything for the LAN Builder"
ULTRATEK Products, Inc.
Distributed by: AIC ( U.S.A.) • ( 714) 894-1675

Circle 167 on Inquiry Card.

AIC ( U.K.) 081-961-9661

AccSys' for

WINDOWS GOES REAL TIME

DOS/WINDOWS
INTERRUPT REFLECTION
DOS
Windows

DOS/
ROM BIOS

Interrupt
descriptor
table

service
request

n-1 handler
n handler

DOS
ccde

•Set of C libraries for easy access
to dBASE data and index files.
•Source available but not required.
•Increased performance shortens
processing time.
•Total control over data memo, MDX
and NDX index files.
•Network and single-user versions available.

Copia International Ltd.
Wheaton, Illinois 60187
708/682-8898 FAX 708/665-9841

Instant info. via FaxFacts: 708/924-7465

F

BYTE SUBSCRIBER
available to other companies who wish to
send our subscribers material about their
products. We take great care to screen these
companies, choosing only those who are reputable,
and whose products, services or information we feel
would be of interest to you. Direct mail is an
efficient medium for presenting the latest personal
computer goods and services to our subscribers.
ROM TIME TO TIME WE MAKE THE
LIST

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled
use of our mailing list, and look forward to finding
information of interest to them in the mail. Used are
our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other
information we may have is ever given).
While we believe the distribution of this information
is of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to
receive such promotional literature. Should you
wish to restrict the use of your name, simply send
your request to the following address.

II VIE

Magazine
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Dispatcher
interrupt
handlers
INT n-1 handler
INT n handler

Return
from
interrupt
task

Real- mode
interrupt
vector
table
•
•
n-1 handler
n handler
•

Standard- mode
Windows
interrupt
descriptor table
•
•
n-1 handler
n handler
•
•

Press 889832#

A M ESSAGE To
OUR SUBSCRIBERS

Attn: Subscriber Service
P.O. Box 555
Hightstown, NJ 08520

iRMX for
Windows

Figure 4: Any iRMX task. including DOS, Windows, can initiate
hardware interrupts. The system traps DOS/Windows interrupts in Ring 0; reflects them to the appropriate handler,
whether real-mode or protected-mode: and then traps the
return to route the tasks to the appropriate mode.

operating system emulates PIC operations in such away that
DOS cannot change the mask for iRMX's interrupt levels. Each
interrupt controller has two logical parts: iRMX owns one. and
DOS/Windows owns the other.
Finally, iRMX ensures that tasks above acertain priority do not
take DOS/Windows interrupts. Thus, an application task can
guard itself from long interruptions, such as along list of TSRs
triggered by the timer.
Making Trades
Trade-offs occur in uniting iRMX and DOS/Windows. To preserve the determinism of iRMX-owned interrupts and high-priority tasks, DOS and Windows pay aperformance penalty.
Similarly, to maximize the device independence of standard AT
peripherals, iRMX does not access them directly, but uses DOS
and the BIOS to do so. iRMX for Windows doesn't require special device drivers to access adrive or file system. An alternative
would have been to emulate DOS file and other I/O services
with higher-performance device drivers and file systems.
This marriage sacrifices the functionality of enhanced-mode
Windows (e.g., virtual memory and multiple DOS sessions). But
it supports the faster standard-mode Windows. Despite these
trade-offs, however, iRMX for Windows brings real-time applications to the PC. More than that, it encourages their cohabitation
with DOS/Windows applications, providing the best of both
worlds. III
Krishnan Rajamani, Nadala Bhasker, Rick Gerber, and Steve
Snyder are senior software engineers at Intel Corp. in Santa
Clara, California. You can reach them on BIX do "editors. -

Power Reading
for Power Users
Read these in-depth Computing ' Know How' books

f spec iol

Tempest

DOS 5.0 Complete: Special Edition
It's the practical user's guide to learning Microsoft's new DOS and is loaded
with helpful time-saving techniques. Contains dozens of easy-tofol low examples
in afriendly, easytounderstand writing style. From installing DOS 5.0 to
using the new features for file, directory and storage maintenance, you'll find
all you need to get the most from your computing sessions. Topics include:
• Using DOS' new memory management features
• Using EDIT, the new DOS 5.0 editor
• Using QBASIC, the new BASIC programming language
• Complete, comprehensive DOS command reference section and more

PC Intent - For the DOS Programmer
PC Intern is acompletely revised and expanded edition of our bestselling
PC System Programming book. It's aliteral encyclopedia for the DOS
programmer. If you program in assembly language, C, Pascal or BASIC,
you'll find dozens of practical, parallel working examples in each of these
languages. PC Intern clearly describes the technical aspects of
programming under DOS. More than 1200 pages are devoted to making
DOS programming easier, including:
• COM and EXT programs, the BIOS and services
• Writing device drivers, overview of ports and accessing them

This Special Edition includes Tempest, the Intuitive Graphic Shell for DOS
5.0. Tempest provides agraphical program manager and Shell for all DOS
computers, using pulldown menus, dialog boxes and windows. Whether you
need to move files, rename directories or launch programs, Tempest is the
answer to easier computing. 920 pages with 3'/2" companion diskette.
#B151 ISBN 1-55755-151-0 $39.95

i7or fast delivery Order Toll Free

PC In em

• New and expanded appendices and much, much more

Payment:

1200+ pages with 3'/2" companion diskette.
#B145 ISBN 1-55755-145-6 $59.95

-I Visa

Available at B. Dalton Booksellers, Waldensoftware, Software Etc. Crown Books, arid other fine bookstores
nationwide In the UK coded Computer Bookshops 021-706-118B. ln Australia contart Pactronics 02-748-4700
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Dept. 134, 5370 52nd Street SE
Grand Rapids. MI 49512

Orders: 1-80C-451-4319 • Phone: (616) 698-0330 • Fax: (616) 698-0325

In US and Canada ail 1$$. 00 postage Foreign orders outside North America add $ 13.00 surface rate or
$20 OC air mail per book We accept Visa, Masker Cad ri American Express.
Call or write for your free catalog of PC Books.
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LI Yes, please rush the following items

• Interrupts, interupt calls and their significance

Order Toll Free 1-800-451-4319

1-800-451-4319 ex r. 24. or FAX

( 616) 698-0325

Or mail this coupon to: Abacus, 5370 52nd Street SE, Grand Rapids. MI 49512
$59.95

U Yes, please rush your free PC catalog
DOS 5.0 Complete

Special Edition $39.95
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Now getting fre
isn't limited to hoo
part-tin
Even honest, upstanding, people can
experience the joy of getting something
for nothing. All you have to do is buy
one of the new PocketBooks personal
productivity applications and you'll get
asecond one, absolutely free.
Choose DayBook+, the everyday
calendar with address book and autodialer. Make Your Point, the graphicsrich presentation builder. Or Instant
Database, the versatile data manager.
The PocketBooks library is a
dynamic line of Windows software that
gives you powerful, yet simple applications designed to make running your life
alittle easier.
Others will be introduced over the
year. And starting at $49.95, they're a
fraction of the cost of competitive software packages.
Initial purchase must be made by
April 30,1992. To order by phone, call
1-800-626-3225 and ask for Source
Code PBK2F1A.
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©1992 Asymetrix Corporation. 110 - 110th Ave., N.E., Suite 700, Bellevue, WA 98004, (206) 462-0501. For international inquiries, fax (206) 454-0672. Asymetrix, the Asymetrix logo, PocketBoolu

ePocketBooks
cliums, bees and
e
thugs.
Or visit your local dealer. Then
send in your proof-of-purchase with
the coupon below and receive a
complimentary PocketBooks title of
your choice.
And don't worry. It's perfectly legal.

MARE YOUR
POINT'
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Software Redefined

PROFESSIONAI

PRESENTATIONS

Please send me my tree
PocketBook (Circle One): DayBook+,
Instant Database, Make Your Point
C4deg Gk..
4.kle.,6Can.
Sel &a,1 kfele
ke.rn

Name
Title
Company
Shipping Address
Phone
Attach this coupon with proof-of-purchase and acopy of your
PocketBooks registration card and mail to: Asymetrix —.egg
Corporation, PO Box 4100, Crawfordsville, IN 47933.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. For more information on
this offer, call Asymetrix sales at (206) 637-1500.
Sales Tax Rates for applicable states: California6.25%
(plus local option tax); Massachusetts-4% (plus local
option tax); New York-4% (plus local option tax);
Texas696; Washington-8.2%

POCKETBOOKS
A

DayBook+, Instant Database and Make Your Point are trademarks of the Asymetrix Corporation. All other trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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ILLUSTRATION

JAMES ENDICOTT ‘. 199:

STATE OF THE ART

KINDER, GENTLER
COMPUTING
Natural I/O technologies make your computer work for you,
instead of the other way around
MAUREEN CAUDILL

1

t's April 1993, and you've just purchased atop-of-the-line
personal computer from Big Apple. You open the box and
begin to assemble it, but to your surprise, you don't see
akeyboard, only aspecial pad and pen that resemble
those in an executive portfolio. The box also contains
clothing: abody suit, apair of gloves, and aheadband. You see
no monitor, only ahelmet and goggles. What's going on here?
What you're about to experience is your first taste of natural computing: making computers interact with users in ahumanlike manner. Natural computing emphasizes how computers interface with humans on asensory level rather than
through the cognitive command logic today's devices use.
Natural computing intrinsically deals with human sensory
perception. Neural networks, or processing systems modeled
after the human brain, are particularly good at the low-level
sensory tasks that digital computers find difficult to perform.
Natural input includes such technologies as speech and
handwriting recognition and gesture interpretation. Natural
output includes speech; meaningful, humanlike gestures and
motions; and virtual-reality environments.
Natural I/O is the ultimate user-friendly interface. It places
the burden of communication squarely on the computer rather
than on the human: Instead of the user having to learn the
computer's preferred interface, the computer must deal with
the user's preferences. Although computers have been moving in the direction of natural I/O for years, the relevant enabling technologies are only now becoming mature enough to
make this capability areality in the immediate future.
Learning to Talk
Probably the first thing you thought of when you read the
term natural I/O was aspeech interface, so it's no surprise
when you discover that your Big Apple system comes complete with amicrophone and stereo sound. (Speech I/O is
new; sound in general is not. Since 1990, systems such as the
Next machine and the Macs have included sound capabilities as apart of their standard configurations.)
With natural-speech input, you face the two separate but

interdependent problems of speech-to-text conversion and
natural-language processing (NLP). Natural- speech output
technologies confront the problems involved in speech generation.
Some excellent systems use hybrid expert-network technology married with traditional digital signal processing ( DSP)
techniques. Because words and phonemes frequently require
several fractions of asecond to
utter, the sonograms ( visual
patterns representing sound
Kinder, Gentler
waves) for even discontinuous
Computing
words represent very large,
BY Y111 RUN CAM,
complex blocks of data. Also,
134
because of variations in pitch,
tone, accent, dialect, and proThe Power of Speech
nunciation, computers have an
BY SUBRATA HAS AND ARTHUR NADAS
extremely difficult time recog151
nizing even simple words like
Even as We Speak
cat. They can do it, however,
BY JOSEPH J. UAW
under limited circumstances.
165
Any number of commercial
products offer single-speaker,
The Ultimate User
single-word voice-recognition
Interface
capabilities with various levels
BY BOB JACOBSON
of competence. A few can han175
dle single-speaker continuous
speech with asmall vocabulary,
Resource Guide:
and some can process multipleUR 11.11.1/0
187
speaker discontinuous speech
with limited vocabularies. But
very few can handle many
speakers, continuous speech,
and large vocabularies.
"Speak," Typewriter
In the late 1980s, Teuvo Kohonen of the Helsinki University of Technology developed a
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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voice typewriter using acombination of
all available technologies: DSP, rule-based
systems, and neural networks. It's this
blend of the traditional and the new that
made it such asuccess.
Using the voice typewriter, you speak
into anoise-canceling microphone. The
sounds you make are digitized into a12-bit
Gray Code and are sampled every 10 milliseconds, and aFourier transform (amathematical technique that converts time-sampled data to the frequency domain) is
applied. The transform, of course, discards
phase information in the signal—aweakness in this preliminary design.
The frequency-smoothed logarithms of
the transformed signals are reduced in dimension to normalized 15-element vectors. A series of vector-quantizing neural
networks categorize these vectors into
probable phoneme-text conversions. The
main neural network handles simple conversions; specialized networks process
more subtle distinctions (e.g., between the
sounds of \k\, \p\, and \t\) separately. A
rule-based expert system then corrects mistakes and handles contextual or coarticulation problems (acoarticulation effect is
one where the pronunciation of aphoneme
is affected by the previous or the following
phonemes; see figure 1).
The voice typewriter has achieved some
remarkable results. It was tested using the
most extreme speech-to-text case: multiple
speakers, continuous speech, and alarge
vocabulary. Although the first 100 or so
words from each speaker were used as
training data for the neural network, the
system did not have to be trained on the
complete vocabulary of each speaker—
only on arepresentative sample of words.
Under these conditions, the voice typewriter achieved between 92 percent and
97 percent accuracy in converting speech
to text. Further, it was able to type the text
on asystem monitor with atime delay of
only about aquarter of asecond.
These results are not quite good enough

EWE

ACTION SUMMARY

Finally, there are easier ways
to interact with your computer.
With the coming of natural I/O
technologies—innovative GUIs,
better speech I/O, and novel
interfaces—your computer will
do more of the work for you.
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KOHONEN VOICE
TYPEWRITER
Preamplifier

L.

Fourier
transform

A/D
converter
Convert
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Frequency
Smoothing

Normalize
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Rule-based
system

Figure 1: The Kohonen voice typewriter
marries conventional digital signal
processing with neural networks and
rule-based experts to produce an
excellent speech-to-text system that responds in about 'Asecond with accuracy
in the 92 percent to 97 percent range.

for widespread commercial use; the voice
typewriter is alittle too slow and inaccurate
for the average user to accept. Nevertheless, this marriage of multiple technologies into afinely crafted solution provides strong clues to how future speech
solutions may be constructed.
Say What You Mean
Although great strides have been made in
speech-to-text conversions, the ability to
convert sounds to characters doesn't mean
you can construct asystem that comprehends words. Solving this essential piece of
the puzzle falls into the realm of NLP.
NLP is probably the most difficult challenge that AI researchers face. If they can
build devices that truly understand human
language—natural language—they will
have apowerful tool that will open the
way for breakthroughs in other areas.
NLP involves aseries of issues that begins with straightforward syntactical analysis of asentence parsing and continues
with semantic analysis, in which the structures identified in parsing are interpreted as
pertaining to objects in the known environment. Once these steps are complete,
each sentence has to be correlated with the
entire conversational history.
The challenges of producing NLP sys-

tems are enormous, and research is going
on in many areas. The greatest successes
have been in the realm of syntactical and
semantic processing in highly restricted
knowledge domains (see the text box "Giving Feeling to Speech" on page 168).
Scripts and Frames
Two basic components of NLP, context
correlation and pragmatic interpretation,
are far less developed than semantic and
syntactic parsing. Each of these basic components requires access to one or more
databases that contain extensive knowledge about the world; thus, knowledge
representation becomes acritical issue.
One classic technique for storing such
knowledge is ascript, which is an environment in which actors and objects have
stereotypical roles that are correlated with
objects in asentence. Semantic parsing
associates words with these stereotypical
notions and can use the known roles in the
stereotype to reveal the meaning of the
sentence.
A restaurant script, for instance, might
contain roles for the waiter and the diner,
as well as the associated actions (e.g., reading amenu, ordering ameal, or serving a
meal) of the appropriate actors. People
mentioned in asentence who look at or
receive amenu might be assigned the role
of diners. The comprehension/reason for
their visit to the restaurant (i.e., hunger)
would be coupled with the probable aftermath of having eaten food (asatisfied appetite and asmaller amount of money).
Another common way of representing
knowledge is by using aframe system. In
this scenario, each object has associated
inheritable properties and attributes. These
individual frames are linked as nodes in a
directed graph structure (i.e., asemantic
network) that illustrates the relationships
between the frames. Usually systems identified as frame-based have more organization than those labeled semantic networks, but the general characteristics of
both are the same.
AI researchers have recently realized
that cooperating processors can achieve
more, faster, than any one processor. As a
result, many more NLP systems are being
implemented using parallel architectures—
preferably on parallel hardware (e.g., hypercubes or transputers). However, using
multitasking operating systems provides
limited parallel performance.
Interprocess communication is handled
most frequently by the blackboard method, atechnique that allows independent
processing modules to post information in
acommon area (i.e., ablackboard) for other
modules to access. Alternatively, messagepassing systems can direct information to
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Music: ANatural Link
to Our Emotional Selves
TOD MACHOVER

M

any of us believe that the most
significant element missing
from computers is emotion.
One of the ways people convey information is through emotional
content. Because music is an important
way people communicate emotions,
why not use it to interface with our
computers?
New Ways to Use an Old Friend
People often think of music as apleasant enhancement to their everyday
lives. They listen to music on the radio while driving acar, on aWalkman
while exercising, as asoundtrack of a
motion picture, and as soothing ambience while dining or reading.
Various domains of research are
transforming the way people learn, perform, listen to. and understand music—
the way they naturally integrate it into
their lives. These changes suggest that
music may soon assume amore central role in our lives.
Researchers are developing anew
generation of musical instruments intended to combine virtuosic performance and intelligent computer monitoring. For instance, the MIT Media
Lab's hyperinstrument project, which
I've directed since 1986, has developed
techniques that allow musicians to use
their skills on atraditional acoustic instrument to control many simultaneous

specific modules for action. The blackboard approach was used by L. Erman in
the Hearsay II and Hearsay III speechrecognition systems.
In Hearsay II. each independent processing module contains semantic or syntactic information about the language. The
blackboard posts hypotheses about the
meaning of aparticular sentence organized
along two axes: time and processing level.
A control system supervises the modules to
improve the likelihood of success.
On activation (as determined by the con-

layers of computer sound. Recently. researchers at the media lab developed a
hypercello for the artist Yo-Yo Ma.
A hyperinstrument is acomputer
simulation of amusical instrument that
goes beyond the capability of the real
instrument it's based on. Hyperinstruments are intended to greatly expand
ahuman's control of the instrument
and the sound it produces. Few other
human skills involve such direct and
natural translation of mental concepts
into physical movement. Hyperinstruments provide examples of the future of
human-computer interface devices.
In their design of hyperinstruments,
researchers are trying to develop apurely musical interface: to have the control
information transmitted from the user to
the computer (and vice versa) either
through the natural gestures of the musical performance or through the music
itself. This model is important because
music seems to represent an abstract
outline of people's psychological states.
Although most hyperinstruments are
designed for skillful musicians, examples of similar technology are surfacing
in applications for music students and
music lovers. Researchers are developing systems that will allow people
to learn to play instruments, to conduct
avirtual orchestra at home, or to learn
about musical structure through interactive video games.

trol system), each module examines the
state of the blackboard and either modifies the existing hypothesis or writes anew
one. When it completes its task, another
module performs the same procedure. Specific situational triggers determine when
each module should be activated.
Some of the latest NLP systems use neural-network or fuzzy-logic technologies to
enhance these AI approaches. In particular,
researchers are considering the use of neural networks to implement semantic networks and frames (as well as other direct-

The Role of Technology
Ideas such as these bring up important
philosophical questions: Should technology encourage creativity or simulate it? Should human-computer interfaces enable everyone to perform
certain difficult tasks equally well (serving akind of prosthetic or compensatory function), or should they allow
individual differences to produce different results?
My own work has led me to believe
that technology should always promote
individualism. Natural applications of
technology should permit people to use
their skills to control and shape uncharted expressive regions. Certainly,
new possibilities discovered through
increasingly natural uses of technology
should stimulate individuals to master
new skills. Musical models truly can
help people create new and increasingly natural tools—that is, if they listen carefully.
Tod Machover is an associate professor
of music and media at the MIT Media
Lab (Cambridge, MA) and director of
the lab's experimental media facility.
He is apioneer in the development of
hyperinstruments, and his recordings
have won many awards both in the U.S.
and internationally. You can reach him
on BIX clo "editors" or on Internet as
tod@media-lab.mit.edu.

ed acyclical graph applications). Fuzzy
logic is useful in implementing semantic
grammar and in coping with certain knowledge-representation problems.
Hearing It Talk
Converting text to natural-sounding speech
is one of the functions of natural I/O. You
may already have encountered applications of speech-output technology in automated voice mail, telephone directory
assistance, and over-the-phone banking
systems. And you may have listened to
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THE NEOCOGNITRON

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 1 Layer 2

Output
layer

Figure 2: The hierarchical neocognitron can recognize handwritten numerals. Each
processing stage contains two layers of neurodes: One observes the previous stage's
output, and the other provides limited translational independence of the image. Each
successive stage detects higher-level features in the input image; the last stage makes
the final character determination.

composer used notes, chords, and themes.
Kohonen trained aseries of neural networks with these grammars; some trained
on the grammar of only one composer,
and others received training on grammars
from two or more composers. Kohonen
set up the networks so that they were given signals after training ( the details of
which Kohonen has kept private) that
caused the networks to compose music in
the style of acomposer it learned from.
The music composed by the networks
trained on one composer's grammar is
fresh and pleasing. The music generated
by networks trained on multiple composers, however, is extremely unusual and extraordinarily interesting, sounding much
like acollaboration between, say, Mozart
and Bach, or Brahms and Beethoven. Kohonen even has one network trained on all
the grammars. That network generates an
oddly atonal, quite modernistic music that
has apeculiar appeal of its own.
This and other music-synthesis systems
can provide computers with arange of
emotional response, which soon may well
match humans' natural expressiveness.

Reading Your Writing
As you consider the pen and pad in your
Big Apple system, it occurs to you that
people not only talk to each other, they
Individual phonemes are not the only
digitized music output (e.g., background
also write notes. Handwriting recognition
factors that make speech sound natural.
music) from devices such as answering
The transitions between phonemes add a is another key form of natural input.
machines and voice-mail systems.
Using akeyboard is askill that many
natural flow to what you say. In addition,
The most natural- sounding text-topeople never acquire. But most children
phonemes in human speech have varying
speech systems available use digitized and
are taught to print and write. Thus, acomdurations in different words and sentences.
edited human-voice recordings combined
puter that recognizes your handwriting is
To compensate for these effects, many
with pitch, intonation, and speed controls
more natural than one that requires you to
good text-to-speech systems use aruleto generate fluent sentences. Individual
type in your commands.
based system to help them determine the
phonemes and combinations of phonemes
Generally, there are two methods by
correct parameters for each sentence. The
are recorded and edited for use as needed
which asystem can recognize handwritrules are based on the sentence structure of
(see the text box "Toward Continuousing. One method is dynamic recognition, a
the message, and they help provide ahuSpeech Recognition" on page 158).
process in which the system notes stroke
manlike sound.
Natural-sounding speech is not easy to
sequences and uses that information to
achieve because word intonation depends
identify the characters. For example, asysEmotional Highs
to agreat extent on the context and meantem might distinguish acapital E from a
Natural I/O deals with human emotions.
ing of what you say. English has many
capital B in part by the order in which you
One of the key ways humans express their
words that sound alike but have different
make the character's strokes. Alternativefeelings is through music. Computers of
meanings (e.g., read, which can sound like
ly, you can use static recognition, atechthe future may have to accept, understand,
either red or reed), depending on the connique in which the system only receives
and generate music to participate fully in
text. Further, for many speech-output apthe image of the finished character.
this type of communication (see the text
plications, such as telephone directory asStatic recognition can be more difficult
box "Music: A Natural Link to Our Emosistance or automated banking, the text
than dynamic recognition because there is
tional Selves" on page 137).
contains abbreviations, telephone numbers,
less information available to identify the
Many researchers have developed muand other nonword information. Thus, a
letter you have written. Stroke order ofsic-generation systems, using awide varigood speech-generation system must perten gives clues to where each character
ety of techniques. One example illustrates
form some of the same syntactical and sestarts and ends—clues that are missing in
how such systems can learn to compose
mantic processing that NLP systems do.
astatic image of the final character. This
their own music.
Once the system translates the text into
Teuvo Kohonen began development of a problem, called character segmentation,
the appropriate phonetics, it must convert
is probably the most significant challenge
unique music-composition system by anathese tokens to specific phonemes that the
faced when constructing ahandwritinglyzing the works of about two dozen comspeech synthesizer can process. But this
recognition system.
process can result in an atonal, artificial- posers, from Bach to Beethoven to Brahms.
Before they develop ahandwriting-recOut of these analyses, he created acollecsounding output unless the phonemes are
ognition system, vendors must decide if
tion of grammars that describe how each
further manipulated.
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they want it to recognize cursive writing as
well as printed text. Most commercial systems process only printed letters.
Handwritten characters do not have a
fixed size or position, and they can overlap
each other in the field of view. They can be
translated, rotated, misshapen, or incomplete—all of which makes it hard for the
system to recognize the characters.
Neural Networks That Read
Researchers and developers have used a
variety of neural-network algorithms to
attack the reading problem, from the Reduced Coulomb Energy algorithm to backpropagation networks to the neocognitron
(which was developed by Kunihiko Fukushima of Osaka University). A backpropagation network iteratively learns to
recognize characters by adjusting the network's weighted connections using backpropagated errors. The neocognitron is a
complex hierarchical series of overlapping
feature detectors that identify images.
It has the ability to handle most translation and distortion variations with little or
no preprocessing (but less success with
rotated characters). It pays aprice in complexity for this capability, however. A neo-

cognitron network that can recognize only
the technology that is used may not be a
the 10 arabic numerals requires tens of thouneocognitron or even another neural-netsands of connections and several layers of -work model. As with other image-proneurodes. To achieve such recognition cacessing systems, the general rule is to depabilities, the neocognitron uses acomtermine low-level features, synthesize these
plex hierarchical collection of stages. Each
into more complex features, and identify
stage contains two layers of neurodes.
the image from this hierarchical series.
The first layer consists of neurodes that
Except in the case of notepad computreceive small overlapping segments of the
ers, it's rarely sufficient for ahandwriting
image of the image-capture layer. These
system to recognize the writing of just one
neurodes extract features from the image,
person. It usually must be able to process
and control neurodes embedded in the laylegible handwriting samples from many
er prevent each small group of neurodes
people. The greatest difficulty here arises
from responding to more than one feature.
from the large training sets required to proThe second layer of the stage provides limvide good general recognition.
ited translational independence by blurBecause of this problem and the hardring the exact position of each detected
ware limitations that require network defeature (see figure 2).
velopment to be performed in software
The neocognitron idea is to extract more
simulation, parallel network microprocescomplex features at each progressive stage.
sors that can learn on the chip are just now
The stages closest to the original image
becoming available. Developing aneuraldeal with low-level features; later stages
network handwriting-recognition system
handle more complex features and comrequires patience. Training can take weeks,
binations of low-level features. This enand (depending on the network design
ables the final stage to identify the letter.
used) the networks may never train well.
Neatness Matters
Other handwriting-recognition schemes
frequently use similar designs, although

Taking Notes
Several products can recognize the handwriting of one person (sometimes of afew
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people). Most notable of these are notepad
computers, which use astylus and atouchsensitive screen that reacts to the user's
handwriting. Such pen-based personal
computers must interpret the user's handwriting and convert it into text, as well as
process user interactions with software
buttons and other interface elements selected by stylus touches.
Pen interfaces offer anumber of advantages. You don't have to learn such
"unnatural" skills as typing. Additionally, they are portable, and you can use them
almost anywhere. Many businesses have
found them to be very effective in situations where alot of data is collected off-site
and analyzed or used in other locations.
Disadvantages include having to deal
with asystem that holds relatively small
amounts of data (handwritten text generally
takes up more screen space than an equivalent amount of screen-font characters),
and the necessity of training the system to
recognize each person's handwriting. In
addition, pen interfaces still can't reliably
comprehend everyone's writing. If you
scribble or use cursive writing instead of
printing, there's agood chance the system
won't be able to translate it correctly.

Notepad computers still make occasional errors, although at least one device
uses arule-based system to correct obvious
typos and convert them into reasonable
guesses. Among the extensions of these
notepad computers are drawing-pad peripherals that let you draw on the screen using asimilar pad-and-stylus arrangement.
The best of these drawing devices use a
pressure-sensitive surface to relay relative- hand- pressure information to the
drawing program. The graphics software
uses that data to simulate an artist's heavy
(or light) hand with abrush, apastel, or a
pencil. In the best cases, the resulting
screen effects are almost indistinguishable
from the variety of effects you can achieve
with real-life painting tools.
Body Language
Among the other obvious forms of natural
input are biological feedback devices that
deal with your hand and body motions (see
the text box "Feedback Devices: The Human Machine Connection" on page 148).
These particular inputs can be processed
either through adirect connection between
you and your computer (often using fiber
optics) or by having your computer watch

your motions and interpret them. The first
kind of input is most common today, but
some systems can also use intelligent machine vision.
In abody suit or glove, you literally
wear the interface. Sensors attached to the
fabric of the glove measure angular motions of your fingers, hands, arms, legs, or
other body parts. In one product, VPL's
DataGlove, the sensors detect the dimming
of light passing through ashort fiber-optic
cable that is aligned over two knuckles of
each finger. The cable must be accurately
positioned over the center of each joint so
that the cable bends when you flex the finger. The bending of the fiber-optic cable
causes the light passing through the cable
to dim, which provides ameasure of the
angular deflection of that joint.
A DataGlove subsystem determines
the overall position of the hand. The motion of your hand through amagnetic
field induces acurrent in three axial coils
on the back of the glove. The magnetic
field is generated by three similar coils on
astationary mount within about 3feet
of the glove. A small device mounted on
the wrist detects the resulting currents,
and microprocessors compute the hand's
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DYNAMIC MONOCULAR MACHINE VISION
Video cameras
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Figure 3: Dickmanns and Graefe's dynamic monocular machine vision system uses
custom hardware. The 286-based board has multiple processors that receive four
video channels in parallel to provide awider viewing angle. The on-board RISC
controller chip performs many of the image-processing correlation computations.

position within the field.
mined using the same induced-current
You must connect this system to alarge
technology found in the DataGlove.
computer that monitors, controls, and inOther types of human-interface devices
terprets the glove's sensor data. One of
have been developed, and new, improved
the greatest drawbacks to using this degeneric and application-specific equipment
vice is the physical constraints it involves.
is evolving. The development of humanNot only must you keep your hand within
machine interfaces is adynamic field,
range of the transmitter coils, but you usuwhere researchers and vendors are rapidly
ally must keep the other end of the glove's
making significant progress.
cable attached to alarge computer that is
not particularly portable. Other disadvanWatching You Move
tages of this kind of system lay in their inPerhaps abetter way to make your comherent inaccuracies in measuring and inputer understand your gestures is to have it
terpreting data.
interpret them the same way ahuman
The most common body suits and
would—by watching you move. There are
gloves are made of stretchy lycra fabrics
several approaches to natural machine vithat fit tightly on the body or hand. The
sion systems. In the long run, sophisticatsame fabric elasticity that enables you to
ed machine vision systems may become
put on the garment can cause the positions
more popular for natural I/O than the diof the sensors relative to the joints and
rect-wire link devices.
bones to slip and vary as you gesture and
Interpreting gestures is not the same as
move. Some attempts have been made to
identifying objects in afixed-frame imovercome this predicament, including the
age. Hand and body movements are acdevelopment of Exos's Dexterous Handtions, and one way to interpret them is to
Master ( DHM), which replaces the glove
use adynamic machine vision system.
with an external articulated cage.
Two German scientists, Ernst Dieter DickTo use the DHM, you put your hand inmanns and Volker Graefe, have created
side an awkward-looking but lightweight
such asystem. Their dynamic monocular
and natural-feeling metallic articulated
machine vision system provides humanskeletal structure. The very nature of this
like characteristics to interpret moving imdesign keeps the angle sensors accurately
ages. The ideas behind the system are both
aligned with your hand and fingers. The
simple and profound.
result is more accurate input data. FurFirst, assume the system has processed
thermore, this design allows the DMH to
one frame of amovie and located aspecific
detect side-to-side motion, using additional
object using traditional image-processing
sensors. Overall hand position is detertechniques. To locate the same object in
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the next frame, it's not necessary to search
the entire image. Because real objects don't
blink in and out of existence, the most
probable location of the object in the next
frame is near its position in the first frame.
Using this insight, the Dickmanns and
Graefe system localizes the search space
for known objects from frame to frame.
Rather than searching the entire image for
the ball that was in the upper-right comer
of the frame in the previous image, their
system looks for the ball in alocalized
search box somewhat larger than the ball's
position in the previous image. If it doesn't
find the ball there, it expands the box until it locates the ball's new position. In a
typical 512- by 512-pixel video camera
image, this simple procedure can dramatically reduce the search time for all interesting objects in view.
Because the system is searching each
local area for aspecific object, its method
of search can be optimized for that object.
The system can scan the entire locator box
using edge-detecting algorithms or another machine vision technique, or it can
search the box by looking for aspecific
kind of surface. Dickmanns and Graefe
noted that the human visual system is not
perfect when exposed to objects that move
rapidly in and out of view (see figure 3).
Although Dickmanns and Graefe have
not applied their machine vision system
to interpreting hand or body gestures, they
have high hopes for its evolution into other related areas. For instance, it provides
feature tracking in dynamic scenes, which
is just what is needed for gesture interpretation and other applications in the naturalinput environment.
A Smile Says It All
A key element missing from all these systems is the ability to perceive and interpret facial expressions. Much human communication occurs through smiles, frowns,
and grimaces. The MIT Media Laboratory is apioneer in this area of study.
Another research group—split between
the University of California at San Diego
and Dartmouth College—has trained neural networks to recognize facial expressions associated with specific emotions
and to identify gender. These scientists
used aseries of standard 512- by 512-pixel video images of faces expressing emotions (e.g., anger, boredom, and astonishment). The images were reduced to 64 by
64 pixels by averaging the relative grayscale level in each pixel and normalizing
the brightness; they were then passed
through adata-compression network. The
I/O layers are the same size in this neural
network—in this case, 64 by 64 neurodes—but the middle layer is significantly
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smaller. The idea is to train the output layer to reproduce the input image after it has
passed through the small middle layer.
Once the data-compression system was
able to accurately reproduce the original
images, each image was passed through
the network, and the resulting response
vectors of the middle-layer neurodes were
extracted. These compressed vectors became the inputs to asecond two-layer network, which identified the emotion expressed by the person in the image.
The scientists achieved good research
results. The neural networks were able to
correctly identify most of the portrayed
emotions, and when the network erred, the
mistakes were usually similar to those human judges made on the same photos. In
particular, the network more often confused negative emotions (e.g., anger, boredom, and misery) than positive ones (e.g.,
astonishment, delight, and pleasure). These
results are consistent with those derived
in human psychological tests.
Given an expanded, enhanced version of
this technology, it is conceivable that your
Big Apple computer may one day be able
to tell when you're feeling blue and offer
acheery joke to lighten your day.

Reading Your Mind
The Big Apple system you purchase in
1993 includes aheadband for you to wear,
which provides yet another form of natural input: It can read your mind. You wear
the headband (or skullcap, depending on
design) so that the computer can monitor
your brain waves and do what you mean
instead of what you say.
Prototype telepathic controllers have
already been constructed at the Nippon
Telegraph & Telephone labs in Japan and
at Stanford University in the U.S. The
devices that users wear on their heads can
be as simple as aheadband or as complex as alycra helmet. Sensors attached to
the device detect the user's brain waves,
just as an electroencephalograph detects
brain waves ( an EEG was the basis for
many of the prototypes). The telepathic
controllers usually transmitted afew
dozen signals to aneural network for interpretation.
The neural networks train as auser concentrates on specific word commands, and
the thoughts generate characteristic brainwave variations. Researchers are just beginning to learn how thoughts affect brainwave variations.

One or more neural networks interpret
the signals and translate them into controlling commands. In one prototype system, auser was asked to concentrate on
the words left, right, up, and down. The
neural network (usually aback-propagation
network) learned to interpret the brainwave characteristics of each word, and it
associated them with the appropriate control commands for ajoystick. The ultimate
result: The joystick moved as adirect response to the user's thoughts.
Several problems must be overcome before this technology becomes part of any
commercial product: ensuring the precise
positioning of the sensors on the head,
shortening the response time of the system, and avoiding the necessity of training
the system for each user. Also, it isn't clear
how hard you must concentrate on aword
to provide an adequate signal for the system to reliably detect.
Ubiquitous Computing
Your Big Apple computer is only one part
of what has been termed ubiquitous computing. What this term means is that smaller, faster, cheaper, and smarter computers
will become essential components of every
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item you deal with every day.
When this environment becomes commonplace, ordinary items will naturally
adapt to you instead of your having to unnaturally adapt to them. You will become
so used to this way of interacting with
inanimate objects that you won't realize
there is acomputer inside them.
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center scientist Mark Weiser envisions such aday
arriving perhaps as soon as the turn of the
century. The scientists in his lab foresee
computers embedded in objects at three
different scales: inch-scale, foot-scale, and
yard-scale. Inch-scale computers include
microprocessors buried inside everything
from identification badges to electronic
chalk to paperless notes. These systems
would connect via infrared links to other
computers in each room of your home or in
your office.
A room will contain countless small
computers, none of which needs to be particularly smart. But when they are massively linked via wireless channels, your
house or office becomes aplace where
electronic chalk writes on ayard-scale
blackboard and your inch- scale coffeemachine computer asks if you want it to

start your morning brew.
Note that many of these computers need
recognize only "yes" and "no"; they do
not need to understand language. To you,
these devices operate as naturally as they
always have, except that now your bulletin board displays information from
across the country and your identification
badge forwards your calls without any effort on your part.
Today's operating systems and networks, however, can't handle the loads
needed to deal with the hundreds of computers that make up your ubiquitously
computerized world. To implement this
notion, we will have to solve significant
problems in software and communications.
For example, operating systems will
have to deal with hardware configurations that literally walk out of (or into)
the system. And what happens when the
window of an application has to move
from computer to computer as you walk
through abuilding? We must also enhance our networking technology so that
we can seamlessly integrate wireless and
hard-wired systems and cope with system configurations that change in the
blink of an eye.

The World as You Know It
The last elements of your new Big Apple
computer are the helmet and the goggles,
with their wraparound three-dimensional
display. These devices provide the ultimate in natural I/O—avirtual-reality environment (VR is an artificially generated
domain in which you can experience and
interact with acomplete 3-D world).
The best-known example of this type
of virtual space is often portrayed on "Star
Trek: The Next Generation" in the Enterprise's holodeck. Simply by programming
the computer, crew members can create
the London of Sherlock Holmes's time,
the Genesis planet, and any other place or
time— real or imaginary.
Although the holodeck is fictional, simpler VR systems are already very real.
Some of the first impressive VRs were the
flight simulators used to train pilots. Using
this technology, pilots can experience takeoffs and landings, enjoy calm flights, and
deal with emergencies. Through practice,
they learn to handle airplanes skillfully in
every kind of situation.
A good VR system uses some or most
of the technologies I've discussed, but it
adds at least one more: realistic, often 3-D
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Feedback Devices:
The Human Machine Connection
BETH MARCUS

/

magine trying to pick aflower with
one eye closed or grasp an egg wearing heavy gloves. That's precisely
what we're doing in most computer
applications. The link between the human and the computer can be either a
barrier to productivity or anatural conduit for information and experiences.
Now there are new, more natural ways
for you to interact with your computer.
Feedback technology is ready to reduce
the barriers between you and your computer.
Pick any three-dimensional application and describe what you want to accomplish with it and what kinds of variables and objects must be manipulated,

and you are defining the specifications
for afeedback device. The applications
that feedback technology can enhance
are as varied as the applications of virtual
reality ( VR), 3-D graphics, and highspeed computing.
One of the research institutions now
investigating teleconferencing, afeedback-technology application for use in
business, is AT&T Bell Laboratories.
Obviously, holding teleconferences
would be easier and more practical if all
parties only had to feel present rather
than travel to various sites to hold critical meetings. This is just one area in
which feedback technology can play a
major role.

In medicine, the applications are
many, varied, and increasing. Medical
students and practicing surgeons must
watch videos and observe actual surgery
to learn new procedures. With VR, they
will have an expert lead them through
aprocedure, and they can practice as often as they wish.
What's Out There?
Feedback technology has been evolving concurrently with the complexity
and capability of computers and applications (see figure A). Following the development of this particular process, the
technology diverged into two different
directions: toward general-purpose and

NATURAL INPUT DEVICES
Figure A: Faster computing and
3-D applications offered hardware and software manufacturers
two choices: Build bigger desks
and clone more arms for power
users, or develop more capabilities and adaptable input devices
to take advantage of our natural
dexterity and coordination.
Economics and comon sense
pointed toward developing
advanced feedback devices.
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special-purpose devices.
3D Trackers, apioneering effort in
the process. measure the position and
orientation of asensor-implanted object in free space. Three of the most
widely used products are the Bird by
Ascension, the 3Space Tracker by Polhemus, and the 3-D Mouse by Logitech.
To mold an object, manipulate
something in your fingertips, or grab
an object in aparticular orientation,
you are required to measure finger and
hand motion. By identifying hand gestures and postures, whole-hand devices
permit you to do that—and more. Some
common examples are the VPL DataGlove, the Dexterous HandMaster
(DHM) from Exos, and the Virtex Cyberglove.
Imagine inserting akey into alock

without feeling any contact or force.
That's what it feels like to use most
VR systems. But providing the sense of
touch, motion, and force feedback is
essential to accomplishing useful tasks
with VR. If you take the DHM or any
whole-hand sensor and add the TouchMaster (asimple tactile-feedback device), you have an inexpensive, easyto-use method of displaying contact
information. Exos has shown that tactile feedback can sometimes provide
performance comparable to force feedback.
Force feedback has been around for
awhile in the world of robotics, but
recently it has taken hold in virtual environments. Tskuba University researchers are developing asystem to
apply force to the thumb, two fingers,
and the palm. The system is being used
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bionic nerve chip
(Dartmouth College)
SAFIRE ( Exos)

Increased sophistication

Solving Specific Problems
Bell Laboratories has developed ahighperformance, compact- force feedback
joystick intended for engineering, business, and scientific applications. It
could also provide an effective interface for disabled users. This device has
been used to navigate through an electronics CAD program. It is not in production, but it could be priced within
the reach of workstation or PC power
users.
The MIT CAD Lab has developed
acontroller for sheet-metal design that
is like amouse with ahinge in the middle. Although the first prototype did
not provide force feedback, that feature could easily be implemented. With
evolution, this device could become a
simple. low-cost method of specifying
complex CAD shapes.
What's Next
Today, general-purpose feedback devices are probably not cost-effective
or available enough to plug in and solve
most problems. However, soon these
devices will become lighter, more
available, and more capable.
In the near future, equipment may
exist that will resemble thin, flexible
armor with embedded integrated sensor/actuator components. Then newly
created techniques and technologies
can be turned into atoolkit for designing application-specific devices
that will effectively and economically
solve problems.
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to preview new products.
The Sensing and Force Reflecting
Exoskeleton is Exos's effort in this direction. The aim of SAFIRE is to provide accurate feedback to the freemoving hand without encumbering or
restricting its movement.
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that manufactures medical measurement and rehabilitation equipment.
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graphical computer output—natural output, if you like—to make the experience
look and feel correct and complete. VR
can also involve the use of data gloves and
body suits, NLP, and sound generation.
Some systems, like Autodesk, interface a
stationary bicycle to the system so that
you appear to pedal your way through a
virtual world.
Because VR makes use of acombination of emerging technologies, it makes
certain factors more important—for ex-
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access to your protected application.
Users, however, won't even know it's there.
The keys are transparent and won't
impact software functionality or the ability
to make back up copies. Normal node
and LAN operations are unaffected.

ample, the key issue of response speed.
This term refers to the speed at which the
system can receive and interpret your input—whether it may be gesture, handwriting, speech, or thoughts—and react to
that input by generating an appropriate
output. Again, this output may be sound
(e.g., speech, music, and sound effects) as
well as text display or graphics. The response can also be acombination of some
or all of these.
But don't confuse response speed with
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the raw sampling rate of each device. For
example, the hand-tracking technology
that some data gloves use is able to check
the position of ahand approximately 60
times asecond. However, internal processing performed by the tracker creates a
lag of W
I
to Asecond between the input and
when the information reaches the master
computer. Therefore, there is adiscernible
delay between what you do and what you
see and hear the system do in response.
Another yet-to-be-resolved issue concerns your navigation and manipulation
of virtual objects. The system must have
prior detailed knowledge of how objects
behave in the constraints of the virtual
world they inhabit. If, for instance, you
attempt to walk through asolid wall or
into an empty space, your VR system
should provide you with appropriate feedback to inform you that such movements
are not acceptable—unless, of course, the
VR is afantasy world with walls you really
can walk through.
If you reach for an object, the visual
display must not only show you picking
it up but also provide some resistance
feedback (via the glove) that makes you
feel the weight of the object in your hand.
Today's technology is still perfecting ways
to deal with this issue, but active research
and vendor efforts are now under way to
provide you with sophisticated feedback
mechanisms.
The virtual-world technologies exemplified by the Big Apple computer are very
much areality today. VPL (Redwood City,
CA) has just brought its Microcosm VR
system to market. Selling for less than
$60,000, Microcosm includes atop-ofthe-line Mac Quadra, 3-D authoring software, ahelmet with goggles for 3-D viewing and audio, and aglove to control the
system. Using the Microcosm, you can
tour computer-generated worlds and structures and even pick up objects you find
there.
Natural I/O encompasses technologies
that range from the here and now to the
blue-sky future. One thing is certain: When
you purchase that Big Apple afew years
from now, you'll find that interacting with
it will be vastly different from interacting
with today's computers. You may well experience your system rather than use it. MI
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STATE OF THE ART

THE POWER
OF SPEECH
Many people talk to their computers. Now, the computer may be listening.

SUBRATA DAS AND ARTHUR NADAS

T

he promise of ubiquitous automaticspeech-recognition (ASR) technology has been tempting people for
two decades. Imagine your voice
commands understood and obeyed and
your speech transcribed automatically and
instantaneously.
Today, ASR systems are used to ease
or expedite many tasks. Systems that handle asmall vocabulary of several hundred
words or less are the most prevalent due to
their ease of design. This article introduces
asimple ASR configuration and cites examples of what you can do with this technology. After delving into some technical
details about ASR, we will conclude by
previewing some future possibilities.
Putting ASR to Use
Figure 1shows atypical ASR configuration. The I/O interface consists of the usual assortment of devices (e.g., amonitor, a
keyboard, and amouse) but also contains
amicrophone for speech input. When you
speak into it, the ASR system analyzes
your speech, determines what you said,
and displays the results on the monitor.
In addition to straight speech transcription, you can also use speech input to control or execute command functions. When
entering the contents of amemo, you can
create anew paragraph by uttering acommand (i.e., "new paragraph"). Similarly,
you can scroll up and down the screen or
move the cursor using voice commands.
Ideally, an ASR system would work error-free under normal circumstances. But
ASR technology is limited by the size of
the vocabulary it can handle, the accuracy
of its recognition, and other factors. Still,
many of the applications within reach of
today's technology are impressive.
continued
ILLUSTRATION: JAMES ENDICOTT C 1992
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THE POWER OF SPEECH

A SIMPLE ASR
CONFIGURATION
Interface

Eiz

Microphone

Figure 1: To an ASR system, amicrophone is simply another input device for
acomputer system.
Consider an ASR-based medical reporting system. Promptly after examining
an x-ray image, aradiologist normally
must prepare awritten report for the referring physician and the insurance carrier. The normal procedure of dictation by
the radiologist and subsequent transcription
by atypist—these days using aword processor—is time-consuming, sometimes
taking as long as several weeks. It's also
expensive, because typists with aknowledge of medical terms command hefty
salaries. Using an ASR system, aradiologist can prepare awritten report directly.
ASR technology lets medical workers
input specialized medical terms by using
dedicated built-in vocabulary modules designed for specific tasks. Another application for such technology is hands-busy,
eyes-busy situations (e.g., avoice-dialer
in acar phone). Speech input is also used
to get credit-card authorizations, to query
databases (e.g., stock-market quotations),
or to access various business information
in an organization. Such querying can be
done remotely by telephone or in aconversational manner, where aspeech syn-
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ACTION SUMMARY

A computer that responds to
spoken commands is no longer
the stuff of science fiction. Automatic speech recognition is
emerging from the research lab
to radically change how we can
work with computers.

thesizer can enunciate the computer's response. ASR also promises to enable hearing- impaired people to converse over a
standard telephone line by transcribing incoming speech and to eliminate the need
to use akeyboard to create text documents
(see the text box "Voice- Activated Word
Processing" on page 156).
Voyager, an interesting experimental
prototype of aconversational system, was
developed by an MIT team as part of the
Defense Advanced Research Project Agency's spoken language system program.
Voyager can answer interactively some
questions regarding hotels, hospitals, restaurants, and other establishments in alocal area. If you ask, "How far is MIT?" it
verbally asks for your present location before answering your question.
The Tangora system, an experimental
prototype of avoice-operated typewriter
for office applications, has come out of
the pioneering work of aresearch group
headed by Frederick Jelinek at the IBM
Thomas J. Watson Research Center in
Yorktown Heights, New York. Its vocabulary consists of 20,000 of the most common words found in office correspondence. Its special-purpose VLSI hardware
card plugs into an IBM AT, PS/2, or RISC
System/6000 chassis. Demonstrated publicly on numerous occasions since 1987,
this is the first large-vocabulary ASR system to operate in real time with high accuracy. One restriction is that you have to
pause briefly between uttering successive
words when using the system. This technology is characterized as isolated or discrete speech entry. If some sacrifice in
speed and performance can be tolerated,
this technology is readily extendable to a
larger vocabulary or to the normal continuous manner of speech entry.
Inside ASR
To illustrate the technology that makes up
an ASR system, we have chosen atypical
system that can handle alarge vocabulary
of several thousand words. The components of such asystem are illustrated in
figure 2, and their functions are summarized in the text box "ASR System Component Glossary" on page 154. Later, we
will examine alternative configurations.
In atypical ASR system, speech input
picked up by the microphone is analyzed
by the signal processor. The analysis produces aset of numbers, or features, that
represent acentisecond (one one-hundredth
of asecond) time segment of speech. These
features capture important characteristics
of speech (e.g., energies in different frequency bands, similar to the energies you
control with the equalizer in your stereo)
in acompact form. Generated every centi-

second, they constitute avector of speech
parameters.
To understand the captured features, an
ASR system uses avector quantizer and
acoustic-model and language-model parameters derived through design or training. The VQ parameters are templates for
classifying different speech sounds that
roughly correspond to the phonemes in
spoken language (e.g., the \k\, \ae\, and
\t\ of the word cat). ASR designers obtain
the templates by examining several thousand vectors of speech parameters belonging to all sound categories that they
want to incorporate in the system.
The output of the VQ reflects speech
input by matching the incoming vectors
against stored templates to determine the
sound category of each centisecond. Thus,
when you say "cat" to an ASR system,
you will probably produce several instances of \k\ labels, followed by some labels of \ae\ and \t\, corresponding roughly to the times it took you to pronounce
these sounds. However, because no one
knows how to design aperfect VQ, the
output of atypical VQ usually contains
labels of similar sounds interlaced with
the \k\, \ae \ , and \t\ labels. Thus, you may
find several occurrences of \eh\ ( as in the
word pet) and \uh\ (as in cut) labels, which
sound similar to \ ae \ In addition, transitional portions of speech (i.e., where the
sound changes from one phoneme to another) tend to get mislabeled because the
intermediate speech- parameter vectors
poorly match the templates of either the
preceding or the following sound.
Matters are complicated further because
you practically never say aword or asentence twice in the same way. Usually you
are unaware of such diversity because of
effective compensation by the human auditory system. Because this compensation
mechanism is not well understood, these
variations are usually attributed to noise
in the auditory system. Thus far, the most
successful approach to dealing with such
noise is based on the hidden Markov model ( HMM) principle rooted in information
theory and statistics.
An HMM consists of hidden states (
S),
hidden transitions between the states, and
observable outputs (
L) associated with the
states. In ASR, you assume that each state
gives rise to one or more labels, or outputs (
L): Each state accounts for one or
more centisecond's worth of speech data.
These models need two kinds of probabilities: transition probabilities for going
from state Sto state S' and output probabilities for producing the label L during
such atransition. These probabilities are
organized to form atransition-matrix (PII)
and an output-probability matrix ( IIQ).
continued
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...and to analyze data, simply cut and paste your
FORTRAN output into programs such as
Microsoft Excel for Windows and you can mew it
instantly in graphical form.

With the new Microsoft' FORTRAN Professional
Development System version 5.1, your existing code taps into
the power of the Microsoft Windows graphical environment.
FORTRAN 5.1's new QuickWin library lets you develop 16-bit
apps that access greater memory than ever before — breaking
the 640K barrier on 286 and 386 machines.
You can use the FORTRAN QuickWin library to take
advantage of multiple I/O windows, multitasking, and cut
and paste. Or write FORTRAN routines called from mixedlanguage Windows apps. And FORTRAN 5.1 has Programmer's WorkBench, with anew CodeView' debugger and
Source Browser.
To see the advantages of bigger, multi-windowed 16-bit
applications, give us acall at (800) 541-1261, Department R34
and order your FORTRAN update today.
'As used herein, 'DOS refers to MS-DOS or PC-DOS operating systems. © 1991 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Printed Or the USA. Inside the 50
United Slates, call (800)541-1261, Dept. R34; outside the 50 Unsted Slates, call (206)936.8661, Customers on Canada, call (416)568-3503 Microsoft. .10 DOS.
OS/2. CodeView and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks and Windows and Making it all make sense are trademar1ts of Microsoft Corporation.

PROGRAMMER'S
Key

Features

•Create Windows .DLLs in FORTRAN using
new or existing code.
•QuickWin Features:
-QuickWin child windows are easily created
using the OPEN statement.
-User-defined positioning and titles for child
windows.
-Automatically generated scroll bars for output that extends past asingle screen.
•CodeView debugger supports DOS*,
Windows-based and OS/2e applications.
•Extended CodeView debugger for large DOS
programs.

•Complete online documentation for the
FORTRAN language and all compile and
link switches.
•DOS and OS/2 run-time libraries are compatible with other Microsoft languages.
•Floating-point support includes co-processor,
emulation, and alternate math libraries.
•100% ANSI 77 compatibility and numerous
IBMe, VAX' and ANSI 8X extensions.
•New BYTE keyword emulatesVAXdata types
•Language Extensions include DOUBLE
COMPLEX variables, precision and maxexponent inquiries.

TIPS

•Use the new /MW option with the
FL command to invoke the QuickWin library. For example: "FL/MW
MYAPP.FOR" is all it takes to make
MYAPP aWindows-based program.
•Use the ALLOCATE statement to
dynamically size arrays and to
access more than 16MB of memory
on a386.-

Microsoft
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ASR System
Component Glossary
acoustic model—Models acoustic behavior of words by gluing together
models of smaller units, such as phonemes.
decoder—Analyzes VQ label streams
with the help of acoustic and language
models to determine what was spoken.
interface—Contains I/O devices, including amicrophone for user input
to the ASR system.

Typically you start the model in astate
at time 0. Now assume So equals 1, and
imagine that at times I, 2,... T—some sequence of states S1.52,— ST— is traversed.
The state after state Sis chosen according
to the probabilities in row Sof the matrix
PH. This is the Markov property. The label
Lproduced at this time is chosen according
to the probabilities in IIQ.
To apply the HMM principle to acoustic modeling in ASR, you first represent
each word in the vocabulary of the system with ahasefivm, or astring of phonetic symbols specifying the cardinal pronunciation for the word. The baseform for
cat, for example. would be \k\ \ae\ \t\.
Each phonetic symbol is viewed as an
HMM whose output corresponds to apart
of the stream of labels received from the

language model—Models alanguage
probabilistically based on context.
signal processor—Converts speech
into aset of characteristic numbers at
aregular interval, typically every one
one-hundredth of asecond.
vector quantizer ( VQ)—Converts
signal-processor output into astream of
labels identifying various sound categories.

VQ. The model for aword is constructed
by combining HMMs for the phonemes.
Speech Training
The probabilities associated with HMMs
are estimated from training data obtained
by reading aknown script. The method
for this estimation is known as the maximum- likelihood principle, which maximizes the probability of the data as the statistical parameters of the assumed HMMs
vary. The maximization is performed by
an efficient iterative training procedure invented by L. E. Baum and his colleagues at
the Institute of Defense Analyses, and the
procedure is variously known as the Forward-Backward, Baum-Welch. or Expectation-Maximization algorithm.
The statistical parameters that an ASR

ASR SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Training
Vectorquantizer
templates

Acousticmodel
parameters

Languagemodel
parameters

Languagemodel
text

Signa
p•o?.es3or
Vector
quantizer

Decoder

Interface with
microphole

Figure 2: The components of an ASR system work in synchrony to produce the best
possible interpretation of speech input.
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system has to learn are the transition probabilities (PII) and the output probabilities
(IIQ) of the various models. If the hidden
states were observable, this training would
be very simple. The estimate of any transition probability would be the fraction of
the number of times the transition occurred. Similarly, the estimate of any output probabilities would be the fraction of
the number of times aparticular label occurred. Because states are hidden, however, the training algorithm cannot make
such straightforward extrapolations.
Training algorithms do the next-best
thing—they compute these fractions using estimates of the hidden numerators
and denominators. For example, atypical
training algorithm might consist of the following steps:
I. Initialization. Fix reasonable initial values for each of the transition and output
probabilities.
2. Expectation. Using the last estimates of
all probabilities, compute the expected value of all counts of numerators and denominators.
3. Reestimation. Reestimate each probability as ratios of the expected values in
the expectation step.
4. Iteration. Jump to the expectation step or
stop.
In practice, five or six iterations of steps 2
and 3are usually sufficient.
Because our primary modeling unit is
based on phonemes, not words, the training data need not (and usually does not)
contain examples of each of the thousands
of words in the system's vocabulary. Only
sufficient data is needed to model the 50 or
so phonemes in the language.
Another component of our ASR system
is the language model, which helps predict afuture word based on past input
words. For example, if the Shakespeare
in you recites, "To be or not to," and then
says "be," the ASR system should understand that you mean be, and not bee or B.
The language model makes such decisions
with the help of probabilities that reflect
how often aword appears in agiven context. For instance, hi-gram probabilities
represent this context in terms of word
pairs. The system precomputes probabilities by examining abody of text containing
several million words.
The last component of an ASR system is
the decoder, which examines the input
stream of VQ labels and applies acousticmodel and language-model probabilities
to convert the label stream into asequence
of words. A two-stage operation is typical. The first stage is aquick approximate
search to trim down the list of potential

The world's most
advanced input device is
right under your nose.
Speech Recognition
For People and their Machines.

For System Designers and Integrators.

Imagine an input device so advanced that it's not only
fast, easy and reliable, it's absolutely hands-free! 'twee
making your computers easier to use and your users
more productive. Right now!

Face the future with astrategic advantage. Enhance
your word processing and database applications.
Breathe fire into your new visions. Dragon Systems
can help you create the unique market advantage that
sets you apart from — and ahead of — the competition.

For the past decade, Dragon Systems has successfully
pioneered high performance, computationally efficient,
flexible speech recognition technology. As the world
leader in PCbased speech recognition systems,
Dragon Systems makes speech input genuinely
practical and powerful.
With vocabularies up to 30,000 words, our
systems handle everything from simple commands
and data entry tasks to full scale dictation. Our
revolutionary speaker adaptation dynamically
learns people's voices as they use the system.
This feature saves user time and maximizes
performance and throughput. Autotnaticallyi

Dragon Systems Speech Recognition
The computer interface of the 21st century,
adecade early!'"
For more information on our full line
of developer and end-user products,
call us today at 800 TALK-TYP
(800-825-5897).

DRAGON SYSTEMS, INC.
320 Nevada Street, Newion, MA 02160
617-965-5200 Fax: 617-527-0372
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Voice-Activated Word Processing
RAYMOND C. KURZWEIL

T

hree years ago, the only people
using largevocabulary automatic speech recognition to create
written documents were technology enthusiasts, including anumber of
speech-recognition developers. Today,
large-vocabulary ASR has moved significantly beyond these classical early
adopters, and it's used by thousands of
people every day to create professional reports.
These users (most of them doctors)
benefit from the integration of robust
large-vocabulary ASR with an expert
system for creating reports in specific
domains. These systems combine a
free-text mode for general-purpose dictation with detailed knowledge bases
(in such areas as emergency medicine,
radiology, and pathology) to assist rapid
dictation of structured reports.
Large vocabulary ASR has also
found acceptance by hands- impaired
individuals. Products for this population have been marketed by Kurzweil
Applied Intelligence ( KAI), Dragon
Systems, and IBM.
ASR technology has always benefitted from high processing speeds and
lots of megabytes of storage, and the
ongoing geometric advances in semiconductor technology have been very
much in its favor. With 20-million-instruction-per-second personal computers areality and 100-MIPS personal
computers waiting in the wings, you
will see continued progress in the via-

words. The second stage is amore thorough search. The search strategy takes advantage of the stack-decoder algorithm.
The decoder computes probabilities of
word strings ( partial and complete sentences) and searches for the most probable
complete sentence given the speech data
(i.e., the string of labels produced by the
VQ). The decoder maintains astack of
partial sentences, with the entries ordered
from the top down in order of decreasing probability. A special end-of-sentence
word must be at the end of each sentence.
The stack entries are extended one word at
atime, and the stack is reordered. The pro156 BYTE • APRIL 1992

bility of ASR over the next several
years. Knowledge-base applications
will continue to evolve, with applications developing outside medicine in
such areas as law and fmancial services.
Of particular s4gnificance to the average computer user will be the emergence of viable voice-activated word
processors (VAWPs) for general-purpose text creation. Key to this application is avery large vocabulary (on the
order of 50,000 words), true speaker
independence ( i.e., the ability to recognize auser's voice without previous
exposure to that voice), high accuracy,
and noise immunity. Such systems will
combine the ease of use and the speed
advantage of dictation with the immediate inspection and error-correction
power of the keyboard. Not all people
have keyboard skills, but most of us
readily communicate through speech.
KAI is progressing toward the
VAWP. It's working on adiscrete speech ASR system with a50.000word vocabulary (40,000 core words
and the ability to add 10,000 user-specific words) and quickly accessible
knowledge of 200,000 words. The system is speaker independent for most
users, although it improves its performance as it adapts to aparticular user.
In ajoint project with Fuji and Xerox, KAI has also developed alargevocabulary continuous-speech system
for Japanese. Because of the enormous
size of the kanji character set ( over

cess stops when the top of the stack has a
word string with an end-of-sentence word.
This word string is the decoded sentence.
Combine all these components, and you
have auser-ready ASR system. When you
speak. the signal processor puts out speechparameter vectors every centisecond. The
VQ receives them and emits astream of labels for the decoder. The decoder analyzes
these labels and attempts to determine the
sequence of words that you said.
Limitations of ASR
Ideally, an ASR system would have an unlimited vocabulary, allowing you to say

7000 symbols), the Japanese have
greater difficulty than English-speaking people do in entering text by keyboard, so large-vocabulary ASR will
be particularly useful with the Japanese
language. Late last year in Tokyo, KAI
demonstrated aresearch system that
recognizes continuous speech in near
real time and has a20,000-word vocabulary. KAI is also adapting similar
techniques toward development of a
fully continuous, large-vocabulary English system.
Speech is our most powerful way of
communicating, and it has long been
assumed that ASR will ultimately be a
ubiquitous interface between man and
machine. The only question has been
when suitable ASR technology would
become available.
There already are thousands of users
who are harnessing this technology to
create most of their written documents.
As aresult of strides made in ASR
algorithmic development and the stunning pace of the semiconductor revolution, you will see increasing acceptance of ASR as an input method in the
years ahead.
Raymond C. Kurzweil is the founder,
chairman, and co-CEO of Kurzweil
Applied Intelligence (Waltham, MA).
He has been apioneer in the area uf
speech-pattern recognition since the
mid1970s. You can reach him on BIX
cío "editors."

any word that comes to mind. In reality,
practical considerations limit your options.
Large vocabularies tend to increase the error rate and processing time.
When the vocabulary is sufficiently
small ( i.e., limited to several hundred
words or less), simpler systems based on
dynamic programming matching are often adequate. Such systems use amatching
procedure between speech-parameter vectors of two utterances that have time segments that can be deleted or extended to
accommodate normal temporal variations
in the utterances. To apply this matching,
you ensure the beginning and the ending

Your favorite technical handbooks
are now available in soft editions.
1=1'LW,of

Anew approach to math.

•The
AGAZINE
CRC
Materials Science and
Engineering Handbook contains
more than 140 tables of data, bitmapped illustrations, and Mathcad
plots. Includes densities, melting
points and crystal structures of
elements, properties ofceramics and
superconducting materials, and
much more.
Also Avaikiblc:
•Optional Applications Packs—
adaptable Mathcad templates for
Electrical, Mechanical, Civil and
Chemical Engineering, Statistics,
Advanced Math, and Numerical
Methods.
•PC DOS and Macintosh ° versions
also available.

Introducing the Mathcad
3.1 Software System for Microsoft
Windows or UNIX. It revolutionizes
math by letting you zip through
problems naturally and logically—
because it works the
way you think. And
iTil
now it's even more
e 9
powerful, thanks to new
•
Electronic Handbooks7
-

MAGAZINE
EDITOR'S
CHOICE

More than a
number-cruncher.

Mathcad 2.5

With Mathcad 3.1,
you type your work
Best of '87
anywhere into the live
screen—just like you'd
write on ascratchpad—and Mathcad
does the calculating. Updates answers
when avariable changes. Even graphs
in 2-D or 3-D.
Symbolic calculation capabilities
let you do integrals, Taylor series, or
infinite sum calculations with click-ndrag simplicity.
And when you're done, Mathcad
prints out presentation-quality
documents complete with equations
in real math notation.

3-14-89 issnc.
Best of '88

Free demo disk.
For aFREE Mathcad demo
disk, or upgrade information, call
1-800-MMCAD (or
617-577-1017, Fax
617-577-8829).
Or see your
software dealer.

Fast electronic access to
commonly used methods, formulas
and diagrams.
Mathcad's new Electronic Handbooks give
you instant access to the formulas, methods,
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diagrams and tables you rely on every day. Just
open an Electronic Handbook and select your
topic. They're interactive, so you can modify for-

*Electronic Handbooks require Mathcad 3.1 and
mulas for specific calculations. Change parameters,
Microsoft Windows 3.0 (or higher)
plots and variables, and let Mathcad automatior UNIX.
cally calculate your answers within the Handbook.
Or double-click on aHandbook entry and paste
©1992 MarhSoft, Inc.
TM and sendy manufaCturces trademark or regotcsed tradenurk
it into your Mathcad document—with
respecnvdy.
the correct units!
Three new o • tional Mathcad
. Electronic Han
ks* are now avail able, each created in conjunction with
1:110c-edaleading publisher of technical reference
handbooks:
•Mathcad Treasury of Methods and
Formulas offers you ahost of the methods, formulas and diagrams you use every
day, along with interactive explanations of
every feature and algorithm of Mathcad.
•Machine Design and Analysis from
Hicks' Slandani Handbook ofbeineering
Calculations from McGraw-Hili, contains
more than 125 practical calculation procedures including shaft and gear mechanics,
time and power to cut, drill, bore, countersink,
and alot more.

1-800-MATHCAD

The answer is

Mathcad
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Toward
Continuous- Speech Recognition
BART VERHAEGHE

C

ontinuous-speech recognition on
apersonal computer is the use of
natural, fluent speech to input text
or acommand (e.g., open afile).
The various methods used to implement this technology are based on three
primary techniques: speaker-dependent,
speaker-adaptive. and speaker-independent recognition.
Many commercial products feature
continuous-speech recognition, but they
use only the speaker-dependent and
speaker-adaptive methods. The process
of training involves pronouncing words
or phonemes for the computer and correcting its speech-recognition errors
until it becomes familiar with your
voice.
Speaker-independent recognition lets
anyone use voice commands without
specific training. Lernout & Hauspie
Speech Products in Belgium has produced such systems for English,
French. and Dutch, and it's working
on Spanish. German, Italian, and Japanese versions. Asystem demonstrated
by the company recognizes 2500 speaker-adaptive words and 200 speaker-independent words.
Speaker- independent phoneme
recognition lets you easily modify the
set of words to be recognized. An automatic text-to-phoneme algorithm converts words into their corresponding

segments of the words remain unchanged
and adjust the intermediate time segments
within certain constraints to achieve an
optimum match.
Recognition systems typically work much
better if you input isolated words as opposed to acontinuous word stream (see the
text box 'Toward Continuous-Speech Recognition" above). Also, speaker-dependent systems (i.e., where the VQ templates
and acoustic model probabilities are tailored to each user after being trained with
some of the user's speech) generally outperform speaker- independent systems (i.e.,

phonetic transcriptions. The phoneme
templates are concatenated to form the
new word template. Text-to-phoneme
conversion is part of the linguistic processing in speech synthesis. (See "Even
as We Speak" on page 165.) Companies that develop speech synthesis and
speech recognition combine the two
technologies for this reason.
Until now, speech recognizers could
not distinguish between relevant and
irrelevant information. Word spotting,
atechnique that allows users to speak
fluently and naturally to acomputer,
helps them make this distinction. Both
Bellcore and Lemont & Hauspie are
developing this technique.
For example, starting an application
under Windows could sound like,
"Please start...euh...spreadsheet." The
command is recognized as " start application spreadsheet." Word spotting
allows the system to detect keywords in
continuous-speech input strings; you
don't have to pronounce the commands
exactly or as discrete utterances. Coughing, background noise, and irrelevant
words don't result in the recognition
of awrong command.
Word spotting is useful for command
and control applications, although it
cannot be used for the dictation of large
vocabularies. The larger the vocabulary, the more complex the linguistic

where parameters are based on acommon
pool of data from several speakers).
Another approach is to start with the
recognizer on aspeaker- independent footing and adaptively improve its performance during operation by continually
modifying the parameters to suit the characteristics of the user. Language-model
probabilities can also be updated to capture
the composition style of the user.
In laboratory studies of speaker-dependent 20,000-word ASR systems, we typically register 98 percent word-accuracy
rates with isolated-word speech input and

knowledge involved becomes. For example, transcribing "two plus two
equals four" involves ( among other
things) distinguishing two from to, too,
or toe and recognizing the difference
between four, for, and fore. Semantic
analysis calculates the highest probability of correct interpretation in the
context of usage. In this example, the
words plus and equals determine the
correct recognition of two and four.
The future of continuous- speech
recognition will be in speakerindependent continuous-speech recognition
with large vocabularies. Making machines that can recognize any speech
from any person. without training, is
at least five to 10 years away. In the
meantime, useful applications of the
technology are emerging. As personal
computers become more powerful and
the price of digital signal processor
power and memory drops, your own
voice will become the ultimate input
device.
Bart Verhaeghe is manager of U.S. operations at Lemma & Hauspie Speech
Products. He has been working in the
speech 110 field for four years and is a
speaker at the American Voice Input
Output Society's voice and speech technical conferences. You can reach him
on BIX clo "editors."

90 percent accuracy rates with continuously spoken utterances. Problematical
factors for ASR include sounds of lip
smacking, breath noise, and the "uh" and
"um" sounds that many people produce
unconsciously. Background noise and
speech entry through atelephone line tend
to degrade the performance as well.
Speech recognizers make mistakes, and
you need an efficient way to correct them.
This is where some human factors surface.
Would you prefer to correct an error as
soon as it's made or to wait until the document is complete and then proofread it?
cobtinued
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Coprocessor
No matter which coprocessor you choose,
Microway's family of NDP compilers do the best
job of creating globally optimized 32- bit code to
drive them. Users throughout the world have
found that if they want their code to run fast,
there is only one choice, NDP.

Power

with Microway's NDP C-386. The speed gain
was so large that he wrote an interface library to
call the NDP routines from his human interface.

Tools!

No matter which Microway language or accelerator you choose, it will run faster and cooler
on our 4868 2T, the only 486 Tower that
combines elegant style with industrial grade
power and cooling and the best technical
support in the industry.

afactor of two faster when they were compiled

All of our compilers are available for DOS,
UNIX, and XENIX driving the 387, 387EMC,
3167, 4167, and Number Smasher- 860.
EZWIN32 provides an easy to use 32- bit
Windows environment for software development. Microway's i860 card now runs in the
SUN 386i and HP-9000. Our i860 compilers are
now available for the Samsung MagicStation.

386, i486 and 1860 Compilers

NumberSmasher-860Tm

486 Workstations

Our NDP family of compilers generate globally
optimized, mainframe quality code that runs on
the 386, i486, or i860 in protected mode under
Windows, DESQview, UNIX, XENIX, SunOS,
or extended DOS. The compilers address 4
gigabytes of memory while supporting the 287,
387, Weitek, and Cyrix EMC coprocessors.
Applications can mix code from all four compilers and assembly language.To simplify your
ports, we offer ClearView, our full-featured,
windowing symbolic debugger that works with
DOS versions of NDP 386 and i486 compilers.

Number Smasher-860 is the highest performance coprocessor card ever to run in an ISA or
EISA bus or as part of atransputer system. Delivers up to 80 million floating point operations per
second at 40 MHz and produces 11.8 double
precision Unpack megaflops. The board cornes
standard with an EISA or ISA interface, 8meg of
high speed memory, and your choice of NDP
Fortran, CIC++, or Pascal for the i860 running
under MS-DOS, UNIX, XENIX, SunOS, or
DESQview
33 MHz: $5000
40 MHz: $6000
32 MB version: add $ 2500

One of Microway's Black Towers is the ideal
choice for a cost-effective desktop system,
personal supercomputer, file or computation
server, or an industrial PC. They come standard
with two or more thermostatically controlled fans,
250 Watt motherboard power connectors, and
American- manufactured industrial power
supplies. Our 386 and 486 motherboards are
carefully burned in and tested. Top speeds are
40 MHz for the 386 and 50 MHz for the 486. Each
user can choose from a full line of high quality
options to customize ttle workstation to his
specific needs. Our 486B `T was arecent Digital
Review Target Award nominee. The base
system includes a sleek, black tower case, a
black tactile response keyboard, four megabytes
of memory, a 250 Watt American power supply
and one floppy drive. Each system is backed up
by a one year warranty and the best technical
support in the industry.

We recently heard from acustomer who spent
over six months porting his application to
extended DOS with a competing product. He
discovered that his 386/387 vector routines ran

NDP FortranTM is afull F77 with F66 and DOD
extensions that is 99% VMS compatible. Also
contains new F90 features & MS compatibility.
NDP CIC 1 iTM runs in three modes: K&R with
Sys V and MS C extensions; 100% ANSI C;
and C++ Release 2.1 compatible.
NDPPascalTM is afull ANSI/IEEE Pascal, with
extensions from C and BSD 4.2 Pascal.
NDP Language Pricing
NDP Fortran, C1C++, or Pascal — all products
include NDP Tools except for 386[486 UNIX
and XENIX.
386 DOS ( includes DOS Extender) . . .$895
486 DOS ( includes DOS Extender) . $ 1195
3861486 UNIX or XENIX
$ 1195
1860 Compilers
$ 1995
EZWIN32TM — Our 32- bit Windows extender
runs extended versions of our 32- bit compilers
under Windows, eliminating the worry about calling the Windows GUI. EZWN32 provides acharacter- based environment that supports standard
FORTRAN, C, C++, and Pascal I/O. Price
includes one NDP 386 compiler.
$595

GREX 386/860 — A library of 160 lower level
graphics routines (free with DOS compilers): $495
ClearView"k3/486 Symbolic Debugger: $395
NDP-CrossRefTm Our full function cross reference utility that produces comprehensive data
and function listings. Available for all NDP
compiler versions
$ 195
NDP Plotrm
$325
NDP/FFTTm NDP or 80 x87 version .
ea $250
Halo Professional for 386
$595
NDP NAG
Workstation library is asubset of the
NAG mainframe libraries. Has 172 routines for
differential equations and eigenvalce problems,
matrix operations, fitting curves, statistics, and
regression analysis
386 Version: $895
T800 NAG for Transputers $2750
TM

Micro
Way

i860 Vectorizers and Libraries
NDP NAG/860 is a Microway port of the NAG
workstation library to the i860 $ 1495
NDP HALO-860 includes HALO Professional
and an interface library which makes HALO
directly callable by the i860
$995
860 Vectorizer includes PSR VAST-2 which
converts aC or FORTRAN program into anew
program which calls the Intel Vector library.
Includes the Intel Vector Library and
Microway's i860 Profiler
$ 1495
860 Vector Library — Written for Intel, includes
over 400 vector primitives that take advantage
of the i860's cache, dual instruction mode, and
pipelined multiplier accumulator $495
NDP IMSL/860 is a Microway port of IMSL
mainframe library to the 860.
Math Library: $995
Statistical Library: $995
Special Functions: $ 500 Complete pkg: $2000
iGL — a 3-D Graphics Pipeline that does
geometry and rendering using routines which
use the i860's built-in graphics hardware: $495
Kuck & Associates (RAP) Hand coded libraries
for the i860. DSP and Dense Solvers require Basic
Math Library which includes BLAS 1,2 and 3: $500
•DSP — Over 100 routines including 1and
2-D correlations and convolutions. Does
1024 Complex FFT in 1msec $250
•Dense Array solver package
$250

SX Your AT!
FASTCache-SX/Plusrm — The Windows
Solution" — easily converts your 286 into a
powerful 25 MHz 386SX by combining
Microway's award winning FASTCache-SX
accelerator ($299) with up to 16 megabytes of
extended memory. Features a 486- style 8K
internal cache from Intel and a 387SX
coprocessor socket. Uses a 16- bit slot.
FASTCache-SX/Plus-25: $595
Cable: $95

Microway has been serving the PC numerics
community for ten years. We wish to thank all
of our customers for their continued support.
For more information, please call Microway's
Technical Support Dept. at ( 508) 746-7341

4868 2T-33
4868 2T-33
486B 2T-50
4868 3-50

ISA
EISA
EISA
EISA

64K cache
256K cache
256K cache
256K cache

250W
250W
250W
350W

$2500
$3195
$4495
$ 5095

Parallel Processing
Microway's ongoing R&D is based on the
INMOS 1800, T9000, and Intel i860. We
recently achieved 90% efficiency and 132
megaflops running two i860s in parallel. Our
1800 products are T9000 object compatible,
making them ideal development platforms for
this new superscalar RISC processor.
QuadputerTM— This board for the AT or 386
can be purchased with 1to 4 transputers and
1or 4 meg of memory per transputer. Two or
more Quadputers can be linked together to
build transputer networks
from $ 1845
MonoputerTM— Includes one T800 and up to
16 meg of RAM
from $ 1295

Math Coprocessors
WEITEK: 4167-25/33
$750/$995
3167-20/-25/-33
$350/ $600/ $750
mW3167 Micro Channel-25/33:f rom $ 1295
mW3167/80387 Board
$200
8087: $ 80
8087-2: $ 115
INTEL:
387-16SX: $ 120
387-20SX: $ 135
387 16-33: $ 190
287XL: $ 80
Cyrix:SX16MHz: $ 90
SX20MHz: $ 100
SX25MHz: $ 110
287 20MHz: $ 75
DX20 MHz: $ 145
DX25 MHz: $ 145
DX33 MHz: $ 155
DX40 MHz: $ 185
EMC- 33 MHz: S250 EMC- 40 MHz: S300

World Leader in PC Numerics
Corporate Headquarters: P. O. Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341
32 High St., Kingston- Upon- Thames, U.K., 081-541-5466
USA FAX (508)746-4678 Germany 069 75 2023 Holland 40 836455 Italy 02-74.90.749 Japan 047 423 1322
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27 million
Americans can't read.
And guess who pays the price.
While American business is trying to stay competitive with foreign companies, it's paying an
added penalty. The penalty of double-digit illiteracy.
Believe it or not, 27 million American adults can't read and write. Another 47 million are literate
on only the most minimal level. That adds up to almost one third of our entire population
and
probably adisturbing number of your employees.
What does illiteracy cost you? Get out your calculator. Illiterate adults make up 50%-75% of
our unemployed. Every year they cost us an estimated $ 237 billion in lost earnings. They swell
our welfare costs by $6 billion annually and diminish our tax revenues by $8 billion.
Illiteracy costs you through your community, too. It robs the place where you work and live of
its resources. It undermines the potential of the people who make your products and the people
who buy them. No dollar figure can be assigned to this. But over the years, this may be the
costliest loss of all.
What can your company do about this? It can join in local efforts to fight illiteracy. It can
volunteer company dollars and facilities for better school and tutorial programs. It can invest in a
more literate community.
The first step is to call the Coalition for Literacy at 1
800 228 8813 or fill out the coupon below. Do it today. You may find it's the greatest cost- saving measure your company has ever taken.

Aliterate
America
is agood
investment.

Li

Iwant my company to on the fight against illiteracy
Please send brochure with additional information

Li We want to discuss funding the Coalition for Literacy
Please have a representative contact me
Name
I.tle
Company
Address
State

C.ty
Phone
Please return to

Cialition for Literacy
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THE POWER OF SPEECH

Do you prefer to use voice commands or a
keyboard and mouse to negotiate your cursor to the erroneous word? These are just
afew of the questions faced by interface
designers of ASR systems.
There are many other ways to design
an ASR system. Signal processors in some
ASR systems derive parameters (e.g., linear predictive coefficients) that attempt to
capture speech characteristics in the time
domain rather than in the frequency domain. If the background is noisy, anoiseadj ustment scheme may be needed to
maintain good system performance. Some
ASR systems use speech parameters directly for acoustic modeling and decoding, bypassing the VQ step. The language
model in some cases can be implemented
in amore traditional linguistic framework.
Another discipline under study for speech
recognition is artificial neural networks.
ANNs for ASR describe x, y plots,
where xis speech and yrepresents arange
of some interesting linguistic objects (e.g.,
words, phonemes, and labels). Given
speech x, the ANN chooses aword y. The
word neural in ANN is derived from similarities (not to be taken too seriously) between the ANNs and the way biological
neurons are connected to each other. An
advantage that ANNs offer over HMMs
is that any set of characteristics can be well
approximated with ANNs. An advantage
that HMMs offer over ANNs is better timewarping ability. The jury is still out on
which technique delivers the best results.
What's Next?
Scientists are busy trying to overcome the
limits of ASR technology. Projects dealing
with issues such as speaker independence
or adaptation, continuous speech, unlimited
vocabulary, and noise immunity are under way. Commercial systems are already
integrating speech recognition into everyday applications. In arelated area with
vast potential to augment international
communication, researchers are developing techniques to automatically translate
speech over the telephone from one language to another. A speech synthesizer
can be used to reproduce the translated
version, preferably in the user's own voice.
Based on the progress achieved over
the past decade or so, we expect that these
issues will be substantially resolved by the
dawn of the twenty-first century.

Zip

Subrata Das and Arthur Nadas are researchers in the Continuous Speech Recognition Group at the IBM Thomas J. Watson
Research Center (Yorktown Heights, NY) .
You can reach them on BDC do "editors" or
on Internet as das@watson.ibm.com and
nadas@watson.ibm.com, respectively.

Developers:

Lock Up Your Profits
We have the key for protecting your
software profits and your copyright.
Software piracy's acrime! What it can do
to adeveloper's profit margin is shameful.
The cost of development and marketing
products demands you receive the
revenue you are entitled to.
We have the solution.
*Custom hardware and software for each
developer
*Encrypted interrogation routines and debug
disablers. Over 140 language interfaces available.
*Available active read/write memory and on-board
microprocessor provide the ultimate protection
*Keys for PC "compatibles," Macintosh,
UNIX and RS-232C standard
*Total compatibility, reliability and end
user satisfaction

We have the key.
Call us for more information
or ademonstration package.

1.

1-800-843-0413

tbirvlICROPHAR

=
\1ARKETINEI, INC

In EUROPE:
MICROPHAR, 122 Ave. Ch. De Gaulle 92200,
NeuillySur-Seine, FRANCE, Tel: 33-1-47.38-21-21 Fax: 33-1-46-24-76-91
For Distributors in:
•BELGIUM, E2S (091 21 11 17)
''GERMANY, AUSTRIA: Microphar Gmbh (06223 - 73730)
*HUNGARY, Polyveare Kft (76-22-307)
*ITALY, Siosistemi t
030 24 21 074)
*POLAND, Microphar Poland (32 586 848)
•PORTUGAL, HCR (156 18 65)
*SCANDINAVIA, Microphar Nordic ( 45 53 51 70 33)
*SPAIN, Microphar Espana (032 37 31 05)
*SVVITZERLAND, SAFE (024 21 53 86)
THE NETHERLANDS, Infotic (015 15 88 37)
*UNITED KINGDOM, Clearsoft (091 378 91 91)
For Europe, circle 109 on Inquiry Card.

See Us At Booth W2460
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9600-J Southern Pine Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28217
Tel: 704-523-9500 FAX: 704-523-7651
Hours: Mon-Thurs: 8:30-7:00, Fn: 8:30-5:30 ET
Open late to better serve our west coast clients.
Se Habla Español
r.:

April 6-9.1992
McCormick Mare • Chicago, Illinois USA

For Americas & Pacific, circle 110 on Inquiry Card.

How Can Northgate Offer You
APowerful, Upgradable 486SX'
System For Only 1449?

Like The Great Sphinx,
Some Phenomena May
Never Be Explained.
If new technology is always the
most expensive, how is it possible
that Northgate brings you our latest upgradable Elegance' ZXPTM
486SX and DX computers at such
aphenomenally low cost?
Our new ZIF (Zero Insertion
Force) socket lets you quickly
upgrade to faster, more powerful
processors — even the clock dou-

10Conslu Noethgete Computer Systems. Inc 1992 All rights revi
ved
S tN
zthwete.
>eel.aer°eaSenr

bler chips now under development. Anew chip and aflip of the
lever is all it takes. Features include:
•486SX/16MHz processor
•4MB of RAM; expands to 32MB
•100MB IDE hard drive
•64K cache
•1.2MB 5.25" and 1.44MB 3.5"
floppy drives
•Space-saving 5-bay desktop
case; 7-bay Vertical Power case
optional
•14" SVGA color monitor
•Northgate 101-S keyboard

ZXP. end the Northpte 'N.logo ere U 5 tredemarks or mowed Lt

•MS-DOS® 5.0, Microsoft®
Windows" 3.0 and Mouse
•DiagSoftTM QA Plus' software
•FCC Class BCertified
You also get 24-hour, 7-day a
week toll-free technical support,
alimited one year parts and labor
warranty with on-site service
from NCR® (second and third
year plans available) and overnight
shipment of replacement parts at
our expense. Order today and
remember — our 30-day money
back guarantee means you have

trademark, of Neethgetc Computer Sptcens 80486SX and 80486 ere 115 trademarks ol Intel

Gazing out over the shifting sands
of Giza, Egypt is the Great Sphinx —
one of the world's most baffling
mysteries. How were the ancients able
to carve its massive features over 40
centuries ago? How come the Sphinx
shows extensive signs of erosion — not
by wind and sand but by water? Who
made the Sphinx — ancient Egyptians
or astill-earlier civilization? Why
was it created? And when? Although
scholars continue to look for
answers, the centuries-old
mystery of the Great Sphinx
may never be fully solved.

t
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nothing to lose. And aphenomenal
computing solution to gain.
Elegance ZXP 4865X/16 $1449
Lease as low as $85_57/mo7
Other systems as configured above
Elegance ZXP 486SX/20 $2499
Lease as low as $86.477me

Call for afree DecisionMaker's
Kit, complete pricing and custom
configuration information.

800-345-8709
Major corporations, volume purchasers and
government agencies call National Business
Accounts: 800-545-6059
Charge it to your VISA, MasterCard, Discover,
American Express or Northgate Big 'N' card.

Elegance ZXP 486SX/25 $2799
Lease as low as $96.851me
Elegance ZXP 486DX/33 $2899
Lease as low as $100.31Imo"
Add $150 for Vertical Power case.
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7075 Flying Cloud Drive, Eden Prairie, MN 55344
CODE B3404
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BEFORE PROTECTING
YOUR SOFTWARE...
...against piracy and unauthorized use,
make sure that your protection system has
all the following qualities:

A GOOD HARDWARE KEY
Hard‘‘ are- based software protects

systems are now the standard worldwide.
However, not all keys are the same. Agood
key should have all the
following features:
I/ Compatibility and transparency. The key should work
without any problem on your
customers' computers. The
user should be able to forget
the key after connecting it.
I/ Unbreakable electronics. A
customized ASIC (Application
Specific Integrated Circuit)
omponent should be
integrated in the key. This
prevents reverse engineering
and makes cracking virtually
impossible.
V A unique and inaccessible
software developer's code burnt into the
ASIC. (This code should not be held in the
key's memory, where it can be read and
altered.)
V A Read/Write Memory inside the key
should be available on demand. The
memory should be writable in the field, on
any PC, without any special programming
equipment.
V Very low power consumption, enabling
the key to work even under the worst
power conditions, on PCs and laptops, with
or without a printer.

POWERFUL
SOFTWARE
Since it's practi-

impossible to
crack or duplicate
akey having all
the features
mentioned above, a
pirate will usually go for the
software linking the protected
program to the plug. Therefore.
check that your protection software has all of the following:
cally

6/ A Linkable Protection Module
with which calls can be made to
the key from any point in the
protected program.

I/ An "Envelope" installation program.
Such programs enhance security while
making it possible to protect asoftware
even without its source code.
I/ Sophisticated anticlebugging and
encryption mechanisms.

HASP, THE PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE PROTECTION
SYSTEM, OFFERS YOU ALL
THESE FEATURES AND
MORE:
designed by ateam of computer
experts, professional cryptologists, and electrical engineers. As aresult, HASP keys are
supported by what is probably the best software in the market, and the HASP system
has worked on every computer it has been
tried on. In addition to all the features
mentioned above, HASP provides:
HASP was

V A Full Authorization
System for
protecting
dozens of
programs
using only
one key.
I/ A Pattern
Code Security
System (PCS)
enabling parallel processing of multiple
calls by the Linkable Protection Module.
I/ AVirus Detection option that can be
incorporated in the protected program to
check whether it has been infected by a
virus or tampered with in any way.
V Operating systems supported:
DOS, SCO Xenix & Unix-386, OS/2,
'WINDOWS, ADC, AUTOCAD, PHAR-LAP,
ERGO and RATIONAL DOS Extenders.
NetHASP provides full support for
protecting DOS and WINDOWS software
under network environments, including
Novell dedicated & non-dedicated
servers, Lan Manager, Lantastic,
Banyan, DLink, and all NET-BIOS
based LANs.

AND THE BOTTOM LINE:
we offer some of the most competitive
prices in the market.

During the last seven years,
HASP has enabled thousands of
software producers in more than
40 countries, including several
Fortune 500 companies, to protect
their software.

To learn more about why so many

professionals have chosen HASP, please
contact:

LADD1N

KNOWLEDGE
SYSTEMS
LTD.

15 Belt Oved St., Td-Aviv, Israel
P.O.Box:11141 Tel-Aviv 61110
Tel: 972-3-5375795
Fax: 972-3-5375796

In North America:

ALADDIN

SOFTWARE SECURITY

306 Weymouth St.,
Dix Hills, NY 11746, USA

1r

800-223 4277
516-586 2845

Fax: 516-586 1602
V Australia Conlab Pty. Ltd., Tel: 38985685,
Fax: 38995759 I/ Belgium Akkermans bvba.
Tel: 32338826, Fax: 32315438
V Czechoslovakia ATLAS Ltd.,
Tel+Fax: 2821280 V Denmark SC Metric ais.
Tel: .12 804200, Fax: 42 804131
V France Logidata Intl., Tel: 50707375,
Fax: 50753144 V Germany CSS GmbH,
Tel: 201 749860, Fax: 201 748644
V Greece Unibrain SA, Tel: 16856320,
Fax: 16474943 V Holland Akkermans 13V,
Tel: 45 241444, Fax: 45 245515 6
, Italy Partner
Data S.r.I., Tel: 233101709, Fax: 2347564
V Korea Hanil System Inc., Tel: 25639161,
Fax: 25538079 V New Zealand Training
Solutions, Tel: 4666014. Fax: i697190
I/ Poland Systherrn Tel: 061 - 15065.

IN A TEST CARRIED OUT BY
AN INDEPENDENT LAB,
HASP WAS THE ONLY KEY
WHICH WAS NOT
BROKEN*.

Fax: 061 324134 V Portugal Futurmatica Lda..
Tel: 14116269, Fax: 14116277
V Spain PC Hardware, Tel: 32493193.
Fax: 33337497 V Switzerland Opag AG,
Tel: 61 7112245, Fax: 61 7115355
•CT Magazine, May 1990.
CD Aladdin Knowledge Systems Ltd. 1985-1992
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STATE OF THE ART

EVEN AS
WE SPEAK
The use of voice synthesis delivers the world of computer information
in anatural form of human communication
JOSEPH J. LAZZARO

T

he fax you've been waiting for all
day hasn't arrived. It's six o'clock;
you know it's coming—soon. You
have spent many nights like this
chained to your office, but tonight is different. You grab your coat and head to the
car. Dinner is at seven, the kids' school
play is tonight, or you have astress headache—all good reasons why waiting
around the office for afax that could affect
the rest of your career is out of the question.
After 15 minutes of sitting in traffic,
you dial into your new voice-automated
fax machine. You punch in your code
number, and the machine replies, "I'm sorry; there are no new fax messages in your
in basket." You try again 20 minutes later.
The same pleasant-sounding semirobotic
voice confirms there is afax transmission
addressed to you, and it reads you the message's contents as it simultaneously prints
acopy of the message on your printer. No
more long, lonely nights in front of the fax
machine.
As personal computers continue their
evolution, it's only logical that they be
granted the power of the spoken word
through speech synthesis. Speech synthesis is the artificial generation of the spoken
word using computer-based hardware and
software.
If you tend to view the development of
computers in biological terms, the electronic species are gaining more flexibility
as their I/O devices continue to acquire
greater capabilities. If you carry this idea to
its limits, the ultimate natural I/O system
for acomputer is voice recognition combined with voice synthesis, because it emulates our own normal communication
methods.
continued
ILLUSTRATION: JAMES ENDICOTT © 1992
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EVEN AS WE SPEAK

vou can control any IEEE-488 ( HP-IB, GP-IB, 488.2)
device witn our cards, cables and software
for the PC/AT/386, EISA, Micro Channel
1.,*

I

and Macintosh II. You get fast hardware
and software support for all the
popular languages, plus a software
library of time saving utilities.
Instrument control has never

a

dd

been easier.
FREE

"19

Informative Catalog 800-234-4CEC
Applications help

617-273-1818 j
1111

Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803
Micro Clunned Is • trademark of IBM

Climbing the Linguistic Ladder
The human species is one of the rare forms
of life on this planet that can claim aspoken form of language. Our natural verbal
ability has often been declared our most
powerful attribute, and the biological hardware and firmware that make this possible
took millions of years to evolve to their
present state. Thanks to R&D performed
more than adecade ago, computers have
also begun their climb up the linguistic
ladder.
We have acompetent understanding of
how to duplicate the human speech mechanism, and there are numerous voice syn-

EWE

ACPON SUMMARY

Voice output is no longer just a
glitzy option for your computer.
Now it's a practical method for
accessing information, and
there are many mature hardware and software products
available to make voice output
a reality.
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thesizers and software packages that are
adirect result of this knowledge. The presence of dozens of speech products might
lead you to believe that all the problems
have been solved, but there are still areas
to be colored in and refinements to be
made.
The most difficult aspect of speech synthesis is that it is an attempt to replicate a
human function that is not perfectly understood. Speech synthesis is not confined
to generating the correct pronunciations
of words in isolation. Many rules must
be followed to produce correct synthetic
speech. The pronunciation of aword is
different if it appears at the beginning,
middle, or end of asentence. A word or
phrase can be given special meaning merely by raising its pitch or volume when spoken. (See the text box "Giving Feeling to
Speech" on page 168.)
Computer-based speech-synthesis systems emulate our natural-language ability
with the help of megabytes of computer
code and millions of insttuctions per second of raw processor power. With all this
advanced technology, the finest voice synthesizers on the market today can still be
distinguished from ahuman speaker by an
inexperienced listener. Many speech-synthesis systems are obviously robots, sounding like computerized characters from science fiction; other systems come close to
our subconscious ability to articulate.

The typical personal computer can be
fitted with speech by merely adding acircuit card or external voice box and the appropriate text-to-speech software to make
it all work together. There are even speechsynthesis products for laptop and notebook computers, making these portable
machines efficient talkers as well. Even
the GUI is starting to become verbal as
speech packages designed for these systems hit the market.
Speech synthesis is valuable in atelephone environment, where video screens
are not present to display information to
you. Unlimited-vocabulary text-to-speech
systems are important for verbalizing large,
dynamic databases.
Speech is capable of verbalizing the
contents of acomputer screen for those
unable to read because of vision or learning problems. Speech can also add life and
emphasis to multimedia applications, as
color text and graphics combine with natural-sounding voice output to create userfriendly applications. With all this in mind,
I'll take alook at how atypical speechsynthesis system works.
Worth aThousand Words
A speech synthesizer is essentially adedicated microcomputer that is committed
to running its text-to-speech software. It
can come bundled as an internal circuit
card capable of being plugged into the bus
slot of most personal computers. Voice
synthesizers can also be external units designed especially for serial or parallel interface ports.
Voice synthesizers contain many of the
same components found in microcomputers. These include RAM for running the
text-to-speech software, which is loaded
into the system memory from floppy or
hard disks.
The more powerful speech units include
an on-board microprocessor, which provides enough computing power for their
operation and takes asignificant amount of
pressure off the host microcomputer system. Voice synthesizers also contain digital signal processors (DSPs) to crunch the
sheer bulk of numbers necessary to re-create the complex waveforms that make up
human speech. The D/A converter is also
amajor player in many speech-synthesis
products, because these dedicated chips
reproduce complex waveforms based on
high-speed digital signals.
The DECtalk PC is ahigh-end internal
speech synthesizer and aself-contained
microcomputer in its own right. The board
is based on the previous DTC01 synthesizer and has nine different voices onboard. The heart of the system is an 80186
microprocessor, amegabyte of RAM, and
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aTexas Instruments (TI) TMS320 DSP.
The DECtalk PC can speak at arate of
120 to 550 words per minute and contains
more than 1400 letter-to-sound rules.
Street Electronics' Echo PC II is another example of an in-board speech synthesizer for AT-bus computer systems. The
synthesizer has an unlimited vocabulary
and comes bundled with an external speaker and text-to-speech utilities. In addition
to generating speech by rule, the board can
also play back digitized sound samples.
The Echo contains aTI TMS50C10
sound chip and a2-watt audio amplifier.
The board can play back 10-bit sound samples at rates of 8, 9.6, and 11 kHz. The
Echo can also play back 8-bit samples at
rates of 16, 19.2, and 22 kHz. The bandwidth of the Echo synthesizer is about 100
to 4500 Hz. This board is well suited for
the programmer who wants to build speech
applications, because it's inexpensive and
well supported.
Street Electronics is about to roll out a
new version of the Echo PC aimed mainly at persons with vision impairments. This
synthesizer is portable and powered by
astandard 9-volt battery. It's driven by a
Motorola 6805 microprocessor and contains 32 KB of internal ROM. The synthesizer can be driven by any serial port
capable of communications at 9600 bps.
The unit will come with aheadphone,
ajack, and text-to-speech software in firmware. Street Electronics hopes to sell the
unit for less than $ 150. The company also
has plans to roll out aclone of the popular
Sound Blaster that is capable of performing synthesized and digitized speech functions.
The Mac has its own built-in speech
hardware and software, and it was one of
the first successful platforms to accomplish this feat. The Mac comes from the
factory with abuilt-in text-to-speech program called MacInTalk, which drives the
built-in speech hardware and is capable of
generating an unlimited vocabulary. The
new Mac platforms also come bundled
with abuilt-in microphone, which makes
it easy for developers to create custom
voice applications.
The Amiga also comes out of the box
with built-in speech capability, and files
can easily be dropped into the voice module for reading with an unlimited vocabulary. The speech-output system for the
Amiga is part of the operating system,
which makes it accessible to programmers
interested in incorporating speech into an
application.
Speak to Me
The complex process for converting text to
speech requires multiple layers of intelli-

Introducing OSIRAM32plus" for the Micro Channel'.
Provides from 2 to 128 Mbytes of fast memory.
V Works in 16 or 32 bit mode to meet your needs.
V Provides extended and expanded memory.
Fast software and hardware for LIM 4.0 included.
V

Automatic configuration for DOS, OS/2 and UNIX.

ko Easy to install. Risk free guarantee. Two year warranty.
V

Add a disk cache and RAM disk using OSIRAM32p/us
to get maximum performance from your computer.
Free up low memory by moving your drivers and TSR's
to OS/RAM32p/us. We guarantee compatibility!
Call today 617-273-1818 or 1-800-234-4CEC
Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington. MA. 01803

PS ,2and Micro Channel are trademarks of IBM

gence. Because speech synthesizers are
dedicated microcomputers designed to produce speech, their software can be designed to run on specific boards for maximum efficiency. Speech software can also
be written in languages that can easily be
ported to different systems, making it possible to take advantage of different microprocessors and hardware configurations
across platforms.
The software is often broken down into
tasks, with each job assigned to one or
more modules. These duties include normalization of the incoming text information, conversion of text to phonemes, and
processing for sentence and accent stress.
These modules work hand in hand, with
the output of one module providing the
input for the next.
Many speech systems are based on the
three-tiered approach developed by Dennis
Klan at Mfr. Refinements have been made
to this model over the years, including
stress parsing and larger dictionaries.
The first software module in atypical
text-to-speech system is known as atext
normalizer. This module is the entry point
for incoming ASCII text, and it's responsible for converting the printed word into
aform compatible for voice output. The
text normalizer strips punctuation from
the incoming text, and it converts numbers to words and changes dates to amore
pronounceable format.

For example, the dollar amount $ 19.95
would not be verbally expressed comprehensibly in its current form. As the figure
is written, it would be pronounced "dollar sign one nine point nine five," which
would be difficult for alistener to comprehend. The text-normalizer software
would convert this phrase to amore manageable form, such as "nineteen dollars
and ninety-five cents." resulting in amore
easily understood phrase.
The next module to come into play is
the lexicon, which is responsible for stripping suffix and prefix information from
incoming words. This is done to determine
the root word so that it can be more easily found in atext-to-phoneme directory.
If the lexicon saw the word goodness, it
would convert it to good, greatly simplifying the directory search. The lexicon is
useful for weeding out letter combinations
that are not true words (e.g., IBM and FBI).
The subsequent program module is the
phoneme converter, which translates the
incoming text from the previous module
into phonemes using aRAM-resident dictionary. A phoneme is the smallest sound
byte of alanguage, and English contains
about 40 phonemes.This dictionary simplifies the text-to-speech process greatly,
because it can guide the synthesizer to perfect pronunciation for the most common
words.
The next program segment is intonaAPRIL 1992 • BYTE
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Giving Feeling to Speech
JAN ZIMMERMAN

F

rom the subtly sarcastic voice of
HAL in 2001 to the subtly sultry
voice of the computer in Star
Trek: The Next Generation, fictional computers speak as if they are
your best friend—or your worst enemy. How disappointing to hear nonfictional computers speak in ascratchy
voice with the monotonous pace of a
marching army on along, long trek.
Thanks to market demand and advances
in text-to-speech synthesis, however,
the picture is changing.
The advent of hand-held devices that
speak, ranging from foreign-language
translators to the Bible, has created a
demand for an authentic voice. Without
natural- language parsing, however,
these types of synthesized voices simply consist of achorus of robots that
can't carry atune.
Parsing Improves
Text-to-Speech Synthesis
Natural- language parsing is the ability
to understand the underlying structure
of aspoken language. It deals with the
complex grammar of spoken (i.e., natural) languages, such as English and
French, rather than the limited grammar of Pascal or C. Parsing is similar to
diagraming sentences, as you used to
do in school. With parsing, atext-tospeech synthesizer can operate on the
sentence level rather than just word by
word, leading to much more naturalsounding speech. (See "A Natural Solution." February BYTE.)
Words whose pronunciation changes
according to their use can be handled
only with aparser that "knows" how
each word functions in asentence. In
the expression " Let's record that
record-setting score," the stress is on
the second syllable of the verb record
but on the first syllable of the same

lion control, which is responsible for managing word and sentence pauses and pitch,
and is mandatory for more believable pronunciation. This program segment bases
its decisions on context and word placement. The bulk of inexpensive synthesiz168 BYTE • APRIL 1992

word when it's used as amodifying
noun. English has many words like this
(e.g., use, convict, invalid).
The science of prosody deals with
the pitch, amplitude, and duration of
sounds in relation to one another. Because it varies according to the construction of asentence, prosody provides cues that aid in understanding
speech. The incorporation of prosody is
less obvious, but more important, than
simple stress in increasing the intelligibility of synthesized speech.
Almost all medium-priced to expensive synthesizers (e.g., Berkeley
Speech Technologies' Bestspeech,
Centigram Communications' CallText,
or DEC's DECtalk) can raise inflection (i.e., stress) when aquestion mark
appears. "Am Itired?" is pronounced
very differently from " Am Itired!"
They can also adjust pause length for
commas, semicolons, and periods.
But without aparser like the one
found in Emerson & Stern's Sound
Bytes, it's impossible for synthesizers
to adjust pause length at the end of unnrarked phrases and clauses (e.g., "I
would go...but I'm busy") or to change
intonation when anoun is used as an
adjective (e.g., "Green is my favorite
color" versus "The green leaves turned
yellow"). The glue words of English
articles and prepositions) are generally spoken quickly unless they are
important ("Iwant that"). Without a
parser, no way has yet been developed
to determine importance. Human speakers provide all these prosodic cues unconsciously to help their listeners understand.
Natural-Language Parsing
Trade-Offs
Computer parsers are not as capable as
people at handling pronunciation that

ers don't use sophisticated intonation control, which results in aflat, monotone voice
that is more difficult to understand. Many
developers are focusing their attention
an this module, because proper intonation
is fundamental to more natural- sounding

changes based on meaning or outside
knowledge. In "Iread well," the word
read is pronounced as "red" when used
in the past tense, but as "reed" when
used in the present tense. The sentence
alone cannot convey the writer's intention.
Parsers take up some memory and
processing power, but not as much as
some computationally intensive forms
of synthesis. It's not parsing but the
type of synthesis technology that drives
the cost-versus-performance trade-off.
Synthesizer prices range from $200 to
Bellcore ' sOrator synthesizer trades
the ability to handle free text for the
ability to handle names in atelephone
directory, which often don't follow English phonetic rules. Some low-cost
synthesizers have trouble with words
such as tough, through, though, and
thought, which don't follow English
rules either.
What's Coming •
for Microcomputer Users
With more and more emphasis being
placed on multimedia, you can expect
PCs to have built-in sound-output capability like that already found in Mac
and Next machines. The proliferation of
machines and software will eventually
lower the cost of high-quality synthesis,
and system vendors will try to incorporate at least some parsing capability.
Get ready to buy some headphones
or drive your officemates crazy. The
talking computer is on the way!
Jan Zimmerman is CEO of Emerson &
Stern Associates (San Diego, CA). She
speaks and writesfrequently on issues
concerning speech and language. You
can contact her on BD( do "editors" or
on Applelink at D3881.

speech with less robotic tones.
Sound Bytes from Emerson & Stern Associates ( San Diego, CA) is an example
of speech software that is geared toward
parsing for intonation and stress control.
The software runs on the Mac platforms,

JIM POWELL

Texas Instruments,
Manager ofDistributed Information Services
Products: LAN Manager, SQL Server,
Windows, Microsoft Excel
Servers Installed: 12 mainframes,
3,500 minicomputers, 500 PC servers
PC ebrkstaticrns: 40,000
Business Purposes: Marketing, finance, administration,
manufacturing and office automation.

Texas Instruments' top executives get
to the bottom line instantly with Microsoft
client-server computing.
Every business wants to know the bottom
line.Thanks to Microsoft's client-server computing
solution,Texas Instruments' upper management
sees it instantly. Right on their own PCs.
"PEOPLE DON'T JUST WANT ACCESS
TO DATA. THEY WANT TO CREATE IT,
CHANGE IT AND MAKE IT THEIR OWN."

They can also track inventory monitor sales,
check raw material prices and find other information needed to make decisions.
And that's how Jim Powell likes it. Because
as Texas Instruments' Manager of Distributed
Information Services, it's his job to provide his coworkers with the computer support they need.
And with Microsoft client-server computing, his
job is alot easier.
Two years ago, alot of people at Texas
Instruments found the mainframes difficult to use
and inflexible.
So Jim started to look at possible solutions.
He wanted to find asystem that would utilize their
existing equipment, allow MIS to rapidly develop
applications, and provide the end users with an
easy-to-use interface.
He discovered Microsoft client-server computing was just what Texas Instruments needed.

The WindowÉ"environment was placed on the desktops and Microsoft' LAN Manager and SQL Server
were integrated into the system.
There were dividends right away:
Jim's group was able to quickly develop clientserver applications, like the executive decision support system. Which means the users didn't have to
wait forever to get the computer support they
"NOW ICAN PUT APPLICATIONS INTO THE
HANDS OF PEOPLE THAT WOULDN'T HAVE
GOTTEN THEM OTHERWISE"

needed. And with Windows, the information on the
mainframes was easier to access.
Simply put, Jim was able to get the right
information, to the right people, the right way
If you'd like acase study on Texas
Instruments' migration ,
to Microsoft's client(.0\rereN
server solution, call us
Ile
at (800) 992-3675,
Dept. X32. We'll tell
e
you how you can profit ;
from their experience. _ \_1\\ u

0 1992 Microsoft Corporation. All nets resenvd. Pnided in the U.S.A. Offer good only in the 50 United Slates. In the United Stith's.
Canada. rail (206)936.8661. Microsoft is aregistered Imdemark and Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Cntpondion.

miausoft

D1001992.3675 Dept X.72. For intonnation only: In Canada, roll (800) 563-9048. Otehide the United States and
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thesizer board or box.
and there are plans for it to run on the IBM
Lemout & Hauspie developed areverse
PC in the near future. The text-to-speech
telephone directory using voice recognisoftware uses the Mac speaker and D/A
converter. The company is now writing a tion and speech synthesis for the Belgian
Post Telephone & Telegraph. The softspeech toolbox for developers to create
ware uses heuristics to determine the proptheir own voice applications.
er pronunciation of names and addresses
According to the company, Sound Bytes
contains aparser that can determine a from multiple languages. The system is
capable of determining the French, Gerword's exact pronunciation from its conman, or Dutch pronunciation of atarget
text. The software can detect the differphrase. The company also developed a
ence between words that are spelled the
telephone- based E-mail system using
speech output for the South Korean government.
Berkeley Speech Systems (Berkeley,
CA) is aleader in the speech- synthesis
market, and it is offering speech technolTe can look
ogy to such players as Franklin Home
Electronics for aline of portable informaforward to highertion-retrieval systems. Berkeley is also
keenly interested in the growing fax-toquality synthesizers
speech market. First Byte (Santa Ana, CA),
maker of the familiar Smooth Talker softover the next
ware, also markets speech software for
MS-DOS and Windows. With all this in
two to five years.
mind, I'll now look at some of the applications for speech output.
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same but pronounced differently, aiding
pronunciation dramatically. The software
also configures itself to avoid amonotone
voice and automatically adjusts its rhythm
to provide amore natural quality. The program is written entirely in C, which makes
it portable from one platform to another.
Sound Bytes' first step is to input ASCII
text, which is fed into a50-KB word-phonemic dictionary. The next step is to feed
incoming text into aparsing system that
sets parameters for rhythm and intonation.
The following level involves feeding the
output into amodule that selects the proper diphones for the target text, and the result is sent to the D/A converter for verbalization.
Lernout & Hauspie (Woburn, MA) is
working on an open-systems approach to
software for text-to-speech synthesis, and
it's collaborating with anumber of companies in the U.S. and Europe, with the
aim of providing multilingual speech software for anumber of markets. The software supports American English, Spanish, German, French, Dutch, and Korean,
and there are plans to add Italian and Japanese in the second quarter of this year.
Depending on the language, the software uses between 400 and 750 KB of
memory. The code is written in C and is
easily ported to anumber of platforms,
making it easier to develop specific applications for anumber of markets. The software can be loaded into the RAM of asyn-

Automatic Mouths
Numerous productive applications take
advantage of speech technology, and the
list continues to grow. These include conversion of fax to speech, screen-reader
software for persons with vision impairments, and telephone voicing of dynamic
databases.
One of the most powerful applications
of speech technology is reading fax messages with voice. Several cutting-edge
companies are working on the problem,
and Berkeley Speech Technology has obtained apatent for this money-making process. Fax-to-speech technology is amarket
that's almost certain to be awinner, because fax messages are so ubiquitous in
today's business and industry.
The first step in fax-to- speech conversion is to translate the fax message to
ASCII using optical-character-recognition
technology. The typical one-page fax message can be converted to ASCII text using OCR in less than aminute. The Calera
text-recognition board can convert afax
file stored on disk, or aflatbed scanner
can scan paper-based faxes.
Once the fax is scanned into ASCII format, it's readable by atext-to-speech synthesizer. The text is sent to the speech synthesizer, which reads the message in any
language that is chosen by the end user.
The phone's Touch-Tone keypad is used to
control the reading mode, and it can be
used to start or stop reading at any time.
The Malibu Software Group ( Malibu,
CA) is developing aprototype OS/2-based

While Our Competitors
Are Diligently Trying
To Emulate The
StimmaSketoll II,
ProucllyAllnounce SimmaSketch II Pills.

The world's best selling, most
with over 400 programs, and
emulated, most acclaimed
hardware compatibility with
desktop tablet just got better.
PCs and Macintosh ° Best of
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all, it's still 100% pure Summathe industry standard, and
Sketch—the editor's choice,
added several new features to
winner of every maior editorial
create atablet that is, unquesaccolade for graphics tablets.
tionably, the world's best.
And the people's choice,
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we put everything in the
sold to demanding computer
box-4-button cursor and
graphics professionals.
2-button stylus ( or 16-butEvery
I re'
ton cursor), interface
decision
IWEEK
MAGAZINE
Juma,
i/
cables and autilities diskette with Windows® 3.0 and
should be this easy. In fact, the only
ADI® drivers. Plus we've added things like 2000 lines per tough decision is which Plus to choose:
inch resolution and 10 mil accuracy—standard. Plus the 12" x12" or 18" x12" Professional.
fastest, easiest set-up and configuration procedure. Plus For literature, or the name of your local
an offer for afree AutoCAD® or CADKEY® Master
dealer, call 1-800-729-7866. For techTemplate ( a $ 245 value). Plus software compatibility
I990
nicar information call 203-881-5400.
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Every decision should be this easy.
© 1991 Summagrophics Corporation. Seymour, CT 06483. All rights reserved.
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Boost your
Basic!
Pratt 5.0
ProBas professional programming library
provides 938
routines that will
boost your Basic
programs into
orbit! And at 21
cents per routine can you afford to
be without it? Join thousands of
professional developers who rely
on ProBas to write efficient, sleek
programs fast!
Just $195!

ProFont
Display any of 24 fonts in any
color, size or rotation with
ProFont! Use CGA, EGA, VGA
or ProBas virtual screens. Link
fonts into your EXE. Make your
screens shine!

Just $125!

ZBF
Zero Bytes Free transparently bypasses Basic's symbol table limits
to let you develop larger programs! Essential!

Just $39!

And many more...
Comms, Financial, HyperHelp...
To make your programs better,
faster, and written in less time call for your FREE copy of "Ten
Easy Ways to Boost Your BASIC".

NOW for Visual

Basic:

Dazzle, VBlite gProMoth
now available - call for details.
"A Super Charger for BASIC" BYTE

TeraTech
Dept MA, 3Choke Cherry Rd,
Suite 360,Rockville MD 20850

800-447-9120x102
Ind: (301)330-6764 Fax: (301)963-0436
BBS: (301)963-7478
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system that's aimed at converting fax messages to voice in real time. It should be
out by the time you read this, and it's anticipated that the system (including adedicated workstation to house the fax server)
will sell for about $ 15,000. It will allow
auser to play back afax message through
atext-to-speech synthesizer with an unlimited vocabulary under the control of a
phone's Touch-Tone keypad. The end user
will be able to tie this system into avoice
mailbox, and faxes can be played back
through the speech board.
Vision- impaired people use talking
computers to access text- and graphicsbased systems. Sounding Board and the
Vocal-Eyes screen reader from GW Micro (Fort Wayne, IN) form astate-of-theart voice-access package that is capable
of working with most DOS-based applications. The software and hardware can
provide an unlimited vocabulary for most
word processors, databases, spreadsheets,
and other software. Outspoken from Berkeley Speech Systems is aGUI-oriented
speech package for the Mac, and it's one of
the most powerful graphics-based speech
packages available to persons who have
vision impairments. IBM is also developing Screen Reader/PM, agraphics-based
screen-reader program for the visually impaired.
Answering machines were once the only
device connected to most telephones. Now,
thanks to text-to-speech synthesis, TouchTone keypads, and some newer devices
linked to the phone line, reams of information can be as close as your fingertips.
Speech synthesis is being combined with
fax and telecommunications technology
to offer acomplete data-handling system
with remote control.
Centigram Communications' voice-processing technologies are examples of telephone-based information systems. The
company specializes in using voice output for transaction processing, data inquiry, text-to-speech applications, and visual output via fax and data. A caller can
control amassive database containing technical documentation, listen to aseries of
voice menus, make selections using the
Touch-Tone keypad, and have page after
page of technical text and graphics faxed
immediately to adistant location.
The Touch-Tone keypad and voice interaction with unlimited vocabulary can
be used to trigger downloads from aremote location to afar-off office or job location. The system can also be used to trigger pagers to contact personnel that are in
the field or on job calls. Speech-synthesis
technology can be used to take the load
off workers in an office, particularly when
their time is spent delivering simple or

repetitive information to clients (e.g., opening and closing times or address information).
A.B.C.D...
The future of speech synthesis is full of
promise. The global market for this technology continues to expand as more foreign languages are added to the electronic
vocabulary. There are few natural-sounding voice synthesizers on the market, however, with most synthesizers still clinging
to their robotic tones.
We can look forward to higher-quality synthesizers over the next two to five
years, with high-end products dropping in
price as their technology is rendered less
expensive by technical progress. We can
also look forward to more equal opportunity among synthesizers, because the bulk
of voice-output systems now use male
voices. The future will offer greater opportunities to customize synthesizers, allowing the end user to choose the voice
that is most pleasing for aparticular application.
Multimedia will give aboost to the textto-speech market this year, as it's applied
to messaging systems, applications designed to aid the disabled, and database
access over the phone. In 1993 and 1994,
automobile-navigation systems will use
speech to provide directions to drivers.
These verbal-output systems will indicate
when to turn and what routes to follow.
Speech support is being added to many
platforms. Phoenix Technologies is incorporating support for Walt Disney's Sound
Source digital- sampling system at the
BIOS level, which will likely force other
OEMs to jump on the voice bandwagon. In
three to five years, voice synthesizers may
appear in the form of single chips or dedicated chip sets that will allow integration
of speech into everything from home appliances to workstations.
The growing applications of speech synthesis are driven by abasic force: Speech
is simply one of the most powerful and
natural forms of communication among
humans.
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Without ULSI Coprocessing
Not just another math coprocessor—the ULSI
•Built in automatic sleep mode to reduce battery drain in SX lap-top
Math•Co' is state-of-the-art, full double-metal
computers.
CMOS 1.01.im technology Designed with all the
•Reduced power consumption, and heat radiation for the industry's best
enhancements and performance features one
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) rating.
would expect from leading edge silicon valley
•Reduced noise sensitivity for superior hardware compatibility.
technologists, the Math•Co will increase your
Lifetime n'arranty—ULSI Mathro's superior design allows us to offer
the industries first lifetime warranty.
computing speed by up to
500%.
Time in Minute:10 Render File
You can take advantage of over 2,100
different software applications designed
to handle the floating point instructions
necessary for screen redraws, regenera-
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computers.
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generation math coprocessor many performance enhancements
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•Reduced (by as much as 75%) number of clock cycles needed
by the Intel 80387 to do floating-point mathematics.

Wise choke—To get the finest math
coprocessors available, call your local
computer dealer or contact ULSI North
America (512) 795-8033 or ULSI Europe
0734-462247 for the name of the dealer
nearest you.
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News for small computer users:

Blackout protection for just $169!
At last! A real-value Standby
BEST has made finding an SPS
with real value easy. If you've made
the decision that all you need is basic
power protection, take a look at our
new Patriot" Standby Power System.
Patriot, available in sizes from 250 to
850 VA, provides great performance
at the lowest cost — just $169!
Blackout protection on a budget
Patriot offers reliable backup power.
It's a new power protection solution
from Best Power Technology, Inc.,
the world's leading manufacturer of
single-phase UPS. Patriot features:
Exceptional lightning and surge
protection. Patriot passes ANSI/
IEEE C62.41 Categories A and B
tests. It also passes rigorous UL 1449
tests for surge suppression — few
standbys can say this.
Full-time EMI/RFI noise filtering.
Patriot filters electrical noise that
locks up your computer and
scrambles your data.
High voltage protection. Patriot
steps in to prevent high voltage from
damaging your computer. No other
standby offers this feature.
Output designed for computer
loads. Patriot's backup power is
designed for switch-mode power
supplies.
Safe, assured transfer time. Patriot
transfers to inverter in four milliseconds or less. A proprietary
microprocessor-controlled detection
system ensures quick, reliable operation that keeps your system running
during apower failure.
Interface Port for LANs and multiuser systems. Patriot has an interface
port ( 450 VA model and larger) that

Users are surprised by Patriot, BEST's new real-value Standby Power System
(SPS): maximum performance at a low price!
lets it trigger an unattended, orderly
shutdown on many computer systems.
Status indicator and alarms.
Patriot's two audible alarms and
triple-mode status indicator light
warn you of overloads and low battery runtime.
The Double Lifetime Warranty
We're so sure Patriot stops any
surge that we're offering an incredible Double Lifetime Warranty! It
covers our surge suppression circuitry
from failure as long as you own your
Patriot. If Patriot ever fails to protect
the equipment plugged into it from
lightning, surges, or spikes, we'll
replace it and repair the protected
equipment. Certain restrictions apply.
Ask for details.

Weight

Output
Receptacles
Qty. Type

Runtime
Full/Half
Load

Dimensions

250/170

10M/30M

715.5111

18

2

5-15R $ 169

SPS 450B

450/300

5M/15M

7/5.5/11

21

4

5-15R $279

SPS 650B

650/430

5M/15M

7/5.5/16

25

4

5-15R $449

SPS 850B

850/600

5M/15M

7/5.5/16

30

4

5-15R $599

Model

Capacity
(VA/Watts)

SPS 250B

(in inches)

(in lbs.)

H/W/D

We've always been trendsetters
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STATE OF THE ART

THE ULTIMATE
USER INTERFACE
Research from many fields is being synthesized
to create adesign philosophy for information environments
BOB JACOBSON

T

he physical and symbolic worlds in
which we live and work are information environments. In them, we
find the clues and cues we use to
create the multidimensional mental maps
and models that help us get around and do
things in the real world. An encyclopedia,
aTV broadcast, and acomputer are ¡Es
that produce virtual worlds with different
qualities. The ¡Es addressed in this article
are created by acomputer, alone or as part
of anetwork.
Successful ¡Es express ahigh degree of
virtuality: agood fit between the external
worlds they are intended to represent and
the virtual worlds they actually produce.
Today's hypermedia and virtual reality
systems are the forerunners of tomorrow's
highly virtualized IEs. With the best of today's systems, people will be able to work
with information naturally, manipulate
data comfortably, and share knowledge
easily.
Tomorrow's highly virtualized ¡Es will
be composed of synthesized sights, sounds,
and tactile fields. Their sum will far exceed their parts, because future ¡Es will
respond to more than an inhabitant's overt
commands and requests: They'll respond
to his or her mood and disposition as well.
In tomorrow's IEs, people will work and
play smarter and better, and they will have
more fun. Over time, as richer ¡Es appear
and more people experience better-designed virtual worlds, the information age
will finally become participatory.
All these predictions will be realized,
however, only if ¡Es are well designed.
To create effective IEs, designers must
shift their focus front the machines that
generate ¡Es to the virtual worlds people
experience.

continued
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IE Design Is the Key
Good design is conscious and systematic,
part art and part science. Its rules apply
equally to the design of things, places, and
processes. The best designs start by considering people, not things. For IEs, this
practice yields acentral rule for good design: Mirror an inhabitant's internal states
to most effectively get information to and
from the inhabitant (see the text box "What
ILook for in an Information Environment"
on page 178).
"The human body is admirably equipped
for deeply interactive real-time communication via sounds, and even more admirably equipped to receive all sorts of
information visually," says Jim Gasperini,
author of the eerily real-world computer
strategy game Hidden Agenda. "However,
when it comes to sending visual information, the unmediated body fails. When it
comes to storing information, the body
quickly reaches limits set by memory and
mortality. The Holy Grail of interactive
design is to make it intuitive—meaning
that the electronic- information environment so neatly mirrors the way people
imagine themselves that it seems like adirect extension of their minds."
More than acting as atemporary extension of the mind, IEs will truly extend the
mind by providing astrong component of
learning as acontinuous part of an ongoing, multisensory interaction. Meredith
Bricken builds virtual-world models for
the Human Interface Technology Laboratory (also known as the HIT Lab). She advises that "designing virtual-learning environments is substantially different from
both traditional-interface design and traditional-curriculum design. Because the
entire person is engaged in activity, designers must work on many levels" to build

MITE

ACTION SUMMARY

Although the technologies for
building virtual worlds are progressing rapidly, the design of
the information environment
that a virtual world represents
will determine success. Designers are drawing on methods from a great many fields
to guide their efforts to create
effective IEs.
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amultisensory, multimodal, personalized
interface and curriculum. "The conceptual design of avirtual world defines what
you do there, how you do it, what elements
and behaviors you include [and exclude],

T

he ultimate goal

in IE design is an
understanding of the
intended user.

Ram.
and the context of the experience."
The ultimate goal in IE design is an understanding of the intended user. IEs
should fit the people for whom they're intended. Designers can customize IEs so
that within them inhabitants can follow
their own methods to navigate, perceive,
identify, evaluate, choose, modify, and
share information. To do these things, designers need parameters to guide them in
their work in multidimensional realms.
They have to find ways to guide users
through the IEs.

are navigating by environmental cues. The
markers may not be directive; they may
simply offer information that awell-educated wayfarer can use to plot acourse,
even in adynamic environment. These
cues may have meaning only in the context
of their environment, however, so understanding how one's environment works is
often crucial to finding one's way in it.
Syracuse University's Mike Nilan reinforces the need for deep knowledge:
"The spatial characteristics of the IE must
be structurally similar to the semantic dimensions used by the people who are trying to make sense of the problem, decision,
or sought-after experience. At Syracuse,
we are working on an IE for students. Its
interface will be athree-dimensional map
of the university that will enable students
to go around the campus and get access
to avariety of information and the campus computing facility."

When Navigation Doesn't Work
The navigation metaphor doesn't represent auniversal solution. Psychologist Don
Norman, author of The Design of Everyday
Things, formerly titled The Psychology of
Everyday Things (
Basic Books, 1988), believes that navigation, in the sense of following achart, "is unworkable once the
size of the data set gets large." He foresees the incorporation in virtual interfaces
of teleports: "Iwalk to the teleport and describe what Iam interested in (by talking,
typing, drawing, pointing, selecting—what
have you), and then, whoosh, Iam teleNavigating in Information Space
ported to the place."
Some methods designers employ to help
"The problem," says Alan Wexelblat,
users navigate IEs are derived from archiavirtual worlds theorist with Bull Worldtectural theory. Architects, like IE designwide Information Systems (Billerica, MA),
ers, work in space, although the space they
"is that most information spaces have no
work in obviously has aphysical componatural order or arrangement. Architecnent and is not wholly perceptual. They
depend on an architectural discipline known
ture, CAD, and so forth—all have anatural order imposed by the 3-D geometries
as wayfinding ( i.e., knowing how to get
and laws of the physical world. But notharound), which is useful for designing IEs.
ing like that works for the information
Wayfinding is behavior that may be emspace of all the artifacts generated in a
bedded in our genes. The modern practice
software project (e.g., code, documentaof wayfinding, discussed by Montreal artion, specifications, requests for change,
chitect Romedi Passini in his book Wayrequirements, and design rationale). The
finding in Architecture (
Van Nostrand
amount of data in such spaces is truly masReinhold, 1984) and by his Toronto-based
sive (millions to hundreds of millions of
colleague Arthur Frank in Guidebooks for
objects). Only by imposing some kind of
Public Works Canada (
Public Works Canada, 1984-1986), is asystematic method of order on it can designers possibly make it
comprehensible. That is the central chaldesigning comprehensible architectural
lenge of information-space design."
space. Environmental cues located at key
The massive complexity of information
decision points help awayfarer build a
envisioned for many IEs may not be the
mental model and find apath to his or her
problem it first appeared to be, because
destination. Similar cues can be designed
the information is in digital form. "In fact,"
in IEs.
remarks HIT Lab researcher Suzanne WegA navigator sailing from island to ishorst, "the value of digital information is
land, an Australian aborigine on awalkthat it is mutable. You can transform it
about in the outback, and an Inuit crossing
systematically or idiosyncratically, through
an apparently featureless white landscape
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What ILook for in
an Information Environment

/

nmy meanderings around the information universe, there are few
things more important to me than
the quality of the virtual worlds that
Ibuild in my head, using cues from the
worlds outside and what Ialready know.
How well these mental maps and models take shape is directly attributable
to the care with which various information environments (IEs) were designed.
Everyone has favorites among today's lEs ( including virtual environments, The Well, Usenet, CompuServe,
and even Prodigy). The best of these
share characteristics that you may want
to apply to future nonscreen-based lEs,
such as virtual worlds:
coherence—The best IEs are clear.
Their embedded meanings are, if not
immediately evident, at least not
cloaked. There is an internal logic to
the relations within the IE and (if it aspires to represent the external world or
some element of it) areasonable correspondence between what is represented and what happens in the virtual
world and what happens in the objective world.
inclusiveness—Ilike lEs that take me
in. When Ivisit the Well, even though
only my visual sense is stimulated (and
then only by the characters on the
CRT), Ifeel as if I'm in aliving community made up of acquaintances and
friends. In astate-of-the-art virtual

your own eyes or through the eyes of other people. Moving about in acollective
world, the inhabitant can use the comparative experiences of other inhabitants as
afilter: What does he see? What did she
think was significant? The next step is lEs
that incorporate this filtering mechanism so
that copious information, far from being
discouraging, becomes grist for the inhabitants' perceptual mills."
For Brenda Laurel, aprincipal in the IE
research firm of Telepresence International
(Los Gatos, CA), "the interface to aworld
178 BYTE • APRIL 1992

world, my aural machinery is also used,
and the visual stimuli are fast-changing pixels that, taken together, represent for me another place entirely, with
its own rules and processes. Iam there,
inside.
malleability—A malleable IE is one
that Ican sculpt to fit my own instrumental needs and aesthetic tastes—a
virtual world, for example, in which I
can add sound to the color of the sky,
reduce gravity, or realize ( astep up
from visualize) acomplex financial
process. A hypertext database that has
been thoughtfully designed can be a
thing of beauty if Ican easily reconfigure my progression among the
records to seek knowledge in my own
idiosyncratic way.
engagement—The engaging IE takes
me seriously and invites my complete
participation in its processes. It's a
place where little time is spent carrying
out bureaucratic rituals (e.g., reprogramming an arcane operating system)
and plenty of time is available for exploring what is the essence of the IE—
the opportunity it offers the inhabitant.
And Ifeel very disappointed if Iam
asked to leave the engaging IE prematurely, before Ihave experienced some
epiphany.
authorship—Like a signature on a
lithograph or the proprietor's estate on

of information can't be about representing information; it must be about doing
things with information, from experiencing
it to more subtle goals like identifying [its
author's] point of view." Laurel identifies
two crucial R&D targets: creating systems
that can generate multiple representations
of information that are responsive to an
individual's sensory characteristics, preferences, skills, and needs; and providing
contexts and materials in the interface for
cognitive and emotional synthesis of information, not as post hoc analytical tools

the label of abottle of wine, the identity of the designers of memorable lEs
is always evident. A good IE designer
may leave just avanishing trace of his
or her identity before getting out of the
way to allow an inhabitant to turn the
world upside down, or the IE may be
so stylistically strong that you meet the
designer everywhere.
responsiveness—There is great pleasure to be found in ¡Es that acknowledge human difference and permit an
inhabitant to customize the IE in his or
her own image. A transaction with a
bank automatic teller machine is not
characterized by responsiveness. Responsiveness is exemplified by the designer of an IE who holds forth the
rules by which the IE runs and then allows (or even exhorts) me to learn and
change those rules. Well-designed lEs
liberate their inhabitants.
purpose—There is nothing so priceless in today's time-starved world as a
thing that does what it is intended to
do—and does it well. Allow me to enter avirtual world that shows me what
it's about, and I'm thrilled. If it's a
place to poke about in and explore—a
learning environment—have it say so
loudly and directly. If it's where atask
is to be done, have it so inform me, and
tel me at it. A design that dithers is
unforgivable. Clarity of purpose is nirvana, in lEs as in life.

but as part of an individual's real-time process of constructing meaning.
Guides for IE Design
lust as designers borrowed architecture's
concept of wayfinding, so they can borrow methods from many other fields (e.g.,
information-systems design, library science, and organizational theory) to design
IEs that people can comfortably inhabit.
Sense-making, an information-sciences design discipline, is one example.
In the mid- 1970s, Ohio State University
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Virtual Worlds Research Today
RICHARD HOLLOWAY

/

magine you're walking through a
house—afire crackles in the brick
fireplace, an ebony grand piano
plays in the living room, and glasses clink around the wooden dining
room table. The images you see and
the sounds you hear are quite lifelike,
yet you're not actually in this house at
all. You're in avirtual world.
A system developed at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill that
allows you to walk through scenes like
those I've just described consists of a
VPL EyePhone for displaying the images, an optoelectronic tracker for monitoring head position and orientation,
and amassively parallel graphics engine for generating the images that are
displayed on the head-mounted display
(HMD). Although the latter two components are unique to the UNC system,
the system I've described is representative of the state of the art in virtual
worlds technology.
Even though this technology may
seem new, much of the virtual worlds
research was inspired by Ivan Sutherland's pioneering work in the 1960s.
In 1965, he postulated that "the ultimate display would, of course, be a
room within which the computer could
control the existence of matter. A chair
displayed in such aroom would be
good enough to sit in. Handcuffs displayed in such aroom would be confining, and abullet displayed in such
aroom would be fatal."
For years, research in virtual worlds
technology was pursued by arelatively small core of organizations, among
them Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
(and other military labs and contrac-

professor and communications theorist
Brenda Dervin began asking her subjects
the following questions: What are the problems most important to you right now?
What obstacles block your way? What assistance is available to you to solve those
problems? Tens of thousands of questionnaires and interviews later, Dervin and her
team of researchers discovered why, in
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tors), NASA-Ames, MIT, and UNC.
Recently, however, the number of researchers working in this field has skyrocketed, probably because of the technological advances in small LCD TV
screens ( used inside many HMDs),
more powerful graphics systems, and
magnetic tracking systems. The advances have increased system performance and decreased the cost of the
components of avirtual worlds system
to an affordable level.
Yet despite all these advances, the
major technical problems that existed in
the late 1960s remain with us today.
Image generation of complex scenes is
still quite difficult at real-time rates
(around 30 frames per second). It must
be possible to track at least auser's
head and hand in real time and with
considerable accuracy. In addition.
HMDs must produce high-resolution
images and wide-angle views for both
eyes. And researchers still have not perfected force feedback to simulate even
simple objects.
At UNC, researchers are addressing
each of these issues, and they are carrying out projects for using this technology in real- world applications.
Research is taking place on the visualization of protein structures, architectural building walk-throughs, radiationtreatment planning, and medical x-ray
vision.
Some of the UNC system's capabilities illustrate what is possible today.
In terms of image generation, the system's graphics engine (called PixelPlanes 5) can draw more than 2 million Phong-shaded z-buffered triangles
per second. The ceiling system can

particular situations (e.g.. aperson trying
to get across town, awelfare mother dealing with afaceless bureaucracy, or astudent looking for acitation), some people
can accomplish their goals while others
remain helpless and frustrated.
Making sense depends on two important ingredients: the accessibility to the
person in the predicament of comprehen-

track auser over a10- by 12-foot area
at an average rate of 50 to 70 updates
per second. The VPL EyePhone Model 2HMD has ahorizontal field of view
of 80 degrees per eye and aresolution
of approximately 210 by 140 full-color
pixels (the newer Eyephone HRX model has roughly twice this resolution).
The system provides force feedback
for auser. Its Argonne Remote Manipulator can give auser feedback via
three forces and three torques at the
handgrip.
Current systems are often too slow
and cartoonlike for auser to truly suspend disbelief. Yet each year, faster
hardware and new technologies bring
us closer to asystem that can let users
believably experience another world.
In the future, faster graphics systems
will allow for more complicated and
realistic virtual worlds. Faster trackers
will improve asystem's response to
user movement. Higher- resolution
HMDs will display more compelling
images. And force feedback will allow
auser to "reach out and touch" virtual
objects. Virtual worlds such as those
produced by flight simulators are already convincing enough to be useful.
In time, there should be virtual worlds
systems that are good enough for real
work in other fields (e.g., medicine and
scientific visualization).
Richard Holloway is astudent at UNC
at Chapel Hill who works on the HMD
project. His Ph.D. project is on x-ray
vision for craniofacial surgery planning. You can reach him on BIX do
"editors" or on Internet as Holloway
.cs.unc.edu.

sible information, and the ability of people
to conceptualize and cognitively bridge
gaps in their understanding. "If you look
from the inside ( i.e.. as the person sees the
world), you find there are many ways to attain goals. The variety can he bewildering." One method of JE design is to limit
goal paths to those most desirable to an
inhabitant. Another is to train aperson to
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choose goal paths more wisely. A third is
to propose new goals. Each method has
its adherents among designers.
Sense-making' sinvestigative methodology is also areliable research tool that
produces dependable qualitative and quantitative results. These results indicate what
and how information works in adefined
setting. With this tool, designers can refine IE prototypes and ensure that they accomplish the inhabitants' purpose.
From library science, designers can borrow methods found in guidebooks that
spell out, in the simplest terms, how to
help library patrons identify, find, and act
on useful information. Organizational analysis offers some guidance for the design of
multiple-inhabitant IEs, which will become increasingly common as technology develops.
Tomorrow's IEs that are built on data
networks will be variegated. Many may
be consensual (i.e., defined by their users).
Users will enter the networked IE from
many locations and situations, likely with
different motives and personalities. Should
we make it easy for inhabitants to hide
their personalities and intentions, or should
we encourage candor and direct communication? For some situations (e.g., the
workplace), the networked IE will be
deemed most successful when all participants share the same perceptions and
meanings.
How will an appropriate group environment be designed? An understanding
of group dynamics and mediated communications will help, although it may not
provide all the answers. A designer may
have to rely on anecdotes and metaphors
for afuller understanding of amultipleinhabitant IE and how best to design it.
Finally, usability research is valuable
for IE design. Such research can also
bridge the potential gap that might otherwise separate the design of ¡Es from the
design of their supporting platforms. Usability research, properly used, can determine the capacity of aspecific system to
support adesired 1E. In avirtual classroom, for example, designers want an IE to
be driven by acomputer system that can
generate aseamless visual and aural (and
eventually tactile) presentation while being
responsive to rapid inputs from diverse
participants. The IE must provide its inhabitants with ahigh degree of interactivity and malleability. Usability research
makes it possible to test these properties
using both qualitative and quantitative indicators.
Involving the User in Design
Users should be involved in the design of
IEs. "Iguess Ilike the term participatory
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design," says Michael Good, director of
DEC's Presence project, which conducts
virtual worlds research. In DEC's software
usability engineering group, according to
Good, users define usability, work influences user experience, and collaboration in
the design process melds users and designers into ateam.
The design of multiuser IF.s is ultimately
more complex than simply defining an en-

D

esigning IEs

for work today is
really engaging
in wholesale
community
reconstruction."

vironment for group interaction. Advises
Charles Grantham, group-work consultant
and member of the Association for Software Design, "Data becomes information
when it is placed in asocial context. Information technologies are coevolving with
human organizations. Designing information environments for work today is really engaging in wholesale community reconstruction." Or as Marshall McLuhan
so presciently said more than 25 years ago,
"The medium is the message." If so, ¡Es
should be well-designed, for their very
form and construction inherently convey
the worldview—the meta-message—of
their designers better than the artifacts they
overtly contain.
Eventually, IE design will mature from
an idiosyncratic art to acraft and, perhaps,
an industry. Well-designed IEs will make
it easier for more people to use computers, both for traditional purposes and in
new ways.
Rapidly changing technology capable
of supporting highly developed ¡Es will
spur this evolution (see the text box "Virtual Worlds Research Today" on page
180). IE design will subsume (not replace)
on-screen 2-D visual graphics. Graphical
interfaces, multimedia, and hypermedia
(including virtual interfaces and databases)
will continue to develop and eventually
merge into tomorrow's IEs.
But will the new media of telecommu-

nications—especially high-speed broadband networks—deny designers ultimate
control of their IEs, as technocontrarian
Tom Hargadon contends? Hargadon, publisher of the multimedia newsletter The
Green Sheet, predicts "users will complete
their worlds for themselves, in whatever
media they choose. [Designers and vendors] will be transmitting useful but clearly incomplete products; value will be
added at many places. We are moving toward pervasiveness and completion at the
end, not the beginning!" The best IEs, like
the best places to live, work, and play, will
be capable of being customized.
As IE platforms increase in number, decrease in size, and become less expensive,
inhabitants will be able to build in multiple
dimensions of sight, sound, and tactility.
They will routinely generate and refine
personal and collective IEs. In time, perhaps many people will fancy themselves IE
designers. It's wise to remember, however, the plague of poorly designed documents that resulted from widespread desktop publishing. Although well-designed
¡Es will make more of us good designers,
as Steve Feiner proposed, the best designers will always remain members of aselect
guild. It will be their responsibility to train
talented aspirants so that IE design develops from an art to acraft. Will IE design finally become an industry, as has software
design before it? In that case, something
very dear might be lost: the designer's sensitivity to what is right.
Janey Fritsche, who codesigned the
Guides project for the Apple Media Lab,
implores future IE designers to know empathy: "The success of adesign depends on
sensory reaction, as opposed to analytical
stimulation. It behooves designers to exercise artistic sensibilities that are well
honed. Most of the impact of interactive
multimedia and virtual reality is a 'feeling' thing. It helps to approach each project
as awork of art. Just as each piece of stone
speaks to the sculptor, each project speaks
to the designer. Listen with the heart and
be guided." IM
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more, meeting experts, and making friends with people who

ditional charges. Your first month on CompuServe will be free, and

share your interests.

we'll give you a $25 usage credit to explore our extended services.

CompuServe lets you do everything from keeping in touch

To buy aCompuServe Membership Kit, see your computer

with our communication services, to getting advice from online

dealer. For more information, or to order direct, call 800 848-8199

hardware and software experts. It's the one computer informa-

(614 457-0802 for international inquiries).

tion service you won't outgrow.
But you will have agood time trying.

CompuServe®
The information service you won't outgrow.
Circle 56 on Inquiry Card.
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INTRODUCING MICRO-CAP IV."
MORE SPICE. MORE SPEED.
MORE CIRCUIT.
PC-based circuit analysis just became faster.
from SPICE 2G.6 models plus extensions. CompreMore powerful. And alot easier. Because
hensive analog behavioral modeling capabilities.
MICRO-CAP IV is here. And it continues a
Amassive model library. Instant feedback plotting
12-year tradition of setting CAE price/
from real-time waveform displays. Direct schematic
performance standards.
waveform probing. Support for both Super and
Put our 386/486 MICRO-CAP IV to work,
Extended VGA.
and you'll quickly streamline circuit creation,
AC Analistà
And the best is still less. At $2495, MICRO-CAP
simulation and edit-simulate cycles — on circuits as large as
outperforms comparable PC-based analog simulators — even
10,000 nodes. In fact, even our 286 version delivers aquantum
those $ 5000+ packages— with power to spare. Further, it's
leap upward in speed. Because, for one thing, MICRO-CAP IV
available for Macintosh as well as for IBM PCs. Write or call
ends SPICE-file-related slowdowns; it reads, writes and
for abrochure and demo disk. And experience firsthand
analyzes SPICE text files and MC4 schematic files. It also
added SPICE and higher speed— on larger circuits.
features fully integrated schematic and text editors. Plus an
-..—
interactive graphical interface— windows, pull-down menus,
mouse support, on-line HELP and documentation — that
1021 S. Wolfe Road
boosts speed even higher.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Now sample MICRO-CAP IV power. It comes, for example.
(408) 738-4387 FAX (408) 738-4702
111111.MOF

Circle 123 on Inquiry Card.
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Natural 110
You can communicate with your systems and they with you more naturally by using speech-recognition or speech-synthesis technology products
provided by these and other companies that make products for these applications.

Aicom Corp.
1590 Oakland Rd., Suite B112
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 453-8251
fax: ( 408) 453-8255
Circle 1174 on Inquiry Card.

Berkeley Speech
Technologies
2246 Sixth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(510) 841-5083
Circle 1181 on Inquiry Card.

Animated Voice Corp.
P.O. Box 819
San Marcos, CA 92079
(800) 942-3699
(619) 744-8190
fax: ( 619) 744-8903
Circle 1175 on Inquiry Card.

Berkeley Systems, Inc.
2095 Rose St.
Berkeley, CA 94709
(51(J) 540-5535
fax: ( 510) 540-5115
Circle 1182 on Inquiry Card.

Antex Electronics Corp.
16100 South Figueroa St.
Gardena, CA 90248
(800) 338-4231
(310) 532-3092
fax: ( 310) 532-8509
Circle 1176 on Inquiry Card.
Apex Voice
Communications, Inc.
14900 Ventura Blvd.,
Suite 200
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
(800) 727-3970
(818) 379-8400
fax: ( 818) 379-8410
Circle 1177 on Inquiry Card.
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 776-2333
(408) 996-1010
Circle 1178 on Inquiry Card.
Arkay Technologies, Inc.
5Tsienneto Rd., Suite 2
Derry, NH 03038
(800) 786-2419
(603) 425-2149
fax: ( 603) 434-5674
Circle 1179 on Inquiry Card.
Artie Technologies
International, Inc.
55 Park St., Suite 2
Troy, MI 48083
(313) 588-7370
fax: ( 313) 588-2650
Circle 1180 on Inquiry Card.

Compass Technology, Inc.
2201 Cantu Court. Suite 116
Sarasota, FL 34232
(813) 371-8000
fax: ( 813) 377-5600
Circle 1183 on Inquiry Card.
Covox, Inc.
675 Conger St.
Eugene, OR 97402
(503) 342-1271
fax: ( 503) 342-1283
Circle 1184 on Inquiry Card.
Dialogic Corp.
300 Littleton Rd.
Parsippany, NJ 07054
(201) 334-8450
fax: (201) 334-1257
Circle 1185 on Inquiry Card.
Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St.
Maynard, MA 01754
(800) 332-8000
(508) 493-5111
fax: ( 508) 493-8780
Circle 1186 on Inquiry Card.
Dragon Systems
320 Nevada St.
Newton, MA 02160
(617) 965-5200
fax: ( 617) 527-0372
Circle 1187 on Inquiry Card.

Emerson & Stern
Associates, Inc.
10150 Sorrento Valley Rd.,
Suite 210
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 457-2526
fax: (619) 457-1876
Circle 1188 on Inquiry Card.
Farallon Computing, Inc.
2000 Powell St.
Emeryville, CA 94608
(510) 596-9000
fax: ( 510) 596-9020
Cirde 1189 on Inquiry Card.
First Byte
19840 Pioneer Ave.
Torrance, CA 90503
(310) 793-0610
fax: ( 310) 793-0601
Circle 1190 on Inquiry Card.
GW Micro
310 Racquet Dr.
Ft. Wayne, IN 46825
(219) 483-3625
fax: ( 219) 484-2510
Circle 1191 on Inquiry Card.
IBM
Old Orchard Rd.
Armonk, NY 10504
(800) 426-2468
(914) 765-1900
Circle 1192 on Inquiry Card.
InterActive, Inc.
204 North Main
Humboldt, SD 57035
(800) 292-2112
(605) 363-5117
fax: (605) 363-5102
Circle 1193 on Inquiry Card.
Kay Elemetrics Corp.
12 Maple Ave.
P.O. Box 2025
Pine Brook, NJ 07058
(800) 289-5297
(201) 227-2000
fax: ( 201) 227-7760
Circle 1194 on Inquiry Cord.

Kurzweil Applied
Intelligence, Inc.
411 Waverley Oaks Rd.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 893-5151
fax: (617) 893-6525
Circle 1195 on Inquiry Cord.
Landmark Research
International Corp.
703 Grand Central St.
Clearwater, FL 34616
(800) 683-6696
(813) 443-1331
fax: ( 813) 443-6603
Cirde 1196 on Inquiry Card.
Lernout & Hauspie
Speech Products
800 West Cummings Park,
Suite 3900
Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 932-4118
fax: (617) 932-9209
Circle 1197 on Inquiry Card.
Medisoft
300 North Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(800)451-3111
(714) 642-3910
fax: ( 714) 548-3091
Circle 1198 on Inquiry Card.
Microcomputer Systems, Inc.
1814 Ryder Dr.
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
(504) 769-2154
fax: ( 504) 769-2155
Circle 1199 on Inquiry Card.
Mimic, Inc.
P.O. Box 705
Islington, MA 02090
(617) 329-9593
Cirde 1200 on Inquiry Card.
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UMI reproduces this publication in microform: microfiche and 16 or 35mm microfilm. For information
about this publication or any of the more than 16,000
periodicals and 7,000 newspapers we offer, complete and mail this coupon to UMI, 300 North Zeeb
Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA. Or call us toll-free
for an immediate response: 800-521-0600. From
Alaska and Michigan call collect 313-761-4700. From
Canada call toll-free 800-343-5299.
Please send me information about the titles I've listed below:

Name
Title
Company/Institution
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone (

UMI
ABell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll-free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll-free from Canada
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Natural MicroSystems Corp.
8Erie Dr.
Natick, MA 01760
(800) 533-6120
(508) 650-1300
fax: ( 508) 650-1352
Circle 1201 on Inquiry Card.

TeleSensory Systems, Inc.
455 North Bernardo Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(800) 227-8418
(415) 960-0920
fax: (415) 969-9064
Circle 1209 on Inquiry Cord.

NCR Corp.
1700 South Patterson Blvd.
Dayton, OH 45479
(800) 225-5627
(513) 445-5000
Circle 1202 on Inquiry Card.

Texas Instruments, Inc.
P.O.Box 655012
Dallas, TX 75265
(800) 527-3500
(214) 995-2011
Circle 1210 on Inquiry Card.

Personal Data Systems, Inc.
100 West Rincon Ave.,
Suite 103
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 866-1126
fax: (408) 866-1128
Circle 1203 on Inquiry Card.

Turtle Beach Systems
Cybercenter #33
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
York, PA 17404
(717) 843-6916
fax: ( 717) 854-8319
Circle 1211 on Inquiry Cord.

Rhetorex, Inc.
200 East Hacienda Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 370-0881
fax: ( 408) 370-1171
Circle 1204 on Inquiry Cord.

Voice Computer Corp.
15373 Northeast 90th St.
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 883-3345
fax: (206) 883-2322
Circle 1212 on Inquiry Card.

Rockwell International
Corp.
Switching Systems Division
1431 Opus Place
Downers Grove, IL 60515
(800) 722-5959
(708) 960-8000
fax: ( 708) 960-8165
Circle 1205 on Inquiry Card.

Votrax, Inc.
24027 Research Dr.
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
(800) 521-1350
(313) 459-5007
fax: ( 313) 442-0922
Circle 1213 on Inquiry Cord.

Software Research Corp.
P.O. Box 6519, Depot 1
Victoria, British Columbia,
Canada V8P 5M4
(604) 721-1214
fax: ( 604) 721-1785
Circle 1206 on Inquiry Card.
Spectral Synthesis, Inc.
18568 142nd Ave. NE
Woodinville, WA 98072
(206) 487-2931
fax: ( 206) 487-3431
Circle 1207 on Inquiry Card.
Street Electronics Corp.
6420 Via Real
Carpinteria, CA 93013
(805) 684-4593
fax: ( 805) 684-6628
Circle 1208 on Inquiry Cord.

Voyetra Technologies
333 Fifth Ave.
Pelham, NY 10803
(800) 233-9377
(914) 738-4500
fax: (914) 738-6946
Circle 1214 on inquiry Card.
Wang Laboratories, Inc.
1Industrial Ave.
Lowell, MA 01851
(800) 835-9264
(508) 459-5000
Circle 1215 on Inquiry Cord.

Inclusion in the resource
guide should not be taken as a
BYTE endorsement or recommendation. Likewise, omission
from the guide should not be
taken negatively . The information here was believed to be
accurate at the time of writing,
but BYTE cannot be responsible for omission.s, errors, or
changes that occur after
compilation.
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Design CodeBase
Browse/Edit screens using
any resource toolkit.

Use CodeBase 4.5 from Visual Basic
or Turbo Pascal for Windows.

•Multi User
•Portable (DOS, Unix, ...)
•Royalty Free DLL
•C++ interface included

Use the super- fast, super-small FoxPro 2.0
CDX or the Clipper NTX index files.
"Our product was too slow under FoxPro 2.0,
so we rewrote it in C using CodeBase. Now
it is incredibly fast."

See us at

Jeff Reed, DCS Computer Services

Comdex/Spring '92
Booth # W1934
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The C Library for DataBase Management
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How Can ADired Supplier
Like Northgaté Give You Superior
LAN Solutions And Support?

Like Machu Picchu,
Some Phenomena May
Never Be Explained.
You may think that Machu
Picchu and aNorthgate
OmniLAN" solution have little
in common. The fact is, both
are the result of insightful design
and extraordinary engineering
—the elements of atrue phenomenon.
Whether you need aLAN with
just four workstations or hun-

Zrze nezie:euzisvrep,2,9:c

dreds, OmniLAN systems give
you the outstanding performance
and reliability you need for today's
business applications. Best of all,
installation is as easy as connecting
the color-coded cabling and turning the system on. All networking
cards and software have been
installed for you. Here's how to
select the right OmniLAN system for you:
Pick afile server. Options
include an Elegance SP 386/33,
SP 48633 or 486/33 EISA. All

have 8or 16MB RAM, 300MB
SCSI hard drive and controller,
monochrome monitor and
network interface card.
Choose from four topologies:
ARCNET, ETHERNET Thin
Net, ETHERNET 10BASE-T or
Northgate Local Area Wireless
Network.
Select your operating environment. Northgate has forged
astrategic alliance with Novell
which allows us to offer NetWare
386 3.11 and 286 2.2.

The ancient Inca ceremonial site of
Machu Picchu, high up in the Peruvian
Andes, has long mystified historians,
scientists and engineers by the precision of its stonework. Massive granite
blocks were systematically cut and set
without the use of mortar — yet the
joints between them are barely visible.
Though they were an advanced
civilization, the Incas had no iron
tools or other materials to achieve this
level of quality. How, then, was it
accomplished? Through levitation?
Psychic powers? Extra- terrestrial
assistance? The answer
continues to
elude us.

Your network also includes
four 386S,C"/20 workstations
each with a52 MB hard drive,
VGA card, network interface
card, 14" color monitor, and
OmniKey® keyboard.
You get alimited one-year parts
and labor warranty including onsite service from NCRePlus,
24-hour, 7-day-a-week toll- free
technical support backed by
Certified NetWare® engineers.
Customized service and support
plans also available.

Call for afree Decision-Maker's
Kit, complete pricing and custom
configuration information.

800-345-8709
Major corporations, volume purchasers and
government agencies call National Business
Accounts: 800-545-6059
Charge it to your VISA, MasterCard, Discover,
American Express or Northgate Big 'N' card.
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SOLUTIONS FOCUSI Tape Backup for LANs

VLAN
BACKUP
TOOLS
The BYTE Lab looks
at eight LAN tape
backup packages that
promise to keep
your files safe
BYTE

LAB

STAFF

F

lash! Lightning strikes a power
pole near your building just as you
are updating the company database. The power blinks out for a
second, and the file server and some of
your workstations crash. You reboot the
systems, only to find your database wiped
out. The immediate order of business is
to repair your damaged data. First thing
tomorrow, you'll investigate centralized
tape backup systems for your network.

Reach Out and Touch Some Ones (and Zeros)
As we rely more and more on LANs for storing mission-critical applications and
data, we've begun to take for granted that our data will always be secure, organized, and readily accessible. But backing up and managing data for an entire
network is adaunting task that involves more than copying anetwork's worth of
files onto atape drive. Fortunately, anew generation of sophisticated LAN tape
backup software promises to solve the complex problems of networkwide data
backup and archiving, tape rotation, and disaster recovery. For network clients
and administrators, this can mean that important data is safe even when mistakes
and malfunctions threaten catastrophe.
In this Solutions Focus, the BYTE Lab evaluates eight DOS, Unix, and Mac
products that treat your entire network as acollection of data to be safeguarded.
Cheyenne Software's ARCserve supports workstations running DOS, Windows,
or OS/2, as well as NetWare file servers. Four products—Maynard Electronics'
LANStream, Mountain Network Solutions' FileSafe, Palindrome's The Network
Archivist (TNA), and Performance Technology's Powersave—handle DOS
workstations and file servers. Delta Microsystems' BudTool and Legato Systems' Legato NetWorker give your Unix network shared access to asingle tape
drive. Dantz Development's Retrospect Remote lets asingle Macintosh back up
both Mac file servers and clients' Macs. (See the table for acomplete rundown of
the features offered by these packages.)
All these products address both servers and workstations in their backup
192
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ACTION SUMMARY

WHAT LAN TAPE BACKUP
SOFTWARE DOES

With ashared high-capacity tape
drive on your LAN, all clients on
your office network can safely
store their important files on tope.
LIKES

Ashared tape drive makes it easy
for system administrators to back
up clients' workstations in acosteffective manner.
DISLIKES

Setting up aLAN tape backup
system can be complex at best and
very aggravating to debug.
Many administrators will want to
call in aconsultant.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The Network Archivist does a
remarkable job of automating
NetWare backups; ARCserve
and LANStream are good
alternatives. Legato NetWorker
is our choice for powerful yet easyto- use Unix network backups.
Retrospect Remote is an excellent
Macintosh backup package.

schemes. We chose systems capable of
sorting 1 gigabyte or more of data, a
threshold for performing an unattended
backup of an entire network ( for adiscussion of tape drives with more than 1gigabyte of storage, see the text box " Life
Above 1 Gigabyte: DAT vs. 8-mm vs.
QIC" on page 197). Our test sample consisted of stand-alone software and software/hardware bundles. In some cases,
drive vendors repackage third-party software with only minor alterations. We
didn't test the variations, but let the original software represent the group.

Network Concerns
Besides safeguarding data with regular
backup schemes, these products attempt
to solve problems vital to networks. For
example, you should devise a workable
tape- rotation scheme so that the loss of a
single tape is not acatastrophe. Backup
software with integrated schedulers can
help. Software can also perform incremental backups, copying only the files
that have changed since the last backup.
A good rotation scheme will include a
regular schedule of full and incremental
backups. In one instance, the software
can fully automate the rotation process.
What if you need an earlier version of
aparticular file? A documented catalog
of your tapes, together with ample notes,
PHOTOGRAPHY
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TAPE BACKUP FOR LANS

LAN BACKUP SOFTWARE
The new generation of LAN tape backup software takes some of the drudgery out of administrative chores such as
scheduling, file migration, and tape rotation. (111 = yes; 0 = no; N/A = not applicable.)
MAC

DOS
The Network
Archivist 2.0

Retrospect
Remote 1.3

$1995

5449

ARCserve 4.0

FlieSafe 5.2.2A

$295 to $ 1895

FileSafe: $495
FileTalk: $495

Tape server
Push/pull

Backup workstation
Pull

Backup workstation
Push/pull

Backup workstation
Pull

Backup workstation
Pull

Backup workstation
Pull

PC running DOS.
OS/2, or Windows

PC running DOS

PC running DOS

PC running DOS

PC running DOS

PC running DOS

PC running DOS

PC running DOS

PC running DOS

PC running DOS

NetWare

NetWare

NetWare

18 KB

NetWare, LANtastic,
PC- LAN, 3+Share
35 KB

45 KB

10 KB

NetWare, Vines.
LANtastic, 10net
N/A

Mac Plus or
better running
System 6.0.x or 7.0
Mac Plus or
better running
System 6.0.x or 7.0
Any AppleTalk
protocol
97 KB

Unlimited workstations

3workstations

5workstations

350 MB on network

255 workstations

Unlimited
workstations

Unlimited
workstations

Unlimited
workstations

Unlimited
network data

255 workstations

Devices supported
4-/8-mm
Cartridge tape
Floppy disk
Removable hard drive
Multiple devices

•
•
o
•
•

•
•
o
o
•

•
o
o
•

•
•
o
o
o

•
•
o
o
•

•
•
•
•
•

Security
Workstation access password?
Workstations must be logged in?

•

•

•
•

o
o

•

o

•
•

File management
Automatic file migration
Phantom files
Back up to other drives?
Macintosh naming support
File histories

•
o
•
•
•

o
o
o
•

o
o
•
•

•
•
o
•
•

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
•
•
•

Grandfather-father-son

Manual

Prompt for blank tape

Tower of Hanoi

Manual

Manual

Price

Architecture
Topology
Push/pull
System requirements
Workstations
Tape server
Network
User workstation TSR/INIT RAM
Protected workstations
Basic package
Maximum protection

Tape rotation
Method
Prices include software and hardware.

will enable you to restore older versions
of important files. Alternatively, backup
software can keep track of file histories
for you, listing the version dates and
prompting for the correct tape when a
specific version is restored.
A good backup strategy will also address the thorny problem of disk space on
the server. Unused files should be shuffled off to tape and removed from the
server altogether. In some cases, azerolength file will remain on-line so that if
the file is called, the backup software
will restore the original file from tape
and deliver it to the application. The
trend is toward tiered storage, where files
migrate first to a large-volume on-line
storage medium such as read/write optical before being archived to tape.
And what about the workstations on
your network? More often than not, local
stations will not have the resources avail194
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LANStream 1.0

Powersave 2.2

4-mm DAT.$7495 $995
8-mm, 2.2 gigabytes: $8995
5gigabytes: $ 10,795'

11 workstations/
unlimited servers
Unlimited
workstations

Prices include device drivers but no hardware

able to maintain a regular schedule of
disk backup. So what happens to all that
vulnerable data? Until recently, you had
to resort to third-party peer-to-peer networking extensions to make other workstations accessible to asingle tape drive.
Older backup software isn't always network-aware, but as long as it thinks that
adrive is local, it will dutifully save its
contents to tape. Anyway, clients no longer store valuable data on their hard
drives—it's all on the server, right?
Not necessarily. Windows and Mac
applications tend to be huge nowadays,
and to speed up network operations,
most clients keep their applications and
data on local hard drives. While the mission-critical shared database information
is probably on the server, there's likely
to be more and more valuable stuff on individual workstations. Distributing data
throughout the network is common in

Unix installations. That's where the new
crop of tape backup software comes in—
it can reach through the wires and grab
data from anywhere for safekeeping.
Most versions of Unix include aset of
commands that handle file backup and
restore operations. Despite the cost benefits, however, the standard Unix backup
utilities provide only the most primitive
capabilities; some even lack the ability to
span multiple tapes. Berkeley Standard
Distribution flavors of Unix, and those
that borrow from BSD, add access to remote tape drives through the network.
Again, this facility is primitive, and performance is far from optimal.
Besides using different rotation plans
and having very different user interfaces,
these systems exhibit substantial differences in backup topologies. FileSafe,
TNA, Powersave, and Retrospect Remote put the tape drive on one worksta-

Cheyenne ARCserweeR/

J 4 BR
User CECIL on File

Job lntry

UNIX
BudTool 4.0

Legato Net Worker 3.0

Prices range from $4995
(fa single tape drive support)
to $29.995 (for alarge
jukebox)2

$2000

Tape server
Push/pull

Tape server
Push/pull

Unix

Unix. DOS
(with PC-NFS)

Unix

Unix

TCP/IP

TCP/IP

N/A

N/A

One server.
unlimited nodes
Unlimited
workstations

5
workstations
200
workstations

•
•
0
•
•

•
•
0
•
•

Through Unix
•

Through Unix
•

0
•
•
N/A
•

N/A
N/A
•
•
•

Manual

Tape expiration dates

tion—most likely the system administrator's. That workstation runs a standalone application that accesses the file
servers and other workstations (see part
a of the figure). LANStream requires
you to designate aworkstation as adedicated backup server. ARCserve treats
the tape drive as ashared resource (see
part bof the figure) and puts the drive on
one of the system's NetWare servers. The
administrator grants access to abackup
queue, and clients post requests to the
server. BudTool and Legato NetWorker
use Unix's multitasking capabilities to
turn one of the networked workstations
into anondedicated tape server.
TestBeds
We installed each package on one of
three test-beds. Our NetWare test-bed
consisted of a486/33 file server running
NetWare 3.11, Dell and Tangent 386/25

Screen 1: NetWare
administrators
should feel right
at home with
ARCserve 'suser
interface. The
Insert key brings
up pick-list items,
and you manage
the backup job
queues just like
any other NetWare
queues.
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Session Password:
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workstations, and an assortment of 4and 8-mm helical-scan tape drives. Some
drives came with their own proprietary
SCSI controllers and drivers; others supported an Adaptec 1522 SCSI controller.
We tested the two Unix packages on an
isolated network that included an Opus
System 5000 SPARC workstation, an Altos System 5000 486/33 file server, and
several DOS systems. We set up the Opus
as the backup server using its 150-MB
internal quarter-inch cartridge (QIC)
tape drive as the backup device.
Retrospect Remote ran on our Macintosh AppleShare network with amixture
of AppleShare and NetWare for Macintosh AFP-compliant servers. As workstations, we used aMac IIfx connected
to an Irwin 5080 cartridge tape drive, an
Archive Python 2gigabyte digital audiotape (DAT) drive, and an 'omega Bernoulli 90 removable cartridge drive. The
clients were aMac IIci and aQuadra 900
running System 7.0, and aMac II with a
Radius Rocket running System 6.0.5.
Testing software designed to recover
from catastrophic events is a complex
task. We had to simulate weeks of normal use and then create adisaster. For
each package, we formatted aset of tapes
and backed up the network repeatedly to
test the rotation and tape overflow features. To get afeel for recovery mechanisms, we occasionally deleted directories and restored them from tape. When a
package used the network storage for its
own database (rather than storing it on
tape), we damaged the database to see
how well the software handled it.
Given so many different architectures
and tape drives, we could not make objective performance comparisons. Performance on your network will depend
on the particular tape drive, the network
transport layer, and the I/O performance
of your tape drive and interface.

DIRECTORIES

Sohnit Job?

Hack Up Hidden Files: YES Bac
Uerify Method: Compare Tape To

Hdckup Method:

1:85 pn

Clear Archive Bit: NU
Track Files: YI::

IB Hours

8 Minute ,.

Delete Source Tiles: 11]

ARCserve 4.0
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Of the DOS packages, Cheyenne Software's ARCserve had our favorite topology: The tape drive attaches to the file
server, and the system administrator establishes backup queues much like NetWare print queues. Any client with access rights can then post a backup
request to the server.
ARCserve looks exactly like any other
NetWare utility (see screen 1). To place
a backup job in the server queue, you
select aqueue from apick list and press
the Insert key. A window then pops up
displaying the Unattended Operations
menu. You select afunction and choose a
predefined script or make up anew one.
The job will execute at the time you specify, whether you're logged in or not. The
server knows enough to prompt you for a
particular tape if you've specified one by
name. You make your workstation accessible by running one of three TSR programs: DOSAGENT publishes your
workstation by node address and makes
your files available over the Novell
IPX/SPX transport layer; WINAGENT
does the same for workstations running
Windows; and 0S2AGENT is a background process for OS/2.
ARCserve uses a grandfather-fatherson tape rotation scheme. This is perhaps
the most common method for desktop
computers and one that works well if
you're diligent about keeping track of
which tapes are which. Basically, you
start with a full-system backup on a
given day of the week. For the rest of the
week, you perform incremental backups
(i.e., backing up only new or changed
files), preferably on anew tape each day.
On full-backup day next week, you use
afresh tape to do another full backup.
The full backup from the previous week
ARM
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TWO TAPE DRIVE STRATEGIES
a)

b)

File server

File server

User
workstations

User
workstations

Administrator's
/ workstation

Administrator's
/ workstation

•

IM
Tape drive
r .
11
' - —
11

,

,

.

.

Tape drive
11111

(a) Most centralized LAN backup systems place the tape drive on an administrator's workstation. On demand or on schedule, the
backup software reaches out through the network and grabs files from the servers and other workstations. Workstations have to
"publish" their local drives to make them look like file servers.
(b) A shared tape drive is aresource, just as aprinter or ahigh-speed modem can be. In some installations, putting the tape
drive on the file server makes sense. Unlike an administrator's workstation, the file server rarely gets turned off, making it ideal
for backup service. Another benefit is that, to back up the server data, the files don't have to be shuffled over the network.
becomes an archive tape or is put into a
4- to 6-week rotation, depending on your
needs.
At any given time, you can bring the
system to aknown state by restoring the
last full backup and all the incrementals.
ARCserve automatically handles the rotation by giving each day's tape adifferent name and making the right kind of
backup (i.e., either full or incremental).
It's still your responsibility to manage
the sets of tapes.
ARCServe for NetWare 3.11 installs
as aNetWare loadable module. You simply log into the server as SUPERVISOR,
run a simple installation package, and
then load the NLM from the server console. You specify ARCserve queues with
agiven user list and priority. Tape operations can be either attended or unattended. Attended backups happen onscreen while you wait. If the tape driver
is busy, you get amessage on-screen, and
you're asked to try again later. Unattended backups go into abackup queue
and get processed later at a time you
specify.
We tested ARCserve with two Python
2-gigabyte 4-mm DAT drives connected
to asingle Adaptec controller. ARCserve
queues aren't specific to agiven drive;
selecting the right drive on the SCSI bus
is left to the ARCserve SCSI driver,
which scans the tape labels looking for a
match. If it can't find one, you get aNet196
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Ware message at the bottom of your
screen asking for anew tape. We had no
difficulty getting ARCserve running
after we updated the IPX shell to the
latest version (3.10), but the constant
stream of NetWare SEND messages got
to be abit annoying.

FileSafe 5.2.2A

.z)

Mountain Network Solutions' FileSafe
provides two distinct user interfaces. A
menued interface packs all the major
functions of the software into an easy-touse shell. Command-line utilities give
you the same power through customized
batch files.
The menued interface follows ahierarchical structure. The first screen presents the basic operations: backing up,
restoring, and verifying. When you
choose an option, such as Backup, from
the main menu screen, asecond screen
appears with amenu offering the choice
of Full, Selective, or Automatic backup.
Should you choose to do aselective backup or restore, you are then presented with
alist of drives, directories, and files to
pick from. You can then tag the files you
want to operate on. At this point, you can
call an Include or Exclude box and use
DOS wild cards to select or filter out specific sets of files. You can also restrict

the backup to aspecified range of dates,
or you can back up only files created or
modified since your last tape backup.
The Automatic menu option lets you
schedule recurring jobs. You select the
days of the week when you want the backup to run, the time to run the job, and the
interval between jobs. You can then run a
job every week on the specified day or at
any set interval (e.g., every 2hours).
According to Mountain Network Solutions, the tape drive has Quick File Access capability. QFA uses block addresses to locate data instead of sequentially
reading through files. This feature did
not appear to be operational in our setup.
The drive seemed to read through the
tape, trying to locate the files. At one
point, the software took forever to display the directory structure of aselected
drive. With the directory on-screen, we
called for abackup but forgot to designate specific files. The software told us
that no files had been selected. FileSafe
had to search through the tape again to
redisplay the directory.
FileSafe includes a full set of programs invoked from the DOS prompt. It
also has aTSR scheduler that will fire off
any command at an appointed time. If
your system is busy at the appointed
time, you can tell the scheduler to wait
until the system is idle, or you can have
the scheduler preempt a running program. We found the scheduler to be abit

Life Above 1Gigabyte:
DAT vs. 8-mm vs. QIC
Roger C. Alford

T

hree primary tapedrive technologies are
available that can accommodate the highcapacity storage requirements
of modern LANs: digital audiotape (DAT), 8-mm tape,
and quarter- inch cartridge
(QIC). These alternatives offer trade-offs in capacity,
speed, size, backward compatibility, and price, so you
must choose the right platform based on your specific
requirements.
Basic Technologies
Long popular for lower-capacity backup, QIC drives have recently reached
into the 1-gigabyte-plus capacities. The
QIC-1000 drives introduced last year
support 1gigabyte of data storage on a
single DC6000 cartridge, and the newer
QIC-1350 drives appearing this year
tout a1.35-gigabyte capacity.
DAT has been establishing itself for
data backup since its introduction to the
audio market in 1986. The DAT drive
market has standardized on two incompatible data formats: DDS (digital data
storage) and Data/DAT. DDS has
achieved the greatest industry acceptance, and it is used by most current
DAT drives. Data/DAT is somewhat
slower than DDS but allows block and
sector updating and high-speed file
searches.
There are now numerous DAT drive
manufacturers, including many of the
established QIC drive producers. DAT
drives offer 1.3 gigabytes of storage on a
standard 60-meter data cartridge, and 2
gigabytes on the longer 90-meter cartridge. DAT cartridges use a 4-mmwide metal-particle medium, and, at
under 1
/2
inch thick and smaller than a
business card, the package is the smallest of the high-capacity data cartridges.
Eight-millimeter drives, introduced
by Exabyte in 1987, are based on VCR
technology. Exabyte remains the sole
manufacturer of these drives, although
many companies private-label the Exa-

byte drive. These drives use adata cartridge about the size of adeck of cards,
incorporating an 8-mm-wide metal-particle medium. The 8-mm drives are
available in 2.5- and 5.0-gigabyte capacities. The ISO recently voted to standardize Exabyte's 8-mm tape format.
Drive Comparisons
All the drives incorporate read-afterwrite data verification to ensure data integrity and use embedded error-correction codes to recover data if any data
becomes corrupted. Most implementations of these high-capacity tape drives
use the popular SCSI connection. While
DAT drives are commonly available in a
31
/2
inch half-height form factor, QIC1000/-1350 drives generally maintain a
5 '4-inch half-height profile. The 8-mm
drives have been traditionally packaged
in a5'4inch full-height form factor, although newer half-height models ere
now available.
QIC standards allow the 1-gigabyteplus drives to read tapes from lower-capacity drives (e.g., the popular 525-MB
QIC drives) and permit interchange of
tapes produced by different drive manufacturers. The established DDS standard also allows data cartridge interchangeability among the DAT drive
manufacturers, but as I've mentioned,
the DDS and Data/DAT formats are not
interchangeable. Since Exabyte is the
sole 8-mm drive manufacturer, com-

patibility is not an issue.
The different drive types
vary in speed. Q1C-1000
drives can transfer data at 200
KBps, while QIC-1350 drives
offer transfer rates of up to
600 KBps. DAT drives transfer data at aslower 180 KBps.
Finally, 2.5-gigabyte 8-mm
drives transfer data at 246
KBps, and their 5-gigabyte
big brother touts a500-KBps
data transfer rate. Data compression. now used almost
universally by tape drive
manufacturers, effectively increases these data transfer
rates as well as data storage capacities.
Cost is always an important issue. It's
likely that QIC drives will maintain the
lowest price tag of the high-capacity alternatives, but DAT price drops this past
year promise to give QIC some competition. QIC-1000/-1350 drives typically
cost between $2000 and $4000, while
typical DAT prices range between
$2500 and $6000; recent DAT drives,
however, have sold for as little as $ 1500.
The capacity-king 8-mm drives will
probably remain the premium backup
alternative for the foreseeable future,
generally costing well over $5000 for a
2.5-gigabyte model and over $ 10,000
for a5-gigabyte unit. Media costs for all
the drives are similar, at between $20
and $40 per cartridge.
Future capacity increases for the
competing tape drive technologies are
unclear. Current QIC plans call for capacity increases to 35 gigabytes within
five years. DAT will probably reach 5
gigabytes within the next two years but
may not go much higher. Similarly, Exabyte is expected to introduce adrive
with an 8- to 10-gigabyte capacity within the next two years, but further capacity increases may be slow in coming.
Roger C. Alford, aBYTE consulting editor, is president of Programmable Devices, aMichigan-based electronics design firm. He can be reached on BIX as
"rogera."
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limited and unreliable. The preempting
feature will not work in graphics mode or
if your program is making DOS calls or
accessing the hard disk.
If you prefer, you can set up batch files
to automatically perform your backup
chores. This takes some knowledge of
DOS batch files, but Mountain offers
help both in the documentation and by
providing useful samples on disk. Mountain's standard bkall batch file does
a full backup of all workstations. We
added just afew lines and included full
backups of all the file servers as well.
The FileTalk software provides asolution for backing up local workstation
disks across the network (based on the
Pipes peer-to-peer kernel). Published
drives appear across the network with a
user prefix (e.g., BILL:C:). You can
back up any published drive from the administrator's station as if the disk were
local.
We found FileSafe to be reliable and
solid, if abit slow and unresponsive at
times. It will do the main job of LAN
backup, but it can't help you with scheduling, tape rotation, file grooming, and
other advanced administrative tasks.
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Screen 2:
The LANStream
interface lets you
select files from a
directory tree.
From pop-up
boxes, you can
exclude or include
sets offiles using
DOS wild cards
and other filters
such as date
stamps and
NetWare's lastaccess flag.
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LANStream 1.0
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In automating your backup chores, Maynard Electronics' LANStream doesn't go
as far as TNA (see below), but it stakes
out asolid middle ground. For instance,
LANStream has no rotation software of
its own but prompts you for new tapes as
needed. You can schedule rotation for an

interval of your choosing, and at the appointed time the system asks you for a
new tape. LANStream opts for asimple
and effective approach, sacrificing some
power along the way.
That's not to say that LANStream is a
bare-bones offering. Far from it. The
software treats tape drives as shared devices so that each workstation can access
the drive and schedule awide assortment

DATA COMPRESSION LIBRARIESTM

PKWARE's® Data Compression Libraries'" allow software developers to add data compression
technology to software applications. The application program controls all the input and output
of data allowing data to be compressed or extracted to or from any device or area of memory.

I

• All Purpose Data Compression Algorithm Compresses Ascii or Binary Data Quickly with
similar compression achieved by the popular PKzup software, however the format used by
the compression routine is completely generic and not specific to the PKZIP file format.
• Application Controlled I/O and memory allocation for extreme flexibility.
• Adjustable Dictionary Size allows software to be fine tuned for Maximum Size or Speed.
• Approximately 35K memory needed for Compression, 12K memory needed for Extraction.
• Compatible with most popular Languages: C, C+ +, Pascal, Assembly, Basic, Clipper, Etc.
• Works with any 80x86 family CPU in real or protected mode. $295.00
• No runtime royalties.

RUNNING OUT OF EXPENSIVE DISK SPACE?
PKEP can help! May compresses your files to free up disk space and reduce modern
transfer time. You can compress a single file or entire directory structures with a single
command. Compressed files can be quickly returned to their normal size with PKuriziP.
Software developers can reduce the number of diskettes needed to distribute their product by
using PKZIP. Call for Distribution License information.
See us at Comdex, Booth #862

I
I

The included PKziP utility lets you store
compressed files as a single self--extracting
EXE files that automatically uncompresses
when run. Only $47.00

PK \
MR,
THE DATA COMPRESSION EXPERTS

9025 N. Deerwood Dr.
Brown Deer, WI 53223
(414) 354-8699
Fax (414) 354-8559
BY492
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On Verbatim® data storage
products. They start out backed by
acomplete Verbatim warranty And
then they get better.
For example, our DataLife®
Colors disks let yon color-code
your files for convenience and
added security

Our Teflon®-coated DataLifePlus® disks let you wipe off fingerprints, dust, even pencil shavings.
Without wiping out information.
Our 5.25-Inch and 3.5-Inch Remitable Optical Disks are virtually incapable of losing data. Plus, they both
have enormous storage capacities.

And our data cartridges, high
density data cassettes, data certified 8mm/4mm data cartridges,
and reel tapes live up to the same
impeccable safety standards we've
set with our disks.
So next time, ask for Verbatim.
And get the name you can't lose with.
Circle 132 on Inquiry Cord.

lbflon• is aDuPont registered trademark.
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of jobs. One workstation on the network
becomes adedicated tape server. Ideally, you'd run the server software at the
end of the day and schedule your tape
backup jobs after hours. Another approach might be to set up asystem and
dedicate it to running the LANStream
server software. You can perform certain administrative tasks from the tape
server, but the bulk of the work—backup, restores, transfers, and scheduling—
would be performed by the LANStream
workstations.
To manage data on the network, LANStream employs NetWare's Btrieve.
(You'll need Btrieve 5.16 or higher to get
up and running.) We had to acquire an
update patch, and even then the NLM reported some intermittent errors. Each
client on the network who wants to access
the tape server must install acopy of the
workstation software. The software assigns the NetWare log-in name to the installed workstation, so if you have people
sharing asingle workstation, they have to
share asingle NetWare account.
Once the software is installed, the
workstations can tap the tape drive as a
shared resource. Each workstation's capabilities are limited by a combination
of the user's NetWare and LANStream
privileges. From the workstations, users
can back up mapped NetWare drives as
well as their local drives. They can also
run a TSR (i.e., IsleLAN) and publish
their local drives for other workstations
on the network.
The software presents an easy-to-use
menued interface. From the workstation,
three basic tasks are available: backup,
restore, and transfer; each task has a
pull-down menu associated with it. To
perform an operation, you choose the appropriate menu and select the files you
want to work with. You can select entire
drives, arange of subdirectories, or individual files. Files can be included or excluded by wild-card designators or date
ranges (see screen 2). By selecting the
Transfer operation, you can perform selective file " grooming" by transferring
only those files not accessed in, say, 180
days (you can select any period up to 999
days). The files selected would then be
copied to the tape drive and removed
from the network drive.
LANStream makes it easy to create
scripts. You simply select the operation
you want scripted, designate the files to
be included in the operation, and then
select amenu option to save the script.
The integrated scheduler lets you set up
jobs to run at aparticular day and time or
at any interval you designate.
LANStream also supports multiple
200
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can off-load some of the administrator's
responsibilities by leaving it up to the
users to back up their own local drives
while the administrator backs up the network. It's a nice compromise between
the fully automated TNA approach and
the traditional manual approach. You
have the tools to do what you want, but
it's still up to you to set up an efficient
backup strategy.

drives on the tape server. Each tape drive
can be limited to aparticular group of
users (e.g., adepartment) or even to different operations (e.g., atape drive could
be set up for restore jobs only). This type
of flexibility is LANStream's greatest
strength. If you want asingle administrator to be in charge of backup operations,
that's no problem; users can simply publish their drives. On the other hand, you
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Screen 3:
For manually
archiving files
onto tape, The
Network Archivist
provides an easy,
point-and-shoot
menu system.
Automatic
operations take
care of
themselves.

ferent-size disks and three poles. The
idea is to transfer the entire stack of disks
from one pole to another by moving one
disk at atime and always placing asmaller disk on alarger one. For every disk
Palindrome's TNA (see screen 3) is eas(i.e., backup tape) you add, the number
ily the most ambitious of the backup
of moves (i.e., backups per rotation) will
packages we looked at. It doesn't treat
double.
your backups as a series of tapes, but
To save on the amount of data written
rather as avast collection of data that just
happens to be scattered among aseries of to tape, TNA considers that any data that
has been stored onto three tapes without
tape sets. In short, you don't use TNA to
being changed is saved and that data
copy data onto tapes, but to manage your
won't be written to tape again. The softfiles, and you trust it to handle the tapes
ware tracks the file's access history and,
any way it wants.
once it becomes stable, makes sure that
The way the package likes to work is
it resides permanently on three tapes.
through fully automatic tape rotation
Some time later ( 12 weeks by default),
using aTower of Hanoi algorithm. Poputhe file becomes eligible for migration or
lar among the minicomputer and maingrooming. At the administrator's discreframe crowd, this algorithm chooses
tion, eligible files can be identified and
among five or seven tape sets, depending
purged from the file server. The file will
on the parameters you select. This
be replaced with azero-length phantom
scheme improves on the standard fatherfile and flagged in TNA's database. If
son algorithm by making more versions
your PC then tries to access the file,
of your data available with less tape and
TNAFNTOM (aDOS TSR) will trap the
less backup time.
access and tell you that the file has miYou start by doing afull backup to one
grated to tape.
tape set—call it A. The next day's tape
For workstation backup, TNA uses a
will be B, and so on until you get to G.
pair of TSRs, TNAWS and TNACNTRL,
The rotation scheme calls for G to be updated every 2 days, F every 4 days, E based on Fresh Technology's Map Assist, aNetWare peer-to-peer networking
every 8days, and then back to A and B,
package. TNAWS makes your workstawhich each get updated every 16 days.
tion's drives available to other workstaThe algorithm gets its name from the
tions, and TNACNTRL lets the backup
children's game that uses astack of dif-
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workstation see the mapped drives as
local. Straight out of the box, TNA will
manage up to 350 MB of data per network. As your network grows, you can
add more coverage with extension disks:
The first boosts TNA's capacity to 1.3
gigabytes; the second gives you the ability to manage unlimited amounts of data.
Our only reservation about TNA is
that it may be too automatic. Tape backup should be asystem administrator's responsibility. If afile server crashes and
needs to be restored, it's the administrator's responsibility to restore the right
files from the right tape. TNA follows
a complicated algorithm and makes a
number of decisions on its own without
any human input. With the disk database
destroyed, TNA needs you to insert the
correct tape to rebuild it, and it won't
know which tape it wants. If you haven't
been paying attention to the rotations,
you may not know, either. Tape recovery
works well. The only way we found
to confuse it horribly was to manually
scramble its disk database.
If you wind up using TNA, we suggest
you keep asmall calendar nearby and jot
down the tape-set ID it asks for each day.
That way, if acatastrophic event occurs,
you won't have to guess which tape is
which and possibly restore old files by
mistake. TNA's attention to data security makes it a superb choice for most
LANs. Just remember—it's your data,
and ultimately you have to take responsibility for protecting it. TNA will do the
hard part; all you have to do is watch and
pay attention.

tion, you can also create automated
scripts. The software creates abatch file
and a data file containing control instructions passed to the batch file. You
can then conduct an unattended backup
session by running the batch file. The
batch file performs the backup by using
acommand-line version of the software
along with the parameters supplied by
the data file. A " wait" option will hold
the backup job until aspecified time.
Powersave provides some of the sophisticated features of the more advanced packages, but they are not implemented in avery sophisticated way. For
instance, background scheduling is offered via abundled TSR that will run any
DOS batch file at aspecified time. The
program simply squirts out the character
string needed to start the batch file at the
appointed time. As long as you are sitting
at an inactive DOS prompt, it works fine.
When we were in an application, however, the character string was simply fed
to the application.
The solution for backing up workstations on the network also falls short.

Each workstation has to run an access
application, becoming in effect atemporary file server. While it is waiting to be
backed up, the workstation cannot run
any other application software. Workstation backups proceeded without ahitch,
but other solutions offered in this review
work as well without tying up all the resources of the workstation.
We also had some reliability problems
with the software. When our backup job
required asecond tape, Powersave ejected the first tape and then refused to accept anew one. We were unable to recover data from the first tape. We also
had some problems running the software
with asupported 8-mm tape drive. Technical support, although helpful, was unable to re-create the problem.
Powersave works well as asimple utility for backing up local and network
drives. It's quite fast and very easy to
use. However, if you want the advanced
features of today's more sophisticated
LAN backup software—scheduling, tape
rotation, and grooming—you'll have to
look elsewhere.

Powersave 2.2
Offering a well-organized menu-driven
interface, Performance Technology's
Powersave is easy to install and use. Unfortunately, the software pales in comparison to the new breed of automated,
full-featured programs such as ARCLegato
serve, LANStream, and TNA.
NetWorker 3.0
The main menu offers basic options,
including save, restore, and utility selecLegato Systems' NetWorker is an elegant
tions. From the save menu, you can select
solution to avery complex problem. Its
an entire network or pick specific subemphasis is on automating the organizadirectories and files. The interface intion that's needed to manage backups,
cludes smooth mouse support for trigparticularly for large networks of sysgering menu options and selecting drives
tems. It's appropriate, therefore, that
or files. It also features sliding bars to
NetWorker calls on you to do a small
indicate the progress of backup and reamount of advance setup. It ships with a
store operations—handy when you're
reasonable set of defaults, but it clearly
waiting for long jobs to finish.
works best when you lay out abackup
The utility menu option lets you check
strategy in advance and use NetWorker's
atape's contents or perform diagnostics
facilities to manage that strategy for you.
and maintenance tasks. From this op202
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Screen 4:
NetWorker's
GUI includes a
graphical fileselection window
and aconsole
screen that
constantly reports
the status of the
backup server.

The basic plan is this: You create alibrary of tapes (NetWorker handles QIC,
8-mm, 4-mm, and reel-to-reel tape) and
mark each tape with two labels: one that
you write on the outside, and one that
NetWorker encodes both on the medium
itself and in an index file on the backup
server's disk. Backups can be kicked off
automatically by NetWorker, based on a
schedule that can be applied systemwide,
on aper-system level, or to agroup of related systems. Systems that are running
the Legato client software can also request backups and restores through the
network.
Because Legato NetWorker maintains
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adetailed index on the server's disk (an
index that can be restored in the event of
a server failure), a restore request can
be filled quickly; amessage appears on
the server's console instructing the operator to insert the appropriate tape. NetWorker's index files can also be queried.
If your archives contain several versions
of a single file, for example, the index
will let you restore any one of them.
As we said, NetWorker is plainly built
with large networks in mind. It eases the

management of multiple servers, multiple backup devices per server, multiple
simultaneous client requests, and so on.
Because NetWorker writes label data
onto each tape, the common error of inserting the wrong tape or writing over an
old volume is minimized. Finally, Legato's documentation includes an extensive
tutorial on planning backup strategies.
NetWorker is actually a set of Unix
command-line utilities that act together
to handle backups and restores, tape li-

brary management, data compression,
and other functions. On the Sun/SPARC
version, avery effective Open Look interface is included that ties the utilities
together ( see screen 4).
NetWorker uses aproprietary scheme
for writing the data to tape and will apply
compression at your discretion. In our
tests, compression seemed to work very
effectively, reducing a30- MB test backup tree to a reported 8.6 MB on tape.
This surprisingly high compression ratio
was partly due to a high percentage of
source code files in the test tree, but Legato still deserves credit for such an effective compression scheme. It took 6
minutes to write the compressed 30 MB
to tape; that's asolid 5 MB per minute,
but compression played arole in that, as
well.
NetWorker's interface is impressive.
It's very easy to learn and use, and the
file-selection mechanism ( invoked by
clients posting a backup request to the
server) is easy enough for even the most
inexperienced users to understand.

BudTool 4.0

PARALLEL STREAM II
A new generation ofportable tape backup systems
PORTABLE: The Parallel Stream II is aunique lightweight portable tape backup system with a
handle...which makes it easy to move from computer to computer. This effortless sharing is
possible because the Parallel Stream II does not require the installation of adedicated controller
board, has no jumpers or switch settings, and no complicated installation or setup procedure.
COMPATIBLE: The Parallel Stream II is atotal backup solution offering complete compatibility
with both IBM and Apple Macintosh architectures. The Parallel Stream II can also be utilized by
many popular third party backup utility software packages.
INCREDIBLE: The Parallel Stream II is available in two (2) capacities; 250MB & 525MB and
has the flexibility of interfacing directly via aparallel port at up to 5MB per minute and through a
SCSI port at 6-12MB per minute. The Parallel Stream II is not only easy to use, but it's the most
cost effective tape backup solution available. It also comes with a30 day unconditional guaranty.

QuanTech
International

155 West St., Wilmington, MA. 01887
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1-800-950-9327 or 508-655-8287

FAX: 508-655-4066

Circle 155 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 156).

Delta Microsystems' BudTool 4.0 is a
step away from the self-contained, proprietary approach of Legato NetWorker.
BudTool is a set of programs and userinterface elements that form wrappers
around existing Unix backup utilities
like tar, dump, and cpio. What's more,
while NetWorker's emphasis is on tight
control and ease of use, BudTool appeals
more to experienced Unix system administrators.
Many elements of BudTool are similar
to those of NetWorker. BudTool maintains server-based databases of tapes and
schedules and can handle both automated
and manual backup requests. Also similar is the way in which clients can post
backup requests through the network. In
fact, both packages serve roughly the
same purpose and offer roughly the same
set of capabilities. There are, however,
some important differences.
Because BudTool uses standard Unix
commands, the data on the backup tape
can be read by any system, even one
without BudTool. The converse is not
true, however; you can use BudTool only
to manage BudTool tapes, because of the
required label file placed at the front of
each tape.
While portability can be seen as an advantage, it carries all the disadvantages
of whichever Unix program is chosen
to handle the transfer. Some are slow,

EXB-120 CHS
580 Gigabytes

EXB-8500
5.0 Gigabytes

EXB-10 CHS
50 Gigabytes

EXB-8200
2.5 Gigabytes

EXB-8205
2.5 Gigabytes

8mm Supplies
Data Cartridges
Cleaning Cartridges
Cartridge Holders

WE CREATED OUR FAMILY SO YOU
CAN SPEND MORE TIME WITH YOURS.
Our family of high-capacity 8mm data storage solutions
means less time storing data and more time for yourself.
Whether it is simply backing up your workstation or
accessing near-online network data bases, EXA13YTE's 8nun
cartridge tape subsystems and cartridge handling subsystems
feature native data capacities from 2.5 gigabytes to 580 gigabytes.
So from high-end PCs to super computers, EXABYTE has
the right 8mm data storage solution. For more information,
call the regional office nearest you or 1-800-EXABYTE.
And remember. We created our family so you can spend
more time with yours.

Eastern U.S. (407) 352-5622, Ext. 82
Central U.S. and Canada (7)8) 953-8665
Western U.S. (714) 582-5211, Ext. 4
Europe (Amsterdam) 31-3403-51347
Circle 68 on Inquiry Cord
(RESELLERS: 69).

EXABYTE Corporation

1685 38th Stieet

)I991 EXABYTE Coepsemott

Boulder, CO 80301
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BudTool's interface is somewhat
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sparse compared to Legato NetWorker's,
but it seems to cover all the bases. The
file-selection dialog box isn't as elegant,
either, but the basic ability to mouse
around to select files is supported.
O
Overall, BudTool is an extensible set
of network backup tools for advanced
system administrators. The back of the
Retrospect
manual lists the formats for all the interRemote 1.3
nal files used by BudTool's various modules and also includes a description of
The regular version of Dantz Developalanguage used to generate tape labels
ment's Retrospect, which supports many
from symbolic expressions. This is an indifferent kinds of tape drives, is included
credibly versatile foundation for a netwith anumber of tape drives and Iomework backup system, but its best audience is those who are prepared to invest a ga's Bernoulli 90 removable cartridge
drive. Retrospect Remote is simply an
lot of time in tuning and configuration.
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extension that gives the program access
to workstation disk drives.
After an easy installation, you fire up
the application on the backup Mac and
choose " Remotes" from the configuration menu. Retrospect looks out on the
network and gives you alist of all the machines (by name) that are currently running the Remote INIT. You activate each
workstation by assigning it aunique ID

ISYS ZyINDEX
2.0

3.1 for DOS
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PERFORMANCE
•Consistently thaler indexing ,uni retrieval!'
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•Network pricing based on concurrent usage.
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TECH SUPPORT
•I
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NO

SEARCH CAPABILITIES
•Rill range of capabilities: bolean logic.
Proximity Wildcard and Phrase searches.

ISYS

replaces ZyINDEX for DOS

as the industry standard for unstructured
DOS text retrieval programs."' PC Sources 11/91

EASE OF USE
•Terminatennd-stay-resident ( TSIn option:
ability to nui search without leaving your
document.
•Activate word processing documents
from within the search program.
•Cut and Paste to anywhere in your document.
•All functions from main menu. No need
to ni urn to Das to execute fund ions.
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Text retrievalfaster than aspeeding bullet...

emiumuebear
Usually, the time you want to find information most is when you're in the
middle of something. Without exiting your work, pop up ISYS, get what you
need, then copy and paste it into whatever you're working on!
Don't take our word for it. RC Week, May.1991, rated ISYSlops in flexibility
and functionality, as well as file compatibility and quality of documentation'

$99 TRADE-IN OFFER: Send us your ZyINDEX disk and
receive your ISYS replacement by return mail. $395 value.
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Free

ISYS Demo Disk:
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*PC Week comparative review ( May 20, 199n nvealed search times between 25% and 519i, faster than ZyINDEX. Circle 161 on Inquiry Cord (
RESELLERS: 162).
and index creation time : 12% faster titan ZyINDEX ( toe performed by PC Week Latta on identical databases).
tPC Sources, November 1991
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When you're selecting a rewritable optical disk, one vital thing you should
consider is the length of the warranty.

But that's only one reason you should look to Sony and our new 30 year warranty.
Only Sony designs and manufactures both 5.25" rewritable optical media and drives. In
fact, two out of three 5.25" optical drives in use today are made by Sony.
And each and every sector of a Sony rewritable optical disk is 100% tested, so you can
be sure your disk will perform when you need it.
Even 30 years from now.
To learn more about the ideal optical media for you, send for your free 50 page Optical
Media Evaluation Guide. Optical Media Division, Sony Recording Media,

SONY

Sony Drive, M.D. 3D2, Park Ridge, N.J. 07656. Or fax 201-930-6806.
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number (three come with the package;
you buy extra ID numbers up to atotal of
2400). Once you assign an administrator's password to the backup workstation, your network is secure. If you like,
you can have Retrospect encrypt the data
moving over the network so that AppleTalk packet snoopers can't see anything
recognizable.
The interface is all Macintosh. Protected volumes appear by name and icon,
and workstations, local hard drives, and
file servers all appear interchangeably.
To access specific files on avolume, you
just click on the volume and bring up a
Browser window ( see screen 5). Each
file and folder appear in hierarchical
order, with avery nice thumbnail on the
left and each selected file marked with a
check.
Backups are managed in abackup set,
to which you assign aname and aset of
backup rules. The set keeps track of alist
of files it knows to be on tape. Scripts
automate the process of selecting multiple volumes and applying access rules.
For example, you may decide that on
Monday you want to do full backups and
that on Tuesday through Thursday you
want to back up only the data files that
have changed since their last backup.
You can specify the backup rules by
name, file type, date, and so on, to adizzying level of detail. A scheduler allows
you to have Retrospect Remote automati-

cally start at a given time and run a
script.
Besides supporting awide variety of
QIC and 4- and 8-mm tape, the software
will back up to any mountable drive,
including Bernoulli and SyQuest cartridges. We tested Retrospect with an
Archive Python DAT drive, an Irwin
5080 ( 120-MB) DC2000 tape drive, and
a90-MB Bernoulli drive. With file compression, Retrospect was able to cram
about 150 MB of data onto each 90-MB
cartridge. Our Mac IIfx is connected to
the AppleShare network through standard 230,000-bps PhoneNet wiring, so
the network was the gating issue in performance. Our test backups managed to
send about 1MB per minute to the Irwin
5080— not too shabby a showing for a
mere LocalTalk network.
Multiplatform Picks
NetWare network administrators will appreciate TNA. Its fully automatic tape
rotation and grooming support make
backups abreeze. Even so, we'd suggest
that you take an active part in the tape rotation by keeping copious notes. If something does go wrong, TNA may need
some help in setting it right. If you would
rather use a different rotation scheme,
then consider ARCserve or LANStream.
ARCserve treats your tape drives as a
shared file server resource using a familiar NetWare interface, while LANCOMPANY

Stream uses aworkstation on your network as atape server.
Legato NetWorker and BudTool are
perfect examples of the split that exists in
the Unix user community. BudTool's appeal is in its ability to combine existing
Unix commands, and even custom-developed routines written by the administrator, into a total backup strategy.
NetWorker, on the other hand, is completely self-contained and not nearly as
adaptable.
We can appreciate BudTool's approach, but we have to give NetWorker
the nod here because, of the two packages, it is better suited to supporting the
full range of user types. It's easy to use
without being condescending, so novices
can get the system going without feeling
lost, and veterans can use the tools to
save time without feeling like they're
playing with atoy. NetWorker seemed to
be the perfect network backup tool; there
wasn't athing we could imagine wanting
to do that NetWorker didn't have available and easily accessible.
Mac network administrators should be
more than happy with Retrospect Remote. It's as easy to use as any Mac software we have seen, and it makes the job
of backing up remote workstations as
easy as pie. •
The BYTE Lab staff can be reached on
BIX do "editors."

INFORMATION

Cheyenne Software, Inc.
(ARCserve 4.0)
55 Bryant Ave.
Roslyn, NY 11576
(516) 484-5110
fax: (516) 484-3446
Circle 1318 on Inquiry Card.

Legato Systems, Inc.
(Legato NetWorker 3.0)
260 Sheridan Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 329-7880
fax: (415) 329-8898
Circle 1323 on Inquiry Card.

Palindrome Corp.
(The Network Archivist 2.0)
600 East Diehl Rd.
Naperville, IL 60563
(708) 505-3300
fax: (708) 505-7917
Circle 1324 on Inquiry Card.

Dantz Development Corp.
(Retrospect Remote 1.3)
1400 Shattuck Ave., Suite 1
Berkeley, CA 94709
(510) 849-0293
fax: (510) 849-1282
Circle 1319 on Inquiry Card.

Maynard Electronics, Inc.
(LANStream 1.0)
36 Skyline Dr.
Lake Mary, FL 32746
(800) 821-8782
(407) 263-3500
fax: (407)263-3555
Circle 1321 on Inquiry Card.

Performance Technology, Inc.
(Powersave 2.2)
800 Lincoln Center
7800 IH-10 West
San Antonio, TX 78230
(800) 327-8526
(512) 349-2000
fax: (512) 366-0123
Circle 1325 on Inquiry Card.

Delta Microsystems, Inc.
(BudTool 4.0)
111C Lindbergh Ave.
Livermore, CA 94550
(415) 449-6881
fax: (415) 449-6885
Circle 1320 on Inquiry Cord.
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Mountain Network Solutions, Inc.
(FileSafe 5.2.2A)
240 East Hacienda Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 379-4300
fax: (408) 379-4302
Circle 1322 on Inquiry Card.

Today's applications like
FrameMaker® demand the
balanced performance of a complete workstation and only the
Personal DECstation' gives it to
you at such an affordable price.
Many of the features other lowpriced workstations offer, such as
an open bus, 8-plane graphics
and color, are add-ons. With the
Personal DECstation, they're
standard. And it's built for the
future with new CPU and
graphics cards, network interconnects and upgrades, multimedia
technology and full Advanced

THEE LOWERED

OF HIGH

PERFORMANCE

FOR FRAMEMAKER.

DIGITAL'S SPEED AND
FLEXIBILITY ARE PERFECT
FOR FRAMEMAKER.
FrameMtiker and Digital combine to provide a complete document publishing system for
creating business and technical documents. FrameMaker incorporates litll-featured WYSIWYG
word processing, graphics, page
layout, tables, conditional text,
equations editing, and structured
document tools into a single,
easy- to-use application.
FrameMaker supports the
Motif ‘viticlowing environment
and takes advantage of the innovative tools available with
Digital, stazh as Display PostScript. In addition, FrameMaker
supports Digital's multimedia
capabilities and allows you to
seamlessly incorporate audio
and video into your FrameMaker decument. FrameMaker
on the Digital platform is the
complete so!ution for your document publishing needs.
For a trial version of
FrameMalker, please call
extension 1-t5.
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Computing
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The • dal Flag Of The
AMD Delivers The World's Fastest 386s.
full 32-bit 386 performance to the desktop.The
The great 386 race is over. And the clear winner
Am386SXL-33 CPU makes 33MHz the stanis the Am386 microprocessor family
dard for 386SX machines both at the
The fact is, no other 386 microdesktop and for battery powered
processors available today can rival
applications.
the sheer speed and performance
The
40M
DXL-40
In either case, they're over 20%
of the Am386 microprocessors.The
and he 33MH: SXL-33 are enuilable
faster
than those run-of-the-mill 386's.
in low-cost POFP packaging
Ann386DXL-40 CPU brings 40M Hz,
901 Thompson Place Po Box 3453. Sunnyvale. CA 940M

1991 Advanced Micro Devices. Inc Were Not Npur Competition -is aservice mark and Am3rin

Am386Microprocessors.
And of course, they're proven-compatible
with the IBMestandard.
Best of all, they're available now, available in
quantity and available at surprisingly low prices.
So don't just keep up with the competition
with ordinary 386 systems. Blow them away with
the world's fastest 386 systems— built around
the Am386 microprocessors from Advanced

Micro Devices, Call 1-800-222-9323 for more
information.

Advanced Micro Devices

is atrademark of Advanced Micro Devices. In, All brand or product names mentioned are trademarks or registered 1/.1titunark,I

"We're Not Your Competition.
r,pc, to.t.• holder,
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REVIEWS

HARDWARE

Rough Gems: First Pen Systems
Show Promise, Lack Refinement
NICHOLAS BARAN

T

he pen-input system is one of the
most exciting recent developments
in computer technology. The concept of an untethered, lightweight, notebook-size computer using a pen as the
input device is compelling and opens up
myriad new applications for computers.
However, pen-based computers demand
state-of-the-art components in almost
every aspect of computer design: battery
power and low-power electronics, display and digitizer technology, memorycard storage technology, ergonomics,
handwriting recognition, wireless communications, and software development.
Pen-based technology is in its infancy.
This review assesses some of the first
pen-based computers on the market, including low-end machines using V20 and
286 microprocessors, as well as more
powerful machines built on the 386SX.
With the exception of the GridPad and
MicroSlate Datellite, the machines reviewed here are among the first off the
production lines. Several machines that
made abig splash when announced (including NCR's 3125 and Samsung's PenMaster) weren't available, and much of
the support software for these systems is
still in development.
First Pass
Like the PCs of 10 years ago, these machines represent the first generation. In
the next few years we'll see great improvements in many of their features and
components, including display contrast
and readability, battery life, weight, and
form factors. Pen-based software will
also make great strides in the next few
years—faster and more accurate handwriting recognition, more " pen-centric"
applications, better graphics and datacompression algorithms, and so forth.
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But the application of these systems
does not lie entirely in the future. The
systems in this review are already
finding utility in various mobile
work environments, particularly
those requiring the filling out of
forms, such as inspection and
appraisal work. And software development for pen-based systems is proceeding at a furious pace. Pen-based
computers have arrived.
The First Pen Systems
Ilooked at five machines: the GridPad
HD from Grid Systems, the TraveLite
from DFM Systems, the Datellite 300
from MicroSlate, the Momenta Computer from Momenta, and the TriGem
Pen386SX from TriGem. Ievaluated
them strictly on their merits as notepad
computers in amobile environment, although you can attach keyboards and use
them as laptops or desktop machines.
All these machines weighed at least
4.5 pounds. Although that may sound
light, it's pretty heavy in the crook of
your arm. For comparison, Webster's
Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary weighs
slightly over 3pounds. For pen systems
to feel truly natural to the user, they will
have to weigh no more than 3 pounds;
I've tried the NCR 3125, and, at 3.3
pounds, it's barely acceptable.
Measuring battery life is difficult,
since it depends on how the machine is
used. Most of these machines have alowpower standby mode that shuts down the
display and hard drive when the machine
is idle. And, of course, many users will
turn off the machine when they're not
using it. Obviously, the actual battery
life will vary greatly depending on how
long the machine is powered on and the
type of computing activity (e.g., activat-

ing the modem or performing lots of data
transfers to disk will run down the battery faster than, say, scrolling through a
RAM-resident reference document).
BYTE's standard battery-life test for
notebooks relies on ascript-driven hardware test rig that monitors the LCD
screen and uses the keyboard to wake the
machine when appropriate. Unfortunately, Iwasn't able to use this test method
for these machines without keyboards.
Instead, Icompared the machines' battery life by repeatedly running BYTE's
system benchmarks until the batteries
ran down. The BYTE benchmarks are
compute- and hard disk-intensive and
provide aworst-case scenario for testing
battery life.
It was not easy to evaluate the software
on the machines, since much of it is still
in development or in beta testing. The
NEC V20-based GridPad and the 286based TraveLite run only DOS (Grid's
PenRight environment runs on top of
DOS). Thus, these machines won't be
able to run Windows for Pen Computing,
Go Corp.'s PenPoint, or Communication
Intelligence Corp.'s (CIC) PenDOS, all
of which require a386 processor (a286
machine can run Windows for Pen Computing, but poor performance makes this
impractical). The Momenta Computer is
adual-boot machine that runs standard

!NEE

ACTION SUMMARY

WHAT PEN- INPUT SYSTEMS DO
These first- generation pen- input
systems provide an intuitive, penbased interface for mobilecomputing applications.
LIKES
The pen interface is compelling,
and these machines will provide
excellent platforms for datacollection applications.
DISLIKES
There are technical hurdles that
need to be overcome before these
systems are truly practical. In
particular, weight, display
readability, and battery life must
improve.

Five of the first: These pen-input machines, ideal for mobile-computing
applications, represent the first generation of pen-based systems. From left to
right: the TriGem Pen386SX, the GridPad HD, the DFM Systems TraveLite,
igaingradardigke 300, and the Momenta Computer. ,
idisifflimigis
Windows 3.0 or the Momenta Environment. The TriGem and MicroSlate machines came with abeta version of Windows for Pen Computing.

Grid Systems GridPad HD
The GridPad HD is the most established
member of this group of pen-based systems. The first GridPad shipped in early
1990—the first pen-based computer on
the market. Based on the Intel 8086 architecture, the GridPad is basically an
MS-DOS machine customized to accept
pen input. Grid Systems has announced a
386 version of the GridPad, bat it is not
shipping as of this writing. The GridPad
software includes an on-screen keyboard
so that you can execute DOS commands
using the pen.
The key to the machine is the development of custom applications. Using avariety of software development tools provided by Grid and third-party software
PHOTOGRAPHY. SCOTT PARKER/AVIS STUDIO •0 1992

developers, it's possible to develop custom applications for specific tasks. The
machine has enjoyed some success in
various vertical applications; for example, the city of San Francisco has been
using GridPads for a post-earthquake
building inspection program.
Ievaluated the GridPad HD, a 10MHz NEC V20 model with a 20-MB
hard drive and a PCMCIA-compatible
RAM card slot for backup and software
installation. The model Itested weighs
about 5pounds (Grid claims 4.5) and has
a 640- by 400-pixel, CGA-compatible,
10-inch backlit display. The machine is
powered by an external power supply or
by internal nickel-cadmium batteries.
The GridPad measures roughly 12 by
9by l'h inches and fits comfortably in
the crook of your arm. It is well constructed, and the readable backlit display
provides good contrast. The system includes configuration software that lets
you turn off the backlight for outdoor
use, extending battery life. The configuration software also provides options
for controlling power management and
other display attributes. The system
comes with awell-written user's manual
describing features and configuration
options.
The pen is attached to the unit by its
cord; it clips neatly on one side of the ma-

RECOMMENDATIONS
For forms- based data
applications, the GridPad HD is a
good choice. For more advanced
applications that will require
Windows for Pen Computing,
PenDOS, or PenPoint, you may
want to wait until more players
enter the market; if you can't wait,
the TriGem Pen386SX is worth a
look.

chine. The display is oriented horizontally with five programmable function buttons on the right side. The pen cord also
connects on the right side, making lefthanded use of the pen more inconvenient,
since the cord drags across the screen.
When the machine boots, you are presented with a menu that lets you run
the sample applications, switch to DOS,
or perform diagnostics or configuration
functions. You access all menu options
simply by highlighting the option with
the pen and then tapping on the Execute
box. When you switch to DOS, an onscreen keyboard appears from which you
can execute standard DOS commands
using the pen as an input device, simply
by tapping on the appropriate keys. Iwas
impressed with the accuracy of the pen
and the sensitivity of the digitizer.
The sample applications were a bit
spotty. A sample expense report program sometimes refused to accept handwriting; the Grid Handwriting Tutorial
didn't work at all. However, alegal briefing program with sample forms to fill
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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BYTE NOTEBOOK BENCHMARK INDEXES

TT

DOS LOW-LEVEL BENCHMARKS

Better
10

Worse

GridPad HD

NA

DFM TraveLite

Momenta Computer

Video

Disk

CPU

MicroStete Detente 300

riGem Pen386SX

Toshiba 72200SX

Low-level benchmark results for pen-input systems. The 20-MHz 386SX-based
TriGem and Datellite systems did well, but there was relatively little variation. The
Momenta Computer scored poorly, with low scores on memory-move tests. Toshiba's
T2200SX is included as abaseline for comparison.
out worked very well. While frustrating,
these problems are in the sample applications only and do not reflect an inherent
problem with the machine or operating
system.
Of the machines reviewed here, the
GridPad is the only 8086 system. Naturally, its performance benchmarks are
lower than those of the 286 and 386SX
systems (see the figure). But for many
custom applications, particularly simple
forms, its performance is adequate.
Perhaps the GridPad's most impressive feature in comparison to the other
machines is its battery life. The batteries
held up for over 3 hours of continuous
use. Along with MicroSlate's Datellite,
the GridPad was aleader in battery life.
The system Ireviewed sells for $3570.
That's alot of money for an 8086-class
system. It won't run Windows, PenPoint,
or PenDOS. However, it is well built and
has aproven track record. If you need to
jump in right away and do some basic
forms-oriented pen-based computing,
the GridPad is aviable option.

DFM Systems Travel-Ito
The TraveLite is included in this review
because it can be operated without akeyboard, but it is actually atouch-sensitive
214
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system rather than apen-based system. It
comes with aplastic pointer shaped like
aballpoint pen for touching the screen,
although you can also use your finger or
the eraser of a pencil, for that matter.
Like the GridPad, it has an on-screen
keyboard for entering commands. The
TraveLite does not recognize handwriting, but you can draw on the screen with
adrawing program.
Roughly the same size as the GridPad,
the TraveLite that Itested has an 80C286
CPU and a20-MB hard drive. The system comes with aspecial cable that connects to the parallel port of another IBM
PC compatible, giving the TraveLite logical control of the drives on the connected machine. This is the method for
transferring data or installing software
on the TraveLite.
The machine that Ievaluated came
with DR DOS 5.0 and afew sample applications. It included an optional detachable keyboard and a fax modem.
DFM Systems has developed drivers for
emulating the mouse in the touchscreen
environment, presumably for use with
Windows. However, Windows really favors a386 processor.
The system also includes acondenser
microphone for making short voice recordings and an optional voice board for
delivering digitized speech.
The TraveLite is designed, much like
the GridPad, for custom applications,
such as forms entry. The system comes
with applications development software
called the EasyTouch Application Generator, which is documented in athree-ring
binder. Other than the EasyTouch binder
and the DR DOS user's manual, the
documentation is minimal (a 12-page

photocopied pamphlet is the extent of the
user's manual).
The biggest disappointment with the
TraveLite is its battery life. My benchmark exercise exhausted the TraveLite
batteries in less than an hour. Itried the
test several times, charging the nickelcadmium batteries overnight after they
had completely discharged, with the
same result. The system has minimal
power management and does not power
down the hard drive when it is not in use,
which could be part of the problem. In
any case, DFM Systems needs to go back
to the drawing board with its power management system.
This machine will appeal to applications developers working on turnkey mobile applications. The problem is that
EasyTouch is aproprietary development
environment, which will not attract software developers. And most nonprogrammers developing their own applications
will find the system technically difficult
to work with.
Without the keyboard and fax modem,
the system Itested is priced at $3466—
again, pricey for alow-end system. The
company needs to make some major
improvements in the documentation and
in power management. On the positive
side, the machine could be agood choice
for simple forms applications, much like
the GridPad, provided that battery life
improves.

MIcroSlate DatellIte 300
Like the TraveLite, the Datellite 300 is a
touchscreen computer. However, it is
more capable than the TraveLite, sporting a 20-MHz 386SX microprocessor
and support for Windows for Pen Computing. The unit Ievaluated included a
60-MB hard drive and 4MB of RAM.
The heavy-duty Datellite, which the
company dubs a " pen ' n touch notebook," is probably sturdy enough to survive agame of touch football. But there's
a big penalty for the rugged design—
namely, the Datellite's size and weight.
The machine weighs almost 7 pounds
with its two battery packs installed, and
it measures about 13 by 10 inches wide
and almost 3inches thick. This would be

The Notepad 386SX
THE ULTIMATE BUSINESS TOOL
The Notepad 386SX is the first notebook computer in a notebook. It is a leather cornouter that is rigidly affixed to acustom lea:her notebook/portfolio and can be removec in
seconds. The Notepad comes standard wvith a built-in send and receive Fax/Modem,
20 Mhz 386SX, 2Mb Ram, Page White VGA Display, Internal 3 1/2" Floppy ard 40 MB
Hard Driives all in a 1.5" thick computer.
The Notepad 386SX combines leading edge technology with gentine leather for an
aesthetically appealing and elegantly functional business tool. The Notepad 386SX's
open face style, coupled with its sleek design, represents a uniquely dif'erent alternative
to almost al, other notebook computers available today.

Call for Further Information
or your Nearest Dealer

1-800-443-3446
Lighthorse Technologies, Inc.

4105 Tolowa St. San Diego, CA 92117

1-800-443-3446
Fax 619-483-1196
Circle 164 on Inquiry Cord.
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PEN-INPUT SYSTEMS
Although these systems are all designed for pen input, they display anoticeable difference in configuration.
Product

GridPed HD

Dateline 300

Momenta Computer

TraveLite

TriGem Pen388.58

Company

Grid Systems Corp
47211 Lakeview Blvd
Fremont, CA 94538
(510) 656-4700
fax (510) 683-9895

MicroSlate, Inc.
9625 Ignace St.. Suite D
Brossard, Ouelnic,
Canada J4Y 2P3
(514)444-3680
fax: (514) 444-3683

Momenta Corp.
295 North Bernardo Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 969-3876
fax: (415) 969-3877

DFM Systems, Inc.
1601 48th St.
West Des Moines, IA 50265
(515) 225-6744
fax (515)225-0388

TriGem Corp.
2388 Walsh Ave.,
Building El
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 970-0844
fax: (408) 970-0870

Tested configuration

10- MHz NEC V20 CPU; 2
MB of RAM; 20- MB hard
drive; 10-inch, 640- by 400pixel LCD

20- MHz 386SX CPU; 4MB
of RAM; 60- MB hard drive;
9V2-inch. 640- by 480- pixel
VGA LCD

20- MHz 386SX CPU; 4MB
of RAM; 40- MB hard drive:
9V2-inch, 640- by 480- pixel
VGA LCD; detachable
keyboard; internal fax/
modem

12- MHz 80C286 CPU; 1
MB of RAM; 20- MB hard
drive; speech board;
backlit, 10-inch, 640- by
400- pixel LCD

20- MHz 386SX CPU; 4MB
of RAM; 4M8 of flash
memory; two PCMCIA
memory card slots; 9-inch,
640- by 480- pixel VGA
LCD; programmable border
area; external power supply
with serial port

Weight (tbs.)

45

6.6

63

55

Price

$3570

$5995

$4995

$3466

Circle 1228
on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1229
on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1230
on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1231
on Inquiry Card.

atough machine to carry in the crook of
your arm for any length of time. The machine has ahandle so that you can carry
it like abriefcase. Nevertheless, the size
and weight of the machine make it a
questionable notebook.
On the plus side, the Datellite is one of
the better-constructed machines Ilooked
at. It has a solid battery life of over 3
hours, and it offers good performance.
The VGA- compatible backlit LCD is
easy to read and has excellent contrast
and brightness. Since it's atouchscreen,
you can use any pointing device with it,
but MicroSlate provides a package of
plastic pens. The machine has an onscreen keyboard for entering DOS commands, and it boots up with a custom
menu, giving you the option of executing
sample applications or running Windows.
Like the TraveLite and GridPad, the
Datellite is intended for custom datarecording applications. The machine
comes with acomprehensive set of development tools. Chief among these is the
extensively documented DataSlate applications generator.
The Datellite came with abeta release
of Windows for Pen Computing. The
touchscreen interface worked remarkably well with Pen Windows. Itried the
various included handwriting applications as well as other sample programs,
such as Slate's PenBook, which all ran
without ahitch.
The big problem with the touchscreen
interface is the lack of asecond button.
Most electronic pen systems include a
side button on the pen, which acts like
the second mouse button on the Micro216
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soft Mouse. Many applications require
this second button, as does CIC's PenDOS interface. There are ways around
this limitation, of course, but if software
developers must provide modified applications for systems without asecond button, Datellite software may be difficult
to come by.
The Datellite 300 is a well-built and
full-featured computer. It even has a
SCSI connector for attaching aCD-ROM
drive, and it can include a31
/2
inch floppy drive. But its size and weight put it
more in the class of portables than notebooks. If you have to put the machine
down on aworkbench to really work with
it, then the pen doesn't buy you as much
as it could.

Momenta Computer
The " pentop" Momenta Computer is interesting and innovative, designed for
both desktop and mobile use. With the
keyboard attached, you can tilt the display and use the computer as adesktop,
or you can operate it with apen without
the keyboard. However, the Momenta
weighs in at over 6 pounds, making it
heavy for extended hand-held use. The
machine measures 10 by 12 inches and is

49
$3995
Circle 1232
on Inquiry Card.

wedge shaped, making it abit bulky for
the crook of the arm.
The Momenta Computer is powered
by internal rechargeable nickel-cadmium
batteries or by an external power supply.
The company plans to support standard
AA alkaline batteries in the near future
and will supply the necessary upgrade to
current owners. The pen is tethered by its
cord, which plugs into either the left or
right side of the computer—athoughtful
design feature for lefties.
The most interesting aspect of the Momenta Computer is its software. It's a
dual-boot machine, booting up either
with Microsoft Windows or with the Momenta Environment, which is agraphical
pen- interface layer on top of MS-DOS.
Windows and the Momenta Environment
are mutually exclusive.
Microsoft Windows acts as expected.
The pen behaves like amouse: You can
double-tap to open applications, drag the
mouse cursor with the pen, pull down
menus with the pen, and so forth.
The Momenta Environment is a proprietary GUI designed for pen input and
control. It has unique features, such as a
command compass, which is apie menu
with options for edit, cut, paste, copy,
and delete. The menu appears as abackground function behind appropriate
icons or fields on the screen. For example, when you're writing characters in a
field, you can press the side button on the
pen to bring up the command compass,
and then perform editing operations on
what you've written.
The Momenta Environment is an ambitious software system built on Smalltalk. Its bundled applications include a

UNIX is changing the world of computers,

and software reviews to help you invest

the world of business — quite simply,

wisely when you buy.

changing the world. It's revolutionizing
office automation. It's required for U.S.
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handwriting trainer, a fax program, an
address book and calendar, an on-line tutorial, aspreadsheet program, apresentation graphics program, and atext editor/word processor (this application was
not ready at the time of this review and is
to be included in afree update to all current Momenta owners).
Conceptually, the Momenta Environment is very elegant. You move from one
application to another simply by opening
the next application with the pen. This
feels a bit like multitasking, although
task switching is really what's going on.
The fax application worked very well. In
theory, the environment supports hand
printing in all applications.
But although elegant in concept, the
Momenta Environment is not quite ready
for prime time. The handwriting recognition is inaccurate, much worse than
other handwriting recognition systems
I've seen. Even after going through the
handwriting trainer program, which requires you to print about 12 screenfuls of
characters, the system still interpreted
my first name NICK as UL36. Users will
not tolerate this level of inaccuracy.
Handwriting recognition problems are

likely related to the imprecision of the
pen. The system provides a calibration
program, atedious procedure in which
you tap the pen on abull's-eye that moves
around on the screen, the objective being
to ensure that the pen is pointing accurately at objects on the screen. However,
the pen is constantly slipping out of calibration. Ihad to tap about an eighth of an
inch to the left of awindow's close box to
get the window to close.
These problems are only the tip of the
iceberg. The reflective display provides
poor contrast and brightness, making the
screen difficult to read except in very
bright light. The compass menu, which
is designed to appear in the background,
is barely visible. To make a long story
short, it takes a lot of effort both with
your eyes and with the pen to use this machine. And that is contrary to the intent
of pen-based computing.
But perhaps the most surprising problem with this machine is its battery life.
Momenta claims to have developed some
innovative power management techniques for this machine. But when running all out on the BYTE benchmarks,
the batteries lasted no longer than half an

hour. Each of the two battery packs delivered with the system gave dismal battery- life results.
The Momenta Computer's test results
are poor when compared to those of the
other 386SX systems. This is probably
due to poor performance on memorymove benchmarks. The machine feels
even slower when running the sluggish
Momenta Environment. When running
Windows, the performance is about average for a20- MHz 386SX-based system.
Momenta plans to address these concerns with aseries of software updates;
the company plans three updates by July.
According to Momenta, these software
changes will greatly improve performance in three areas: speed, battery life,
and handwriting recognition. System
software updates, when available, can be
downloaded directly to customers' systems from Momenta's BBS.
The Momenta Computer is abold and
innovative project. But it has been delivered to market too soon. Momenta will
need to address alot of problems with its
aggressive software upgrade plans before
the system will be competitive, particularly at aprice of close to $5000.

continued

GREAT THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES
This powerful print server
can tackle your biggest
network printing problems
• Connects any parallel printer directly
to your Ethernet LAN
• Fully Novell Netware 286 and 386
compatible
• Can attach to 8file servers simultaneously
• Fast and easy to install
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Parallel port
plugs directly
into any printer

• Combines high-speed printing and
exceptional printer control
• Supports encrypted passwords,
forms, notify, cancel, and others
II Full one-year warranty and unlimited
free technical support
• Made in the U.S.A.

Press switch
to print status

Ethernet port
available in thin
or twisted- pair

Serial port can be
input or output

Status LED
Power jack

Make the Rose Connection
10850 Wilcrest Drive • Houston, Texas 77099 • Phone (713)933-7673 • Fax (713)933-0044
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elROSE
ELECTRONICS

1-800-333-9343

100%
PURE WATER. FRESH

FROM THE

SOURCE.

ALDUS PHOTOS
TYLER FOR WINDOWS.
F
OR PEOPLE WHOSE IMAGINATIONS EXCEED REALITY.
With Aldus.PhotoStyler".you can
create anything you have amind to.
PhotoStyler is the complete color photo
lab for Windows. It allows you to process scanned images in 24-bit full
color or gray-scale, den separate
them. And you can do it on your PC.
Featuring color correction, retouching, filtering, composition, painting, and
special effects, PhotoStyler also lets you work with several
open images at the same time. (The built-in JPEG compression enables you to conveniently store and access files.)
And you can export your work to other DTP, multi-

media, and presentation applications — such as Aldus
PageMaker* and Aldus Persuasion'.
No wonder PhotoStyler's innovative graphic
capabilities have been drawing rave reviews. Publish
magazine's Reader's Choice Awards named it the "best
image editing software for the IBM PC." While
infoWorid rated its image editing tools "Very Good"—
and found PhotoStyler easier to use than its two
leading competitors.
To learn more, call 1-800-685-3580
for afree trial version. And discover the
high-end PC color photo lab that's
ALDUS
nothing short of unreal.

This ad was produced using Aldus PhotoStyler and Aldus PageMaker 4.2. Aldus and the Aldus logo are registered trademarks of Aldus Corporation. PhotoStyler is atrademark of U-Lead Technologies.
Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. PageMaker and Persuasion are registered trademarks of Aides Corporation. © 1992 Aldus Corporation. All rights reserved.
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TrIGem Pen386SX

JUST RELEASED
Model IV for 38658s
0512 Driver Support
32.8it Toollut
Rent Model IV
Windows 3
Driver
Support

11 1100111111

SOFTWARE
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The Pen386SX was designed by afirm
The machine Itested has a 20-MHz
in Rainow, England, called the Eden
386SX processor, 4MB of RAM, 4MB
Group, and manufactured by TriGem of of flash memory, two PCMCIA memory
Korea. Several other hardware vendors
card slots, and a backlit 640- by 480have licensed it, so it may appear on the
pixel VGA display. The flash EPROM
market under avariety of monikers. The
consists of 512 KB of boot memory, dedPen386SX represents what Ithink will be
icated to the boot sector and operating
the typical first-generation 386SX pensystem, and another 512 KB (up to 1.5
based computer. It's aflat tablet about 1 MB) devoted to the Microsoft flash file
inch thick and about 10 by 12 inches on a system.
side. It is surprisingly heavy, weighing
The pen operates through acable atin at 4.9 pounds.
tached under the computer. One feature
that seems abit shortsighted is that the
serial port is built into the external power
supply and connects to the computer via
the power cable. Obviously, you can't
PERISCOPE
use the serial port without the power supply—not an ideal solution for mobile
users running the computer on the reProfessional Software and
chargeable nickel-cadmium batteries.
Hardware-Assisted Debuggers
The unit Ievaluated was one of the
first off the production line. Ifound the
for 80386 & 80486 Systems
contrast abit weak for abacklit LCD,
and the pen was poorly constructed. On
the plus side, the machine had excellent
fyou need adebugger but have no room left in the lower 640K of your 386m
or 480 system, Periscope now has anew SOFTWARE-ONLY solution for you—
proximity sensing—almost too sensitive,
Periscope/EM.
in fact. Bringing the pen near aWindows
• Periscope/EM takes advantage of the extended memory you already have,
icon or dialog box highlights the box. A
rather than using any memory in the lower 640K.
gentle tap activates it. The pen operated
• No runaway program can corrupt Periscope/EM because ifs write-protected.
• You don't have to use aslot since there's no board to install.
smoothly and required little pressure.
II You can add an optional break-out switch to recover from crashes.
One interesting feature is auser-pro• Periscope/EM costs only $295, half the cost of Periscope Model I, with mast
grammable border area about 1inch
of the sanie functionality.
Periscope/EM requires 386MAX® or BlueMAXTM, version 5.11 or later, a386 or
wide that surrounds the active screen.
486 system with about 300K of extended memory; 32K of memory between 640K
Programmers can set up icons and funcand one megabyte; DOS 3.0 or later
tions that can be accessed in this area.
My battery-life exercises yielded a
battery life of about 2hours. Ifound this
abit disappointing considering that the
machine does not have ahard drive. The
benchmark performance was consistent
If you need more than your current software-based debugger gives you, Periscope
Model IV, with these advanced NEW features, may be just what you're looking for
with that of other 386SX machines.

New Debugging Tools
"I needed ameans to debug
interrupt handlers where I
could really see what was
going on. The hardware trace
buffer is great. Iwas able to
debug code in 3days that I
have been trying to debugfor
months!"
...writes Peg Sestrich with Prime Computer.
on ohs •he how Purim op, Modul I\

• Supports 386 and 486 systems running up to 338111z with its ICE-like
capabilities.
Ill Real-time hardware trace buffer holds up to 168 CPU events.
al Enhanced analysis and display of trace buffer makes you more productive.
• Periscope/EM functionality, built-in at no extra cost, saves you money.

Just call toll-free 800/722-7006
for details or to order.

The

Periscope
Company, Inc.
1197 PEACHTREE ST
PLAZA LEVEL
ATLANTA, GA 30361
404-875-8080
FAX 404-872-1973
Real-trne Perlscope Model IV, shown with new 33MH: board and 486 pod.
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Circle 103 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 104).

Ultimate Pens
If you urgently need forms-based data retrieval in amobile environment and can
get by with MS-DOS, the GridPad may
be a good choice. However, the penbased market is shifting toward Windows
for Pen Computing, CIC's PenDOS, and
Go's PenPoint. For these environments,
you'll need a386-based system, preferably with an electronic pen.
I'd recommend waiting until this summer when more machines will be available and at more competitive prices. But
for now, TriGem's Pen386SX is the best
bet among the systems in this review.
With a few improvements, it will be a
solid contender in this nascent market. •
Nicholas Baran is aBYTE consulting editor and coeditor of Pen-Based Computing, an industry newsletter based in
Sandpoint, Idaho. You can contact him
on BIX as "nicicbaran."

No question... this 17-inch monitor from ViewSonic
is the ideal "big screen" choice for Windows. In fact,
in arecent InfoWorld product comparison, the
ViewSonic 7was rated # 1. Our monitor was designed
for people who know what they want and won't
accept second best.
The competition claims we're unfair. That's because
the up-graded ViewSonic 7, with resolution up to
1280 x1024, features microprocessor-based memory
along with 26 programmable preset modes. And it
has aflat square, anti-static screen to eliminate
ne

-- I-

distortion and provide asharp to-the-edge picture.
Plus, for aflicker-free image, it boasts of ultra-high
76Hz refresh rate. This monitor even meets
low-radiation strict Swedish MPR-2 standards!
ViewSonic 7—the ideal 17" big screen monitor for the full-scale Windows environment.

ViewSonic®

12130 Mora Drive/Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
(800) 888-8583 (310) 946-0711 FAX (310) 946-1618

RI prcducts and Frand natives are trademark, of their respective companies.
ineerill II
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Now is the perfect opportunity to jump on the multimedia bandwagon. Mathematica's family of TEMPRA
products forms the fastest and easiest, yet most advanced and affordable, color imaging and multimedia
tools for DOS- and Windows-based PC computers.
TEMPRA's revolutionary graphic user interface makes

TEMPRA's powerful integrated features include:

the products incredibly easy to learn and use.

Intuitive GUI with avariety of adjustable paint tools,
including airbrush, pens, geometry shapes, text, mask,
tranformation, filters, color swap, and color protection.

Scan, edit, create, capture, paint and print images in
TEMPRA PRO and TEMPRAGIF— up to 16.7 million

Ne Support of ComputerEyes/RT — real-time, 24-bit video
frame grabber for capturing high-quality images from
TEMPRA SHOW to produce dynamic presentations
any video source in 1/30th of asecond.

viorant colors! Then import your images and video into
with audio, animation, and sophisticated wipes.

e

AL Photorealistic scanning and printing, including special
Our TEMPRA products provide the functionality, per- 1r tools for the best quality image.
formance, and sophisticated paint tools found in other At, Support of Animator , Animator Pro , and 3D Studio
N flick (. FLI and . FLC) files.
products costing more than $2000. Plus, you'll find

unparallaed speed with our TEMPRA turbo charger
add-on feature, which brings 32-bit power to graphics
and imaging — use your 386/486 to the fullest now!

Audio support from CD-ROM, MIDI, or recorded onto the
Nir hard drive with aSound Blaster card.
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Fast enough to run on even a286 system. And on a486,
fasten your seat belts!
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330K TIFF
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:06
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N/A
N/A

Image Formats
!IM

Paint Pro rams

Micrografx
Aldus
RIX
Picture Publisher PhotoStyler WinRIX

ZSoft
Paintbrush

64
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64
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N/A
3
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Image Programs
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Load/Display Times
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Irregular Polygon
Line
Parallelogram
Rectangle
Regular Polygon
Spline ( Bezier)
Square
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Designer
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Circle
Curve ( Parabola)
Ellipse
Freehand

Draw Programs

Mathematica, Inc.
Corel
TEMPRA
CorelDRAW
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Drawing Styles
Arc
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:05
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Multimedia/Authoring

./

N/A
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Audio Support

./

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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GIF
PCX
PTN
TGA
TIF
WIN
Hardware
Batch Printing
Scanners
Video Capture
B/W Printing
Sierra HiColor VGA
Color Models
CMYK
RGB
HLS
HSV

l
/
N/A

Environments
DOS
Windows 3.0

Suggested List Price

$149 — $495
$695
$695
$795
$695
$495
$495
All tests were performed on an Orchid Technology Privilege 386-33 with 8MB RAM and aConner 200MB HDD. Windows apllications
were tested in 386 enhanced mode with no other tasks running. TEMPRA is atrademark of Mathematica, Inc. All other products are
trademarks of their respectve owners. TEMPRA speeds clocked before turbo charger feature. Copyright 1991 by Gary A. Klein. All
Rights Reserved.

mathematica
402 S. Kentucky Ave., Lakeland, FL 33801

813-682-1128 • Fax 813-686-5969
1-800-852- MATH
See us at Comdex, Booth M869

Circle 16 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 17).

"Mathematica's Tempra 24-bit paint
program was another winner, providing unparalled editing speed."

Adam Osborn
NewMedia,
November/December 1991
"A top-flight painting/photo retouching program with amazing capabilities. Video speed, even for 24-bit
color files, is remarkable. Highly recommended."
Susan Glinert-Stevens
PC Sources, November 1991
"Tempra Pro has some very powerful
features. The package's color manipulation and control are hard to
beat. Overall, Tempra Pro is an excellent graphics editor that's very easy
to use and quite powerful. You will
find it possible to create and edit
images whether you are abeginner
or aprofessional."
Marc Greenfield
Computer Buying World,
November 1991
"Tempra really stands out when working with true-color images. The output from Tempra is excellent. Overall
Tempra is a good program. Those
who work with full-color images —
and any of the supported color scanners — may find it a valuable tool.
And the ability to work with video
input offers interesting possibilities."
Leonard Hyre
PCM, November 1991
"Tempra gets our nod for PC-based
programs. It's the least expensive of
the lot and handles avariety of image
formats."
Tom Thompson
BYTE Magazine, June 1991

4BUSINESS GRAPHICS

"m

For Business's Sake
Designing eye-catching

I

n this highly visual age,
looks are nearly everything.
visuals isn't just for artists
And the business of doing
business is more closely
anymore. One of these
linked than ever to putting the
best- looking graphics forward.
packages is sure to make
Whether trying to communicate
it easier for you to create
ideas, disseminate information,
or enhance their corporate
good-looking pictures,
image, enterprises today increasingly rely on sophisticated comcharts, and graphs.
puter graphics software. Drawing, painting, and charting
packages are pressed into serD. BARKER,
vice for everything from designRAYMOND GA CÔTÉ,
ing logos, developing product
DAVID L. EDWARDS,
designs, and rendering illustraTOM THOMPSON, AND
tions for manuals or catalogs to
STAN WSZOLA
making presentations and sprucing up a report or proposal.
Gone are the days when you could pass out an unembellished pie chart
done up on adot-matrix printer and expect praise for your efforts.
Once confined to the art department, graphics packages are making
their way to desks further afield. Many aspreadsheet ace has developed
a fondness for graphing programs, engineers in the lab frequently
depend on drawing programs to illustrate new designs, and even CEOs
have been known to crank up their favorite charting programs to make
sense of the next quarter's projections.
Heightened interest in marrying information and compelling images
isn't the only explanation for the growing importance of business graphics software, however. Personal computers that have the horsepower to
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crank out good graphics are no longer
too exotic or too expensive. As aresult,
an increasing number of IBM compatibles are—like their Macintosh brethren
—equipped to handle gloriously realistic color. Likewise, color printers and
plotters have come down in price.
Finally, as we found when testing the
products for this report, the software
itself has gotten more powerful and less
intimidating. While it takes practice to
master Bézier curves— the design
department needn't worry about accountants taking over those job responsibilities—you probably can find apackage
that overcomes many of your artistic
limitations.
There is, as of yet, no digital substitute
for aesthetic sense, but computer graphics programs are here to stay and here
to play a critical role in business
communications. But how do you even
start to choose from the smorgasbord
of business graphics software on the
market today? Our approach was to
search the field. In the process, we
turned up nearly 100 programs for PCs
and Macs— programs that handle
the basic needs of business: drawing,
painting, charting, and graphing.
(Although slide-show presentations are
a big part of business graphics today,
we feel presentation software deserves
separate coverage.) To maintain our

ACTION SUMMARY
II WHAT GRAPHICS
SOFTWARE DOES
Drawing programs generate line
art that can be scaled without
distortion; paint packages create
realistic images using collections
of dots, or bit maps; charting
and graphing software provide
awide range of tools to
graphically display data.
II WHAT YOU'LL LIKE

The precise line and curve tools
of drawing packages, the color.
mixing capabilities and the freeform tools in paint programs, and
the simplicity with which charting
and graphing programs turn raw
data into attractive images.

sanity while taking into account the
constraints of space, time, and fairness,
we pared the final report down to products we found most effective or ones
that are newly revised or new to the
market. Ours is not acomplete survey
of the field; rather it's a subjective
roundup of what we consider some of
the best software for producing the
kinds of visuals today's businesses
demand.
DRAWING PACKAGES
If you routinely produce illustrations
that are heavy on lines and geometric
shapes, or that require precise placement
of graphical elements, you need an
object- based drawing program. You
could go out and buy aCAD package,
but unless you're an architect or an
engineer, you can get by with something
less capable, complex, and expensive.
While Aldus FreeHand and Adobe Illustrator are the granddaddies of objectbased drawing packages for personal
computers, or at least are perceived as
market leaders, other programs currently
on the market offer similar capabilities
but cost less and are easier to learn. For
professional illustrators and designers,
Aldus FreeHand and Adobe Illustrator
still are the top packages to consider.
But for everyone else, the choices are
both varied and impressive.

• WHAT YOU'LL DISLIKE
The more sophisticated programs
take time to learn and run best
on high-end hardware.

ACCUDRAW FOR
WORDPERFECT 2.1
AccuDraw 2.1 is alikable DOS and vector-based drawing package designed to
support the WPG graphic format of the
widely used WordPerfect word processor. It performs basic drawing functions
quickly and is also easy to use. Although
tailored as acompanion to WordPerfect,
its ability to import and export abroad
selection of files makes it compatible
with many other programs, as well.
With 18 drawing tools, 64 fill patterns,
1000 line widths, and over 500 clip art
images and symbols included, Accu Draw gives you the wherewithal to create myriad diagrams, floor plans, technical drawings, flowcharts, as well as other

• RECOMMENDATIONS
As with art, graphics software is
ahighly subjective matter. Most
of these packages have similar
capabilities but differ in their
manner of operation and ease of
use. The best way to ensure that
you get apackage that will suit
your needs is to compare the
capabilities of avariety of
products, single out the three or
four packages that seem most
promising, and get ademo of all
of them before deciding which
one you'll enjoy working with.
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business-type images. The program supports only 16 colors, but then it needs
only 400 KB of memory to run.
Because it was developed as acompanion to WordPerfect, AccuDraw has some
rather unusual graphics file- handling
methods that revolve around the WPG
format. The bit- mapped graphics from
paint programs, clip art libraries, and
scanned images can be edited on-screen,
or you can convert them to the WPG format with WordPerfect's conversion utility. Any file formats not supported by the
program's GRAPHCNV utility can be
captured using the GRAB screen-capture
program also supplied with WordPerfect.
To edit bit-mapped images, you must
use the package's built-in pixel editor.
For other editing functions (e.g., moving,
scaling, and rotating) a bit- mapped
image is treated as avector object, and
pixel data can't be changed. AccuDraw
renders pixels into vector space using a
floating-point calculation for each pixel.
Vector objects may be drawn on top of
bit maps.
AccuDraw's latest release, 2.11,
includes PostScript laser printer drivers,
an extrusion function that lets you push
an object into the shape of another
object, and afeature that lets you draw a
curve and then lay text down on it. For
the millions of WordPerfect users,
AccuDraw has ample tools, is simple to
use, and is versatile enough to create
respectable artwork.
—D. E.

window, set the color of the text's outlines and fill patterns, and then wrap the
text around an object—a circle, perhaps—or get it to conform to afreehand
curve. The package's Compound Objects
feature lets objects in the background
show through openings in foreground
objects or in text.
Illustrator's method of coloring objects
is disconcerting at times. It leaves messy
black blobs composed of intermediate
curves on the objects being colored. Fortunately, these blobs don't show up in
the preview screen or on the printout.
The package won't let you edit images in
preview mode and also needs some sort
of layering control to help organize and
manage complex images.
The beta version of Adobe Illustrator
4.0 for Windows, which Irecently got a
glimpse of, promises to be as capable as
its Mac counterpart and, thankfully,
eliminates the preview editing flaw.
—T. T.

Like Adobe Illustrator, Aldus FreeHand
lets you wrap text around objects and
curves and construct compound objects,
which permits you to create special
effects with text. FreeHand's big weakness is its interface: You sometimes must
trek laboriously through menus and dialog boxes to set up the colors or color
blends, and you must go through adialog
box to enter text into the artwork.

ARTS 8z LETTERS
APPRENTICE 1.0

Arts & Letters Apprentice 1.0 is an
object-based drawing program for Windows. The package includes over 3000
clip art images, 24 typefaces, tools for
manipulating objects and creating charts,
and apowerful mixing feature that can
blend over 16 million colors.
The program's file-handling capabilities are average: You can export just
seven graphic file formats and import
five formats, including TIFF and PIC.
GED, the program's native file format, is
Aldus FreeHand 3.0, another objectnot acommon one.
based drawing package, is available in
Another drawback is that, if you are
both Mac and Windows versions. Freeworking on afairly large image, screen
Hand's strengths lie in its ability to orgaredraws are frequent and time-consumnize your artwork's objects into layers
ing on a386 machine. Even when you
and in its superb color-blending facility.
Placing ablended color in an object is a close adialog box, the graphics in your
work space are refreshed, slowing any
simple matter of selecting the object and
additional drawing and editing tasks.
picking two colors and the fill direction.
If you need avirtually unlimited number
Furthermore, no black blobs appear after
of personally mixed colors, then Apprenan object is filled, which makes it asnap
tice will serve you well. It offers three
to edit artwork.
color-modeling methods: RGB, CMYK
A Layers palette enables you to design
(cyan, magenta, yellow, black), and one
and manage very complex artwork.
Still one of the best object-based drawing
With it, you can create and name a based on hues. You combine colors by
packages for the Mac, Adobe Illustrator
sliding abar that controls the proportion
layer, then selectively hide or reveal the
3.0.1 has an excellent set of drawing
of the mix; Apprentice immediately
objects that belong in that layer. This
tools for freehand curves, text, and
displays the resulting color on screen.
capability would prove useful if, for
objects (circles, rectangles, and so on).
Another very clever color mixing utility
example, you were working on an
Its interface allows you to draw, modify,
is Graduated Fill, which you can use to
and color objects with a minimum of aerospace drawing that required sepagradually change the color of an object—
rate layers for the plane's fuselage and
fuss and great precision. On top of that,
making it dark blue at the bottom and
landing gear layer. Better still, you can
Illustrator provides ample text-handling
light blue at the top, for instance.
capabilities. You can type text into a edit the preview image.

ALDUS FREEHAND 3.0

ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR 3.0.1

conlinued
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We understand how you feel when
your presentation goes badly.

tr

IMM.M1•••••••••••.

If your LCD projection panel ge
doesn't perform as well as you do,
you're the one that ends up looking
foolish. That's why we gave the
MagnaByte 6001 true color saturation and outstanding image clarinz
And we made it so easy to set up
land use, virtually anyone can give a
'
professional, glitch-free presentation.
;
Anywhere.
With the lightweight MagnaByte
6001, whatever appears on the
computer screen is projected in
.; thousands of crisp, rich colors

through an overhead projector. And
you can still use your mouse or key
commands to manipulate graphics,
call up different screens or type i
new text. All in brilliant 640 x480
resolution.
Seeing is believing. Ask your
AV dealer for acomparative demonstration. For the Telex dealer nearest
you, call 1-800-828-610'7.
Because if you can't show it as
well as you know it, your presentation
isn't the only thing that will suffer.
01991 Telex C..ommunicato,n,

Inc.

Circle 26 on Inquiry Card (
R(SELLERS: 27).

The MagnaBye 6001.

Compatibility :IBM and IBM -compatibles
with VGA output Macintosh II and LC.
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Arts & Letters Apprentice is acapable
desktop graphics package and is agood
choice if you are looking for awide variety of prepackaged, high-quality clip art
objects and symbols, powerful color
mixing capabilities, and acharting tool.

CANVAS 3.0
Part drawing program, part painting program, Canvas has enough features to
cover nearly any situation. The objectbased tools in this $399 package are well
suited to creating technical designs, such
as architectural documents and engineering drawings that make heavy use of
lines. Grids, alignment functions, Smart
Mouse, and the Object Specifications
dialog box (aCAD-like feature that positions an object according to user-defined
constraints) help you place and modify a
drawn object with precision. Canvas's
Bézier curve-drawing tools are as good
as any in the more expensive, PostScriptbased programs.
But you also can paint away in freeform fashion. Tools for painting and
editing bit- mapped images include the
usual brushes, pattern buckets, spray can,
and pencil (for freehand work). Canvas,
which supports 32-bit color, treats whatever you paint as an object. After selecting an item you've painted, you can
apply effects to it, move it around, and
change its size.
Beginning with version 3.0, Canvas
incorporates anumber of impressive features for working with text. Not only can
it fill ashape with text, wrap text around
ashape, or superimpose text on acurve.
the program can convert Adobe Type 1
and TrueType fonts into editable Bézier
curves. Because Canvas 3.0 treats each
text character as an object, you can modify text characters in just about any way
you want—by scaling, slanting, stretching, and even coloring them.
Other highlights include support for
System 7 and its Publish and Subscribe
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feature, the ability to produce color separations and slide-show presentations, and
acomprehensive kit of special effects.
A program with 48 tools and dozens of
customizable functions runs the risk of
being overwhelming. Luckily, Canvas's
developers have given users enough control that they can avoid too-many-thingson-the-screen syndrome.
With its extensive toolbox and wonderful flexibility, Canvas 3.0 is more than
adequate for producing technical drawings, artistic illustrations, and textual
graphics. Like the great DaVinci, this
program is at home in the spheres of art,
science, and business. If Icould buy only
one Mac graphics package, Canvas 3.0
would be the one.
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work can prove adaunting task. Finally,
CorelDraw is slow. Running it on anything other than afast 386- or 486-based
computer with lots of RAM and ahighspeed hard disk is torture.
—T. T.
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DESIGNER 3.1

7161

CORELDRAW 2.01L
Windows-based CorelDraw is acapable
object- oriented drawing package
endowed with both extensive drawing
tools and good text-handling capabilities.
Its Extrude feature, for instance, lets you
reshape an object—allowing you to push
acircle into acylinder, for example, or
blow up text to fill a balloon shape.
CorelDraw also lets you superimpose
one object on another and drop color
blends into an object.
The package's excellent Align feature
lets you line up objects by their sides or
by their centers, which is handy for organizing complicated, overlapping objects.
You can examine your results in afullscreen preview mode, or in a unique
split-screen mode that presents the editing window along with the corresponding preview image.
But CorelDraw does have its faults. Like
Adobe Illustrator, CorelDraw's blending
feature leaves ahuge mass of curves that
get in the way whenever you try to modify artwork. And it lacks layering control
and the ability to temporarily conceal
objects. As aresult, creating complex art-

Micrografx's competitor to CorelDraw,
Designer 3.1, comes with aflexible set of
drawing tools that makes the package a
strong contender as atechnical illustration package. The $695 Designer has
numerous drawing tools for creating pie
shapes, rectangles, lines, Bézier curves,
arcs, and parabolas, as well as special
tools for skewing objects, rotating text, or
making text or other elements conform to
curves. This abundance of tools makes
Designer powerful, hard to learn, and sizable. Installing the complete program
requires 10 MB of hard disk space.
Designer is customizable, however.
You can change or simplify the screen
display, adding or removing tools in the
toolbox. You can also customize the program's menuing system by adding fill
patterns, colors, and other attributes to
dialog boxes. In addition, Designer lets
you create and edit drawings with as
many as 64 layers, and edit drawings in
either full-color or wire-frame modes.
To insert or edit text included in an
illustration, you don't need a separate
editing window. Designer permits you to
apply typographic controls to individual
characters or to blocks of text, and you
can easily superimpose editable text on
curves. You cannot, however, apply gradient fills to text objects without first
converting them to curves. To vary the
appearance of your text, you can use Bitstream- and URW-compatible fonts—or
choose from among the 41 typefaces
supplied with the program.
Designer doesn't skimp on color. It
offers support for 256- and 24-bit color
files and can accommodate video cards
and monitors with resolutions as high as
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Not only is the
Phaser" II PXi the
first thermal wax
printer with
Adobe's PostScript'
Language Level 2
software, it also has
HP-GL. What more
could you want
from aprinter?
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Now nlfflàyke yo
ideas even br&htet
You say you want
brilliant color
fidelity? Rest assured
the Phaser II PXi is
approved by Pantone
and features TekColor"
color matching.

De-"--tior Growth
West Yet
Northeast 12%
Pacffic 10

ACCUFILM

Package Design Proposal
Prepared for AccuFilm, Inc.
]rod Associates
%pout A:WI

Ascreaming 24 MHz RISC processor and 6Mb
of memory make the Phaser 11 PXi the fastest
color printer on the market. Really.

r
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So you have this great idea. One that'll win an account. Break asales record.
Or simply make you look like agenius. Don't blow it with acolor printer that won't
do your brainwork justice.
Get the new Phaser II PXi, athermal wax printer that works simultaneously
with Macs, PCs and workstations. It can generate 16.7 million colors at 300 dpi,
and it's cost-effective.
To see the quality of its output first hand, call 1-800-835-6100, Dept. 16J and
we'll send you afree sample.
The new Phaser II PXi. It'll make your ideas look as bright as they should.
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The best and the brightest.

Programs for Drawing, Painting,
Many of the graphics packages import and export a bewildering variety of graphics file formats. Check which file formals .
vou
normally use before selecting apackage. The maximum colors a package can display are limited by the available hardware for
DOS computers and the Macintosh. and by the Windows configuration. ( 111 = yes; () = no)
Product

Company

Price

Platform

Import Files

Roykore, Inc.

$296

Windows

None

AccuSoft Corp.

$195

DOS

WPG, CGM, PIC, DXF, GEM
CUT, IMG, HPGL, PCX, TIFF

Adobe Systems, Inc.

$595

Macintosh

Illustrator 88/1.1, EPSF

Aldus FreeHand 3.0

Aldus Corp.

$595

Macintosh

EPS, PICT, TIFF

Aldus FreeHand 3.0

Aldus Corp.

$595

Windows

EPS, Al, BMP, CGM, DRW, GRF
HPGL, PCX, PIC, PLT, PNT, XLC

Computer Support Corp.

$169

Windows

TIFF, WMF, PIC, DIA. ASCII

CA-Cricket Graph 1.3.1

Computer Assoc. International, Inc.

$129

Windows

ASCII, DIF, SYLK, WK1, WK2. WK3
Cricket Graph for Mac

CA-Cricket Graph 1.3.2

Computer Assoc. International, Inc.

$129

Macintosh

ASCII, DIF, PICT, JWKS, SYLK
WK1, WK2, WK3, WKS

Canvas 3.0

Deneba Software

$399

Macintosh

CGM, DXF, EPSF, IGES, PICT, TIFF,
MacPaint, Illustrator 88/1.1, Ultrapaint

Color It 1.0

MicroFrontier

$119.95

Macintosh

GIFF, TIFF, PICT, MacPaint,
Photoshop

Corel Systems Corp.

$695

Windows

BMP, CGM, DXF, EPS, GEM, PCX
PCT, PIF, HPGL, PIC, PICT, TIFF

DeltaPoint

$295

Macintosh

WKS, Excel, SYLK, ASCII, PICT, EPSF,
Cricket Graph, Trapeze, OuickTime Movie

Micrografx, Inc.

$695

Windows

MGX_DRAW, MGX_PICT, PICT
BMP, SYLK, ASCII

Media Cybernetics, Inc.

$140

DOS

TIFF, TGA, PCX, IMG, HALO CUT

Power Up Software Corp.

$199.95

DOS

ASCII, CGM, PIC, TIFF, WK1, WKS

New England Software. Inc.

$299.95

DOS

DIF, CGM, HPGL, EPS, PIC

Tilcon Software, Ltd.

$495

Windows

PCX, TIFF, WKS, DBF, DIF
ASCII, RIPCAM

GraphMaster 1.31

Visual Business Systems

$295

Macintosh

WKS, Excel, SYLK, ASC, EPSF, PICT

Harvard Draw for Windows 1.0

Software Publishing Corp.

$595

Windows

CHT, SYM, DRW, EPS, CH3, SY3, DXF
CGM, Ai, WMF, BMP, PCX, TIFF

Instant ORGcharting 1.0

Roykore, Inc.

$195

Windows

ASCII, WMF

MacDraw Pro 1.0

Claris Corp.

$399

Macintosh

EPSF, TIFF, ASCII, PICT, MacDraw

Mass-11 Draw 6.1

Microsystems Engineering Corp.

$695

DOS

PIC, Mac PICT, CGM,
HPGL, MDL, TEK

ABC Flowcharter 1.13
AccuDraw for WordPerfect 2.1
Adobe Illustrator 3.0.1

Arts & Letters Apprentice 1.0

CorelDraw 2.01L
DeltaGraph Professional 2.0
Designer 3.1
Dr. Halo IV Imaging Pak 1.0
Express Presenter 1.0
Graph-in-the- Box Executive 1.14
Graphicway 1.0

Michael's Draw 1.0

Event One

$149

Macintosh

EPSF, PICT, MacPaint

Painter 1.0

Fractal Design

$299

Macintosh

PICT, RIFF, TIFF, Photoshop

Painter 1.0

Fractal Design

$299

Windows

PICT, RIFF,TIFF,Photoshop

PC Paintbrush IV Plus 2.0

ZSoft, Inc.

$240

DOS

PCX, TIFF

Publisher's Paintbrush 2.0

ZSoft, Inc.

$495

Windows

BMP, G1F, MSP, PCX
RAW. TGA, TIFF

Spinnaker Software Corp.

$39.95

DOS

TIFF

Micrografx, Inc.

$149.95

Windows

DRW. GRF, PCX, PIC, TIFF
ASCII, WMF, Al, EPS, CGM
GEM, Mac PICT, WPG

Splash
Windows Draw 3.0
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Charting, and Graphing
Export Files

Maximum
Colors

Maximum
Fonts

Undo
Command

WME

Windows

Windows

•

PNTG, PPIC, DXF, MSP
CUT, IMG, HPGL, PCX, TIFF

16

3

•

Illustrator 88/1.1, EPSF

16.7 million

Macintosh

Rotate/
Flip

Color
Separation

Video
Support

Output
Devices

Windows

Win

•

Super VGA

Only through
WordPerfect

•

e

Macintosh

Mac, PostScript

EPS, PICT, TIFF

Macintosh

Macintosh

•

•

Macintosh

Mac

EPS, AI, BMP, CGM, DRW, GRF
HPGL, PCX, PIC, PLT, PNT, XLC

Windows

Windows

•

•

Windows

Win

EPS, CGM, TIFF, SCD,
WMF, WPG, CSP

Windows

Windows

Windows

Win

ASCII, DIF, SYLK , WK1, WK2,
WK3, Cricket Graph for Mac

Windows

Windows

Windows

Win

ASCII, DIF, PICT, JWKS, SYLK
WK1, WK2, WK3, WKS

Macintosh

Macintosh •

Macintosh

Mac, slide service

CGM, DXF, EPSF, IGES, PICT, TIFF,
MacPaint, Illustrator 88/1.1, Ultrapaint

Macintosh

Macintosh

•

•

Macintosh

Mac, PostSchpt

GIFF, TIFF, PICT, MacPaint,
Photoshop

Macintosh

Macintosh

•

•

Macintosh

Mac, Postscript

BMP, CGM, DXF, EPS, GEM, PCX
PCT, PIF, HPGL, PIC, PICT, TIFF

Windows

Windows

•

Windows

Win

PICT, EPSF, ASCII,
Illustrator 88/1.1

Macintosh

Macintosh

•

Macintosh

Mac. PostScript,
film recorder

DRW, TIFF, CGM, WMF, DXF, GEM
HPGL, PCX, EPS, PICT1&2

Windows

41

•

•

Windows
(Super VGA)

Win

TIFF, TGA, PCX, IMG
Halo CUT, MSP, BMP

16.7 million

45

•

•

Super VGA

Color/B&W printers

ASCII, CGM, PIC, TIFF, WK1, WKS

256

Super VGA

Color/B&W printers

16

•

•

•

•

DIF, CGM, HPGL, EPS, PIC

15

10

•

•

VGA

Color/B&W printers, plotters

PCX, TIFF, HPGL, EPS, WKS
DBF, DIF, ASCII, RIPCAM

256

18

•

•

Windows

Win

ASCII, SYLK, PICT, Illustrator 88/1.1

Macintosh

Macintosh

EPS, CH3, SY3, DXF, CGM, Al, WMF
BMP, PCX, TIFF, PIC, SCD, LL

Windows

Windows

ASCII, WMF

Windows

Windows

EPSF, PICT

Macintosh

Macintosh

DRW, CGM, ILF

3.6 million

2

•
•

•

Macintosh

Mac

•

Windows, TIGA

Win, film recorders

Windows

Win

•

Macintosh

Mac, PostScript
Film recorders

Super VGA

Printers, plotters,
film recorders

•
•

•

•

EPSF, PICT

Macintosh

Macintosh •

PICT, RIFF, TIFF, Photoshop

Macintosh

Macintosh •

0

PICT, RIFF, TIFF, Photoshop

Windows

Windows

PCX, TIFF

256

25

•

•

VGA

Color/B&W printers, plotters

PCX, BMP, EPS
GIFF, TGA, TIFF

Windows

15

•

•

Windows

Win

TIFF

256

13

•

•

VGA

Color/B&W printers

DRW, EPS, HPGL, PCX, PIC
PS, TIFF, WMF, Al, CGM
GEM, Mac PICT, WPG

Windows

Windows

Win

•

Windows

Macintosh

Mac, PostScript

Macintosh

Mac, PostScript

Windows

•

•

PostScript
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D ISPLAY FOR

FLICKER- FREE

LESS
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And at MAG Innovisioe our new MX-Series color monitors afe making

anumber of wishes come true. These advanced displays are great for all types of applications, particularly
Microsoft ® Windows.
4

M ODELS T O C HCIOSE F ROM.

With avariety of sizes and tubes to select from, there's an MX display

just right for you. The MX15F and MX17F make use of the latest flat square tube technology to offer
distortion-free images, while the MX14S and MX17S utilize proven
W ISHES
GRANTED.

L ARGER

D ISPLAY

A REA.

Trinitron®

tubes.

Every MX-Series monitor uses advanced overscan

technology to provide an edge- to-edge active display area that dwarfs displays of
comparable size by as much as 36 percent!

H IGH- R ESOLUTION.

MX monitors offer the highest resolution you can find many display of comparable

size. In fact, at 1280 x1024 non-interlaced, the MX15F displays four
with standard VGA. That means more windows on the screen...more
B UILT-IN

MICROPROCESSOR.

PC

times the information available

FAXIMPIII{
Ile.

information...more productivity!

Each MX-Series display has its own microprocessor that can adjust

the display format automatically to work with almost any of the available video standards. So whether you're

B UILT- IN M ICROPROCESSOR FOR
A UTOMATIC C ONFIGURATION

A

W INDOWS

INTRODUCING

W ISH
THE

L IST.

ULT IMATE

WINDOWS D ISPL A YS .

H IGI-F-IR ESOLUTION FR

M ORE

W ORK S PACE

+eeet\

changing avideo mode or upgrading avideo card, the MX display will adjust automatically. And,
if you do make adjustments, you only do it once. An MX display never forgets.

S HARPER.

B RIGHTER

IMAGES.

By incorporating an Invar Shadow Mask into the MX15F and

MX1'F, we've achieved 30 percent more brightness without sacrificing sharp, crisp focus. And when
combined with our high-resolution and fast-refresh rate, that 30 percent more brightness truly creates an
image to wish for.
L ISTEN

TO

T HE

E XPERTS.

Don't just take our word for it. Were partial. Read PC Magazine's

"Editors' Choice" for July 1991. They said of the MX15F..."clearly the best." Or listen to PC World ( 12/91)
rave about the MX17F... "so great that it defies comparison."
WISHES

D O C OME T RUE.

The next time you go window shopping to look at Windows displays check

out an MX monitor. For more information on how to make your wishes come true, call us now at 1-800/8273998, or contact us at our corporate headquarters: 4392 Corporate Center Drive, Los Alamitos, CA
90720. Tel: 71 4/
827-3998. Fax: 714/827 5522.
e://992. AdAG Ineouttion. All rightz retried. MAC ' emeritio, and its logo are trademarks o/ MAC lonotetion.
Miirmoft and Window , are registered tradetnarkt of Mierotoft

G91.

Trimmon it a regittereel trademark dd.g1NY Carp.
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IMF

AComparison of Capabilities
Painting and drawing features: All of the graphics packages ive looked at had basic tools for image manipulation.
Advanced or user customizable tools, such as customizable patterns or modifiable brushes, can give you more professionallooking results. Charting and graphing fratures: The larger the number of data points and data sets apackage can
handle, the greater the detail achart or graph can display. = yes; CD = no; N/A = not applicable.)
PAINTING AND DRAWING FEATURES
Skew

Gradient
Fill

Resize

Customizable
Patterns

Masking

Modify
Brushes

Group/
Ungroup

Graph
Types
Organization

ABC Flowcharter 1.13
AccuDraw For Word Perfect 2.1
Adobe Illustrator 3.0.1

e

•

Aldus FreeHand 3.0 ( Mac)

Via Blend tool

•

•

Aldus FreeHand 3.0 (Windows)
Arts & Letters Apprentice 1.0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

e

•

C

•

U

•

•

,,-,,

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

6

5
9

CA-Cricket Graph 1.3.1

10

CA-Cricket Graph 1.3.2
Canvas 3.0

•

Color It 1.0

•

CorelDraw 2.01L

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

Via Blend tool

•

•

•

•

•

0

•
17

DeltaGraph Professional 2.0
Designer 3.1
Dr. Halo IV Imaging Pak 1.0

•

•

•

•

•
11

Express Presenter 1.0

12

Graph-in-the-Box Executive 1.14
Graphicway 1.0

•

•

•

•

•

13

GraphMaster 1.31
Harvard Draw for Windows 1.0

•

•

•

•

n•
Organization

Instant ORGcharting 1.0
MacDraw Pro 1.0

•

Mass- 11 Draw 6.1
Michael's Draw

•

•
•

•
•

•

Painter 1.0 ( Mac)

PC Paintbrush IV Plus 2.0

•

•

•

•
•

•

Painter 1.0 (Windows)

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Publisher's Paintbrush 2.0
Splash
Windows Draw 3.0
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7

12

•

•
•

•

•

•

Super VGA resolution. Micrografx
Designer is well suited to handling complex technical drawing and sophisticated
images. With its multitude of special-purpose tools, Designer is difficult to learn,
but it is apowerful illustration package.
—S. W.

CHARTING AND GRAPHING FEATURES
Cut/
Paste

Freehand
Drawing
N/A

Maximum
Data Points
N/A

•
•

•

•

Edit
Text

Edit
Legends

60

1

5

•
•

Via SANE

•

•

•

108,000

216.000

•

•

•

270.000

540,000

•

•

•

•

10.000

•

•

270

unlimited

1440

1000

1

0

•

2200

12

•

•

10.000

unlimited

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Math Coprocessor
Support

•

•
N/A

•

Maximum
Data Sets

o
o

•

Via SANE

•

0

0

0

•
•

•

Via SANE

e
NA

N/A

•

•

•

0

•

HARVARD DRAW
FOR WINDOWS 1.0
Software Publishing's Harvard Draw for
Windows is an object-oriented program
that gives you a snappy drawing interface with 18 speedy drawing tools. Its
support for as many as 99 layers within
each illustration (think of each layer as a
separate sheet of acetate) makes this a
drawing and painting package for the
professional artist.
You can work in multiple windows,
creating, previewing, and editing fullcolor images. The package offers 16.7
million user-defined colors with 12 predesigned palettes of 150 colors each, as
well as user- defined palettes. Equally
important. you can undo up to 16 actions
in arow, blend objects, make multiple
copies of art object, and cut holes in objects. The program can import and export
awide range of vector and bit- mapped
file types. You can call up clip art files
and symbols into separate windows,
using athumbnail image to preview them
before you go further.
Harvard Draw for Windows takes much
of the guesswork out of moving objects.
As you move your mouse, ablack-andwhite outline of the object shows its
exact position on- screen. The original
color object remains in place until you
release the mouse button. Unfortunately,
though, every time you move or modify
an object, the screen must repaint itself.
This is slow on a386 machine, even for
simple images. Be prepared to spend at
least an hour loading the 12 program
disks onto your hard drive.
—D. E.
nnti
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MASS- 11 DRAW 6.1
Looking at the screen display of Mass- II
Draw 6.1, you might think it was alowend PC/XT version of adrawing package, but don't let this less-than- pretty
picture deceive you. DOS-based Mass11 Draw actually has enough sophisticated features to interest users who want to
create engineering and technical illustrations without investing in amore expensive CAD application.
Mass- II Draw provides aspline curve
tool with several interactive drawing

methods, as well as autility called Tracer for converting scanned TIFF images,
paint program images, or bit- mapped
images into adrawing file that you then
can edit and scale. Drawbridge, an onboard TSR graphic file-translation utility, can handle HPGL, PICT, MDL, and
PIC files. Mass- 11 Draw lets you use a
digitizing tablet to trace artwork for
input into the program and reportedly
will display the tracing to an accuracy
of 0.002 inch. The package includes
libraries of clip art and symbols.
A few of the program's features are
somewhat unwieldy, however. When
you cut and paste objects, they end up
positioned in the center of the screen—
whether or not that's where you want
them. And rotating an object to any
angle other than 90 degrees or 180
degrees skews the object.
If you need agood library of prepackaged technical clip art and symbols, and
a powerful tool for drawing spline
curves as well as other basic drawing
tools, then Mass- 11 Draw will get the
job done.
—D. E.

Rasters and Vectors

C

omputer graphics has evolved
into ajungle of file types with
no overall standard for what
format images are saved in.
The methods for creating images,
however, fall into just two major
classes: vector and raster. Each has
special advantages.
Paint packages create raster, or bitmapped, files by using hardware to
define the grid of dots that compose
an image. Each dot has a specific
color. One big advantage of bit maps
is that you can edit each pixel in the
array of dots. And because you can
manipulate these dots, you can mix
them the way an artist might mix
paints on acanvas. Developers have
learned to do wonders with the bitmapping concept: Witness the new
programs that come close to electronically simulating the properties of real
paint. The resolution of these devicedependent image files is limited to
that of the display used to create
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them, and the resolution of the output
device determines the final quality of
the image.
Vector files are used by programs
that generate line-oriented art; CAD
packages and technical illustration
products typically fall in this category. Vector files are object-oriented
and, as such, are composed of a
series of instructions—for point-topoint lines or circles, for example—
that are placed at specific positions.
A shape, pattern, or shading is
described by aformula or code and
assembled into lists of geometrical
abstractions. Vector graphics are
device-independent. Object-oriented
graphics can be scaled without distortion and can be printed at the
highest resolution of the output
device. Their object orientation
makes vector programs ideal for the
precision drawing needed by engineers, architects, designers, and others working on the geometric planes.

MACDRAW PRO 1.0
In the process of acquiring Pro status,
object-based MacDraw Pro has become
proficient at handling color, curves, and
text. It has the curve-wrangling functions
found in PostScript packages such as
Aldus FreeHand and Adobe Illustrator.
The Bezigon tool—as in Bézier and polygon—lets you map out a curve by placing points on the page with mouse clicks
rather than by pulling on handles as you
would with Adobe Illustrator or Aldus
FreeHand. If you're one of the humble
mortals frustrated by the usual Bézier
methodology, you might find this connect-the-dot procedure more to your liking. And if you want to go back and edit
ashape. you just pull on adot or control
point, dragging the line where you want
the curve to pass.
Not only does it support 24-bit color,
MacDraw Pro has good color- mixing
capabilities and lets you set up custom,
tear- off color palettes. For shading
objects, the package provides apalette of
16 preset gradients (directional, circular,
or shape burst) or you may easily develop new ones with the program's nicely
implemented editor.
The package has the usual pens and
tools for generating geometric shapes
(e.g., rectangles, ovals, and arcs), as well
as afreehand drawing tool. You create
text just as you would an object. That
means you can apply colors and fill patterns to characters, but you cannot automatically fit text inside ashape or make
it conform to acurve. Oddly, System 7
functions are scarce: TrueType support,
virtual memory, and the use of aliases.
MacDraw Pro will never get pulled
over by the Highway Patrol; gradient
fills are especially time-consuming.
Even on a Mac II hopped up with a
Radius Rocket, acircular fill took 15 to
20 seconds. While color manipulations
can tax any system, this program is
noticeably slow. Claris itself has
acknowledged as much, promising speed
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CA-Cricicet Present

How An Unlimited Imagination
Thrives On ALimited Budget.
The world's most- persuasive graphics software is now the mostaffordable.
CA- Cricket Presents is now just $199, and CA- Cricket Graph is only $ 129.
G A'f
raph

It's fast, easy and fully integrated. It's CA-Cricket°
CACrtdiet
Presents Presente and it has every
feature you need to bring
your ideas to life.

includingTIFUGM, Windows Metafile,
Encapsulated PostScript and ASCII lbxt Files.
Need graphs for the slide show? Switch
CA sCompurow
over to CA-Cricket°GraphIm It comes with aselection of
Arrhun ruse For
twelve graph types, plus all the color and fonts you
The 90s
Abuilt-in outliner so you can
need. With just afew clicks of the mouse, you'll have
organize your thoughts. Predesigned
the charts and graphs that'll make your presentations
graphic templates. An electronic
shine.
light table to edit and re-sequence
So call 1-800-645-3003 today for the location of
your presentation. Plus speaker's notes and presentayour nearest dealer.
tion-quality handouts and transparencies. And as
Now there are no limits t
o
e
you can see, you can even import graphics and
what the mind, or the wallet,
SSOCIATES
scanned images from awide variety of file formats
n' ,1Z,U can do.
Software superior by design.
(A9( h

OMPUTER

1991 Computer Associates International. Inc.. 711 Stewart Avenue. Garden City. NY 115304787 All trade names referenced are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective manufacturer.
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Impressive any way
you look at it.

fixes in an upgrade already in the works.
For the person just getting into computer graphics, MacDraw Pro is a good
choice. It's easy to learn and use and you
can get sharp results without hauling
yourself up the steep learning curve of a
PostScript package. But before you join
on, be aware that you'll need at least 4
MB of memory to burn—and a fairly
stout Mac.
For users who need to produce professional- looking images but have little
artistic ability, MacDraw Pro provides a
strong alternative to Adobe Illustrator
and Aldus FreeHand.
—D. B.

MICHAEL'S DRAW 1.0
Í
-e,'"1:tfiErie:Erjtlet:41ÊÉel

Our Still Video Imaging Kits let you convert
objects into digitized images, ready for use on
Mac, PC and Windows programs like PageMaker7
VenturaT,m Photoshop7 Persuasion,'" MediaMakerTm
and HyperCard':
A
Impressed? Ca111-800-221-3333 —
ext. 313 for dealer locations
and afree brochure.

Canon
STILL VIDEO

e1991 Canon U.S.A., Inc.

One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042
BrAnd And Prothro namr, are trademarks
nf their rcipront holder,
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Michael's Draw, an object- based drawing program with an unusual name, is a
straightforward package for generating
line-oriented artwork and twiddling text
with special effects. The package has
the standard tools for drawing geometric shapes, polygons, and lines. A nice
complement of reshaping functions let
you skew objects, shear them, and add
perspective. A handy Copy tool automatically replicates a selected object,
which can save you repeated trips to the
copy/paste menu while you're attempting to clone aparticular element.
To create complex drawings, the program relies on layering and "script" commands. The procedure, which involves
creating scripted images by compiling a
montage of layers into a single picture,
requires careful reading of the manual.
The program also offers aconsiderable
number of tools for manipulating text.
It's easy to wrap text around a shape,
have it follow the curve of aline, or flow
ablock of type into aparticular shape.
You can add color to text and achieve
smooth gradations of color between the
first and last letters. Although not as
sophisticated as most desktop publishing
programs, Michael's Draw has good
typographic controls. A well-designed

Fasten your
seat belt and
snap in the new
Hercules Graphics
Station GOLD!

WARNING!
FAST
WINDOWS
AHEAD

Windows acceleration plus:
• 32,768 colors
• Graphics processor
• High resolution
• High refresh rates

• VRAM
• DRAM ( optional)

s495

orld Class
Lindows
Performance.

Hercules Graphics Station MO
High-speed, true color Windows . . .
and much more!

Call 1-800-532-0600 for details.
,
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B GIGA BASE: Interactive program with GUI. Add

• GIGABASE

I..t Nana,' with bala.,

images to your existing database or create image

•database interactively. Image display, browse, print,
store. Document management system. Set database
•views, relation, filters. Image view, scroll, zoom,
catalog and add memos to documents, photos,
•compare,
faxes, blue prints or large drawings. B/W and color

• GIGABASE

naimyrr u.th beleht•,.

111 GIGABASE
MI GIGABASE
r,
•

images. Various image formats and compression. Fast

GIGABASE •

access. Network compatible. List $295 yours for $240.

eMEGAUDI e MEGAVDI:
MUD

Graphics

and

image

linkable

functions. Draw, merge, clean and edit large drawings,

eMEGAUDI
eMEGAUDI
eMEGRUD1
eMEGAUDI
eMEGRUDI
eMEGRUDI
eMEGAUDI

MD tun', Libre,

MD too. 1.1brery

11.1,

e scanned B/W, greyscale and color images. High
resolution draw or overlay on image ( lines, arcs,
e polygons, outline scalable text, splines etc.) in bitmap up
to 64 MB is size with selectable pixel depth and aspect.
e Write or overlay text using H.P. compatible laser soft
EMS, XMS. SCANNER INTERFACE. Scan part or
e fonts.
full page B/W. greyscale or color ( 3 & 24bit) images from
your program. Image pan, scroll, rotate(any angle), scale,
e zoom.
Scale and print. Import TOA, GIF, RAW, RLC, PCX
or TIFF (
GROUP 3, LZW, PACKBITS, ROB)
e images forCCITT,
processing. Dithering. Convert color and
images to B/W. HP- GL and PaintJet. Pre- view
e greyscale
& Print. Data Compression. Image Database. Scan & Fill.
JUST USE IT. GROUP 4 optionally available. Dual Page

eMEGAUDI e (1600x1280) Monitor support. ' C' and C++, MS Quickl3asic
MA Tools Liked,

& Basic, CLIPPER. Here to Super 1024X768X256. List

Sums/ • od Osseo Imsrs
Scroll. mho. mlot, lllll

$1195 your price $950. VISA/MC/AMEX/Check/COD/GPO

NOVA INC.

708-882-4111

2500 W. Higgins Road, # 1144

DOWN LOAD

Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
FAX:

708-882-4173

DEMO'S
BBS:

708-882-4175

Let's
Be Sure Our
Children Grow Up
Smart And Fit.

We know our children won't get very far in the world without agood,
working knowledge of the "3R's'.' That's why school is such an important part
of their lives. But there's another part of their education that's just
as important to their future — physical education.
The healthy hearts they develop now will go along way toward helping them
grow into healthy adults. And the good fitness labits they learn can stay
with them for alifetime. So let's encourage our children to exercise their minds.
But let's be sure they do the same for their bodies.

The President's Council on Physical Fimess and Sports
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dialog box makes it easy to adjust the
spacing between characters.
In keeping with its individualistic
moniker, Michael's Draw has an individualistic interface. That interface is intuitive enough, but it sometimes departs
from the conventions of other Mac drawing programs. The differences are subtle—the use of heavy frames around
selected items, for example—but getting
used to the program's look and feel can
take awhile.
This is acapable package that's more
than adequate for producing heavily geometric designs and generating text with
special effects. Even though Michael's
Draw doesn't really do anything unique,
it's fairly priced, isn't aresource hog,
and is easy to learn and use.
—D. B.
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WINDOWS DRAW 1.0
Micrograix Designer has received most
of the attention, but the company's lowend drawing program, Windows Draw,
has anumber of fine qualities: It is intuitive, easy to use, and smart. This Windows-based package comes with more
than 2600 vector-based clip art images,
which you can reshape, customize,
move, and rotate with ease.
Running in 24-bit color graphics mode,
Windows Draw offers 16 million colors,
from which you may select a64-color
palette. You can create your own bitmapped fill pattern by editing magnified
pixels; your editing changes are visible
on-screen immediately.
The rotation tool is ingenious. You
establish afocal point for the rotation by
positioning the cursor near the object and
clicking; then you use the mouse to rotate
the cursor—left or right—until the object
is in the correct position. Special effects
include slanting, color blending, stretching, and the ability to wrap text around
objects and apply custom gradient styles.
To know instantly the function of each
icon or to name a color, you simply

Ifs Time To Think About Americas Biggest Business Coverup.
by word processing,

Today's business is covered in paper. It's piled on desks,

document into

lost in files and burying good ideas alive. That's why we

desktop publishing and spreadsheet programs (no typist

created WordScan"' and WordScan Plus for Windows.

can equal 1200 words

The award-winning Optical Character Recognition

leading accuracy). So you can integrate the information

technology that eliminates the slow process of manually

into your own work, ready in moments for re-

typing documents into your PC.

visions, retrieval and E-mail. Call us for details.

WonScan converts any

text that can be read

per minute or our

industry

CALERA
RECOGNITION SYSTEMS

For A FREE Full-Working Evaluation Copy Of WoniScan Plus And The Nearest Dealer Location Call

(
800) 544-7051

Calera Recognition Systems 475 Potrero Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Outside USA (408) 720-0999 FAX (4087720-1330 0 1992 Calera Recognition Systems.
Calera® 4aregistered trademark and WordScan''' is atrademark of Calera Recognition Systems, Inc. All other products and hrands are property of their respective trademark holders. Offvr valid in USA only.
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appreciate it. Although it's geared toward
experienced artists, even people who
haven't picked up a paintbrush since
grade school are impressed by the way it
simulates traditional tools. Businesses that
want unique, eye-catching graphics ought
to put this in the hands of their designers.
But beware: Productivity might drop, as
users are inclined to get caught up exploring this remarkable electronic art studio.
At $299, it's worth every penny. Painter is
too cool for words.
—D. B.

This agood, basic picture-editing program. But its limitations are evident when
compared to one of the newer Windows
packages, such as ZSoft's own PhotoFinish. Still, PC Paintbrush IV Plus is easy to
use, and if you follow the tutorial, you'll
be drawing and painting in no time.
—S. W.

PUBLISHER'S
PAINTBRUSH 2.0

PAINTER 1.0

Publisher's Paintbrush 2.0, ZSoft's Windows-based big brother to PC Paintbrush
IV Plus, is an expanded painting and
Working with this amazing paint program
image-editing package. This $495 update
for the Mac and Windows seems almost
now supports 24-bit color files and can
like working with the real thing. Fractal
display 256 shades of gray and 16.7 milDesign has developed software that comes
lion colors. Version 2.0 supports avariclose to replicating the feel of working
ety of scanners as well as several devices
with avariety of traditional artistic media.
used for color calibration.
The toolbox includes everything you'd
The package makes more intelligent use
find in awell-equipped studio: aselection
of Windows than did previous versions.
of brushes, colored pencils, chalks, charBy supporting the Multiple Document
coals, calligraphy pens, felt-tipped pens,
Interface, the program lets you open mulcrayons, and an airbrush.
tiple graphic-image files and reduce them
More significant, the tools generally
to icons when you don't need them open
work the way their nonelectronic counteron- screen. The initial screen display
parts do. If you take the pencil, say, and
shows atoolbox of 42 tools, which may
make aquick stroke, you get alight line
be grouped into 24 primary icons with
on the screen. Bear down on a pastel
pull- down secondary icons. You can
chalk, and you get abroad smudge. Rub a
DOS- based PC Paintbrush IV Plus, the
rearrange the location of the tools on the
yellow felt tip pen against black ink and
latest version of an old standard, is a screen to suit your needs. If you think the
the yellow gets "dirty." Each tool can be
brush width and color palettes take too
painting and image-editing program. The
adjusted to provide different effects. You
much screen space, you may move, fold,
$240 package can work with both PCX
can dilute colors or blur an image by
or hide them. If you have aparticular set
and TIFF files and supports 8-bit color
dropping "water" on it. This 24-bit paint
of tools you prefer to work with, you can
images.
program employs the HSV (hue, saturaPC Paintbrush's principal strength is
save that combination of tools as apertion, value) color system and an easy-toimage enhancement. It provides seven
sonal workspace.
use color wheel for choosing colors. As
The package's standard drawing tools
special-effects tools that control blending,
you apply more color to aregion, it gets
are extremely powerful. ZSoft supports
smudging, gradient fill, tiling, tinting,
darker and denser—exactly what you'd
both its own proprietary fonts and URW
brightness and contrast. These tools can
expect in real life. Because their tools are
be used to change all or part of agraphic
outlines. You can enter and edit text in a
pressure sensitive, both versions of
dialog box. Publisher's Paintbrush has
image, and you may enhance an image
Painter are best used with apen and tablet
very strong import/export capabilities,
using outlining and shadowing. Or you
(I used aWacom digitizer). You can use
but it relies heavily on the older 8-bit
may reduce agraphic element by as much
amouse, but drawing with abrick doesn't
PCX format.
as 25 percent or enlarge it by as much as
do this package justice.
Publishers Paintbrush also is optimized
400 percent. PC Paintbrush's repertoire
The work space allows you to simulate
for use with scanners. It is compatible
painting or drawing on different types of also includes the ability to overlay images
with a long list of scanners, both standand the ability to zoom in and out to propaper and illustration board, offering you
alone and hand-held models. A complete
vide detailed editing of graphic elements.
awide range of grains and textures from
installation requires 7 MB of hard disk
PC Paintbrush is optimized for use with
which to choose. The paper you select
space. Publisher's Paintbrush provides
along list of scanners, both stand-alone
determines, for instance, how abrush or
advanced graphic image editing capabiliand hand-held. You can control ascanner
other tool lays down paint or ink.
ties for PC users running Windows.
from the file menu and capture blackThe tools are all reasonably responsive,
—S.W.
and-white or color images. The scanner
particularly if you've got an accelerated
setup options include settings for brightMac. Sometimes, though, you can end up
afew steps ahead of the screen; even on a ness, contrast, image type, resolution, and
Mac with aRadius Rocket, the screen was
scaling. The program defaults to a4- by
4-inch size, but you can enlarge or reduce
afew seconds behind what Iwas doing on
Splash from Spinnaker Software is
the tablet. The package doesn't include
this. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to
small, quick, inexpensive, useful, and a
paste two images together if you have to
tools for altering the appearance of text.
delight to use. Although definitely not a
use multiple scans of alarge image.
You have to work with Painter to really

PC PAINTBRUSH IV
PLUS 2.0

SPLASH
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Effortlessly contour and
colormap surfaces generated
from random sample points.

View and organize entire presentations
at agance with the visual slide sorter.

Pull alever to adjust avariable, as the
revolutionary Graphics Equalizer"
animates changes to your curve-fits
and formulas on-screen.

I•il•

I•otinll • Aph

Pop up the extraordinary
graph gallery of over 160
business, technical,
and statistical graph types.

•

Automate your presentation
with master slides, outliner,
speaker & handout notes.
f

Far

Fdit

Format

Access your numbers
instantly from your
favorite Windows
or DOS spreadsheet.

STOCKS-D.

Hot- link multiple
data files directly to
Stanford Graphics'
proprietary 4-D
70- trillion
cell spreadsheet.
Animate the 3-D
rotation of your graph
and its actual data.
Instantly identify
& modify your data
points with the
Intelligent Data Cursor."
Simply drag abar or
line to change acell in
your spreadsheet!
Click on the Calculator
for on-the-fly business,
financial or scientific
computations.

STANFORD GRAPHICS FOR W INDOWS
Finally.., presentation graphics with numerical clout!
Does your presentation software give
you all beauty and no brains? Where is
the substance behind those pretty pictures? What if your presentation program
had enough data- handling muscle to
meet the needs of business and statistical
and scientific users?
Presenting Stanford Graphics for
Windows, the first graphics package to
offer both state-of-the-art presentation
features and powerful analysis capabilities.
With on-screen curve fitting, formula
solving, statistics, and data manipulation,
Stanford Graphics advances both the art
and science of technical presentations.
Ciircle 32 on Inquiry Card.

"Stanford Graphics offers the best of both
worlds. It combines top-notch presentation
features with unprecedented technical
sophistication. We were greatly impressed"
—Infoworld,
Sept.16,1991

All this and Windows too. Stanford
Graphics takes full advantage of the latest
in Windows 3.0 and 3.1 technology, with
sophisticated DDE, OLE, and TrueType
font support.
Stanford Graphics for Windows:
Presentation and Analysis.
Finally, form and substance

3-D VISIONS
11

Call Thll Free for Details

1-800-729-4723
STAN FORD GRAPH ICS
PUESINrATION

A

ANSL,SI,

2780 SkyparK Drive, Torrance, CA 90505
Tel(3101325-1339 FAX:(310) 325-1505

BUSINESS GRAPHICS

high-powered graphics program, this
VGA- only package is just right for
touching up and annotating TIFF files
from other programs.
Useful features include an easily
changeable 256-color palette and the
ability to digitize signals from aDigital
Vision ComputerEyes video digitizer.
Shortcomings include a user interface
that beeps when you perform afunction
properly and alimited zoom capability.
The zoom function has only two sizes:

normal and zoomed. When you zoom in,
you get aclose-up look at aportion of
the larger image.
If you are on atight budget, don't do a
lot of drawing, or have children who like
to draw, Splash is well worth exploring.
The $39.95 price simply cannot be beat.
—R. C.
CHARTING AND GRAPHING
Charts and graphs are the mainstays of
business graphics. Any serious enterprise

needs to produce them at some time, for
use in annual reports, business plans, promotional materials, internal financial documents, and presentations. Although
many of the popular spreadsheet programs are quite astute at generating goodlooking graphs, sometimes the situation
calls for something more sophisticated or
more creative. Also, not everyone is a
spreadsheet user. Whether you need to
generate charts and graphs from raw data
or from cells imported from aspreadsheet
package, there's awide choice of programs that can make your visual information look professional and appealing. Mac
users have an advantage here in that the
better charting tools currently run on that
machine. Obviously, the Mac has become
aserious business computer.

Get ahold of the best value
in LAN power protection
for just $ 169
Blackouts, brownouts, sags..

The NEW Back UPS 250 offers even

Your data and hardware are

more costieHective protection for LAN

vulnerable to problems that

nodes ( typical runtime tor a 386S3
system is 10 minuted)

surge suppressors and power
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Now there's acomplete
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solution to suit any budget.
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hubs.
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• 230V model,
available

your productivity by
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ABC FLOWCHARTER 1.13
As aWindows-based diagramming and
charting program, Roykore's ABC
Flowcharter provides ameans of tracking procedural flow. The program's ability to link charts with chart shapes lets
you create complex, hierarchical
flowcharts, which you navigate by double-clicking on achart icon and displaying the linked chart. A unique navigational grid above the vertical scroll bar
moves the window image in each of the
compass directions.
Flowcharter takes advantage of the
Windows environment by providing
complete control of most display
options. You can control color, line
width and style, shadowing, fill colors
and patterns, and text format. The program's Fit Shape feature automatically
adjusts the symbol size to display all the
text. Unfortunately, the text is not contoured to the symbol shape, and text
does not fit well within nonrectangular
symbols. Circles and triangles, for
instance, often are displayed with text
extending beyond the borders.
Since Flowcharter supports Windows
2.11 as well as 3.0, it does not use the

Make the Smart Choice in LaserJet
PostScript Language Emulation Cartridges
Pacific Data Products
PacificPage PE -

PacificPage XL -

Hewlett-Packard
PostScript Cartridge

Suggested
list price
including

$579* $ 899

$ 1085

2 MB memory
Time to output
Ventura Scoop

60- day Moneyback guarantee
PostScript to
PCL switching
Upgrade
program
Warranty

2 minutes
23 seconds

39 seconds

2 minutes
54 seconds

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lifetime

Lifetime

* Suggested list price of PacificPage P•E cartridge without a2MB memory board is only $399.

emulation solutions from Pacific
Data Products. You'll get alot more,
for alot less.
Each PacificPage product for
Lasedete II, IIP, IIP Plus, IID*, III, IIID,
and IIIP printers is guaranteed to be
completely compatible with all of your
PostScript output. If you can create it,
PacificPage can print it. If not, we'll
give you your money back.
Choose from PacificPage PE or
PacificPage II (ver. 5.0), our fastest
stand-alone cartridges ever. Or
PacificPage PE/XL and II/XL which
combine the PacificPage cartridges
with aRISC-based accelerator board.
Just slip the board into the Lasedet
memory slot and you'll experience an
incredible increase in printing speed.
If you purchase one of the PacificPage
cartridges alone and find that your
printing applications demand even
greater speed, simply upgrade to the
XL version.
Why not get more for less?
Buy aPacificPage cartridge and save
more than $500 over Hewlett-Packard.

exrxx,y„..

*if

"PacificPage
swiftly and accurately
renders some test EPS files
that other interpreters distort,
and had no trouble with any of the large and complex images
Iused for testing."
"An Intel i960'" RISC processor on the accelerator board helps the
PacificPage XL print graphics more than six times as fast as the HP
PostScript Cartridge"

Edward Mendelson
PC Magazine, (June 25, 1990

The XL versions of Patifirrage are not compatible with the Laserlti model 111). Prices listed are manufatiurer's suggested retail list price as of 2-1 92.
Quotes reprinted frw-nPC Magazine June 25, 1991. C1991, Ziff Communications Company. ParifirPage II, Parificrage

E, Pacificrage II XI. and

ParifirPage PE/XL are trademarks of Pacific Data Products, Inc. PostScript is aregistered trademark of AdobeSystems Incorporated. HP and Leanlet
are registered trademarks of I
lewlett.Packard Company. i9à0 is at.dernark of Intel Corporation. Phoenixrage is aregistered trademark of Phoenix
T.chn‘ logies LtdO ' 987. 198$ Phoenix Technologi. Ltd. 01992 Pacific Data Products, Inc. EUROPEAN OFFICES: Geneva Tel 141122 41 2150 Fax
1.hoenégPlp,

D

on't settle for less just to buy
the Hewlett-Packard name. Ask for
PacificPage PostScript' language

141) 22 41 06 82, Frarre Tel OM 139 13 20 )4, Fax ( 331 I39 63 31 20, U.K. Tel 144/42 131414, Fax ( 441442 23 65 41

Or, save close to $200 over HewlettPackard with an XL version and
amaze yourself with its speed. Make
the smart choice. Choose PacificPage.
For more information call
your nearest dealer or contact Pacific
Data Products, 9125 Rehco Road,
San Diego, CA 92121, USA.
(619) 597-4607, Fax (619) 552-0889.

PACIFIC DATA
PRODUCTS

BUSINESS GRAPHICS

standard Windows help interface. The
custom help interface is confusing
because the index is arranged in topical
rather than alphabetical order. Looking
for answers to a particular question
requires a lot of manual scanning.
Another significant drawback is that,
when Iran it in 1024 by 768 graphics
mode, Flowcharter repeatedly lost pieces
of symbols. The edges of the symbols
weren't always drawn. This problem did
not appear in standard 640 by 480 graphics mode.
Except for the improperly drawn symbols, the $295 ABC Flowcharter performed smoothly and well. It felt comfortable to use and interaction was intuitive.
—R.C.
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version of the package comes with its
own set of 11 high-quality display fonts.
In addition to changing colors and styles,
you may move and resize each graph element. One of the nicest features is that
Cricket Graph lets you move slices of pie
charts around for emphasis by simply
clicking and dragging on the slice.
One of Cricket's drawbacks is its failure to interactively link the spreadsheet
and the displayed graph. Changing the
spreadsheet data does not change the
graph. Another problem is the program's
execution speed under Windows.
Although the graph drawing speed on the
Macintosh was quite comfortable, the
response time under Windows was much
slower, even on a20-MHz 486SX.
If your main requirement is creating
nice looking graphs, and you really don't
need the power (or expense) of aspreadsheet, then the $ 129 CA-Cricket Graph is
an affordable solution.
—R. C.
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CA-CRICKET GRAPH
CA-Cricket Graph from Computer Associates International is achart-creation
and presentation package for both
Microsoft Windows and the Macintosh
(versions 1.3.1 and 1.3.2, respectively).
You enter data in aspreadsheet before
converting it into achart. The spreadsheet function has limited high-end computational capabilities. Unlike normal
spreadsheets that allow formulae to be
associated with a single cell, Cricket
Graph's calculations consist of taking the
values in one column, performing acalculation, and placing the results in another column. In addition to simple mathematical calculations, Cricket also
supports advanced functions such as logarithms, exponential powers, and
sine/cosine. Logarithmic and polar graph
formats are supported, as well.
Once you enter all the data, creating a
graph is quick and simple. After selecting
the type of graph to create, you select
your xand yaxes from adialog box and
the graph is displayed. All the default
graph layouts are aesthetically pleasing.
Cricket allows all aspects of the displayed
charts to be manipulated: colors, hatch
patterns, fonts, and so on. The Windows
250
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varieties, including 10 three-dimensional
types and some esoteric kinds such as
polar and spider charts. The program lets
you have multiple windows associated
with each data sheet, so you can have a
bunch of different graphs of the same
material up on the screen, if you're
unsure which graph is most appropriate.
DeltaGraph Professional's color capabilities are considerable. With the shading functions and some other effects, you
can design visually sophisticated graphical and textual charts. A set of drawing
tools enables you to annotate graphs;
another collection of tools lets you set up
slide shows.
DeltaGraph Pro takes full advantage of
System 7, including Publish and Subscribe. Special hooks are provided to
Excel, so you can establish active links
between spreadsheet files and DeltaGraph charts. Excel users who'd like a
more sophisticated graphing tool than
Excel provides should check out the fullfeatured charting of DeltaGraph Pro.
At $ 295, DeltaGraph Pro is agood
deal. Any functions it's missing are too
obscure to concern most business graphers. Best of all, it's easy to use. And
the results look good enough to make
even achart full of declining revenues
seem less depressing.
—D. B.

EXPRESS PRESENTER 1.0
DELTAGRAPH
PROFESSIONAL 2.0
DeltaPoint's excellent charting program
for the Mac will help you generate goodlooking, colorful graphs with little hassle.
You can enter the data using the program's
own columns-and-rows worksheet, which
comes up when you open the program, or
import data from your usual spreadsheet.
Select the data, click on the Plot icon, pick
the type of chart you want, then click a
button to produce achart in aseparate
window. You then can work directly on
the chart sheet to change the way it looks.
Each element (bar, line, text, and so on) is
an object, so you just double-click anything you want to change. Needless to say,
this setup makes it very easy to manipulate
anything within achart.
DeltaGraph Pro can generate just about
any type of chart you'd want—from
standard business graphs to scientific
graphs. All told, the package offers 38

Power Up Software's Express Presenter
charting package provides afast and efficient way to create 35mm slides and onscreen presentations. Express Presenter
can handle 13 chart types that range from
outlines and bulleted lists of information
to bar, pie, and line charts.
The charts fall into three categories:
data, graphical, and annotated. In data
mode, you enter information into predefined fields such as title, subtitle, and
bullet. Graphic mode automatically
translates the data into apresentationquality screen according to the rules
stored in definable style sheets. Annotate modem permits you to place additional text, graphics, and clip art on a
slide, and you can overlay charts on
each other. Groups of slides may be
gathered into slide shows for real-time
presentations.
If you've ever felt embarrassed by presentations with misspellings, then you'll
love the built-in spelling checker. Unfortunately, you cannot spell- check an
entire set of slides with one command.
You must check each slide individually.
Express Presenter sells for $ 199.95 and
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For the fast- paced business wor dof the 90's, you need to use the best possible tools in
every aspect of communication. A combinaticn of three key applications will drive your
message home: words to tell the story, graphics to create impact, num Ders to fill in the
details. Windows gives you the freedom to work easily with the best in each category and
use an all-star team. CorelDRAW with over 40 international 1st place awards, is the logical
choice to add graphics to your words and nunbers. It's the most versatile, powerful and
the easiest to use. And today, tie impact of graphics is amust to get your nessage across.

CorelDRAW

the graphics choice!

MOST VERSATILE

Dress up any cocument. Watch ycur project go from the ordinary to the spectacular using
CorelDRAW's special effects.

EASIEST TO USE

Just point and click. CorelDRAW coes the rest. It's fast and it's fun! No wonder it's the
world's # 1seller.

BEST TYPE CONTROL

Over 150 fullyscalable outline fords can be altered un any way. Kenn visually, extrude, envelope,
apply perspective, or curve text. Nobody else comes close!

BEST CLIPART

Choose from over 4,000 images and symbols. Use Was is' or as elements in your own designs.
"Publish" readers voted it " Best Clipart"!

Available Jr Windows, OS/2, Unix and CD-ROM!

1- 800- 836- DRAW

FAX: ( 613) 728-9176

CDN TEL: (613) 728-8200

Circle 12 on Inquiry Card.
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24 bits of color, and can produce charts
that look really good. You can choose
from 13 basic chart types (each of which
has several variants), including the usual
bar/column styles and some statistical/
scientific types, such as polar graphs and
histograms. Most of them can be represented in 3-D format.
The big difference between the two
products lies in the way they operate.
DeltaGraph Pro—for me, at least—is a
bit more graceful. For example, with
DeltaGraph, if you want to try out differJohnson & Co
ent types of charts for the same data, you
Budget 1990
r US,
Total Med.on USD
just click on the Plot button and the pro3000
gram automatically opens up anew window for that new chart. With GraphMaster, you must open up anew page before
1500
plotting your graph; otherwise, the new
'coo
chart gets plunked down on top of the
Total
one already on the screen. That doesn't
jD10 A
500
71 Div 8
present insurmountable obstacles, but it
C
would be nice if GraphMaster got rid of
114.• ECIS8lf
GOX•Clg
e
the extra step.
When it comes to working on achart,
though, GraphMaster shines. Besides letting you easily change any element—
once you get used to the method of
selecting individual elements—the program provides afew spiffy features: graGraph-in-the-Box Executive for DOS is a dient backgrounds, color shades, and pictograms (images based on PICT or EPS
TSR program that lets you capture numerical data from a screen display within
drawings). You'll even find a set of
object-based drawing tools. In fact, it's
another program and use that data to create
as many as 15 different types of graphs.
so easy to customize achart that it's hard
to leave well enough alone.
The TSR occupies only 10 KB of memory
when inactive.
GraphMaster has numerous data-manipGraph-in-the-Box is simple to operate.
ulation functions, including sorting and
After you run the Graph program, you run
transposing, and it comes with its own
language for developing formulas. The
a DOS application—aspreadsheet, for
program maintains links between the
example—and then invoke the graphing
data window and the related chart; if you
TSR to capture aportion of the screen.
Then you quit your DOS application and
make achange to the data, the graph is
updated automatically. GraphMaster also
use the program's Graph module to quickcan establish a link to data in an Excel
ly and easily create agraph.
One of the first PC graphing tools,
spreadsheet. With version 1.3, it fully
Graph-in-the-Box isn't as sophisticated as
supports System 7, including Publish and
some high-end packages now on the marSubscribe, Data Access Language
ket, but it does allow you to capture data
queries, and AppleEvents.
from awide variety of DOS programs.
Despite its sometimes unusual proceThe $299 program requires 1MB of disk
dures, this is an excellent tool that can
space for acomplete installation. New
generate just about any kind of presentaEngland Software also sells aWindows
tion- quality chart or graph a business
would need. At $295, it's agood buy.
and anetwork version of the product.
S. W.
—D. B.

arrives with several hundred useful clip
art images arranged in four files. Only one
of these four files may be used at
atime. Oddly, to switch from one clip art
group to another, you must first quit the
program and start it up again, selecting the
clip art file you want to look at and loading it. But this is the only awkward feature in an otherwise easy-to-use program.
—R. C.

GRAPH-IN-THE-BOX
EXECUTIVE 1.14

-

GRAPHMASTER 1.31
GraphMaster, Visual Business Systems'
charting program for the Macintosh, is
similar to DeltaGraph Pro in that it has a
big selection of graph types, uses a
spreadsheet-like form for entering data, is
very flexible at manipulating data, uses
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INSTANT
ORGCHARTING 1.0
Instant ORGcharting, another charting
program from Roykore Inc., is exactly
what its name implies—amethod of creating presentation-quality organizational

charts in record time. Although it is similar in some ways to the company's ABC
Flowcharting product, Instant ORGcharting has asingle purpose. This $ 195 package manages all layout and positioning
details for you, while still providing a
wealth of options. And, if you don't like
any of the nine default layouts, you may
manually adjust them.
Each box on the organizational chart
has aset of fields associated with it. You
can add, delete, and rename these fields
at will. Fields can be defined and displayed box by box or you can display an
entire chart. Each organizational box
may have both abit-mapped picture and
anote box, which are displayed automatically when you select a symbol.
Although the documentation and examples are all centered around business/personnel charts, this product is suitable for
diagramming any structured information,
including hierarchical parts lists.
One excellent feature is the package's
ability to import and export ASCII text
files to create and edit organizational
charts. This feature allows information to
be quickly extracted from databases.
Instant ORGcharting allows only asingle organizational chart to be open at a
time. Its ability to link multiple charts
into ahierarchical relationship is amajor
shortcoming. Although sufficient to create an organizational chart for BYTE's
editorial department, achart covering all
of McGraw-Hill would be unwieldy.
Instant ORGcharting is fast and it's
simple. An excellent choice for anyone
who builds organizational charts more
than once.
—R. C.

Taking Care of Business Graphics
Remember the childhood excitement of
opening anew box of crayons? All those
colors to choose from. All those nice,
sharp points to work with. The prospect
of opening up a new business graphics
package can evoke a similar sort of
excitement. Too often, though, that
excitement is tempered by the fear that
you might choose the wrong package.
We can't tell you what to buy, but we
can offer a few straightforward guidelines on selecting the appropriate type of
business graphics program: Buy an
object-based drawing package for creating precise, line- oriented artwork; a
painting package for free-form illustration or photo touch-ups; and acharting
program for producing graphs (although
drawing programs such as Adobe Illustrator also are very good at this).
Graphics software, like art, is highly

CTX Monitors:

•ee

Immortality. We each, in our
own way, strive to leave our
mark. Our own individual
contribution to the planet.
CTX is helping you leave a
lasting impression. By creating a
brilliant line of monitors with
unsurpassed crispness and
quality, CTX is enhancing your
vision.
CTX's 14" VGA products range
from the non-interlaced low
radiation Super VGA to Standard
VGA and Monochrome. CTX monitors offer IBM and Macintosh
compatibility, handy up-front
controls, non-glare screens,
detachable tilt/swivel bases and
universal power supplies . . .
plus reputable nationwide servicing and affordable pricing.
Recently added to CTX's new
product line are large screen
15", 17", and 21" monitors,
featuring flat screen technology
and programmable screen controls. Now you know that CTX
is your link to the future.
Let a CTX monitor bring your
own personal greatness into
view. Contact your nearest CTX
dealer today. OEM accounts are

CTX
See us at

DEWISpring

CTX SOUTH
6090-F Northbelt Parkway
Norcross, GA 30071
40 4/
7 29-8909
Fax 404/729-8805

Sands, Booth #432

CTX EAST
146 Division Place
Hackensack, NJ 07601
201/646-0707
Fax 201/646-1998

CTX MIDWEST
500 Park Blvd., Suite 425
Itasca, IL 60143
708/285-0202
Fax 708/285-0212

© 1991 CDC International, Inc. All rights reserved
All trademarks, products or services are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners

Circle 13 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 14).

also welcome.

CTX INTERNATIONAL
20530 Earlgate Street
Walnut. CA 91789
714/595-6146
Fax 714/595-6293
CTX OEM
1445 MacArthur Dr.
Carrolton, TX 75007
214/416-9610
Fax 214/245-7447

BUSINESS GRAPHICS

subjective. Each of us has our favorites,
based on what aprogram can do and how
it does it. Professional artists tend to prefer Adobe Illustrator, Aldus FreeHand,
and CorelDraw. For those less artistically
inclined, the market offers a range of
easy-to-use packages—such as Harvard
Draw for Windows and Windows
Draw— that produce good-looking
images.
In the realm of painting, the very capable and inexpensive Splash deserves
mention. For painting originals or
retouching scanned images on the Mac,
fun- to- use, bargain- priced Color It is
remarkable. On the Windows side, Publisher's Paintbrush is comparable as an
image editor, but it doesn't have the fluid
feel of Color It. If you want to produce
images that look as if you've lifted them
off an easel or drawing table, Painter is a

masterpiece. If you're going to work on
technical as well as free-form illustrations, check out Canvas 3.0, which can
handle either type of art. For charting
and graphing, DeltaGraph Professional
and GraphMaster both are winners on the
Mac. If you're running Windows, CACricket Graph looks like the best choice
for right now.
None of these packages will give you
the skill or aesthetic sense of DaVinci,
but they can compensate for such basic
artistic shortcomings as the inability to
draw astraight line. And they can save
artists a great deal of designing time.
No matter what your business graphics
requirements, you'll find plenty of
powerful software to satisfy them, but
before you settle on a particular program, get a test drive to make sure it
can do what you need done. The ulti-

mate buying decision, like your choice
of which crayon to use first, really is up
to you.
Stan Wszola, a BYTE Lab testing editor,
is aveteran DOS user. David L. Edwards
is a consulting editor for the BYTE Lab.
Raymond GA Côté is continuing his 15year love affair with computers as tools
and toys. He has extensive experience as
a software developer and designer of
interpretive languages and user interfaces. Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior
editor at large. He holds aB.S.E.E. from
Memphis State University and is a certified Mac developer. D. Barker, an art
school dropout, is the BYTE Lab editor
handling applications software reviews.
You can reach them on BIX as "stan,"
"dedwards," " rgacote," " tom_thompson," and "dbarker," respectively.

COMPANY INFORMATION
Accusoft Corp.
160 East Main St.
Westboro, MA 01581
(800) 525-3577
Circle 1105 on Inquiry Card.
Adobe Systems, Inc.
1625 Charleston Rd.
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039
(415) 961-4400
fax: (415) 961-3769
Circle 1106 on inquiry Card.
Aldus Corp.
411 First Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500
fax: ( 206) 343-4240
Circle 1107 on inquiry Card.
Claris Corp.
5201 Patrick Henry Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 987-7000
fax: (408) 987-4400
Circle 1108 on inquiry Card.
Computer Associates
International, Inc.
711 Stewart Ave.
Garden City, NY 11530
(516) 227-3300
fax: ( 516) 227-3937
Circle 1109 on inquiry Card.
Computer Support Corp.
15926 Midway Rd.
Dallas, TX 75244
(214) 661-5429
Circle 1110 on Inquiry Card.
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Corel Systems Corp.
The Corel Building
1600 Carling Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 8R7
(
613) 728-8200
fax: (613) 761-9219
Circle 1111 on Inquiry Card.
DeltaPoint, Inc.
2Harris Court, Suite B-1
Monterey, CA 93940
(408) 648-4000
fax: (408) 648-4020
Circle 1112 on Inquiry Card.
Deneba Software
3305 Norhtwest 74th Ave.
Miami, FL 33122
( 305) 594-6965
fax: ( 305) 477-5794
Circle 1113 on inquiry Card.
Event One
222 Del Norte Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 734-4358
Circle 1114 on Inquiry Card.
Fractal Design Corp.
101 Madeline Dr., Suite 204
Aptos, CA 95003
(408) 688-8800
Circle 1115 on Inquiry Card.
Media Cybernetics, Inc.
8484 Georgia Ave.
Silver Springs, MD 20910
(301) 495-3305
fax: ( 301) 495-5964
Circle 1116 on inquiry Card.

MicroFrontier, Inc.
3401 101st St., Suite E
Des Moines, IA 50322
(515) 270-8109
fax: (515) 278-6828
Circle 1117 on inquiry Card.
Micrografx, Inc.
1303 Arapaho Rd.
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 234-1769
fax: ( 214) 234-2410
Circle 1118 on Inquiry Card.
Microsystems Engineering
Corp.
2400 West Hassell Rd.,
Suite 400
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195F
(708) 882-0111
fax: (708) 882-9397
Circle 1119 on Inquiry Card.
New England Software, Inc.
Greenwich Office Park 3
Greenwich, CT 06831
(203) 625-0062
Circle £120 on inquiry Card.
Power Up Software Corp.
2929 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415) 345-5900
Circle 1121 on Inquiry Card.
Roykore, Inc.
2215 Filbert St.
San Francisco, CA 94123-3414
(415) 563-9175
fax: ( 415) 563-0836
Circle 1122 on Inquiry Card.

Software Publishing Corp.
3165 Kifer Rd.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 986-8000
Circle 1123 on Inquiry Card.
Spinnaker Software Corp.
201 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 494-1200
Circle 1124 on inquiry Card.
Tilcon Software, Ltd.
38 Antares, Suite 300
Nepean, Ontario
Canada K2E 7V2
(613) 226-3917
fax: (613) 226-3631
Circle 1125 on Inquiry Card.
Visual Business Systems
380 Interstate N., Suite 190
Atlanta, GA 30339
(404) 956-0325
fax: (404) 988-0009
Circle 1126 on Inquiry Card.
ZSoft, Inc.
450 Franklin Rd., Suite 100
Marietta, GA 30067
(404) 428-0008
fax: (404) 427-1150
Circle 1127 on inquiry Card.

SYSTAT is rated # 1by Software Digest® In fact, SYSTA— is the only statistical analysis package to
receive top honors from InfoVVorld, PC Magazine and PC Week. According to Software Digest: " It is
the only program bat successfully blends robust features, good usability and performance, and many
areas of uncommon strength from analytical graphs to powerful programming."
SYSTAT. The statistics speak for themselves.
For more information call or write: SYSTAT, Inc. 1800 Sherman Avenue,

SYSTAT .

Evanston, IL 60201-3793 Tel. 708.864.5570 Fax: 708.492.3567
For international representatives calt Australia 61.3.8661766, Canada 416.424.1700, Denmark 45.64 4D6575, Finland 358.0.6923800. France 33.1.40935000,
Germany 49.61.265950 ( DOS), 49.30.310423 ( Mac), Italy 39.587.213640, Japan 81.33.5902311. New Zealand 64.71.562675, Norway 47.3.892240, Sweden 46.7.6076207
Switzerland 41.31.416611, The Netherlands 31.340.266336, UK London 41.81.6926636.
For IBM/compatible information circle 23;

How Can Northgate Offer You
A386SX116 Color System Plus
Expert Support For Only 1699?

Like Stonehenge,
Some Phenomena May
Never Be Explained.
Mankind has along, fascinating
history of combining ingenuity
and dedication to building items
that can only be described as phenomenal. Like Northgate's highperformance 386SX/16 system.
Created from the ground up,
this modern wonder takes powerful 386SX performance to new
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levels with its impressive engineering, support and value.
Take alook:
•386SX/16MHz processor
•2MB RAM; expands to 16MB
•52MB IDE hard drive with 17ms
seek time
•1.2MB 5.25" and 1.44MB 3.5"
floppy drives
•Space- saving 5-bay desktop case
•Six 16-bit expansion card slots
•14" SVGA monitor
•Exclusive OmniKeye keyboard
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•MS-DOS® 5.0
•DiagSoftTM QA Plus' system diagnostic/performance software
•FCC Class BCertified
But what's really phenomenal...
you also get 24-hour 7-day-aweek toll- free technical support,
alimited one year parts and labor
warranty with on-site hardware
service from NCR® (second and
third year plans available), and
overnight shipment of replacement
parts at our expense during the
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Rising up from Salisbury Plain in
England, Stonehenge is amystery.
Theories about its creation include
aprimitive "duplication" of Roman
architecture to an observatory for
tracking the movement of stars. Even
more intriguing is how the ancient
craftsmen could move the massive
blocks, stand them up and balance
another stone on top of the pillars.
And how were they able to perfectly
align the stones so the sun would shine
through particular columns during
equinoxes? These mysteries may
never be solved.

warranty period. When coupled
with our 30-day money back guarantee, it's clear you have nothing
to lose. And aphenomenal computing solution to gain.

Northgate 386SX/16

1699

Lease as low as $62.86/per month*

Northgate 386SX/20

1799

Lease as low as $66.56/per month*

Call for afree Decision-Maker's
Kit, complete pricing and custom
configuration information.

800-345-8709
Major corporations, volume purchasers and
government agencies call National Business
Accounts: 800-545-6059
Charge it to your VISA, MasterCard, Discover,
American Express or Northgate Big ' N' card.
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NORTHOME
COMPUTER
ST57EMe /NC

Flying Cloud Drive, Eden Prairie, MN 55344
CODE 83604
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T
oday's demands to

TAKE THE « LOCAL" OUT OF
YOUR AREA'S NETWORK.
LANMODEM's

share business infor-

FastLink- direct IPX

mation, resources and technologies mean that

feature. 5 The down-to-earth

networks can no longer afford to be local.

benefits of LANMODEM. Cost

With LANMODEM - from Microtest,

effective: LANMODEM is an

there is no reason to limit the area of

affordable network solution

your network. 5 LANMODEM

that delivers 9600 baud

opens the door to the outside world.

vA2bis communications

As an intelligent network modem,
LANMODEM gives authorized users transparent access

and up to 57.6K bps via the
external serial port. Compatibility: Supports Ethernet"'

to, from and between Novell - LANs. And with the external

(thin, thick and 10BASE-T), ARCNET - and even 4/16

serial port, asecond modem can be attached to allow

Mbps token ring. LANMODEM Is also compatible with

multiple users to dial- in and dial-out simultaneously.

most network communications software, including

5 There's auniverse of possibilities for LANMODEM.

popular remote control packages. Innovative hardware/

Sales people can dial-in to upload today's orders ordown-

software design: Security and utility software make

load timely account data to their laptop PC. Employees

management and installation easy. Plus Flash ROM

can dial-out to access bulletin boards, on-line informa-

allows LANMODEM to be upgraded instantly, with-

tion services and even otheF LANs. Service technicians

out disconnecting it from the LAN. 5 Now there's no

can perform remote support and maintenance. Remote

reason to limit the area of your network. For more

users can even run applications like
spreadsheets and databases without remote control software— using
All product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective companies.

information on " what's in" on dialing-in

micro 1
Es1-

and out of your LAN call Microtest at

In Royalive LAN Solutions

800-526-9675
Circle 97 or Inquiry Card ÍRESELLERS: 92).

1-800-LAN-9675.
Copyright 1991 Microtest. Inc.

REVIEWS
SOFTWARE

LAN Manager 2.1 Opens the Gates
JON UDELL

W

idearea connectivity, solid Macintosh support, and client- side
NetWare integration top the list of
improvements that make the new version
of LAN Manager thç most impressive
ever. Despite continuing confusion over
the changing roles of DOS, Windows,
and OS/2, Microsoft's network strategy
is on target and should now begin to pay
off. What's the strategy? Quite simply,
to tear down barriers to Windows-oriented client/server computing.
Tapping into TCP/IP
The TCP/IP protocol included with LAN
Manager 2.1 is one key strategic move.
Although I'm connected to aLAN Manager server as Iwrite these words, there's
no Net13EUI stack on my DOS/Windows
machine—I'm using TCP/IP. The same
transport code that carries files to the
server carries icmp packets to BYTE's
Unix workstations when Itype ping.
Microsoft doesn't ship, but plans to offer
as aseparate product, additional TCP/IP
utilities such as tenet and ftp. If you
need PC-to-Unix connectivity, you will
love not having to burden DOS with an
extra protocol to get it. Even if you don't
do Unix, though, LAN Manager's ability to ride TCP/IP networks places serious long-haul connectivity within your
reach.
LAN Manager 2.1 also comes with libraries that implement Berkeley Standard Distribution sockets for both DOS
and OS/2. Although an SNMP agent that
monitors a LAN Manager server is the
only shipping Microsoft component that
uses sockets, Iwelcome the implicit endorsement of an alternative to named
pipes. Kudos to Microsoft for encouraging the development of client/server applications without mandating how they
are built.
Remote Access Done Right
Remote access to aLAN can work two
ways. From amodem-connected remote
PC, you can either capture the screen and
keyboard of aLAN workstation (remote
control) or drive atrue network connection through the phone line. Remote control can be very useful for training and
for those aspects of network management
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that involve " visiting" LAN workstations. However, it isn't really the right
tool for remote database access, although
it's often put to that task to compensate
for non-client/server architectures.
LAN Manager's new Remote Access
Service, by contrast, shines brightest in
client/server applications. Like Unix
SLIP (serial-line Internet Protocol) and
Shiva's NetModem/E, it makes aserial
port masquerade as a network adapter.
You just load up another NDIS protocol,
AsyBEUI, which stands for "asynchronous NetBEUI." Then you can dial up a
LAN Manager server running AsyBEUI
as one of its protocols and net use its
drives and printers just as you would on
an Ethernet connection. The LAN Manager server can accept asynchronous connections through its COM ports or by
way of amultiport adapter (several popular models are supported). Both DOS
and OS/2 clients can dial into the server's Remote Access Service.
Naturally, unless you've got apair of
screaming modems in the circuit, simple
file- and print-sharing activities move at
asnail's pace. But client/server applications may hardly mind the slow link. I
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ran the Windows-based administrative
tool that comes with the latest release of
SQL Server from my home DOS/Windows machine against a LAN Manager
server at work. Because relatively small
squirts of data passed between client and
server—commands, acknowledgments,
query results—the setup was very usable
even over a2400-bps connection.
There were two glitches. First, although you can have two simultaneous
network connections, serial and Ethernet, LAN Manager's net send command
didn't work in that situation. It reported a
network adapter error. A Microsoft representative explained that many NetBIOS
applications (although of those shipped
with LAN Manager itself, only net
send) become confused when they see
two adapters. Evidently, the NetBIOS
software base has some catching up to
do. Second, Icouldn't get DOS and Windows to do useful work during AsyBEUI
transfers—the protocol processing yields
virtually no cycles to other tasks.
Remote-access utilities include rasphone, a character-mode dialing program that you use to make and break connections, and rasadmin, a graphical
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LAN MANAGER 2.1

administrative tool ( for both Windows
and Presentation Manager) that controls
ports, users, and connections. Using
rasadmin over ahome-to-work connection, Iactivated the callback feature, and

VIE

ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT MICROSOFT LAN
MANAGER 2.1 IS
The latest version of Microsoft's
OS/2- based network operating
system.
II LIKES
TCP/IP and the Remote Access
Service put wide-area client/server
computing within reach.
Macintosh and NetWare
connectivity broaden LAN
Manager's appeal immensely.
• DISLIKES
The uncertain status of the
underlying operating system, a
Microsoft version of OS/2, makes
life difficult for developers who
want to write server applications
today.
• HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
Server: 286 or higher; 9MB
of RAM recommended.
OS/2 workstation: 286 or higher;
4.5 MB of RAM recommended.
DOS workstation: 8086 or
higher; 640 KB of RAM and
extended/expanded memory
recommended.
• RECOMMENDATIONS
Use it alone, or in conjunction
with NetWare, as afoundation
for Windows-oriented client/
server computing.
• PRICES
Server software with 10- user
license, $ 1995
Unlimited user pack, $5495
Macintosh services, $995
Remote Access Service, $ 1995
Visual Basic toolkit, $ 135
• FOR MORE INFORMATION
Microsoft Corp.
1Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
Circle 1224 on Inquiry Card.

the next time Idialed in, the server called
me back.
Living with NetWare
Thanks to one more new NDIS protocol,
DOS clients can connect simultaneously
to LAN Manager and NetWare servers.
When you install LAN Manager's new
NetWare-connectivity feature, the setup
program prompts for your SHGEN (or
WSGEN) disk and builds an NDIS-compliant IPX.COM. Now you can load the
NetWare and LAN Manager shells at the
same time—awonderfully convenient, if
somewhat ungainly, arrangement. While
Iwould rather see Microsoft and Novell
cross-support SMB and NetWare Core
Protocol in their servers, LAN Manager's client-side NetWare connectivity is a
laudable step in the right direction.
What puts it a cut above other dualshell solutions I've tried is the superb
Windows integration. A new Windows
network driver, DUALNET.DRV, sorts
out access to the two flavors of network
resources. When you select Connect to
Network Drive in the File Manager, for
example, the driver asks you to choose
between LAN Manager and NetWare.
Running Windows 3.1, Iconnected to
drives on both servers and then used
drag-and-drop to move files back and
forth between them.
The same LAN Manager/NetWare
choice appears when you select Printers
in the Control Panel. Irouted LPT1
through a NetWare queue to a LaserJet
and LPT2 through a LAN Manager
queue to aLaserWriter (on an AppleTalk
network, actually), and then Imonitored
both queues in Print Manager.
All this juicy interoperability takes a
predictable toll on DOS and Windows.
Loading both shells brought free conventional memory down to about 470 KB.
Windows had to load half adozen VxDs
to support the two networks in enhanced
mode. Icould unload either network
shell, but Ihad to quit Windows first.
When Irestarted Windows minus one or
the other of the shells, it still expected to
see both and so complained about the
missing one—although it ran fine. And,
of course, Icould only unload in the reverse order of loading; so, to switch from
LAN Manager plus NetWare to NetWare
alone, Ihad to unload two shells and then
reload one. Ultimately, though, LAN
Manager's NetWare-connectivity feature rises above the peculiarities of DOS
and Windows. It's incredibly useful.
LAN Manager for Macintosh
The new Macintosh services, formerly
available from 3Com but, thankfully,
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now astandard option, worked flawlessly. Installation was a snap, in part because Ididn't make the server a seed
router and so didn't have to define AppleTalk zones and network numbers. My
Ethernet-connected LAN Manager server talked to BYTE's AppleTalk LAN by
way of aCayman Systems GatorBox. Alternatively, Icould have installed aLocalTalk adapter in the server and had
LAN Manager do the Ethernet/LocalTalk routing. (Note that NetWare-style
internal muting, never afeature of LAN
Manager, still is not; you can't, for example, join token-ring and Ethernet segments at the server to create asingle logical network.) The Mac services support
a maximum of 50 users; that's a hard
limit, related to the availability of
threads in OS/2 1.x.
The file-sharing service, MacFile,
works with existing LAN Manager user
accounts, so there's no administrative
overhead there. You do have to explicitly
share out volumes. Permissions and filenames map across the cultural chasm
pretty much as you'd expect, and there's
one nice enhancement that NetWare for
Macintosh doesn't provide. LAN Manager maintains alist of DOS file extensions and amapping from these to Macintosh Type and Creator strings. So
when Icopied a . DBF file and a . TXT
file to the server, Mac clients immediately saw these as FoxBase+ and Microsoft
Word documents. You can use the macadmin utility to change the mappings if,
for example, you want Mac folks to see
.TXT files as MindWrite documents instead. The same tool can also monitor active shares, which is handy.
The MacPrint service can export LAN
Manager-connected printers to the Mac
population, link PC users to AppleTalkconnected printers, and interpose queuing between Mac users and their own
printers. Figuring out how to do all this
can be confusing, in part because you
have to make OS/2 and LAN Manager
agree on printer and queue definitions.
Eventually, I got everything to work.
MacPrint caches LaserPrep files so Mac
users needn't retransmit them, and it can
"capture" AppleTalk printers so you can
ensure spooled access and centralize job
control.
Installation Central
Remote installation is an intriguing but
frustrating feature of LAN Manager 2.1.
You install the workstation software at
the server and create a bootstrap disk.
You boot a workstation from the disk,
and it connects to the server and pulls the
necessary files across the network.

But Microsoft failed to parameterize
the installation so you can specify your
version of DOS, your network adapter,
and your adapter settings on the fly. Instead, the company recommends that you
set up one directory on the server for
each combination of these variables.
Visible Seams
The role of OS/2 remains problematic.
To spare you the trouble of hunting for a
compatible version of OS/2 to put underneath LAN Manager, Microsoft now includes amodified version of OS/2 1.3.
Thanks to the LADDR (Layered Device
Driver Architecture) extensions in this
version, LAN Manager (and the new version of Sytos Plus bundled with it) works
with ahealthy variety of SCSI adapters.
Yet thick irony surrounds these welcome developments. With IBM leading
the OS/2 charge and Microsoft advancing on the Windows NT front, it's hard to
take Microsoft OS/2 1.3 seriously as a
platform for the server parts of client/
server applications.
OS/2's role confusion affects LAN
Manager's client-side offerings as well.
For historical reasons, OS/2 workstations have anumber of advantages over
DOS workstations in LAN Manager networks. For example, OS/2 clients can
use server modem pools and can manage
servers remotely; DOS clients can't. Yet
sexy new features, like NetWare connectivity and over-the-network installation,
aren't made available to OS/2 clients;
they're for DOS/Windows clients only.
Utilities are another anomaly. The
company whose strategy is "Windows,
Windows, Windows" continues to lean
on an awful lot of character-mode DOS
utilities. Only rasadmin is a Windows
program—and also an OS/2 program, by
the way, thanks to the Windows Libraries for OS/2. This despite Microsoft's offering of aVisual Basic toolkit that encapsulates the LAN Manager application
programming interface, to simplify development of Windows-based LAN Manager utilities.
Does Microsoft's shifting platform
emphasis cast doubt on the future of
LAN Manager? In principle, Windows
NT should slide neatly under LAN Manager, but only time will tell. Meanwhile,
I'm quite pleased with the 2.1 product.
Key strategic advances—TCP/IP, remote
access, Mac services, and NetWare connectivity—should make every savvy network integrator sit up and take notice.
Jon Udell is aBYTE senior technical editor at large. You can reach him on BIX as
"judell."

Rack & Desk
PC/AT Chassis
Integrand's new Chassis/System is not
another IBM mechanical and electrical
clone. An entirely fresh packaging design
approach has been taken using modular
construction. At present, over 40 optional
stock modules allow you to customize our
standard chassis to nearly any requirement
Integrand offers high quality, advanced
design hardware along with applications
and technical support all at prices competitive with imports. Why settle for less?
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Rack & Desk Models
Accepts PC, XT, AT Motherboards
and Passive I3ackplanes
Doesn't Look Like IBM
Rugged, Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling
Optional Card Cage Fan
Designed to meet FCC
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized
145W & 85W also available
Reasonably Priced
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New MultiSyncs Prove That Flatter Is Better
ALAN JOCH

A

lthough NEC's MultiSync sales
have traditionally led the multiscanning-monitor market, consumers are benefiting from awave of monitors that offer larger screens, higher noninterlaced resolutions, faster refresh
rates, and flatter displays than many of
NEC's products. Sony's flat-panel Trinitron displays and Nanao's innovative
FlexScan series, for example, have challenged the MultiSync's stature.
NEC's response is the new FG line,
which updates the MultiSync line with
new sizes, crisper displays, and innovative features such as abuilt-in color calibrator.
The Line
The FG line will replace NEC's existing
MultiSync 3DS, 4DS, and 5D. The two
new 15-inch FGs, the $949 4FG and the
stripped-down $799 3FGx, began shipping late last year. At press time, two
larger-screen versions came to market:
the 17-inch 5FG and a 21-inch 6FG.
Both the $ 1699 5FG and the $3499 6FG
display up to 1280 by 1024 pixels at 74
Hz noninterlaced.
An optional slipon lens reduces
glare and
improves contrast
in the MultiSync
4FG 'salreadysharp display.
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All the FGs sport flat-square displays,
which, while not flat panels like Sony's
Trinitron tube, present realistic images
and text with little distortion. The microprocessor control panels on the FGs let
you easily size and position the display
area and save your settings in memory.
NEC's unique integrated color-calibration system (on all but the 3FGx) allows
you to match screen colors to those of
your printer or service-bureau output.
Each FG complies with Sweden's MPRII
ELF and VLF emissions standards, according to NEC.
Testing the 4FG
Itested the 15-inch 4FG, whose price
and sharp display promise to make this
model the most popular in the FG line for
Windows- and Macintosh-based business
applications. The 4FG offers the standard check-off items for business monitors. It has a0.28-mm dot pitch, and it
supports VGA, Super VGA, 8514/A,
noninterlaced 1024- by 768-pixel display, and XGA modes. With the optional
$20 interface adapter, the 4FG supports
Mac II and LC users.
The 4FG's maximum resolution of
1024 by 768 pixels will serve most business users today, but given the rapid introductions of higher-resolution and rela-

tively low-cost graphics cards that run at
1280 by 1024 pixels, the 4FG could soon
run out of headroom. Those who require
the higher resolution must look to the
larger 5FG or 6FG and their substantial
increase in price.
When displaying its maximum resolution, the 4FG supports either 60 Hz or 70
Hz in noninterlaced mode. The monitor
supports 72 Hz when running 1024 by
768 pixels in interlaced mode or 800 by
600 pixels and VGA resolutions.
The front-panel controls are in easy
reach and make it abreeze to resize and
position the display. Included in the
panel is adegauss button that you press to
clear stray magnetic fields. When you
switch to color mode, the same controls
let you adjust the display colors to add or
subtract percentages of red, green, and
blue. You can select and save into memory up to three color-level combinations
to match specific color models or service-bureau output. A sync switch on the
panel lets you select the monitor for use
with PCs or Macs.
The 4FG presents abright, high-contrast display (thanks in part to an Invar
shadow mask) that Ifound easy to read
even after hours of editing manuscripts.
The 15-inch display was large enough to
work comfortably in Windows. Inoticed
no flicker even when Iran it at 1024 by
768 pixels. Windows icons, while small,
remained easily discernible in the highest resolution.
Ifound the optional monitor lens ($79)
to be practically a necessity. The contrast that makes the display so appealing
lessens considerably without the lens.
Likewise, glare is aproblem without the
lens ( background reflections existed
even when the lens was in place). Overall, however, Iprefer the deep black,
glare and all, in the 4FG to the antiglare, flat-black coating on aMultiSync
3D in the BYTE Lab.
NEC deserves credit for designing a
bevel around the outside of the display
that lets you slip the lens onto the monitor. Unlike most covers of this sort, the
MultiSync lens looks like an integral
part of the overall unit and not something
slapped on as an afterthought.
Close examination of the screen revealed some pincushioning: waviness
and bowing of vertical lines. This was
most evident when awindow abutted the
corner of the display. The FGs provide
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Gain speed in your
problem solving
and confidence
in your answers
with Maple V...

ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT THE MULTISYNC 4FG IS
A 15-inch, flat- square display for
PCs and Macintoshes.
▪ LIKES
Crisp, high-contrast display;
integrated color calibrator.
MI DISLIKES
Slight but noticeable wavy lines
(pincushioning) when running
Windows; maximum resolution of
1024 by 768 pixels.

• RECOMMENDATIONS
For general business applications
that don't require higher than 1024by 768- pixel resolution, the 4FG is
asolid choice for displaying crisp
colors and text.
• PRICE
$1028 as tested with optional
($79) monitor lens
• FOR MORE INFORMATION
NEC Technologies, Inc.
1255 Michael Dr.
Wood Dale, IL 60191
(708) 860-9500
fax: (800) 366-0476
Circle 1222 on Inquiry Card.

adjustments within the color-calibration
mode to increase or decrease pincushioning, and Ifound these controls to be generally effective. However, the outside
edges of the Windows screens remained
wavy to some degree no matter how
much Iadjusted the controls. In practice,
though, this distortion didn't affect my
work. In addition, the light background
of Windows helped reveal ahot spot in
the center of the display: The middle of
the screen was noticeably brighter than at
the edges.
Ievaluated the MultiSync 4FG with
the optional lens using Sonera's DisplayMate software, which provides aseries of
test screens to determine display quality.
For comparison, Iran the same tests on
an NEC MultiSync 3D, a 14-inch display, and Sony's new CPD-1604S, a 16inch Trinitron monitor priced at $ 1700
(for acomplete review of the CPD-1604S
and dozens of other high-resolution monitors, see the BYTE Lab Product Report
on monitors coming in May). My test
platform consisted of aTangent 320s 20MHz 386SX with AT! Technologies'
Graphics Ultra graphics board (a 1-MB
video RAM accelerator that runs ATI's
Mach 8coprocessor, an 8514/A clone).
The DisplayMate test screens highlighted some of the flaws Inoticed when
working with the monitor. But overall,
the display proved to have accurate

screen uniformity and almost no geometric distortion, and it was on target with
color registers. Inoticed no ghosting and
only slight persistence with the monitor.
It passed DisplayMate's pincushioning
test, probably because the test screen
background is black and the test lines are
white. As I've mentioned, when the display is pushed harder to reproduce black
lines on a white background, distortion
crops up.
Inote all this for the record, but my
overall satisfaction with the 4FG is high,
especially considering its $949 price.
The Sony CPD-1604S didn't exhibit
wavy pincushion lines, and its crisp display breezed through the DisplayMate
tests. But for the money, the 4FG is an
impressive monitor. It offers anice compromise for those who want better performance and a larger display than 14inch monitors but balk at the prices of the
finest 16- inch and larger monitors. As
I've noted, the maximum resolution of
1024 by 768 pixels is part of that compromise.
If you're aGUI-centric business user
looking to enjoy what today's multiscanning monitors have to offer, the MultiSync 4FG is asound choice. •

3-D Tube Plot created with Maple V.

The symbolic math software for
engineering, science, and
education professionals.
Maple, developed at the University of
Waterloo, is today's most complete symbolic
math package, and it's now available from
MathSoft, the makers of Mathcad. Maple's
comprehensive library of over 2,000 built-in
functions and easy-to- use interactive
environment delivers a maximum strength
program in asurprisingly uncomplicated
package.
• Provides power and flexibility.
You won't believe that something so
powerful runs on everything from
supercomputers to computers with as
little as 1MB of memory. And Maple's
flexibility makes it easy to share files
across all platforms. It's completely
programmable... and Maple's user
interface supports natural mathematical
calculations, so you can request an
infinite variety of computations and graph
your output in two or three dimensions.
• Use for a wide range of applications.
Maple is ideal for awide range of
applications, including helicopter blade
design, VLSI design, chemistry, satellite
guidance systems, econometrics, electrical
engineering, and applied mathematics —
to name just a few. Maple frees you from
the " bookkeeping" of complex calculations
and lets you concentrate on modeling and
problem solving.

Call us toll-free at 800-628-4223
or use this coupon to request
more information on Maple.
In Massachusetts call 617-577-1017 or
fax this coupon to 617-577-8829.

[ I Yes! Tell me more about Maple.
Name
Title
Company or institution
Address
City
Phone I

Alan Joch is asenior technical editor and
director of the BYTE Lab. You can contact him on BIX as "ajoch."

State

Zip

/
Mail this coupon to:
MathSoft. Inc.
201 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139
USA
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Announcing
Jameco
ServiceDirect
Computer Repair
and Support

1.800.831.8020
Get Your Free
Jameco Catalog Today.
Call Our 24- Hour Hotline
1.800.831.4242

COMPUTER
P
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Perfect Resource to
Saving Money!
Boost your computer power with Jameco
high performance components. Plug in a
new motherboard, more memory, or acoprocessor. Add ahigh- capacity hard disk
drive, high- resolution monitor, video card,
and more. Our technical support phone
team helps you make perfect upgrade
selections for your system. Install all items
yourself or we can do it for you. Ask for
details. Either way, our team backs your
every step. Power- up and Save!

Buy exactly what you want, when you
. want it, at competitive prices - with complete
confidence in performance. Monumental results are yours with
one phone call to Jameco, your natural electronic and computer
product resource for over 18 years.
Awide product selection, expert technical phone support and
information exchange assure that you find exactly what you want.
Our 24-hour toll-free direct or fax ordering team stands ready
Most items are in stock. Same-day shipping is standard and
one-day delivery always an option. Our large inventory and
efficient operation mean consistently competitive prices. And our
quality-tested products are warranted and backed by a30-day
full refund guarantee.
Shop on your schedule: from your office, lab or home. Just open
our catalog, it's your resource for products and services whether
your setting is in the home, at school or in business. Call our
toll-free number to obtain your free catalog.
Discover our commitment to your convenience and satisfaction.
Make your next electronic and computer product purchase
directly from Jameco. See why so many people, year after year,
continue to naturally choose Jameco electronics.

AM ECO
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
COMPUTER PRODUCTS
1355 Shoreway Road, Belmont, CA 94002
Motherboards, Computer Cases,
Keyboards, Power Supplies and Monitors
Circle 82 on Inquiry Card.

Sales: 1.800.831.4242
Technical Support: 1.800.831.0084
Outside US: 415.592.8097
FAX: 1.800.237.6948

All trademarks are registered trademarks of their respective companies. 04/92 Jameco Electronic Components/Computer Products

Microway has engineered four distinctive black tower
systems The 486-B 2T is designed for high-end users
It comes standard with American 486 motherboards and
power supplies, yet has a reasonable starting price of
$2,195 A broad range of options can be installed including
high speed and capacity hard disks, intelligent serial controllers, tape back-up units, high end graphics adapters
and our Number Smasher-860 These systems are ideal
for configuring Novell or UNIX file servers, multiuser
systems, and workstations for graphics, CAD and scientific uses The 486-B 2T comes with dual fans, Across the
Board

Cooling and American industrial grade power

supplies. All systems are thoroughly tested, burned in and
include the best technical support in the industry, which
we've provided since 1982

Microway's 40MHz Number Smasher-860. It features a
four-way interleaved 64-bit memory system that runs at
160 megabytes/sec. The Number Smasher's i860 has
been clocked at 80 megaflops doing matrix multiplies, 67
megaflops doing FFTs and 11.8 Double Precision Linpack
Megaflops on large arrays—ten times the speed of a486
and twice the speed of a Cray 1F! One happy user
recently reported that his " Baby Cray" was happily
humming away saving him thousands of dollars per
month in 3090 rentals. The Number Smasher comes with
the finest i860 compilers on the market, your choice of
Microway's NDPTM FORTRAN, CC ++ or Pascal.
Call or write today for more information on Microway's
new black tower systems.
Circle 93 on Inquiry Card.
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Video Goes Digital with Fluency
TOM YAGER

M

any of us who track the rapid
growth of multimedia technology
share acommon view of the future:
Video will enjoy widespread use as a
data type. This will stem partly from the
undeniable appeal of viewing moving
video on your computer's display. But
the practical benefits of tagging E-mail,
database records, and documents with
video clips far outweigh the " gee-whiz"
value.
To bolster this view, anew generation
of multimedia technology is emerging
out of earlier, more primitive attempts at
turning moving video into digital data
files. With Fluency, Fluent Machines is
among the first companies to package
one of these new digital-video technologies for broad use. Fluency is acombination of PC hardware and software that
lets you capture moving video images in
real time and store them in files on your
hard drive. You can play back that video
with perfectly synchronized audio in a
window on your PC's monitor.
Most significant is FluentStreams, the
software component that enables developers to easily build digital video into
applications. For nondevelopers, Fluency offers aglimpse of how digital video
can be integrated into general desktop
applications.
Most of Fluent Machines' work in digital video focuses on software and standards, but since no other company was
shipping digital-video hardware late in
1991, Fluent Machines created the VSA1000. This first-pass hardware was constructed to give eager developers ajump
on creating digital-video applications.
The VSA-1000 has some pretty impressive specifications: real-time capture and playback of moving video and
synchronized audio at a variety of bit
rates ( ranging roughly from 384 Kbps to
2Mbps); image compression through an
on-board C-Cube JPEG chip; the ability
to simultaneously display live incoming
video and captured video playback in
separate windows; digital " zooming" of
live and captured video (up to 300 percent); and pass-through of a standard
VGA signal.
Since the VSA-1000 is planned for obsolescence, Iwon't dwell on its short-

Fluency's
VideoPad
application
records, plays,
and edits
video clips.
Programmers can
use FluentStreams
library functions
to build digital
video into their
own programs.
comings. It does, however, illustrate that
digital video has some way to go before
everyone will want it. The minimum requirements for aFluency host system are
8 MB of memory, a 25- MHz 386, and
three empty slots. One of the VSA-1000
boards has a daughtercard that juts out
far enough to obscure the neighboring
slot. No matter how you slice it, you're
talking about a big system. The new
boards in development are reportedly
trimmer, less demanding, and much easier to install.
Future hardware likely to be supported by FluentStreams includes other
JPEG boards, and these are likely to behave much like the VSA-1000. Other
standards, like MPEG and Intel ActionMedia II, use compression schemes that
preclude certain capabilities (like quick
random access). So while FluentStreams
will adjust to any digital video hardware,
its capabilities are inevitably tied to those
of the hardware being used.

pendent, so it will adapt to whatever
hardware becomes popular. Several vendors have already agreed to make FluentStreams part of their digital-video solutions. The software is also geared to
work with playback-only systems. Inexpensive full- motion video playback
hardware is expected to hit the streets
soon from avariety of sources.
FluentStreams will also adapt itself
well to the coming software-only playback ( digital- video playback without
hardware assistance) and the transmission and storage of video clips through
networks. Developers who write to FluentStreams may have the best chance of
having their applications run on these,
and other, future systems.
For the developer, FluentStreams
takes the shape of adigital-video application programming interface that offers
precise control over capture and playback, live video ( video- in-a- window),
and digitized audio. FluentStreams supports not only playback of digital-video
clips, but editing of them as well. The
Down by the Video Stream
I installed the Fluency hardware and
FluentStreams API is based on the consoftware in aTandy 4033 LX Multimecept of Digital Video Objects—windows
dia, a 33- MHz 386 system with MPCin Microsoft Windows that understand
compatible CD-ROM and audio gear. I how to deal with video and audio. As far
as Windows programs are concerned,
connected the video and audio outputs
from an NEC PC-VCR (acomputer-conDVOs are full-fledged windows; they
trollable Super VHS VCR) to the VSAcan be manipulated using regular Win1000's input jacks.
dows calls and referenced through ordiThe real heart of Fluency is Fluentnary window handles.
Streams. This is ascheme for manipulatFluentStreams defines three flavors of
DVOs that cover what most digital-video
ing digital-video hardware and video and
applications might need: an analog input.
audio files, and afoundation for digitalvideo applications. It is hardware- indeobject that displays external (live) video
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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in a scalable window with audio passthrough; an audio stream object that can
record and play digitized audio files; and
an audio/video stream object that manipulates digitized audio and video. You can
work with DVOs at asimple level. Playing back an audio/video stream involves
four DVO calls: DvoCreateAudioVideo,
DvoShow, DvoLoad, and DvoPlayForward. This simple sequence creates the
DVO audio/video object, shows the window associated with it, loads a stream
from disk, and plays it. Even the DvoLoad call is optional, since the stream
filename can be specified with the DvoCreateAudioVideo call.

13VIE

ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT FLUENCY IS
A developer's kit consisting of the
VSA-1000 digital-video capture
and playback boards,
FluentStreams/Digital Video Object
programming libraries, and a
handful of applications.
• LIKES
Very well designed programming
interface that includes precise video
editing; consideration (through
varying bit rates) for storage types
covering the range from hard
drives to CD-ROMs and networks.
• DISLIKES
Same as with all digital video:
diminished image quality
(compared to videotape or laser
disc); extreme system and storage
requirements.
• RECOMMENDATIONS
Developers intending to market
digital-video applications should
consider writing to FluentStreams;
the Fluency package will give you
everything you need to get
started.
• PRICE
VSA-1000, $ 3995
FluentStreams, $495
II FOR MORE INFORMATION
Fluent Machines, Inc.
1881 Worcester Rd.
Framingham, MA 01701
(508) 626-2144
fax: (508) 820-1106
Circle 1221 on Inquiry Card.
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Making the Cut
Once you open a video/audio or video
stream, you can use DVO functions to
edit the stream's contents as easily as if
they were text. You can select aportion
of astream, down to an individual video
frame, and cut or copy it to the Windows
Clipboard. You can then paste that clip to
another location in the stream, where it
can either replace or add to data already
there. After you've applied a series of
edits, you can save the finished result to a
stream file.
When you mark part of avideo stream
for editing, or position the playback
pointer, the DVO calls expect frame addresses. These represent the number of
frames, at 30 frames per second, preceding the location you wish to represent.
This scheme is compatible with that used
by most laser disc players, and it converts
easily to and from other reference methods, including SMPTE time code. As a
result, applications that expect to communicate with external laser disc players
and other video gear can be easily converted to work instead with DV0s.
Practically Speaking
There are two ways to put Fluency, and
products like it, to work. The simplest
way is to use the applications provided
by the vendor. In this case, Fluent Machines includes several useful programs,
the best of which is called VideoPad ( see
the screen). This Windows program can
play, capture, and edit video/audio clips
and offers control over most of the VSA1000's capabilities, including capture bit
rates. At every rate, FluentStreams
keeps the audio locked to the video and
keeps the motion as smooth as the level of
detail will permit.
Ialso wrote asmall custom application
using the FluentStreams library. To save
time, Iwrote it in OpenScript, the programming language behind Asymetrix's
ToolBook. The original program opened
alive video window (using New Media
Graphics' Super Video Windows card)
and placed buttons under it that sent positioning and playback commands to my
PC-VCR. Each graphical button was tied
to adifferent scene on the tape, which the
PC-VCR located by frame number. The
drawback to this original application was
that, even though the PC-VCR is particularly responsive, it took several seconds
to shuttle the tape from scene to scene.
It took less than an hour to replace the
PC- VCR and Super Video Windows
calls with rough FluentStreams equivalents. Iused VideoPad to create asingle
stream file that included all the taped
segments. I then converted the button

code to play predefined segments in that
loaded stream. After the initial overhead
of opening and loading the stream file,
response time proved to be significantly
better than that of the original externalvideo version of my application.
That's not to say there weren't drawbacks, but they have nothing to do with
FluentStreams. Most of the problems
related to image quality. The original
application took advantage of the PCVCR's high-quality Super VHS output
and displayed it in a large window; the
video looked good even at 640 by 480
pixels. Moving to digital video, even at
the highest bit rate and in asmaller window, resulted in a huge step down in
image quality. While it served well for
"talking heads" and other trivial subjects, it fell apart when the image included complex visuals like handwriting
and detailed graphics.
Issues like these aside, writing aFluentStreams application using ToolBook
proved easy enough to be enjoyable. Programming in C, or any other language
that can tie into Windows dynamic link
libraries, should not prove much more
difficult. Fluent Machines has packaged
so much functionality into ahandful of
calls that digital-video applications are a
snap to create.
So Many Questions
Should you go with analog (external,
videotape-based) or digital? Analog is
inexpensive and universally viewable,
and it delivers avery high quality image.
Today's digital solution is more expensive, has lower quality, and requires specialized hardware and software ( not to
mention lots of storage), but it offers
near- immediate access and very precise
control.
Is it difficult to build digital video into
applications? The answer, thanks to Fluent Machines, is a boisterous no. The
company's dealings with others venturing into the digital-video realm make
FluentStreams aname to watch. As digital video, which is still in its infancy,
grows to take on better image quality and
storage efficiency, Iexpect FluentStreams to keep pace. So even though
digital video has along way to go before
it's ready for the average desktop, you
can start building today the video-capable applications that users will want tomorrow. •
Tom Yager is atechnical editor and director of the BYTE Multimedia Lab. You can
contact him on BIX as " tyager" or
through the Internet at tyager@bytepb
byte. corn.
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Local Bus Fuels PowerMate's Graphics Response
STEVE APIKI

High-quality, high-speed graphic%
is the hallmark of the PowerMate
386/33i, shown here with an
optional NEC 4FG monitor.

E

ven the simplest application you'll
find on asoftware dealer's shelf today will likely sport aGUI. Graphics make software more attractive and
easier to use. Unfortunately, interactive
graphics can also demand enough resources to choke otherwise capable systems. As applications have grown more
graphical, they've required faster, more
expensive systems to supply minimum
acceptable performance.
The NEC PowerMate series marries
high-performance graphics with midrange systems to create highly usable,
general-purpose graphics machines. The
PowerMate 386/33i is an excellent example of this design philosophy. Its graphics
performance is solid, and screen updates
in Windows and other graphics applications are snappy. This system feels faster
than it really is. High-speed graphics
hardware shortens response time enough
to make the PowerMate, with modest
processing power and a modest price,
seem like areal screamer.
Graphic Improvement
The PowerMate's graphics system is a
local-bus video design. In this arrangement, the video subsystem is not hooked
to the standard peripheral (ISA) bus; instead, it's wired directly to the CPU bus,
which it shares with cache memory and
the cache controller. When the CPU
reads or writes video memory, it does so
on the 33-MHz clock of the processor
bus, not on the 8-MHz cycles of the ISA
bus. Obviously, this greatly enhances
video performance. NEC claims that the
PowerMate can save up to an additional
200 nanoseconds per video access by
avoiding the synchronizing delays imposed by the ISA bus.
Local-bus technology has been the
focus of industry attention of late, with
the Video Electronics Standards Association recently recommending alocal-bus
standard and several manufacturers developing local-bus architectures. But
NEC takes a proprietary approach to
local-bus technology in the PowerMate,
preferring to hard-wire video to the CPU
bus and tweak for performance rather
than design for expandability and thirdparty upgrades.

tItt tt:
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ACTION SUMMARY
II WHAT THE NEC POWERMATE
386/331 Is

The PowerMate 386/33 is the fi:- st
Intel- based system to take
advantage of local- bus video
processing.
IN LIKES

Video performance is
outstanding. When coupled w•th a
MultiSync 4FG monitor, the
386/33i also provides excellent
image quality.
• DISLIKES

The PowerMate 386/33 ' s
underpowered processing sysiem
makes it only an average
performer overall.

My test system included a 33-MHz
386DX processor with a32-KB cache; 4
MB of 80-ns RAM; a60-MB 16-millisecond IDE hard drive; a1.44-MB floppy drive; integrated ( 1-MB) Super VGA

II RECOMMENDATIONS

The PowerMate 386/33i is best for
image- intensive applications, but
aggressive pricing also makes it a
good choice for general Windows or
DOS use.
II PRICE

S4208 ( as tested)
1111 FOR MORE INFORMATION
NEC Technologies, Inc.
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(508) 264-8000

fax: (508) 264 8673
Circle 1223 on Inquiry Cord.

video; a MultiSync 4FG monitor; four
16-bit slots; one serial port; one parallel
port; one PS/2 mouse port; headphone
and microphone jacks; a 101-key keyboard; MS-DOS 5.0; and Windows 3.0.
continued
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NEC POWERMATE

BYTE BENCHMARK INDEXES
111 NEC PowerMate 386/331

Compaq Deskpro 386/33L

Sparcstation IPC

DOS APPLICATIONS
Word Processing

Spreadsheet

Database

Scientific/
Engineering

CAD

Overall

Scientific/
Engineering

DTP

Overall

Shell Scripts

Overall

A
Better

Worse
7

WINDOWS APPLICATIONS
Spreadsheet

Weed Processing

Development

Database

Better

Worse
7

DOS LOW-LEVEL BENCHMARKS
FPU

CPU

Video

Disk

Better

Worse

Arithmetic

Dhiystone 2

rul
Execl

UNIX
File Copy
Throughput

Pipe-Based
Context Switching

PI

environments, DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.0. We test six
Except for the conventional benchmarks, all results are
application categories for each environment, running test
indexed, and higher numbers Ind cate better performance.
CONVENTIIONAL BENCHMARKS
scripts using the following programs Word Processing: WordFor each index in the DOS and Windows tests, a Compaq
Perfect 5.0 and Lotus Ami Pro 2.0; Spreadsheet. Lotus 1-2-3
Deskpro 3861331_ running Compaq DOS 5.0 and Windows
LINPACK
Dhrystones
release 3.1+ and Microsoft Excel 3.0a; Database: Software
3.0 = 1. For each index in the Unix tests. aSun Sparcstafion
(single) (Dhry./sec.)
Publishing Superbase 4 1.3 and Ashton-Tate dBase IV:
IPC = 1 The overall index is the average index of the
(MFLOPS)
Development: Borland Turbo Pascal for Windows and
individual tests.
Microsoft C 6.0; Scientific/Engineering: AAathSoft MathGAD
The BYTE low-level benchmark suite identifies relative
for
Windows 3.0, MathWorks Mattab 3.5k. and Computing
NEC
PowerMate
performance at the hardware level, breaking down perResource Center Biturbo Stata 2 1; CAD. Autodesk AutoCAD
formance by system component. The results of these tests
386/331
0.32
14725.3
release 11, and Desktop Publishing: Aldus PageMaker 4.0.
can help you to identify the relative performance of a given
Compaq Deskpro
The data fies and test scripts are available from BYTE.
subsystem and to determine where performance bottlenecks
0.32
14724.3
386/33L
Our Unix tests show relative performance for doublemay lie. For a complete description of these tests, see
precision arithmetic, the Dhrystone 2benchmark, spawning a
"BYTE's New Benchmarks: New Looks, New Numbers,"
process (execl()), file copy throughput (in 5 seconds), pipeAugust 1990 BYTE. The BYTE low-level benchmarks. version
based context sw tching. and running ashell script with eight concurrent scripts running. Unix
2.2. are available in the byte.bmarks conference on BIX. or you can contact BYTE directly.
benchmarks are available on Usenet, from Demolink. in the listings area on BIX. or on disk.
BYTE's application performance suite measures the performance you can expect to see
running agiven application category under agiven operating environment. We test under two

BYTE's low-level video benchmarks
(see the figure) illustrate the speed of the
PowerMate 386/33i's local bus. These
benchmarks are not measurements of
raw memory-access speed; they also include BIOS operations and times for calculating pixel placement. The PowerMate 386/33i proved about 25 percent
270
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faster than aCompaq Deskpro 386/33L
on these tests, which is agood representation of the real graphics performance
improvement you can expect.
But while graphics performance was
excellent, the PowerMate turned in only
average numbers overall, performing at
about the level of the Compaq Deskpro

386/33 on our DOS and Windows application tests. To be fair, our Windows
benchmarks run in 16-color mode, and
the PowerMate would undoubtedly have
more of an advantage at 256 colors. Unix
benchmarks showed that the PowerMate
is acapable Unix workstation. Still, CPU
tests revealed anoticeable bottleneck in

NEC POWERMATE

Order BYTE Program Listings on Disk!

BYTE listings are available on disk
if you want to compile or read the
complete source code listings of
programs. Disks include any
Software Corner programs
available for the format you have
chosen. BYTE listings are available
from December 1985 to the
present at the prices stated on the
order form.

the system; the PowerMate's limited 32KB cache made it significantly slower
than the Deskpro at raw memory-access
tests.
Good Looks, Too
Speed is not the PowerMate 386/33i's
only graphics-system innovation. When
it is paired with an NEC MultiSync FGseries monitor, the PowerMate automatically sets itself for the highest supported
resolution and refresh rates. The built-in
video system comes with 512 KB of
RAM and supports noninterlaced, 70Hz resolutions of up to 1024 by 768
pixels at 16 colors. You can upgrade to 1
MB of video RAM (VRAM); this gives
you 256 colors at 1024 by 768 pixels and
pushes the maximum 16-color resolution
up to 1280 by 1024 pixels interlaced.
My review unit included 1 MB of
VRAM and aMultiSync 4FG monitor.
In 1024- by 768-pixel Windows, the view
is just stunning. The 4FG handles 70-Hz
refresh for a steady, beautifully clear
and bright picture. (For areview of the
4FG, see " New MultiSyncs Prove That
Flatter Is Better" on page 262.)
Take the monitor off the system, twist
aclip on the back of the system unit, and
the case pops off readily. It goes back on
just as easily. While Idon't usually get
excited about well-designed cases, the
PowerMate deserves recognition in this
area. The drive and mounting bays snap
out without tools, and motherboardmounted components are easily accessible. Adding acoprocessor or upgrading
memory (to 64 MB) is just afew minutes'
work.
The PowerMate 386/33i has other nice
touches: Although it is not designed as an
expandable system, the PowerMate provides BIOS in flash memory so that BIOS
updates can be downloaded from afloppy disk. Together with the easily disassembled case, this feature makes minor
upgrades trivial. It also has headphone
and microphone jacks, and Windows
comes preinstalled on the system.
Its advanced video features, however,
are what set it apart. Supercharged video
and a $3249 price ($4208 with the 4FG
monitor and 1-MB video upgrade) make
this system an excellent choice for Windows or any application where interactive
graphics is important. As more and more
applications join that category, the
PowerMate 386/33i and systems like it
become even better selections.
Steve Apiki is a BYTE technical editor
with a B. S. E. E. from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. You can contact him on
BIX as "apiki."

For direct ordering call TOLL-FREE: 800-258-5485. New Hampshire
residents call: 603-924-9281 M—F, 8:30am to 4:30pm, Eastern Time for
credit card orders only. Subscription Customer Service: 800-232-BYTE.
ORDER FORM: to place your order, complete the information below, and mail
to: BYTE on Disk, One Phoenix Mill Lane, P.O. Box 809 Peterborough, NH
03458-0809. Please complete in full.
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

County or Parish

Country

Credit Card #

Exp. Date

Signature

Date
APRIL

Please allow 6-12 weeks for delivery.
5-1/4 Inch:
1 IBM PC

3-1/2 Inch:
Apple Macintosh
IBM PS/2
IN USA/Single Month

LI BYTE listings S13

BYTE Listings S14

IN USA/Annual Subscription
BYTE Listings S110

BYTE Listings $120

OUTSIDE USA/Single Month
BYTE Listings S17

BYTE Listings $ 18

*Please indicate the issue
date below. If you are
beginning an annual
subscription, note the
starting issue.
BYTE Program Listings
Month
Year
Check enclosed
MasterCard
VISA
IIU.S. funds enclosed. ( If
ordering from outside the
U.S., please remit in U.S.
funds drawn on U.S. bank.
Thank you.)

OUTSIDE USA/Annual Subscription
BYTE Listings $ 140

Circle 175 on Inquiry Card

BYTE Listings $ 150
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REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK

NCR 3447
Serves Up Unix

BYTE UNIX NETWORK BENCHMARK RESULTS
NCR's 3447 outruns some of the fastest competitors
available.

T

he February Solutions
Focus compared highperformance file servers
from Compaq, Advanced
Logic Research, Tricord,
Tangent, and Dell. Each included a built-in drive array
for very high disk throughput
and increased immunity to
data loss.
Just after that review was
completed, NCR delivered its
own built-in drive array. We
tested it in NCR's 3447 workgroup server, a50-MHz 486based Micro Channel system.
Although the 3447 can support up to four 486 processors, we tested it in asingleprocessor configuration with
a128-KB second-level cache.
Our test system also included
16 MB of RAM, an NCR
Micro Channel Ethernet
adapter, a SCSI controller,
and a VGA graphics system.
With the 2.1-gigabyte array
bundled in (which accounts
for $27,500 of the price), this super
server sells for $45,085.
NCR's drive array is aRAID (redundant arrays of inexpensive disks) level 5
system that can be set up for highest performance or to provide redundancy for
data protection (for an explanation of
RAID, see " File Servers Face Off,"
February BYTE). The array that we
tested consisted of five 670-MB Seagate
SCSI drives configured for RAID tevel
(striping only). We ran our tests under
NCR's Unix System V release 4.
The table shows the results of BYTE's
Unix network server tests for NCR's
3447, Compaq's Systempro, and Tangent's Multi-Server. When comparing
results, keep in mind that the Compaq
and Tangent systems are 33-MHz 486based machines, which we tested with
arrays of four, not five, drives.
The 3447's random I/O performance
was outstanding. On sequential tests,
where fast processor performance matters less than drive controller throughput, the 3447 performed only at the same
level as Tangent's fast Multi-Server. But
for the majority of operations, this first
50-MHz 486 server we've tested earns
the title of fastest server we've seen.
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Compaq
Systempro

NCR 3447

Random I/O with
transmissions ( Kbps)
One node
Three nodes
Six nodes

284
140
61

335
173
95

476
313
198

Sequential I/0 with
transmissions (Kbps)
One node
Three nodes
Six nodes

226
86
42

240
124
61

249
116
55

NCR's 3447
50-MHz processor
and high-speed
drive array place
it among the
fastest Unix file
servers we've
tested to date.

Connect Printers
Without Wires

A

Tangent
Multi- Server

lthough it debuted in North America at 1991's Spring Comdex, Infralink, by the company of the same
name, didn't receive FCC Class B approval until late last year. Now ready for
prime time, Infralink generally delivers
on its promise of quick and wireless connections among PCs and printers.
Infralinks use the parallel port to connect to PCs and printers. When you send
aprint command, the two devices pass
the file using infrared light, broadcasted
rather than sent as adirect beam. This,
in theory, reduces problems associated
with line-of-sight obstructions. According to the company, up to eight PCs and
printers as far as 230 feet apart can communicate using Infralink.
The company claims that at distances
of up to 23 feet, Infralink will work
without any special orientation of the
modules. Our tests bore this out: At
roughly 20 feet we could establish almost
instantaneous connections, although we
sometimes had to twist the receiving

module around in the air. At 40 feet,
across four rows of cubicles, we were
never able to successfully send a print
message. Infralink says that at that distance, the sending modules should be
wall mounted and angled in the direction
of the receiving unit.
For those who can't bear the cost and
effort of rewiring connections, Infralink
is apossible alternative. However, each
module costs $320. So the minimum
price of $640 to get one printer and one
PC talking would make us explore some
more conventional print sharer avenues
before we took the plunge into wireless
communications. •
Reviewer's Notebook provides new information—including version updates, new
test data, long-term usage reports, and
reader feedback—on products and product categories.

ITEMS

DISCUSSED

Infralink
$320 per unit
Infralink of America, Inc.
1925 North Lynn St., Suite 703
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 522-4412
Circle 1225 on Inquiry Cord.
NCR 3447
$45,085
NCR Corp.
Workstation Products Division
1700 South Patterson Blvd.
Dayton, OH 45479
(800) 225-5627
(513) 445-6160
Circle 1226 on Inquiry Card.
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CSS/3 TM

Complete Statistical System with over 1,000 presenta-

tion-quality graphs fully integrated with all procedures and on-screen
graph customization • The largest selection of statistics in asingle
system; in-depth, comprehensive implementations of: Exploratory
techniques; multi- way tables with banners; nonparametrics; distribution fitting multiple regression; general nonlinear estimation; logit/probit analysis; general ANCOVA/MANCOVA; stepwise
discriminant analysis; log-linear analysis; factor analysis; cluster
analysis; multidimensional scaling; canonical correlation; item
analysis/reliability; survival analysis; time series modeling; forecasting; lags analysis; quality control; process analyst's; experimental design (with Taguchi); and much more 11 Manuals with
comprehensive introductions to each procedure and examples •
Integrated Stats Advisor expert system • Extensive data management
facilities (powerful spreadsheet with formulas; relational merge; data
verification; flexible programming language) • Optimized (plain
English menus/mouse) user interface: even complex analyses require
lust few self-explanatory selections (CSS can be run without manual;
Quick Start booklet explains all basic conventions) • Macros, batch/
commands also supported • All output displayed in Scrolisheets"
(dynamic tables with pop-up windows and instant graphs) •
Extremely large analysis designs (e.g., correlation matrices up to
32,000x32,000) • Unlimited size of files; extended precision;
unmatched speed (Assembler, C) • Exchanges data (and graphics)
with many applications (incl. Excel®, Lotus 3e, dBASE IV®, SPSSe) •
Highest resolution output on practically all printers (incl. HP,
Postscript), plotters, recorders, typesetters • IBM compatibles, 640k
ur more • Price: $595.

Quick CSSTM

Subset of CSS/3: all basic statistical modules
(incl. data management) and the full, presentation-quality graphics
:apabilities of CSS/3 • Price: $295.

CSS:GRAPHICSTM

A comprehensive graphics/chart-

ng system with data management • All graphics capabilities of CSS/3
md, in addition, extended on-screen drawing, 19 scalable fonts,
;pedal effects, icons, maps, multi-graphics management • Hundreds
uf types of graphs • Interactive rotation and interactive cross-sections
uf 3D graphs • Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration
if data; fitting: smoothing; spectral planes; overlaying; layered comressions; marked subsets • Unique multivariate (e.g., 4D) graphs •
'acilities to custom-design new graphs and add them permanently to
nenuU Import/expon of graphs and data, 15 formats • Optimized
(menu/mouse) user interface; even complex graphs require few
ceystrokes: all graphs on this page can be produced from raw data in
ess than 20 minutes • Macros, batch/commands also supported •

L".1:1 .
1lr

Jrdimited size of files • Highest resolution output on all hardware
(see CSS/3) • IBM compatibles, 640k or more • CSS:GRAPHICS is
ncluded in CSS:STATISTICA ( available separately for $495).

Viegafile Manager

—

;

:

Comprehensive analytic data

tase management system • Unlimited size of files (up to 32,000 fields
ir 8MB per record) • Megafile Manager is included in CSS/3 and
:SS:STATISTICA (separately: $295).
SS:STATISTICA TM A fully integrated system that
:ombines all the capabilities of CSS/3 and CSS:GRAPHICS into asingle
laremely comprehensive data analysis system • Price: $795.

=

›ttmestic sh/h $7per product; 14-day money back guarantee.

STATISTICA/Mac ' iC.S\ -compatible. comprehensive data analysis

Circle 124 for DOS. Circle 125 for MAC.

and graphics system designed Mr the Macintosh • Large selection of statistical

.

,,,,,

sies

methods hilly integrated with presentation-quality graphics ( incl. EDA, multiplots, a

StatSofr

wide selection of interactively rotatable 3D graphs; Mar.Draw-stsie tools) •

size

unlimited
$495.

of files • Exchanges data with Excel and other applications • Price:

Quick CSS/Mac -

A subset of grATISTICA/Mac: all basic statistical
modules and the full, presemation-qualityraphics capabilities of STATISTICA/Mac •

t325 E. 13th St. • lblaa, OK 74104 • (918)583-4149
'tax: ( 918) 583-4376

Price:

$295.

)verseas Offices: StatSoft of Europe ( Hamburg, FRG), ph: 040/4200347, fax: 040/4911310; StatSoft UK (London, UK),
lustraba), ph: 613-866-1766, fax: 613-866-3318; StatSoft Canada-CCO (Ontario), ph: 416-849-0737, fax: 416-849-0916.

ph: 0462;482822, fax: 0462/482855; StatSoft Pacific ( Melbourne,
Available from: CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorized
tepresentatives Worldwide: Holland: Lemas By 02065-98701; France: VERSION US ( 1) 40590913; Sweden: AkademiData 018-240035; Spain: ADDL1NK, SRL; ph: 34-3-459-0722.
CSS 3, CSS GRAPHICS. Megiddo Manager, ()pick CSS. STATISTICS. StatSoft. dBase IV.

e.ce. LuIse

MacOraw. Meantosh, Postscnpl Are trademarks et thew respecb.e companies; SPSS rs a :pestered t
ademark 01 SPSS, Inc.

The Programmer's ShopTM
HALO Image File Format
Library byMedia Cybernetics

RoboHELP'
by Blue Sky Software

Instant file support for your applications
Add image file reading and writing to
your applications with the HALO Image
File Format Library. Makes your
application instantly compatible with
hundreds of graphics and imaging
products. Offers complete support for
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), PCX
(PC Paintbrush), BMP (Windows
Bitmap), and CUT ( Dr. HALO). Works
with Borland C++, Turbo C, Turbo C++,
and Microsoft C.
DOS
Windows
LIST: $ 249
LIST:
$349
PS Price: $ 199
PS Price: $279
FastFaxts 86-073

Automatic Windows help authoring
tool that makes creating Windows
Help Systems as easy as point and
click. RoboHELP features a
customizable visual tool palette.
Generates source code for context
sensitive help, hypertext links,
cross references, etc. RoboHELP
takes care of generating complex,
precisely formatted RTF, HPJ & H
file(s). It is no longer necessary to
know Windows programming or the
Windows Help Compiler to develop
acomplete Help System.
1.1ST: $495
PS Price: $479

{Op \iitlwrinc,';‘tuin

FastFaxis 2001-001
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Rappeirt The Unix/DOS
Bridge
by Tundra Software

Janus/Ada x86 Compiler
by R. R. Software

Unlike terminal emulators, Rappárt
puts your PC in direct menu-driven
contact with a Unix host, without
asking you to remember athing.
All function and cursor keys work
exactly as you would expect. And,
if you wish to transfer afile, simply
press Alt-Spacebar. Rapport
displays both the DOS and Unix
directories. Then use Rappárt to
navigate directories, highlight the
file you want, and press enter.
LIST: $249

PS Price: $229

FastFaxts 1975-001

386 DEVELOPMENT

LIST
100

PS
$89

386 DOS Extender SDK 495

479

Blue MAX

125

DESQview 386

220

109
189

High C 386/486
QEMM 386

795
100

749

SVS C3/ANSI C Comp. 1195

325

WATCOM C8.5 386

795

C Code Builder

695

386 Max 6.$

309
99

639

DBMS

579

CLARION Prof. Dev.V2.1 845

475

Clipper 5.01
dBASE IV

795
795

570
549

dBMAN V

295

219

dBXL
FilePro Plus

249
699

169
669

FoxPro 2.0

795

499

Paradox V3.5
QuickSilver

795
599

555
399

R:BASE 3.1

795

645

955

925

dB/LIB Professional

189

179

Microsoft BASIC PDS

495

349

MS QuickBASIC V4.5
QuickPak Prof. V4.0

99

69

199

189

C LANGUAGE COMPILERS
479

99

69

Microsoft C/C++ Dev.Sys. 495
Watcom C 8.5
495

349
439

CASE & PROTOTYPERS
249

239

495
799

449
699

Layout

795
300

769
239

Show Partner FIX

395

295

G-Base Professional
Instant Replay Prof.

249

129

BAS-C Commercial

Demo II V3.0
EasyCase Plus

189

Essential COMM
329
Greenleaf Comm Library 359
149

BASIC & ADD -ONS

Quick C

219

QuickComm

75

105
159

495

295

C Asynch Manager 3.0

119

150
199

Instant C

250

Blast PC Plus

Procomm Plus

ASSEMBLY
MS MASM
Spontaneous Assembly

COMMUNICATIONS
ADD-ONS

Janus/Ada for DOS: the power
and reliability of Ada, priced for
everybody! You get afull
implementation of the Ada
standard — compiler, linker,
royalty-free runtime libraries,
multiple memory models,
environment, tools, even an Ada
tutorial. And R.R. Software
supports you with 11 years of
Ada experience and know-how.
Now's the time for you to use
Janus/Ada.
LIST: $99
PSPrice:$95
FastFaxts 586-002

The PKWARE Data
Compression Library
by PKWARE
The PKWARE Data Compression
Library allows software developers
to add data compression technology
to applications. The application
program controls all data I/O,
allowing data to be compressed or
extracted to any device or area of
memory. Only 35K of memory is
needed to compress data, and only
12K is needed to extract data.
Compatible with MSC, BC++, TC, TP
6.0, Clipper, Basic 4.5,7.1, ASM.
LIST: $ 295
PS Price: $275
FastFaxts 3043-011

PRO-C

by PRO-C Limited

Artful Two

295

285

Accsys for dBASE

395

349

B-Tree Dictionary
CLEAR + for dBASE

149

139

200

179

CodeBase 4.5

395

349

PRO-C is acomplete C source
code application generator that
produces commented, fully
documented, error-free C code.
PRO-C Workbench ( included)
allows users to customize their
applications. Features include:
screen, report, menu and batch
update modules; interfaces to
many database formats. ( PROTREE and Btrieve 5.0 file managers are included); segmented keys;
relational capabilities; mouse
support; and password protection.
LIST: $795
PS Price: $99

Comet Multiport
Comm Tools for Clipper

169

149

FastFaxts 1243-002 .11,,

299

269

DBMS CODE GENERATORS
DataBoss
Genifer

695
395

649
289

Pro-C w/Workbench

795

735

U12 Developer's Release 595

449

DBMS TOOLS &LIBRARIES

THE PROGRAMMER'S SHOP

4/30/v21

1-800-421-8006
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HiJaak Release 2.1
by Inset Systems Inc.
HiJaak 2.1 is agraphics conversion
and screen capture utility that
translates more than 43 graphics file
formats such as GEM, PICT 1&II,
CGM, DRW, HPGL, PIC, DSF, PCS,
MAC, TIF, and supports more than
25 group 3fax device formats. 5K
pop-up provides capture function of
both text and graphics screens,
including Windows 3.0 screens.
PS Price: $149
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•DOS, Wmdows, OS/2 and UNIX tools — for every
major language
•FREE, comprehensive buyers guides
•Instant, on-line product literature with FastFaxts!
•International Support —
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dCLIP 2.50
by DONNAY Software Design.

dBFast
for Windows

Winner of DMBS Magazine's 1991
Readers Choice Award for Best
Clipper Tool. A complete Turbo- like
and Dot- Prompt-style inter-active
development environment for Clipper
5.01 and S87. With dCLIP you can
develop Clipper applications without
linking. Includes complete Database
Management System and 700 tutorial
programs. A library of functions (with
source code) lets you build any
dCLIP feature ( including dot-prompt)
into Clipper applications.
LIST: $349

by
Computer
Associates
dBFast provides a
migration path to

PS Price: $325

Windows for dBASE,

FastFaxts 1684-001

Clipper and FoxBase
applications. With extensive
Intel 386/486
C Code Builder
by Intel Corporation
Open Intel's new 386/486 C Code
Builder , 'Kit. And tear into the
increased memory and performance
of 32-bit DOS protected mode.
Inside, you'll find everything you need
to develop 32-bit applications. That
means you get aMicrosoft and ANSI
compatible C Compiler and Libraries
Linker, Librarian, Make Utility, and
Source Level Debugger. We've even
included aDOS Extender that's
DPMI-compliant. Compliancy that
enables easy migration to Windows
from Microsoft. No royalties to pay.
LIST: $695

PS Price: $579

FastFaxts 2799-028

Windows support applications, you can utilize
Windows objects such as push buttons and check
boxes. Graphical images can be stored in the database for use with visual applications such as personnel databases. A single user version of dBFast meets
the needs of the individual, while amulti-user version
provides the data sharing capabilities required by
information groups and corporate work groups.
Support for Novell, LANManager, Token Ring and
other NetBIOS compatible systems is available. Full
support for Dynamic Link Libraries ( DLL) and Dynamic Data Exchange ( DDE) provide integration with

What is FastFaxts?
4

Access literature on any of our products via
FAX machine. FREE!

Call: 617-740-0025 from
any fax phone!
Follow the voice computer's instructions and
enter your product's code number. Then await
your instant print out of product literature.

other Windows applications and support for external
routines, such as C programs. Computer Associates
is proud to deliver acomplete dBASE compatible
development environment under Windows.
LIST: $550

Special PS Price: $399
FastFaxts 998-006
offer expires 4/30/92
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editing, graphics, page layout, and production. Even
math equations and hypertext
And FrameMaker 3.0 blends in new robust
and exclusive features. like conditional text capabilities
to help you generate and maintain multiple versions
of asingle document And an integrated, multipage
table editor.
FrameMaker is the perfect complement to all your
hardware, because it runs on more platforms than any

other publishing program. Induding Apollo, Macintosh°,
DEC, HF, IBM, NeXT, Sun, 386- or 486-PCs running
SCO Open Desktop, and ahost of other UND(
platforms—with complete file compatibility So your
workgroups not only share files, but also their skills
and expertise.
For ataste of FrameMaker 3.0, call 1-800 -U4FRAME Ext 987 for more information and the name of
your nearest reseller. And start brewing your own
blend of publishing.
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THOMPSON

M AC PROGRAMMING
REVEALED

T

he BYTE Lab showed all the telltale signs of a
typical late-night programming project. A pyramid
of Diet Coke cans had been erected on the lab
bench next to the environmental test chamber.
The floor was littered with marked-up laser-printed listings and amedley of candy bar wrappers, while a
CD player blasted out licks from aDonna Summer disco
album. None of these details mattered at the moment.
What did matter was the behavior of the sleeping PowerBook 140, sitting under the waiting servos of Thumper
II, BYTE's battery-life testing mechanism for notebook
computers.
Two bleary-eyed people stared at the testing apparatus:
me and Howard Eglowstein, BYTE Lab testing editor
and Thumper's creator. Howard had used Thumper to
run battery-life tests on the platoon of PC notebooks arranged in neat formation on an adjacent lab bench. Iwas
there to implement the Macintosh version of the support
code that had to run on the PowerBooks during their
tests. This support code periodically writes to the hard disk
to simulate user operations and transmits status reports to
Thumper's host computer via aserial cable.
Ihad started the project on the preceding afternoon
and completed the code during the wee hours of the night,
but there was still the question of whether the program
could function reliably for the many hours the test would
run. So far, 5hours had passed without aglitch. On
schedule, aservo whirred, and arod tapped the notebook's Return key. With an understated pop, the PowerILLUSTRATION
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Book's screen carne to life, its
Programming the
hard disk hummed, and amesMacintosh is not as
sage appeared on the host PC's
screen. We both breathed asign
difficult as rumor has it.
of relief.
Somebody wandered in, and,
Here's how.
spotting the debris, asked what
was going on. Iexplained that
the Mac notebook battery- life tests were under way.
When asked how difficult it had been to write the Mac
code, my explanation was, "With the exception of some
problems with the serial port, it was just amatter of cutting and pasting old stuff into the shape of abatterycheck program."
Sound absurd? Admittedly, Iwasn't writing acomplex application like Wingz, but alot of Mac programming is like that. To anovice Mac programmer, that raises the question, "Where does old stuff come from?" The
old stuff comes from the bits and pieces of code you cobbled together trying to get the Mac to do something—anything—in the first place. These first fumbling steps are the
hardest, because there's alot you have to understand
about the Mac environment before you can write aline of
code. But it's not impossible, especially if you place limits on what the program should accomplish while you
gain an understanding of the computer. What I'll try to do
here is show you working code fragments that explain
some Mac fundamentals and give you something to start
out with in your own programming attempts. But I'll
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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Listing 1: A Mac application that writes "Hello world" in awindow.
/*

Hello world example

*

#include < Types.h>
#include < QuickDraw.h>
#include < Windows.h>
#include < Fonts.h>
*include <Memory.h>
#include < Menus.h>
*include < Dialogs.h>
*include < Events.h>
*include < OSEvents.h>
*include < THINK.h>
)define NIL

OL

*define

IN_FRONT

*define

IS_VISIBLE

-1
true

/* Window will be visible when drawn
for debug) */

*define NO_GOAWAY

false

*define STACK_SIZE

20000

/* Window lacks a go-away box */

void main()
WindowPtr

thisWindow;

Rect

windowRect = ( 40,

/*

Set

40,

60,

120);

up application's heap and stack */

SetApplLimit(((Ptr)

ApplicZone() + STACK_SIZE));

MaxApplZone();
/* Make sure we've got

some master pointers */

MoreMasters();
MoreMasters();
MoreMasters();
/*

Set

up the Mac */

InitGraf(&qd.thePort);
InitFonts();
FlushEvents(everyEvent,

0);

InitWindows();
InitMenus();
TEInit();
InitDialogs(OL);
/* Make our window */
if (( thisWindow = NewWindow(NIL,
noGrowDocProc, ( WindowPtr)

&windowRect, "\ pHello",
IN_FRONT,

NO_GOAWAY,

IS_VISIBLE,

NIL)) != NIL)

SetPort(thisWindow);
MoveTo(5,

10);

DrawString("\pHello world");
InitCursor();
do

while (! Button());

/* Get
/*

Sit

rid of wristwatch cursor *
in a tight

/* ... until mouse

/* Discard storage
DisposeWindow(thisWindow);
) /* end if thisWindow != NIL *

loop... */

is clicked */
for window object*

else
SysBeep(30);
/*

end main() */

start by dispelling some common Mac misconceptions.
A Change of Interface
Rumors have always run rampant that the
Mac is hard to program and that it takes
hundreds of lines of code to write out the
message "Hello world." Interestingly, as
Windows 3.0 becomes more popular, the
same grumbling can be heard about it as
well.
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The first myth—that it's hard to program—came about because the Mac, in
making things easy for the end user, makes
more demands on the programmer. This
is because the Mac (and Windows) has an
event-driven GUI. The user interacts with
the computer by creating events—mouseclicks, menu selections, and key presses—
that the application must respond to. That
complicates things for the programmer,
who has to anticipate all sorts of user

actions at any time. It's not like in DOS
or command- line interface—based Unix
applications, where you steer users by
prompting them for information in aspecific order.
To manage this event-driven interface,
the programmer implements an event loop,
which is achunk of code that polls for
events and dispatches them to the appropriate handler code. As you might expect,
for sophisticated applications, the event
loop and its handler code can be very large,
since the loop must field avariety of events
and provide reasonable default settings if
the user doesn't happen to give them. This
also happens to fuel the second myth—
those hundreds of lines of code Imentioned earlier.
If you were to implement afull-blown
event-driven interface for a "Hello world"
application, then this myth would become
reality. But look at the matter practically,
where you just generate the message itself. Listing 1is acomplete Mac application, written in Symantec's Think C 5.0,
that places "Hello world" in awindow. As
you can see, you only have to write 48 lines
of actual C code (excluding comments) to
accomplish this. Obviously, the header files
supply numerous "hidden" lines of definition code (for atotal of 5345 lines, according to the compiler), but that's not the
point: You only had to write 48 lines.
By itself, this example doesn't do much:
It lacks that event loop I've been talking
about. The example shown in all the C
primers doesn't do much, either. However, both serve as astarting point for programming basics. Listing 1illustrates the
fundamental operations required to initialize the Mac's graphical environment,
open awindow, wait for auser action, and
then quit cleanly. The Mac's firmware mutines, called the Mac Toolbox, are used
extensively even in this simple program.
Looking more closely, you can see that
the Hello application first divvies up the
memory partition given to it by the Process Manager (System 7.0) or MultiFinder (System 6.0.x), using the Toolbox call
SetAppiLimit ( ). This adjusts the application's heap (program area) size, which
in turn gives more or less of the memory
partition to the application's stack. The
default stack size is 8KB (it varies according to the type of Mac hardware and
the Mac OS version number). This size is
normally adequate, especially for my example. However, Iput the SetApplLimit ( ) call there, because if you make
heavy use of recursive functions that eat up
the stack, you'll want to be aware of it.
Next, you initialize the various Mac
Managers. (A Manager is acollection of
related Toolbox functions. For example,
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tain situations, such as implementing a
quick problem-solving hack. I've written a
few utilities this way because Ionly needed to elicit one or two responses from a
user to accomplish atask, as you'll see
later. If you ever want to write acommercial product (or agreat utility), however,
you'll need to implement acomplete event
loop to provide aflexible and friendly interface for the user. For now, I'll stick with
the keep-it-simple approach.

en.

Screen 1: Using ResEdit to create a
dialog box that displays four values. The
digits 0through 3will be replaced with
value strings at run time. Both the
DLOG and DITL resources have an ID
of 400.

Screen 2: The dialog box used to obtain
achoice from the user. A mouse-click on
either button supplies an item value to
the program. All other events are ignored. Note that this dialog box isn't initially visible; the code displays it later.

Listing 2: A diagnostic function that displays the contents offour suspect
variables in adialog box. Note that the ID number (400) used by
GetNewDialog ( ) matches the DLOG resource ID built in screen 1.
#include < Types.h>
#include <QuickDraw.h>
#include <Windows.h>
#include < Dialogs.h>
#define DIAGNOSTIC_DIALOG

400

#define NIL

OL

#define IN_FRONT
void Report_It(long van,

-1
long var2,

unsigned char

item1Str[10],

short

item;

GrafPtr

oldPort;

DialogPtr

timeDialog;

item2Str[10],

NumToString(varl,

item1Str);

NumToString(var2,

item2Str);

NumToString(var3,

item3Str);

NumToString(var4,

item4Str);

ParamText(item1Str,

long var3,

item2Str,

item3Str,

long var4)

item3Str[10),

item4Str[101;

item4Str);

timeDialog = GetNewDialog(DIAGNCSTIC_DIALOG,NIL,(WindowPtr)IN_FRONT);
GetPort(&oldPort);
SetPort(timeDialog);
DrawDialogltimeDialog);
ModalDialog(NIL, & item);
SetPort(oldPort);
DisposDialog(timeDialog);
) /* end Report_It() */

the Window Manager deals with the manipulation of windows on the screen.) Then
you create awindow in which to place
your message, using the Window Manager call NewWindow (). The important
thing to note here is the error-checking
performed in case the NewWindow ( ) call
fails: You beep and abort the operation.
Next, you tell the Mac OS to make your
window the active graphics port using
Set Port U . ( If you don't do this, you
may write your message to the Desktop
or another window and thus damage the
windowing environment.) Finally, you
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write the string "Hello world" to the window and then hang around waiting for a
mouse-click using Button ( ) . When you
get one, you clean up after yourself and
exit.
The linear execution thread of this sample program is identical to that of aDOS or
Unix program. Having praised the eventdriven design, now Iwill say something
heretical: There's nothing wrong with doing things this way on the Mac. This linear
sequence eliminates alot of messy details
while you are learning how the various
Managers operate. It's also ideal in cer-

Get the Message Out—Carefully
One of the nice things about C is that if
you encounter aprogramming problem,
you can slap some strategically placed
print f( ) statements in the code to dump
the values of suspect variables to the
screen. Both Think C and Apple's MPW C
support the standard C libraries, so you
can use console I/O functions to write to
the Mac's screen, and file I/O functions
to handle disk files.
You're discouraged from mixing these
standard I/O functions with Toolbox calls,
and for good reason. Say that you've made
awindow and you are having problems
with the text appearing in it. In an attempt
to spot problems, you use aprint f ( )
function to examine some control variables. What you're really going to see is a
bomb box, because the console I/O function will attempt to initialize the Window
Manager for its own use, which in turn
stomps all over the graphical environment
you already set up. Result: The Mac crashes and burns.
This problem applies to other I/O functions, too: If you're using the fwr ite ( )
function to write to the hard disk, then
avoid using Mac File Manager calls at all
costs. The trick is to prevent conflicts between what you're actually doing and what
the standard I/O functions intend to do.
What this means is that you want to use a
careful mix of nonconflicting Mac Toolbox
calls and standard I/O functions to get the
job done.
ResEdit to the Rescue
Back to that troublesome window example.
If you can't use print f ( ) , then how do
you examine the variable data, short of
dropping into adebugger? Since you're
using the Mac Toolbox already, go an extra step and use the Dialog Manager to
display the values. You create adialog box
using ResEdit, Apple's resource editor.
Diagnostic code that you write then converts the target variable values to strings
and places these strings in the dialog box.
ResEdit is available from the Apple Programmers and Developers Association for
about $25. It is also bundled with some
development software, such as Think C
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Listing 3: A code fragment that sets up adialog box and then polls for mouse-

clicks on items within it. A hit on the appropriate item executes code located
in the switch statement. The case constants DISABLE_CACHE and
ENABLE_CACHE correspond to the numbered dialog items shown in screen 2.
#define
#define
#define
((define
((define
((define
((define
((define

0
BUTTON OFF
1
BUTTON_ON
CACHE_DIALOG_ID
400
2
DISABLE_CACHE
3
ENABLE_CACHE
NIL
OL
ON_MASK
Ox80008000L
ON
Ox80008000L /* Both caches are on ( bits set) */

void main()
unsigned char cacheContents[20];
unsigned long cacheRegister;
itemHit;
short
item, itemType;
short
itemBox;
Rect
Handle
DialogPtr

itemHandle;
theDialog;

/* Initialize the Mac;

see listing 1 */

theDialog = GetNewDialog(CACHE_DIALOG_ID, OL, ( WindowPtr)
asm 68030(
MOVEC CACR, DO
; Copy cache- control register
MOVE.L DO,

- 1L);

cacheRegister ; Save copy in our variable

) /* end asm */
if (( cacheRegister & ON_MASK) == ON) /* 68040 caches enabled? */
/* Yep; highlight dialog's on button */
GetDItem(theDialog, ENABLE_CACHE, & itemffype, & itemHandle, & itemBox);
SetCtlValue((ControlHandle) itemHandle, BUTTON_ON);
GetDItem(theDialog, DISABLE_CACHE, & itemType,
&itemHandle, & itemBox);
SetCtlValue((ControlHandle) itemHandle, BUTTON_OFF);
) /* end if == ON */
else
/* Nope. They're off; highlight off button * 1
GetDItem(theDialog, DISABLE_CACHE, & itemType,
&itemHandle, & itemBox);
SetCtlValue((ControlHandle) itemHandle, BUTTON_ON);
GetDItem(theDialog, ENABLE_CACHE, & itemType, & itemHandle. & itemBox);
SetCtlValue((ControlHandle) itemHandle, BUTTON_OFF);
/* end else */
ShowWindow(theDialog);
DrawDialog(theDialog);
do /* Handle events */
ModalDialog(OL, & itemHit);
switch ( itemHit)
case ENABLE_CACHE:

/* itemHit = 1 */

asm 68030(
MOVE.L (( ON, DO
MOVEC DO, CACR
/* end asm */
break;
case DISABLE_CACHE: /* itemHit = 2 */
asm 68030(
DC.W OxF4F8 ; CPUSHA BC — Flush both caches
MOVEQ # 0, DO
MOVEC DO,

CACR

/* end asm */
break;
default:
break;
1 /* end switch */
) /* end do */
while (( itemHit < ENABLE_CACHE)
DisposDialog(theDialog);
) /* end main */
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&& ( itemHit > DISABLE_CACHE));

5.0. ResEdit has evolved over time to the
point where the latest version (2.1.1) makes
creating most resources just amatter of
pointing and clicking.
Start by using ResEclit to create anew
resource of type DLOG and sketching out
awindow of the desired size. Double-clicking on this window calls up the dialog
items (DITL) editor. Now you add static
text boxes to display the desired variables,
as shown in screen 1. The "caret digit"
string in these text boxes tells the Dialog
Manager to substitute astring for this position in the window. Be sure to make the
OK Button dialog item 1. By default, the
Dialog Manager assumes that item 1is the
OK button, which means that you can dismiss the dialog box by pressing the Return key after you've looked at the values.
You'll notice that aDITL resource is automatically created when you complete
the dialog box design.
Finally, save the resources in afile. For
Think C, my support-code project file was
named Battery Check. If you name the resource file BatteryCheck.rsrc, Think
C automatically loads these resources
when you test-launch the Mac program.
This is very convenient when your program is still in the early stages and you
might have to revise the dialog box layout. Once you've completed the resource
and code design, you have the Think C
compiler create astand-alone Mac application, where it copies these resources into
the application file.
Listing 2shows the C code that implements the rest of the diagnostic function.
This routine takes the four values passed to
it and converts them into strings using the
Toolbox call NumToString O. ParamText ( ) then places these strings in the
corresponding locations in the dialog box.
That is, ParamText ( ) '
sfirst argument
gets placed at " 0 in the dialog box, the
second one is placed at ^ 1, and so on.
Next, the code has the Dialog Manager
create the dialog box (GetNewDialog O ),
set the graphics port, and draw the dialog
box's contents. Modal Dial og ( ) looks
for amouse-click or akey press. When it
receives one, it exits, the current graphics
port is restored, and you clean up. While
this diagnostic function isn't quite as convenient as print f ( ) , once you get the resource and diagnostic function code working, it's very handy for debugging work.
A Two-Way Dialog
So far, so good. I've covered how to get a
simple Mac application up and running,
create windows, and display information
using the Dialog Manager. Now, how do
you get responses from the user? If you've
got the hang of the Dialog Manager, this
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turns out to be surprisingly easy. The key
is understanding the behavior of the justmentioned ModalDialog ( ). This call
presents its namesake, amodal dialog box.
Modal dialog boxes are called such because the Mac is placed into asingle mode:
No other user events are allowed. If you
click outside of such adialog box, the Mac
just beeps at you. You use modal dialog
boxes in situations where the user must
make achoice or supply information that
the application requires before it can pro-

ceed. When you click on abutton or other
object in the dialog box, ModalDialog()
returns the item number of the object that
was clicked on.
This behavior has important implications that you can exploit. First, to lock
out all other events, ModalDialog() implements asort of mini-event loop that
discards all events except those having to
do with its window. Second, it returns a
dialog item value that you can use in aC
switch statement to control the execu-
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tion of your Mac application. By acareful
arrangement of buttons, descriptive text,
and item numbers for the objects in your
dialog box, you can politely prompt the
user as to what he or she should do, and
then respond to it.
Here's areal example of putting amodal
dialog box to work. A while ago, Iwas involved with running the Mac benchmark
test suite on the Mac Quadra 900. Unfortunately, several of these applications
crashed on the Quadra, due to side effects
caused by the 68040 processor's caches
running in the copyback mode. While Apple provides aCache Control cdev to turn
the 68040 caches off or on, you have to
reboot the computer for the change to take
effect. As fast as the Quadra is, Ididn't
want to wait for it to restart every time I
had to change the operating mode of the
caches—not with all the applications Ihad
to run. Looking at aMotorola manual, I
discovered instructions that would change
the bits in the 68040's cache-control register, which in turn would switch the processor caches on or off.
For this either-or situation, the application design is simple. Screen 2shows the
interface Iused: adialog box with two radio buttons. Listing 3shows the code that
dealt with the interface and handled the
job. After first initializing the Mac, Ithen
created ahidden dialog box. Using Think
C's in-line assembly feature, Iused assembly code that examined the contents
of the 68040's cache-control register. This
information helps determine whether the
caches are on or not, since Imight have
turned them off previously. The appropriate radio button—on or off—is highlighted to reflect the cache's current status.
With the dialog box set up, Iused ShowWindow ( ) and DrawDialog ( ) to make
the dialog box visible and draw the dialog items.
The code then called ModalDialog ( )
to look for user events. When this call returned, Ipassed the item value to a
switch statement. ( If the item number
isn't either of the radio buttons, the value
is thrown away and ModalDialog ( ) is
called again.) Once Ihit aradio button, I
executed the corresponding code in the
switch. Iused more in- line assembly
code to modify the contents of the cachecontrol register, exit the loop, and dispose
of the dialog box. To flush the 68040
caches before disabling them, Ihad to
manually generate the CPUSHA BC instruction that performs this operation.
Amazingly, the code worked the first
time. Icould disable and enable the caches
on the fly and rapidly complete the benchmark tests. Icould get away with using
these privileged MOVEC instructions be-
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cause the Mac OS normally runs in the supervisor mode on the Quadra. (It runs in
user mode only when virtual memory is
active, so the page-faulting mechanism
can operate. In this case, Ican't control
the caches at all.) Not until two weeks later did Ifind out that by holding the Option key down while using the Cache Control cdev, you could switch the caches on
and off the same way. Oh, well...
A Skeleton in the Closet
If you're wondering if the do loop and
ModalDialog() and switch statements constitute arudimentary event loop,
you're correct. Obviously, an actual event
loop is more complex than this and makes
use of other Toolbox calls to capture user
events, but if you've grasped the fundamental concept here, then writing areal
Mac application is just amatter of filling in
the details—alot of details, to be sure, but
it's amanageable task once you've mastered the basics.
Research some of these basics, such as
handling menus. If you are stumped on
some aspect of Mac programming, be sure
to investigate the on-line services or BBSes
for snippets of working Mac code. Or, if

you know aMac programmer, ask him or
her for information: More often than not,
the programmer will be glad to share. Also,
lay your hands on the programming texts
mentioned in the bibliography.
Writing afull-blown Mac application,
event loop and all, is alengthy process.
You may be interested to learn that most of
the experts keep acode "skeleton" handy
for ready use. This skeleton implements
the event loop, menu, and basic file operations. Creating anew Mac application
becomes just amatter of fleshing out the
code skeleton with task-specific code.
More often than not, even the task-specific code is cut and pasted from other
source code files. For example, Ihave a
lot of code files that do useful things, such
as displaying acontinuous line count in a
dialog box, building ahierarchical menu,
or initializing aserial port. When it came
time to write the battery-life support code,
Ihauled out acode skeleton that I've developed over the years and began cutting
and pasting. Naturally, some detail work
required new code. This wasn't too difficult atask, because Icould focus all my efforts on writing the new code and trust the
old code to take care of the rest.

As Isaid at the beginning of this article,
Mac programming requires diligent work
because there are so many details to handle, such as hundreds of Mac Toolbox calls
and dozens of data structures. Nevertheless, if you start small and keep your first
programming projects simple, you can
eventually understand it all—or, at the
very least, write aset of files that remembers the details for you.•
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W IRELESS NETWORKING

0

New technologies
achieve even faster transmisne of the most promising and widely discussed
sion rates, while wireless nettechnologies of this decade is the wireless netand standards portend
works will reach maximum
work. The idea of computers communicating
speeds of only 10 Mbps. Clearthrough radio waves or infrared links is comthe era of
ly, wireless systems cannot
pelling and opens up awide range of possible
compete with wired network
new applications for computers. Wireless networks can
mobile computing
with regard to performance.
facilitate warehouse inventory-taking, cooperative learnWireless systems will, howing in the classroom, and countless other tasks that can
benefit from mobile networked computing. It's also a ever, nicely complement wired networks. According to
Ken Biba of Xircom (anetwork hardware vendor mainkey enabling technology for pen- or notepad-based comly known for its pocket LAN adapters), "wireless will
puting systems. But while there is much excitement and
solve your last 10 to 50 meters." In other words, awired
enthusiasm about wireless networks, the technology is still
network can serve as aprimary, or backbone, system,
in its infancy (much like pen-based computing), and it
with awireless network providing additional mobility.
must overcome avariety of technical and regulatory hurdles before it becomes amajor component in today's
The Long and Short of It
computer systems. In this article, I'll take alook at the priThere are two broad categories of wireless networks:
mary types of wireless technologies and their current
long-distance and short-distance. Long-distance networks
status.
are designed to transmit data within ametropolitan area
It is not realistic to expect wireless networks to reor across acountry and are characterized by relatively
place unshielded twisted-pair and other hard-wired netlow data transmission rates, in the 4.8- to 19.2-Kbps
works. Cable offers much higher data transmission speeds
range. Short-distance wireless networks are primarily
than are possible with wireless technology and will conin-building networks with speeds ranging from 230 Kbps
tinue to do so for the foreseeable future. While most
wireless networks offer maximum speeds of about 2 to 2Mbps.
The two primary types of long-distance networks are
Mbps (many systems, as Iwill discuss later, are considpublic and private packet-switched radio networks and
erably slower than that), UTP systems operate at aminicellular-circuit-switched telephone networks. Cellular
mum of 10 Mbps and are expected to reach speeds of
telephone networks are an expensive means of transmit100 Mbps in the next two years. Fiber-optic (Fiber Disting data. Cellular modems are much more expensive
tributed Data Interface, or FDDI) cable systems will
ILLUSTRATION
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INSIDE AN INFRARED TRANSCEIVER

Light- reflecting mirror

Photodiode
Parabolic reflector
Light- emitting diodes
Clamp adjuster
From photodiode
To light- emitting
diodes

Transmitter/receiver

Optical modem
Control processor

Protocol converter

The components of the Photonics infrared transceiver. The transceiver directs the
beam of light to apassive surface, such as the room's ceiling, where the light
transmission can be picked up by another transceiver.
than conventional modems, since they require special circuitry to handle the loss
of the signal when the circuit is handed
off or switched from one base station to
another. This signal loss is not aproblem
for voice communications because the
switch delay, which usually lasts afew
hundred milliseconds, is not noticeable to
the speakers. But it can play havoc with
data.
There are many other drawbacks of
cellular data transmission: phone- usage
charges can easily add up; cellular transmissions are easily intercepted, which
makes data security an issue; interference
and transmission errors are amajor concern; cellular data transmissions must
compete for cellular lines that are already
jammed with cellular voice transmissions;
and transmission speeds are slow. All these
drawbacks make cellular data communication appropriate only for small file transfers or perhaps for short database queries
to ahost computer. Nevertheless, advances
in data compression, data security, and error-checking algorithms will make cellular
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networks aviable option in some situations. Cellular modems will certainly play
arole in wireless fax transmission.
The other major long-distance network
option is the public packet-switched radio
network. Packet-switched networks do not
have the signal-loss problems that plague
circuit-switched networks because the architecture is designed to support packets of
data rather than voice communications.
Note that private packet- switched networks, such as those used by public safety departments, government agencies, and
electric utilities, use the same technology
as the public variety but on restricted RF
bands using an organization's own computer systems.
Public Radio Networks
The public radio network market has two
major players: ARDIS, ajoint venture of
Motorola and IBM, and RAM Mobile
Data, acompany that uses the Mobitex
mobile data network system developed by
the Swedish company Ericsson AB. This
system is widely used in Europe.

These public radio networks provide a
series of radio channels in major metropolitan areas that are licensed by the FCC and
are available for afee to be used as longdistance networks. The user pays amonthly fee for air time and use of the mobile
data equipment. The network company
(e.g., ARDIS or RAM Mobile Data) provides the network infrastructure, which includes area network controllers and base
stations, fault-tolerant computer systems,
and so forth. Both these systems support
the X.25 packet-switching standard as well
as their own proprietary frame-relay packets. (For more on frame-relay packets, see
the State of the Art section in the July 1991
BYTE.)
These public radio networks are fully
documented according to the Open Systems Interconnection reference model ( see
"Remote Connections," July 1991 BYTE,
for acomplete description of the seven
network layers that make up the OSI reference model). Both ARDIS and the Mobitex system specify the lower three network layers ( i.e., physical, data link, and
network) and provide flexibility in the application layers, allowing custom software
and applications development. A small
company called RF Data (Hinsdale, IL)
has developed adata-compression routine
for use on these public networks. Hardware developers also provide peripherals
for use with public networks. For example,
IBM has developed its PCradio for use
with ARDIS and other Motorola- based
public and private networks. The PCradio
is ahand-held device with an 80C186 microprocessor running DOS, abuilt-in radio/fax/modem, an IC memory card slot,
and 640 KB of RAM.
These public networks operate in the
800- to 900-MHz frequency range. ARDIS
offers adata transmission speed of 4.8
Kbps, while Mobitex operates at 8Kbps.
Motorola recently introduced anew version of its public radio network technology that operates at 19.2 Kbps in the U.S.
(and at 9.6 Kbps in Europe due to anarrower frequency band). The ARDIS system will eventually migrate to this new
Motorola network technology.
Public radio networks such as ARDIS
and Mobitex will play asignificant role
in the LAN market, particularly for large
corporations with widespread field-service activities. For example, Otis Elevator uses the ARDIS system for its fieldservice organization. But, as with cellular
technology, these networks are limited by
their low data transfer rates and are not
practical for large file transfers. They are
appropriate only for two-way messaging,
short-duration transactions, and small file
transfers.
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WIRELESS NETWORKING TECHNOLOGIES
A comparison of wireless network media. ( Table courtesy of Photonics Corp.)
Public
networks

In- building
microwave

Cellular
modems

Speed

4.8-9.6 Kbps

10 Mbps

2.4-16.8 Kbps

Range

0.23-2.0 Mbps

Wide area

0.23-10 Mbps

Building

Wide area

Cost per node

20-100 meters

$100/mo.*

20-200 meters

Unknown

$100/mo.*

$300-$1400

8250-8300

Spreadspectrum

Infrared

•Monthly charges vary according to usage (these examples are at the low end).

Wireless LANs
Wireless LANs differ from conventional
wired networks primarily in the physical
and data- link layers of the OSI reference
model. The physical layer simply describes
the method by which the bits of data are
transferred from one node to another. The
data-link layer (also called the media access control, or MAC, layer) describes how
those data bits are packaged and errorchecked. The higher layers generally conform to existing network protocols or use
bridges, routers, or gateways to connect
to them.
The two methods of implementing the
physical layer in awireless LAN are radio frequency and infrared light transmission. Infrared systems are primarily limited
to asingle room, since the receiver and
transmitter must be able to see each other.
There are, however, infrared building-tobuilding networks in which the transceivers
are placed in windows of adjacent buildings.
RF transmissions have one major disadvantage: government regulations over
the use of radio frequencies. Currently,
there are no RF bands in the U.S. for the
exclusive use of wireless LANs other than
narrow-frequency bands licensed by private companies (e.g., Motorola or RAM
Mobile Data) for commercial applications.
The same situation is true for the rest of the
world, and, to make matters worse, there
are no international standards for RF data
transmissions. Therefore, different countries have different regulations and allocate the same frequency bands for different uses. However, efforts are under way to
establish an international standard for RF
transmissions.
Infrared does not have this problem and
is, therefore, an attractive alternative to
RF wireless LANs. The principle of infrared data communication has existed for
many years. In the late 1970s, HewlettPackard introduced its HP-41 calculator,
which used an infrared transmitter to operate aportable thermal printer. HP, as
well as other manufacturers, uses infrared
communications in calculators and other

electronic devices. Of course, infrared is
used in remote controllers for TVs, VCRs,
and stereos. The same principle used in
these devices also applies to the use of infrared communication on awireless LAN:
The infrared light is beamed from one
transceiver to another, and the light transmission is encoded and decoded at the
sending and receiving ends into aprotocol
compatible with existing network protocols.
The pioneer in the development of infrared networking is Richard Allen, who
founded Photonics Corp. in 1985 and developed an infrared transceiver. The first
version of this transceiver, developed for
end users, directed the infrared beam of
light to apassive surface in the room—
usually the ceiling—where another transceiver could pick it up. Multiple network
nodes can be installed in asingle room by
using alimited passive area for each transceiver.
To set up aroom with infrared transceivers, you simply aim the transceivers
at acommon spot on the ceiling. A green
light on the transceiver illuminates when
the alignment is correct. See the figure for
an illustration of the Photonics transceiver. To date, Photonics has only developed an AppleTalk/LocalTalk version
of this transceiver, called Photolink, that
operates at 230 Kbps. The system has a
range of up to 200 meters.
Photonics has also developed aminiaturized version of the transceiver for use as
an OEM product in laptops and notebooks.
This version uses the principle of diffused
infrared light, in which the beam of light is
diffused throughout the entire room and
picked up by other computers or terminals
containing infrared transceivers. In addition, Photonics is working on an Ethernet
version of its portable transceiver and
claims the unit has transmission speeds of
up to 1Mbps.
Prices for the transceiver in OEM quantities start at $20. This makes it an affordable add-on for pen-based or other portable
systems.
While Photonics is currently the main

player in the infrared market, you can expect other companies to make some
moves. BICC Communications (Auburn,
MA) has developed aToken Ring—based
infrared transceiver that requires you to
install acentral transmitter in the room.
The IEEE 802.11 wireless networking
group is currently working on astandard
MAC layer for infrared networks.
RF Wireless LANs
In 1985, the FCC allowed unlicensed operation of devices using less than 1watt
of power in three frequency bands: 902 to
928 MHz, 2400 to 2483.5 MHz, and 5725
to 5850 MHz. These frequency bands,
called ISM bands, had previously been
limited to licensed industrial, scientific,
and medical instruments. Network vendors therefore began developing devices
for networking within those frequency
bands.
Unlike licensed frequency bands, such
as those used by ARDIS and Mobitex,
ISM bands are open to everybody. To minimize interference, FCC regulations stipulate that asignal transmission technique
called spread-spectrum modulation, which
has amaximum transmitter power of 1W,
must be used within the ISM band. This
technique has been used for military applications for many years. The basic idea
of spread-spectrum modulation is to take
aconventional narrow-band signal and
distribute its energy over amuch wider
frequency domain. Thus, the average energy density is far lower in the spreadspectrum equivalent of the original narrow-band signal. In military applications,
the objective is to reduce the energy density below the ambient noise level so that
the signal is undetectable. The idea in commercial radio networks is to be able to receive and send signals with minimal interference.
There are two techniques used for distributing the conventional narrow-band
signal into aspread-spectrum equivalent:
direct sequencing and frequency hopping.
In the direct- sequence method, the incoming bit stream is multiplied by a
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higher-frequency signal based on apredetermined spreading function. The original
data stream can then be recovered at the receiving end by correlating it with the
known spreading function. This technique
requires acomputationally powerful device, such as adigital signal processor, to
correlate the incoming signal. Currently,
the fastest spread-spectrum device is the
NCR WaveLAN spread-spectrum radio,
which uses direct sequencing at aspeed
of 2Mbps. Current technology allows a
range of about 100 meters.
Frequency hopping is atechnique in
which the receiving and transmitting devices move synchronously in apredetermined pattern from one frequency to another, both hopping at the same time and in
the same predetermined sequence. As in
the direct-sequence method, the data must
be reconstructed based on the frequencyhopping pattern.
While spread-spectrum modulation is a
viable method for wireless networking,
the current allocation of ISM bands is
proving inadequate due to the competition
with other devices in these bands. For example, the higher ISM bandwidths ( 2.4
and 5.8 gigahertz) have microwave ovens
to contend with.
Many proponents of various wireless
approaches like to point out that competing
wireless approaches have big security
problems. But, according to Xircom's Ken
Biba, security is more of ared herring.
Most, if not all, network vendors in the
wireless field use some form of data encryption. In spread-spectrum applications,
the spread-spectrum function itself is a
form of data security. And, as Biba points
out, hard-wired Ethernet cables make excellent antennas. In other words, security is
probably not any more of aproblem with
wireless networks than it is with other
methods of data communication.
The Data-PCS
The inadequacies of ISM bands have
prompted Apple to petition the FCC to establish adedicated frequency bandwidth
for data transmissions, called the DataPCS ( for personal communications service). Apple has requested the FCC to
allocate 40 MHz within the 1850- to 1990MHz bandwidth strictly for data communications. According to the petition, "an
allocation of 40 MHz is sufficient to permit
several Data-PCS networks operating at
rates of up to 10 Mbps, for example, to
coexist in the same geographic area today,
as well as to motivate technological innovations that can lead to higher data rates in
the future."
Apple's petition states that the company
performed extensive testing of the current
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ISM bands using spread-spectrum modulation and found that "there is astrong
likelihood of unpredictable, essentially
uncontrollable, interference in the ISM
bands." Apple's extensive testing also
indicated that the 1850- to 1990-MHz frequency band provides the optimum propagation characteristics for data communications.
According to the Apple proposal, the
dedicated bandwidth would conform to
"Part 15" rules, or, in other words, would
continue to require spread-spectrum devices to have atransmitter power of under 1W. The petition further requests that
the FCC require data to be transmitted on
the Data-PCS in "packetized form." This
requirement is already met by all major
network protocols. In addition, Apple's
petition requests that manufacturers should
have the right to maintain proprietary encryption schemes for data transmitted via
the Data-PCS.
The petition also asks that the FCC release 10-MHz increments for the DataPCS in two-year intervals starting this year.
Thus, it will be aslow process before a
full-fledged dedicated data radio LAN will
be fully functional.
In-Building Microwave
In the meantime, alternatives to unlicensed
spread-spectrum modulation are available
from private companies such as Motorola,
which recently introduced its first wireless in-building network that supports Ethernet LANs at 10 Mbps. Called Altair (not to
be confused with the old Altair microcomputer), the system uses acentrally located control module that can support up to
32 Ethernet devices within an office area of
approximately 5000 square feet. The Ethernet devices are connected to auser module
located on the desktop and transmit data
using conventional frequency modulation
at 18 gigahertz to and from the control
module. While the Altair system provides
awireless solution for the desktop office
environment, it does not address the need
for mobile wireless communications,
which spread-spectrum radio and the Photonics portable infrared transceiver do
provide.
In the European market, Olivetti has
introduced awireless LAN based on the
Digital European Cordless Telecommunication standard. DECT uses astar topology in which each device in the star transmits to the server at aspeed of 1Mbps.
The exact frequency range of the DECT
LAN has not yet been specified, but it will
be in the microwave frequency range using conventional FM, probably around 18
gigahertz. More specific details are expected early this year.

Wireless LANs and
Mobile Computing
The table summarizes the different types of
wireless networks discussed in this article. As Imentioned earlier, wireless networks will be akey component in mobile
notebook and pen-based computer systems. In fact, without wireless networking, much of the utility of apen-based system is lost. The idea of working in the field
with an electronic notepad from which you
can query ahost database or transmit afax
to the home office is acrucial concept in
the pen-based computing model.
Several issues must be considered in
the development of wireless network environments. From asoftware perspective,
wireless networks require adifferent approach than wired networks. In particular,
network connectivity can be easily interrupted in awireless network if, for example, the wireless user walks outside of the
range of the radio or infrared signal. Therefore, network software for wireless systems must provide methods for seamlessly detaching and reconnecting to the
network without crashing either the network or the remote node. Ideally, the network would be able to interrupt adata
transmission and pick up where it left off
when the network was reconnected.
Go Corp.'s PenPoint operating system
has addressed this problem in its wired
networks by incorporating afeature called
"detachable networking." By unplugging
the network cable, the PenPoint user automatically suspends network operations.
Presumably, the same approach would
work for wireless systems. Nevertheless,
it's unknown how the network server
would respond to these interruptions.
Regardless of the technical challenges
that face wireless networking, all will be
for naught unless the regulatory challenges
are overcome. The FCC must allocate a
dedicated frequency band for data communications. As Apple's proposal points
out, the current shared usage of ISM bands
is simply too unreliable for data communications. In addition, international standards must also be established, allowing
U.S. and foreign vendors to be able to design internationally supported wireless network systems. Hopefully, the IEEE 802.11
committee and its foreign counterparts will
be able to establish working standards in
the near future. In any event, the next few
years should deliver some exciting new
developments in the field of wireless networking.•
Nicholas Baran is aconsulting editor for
BYTE and coeditor of Pen-Based Computing (
Sandpoint, ID). He can be reached
on BIX as "nickbaran."
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BATCH- FILE TOOLKIT
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feature three DOS enhancers this
month: Need, Get, and Ask. Each
adds significant features to the batchfile programs you write. If, like me,
you stopped writing DOS batch files
long ago out of boredom and frustration,
you may find that these utilities rekindle
your interest in batch-file programming.
A Friendly Environment
Need, which includes Avoid and Sniff, ensures afriendly hardware and software environment. You can use these three programs to see if Desqview is running; to
determine if there's sufficient conventional, extended, or expanded memory; to
determine if the CPU is a386 or higher; or
to check for ahost of similar conditions.
Need includes numerous hardware and
software tests to determine if amachine
meets all your requirements.
You tell Need what you want. It tests
the computer's configuration and sets
DOS's ERRORLEVEL variable to 0if all
is OK or to 1if one or more of the conditions you specified could not be met. You
can check the ERRORLEVEL inside the
batch file and decide if your batch file
should continue, abort, or alert the user.
UNIX/Ben

These batch-file
enhancers extend the
capabilities of DOS
Avoid is the opposite of Need; it helps you
avoid certain hardware/software combinations. Finally, Sniff will return configuration information that you can read.
What DOS Leaves Out
Get supplements the DOS batch-file commands. It turns batch-file programming
into macro-language programming. Like
Need, Get queries the hardware and software configurations of asystem. However, Get also prompts for input and sets
system parameters. This utility can ask
questions, get disk and file information,
get hardware or software information, do
screen output, and toggle system settings.
Get's command-line parameters let you
get and put strings; set screen color and
video mode; and get the DOS version, file
size, free disk space, disk size, current directory, and volume label.
Typically, Get sets an environment variable that you can test after Get completes.

Smith

For example, you might code the following
GET N " Answer yes or no: "
IF "%GET%"=="N" goto NO
IF "%GET%"=="Y" goto YES
to get ayes or no answer from the person
running your batch program.
Just Ask
Use Ask to get multiple-choice answers
to questions you submit to the user. Ask
puts astring in the master environment
containing the user's answer, and you can
easily test the string to know what to do
next in your batch-file program. You can
even use Ask to build menus inside batch
programs. You might use Ask to determine which program to launch, or to force
acompiler or linker to use acertain set of
options or libraries.
You can use Roedy Green's Need,
Avoid, and Sniff for free, but you must
pay the $ 15 registration fee to get the assembly language source code. Get is a $ 15
shareware program developed by Bob
Stephan. Ask, written by Jay Vanderbilt, is
free. •

MAC/Tom Thompson

Noninteractive Unix

Solving Virus Crimes

gogi omputing implies automation. But since the advent of interactive programs, where users control the program as it
runs, the ability of aprogram to run noninteractively (i.e., in
batch mode) has sometimes been neglected by programmers.
This trend has even infected the Unix software world, where traditionalists have usually ensured that their programs (e.g.,
mai lx) can run both interactively and in batch mode.
To patch some of these holes that liberal-minded developers
have created, Don Libes developed expect. This utility program performs programmed dialogue with those trendy, userinteractive programs that haven't been designed for use in a
world of automation. This is apublic domain program. Libes,
who works for the National Institute of Standards and Technology, is the coauthor of Life with UNIX: A Guide for Everyone (
Prentice-Hall, 1988).

A

computer virus is one of those subjects you'd rather not
hear about—until one "roaches" your Mac's hard drive,
taking the day's work with it. Worse, like their biological counterparts, new viral strains appear that bypass protective detection software that's only familiar with existing viruses.
Virus Detective 5.0 by Jeffrey Shulman is a $40 shareware
desk accessory that scans hard drives and floppy disks for viruses. What's important about Virus Detective is its programmability: You can type in new code signatures so that Virus Detective will recognize new viruses. Virus Detective can read
text files with new code signatures. Thus, an update is often
only amatter of logging onto an on-line service and downloading the latest signature file. Virus Detective's programmability ends the arms race between the virus creator and victim
once and for all—not abad bargain.

Editor's note: Software Corner highlights public domain, freeware, and shareware programs. The programs are available on BIX
(in the sw.corner conference), from Demolink, and on disk See "Program Listings" on page 5for details. We solicit contributions
and pay $50 for any program we use. Write to: Software Corner, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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nanas tua learning me w meows application programming interface (API), as explicated in the Software Development Kit.
I'll try to remedy this.
Standard mode and enhanced mode
have quite different DOS extenders. Standard mode works in the protected-address
segmented 16-bit mode of a286 CPU; extended mode sets up 386 virtual machine
environments underneath apaged 32-bit
virtual machine manager (VMM). Standard mode is really pretty simple; enhanced mode is not simple at all.
Virtual Concepts
What is avirtual machine? Imagine you
are aprogram. You think you have control
of acomputer, but you don't: The operating system has simulated acomputer to
fool you. You can't affect programs running in other VMs; you can't even tell
they're there.
The enhanced-mode Windows implementation of aVM has amemory partition ( i.e., an area to save processor registers) and acontrol block (i.e., data structures to implement virtualization of the
other aspects of aPC, such as ports, I/O
controllers, DMA controllers, video interfaces, and interrupt tables). In other words,
aVM maintains acomplete description of
the state of an application and lets aprogram execute as though it were running
on a386 in real mode.
An ordinary real-mode program will be
fooled by aVM. A somewhat more so-
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compatime wan urivit. out me major
DOS-extender vendors—Phar Lap Software, Rational Systems, and Ergo Computing—have updated their products to
work with DPMI.
The system VM is automatically creat-

write V )( UN, you neeu LO WIILC -1L-Ull pmgrams; 32-bit versions of Microsoft Macro
Assembler and Link come with the DDK
for that purpose. Windows comes with
VxDs for the screen, keyboard, mouse,
and serial ports, as well as virtualization
support for lower-level hardware.

Things your mother never

VM Details
When enhanced mode starts up, VMM
and the virtual devices specified in SYSTEM.INI load. The VMM and all the
VxDs initialize, the system VM is created
and initialized, and, finally, the shell VxD
executes Windows. The shell VxD calls
V86MMGR services to set up VMs. To
start aDOS VM, it uses V86MMGR_Allocate_V86 Pages to allocate memory pages for the VM's base memory and
map them into the VM. Then it uses V8
6MMGR_Set EMS_XMS Limits to
allocate memory pages for EMS and Extended Memory Specification and connect
those pages to the code that handles EMS
and XMS interrupts.
A value of 0for the minimum and maximum size (normally set in aprogram information file) will disable access to EMS
or XMS services; avalue of - 1will set no
limit. For instance, setting EMS memory
for aFoxPro application to aminimum of
1024 and amaximum of - 1means that the
database will see as much expanded memory as possible, at least 1MB, or the application won't run.
What about having multiple DOS VMs?
continued

told you about Windows
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Developers Say...
"Since the Hardlock uses an algorithmic
response chip, Iam assured of the
highest level of protection. Also, the
optional programmable memory
means Ican keep custom
configurations in Hardlock
rather than in afile. Ican
protect my . EXE or .COM
files directly and/or incorporate
Glenco's high level language interface routines into my software.
And, Ifeel confident I'll have Glenco's support if Iuse other
programming languages."

Accountants Say...
"Hardlock provides our
company with ahealthier bottom
line. Since our software can't be
copied, our revenue has steadily
increased. The unique programming board allows us to
program the Hardlock in seconds.
This ensures optimum delivery
schedules from Glenco and alower
inventory cost for us. Hardlock's
field programmable feature
means asingle Hardlock can
protect more than one product."

HANDS ON/BEYOND DOS

In its V86-mode memory map, each VM
has its own local set of interrupt vectors, its
own display memory, and its own local
application code and data. Each also has a
map to global memory regions that hold
MS-DOS and the loaded DOS device
drivers, any network and TSR program
code loaded before Windows starts, aportion of Windows/386, and the system
ROM. All the above run at privilege ring 3
(the lowest level).
The protected-mode portion of aVM
runs at privilege ring 1, 2, or 3. Every VM
also has acontrol block and aclient stack
at privilege ring 0(
the highest level). The
control block contains, among other things,
data used by the system VxDs to maintain
the state of, for example, the physical hardware across all VMs.
The enhanced-mode Windows VMM
has atwo-level scheduler that preemptively allocates time among the VMs. The

A

VM lets a

program execute as

though it were
running on a 386
in real mode.

primary level of the scheduler scans the
execution priority of all VMs and lets the
VM with the highest priority run. The secondary level is the time slicer, which dynamically alters the execution priorities of
VMs based on the current time and their
foreground and background time-slice priorities.
When application code in aVM issues
asoftware interrupt or causes aprotection
fault, the 386 protection mechanism causes aprivilege-ring transition. Control transfers to the VMM, which, in turn, dispatches the interrupt to the appropriate
VxD. If your program issues aDOS call
(e.g., INT 21h), the software interrupt will
cause aprivilege-ring transition. Instead
of directly executing the DOS function,
the program flips into the VMM, which
makes sure that the DOS function is allowed before it passes control to DOS.
There's much more to enhanced mode,
but that's the gist of it. You can find out
more from the DDK and by poking around
298 BYTE • APRIL 1992

with an enhanced-mode debugger (e.g.,
Soft-Ice for Windows).
Class Libraries, Redux
My collection of class libraries for Windows continues to grow, with something
old—Glockenspiel's CommonView 3.0—
and something new—the Microsoft Foundation Classes ( MFC). Common View,
which is distributed in the U.S. by ImageSoft, supports Borland C++ as well
as Glockenspiel's own C++ translator
coupled with Microsoft C 6.0ax. It targets Windows, Presentation Manager, and
OSF/Motif in aportable way. CommonView's classes cover the user ( i.e., window and dialog-box management) and
GDI ( i.e., graphics) parts of Windows
fairly well. Borland's ObjectWindows
covers the user but not the GDI. CornmonView comes with container classes
and amemory management dynamic link
library.
MFC, which ships with Microsoft
C/C++ 7.0 for Windows, covers most of
the Windows API, including hard parts
like Multiple Document Interface and Object Linking and Embedding. MFC has
container classes that can also be used in
DOS applications, but its main purpose is
to encapsulate the Windows C interface.
You want portability? It's portable only
as far as the Windows API is portable, but
the Windows API could go places you'd
never have expected. Stay tuned.
MFC is athin layer. There's relatively little overhead and relatively little abstraction. The MFC sample applications
seem as quick as their C counterparts. At
the same time, many of the MFC classes
were designed specifically to be extended by inheritance, which makes MFC a
better building block than less-extensible
application frameworks.
Anything with ahandle in Windows becomes an object in MFC—an object with
almost the same name as its API counterpart. What's the main thing with ahandle
in the GDI? A device context. How do you
draw in awindow in MFC? You construct
an item of class CDC and then use its
member functions: CDC: : MoveTo,
CDC: : LineTo, CDC: : TextOut, and so
on. Do you have to use the classes? No;
it's OK to mix in your old C code. Ithink
I'm going to like MFC.
Nasty and Nice Surprises
Imentioned in aprevious column that I
was producing the final pages of my book
with Word for Windows 2.0. Iwas able
to produce perfectly acceptable individual pages with WinWord, but Icouldn't get
facing pages to align at the top and bottom to save my life.

Fine, Ithought. I'll just flow the book
into PageMaker. After all, I'd tested for
this possible exigency with Word 1.1. Microsoft wouldn't dare break such an essential function in anew version.
Wrong. PageMaker 4.0 can't import
WinWord 2.0 format, nor can it import
WinWord 2.0 Rich Text Format output. I
tried sending RTF to the Mac. Iwas able to
get Mac PageMaker to read the files only
by first opening and saving them from
MacWord. My text came across, but none
of my illustrations survived the process.
As it happened, there was acopy of Image-In-Color in my pile of things to examine. It produces TIFF files acceptable to
Mac PageMaker. Icopied all the bit maps
out of my WinWord files, saved them as
BMP files (using the Image2 application
from my book), and then converted each
BMP file to TIFF with Image-In-Color.
Happy ending: The book got to the
printer complete with all its illustrations, albeit afew weeks later than Ihad hoped.
My apologies to anyone who scoured
bookstores looking for acopy of it in early January. •
Martin Heller develops software and
writes about computers, despite aPh.D.
in physics and despite having worked, literally, as arocket scientist. He is the author of Advanced Windows Programming
(Wiley, 1992).
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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ASK BYTE
Video Downsizing

IPC on amoderate budget. These systems often include 1024- by 768-pixel
want to obtain ahigh-performance

monitors that are compatible with standard VGA but not with older video
graphics standards (e.g., MDA, CGA,
and EGA). Iam interested in avideo
adapter capable of displaying these older
video modes.
Do video controllers supplied with
high-resolution monitors typically support the older standards? If so, could Isimply unhook the high-resolution
monitor, configure the video software drivers to older
modes, and plug in another monitor?
Thomas A. Williams
Waterford, MI
AT! Technologies (3761 Victoria Park Ave., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1W 3S2, (416) 756-0718; fax
(416) 756-0720) has just the video adapter for you.
While many high-resolution video boards let you run
EGA- or CGA-mode programs on your VGA monitor,
they do not give you dual connectors so that you can attach an EGA or aCGA monitor. The AT! VGA Wonder
XL gives you 15-pin (analog) and nine-pin (digital) video
connections and amouse port as well. The board supports resolutions of up to 1024 by 768 pixels, as well as
VGA, MDA, EGA, and CGA modes. ATI's suggested list
price is $399 with 1MB of video RAM, but you can find it
for considerably less.
Many clone vendors will build asystem to your specifications and will be happy to substitute the VGA Wonder
XL for their standard video board. —Stanford Diehl

Windows Environment Revisited
T nthe October 1991 Ask BYTE, Paul M. Smith
1 brought up acommon problem in the DOS community:
Running abatch file that sets an environment variable in
aDOS window produces an "Out of environment space"
error message. The cause of this problem and the fix,
however, have little to do with the windir variable produced by Windows 3.0.
When started, Windows inherits an environment
equal to the parent's current environment. This includes
the variable set and the size currently used. Setting an
environment size in CONFIG.SYS (e.g., SHŒLL=C: \ COMMAND.COM / P / E:
256) is the first step. This gives the
initial environment asize of 256 bytes. The environment
can grow to 256 bytes, but once you start aprogram, its
inherited environment size is limited to what is currently
used. The only fix is to add the /E:
256 switch to the
COMMAND.COM in Windows.
If you open aDOS window or start abatch file
without aprogram information file (PIF), change the
command line under program item properties to
C: \ COMAND.COM / E: 256 [/ Cbatchfile.bat].
If you use aPIF, set the program filename to COMMAND.COM and change the optional parameters to /
E:
256
[/C batchfile.bat].
Both options start up COMMAND.COM with an ini-

tial environment size of 256 bytes. You
can change the environment size to any
value between 160 and 32,768.
This problem is inherent in nearly
all programs that have ashell to DOS or
DOS window function (Desqview
somehow avoids it). The fix is the same
in all cases ( provided that the program
lets you change the shell/window command). It would be nice if developers
would check for the initial environment
size setting and use it in their shell/
window function.
Here's one little memory-squeezing tip: When loading TSR programs in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file, do so
before setting an environment variable (e.g., PATH or
APPEND). Because aTSR also inherits the current environment, keeping it as small as possible saves afew precious bytes of memory. The exceptions are those " intelligent" TSRs that release the unneeded environment back
to the memory pool.
Kevin J. Burkholder
Spring City, PA

The Working Font
use Adobe Type Manager and aQume ScripTen

IPostScript printer. Ihave 13 fonts to use with ATM. I
wanted to add more fonts using the WFN Boss utility
included with CorelDraw 2.0. The utility converts fonts
from Corel format to Adobe Type 1format.
Iconverted many fonts with WFN Boss. When Iused
ATM to add these new typefaces, it did so perfectly. But
when Itried to print aPageMaker file, all the fonts I
had converted printed in Courier. How can Iuse the fonts
converted by WFN Boss to work with other Windows
applications?
Jean Lauzier
Val-Brillant, Quebec, Canada
Corel has made improvements to the WFN Boss utility in
CorelDraw 2.01. Register your software if you haven't
done so and ask for the upgrade.
halso sounds like you have not made some necessary
modifications to your WIN. INI file. ATM assumes that
typefaces are resident in your PostScript printer. Thus,
it does not automatically download them for you. You
must do it manually from the WIN. INIfile. Load the
WIN.INI file into your word processor and find the section where Windows lists the information on your PostScript fonts. The section will begin with the header
[PostScript, LPTI] or something similar. You will
want to edit the lines beginning with softfontX= to include the typefaces you have created. The lines will
show apath to only the . PFM files. Go to the end of the
line, insert acomma, and add apath to the . PFB files.
The final result will look something like the following:
softfont9=c: \ psfonts \ pfm\newfont.pfm,
c: psfonts \ newfont.pfb
Also, try using ATM's PSDOWN utility to automatically download the font to your printer. PSDOWN flushes
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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the font from your printer's memory after each print
job. If you don't use it, you'll have to reset your printer
after each job to free up memory. —Stanford Diehl

High-Resolution BASICs

Trecently purchased a25-MHz 386 computer with a
1 Super VGA card ( 1024 by 768 pixels) and DOS 5.0. I
wanted the higher resolution to program some graphics
and animation. Iwant to work in BASIC and access this
high resolution. So far, Ihave been unable to find out
how to do this.
Iam able to program in 640- by 480-pixel resolution.
Ican set the high-resolution mode in DOS (with the display card's DMODE utility), but BASIC sets it back to
the lower resolution. Is it possible to have BASIC access
the higher-resolution modes?
R. A. Fischer
Sun Lakes, AZ
It's afunny thing about standards—just when you get
used to one, someone changes it. Versions of BASIC (and
libraries for most other languages) usually support only
the modes defined by IBM. That means 16 colors in 640by 480-pixel mode or 256 colors in 320- by 200-pixel
mode. There is arelatively small number of de facto
Super VGA standards. The Tseng Laboratories 3000
and 4000 chip sets are popular among manufacturers, as
are the sets used by Paradise, AT! Technologies, and
Video Seven. To access the higher-resolution modes, you
need areplacement graphics library that supports your
video card.
You might contact Genus Microprogramming (2900
Wilcrest, Suite 145, Houston, TX 77042, (800) 227-0918
or (713) 870-0737; fax (713) 870-0288) and ask about
its GX Effects library ($199). It links into Microsoft
QuickBasic 4.x or BASIC PDS 7.x and gives you sprite
animation, sound, music playback, Sound Blaster file
playback, and many other features. You might also want
Genus's $249 PCX Programmer's Toolkit i
fyou're working with . PCX files.
The current versions of both Genus products support
the Trident, Paradise, AT!, and Video Seven cards in
800- by 600-pixel display modes, and cards based on
the Tseng Labs 4000 in 1024- by 768-pixel mode. New
versions (possibly available by the time you read this)
will support all these cards and the Video Electronics
Standards Association specification in 1024- by 768pixel mode. —Howard Eglowstein

Resolving Conflict

T fCliff Millward's ScanJet/video board conflict is
1 like mine (Ask BYTE, December 1991), he can cure
the problem by changing video boards. When Iadded a
ScanJet Plus afew years ago, my Paradise VGA Plus 16
from Western Digital Imaging would no longer work in
16-bit mode. According to Hewlett-Packard and WDI,
the video and scanner interface boards compete for the
same memory area. Ireplaced the Paradise board with an
Orchid Technology ProDesigner Plus, which runs in
16-bit mode and politely avoids trampling scanner
memory.
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Ihave just replaced the ProDesigner Plus with an Orchid Fahrenheit 1280, and it runs correctly in 16-bit
mode with the ScanJet Plus active. Isuspect that Orchid's popularity with the graphics crowd, who are likely
to use ascanner, caused the firm to design its boards
this way. (Contact Orchid Technology, Inc., 45365
Northport Loop W, Fremont, CA 94538, (800) 7672443 or (510) 683-0300; fax (510) 490-9312.)
David Ellis
Torrance, CA

CNS on the Move

Tnthe August 1991 Beyond DOS, Martin Heller dis1 cussed CNS's C+ +/Views software. Ihave been unable to locate the company.
Stacey Wohleber
Huntsville, AL
CNS has moved. Its new address is 1250 Park Rd.,
Chanhassen, MN 55317, (800) 843-2978 or (612) 4747600; fax (612) 474-6737. —Raymond GA Côté

CPU Upgrade Issues

Thave an IBM PS/2 Model 50 Z. Iwant to upgrade my
1 system to a386 processor, but Ihave found some problems in doing so. In Chile, we do not have as much information about products coming to market.
IBM of Chile has an Aox card to upgrade my system,
but it is very expensive. The 25-MHz MicroMaster 386
sells for $2000. Iknow there must be other cards. Can
you provide me with the names of manufacturers? I
would also appreciate references to any articles published on this topic.
Julio Rodiño Durán
Santiago, Chile
Installing upgrade boards into 286 systems is complicated and expensive. Do so only if you are an experienced
user. BYTE has not evaluated any 386DX upgrade
boards, but we have covered 386SX upgrade boards (see
"SX Upgrade Boards: Not for the Fainthearted," April
1991 BYTE). We also covered two SX upgrade boards in
the October 1991 Reviewer's Notebook. One of them
was the SX/Now, aproduct for the Model 50 Zfrom
Kingston Technology Corp. (17600 Newhope St., Fountain Valley, CA 92708, (714) 435-2600; fax (714) 4352699). The 2'5-MHz SX/Now upgrade sells for $625.
As you mentioned, Aox (486 Totten Pond Rd., Waltham, MA 02154, (617) 890-4402; fax (617) 890-8445)
offers the 25-MHz upgrade for your system. It has alist
price of $1549. You should also consider 20-MHz versions
from both of these companies. You'll give up some performance but save money. —Stanford Diehl •
The BYTE Lab welcomes your questions. Address correspondence
to Ask BYTE, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458. You can also send BIX mail do "editors."
We read every letter, but due to the volume of mail received, we
cannot guarantee a response. We edit all letters for clarity and
brevity. Letters appear in BYTE about four months after we receive them.

Being online never felt so fine.
Join the online network with personality. The most interesting
conferences. 10,000 programs you can cownload for your own
use. All the most popular services.
Free Membership

Two membership plans: $ 6an hour or
$1 an hour with the 20/20 Advantage.
Join us online, the water's fine.

Circle 61 on Inquiry Card.

Dia by modem,

1-800-365-4636
Press return. At password,
type RB22

DELPHI
Voice, 1-800-695-4005
617-491-3393

WHEN
YOU NEED
SOLUTIONS,
NOT JUST
ANOTHER
BOARD!
Let a Quatech Sales Engineer
show you the value of quality,
service and support.

COMMUNICATION
Quatech produces afull line of serial and parallel adapters for PS12,
PC- XT, AT and compatible systems available in RS-232, RS-422,
RS- 485 and Current Loop. Selectable addresses and interrupt
capabilities are featured in our multi-port/user, SDLC, HDLC, and
X.25 adapters. Software and 16550 UARTS are available.

DATA ACQUISITION
Quatech has developed afull line of data acquisition products for the
IBM AT and compatibles. These high performance, low cost boards
provide analog-to-digital, digital-to- analog, and digital input/output
functions. AID and DIA converters are equipped with 8, 12, or 16 bit
resolution, and sampling rates up to 1MHz.

1-800-553-1170
11 GIAJATECH

Made
in
U.S.A.

Corporate office: (216) 434-3154, FAX (216) 434-1409, 662 Wolf Ledges
Pkwy, Akron, OH 44311 U.S.A. International: Australia/Interworld Electronics 03-563-7066, Canada (Western)/Interworld VCR 604-984-4171,
England/Diamond Point International 634-722-390. Finland/Lab Hitech
OY 358-0-804-2522, France/Elexo 33-1-69302880. Germany/Jupiter Electronic Systems 06181/75041, Israe:/
RCM Ltd. 972-03-5447885, Italy/N.C.S. Computer Italia 0331/ 770-016, Netherlands/ACAL Auriema 040-816565
Korea/Sam Boo Enterprise Co. 02-678-7457. ! BM PC-XT, AT and PS/2 are registered trademarks ot IBM Corp.
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Mail Order
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Hardware/Software Showcase
This new, categorized four-color display section
makes it easy to find Hardware and Software products
from awide variety of manufacturers and suppliers.
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Buyer's Mart
From Accessories to Laptops to Word Processors,
you can easily find the dealers you are looking
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Our Three- Way
Guarantee Just
Got Better,

T

he LodeStar Three Way
Personal
Guarantee has always
been one of the industry's
most comprehensive. But
now it just got better.
Introducing The LodeStar
Five-Way Personal Guarantee. Now, every LodeStar
system is covered five
ways to insure your
complete satisfaction. And
that should take a lode off
you mind.

Moduless Upgradeables

Carry AGreater
Lode In The Future

Easy and inexpensive upgrades are
&

built right into your LodeStar Starflex

computer. Unlike conventional modular
upgradeable systems from other Cornpanies, you can upgrade your LodeStar
Starflex system at a fraction of the cost all the way from 386DX to 486SX or
486DX, at any clock speed.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

Thanks to our unique non-proprietary

If you change your mind-for any
reason-simply return your LodeStar
system to us in original condition
within 30 days of your receipt
=dwell refund your money.

Moduless Upgrade design, LodeStar
Starflex systems can be upgraded by
simply plugging in the new chip and
oscillator that comes in their inexpensive
upgrade kit. Another bright idea from

FREE LIFETIME
- TECHNICAL SUPPORT.
For as long as you own your system,
well give you FAST, FREE Unlimited
technical advice and guidcrnce from
our expert staff. This includes any
support needed to upgrade or mntlity
your system.

•
-

FREE LIFETIME
LABOR SUPPORT:...,

Although you will probah/in'eírez
need it, for as long as you own your`
system, it will be protected by our
100% labor warranty.

LodeStar-It's just that simple!
Every LodeStar computer is fully loaded
&

with value. This includes unsurpassed

quality throughout. To make certain of
this, every system is individually pretested and burned-in for 72 hours prior to
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WIRELESS NETWORKING TECHNOLOGIES

A comparison of wireless network media. (Table courtesy of Photonics Corp.)
Public
networks

In building
microwave

Cellular
modems

Speed

4.8-9.6 Kbps

10 Mbps

2.4-16.8 Kbps

0.23-2.0 Mbps

0.23-10 Mbps

Range

Wide area

Building

Wide area

20-100 meters

20-200 meters

Cost per node

$100/mo.*

Unknown

$100/mo.*

$300—$1400

$250-$300

Spread spectrum

Infrared

Monthly charges vary according to usage (these examples are at the low end).

Wireless LANs

electronic devices. Of course, infrared is
player in the infrared market, you can exused in remote controllers for TVs, VCRs,
pect other companies to make some
wired networks primarily in the physical
and stereos. The same principle used in
moves. BICC Communications (Auburn,
and data-link layers of the OSI reference
these devices also applies to the use of inMA) has developed aToken Ring-based
model. The physical layer simply describes
frared communication on awireless LAN:
infrared transceiver that requires you to
the method by which the bits of data are
The infrared light is beamed from one
install acentral transmitter in the room.
transferred from one node to another. The
transceiver to another, and the light transThe IEEE 802.11 wireless networking
data-link layer (also called the media acmission is encoded and decoded at the
group is currently working on astandard
cess control, or MAC, layer) describes how
sending and receiving ends into aprotocol
MAC layer for infrared networks.
those data bits are packaged and error- compatible with existing network protochecked. The higher layers generally concols.
RF Wireless LANs
form to existing network protocols or use
The pioneer in the development of inIn 1985, the FCC allowed unlicensed opbridges, routers, or gateways to connect
frared networking is Richard Allen, who
eration of devices using less than 1watt
to them.
founded Photonics Corp. in 1985 and deof power in three frequency bands: 902 to
The two methods of implementing the
veloped an infrared transceiver. The first
928 MHz, 2400 to 2483.5 MHz, and 5725
physical layer in awireless LAN are raversion of this transceiver, developed for
to 5850 MHz. These frequency bands,
dio frequency and infrared light transmisend users, directed the infrared beam of called ISM bands, had previously been
sion. Infrared systems are primarily limited
light to apassive surface in the room—
limited to licensed industrial, scientific,
to asingle room, since the receiver and
usually the ceiling—where another transand medical instruments. Network ventransmitter must be able to see each other.
ceiver could pick it up. Multiple network
dors therefore began developing devices
There are, however, infrared building-to- nodes can be installed in asingle room by
for networking within those frequency
building networks in which the transceivers
using alimited passive area for each transbands.
are placed in windows of adjacent buildceiver.
Unlike licensed frequency bands, such
ings.
To set up aroom with infrared transas those used by ARDIS and Mobitex,
RF transmissions have one major disceivers, you simply aim the transceivers
ISM bands are open to everybody. To minadvantage: government regulations over
at acommon spot on the ceiling. A green
imize interference, FCC regulations stipthe use of radio frequencies. Currently,
light on the transceiver illuminates when
ulate that asignal transmission technique
there are no RF bands in the U.S. for the
the alignment is correct. See the figure for
called spread-spectrum modulation, which
exclusive use of wireless LANs other than
an illustration of the Photonics transhas amaximum transmitter power of 1W,
narrow-frequency bands licensed by priceiver. To date, Photonics has only demust be used within the ISM band. This
vate companies (e.g., Motorola or RAM
veloped an AppleTalk/LocalTalk version
technique has been used for military apMobile Data) for commercial applications.
of this transceiver, called Photolink, that
plications for many years. The basic idea
The same situation is true for the rest of the
operates at 230 Kbps. The system has a of spread-spectrum modulation is to take
world, and, to make matters worse, there
range of up to 200 meters.
aconventional narrow-band signal and
are no international standards for RF data
Photonics has also developed aminiadistribute its energy over amuch wider
transmissions. Therefore, different counturized version of the transceiver for use as
frequency domain. Thus, the average entries have different regulations and alloan OEM product in laptops and notebooks.
ergy density is far lower in the spreadcate the same frequency bands for differThis version uses the principle of diffused
spectrum equivalent of the original narent uses. However, efforts are under way to
infrared light, in which the beam of light is
row-band signal. In military applications,
establish an international standard for RF
diffused throughout the entire room and
the objective is to reduce the energy dentransmissions.
picked up by other computers or terminals
sity below the ambient noise level so that
Infrared does not have this problem and
containing infrared transceivers. In addithe signal is undetectable. The idea in comis, therefore, an attractive alternative to
tion, Photonics is working on an Ethernet
mercial radio networks is to be able to reRF wireless LANs. The principle of inversion of its portable transceiver and
ceive and send signals with minimal infrared data communication has existed for
claims the unit has transmission speeds of terference.
many years. In the late 1970s, Hewlettup to 1Mbps.
There are two techniques used for disPackard introduced its HP-41 calculator,
Prices for the transceiver in OEM quantributing the conventional narrow-band
which used an infrared transmitter to optities start at $20. This makes it an affordsignal into aspread-spectrum equivalent:
erate aportable thermal printer. HP, as
able add-on for penbased or other portable
direct sequencing and frequency hopping.
well as other manufacturers, uses infrared
systems.
In the direct-sequence method, the incommunications in calculators and other
While Photonics is currently the main
coming bit stream is multiplied by a
Wireless LANs differ from conventional
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higher-frequency signal based on apredetermined spreading function. The original
data stream can then be recovered at the receiving end by correlating it with the
known spreading function. This technique
requires acomputationally powerful device, such as adigital signal processor, to
correlate the incoming signal. Currently,
the fastest spread-spectrum device is the
NCR WaveLAN spread-spectrum radio,
which uses direct sequencing at aspeed
of 2Mbps. Current technology allows a
range of about 100 meters.
Frequency hopping is atechnique in
which the receiving and transmitting devices move synchronously in apredetermined pattern from one frequency to another, both hopping at the same time and in
the same predetermined sequence. As in
the direct-sequence method, the data must
be reconstructed based on the frequencyhopping pattern.
While spread-spectrum modulation is a
viable method for wireless networking,
the current allocation of ISM bands is
proving inadequate due to the competition
with other devices in these bands. For example, the higher ISM bandwidths (2.4
and 5.8 gigahertz) have microwave ovens
to contend with.
Many proponents of various wireless
approaches like to point out that competing
wireless approaches have big security
problems. But, according to Xircom's Ken
Biba, security is more of ared herring.
Most, if not all, network vendors in the
wireless field use some form of data encryption. In spread-spectrum applications,
the spread-spectrum function itself is a
form of data security. And, as Biba points
out, hard-wired Ethernet cables make excellent antennas. In other words, security is
probably not any more of aproblem with
wireless networks than it is with other
methods of data communication.
The Data-PCS
The inadequacies of ISM bands have
prompted Apple to petition the FCC to establish adedicated frequency bandwidth
for data transmissions, called the DataPCS ( for personal communications service). Apple has requested the FCC to
allocate 40 MHz within the 1850- to 1990MHz bandwidth strictly for data communications. According to the petition, "an
allocation of 40 MHz is sufficient to permit
several Data-PCS networks operating at
rates of up to 10 Mbps, for example, to
coexist in the same geographic area today,
as well as to motivate technological innovations that can lead to higher data rates in
the future."
Apple's petition states that the company
performed extensive testing of the current
294 BYTE • APRIL 1992

ISM bands using spread-spectrum modulation and found that "there is astrong
likelihood of unpredictable, essentially
uncontrollable, interference in the ISM
bands." Apple's extensive testing also
indicated that the 1850- to 1990-MHz frequency band provides the optimum propagation characteristics for data communications.
According to the Apple proposal, the
dedicated bandwidth would conform to
"Part 15" rules, or, in other words, would
continue to require spread-spectrum devices to have atransmitter power of under 1W. The petition further requests that
the FCC require data to be transmitted on
the Data-PCS in "packetized form." This
requirement is already met by all major
network protocols. In addition, Apple's
petition requests that manufacturers should
have the right to maintain proprietary encryption schemes for data transmitted via
the Data-PCS.
The petition also asks that the FCC release 10- MHz increments for the DataPCS in two-year intervals starting this year.
Thus, it will be aslow process before a
full-fledged dedicated data radio LAN will
be fully functional.
In-Building Microwave
In the meantime, alternatives to unlicensed
spread-spectrum modulation are available
from private companies such as Motorola,
which recently introduced its first wireless in-building network that supports Ethernet LANs at 10 Mbps. Called Altair (not to
be confused with the old Altair microcomputer), the system uses acentrally located control module that can support up to
32 Ethernet devices within an office area of
approximately 5000 square feet. The Ethernet devices are connected to auser module
located on the desktop and transmit data
using conventional frequency modulation
at 18 gigahertz to and from the control
module. While the Altair system provides
awireless solution for the desktop office
environment, it does not address the need
for mobile wireless communications,
which spread-spectrum radio and the Photonics portable infrared transceiver do
provide.
In the European market, Olivetti has
introduced awireless LAN based on the
Digital European Cordless Telecommunication standard. DECT uses astar topology in which each device in the star transmits to the server at aspeed of 1Mbps.
The exact frequency range of the DECT
LAN has not yet been specified, but it will
be in the microwave frequency range using conventional FM, probably around 18
gigahertz. More specific details are expected early this year.

Wireless LANs and
Mobile Computing
The table summarizes the different types of
wireless networks discussed in this article. As Imentioned earlier, wireless networks will be akey component in mobile
notebook and pen-based computer systems. In fact, without wireless networking, much of the utility of apen-based system is lost. The idea of working in the field
with an electronic notepad from which you
can query ahost database or transmit afax
to the home office is acrucial concept in
the pen-based computing model.
Several issues must be considered in
the development of wireless network environments. From asoftware perspective,
wireless networks require adifferent approach than wired networks. In particular,
network connectivity can be easily interrupted in awireless network if, for example, the wireless user walks outside of the
range of the radio or infrared signal. Therefore, network software for wireless systems must provide methods for seamlessly detaching and reconnecting to the
network without crashing either the network or the remote node. Ideally, the network would be able to interrupt adata
transmission and pick up where it left off
when the network was reconnected.
Go Corp.'s PenPoint operating system
has addressed this problem in its wired
networks by incorporating afeature called
"detachable networking." By unplugging
the network cable, the PenPoint user automatically suspends network operations.
Presumably, the same approach would
work for wireless systems. Nevertheless,
it's unknown how the network server
would respond to these interruptions.
Regardless of the technical challenges
that face wireless networking, all will be
for naught unless the regulatory challenges
are overcome. The FCC must allocate a
dedicated frequency band for data communications. As Apple's proposal points
out, the current shared usage of ISM bands
is simply too unreliable for data communications. In addition, international standards must also be established, allowing
U.S. and foreign vendors to be able to design internationally supported wireless network systems. Hopefully, the IEEE 802.11
committee and its foreign counterparts will
be able to establish working standards in
the near future. In any event, the next few
years should deliver some exciting new
developments in the field of wireless networking.
Nicholas Baran is aconsulting editor for
BYTE and coeditor of Pen-Based Computing (
Sandpoint, /D). He can be reached
on BIX as "nickbaran."
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SOFTWARE CORNER
BARRY

NANCE

BATCH- FILE TOOLKIT

1

feature three DOS enhancers this
month: Need, Get, and Ask. Each
adds significant features to the batchfile programs you write. If, like me,
you stopped writing DOS batch files
long ago out of boredom and frustration,
you may find that these utilities rekindle
your interest in batch-file programming.
A Friendly Environment
Need, which includes Avoid and Sniff, ensures afriendly hardware and software environment. You can use these three programs to see if Desqview is running; to
determine if there's sufficient conventional, extended, or expanded memory; to
determine if the CPU is a386 or higher; or
to check for ahost of similar conditions.
Need includes numerous hardware and
software tests to determine if amachine
meets all your requirements.
You tell Need what you want. It tests
the computer's configuration and sets
DOS's ERRORLEVEL variable to 0if all
is OK or to 1if one or more of the conditions you specified could not be met. You
can check the ERRORLEVEL inside the
batch file and decide if your batch file
should continue, abort, or alert the user.
UNIX/Ben

These batch-file
enhancers extend the
capabilities of DOS
Avoid is the opposite of Need; it helps you
avoid certain hardware/software combinations. Finally, Sniff will return configuration information that you can read.
What DOS Leaves Out
Get supplements the DOS batch-file commands. It turns batch-file programming
into macro-language programming. Like
Need, Get queries the hardware and software configurations of asystem. However, Get also prompts for input and sets
system parameters. This utility can ask
questions, get disk and file information,
get hardware or software information, do
screen output, and toggle system settings.
Get's command-line parameters let you
get and put strings; set screen color and
video mode; and get the DOS version, file
size, free disk space, disk size, current directory, and volume label.
Typically, Get sets an environment variable that you can test after Get completes.

Smith

MAC/Tom

For example, you might code the following
GET N " Answer yes or no: "
IF "%GET%"=="N"

goto NO

IF "%GET%"=="Y"

goto YES

to get ayes or no answer from the person
running your batch program.
Just Ask
Use Ask to get multiple-choice answers
to questions you submit to the user. Ask
puts astring in the master environment
containing the user's answer, and you can
easily test the string to know what to do
next in your batch-file program. You can
even use Ask to build menus inside batch
programs. You might use Ask to determine which program to launch, or to force
acompiler or linker to use acertain set of
options or libraries.
You can use Roedy Green's Need,
Avoid, and Sniff for free, but you must
pay the $ 15 registration fee to get the assembly language source code. Get is a $ 15
shareware program developed by Bob
Stephan. Ask, written by Jay Vanderbilt, is
free. II
Thompson

Noninteractive Unix

Solving Virus Crimes

sik omputing implies automation. But since the advent of interactive programs, where users control the program as it
runs, the ability of aprogram to run noninteractively (i.e., in
batch mode) has sometimes been neglected by programmers.
This trend has even infected the Unix software world, where traditionalists have usually ensured that their programs (e.g.,
mai lx) can run both interactively and in batch mode.
To patch some of these holes that liberal-minded developers
have created, Don Libes developed expect. This utility program performs programmed dialogue with those trendy, userinteractive programs that haven't been designed for use in a
world of automation. This is apublic domain program. Libes,
who works for the National Institute of Standards and Technology, is the coauthor of Life with UNIX: A Guide for Everyone (
Prentice-Hall, 1988).

computer virus is one of those subjects you'd rather not
hear about—until one "roaches" your Mac's hard drive,
A
taking the day's work with it. Worse, like their biological counterparts, new viral strains appear that bypass protective detection software that's only familiar with existing viruses.
Virus Detective 5.0 by Jeffrey Shulman is a $40 shareware
desk accessory that scans hard drives and floppy disks for viruses. What's important about Virus Detective is its programmability: You can type in new code signatures so that Virus Detective will recognize new viruses. Virus Detective can read
text files with new code signatures. Thus, an update is often
only amatter of logging onto an on-line service and downloading the latest signature file. Virus Detective's programmability ends the arms race between the virus creator and victim
once and for all—not abad bargain.

Editor's note: Software Corner highlights public domain, freeware, and shareware programs. The programs are available on BIX
(in the sw.comer conference), from Demolink, and on disk See "Program Listings" on page 5for details. We solicit contributions
and pay $50 for any program we use. Write to: Software Corner, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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Developers Say...
"Since the Hardlock uses an algorithmic
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highest level of protection. Also, the
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rather than in afile. Ican
protect my . EXE or .COM
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Glenco's high level language interface routines into my software.
And, Ifeel confident I'll have Glenco's support if Iuse other
programming languages."
N.

Accountants Say...
"Hardlock provides our
company with ahealthier bottom
line. Since our software can't be
copied, our revenue has steadily
increased. The unique programming board allows us to
program the Hardlock in seconds.
This ensures optimum delivery
schedules from Glenco and alower
inventory cost for us. Hardlock's
field programmable feature
means asingle Hardlock can
protect more than one product."

End Users Say.
"Hardlock allows me to backup my
software investment.
Ijust plugged
Hardlock into the
printer card,
connected the
printer cable,
and forgot about it.
Since Hardlock
doesn't require a
battery, Iam
assured of reliability
and no down time.

Actual size shown

Hardlock — programmable, algorithmic
response and memory option — all in one
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BEYOND DOS

I
NSIDE
386 ENHANCED M ODE

W

indows is divided into three
parts: the kernel, the user, and
the Graphics Device Interface
(GDI). Although that's the basic
architecture, there is more to
heaven and earth than is dreamt of in this
philosophy. Windows also acts as aDOS
extender ( DOSX) to work in protected
mode.
Most Windows programmers are unfamiliar with DOSX because its documentation is in the Windows Device Driver
Kit (DDK). Most programmers have their
hands full learning the Windows application programming interface (API), as explicated in the Software Development Kit.
I'll try to remedy this.
Standard mode and enhanced mode
have quite different DOS extenders. Standard mode works in the protected-address
segmented 16-bit mode of a286 CPU; extended mode sets up 386 virtual machine
environments underneath apaged 32-hit
virtual machine manager (VMM). Standard mode is really pretty simple; enhanced mode is not simple at all.
Virtual Concepts
What is avirtual machine? Imagine you
are aprogram. You think you have control
of acomputer, but you don't: The operating system has simulated acomputer to
fool you. You can't affect programs running in other VMs; you can't even tell
they're there.
The enhanced-mode Windows implementation of aVM has amemory partition ( i.e., an area to save processor registers) and acontrol block (i.e., data structures to implement virtualization of the
other aspects of aPC, such as ports, I/O
controllers, DMA controllers, video interfaces, and interrupt tables). In other words,
aVM maintains acomplete description of
the state of an application and lets aprogram execute as though it were running
on a386 in real mode.
An ordinary real-mode program will be
fooled by aVM. A somewhat more soILLUSTRATION

VICKI GULLICKSON
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phisticated program will detect that it is
running under enhanced-mode Windows
using an INT 2F hexadecimal service and,
perhaps, modify its behavior to allow for
better multitasking. The most sophisticated programs know they are running in a
VM and can take advantage of it, using
INT 33h services to access the DOS Protected Mode Interface and INT 2Fh services to access other enhanced-mode services. With DPMI, an application can even
go into protected mode.
Not every extended-DOS application is
compatible with DPMI. But the major
DOS-extender vendors—Phar Lap Software, Rational Systems, and Ergo Computing—have updated their products to
work with DPMI.
The system VM is automatically creat-

Things your mother never
told you about Windows

MARTIN
HELLER

cd when enhanced mode initializes. It always has aprotected-mode portion that is
used to run the Windows desktop. Yes,
that's right: What you think of as Windows is running in aVM. The Windows
desktop, too, is fooled into thinking it has
the whole machine, when it is just the first
of many VMs.
Below all the VMs is aVMM, which
takes care of allocating memory, CPU
time, and peripherals. The VMM and the
virtual device drivers (VxDs) run in one
flat-model 32-bit memory segment. To
write VxDs, you need to write 32-bit programs; 32-bit versions of Microsoft Macro
Assembler and Link come with the DDK
for that purpose. Windows comes with
VxDs for the screen, keyboard, mouse,
and serial ports, as well as virtualization
support for lower-level hardware.
VM Details
When enhanced mode starts up, VMM
and the virtual devices specified in SYSTEM.INI load. The VMM and all the
VxDs initialize, the system VM is created
and initialized, and, finally, the shell VxD
executes Windows. The shell VxD calls
V86MMGR services to set up VMs. To
start aDOS VM, it uses V8 6MMGR_Allocate_V8 6Pages to allocate memory pages for the VM's base memory and
map them into the VM. Then it uses V8
6MMGR_Set_EMS_XMS Limits to
allocate memory pages forEMS and Extended Memory Specification and connect
those pages to the code that handles EMS
and XMS interrupts.
A value of 0for the minimum and maximum size (normally set in aprogram information file) will disable access to EMS
or XMS services; avalue of - 1will set no
limit. For instance, setting EMS memory
for aFoxPro application to aminimum of
1024 and amaximum of - 1means that the
database will see as much expanded memory as possible, at least 1MB, or the application won't run.
What about having multiple DOS VMs?
continued
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In its V86-mode memory map, each VM
has its own local set of interrupt vectors, its
own display memory, and its own local
application code and data. Each also has a
map to global memory regions that hold
MS-DOS and the loaded DOS device
drivers, any network and TSR program
code loaded before Windows starts, aportion of Windows/386, and the system
ROM. All the above run at privilege ring 3
(the lowest level).
The protected-mode portion of aVM
runs at privilege ring 1, 2, or 3. Every VM
also has acontrol block and aclient stack
at privilege ring 0 (the highest level). The
control block contains, among other things,
data used by the system VxDs to maintain
the state of, for example, the physical hardware across all VMs.
The enhanced-mode Windows VMM
has atwo- level scheduler that preemptively allocates time among the VMs. The

A

VM lets a

program execute as

though it were
running on a 386
in real mode.

primary level of the scheduler scans the
execution priority of all VMs and lets the
VM with the highest priority run. The secondary level is the time slicer, which dynamically alters the execution priorities of
VMs based on the current time and their
foreground and background time-slice priorities.
When application code in aVM issues
asoftware interrupt or causes aprotection
fault, the 386 protection mechanism causes aprivilege-ring transition. Control transfers to the VMM, which, in turn, dispatches the interrupt to the appropriate
VxD. If your program issues aDOS call
(e.g., INT 21h), the software interrupt will
cause aprivilege-ring transition. Instead
of directly executing the DOS function,
the program flips into the VMM, which
makes sure that the DOS function is allowed before it passes control to DOS.
There's much more to enhanced mode,
but that's the gist of it. You can find out
more from the DDK and by poking around
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with an enhanced-mode debugger (e.g.,
Soft-Ice for Windows).
Class Libraries, Redux
My collection of class libraries for Windows continues to grow, with something
old—Glockenspiel's CommonView 3.0—
and something new—the Microsoft Foundation Classes ( MFC). Common View,
which is distributed in the U.S. by ImageSoft, supports Borland C++ as well
as Glockenspiel's own C++ translator
coupled with Microsoft C 6.0ax. It targets Windows, Presentation Manager, and
OSF/Motif in aportable way. CommonView's classes cover the user ( i.e., window and dialog-box management) and
GDI ( i.e., graphics) parts of Windows
fairly well. Borland's ObjectWindows
covers the user but not the GDI. CommonView comes with container classes
and amemory management dynamic link
library.
MFC, which ships with Microsoft
C/C++ 7.0 for Windows, covers most of
the Windows API, including hard parts
like Multiple Document Interface and Object Linking and Embedding. MFC has
container classes that can also be used in
DOS applications, but its main purpose is
to encapsulate the Windows C interface.
You want portability? It's portable only
as far as the Windows API is portable, but
the Windows API could go places you'd
never have expected. Stay tuned.
MFC is athin layer. There's relatively little overhead and relatively little abstraction. The MFC sample applications
seem as quick as their C counterparts. At
the same time, many of the MFC classes
were designed specifically to be extended by inheritance, which makes MFC a
better building block than less-extensible
application frameworks.
Anything with ahandle in Windows becomes an object in MFC—an object with
almost the same name as its API counterpart. What's the main thing with ahandle
in the GDI? A device context. How do you
draw in awindow in MFC? You construct
an item of class CDC and then use its
member functions: CDC: : MoveTo,
CDC: : LineTo, CDC: : TextOut, and so
on. Do you have to use the classes? No;
it's OK to mix in your old C code. Ithink
I'm going to like MFC.
Nasty and Nice Surprises
Imentioned in aprevious column that I
was producing the final pages of my book
with Word for Windows 2.0. Iwas able
to produce perfectly acceptable individual pages with WinWord, but Icouldn't get
facing pages to align at the top and bottom to save my life.

Fine, Ithought. I'll just flow the book
into PageMaker. After all, I'd tested for
this possible exigency with Word 1.1. Microsoft wouldn't dare break such an essential function in anew version.
Wrong. PageMaker 4.0 can't import
WinWord 2.0 format, nor can it import
WinWord 2.0 Rich Text Format output. I
tried sending RTF to the Mac. Iwas able to
get Mac PageMaker to read the files only
by first opening and saving them from
MacWord. My text came across, but none
of my illustrations survived the process.
As it happened, there was acopy of Image-In-Color in my pile of things to examine. It produces TIFF files acceptable to
Mac PageMaker. Icopied all the bit maps
out of my WinWord files, saved them as
BMP files (using the Image2 application
from my book), and then converted each
BMP file to TIFF with Image-In-Color.
Happy ending: The book got to the
printer complete with all its illustrations, albeit afew weeks later than Ihad hoped.
My apologies to anyone who scoured
bookstores looking for acopy of it in early January. •
Martin Heller develops software and
writes about computers, despite a Ph.D.
in physics and despite having worked, literally, as arocket scientist. He is the author of Advanced Windows Programming
(Wiley, 1992).
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
ITEMS

DISCUSSED

Glockenspiel's
Common View 3.0
$499
ImageSoft, Inc.
(516) 767-2233
Circle 1146 on Inquiry Card.
Image-In-Color
$495
Image-In, Inc.
(612) 888-3633
Circle 1147 on Inquiry Card.
Microsoft C/C++ 7.0
for Windows
Windows 3.0 Software
Development Kit
Microsoft Corp.
(206) 882-8080

$495
$500

Circle 1148 on Inquiry Card.

Soft-Ice for Windows
$386
NuMega Technologies, Inc.
(603) 888-2386
Circle 1149 on Inquiry Card.
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Video Downsizing
T want to obtain ahigh-performance
1 PC on amoderate budget. These systems often include 1024- by 768-pixel
monitors that are compatible with standard VGA but not with older video
graphics standards (e.g., MDA, CGA,
and EGA). Iam interested in avideo
adapter capable of displaying these older
video modes.
Do video controllers supplied with
high-resolution monitors typically support the older standards? If so, could Isimply unhook the high-resolution
monitor, configure the video software drivers to older
modes, and plug in another monitor?
Thomas A. Williams
Waterford, MI
AT! Technologies (3761 Victoria Park Ave., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1W 3S2, (416) 756-0718; fax
(416) 756-0720) has just the video adapter for you.
While many high-resolution video boards let you run
EGA- or CGA-mode programs on your VGA monitor,
they do not give you dual connectors so that you can attach an EGA or aCGA monitor. The AT! VGA Wonder
XL gives you 15-pin (analog) and nine-pin (digital) video
connections and amouse port as well. The board supports resolutions of up to 1024 by 768 pixels, as well as
VGA, MDA, EGA, and CGA modes. ATI's suggested list
price is $399 with 1MB of video RAM, but you can find it
for considerably less.
Many clone vendors will build asystem to your specifications and will be happy to substitute the VGA Wonder
XL for their standard video board. —Stanford Diehl

Windows Environment Revisited
T nthe October 1991 Ask BYTE, Paul M. Smith
1 brought up acommon problem in the DOS community:
Running abatch file that sets an environment variable in
aDOS window produces an "Out of environment space"
error message. The cause of this problem and the fix,
however, have little to do with the windir variable produced by Windows 3.0.
When started, Windows inherits an environment
equal to the parent's current environment. This includes
the variable set and the size currently used. Setting an
environment size in CONFIG.SYS (e.g., SHELL=C: \ COMMAND.COM / P/
E:256) is the first step. This gives the
initial environment asize of 256 bytes. The environment
can grow to 256 bytes, but once you start aprogram, its
inherited environment size is limited to what is currently
used. The only fix is to add the /E:256 switch to the
COMMAND.COM in Windows.
If you open aDOS window or start abatch file
without aprogram information file (PIF), change the
command line under program item properties to
C: \ COMMAND.COM /E:256 [/ Cbatchfile.bat].
If you use aPIF, set the program filename to COMMAND.COM and change the optional parameters to /
E:256
[/C batchfile.bat].
Both options start up COMMAND.COM with an ini-

tial environment size of 256 bytes. You
can change the environment size to any
value between 160 and 32,768.
This problem is inherent in nearly
all programs that have ashell to DOS or
DOS window function (Desqview
somehow avoids it). The fix is the same
in all cases ( provided that the program
lets you change the shell/window command). It would be nice if developers
would check for the initial environment
size setting and use it in their shell/
window function.
Here's one little memory-squeezing tip: When loading TSR programs in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file, do so
before setting an environment variable (e.g., PATH or
APPEND). Because aTSR also inherits the current environment, keeping it as small as possible saves afew precious bytes of memory. The exceptions are those " intelligent" TSRs that release the unneeded environment back
to the memory pool.
Kevin J. Burkholder
Spring City, PA

The Working Font
T use Adobe Type Manager and aQume ScripTen
PostScript printer. Ihave 13 fonts to use with ATM. I
wanted to add more fonts using the WFN Boss utility
included with CorelDraw 2.0. The utility converts fonts
from Corel format to Adobe Type 1format.
Iconverted many fonts with WFN Boss. When Iused
ATM to add these new typefaces, it did so perfectly. But
when Itried to print aPageMaker file, all the fonts I
had converted printed in Courier. How can Iuse the fonts
converted by WFN Boss to work with other Windows
applications?
Jean Lauzier
ValBrillant, Quebec, Canada
Corel has made improvements to the WFN Boss utility in
CorelDraw 2.01. Register your software if you haven't
done so and ask for the upgrade.
It also sounds like you have not made some necessary
modifications to your WIN.INI file. ATM assumes that
typefaces are resident in your PostScript printer. Thus,
it does not automatically download them for you. You
must do it manually from the WIN. INIfile. Load the
WIN. INI file into your word processor and find the section where Windows lists the information on your PostScript fonts. The section will begin with the header
[PostScript, LPT1] or something similar. You will
want to edit the lines beginning with softfontX= to include the typefaces you have created. The lines will
show apath to only the . PFM files. Go to the end of the
line, insert acomma, and add apath to the . PFB files.
The final result will look something like the following:
softfont9=c: \ psfonts \ pfin \ newfont.pfm,
e: psfonts \ newfont.pfb
Also, try using ATM's PSDOWN utility to automatically download the font to your printer. PSDOWN flushes
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the font from your printer's memory after each print
job. If you don't use it, you'll have to reset your printer
after each job to free up memory. —Stanford Diehl

High-Resolution BASICs

Trecently purchased a25-MHz 386 computer with a
1 Super VGA card ( 1024 by 768 pixels) and DOS 5.0. I
wanted the higher resolution to program some graphics
and animation. Iwant to work in BASIC and access this
high resolution. So far, Ihave been unable to find out
how to do this.
Iam able to program in 640- by 480-pixel resolution.
Ican set the high-resolution mode in DOS (with the display card's DMODE utility), but BASIC sets it back to
the lower resolution. Is it possible to have BASIC access
the higher-resolution modes?
R. A. Fischer
Sun Lakes, AZ
It 'safunny thing about standards—just when you get
used to one, someone changes it. Versions of BASIC (and
libraries for most other languages) usually support only
the modes defined by IBM. That means 16 colors in 640by 480-pixel mode or 256 colors in 320- by 200-pixel
mode. There is arelatively small number of de facto
Super VGA standards. The Tseng Laboratories 3000
and 4000 chip sets are popular among manufacturers, as
are the sets used by Paradise, AT! Technologies, and
Video Seven. To access the higher-resolution modes, you
need areplacement graphics library that supports your
video card.
You might contact Genus Microprogramming (2900
Wilcrest, Suite 145, Houston, TX 77042, (800) 22 7-0918
or (713) 870-0737; fax (713) 870-0288) and ask about
its GX Effects library ($199). It links into Microsoft
QuickBasic 4.x or BASIC PDS 7.x and gives you sprite
animation, sound, music playback, Sound Blaster file
playback, and many other features. You might also want
Genus's $249 PCX Programmer's Toolkit if you're working with . PCX files.
The current versions of both Genus products support
the Trident, Paradise, AT!, and Video Seven cards in
800- by 600-pixel display modes, and cards based on
the Tseng Labs 4000 in 1024- by 768-pixel mode. New
versions (possibly available by the time you read this)
will support all these cards and the Video Electronics
Standards Association specification in 1024- by 768pixel mode. —Howard Eglowstein

Resolving Conflict

TfCliff Millward's ScanJet/video board conflict is

1 like mine (Ask BYTE, December 1991), he can cure
the problem by changing video boards. When Iadded a
ScanJet Plus afew years ago, my Paradise VGA Plus 16
from Western Digital Imaging would no longer work in
16-bit mode. According to Hewlett-Packard and WDI,
the video and scanner interface boards compete for the
same memory area. Ireplaced the Paradise board with an
Orchid Technology ProDesigner Plus, which runs in
16-bit mode and politely avoids trampling scanner
memory.
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Ihave just replaced the ProDesigner Plus with an Orchid Fahrenheit 1280, and it runs correctly in 16-bit
mode with the ScanJet Plus active. Isuspect that Orchid's popularity with the graphics crowd, who are likely
to use ascanner, caused the firm to design its boards
this way. (Contact Orchid Technology, Inc., 45365
Northport Loop W, Fremont, CA 94538, (800) 7672443 or (510) 683-0300; fax (510) 490-9312.)
David Ellis
Torrance, CA

CNS on the Move

Tnthe August

1991 Beyond DOS, Martin Heller discussed CNS's C+ +/Views software. Ihave been unable to locate the company.
Stacey Wohleber
Huntsville, AL
CNS has moved. Its new address is 1250 Park Rd.,
Chanhassen, MN 5531 7, (800) 843-2978 or (612) 4747600; fax (612) 474-6737. —Raymond GA Côté

CPU Upgrade Issues

Thave an IBM PS/2 Model 50 Z. Iwant to upgrade my
1 system to a386 processor, but Ihave found some problems in doing so. In Chile, we do not have as much information about products coming to market.
IBM of Chile has an Aox card to upgrade my system,
but it is very expensive. The 25-MHz MicroMaster 386
sells for $2000. Iknow there must be other cards. Can
you provide me with the names of manufacturers? I
would also appreciate references to any articles published on this topic.
Julio Rodillo Durán
Santiago, Chile
Installing upgrade boards into 286 systems is complicated and expensive. Do so only ifyou are an experienced
user. BYTE has not evaluated any 386DX upgrade
boards, but we have covered 386SX upgrade boards (see
"SX Upgrade Boards: Not for the Fainthearted," April
1991 BYTE). We also covered two SX upgrade boards in
the October 1991 Reviewer's Notebook. One of them
was the SX/Now, aproduct for the Model 50 Zfrom
Kingston Technology Corp. (17600 Newhope St., Fountain Valley, CA 92 708, (714) 435-2600; fax (714) 4352699). The 75-MHz SX/Now upgrade sells for $625.
As you mentioned, Aox (486 Totten Pond Rd., Waltham, MA 02154, (61 7) 890-4402; fax (61 7) 890-8445)
offers the 25-MHz upgrade for your system. It has alist
price of $1549. You should also consider 20-MHz versions
from both of these companies. You'll give up some performance but save money. —Stanford Diehl •
The BYTE Lab welcomes your questions. Address correspondence
to Ask BYTE, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458. You can also send BIX mail do "editors."
We read every letter, but due to the volume of mail received, we
cannot guarantee a response. We edit all letters for clarity and
brevity. Letters appear in BYTE about four months after we receive them.

Being online never felt so ene.
Join the online network with personality. The most interesting
conferences. 10,000 programs you can download for your own
use. All the most popular services.
Free Membership

Two membership plans: $ 6an hour or
$1 an hour with the 20/20 Advantage.
Join us online, the water's fine.

CircIe 61 on Inquiry Card.

Dial by modem,

1-800-365-4636
Press return. At password,
type RB22

DELPHI
Voice, 1-800-695-4005
617-491-3393

WHEN
YOU NEED
SOLUTIONS,
NOT JUST
ANOTHER
BOARD!
Let a Quatech Sales Engineer
show you the value of quality,
service and support.

COMMUNICATION
Quatech produces afull line of serial and parallel adapters for PS/2,
PC- XT, AT and compatible systems available in RS- 232, RS-422,
RS-485 and Current Loop. Selectable addresses and interrupt
capabilities are featured in our multi-port/user, SDLC, HDLC, and
X.25 adapters. Software and 16550 UARTS are available.

DATA ACQUISITION
Quatech has developed afull line of data acquisition products for the
IBM AT and compatibles. These high performance, low cost boards
provide analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog, and digital input/output
functions. AID and DIA converters are equipped with 8, 12, or 16 bit
resolution, and sampling rates up to 1MHz.
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•
Your direct source for buying
software, hardware and accessories
from knowledgeable and
•. service- oriented dealers.

Mail Order
The latest offerings from vendors
supplying products of all leading manufacturers
at extremely competitive prices.
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Hardware/Software Showcase
This new, categorized four-color display section
makes it easy to find Hardware and Software products
from awide variety of manufacturers and suppliers.

340

Buyer's Mart
From Accessories to Laptops to Word Processors,
you can easily find the dealers you are looking
for in this directory of products and services.
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Get ALode Of This.
Our Three- Way
Guarantee Just
Got Better,

T

he LodeStar Three Way
Personal
Guarantee has always
been one of the industry's
most comprehensive. But
now it just got better.
Introducing The LodeStar
Five-Way Personal Guarantee. Now, every LodeStar
system is covered five
ways to insure your
complete satisfaction. And
that should take a lode off
you mind.

Moduless Upgradeables

Carry A Greater
Lode In The Future

E

asy and inexpensive upgrades are

built right into your LodeStar Starflex

computer. Unlike conventional modular
upgradeable systems from other Companies, you can upgrade your LodeStar
Starflex system at a fraction of the costall the way from 386DX to 486SX or
486DX, at any clock speed.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

Thanks to our unique non-proprietary

If you change your mind-for any
reason-simply return your LodeStar
system to us in original condition
within 30 days of your receipt
=dwell refund your money

Moduless Upgrade design, LodeStar

-

Starflex systems can be 'upgraded by
simply plugging in the new chip and
oscillator that comes in thetr inexpensive
upgrade kit. Another bright idea from

FREE LIFETIME
• - TECHNICAL SUPPORT.
For as long as you own your system,
well give you FAST, FREE unlimited
technical advice and guidance from
our expert staff. This includes any
support needed to upgrade or modify
your system.

FREE LIFETIME
LABOR SUPPORT.
Although you will probably never
need it, for as long as you own your
system, it will be protected by our
100% labor wcaronty.

LodeStar-It's just that simple !

E

very LodeStar compute) is fully loaded
with value. This includes unsurpassed

quality throughout. To make certain of
this, every system is individually pretested and burned-in for 72 hours prior to
shipment. And of course, we stand behind our quality with our comprehensive
Five-Way Personal Guarantee. You will
see this quality all the way from our
StarView SVGA Non-Interlaced Monitors
with flicker-free image, to our own StarKey
extended keyboards. And we pack in

FREE 2- YEAR
PARTS WARRANTY.

even extra value by pre-loading MS DOS

For afull two years after purchose,
your LodeStar computer will be covered by our 100% parts warranty,
with fast turn around on any replacements

DPI serial mouse on every system. And

, FREE 1- YEAR
ON-SITE SERVICE..
For a full one year after purchase,
you'll have the added security of our
it- to-coast FREE on-site service

5.0 8( Windows 3.0, as well as aHi-Res 400
our systems can be upgraded to include
optional cache, RAM, more hard disk
capacity, larger monitor, raid a host of
other enhancements you may require.
Add it all together - stellar performance,
brilliant quality, and guarantee that outshines all others - and you've got LodeStar.

j7f

- Warranty "One of the most

).

onspicu-

ous things that differenticrte
f LodeStair from its competitors
is extensive warranty sup'', port."
-Craftsmanship Layout is excellent

Won-

derfully uncrampeci sight
that greets you when you
open the case with LodeStou's
tower, you don't have to fight
a mass of tangled cables and
jagged edges."
-Technical Support As a further test of technical
support, I deliberately destroyed
system and

LodeStar 386-40C

LodeStar 386-33C

LodeStar 386-25

$1759

$1699

$1529

AMD 80386/40 Processor
64K Cache RAM (Expandable to 256K)
4MB RAM (Expandable to 32MB) 6Ons

Intel 80386/33 Processor
64K Cache RAM (Expandable to 256K)
4MB RAM (Expandable to 32MB) 6Ons

125 MB IDE Hard Drive w/Cache
Teac 1.21413 5.25' & 1.44MB 3.S Drives
1MB SVGA Non-Interlaced Color card
le Star View 1024 NI SVGA Monitor
(VESA Std for 72 Hz Flicker-Free Display)
2Serial, 1parallel, 8c 1Garne Port
MS DOS 5.0 & MS Window 30w/Mcmual
Starkey 102 Keyboard
Hi-Res Serial Mouse
Desktop CPU case (Verticals optional)

StarFlex 386-40 Cache
Upgradable Series

125 MB IDE Hard Drive w/Cache
Teac 1.2MB 5.25 & 1.44MB 3.5 Drives
1Wd3 SVGA Non-Interlaced Color card
If StarVIew 1024 NI SVGA Monitor
(VIIA Std for 72 Hz Flicker-Free Display)
2Serial, 1parallel, & 1Garne Port
MS DOS 5.0 & MS Window 3.0 •.q/Manual
Starkey 102 Keyboard
Fli-Res Serial Mouse
Desktop CPU case (Verticals optional)

StarFlex 386-33 Cache
Upgradable Series

Intel 80386/25 Processor
4MB RAM (Expomdable to 321v113) 60ns
85 MB IDE Hard Drive w/Cache
Teac 1.2AB 5,25' & 1.44MB 3.5 Drives
1MB SVGA Non Interlaced Calor cord
14' Star View 1C24 NI SVGA Monitor
(VESA Std for 72 Hz Flicker-Free Display)
2Serial, 1parallel, & 1Game Port
MS DOS 50 & MS Window 3.0 w/Monual
Starkey : 02 Keyboard
Ill-Res Serial Mouse
Desktop CPU ace (Verticals optional)

StarFlex 386-25 Cache
Upgradable Series

$1899

$1849

$1729

Upgradable to 486SX-20 486-33/50

!Wadable to 40 Mhz & 486SX-20486-33/50

64K Cache RAM (Expandable to 256k)

Ithen gave the

aphone

ieexperienced

to an

friend.

A

edeStar technician competently took her through the
process "
-Prompt Response "When Icalled with a question , I was immediately
connected to a knowledgeable technician."
-Summary The combination of high performance, low price, and one
year of free on-site services
makes LodeStar 486 an attractive buy."

-PC Sources 1992

\ \

Upgradable to 33,40 Mhz & 486SX IrO, 486-33/93.

LodeStar 386SX-25

LodeStar 486-50C

LodeStar 486-33C

$1199

$2679

Intel/AM]) 80386SX 25 Processor
2.MB RAM & 42 MB Hard Drive w/Cache
Teac 1.2MB 5.25' 8c 1.44MB 3.5' Drives
1MB SVGA Color card
le StarView 1024 x768 Color Monitor
(VESA Std for 72 Hz Flicker-Free Display)
2Serial, Iparallel, & 1Game Port
MS DOS 5.0 & MS Window 3.0 w/Manucd
Starkey 102 Keybxrrd
Hi-Res Serial Mouse
Desktop CPU rc-re (Verticals optional)

Intel 80486/50 Proceeer w/ 8E Internal
Cache & Built-in Math Coprocessor
2x32 Bit Loral Bus Expcmsion Slots
64K Cache RAM (Expandable to 256K)
4MB RAM (Expandable to 32MB) 6Ons
125 MI IDE Hard Drive w/Cache
Teac 12MB 5.25' 8t 1.44MB 3.5' Drives
1MB SVGA Non-Interlaced Color card
1
eStarView 1024 NI SVGA Monitor
(VESA Std for 72 Hz Flicker-Free Display)

$2079

LodeStar 386SX-16

$1159

Circle 217 on Inquiry Cord.
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LodeStar
COMPUTER

Intel 80486/33 Processor w/ 81( Internal
Cache & Built-iti Math Coprocessor
2x32 Bit Local Bus Expansion Slots
64K Cache RAM (Exr-undabie to 256K)
4MB RAM (
dable to 3/MB) 6Ons
125 WI IDE Hard Drive w/Cache
Teac 1.34B 5.25' & 1.44MB 35' Drives
1MB SVGA Non-Interlaced Color card
I4 StarView 1024 NI SVGA Monitor

2Serial, Iparallel, & 1Game Port
MS DOS 5.0 & MS Window 3.0 w/Manual
Starkey 102 Keybccrrd
HI-Res Serial Mouse
Vertical or desktop ca..

(VESA Std for 72 Hz Flicker-Free Display)
2Serial, 1parallel, & 1Gane Port
MS DOE 50 & MS Window 3.0 'i/Manual
Starkey : 02 Keyboard
141-Res Serial Mouse
Mid Vertical or Desktop cry..

486-50 CADstcrhon

486-33 WINstcrtion

$4179

$2859

8la RAM & 210 M13 Had Drive
IT SVGA Color Monitor,
32 It Local Bus SVGA Color Cord
(w/IME RAM & Provide 32.768 Colors)

8WRAY & 210MB HD
32 BB Local Bus SVGA Color Card
(I MB I1AM & Provide 32.768 Colors)

1.800.875.7568

11

18539 East Gale Ave.
City of Industry,
California, 91748

"'. Tel: 1.818.810 3818
:Tech Support:
. - 1.800.875.7569
Fax: 1.818.810.5928
GOVERNMENT. SCHOOLS AND CORPORATE
PURCHASE ORDERS WELCOME All prices and
specifications sulitect to chcrnge without notice. 2-Yew Posts Warranty applies to LodeStar
products only Money Back Guarantee does
not include shipping 8 handing and all

y

returns must be shipped pre- paid 8, in resalable condition Please call to confirm all wardetails. Photography is tor illustrabon
'-' only No surcharge On VISA. MasterCard. 8t

I

-Discover 2% cash ritsmunt on all Pie-Paid
systems Purchase orders me accepted on
s.rant
approved credit California orders add 8 Ii
4% sales tax All product names. trademcaks
and registered trademarks me the property of
their respective compasses For more written
Information. please call tor mu FREE product

catalog

Get the WORN
WORX Computers- Highest Quality and
the Features you want at an Affordable
Price... That's VALUE!
WOIR%. computers come with a 30-day satisfaction
guarantee and 1-year warranty including parts and
'tabor . To

ord er call:

Desktop or Mini- Tower same price; Full Tower
add $ 149.; 300 Watt power supply add $49.; 2nd
cooling fan and temp. alarm add $49. Std. power
supply is 200/250 Watt.

1-600-639-2 / SS

33MHz
POWERHOUSES!

SX HEADQUARTERS:
WORX 386sx/16
1MB RAM/40MB hard dry
51/4" TEAC Floppy
16- Bit VGA w/256k
VGA Color Monitor
Keytronic Keyboard
MS-DOS 5.0
$995.
WORX 386sx/25
same as sx16 w/2MB RAM
80MB hard dry, 16- Bit VGA
w/512k and 10241, . 28 dot
VGA Color Monitor
$1295.
Add MS-Windows and a
mouse for only... $99.
Add aTEAC 3.5"... $ 79.
Add a2400- Baud
internal modem... $79.
Add a9600/2400- Baud
int. FAX Modem... $ 149.

386/33-Mc
2MB RAM/120MB hard dry
Both TEAC Floppies
16- Bit VGA w/512k
10241, . 28 dot VGA Color
Keytronic Keyboard
MS-DOS 5.0, MS-Windows
Mouse
$1795.
128k cache add... $50.
256k cache add... $ 100.

64k

GeRX

256k

cache

WORX 486/33-256(
4MB RAM/120MB hard dry
Both TEAC Floppies
16- Bit VGA w/1 MB
1024NI, . 28 dot VGA Color
Keytronic Keyboard
MS-DOS 5.0, MS-Windows
Mouse
$2395.

Call today for memory boards
for your HP/Apollo workstation.
100% HP compatible
Full 5-Year warranty
Also available...
COUNTER/TIMER, DIGITAL TO ANALOG,
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR, AND
MOTION CONTROLLER BOARDS

NEW
WORX 486/50-256c
4MB RAM/200MB hard dry
256k cache RAM
Both TEAC Floppies
16- Bit VGA w/1 MB
1024NI, . 28 dot VGA Color
Keytronic Keyboard
MS-DOS 5.0, Windows
Mouse
$2995.
8MB RAM add... $200.

Call for
custom configurations.
Also available...
PS/2 CPU and Memory
Upgrades; Networking
Hardware and Software;
Memory Expansion for
HP Workstations.

MODEL 340 360 345175/80 400
700 330/50170
4MB $1595 $1850 $1250 $1250
- call
8MB - $3000 $1695 $1695
- call
12MB - $4150 - - call
16MB - - $2995 $2995 $3495 call
32MB - - $5995 $5995 $6895 call
Quantity discounts available.

ComputerWOR X
469 Elm Street • Biddeford, ME 04005

SALES:

1-800-639-2185
1-207-284-0291

HOURS:

Weekdays 9-9 ET
Saturday 10-6 ET

From asmall mill town along the rocky vacation coast of Southern Maine... ComputerWORX manufactures quality computers using the
highest quality components available. 1982-1992... Ten years of service. Prices subject to change. Shipping not included.
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A RECOGNIZED LEADER!

IPERIIPH

QUANTUM
52MB QULPS52A
17ms 3.5" 1"H
Bare Drive
16 Bit Kit

MICROKILIS

ce

HIGH SPEED
HIGH CAPACITY

$209
$229

105MB QULPS105A
17ms 3.5" 1"H
Bare Drive $ 349
16 Bit Kit $ 369

¡
di?

210MB QUPRO210 ' IDE
15ms 3.5" HH
Bare Drive $ 649
16 Bit Kit $ 669

Maxtor
80MB MX7080A
17ms 3.5" 1"H
Bare Drive $ 279
8 Bit Kit $ 309
16 Bit Kit
$289

C>

1034MB
Cip
HS MC1598
14ms 5.25" FFI
Bare Drive $ 2199
16 Bit Kit $ 2299

660MB
MC1568/1588
16ms 5.25" EH
Bare Drive
$1499
16 Bit Kit
$1699

1354MB
HS MC1528
14ms 5.25" EH
Bare Drive $ 2699
16 Bit Kit
$2799

p

.

&Seagate IMPRIMIS
42MB ST351A
4/D
28ms 3.5" 1"H
Bare Drive
$179
8 Bit Kit $ 209
16 Bit Kit
$199

ce

c

210MB ST1239A
)
15ms 3.5" HH
Bare Drive
$599
16 Bit Kit
$619
340MB ST4376XiED
17.5ms 5.25"
Bare Drive
$1199
16 Bit Kit
$1349

60MB ST277R-1
28ms 5.25" HH
Bare Drive $ 249
8 Bit Kit
$299
16 Bit Kit $ 319

210MB MX213A CZ)
15ms 3.5" HH
Bare Drive
$599
8 Bit Kit
$629
16 Bit Kit
$629

89MB ST3096A
16ms 3.5" 1"H
Bare Drive $ 289
16 Bit Kit $ 299

«1111FIEEMID>

130MB ST3144A4D
16ms 3.5" 1"H
Bare Drive
$359
16 Bit Kit $ 379

1050MBST41200ke
15ms 5.25" FH
Bare Drive $ 2099
16 Bit Kit $ 2249

ALL BARE DRIVES INCLUDE

ALL KITS INCLUDE

All mounting hardware, " Disk Manager"
formarting/partitioning software ( 40MB.I.
and HDI's Hard Drive Reference Manual
with compiete Installation instruction..

16.55 hest adaptor NadilloPPY "1 to 1 "
controller or Interface card, mourghng
het (3.5" kit Inc. beige 15 black bends),
rails. cables, all mounting hardware, ' DIM
Manager" software ( 40MB.), arel maned.

660MB
ESDI SCSI
MX8760E/S
16ms 5.25" FH
Bare Drive
$1599
16 Bit Kit
$1699

co

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS

HDI SALES: 602/350-1128
FAX 602/350-1150

340MB
MC1664
15ms 5.25" HH
Bare Drive
$1099
16 Bit Kit
$1199

120MB MX7120A4D
15ms 3.5" 1"H
Bare Drive $ 389
8 Bit Kit
$429
16 Bit Kit $ 399

340MB
ESDI SCSI
MX8380E/S
14.5ms 5.25" EH
$1199
Bare Drive
16 Bit Kit
$1299

800/998-8013

660MB ST4766E ESDI
15.5ms 5.25"
Bare Drive
$1599
16 Bit Kit
$1699

EVERYTHING

YOU NEED!

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
Purchase Orders
800/998-8014
FAX 602/350-1180
International: 602/350-1144
FAX 602/350-1188

CID

APO/FPO: 602/350-1145
Order Status: 800/729-4490

Tara

enieNaàae&NLWII
limirwrimWOWN-1
40MB CP3000
Co
25ms 3.5» 1"H
Bare Drive
$189
8 Bit Kit
$219
16 Bit Kit $ 199
120MBCP30104
16ms 3.5" 1"H
Bare Drive
8 Bit Kit
16 Bit Kit
209MB CP3204
16ms 3.5" HH
Bare Drive
16 Bit Kit

$379
$419
$399

$609
$629

ADD 1MB RAM
AS LOW AS $ 39

elan:3:1=1w
x9
x8

NEVER A SORCHARGI
for VISA, MC or Dlocovt

Q

MEMORY
1MB
1MB

WE SHIP VIA
FEDERAL EXPItESS

8Ons
8Ons

$49
$39

Ric« and eraiabity sefect to
change without notice. NI Items
NEW. PO's accepted from qualified
buyers-Net 20. APO/FFO Cede« add
$13 shipping. 30 Dey Guarantee &
1-Year Reacemert Po&y mad here
some restrictiorts. Sheet Is not
reardrble. M tradenalcs are the mop
elles ether reseed:he °rifles. 4.92
Hard Drives International
Insight Distribution Network, Inc.
1912 W. 4th St
Tempe, AZ 85281

Add 52 for SIP

NIENIOR1 FOR EVERY SYSTEM!

Insight
With data compression. Standard
QIC 80 attaches to existing floppy
controller or dedicated host. 2 •
31%08/min. backup.

120MB/250MB
Internal Unit $259
External Unit
$399
Both Inc. one 8044B tope.

120MB Tape

$29

600MB

Internai

INSIGHT
SONY
CH INON
TOSHIBA

$299
N/A
$389 $ 509
$399 $ 519
$599 $699

External

ernationa

Another
Insight
Conipam

Insight

800/998-80131
PURCHASE ORDERS/NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

800/99811014

HARD DRIVES
Intetwational

ll'ooth Translation At A
Scaled Down Price ...
And That's No Fish Tale!
With the LANCAST Twisted-Pair/Coax Translator,
incompatibility in your network is athing of the past.
This unique translation product bridges the gap
between Coaxial based Ethernet LANS
and the newer generation of
IEEE 802.3 10Base-T Twisted-Pair LANS.
By translating the signals between the

two LAN media types, your network can operate
smoothly and efficiently with no loss of network
integrity or capability. What's more, we do it at a
price that fits your budget.
Smooth translation at ascaled down
price of $295.00, it's no wonder that
many major computer firms are using
the "twister" Translator. Call today for
afree product brochure.

The " twister" Translator, Transceivers,
Network Interface Cards, Repeaters, and
other fine essential connectivity products
are now available from LANCAST.

l•

M.

TM/

=
STANDARD HIERARCHICAL NETWORKS
10 Northern Blvd., Unit 5
Amherst, NH 03031
Tel: (800) 752-2768 • (603) 880-1833
Fax: (603) 881-9888
©1992 CASAI Technology Inc.

NetCom-West, Booth 1104
DEXPO
MADE IN USA
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APRIL SPECIALS BELOW DEALER COST:
#1.) VGA 14" Monitor $ 229." #2.) Microsoft compatible mouse $ 19." #3.) 2MB memory

NEVADA
COMPUTER

board expandable to 4MB $99." #4.) Monochrome text only interface card $4.00

WORDSTAR 6.0 MONITORS
OR WORDSTAR 2000 REL. 3.5
This is not a
misprint! These uni» ,
ore the exact " URUSTIR
some ones
selling For over
$300.00 from
our competitors
We have
thousands in
brierge, a1Z;
100
stock These ore current
vpr slons
FOR SALE BELOW DISTRIBUTOR COST! UST $495.00 ea.

MONOCHROME
Tilt

(Get

100

pieces

for $ 79- 00 eu.)

ra

YOUR CHOICE

00

EACH

PS/2 50/60 BOARD
Comes

OK

AIT ADVANTA011/2
8Meg using SIMMS SuperPok oility software
49.00 2MEG 149.00 4MEG - 249.00 8MEG • 449.00
expondebk to

FAX CARD W/ 2400 BAUD MODEM

FLAT SCREEN

$99

Dot)
28 Dol)

1d" VGA

640)(480

14" VGA

1024%768

14" VGA

10242(768 ( Non InIerlocedI

141

VGA CARD

256K Exp

00

$247. «
$ 299. «
$349.«

MEG

$ 79. «

PRINTERS
eire LASERS

N.,-

LaserJet IIP Plus..
LaserJet IIIP
LaserJet III
IIID
11151
Toner

11241
1123
1695
1624
11801
1654

275...
199, 0.
359. 0°

4420

799, 0.

Pacific Data 25 M 1

249.. 0

80386 BASE() MACHINES:
80387 16 I
6Mliz 149."
80387 2020MHz I79.«
802868ASEDMACHINES: 80387-2525MHz 159."
80888ASED MACHNS: 80287-66MHz49i,"
80387.3333MHz 199."
8087 5MHz 54.«
80287 88MHz 59."
80387 5)(16124."
8087 28MHz 79.“
80287-10 10MHz 59.« 80387-5020144."
8087-1 10M1-1z 119" 80287-X199."
80487-5X20549.«

CONTROLLERS

Panasonic

795.. 0
995...
1495. 00
2295. 0°
3495. 0.
89. 0°

lie>

IDE HD

Hewlett Packard

148. 0.
529...

FLOPPY DRIVES
360K " 49.°°, 720-3 1
2 " 49., 1.2 MEG - 58.",
/

10 MEG BARD DRIVE

20 MEG HARD DRIVE
36 - 40MSEC - 6MONTH WARRANTY.W/
"MOUNTSYOURCOST
w/controler cable add $

Nev•40MBI

44MB

Neo • 40MB

40M8

65MSec
28MSec
28MSec

Ney - 80MBI

80MB

I8MSec

Neo- BOMB

80M8

IDE

28MSec

MFM

Nev-

I20MB

18MSec

IDE

200MB

18MSec

330MB

18MSec

20MBI

Neo 330M81

IDE
MFM

IDE

IDE
Worraniy)

All Hard DeMes have oI

YOUR
COST

149."
179..0
329."
199."
449"
349."
599."
1,195...

Még. by Wong1ec. compatible vil MS DOS, Norel, SCO Xenia, Pok, Complet. vil

150WATTiorXT 49.°°

200WATT 39."

INTERFACE
MFM

60 MEG TAPE BACKUP

Di rect AT replacement, ULAppr., 110/220V, 4Drive Connectors

DC 2000 (40M8116." DC 300XLP (45MB) 17" DC 6150 24."

ACCESS
TIME

SIZE
21MB

200 WATT POWER SUPPLY

DATA CARTRIDGE TAPE

e

PARTI
Neo • 20MB

Nev•210MBI

1.44MEG- 31
2 " 58.",
/
Ta ndon TM 1
00-2, the orig nal IBM Drive 99.°°

EXTERNAL 79.°°

49.«
49.°0

1680506 HOP% 1139..., 8Rd up.ol,

Connor, Mentor, Seagate Nard Drives

YOUR COST $ 99.00

Fully Hayes compatible, monitor speaker w/ volume control. 2400/
300 Baud transmission rate, addressable COM 1,2,3,4, Compatible
w/IBMPC, XT, AT & Compatibles 2year Worronty. Full Duplex
ope-ation,oampletewith software Auto dial, Auto answer

39.°°,

Half height 80 MSEC - 6Month Warranty List 149 00
YourCest 69." w/controlier&cabktodd $ 50."

HAND SCANNER
400 DPI X 105MM,.La Palette software for scanning, drawing,
editing, painting, and printing. FREE OCR INCLUDED!

YOUR COST 99. 0°
MODEMS W/MNP Level 5

Icppy

FOR FLOPPYS Supe, FLoppyConhols I2, 360K 720K P. 144 Does

DUE TO OUR EXTREMELY LOW PRINTER PRICING,
YOU MUST ADD S./. IF NOT PU-PAID
PLUS SHIPPING.

Autornaticgroup III digital FAX, bockgroundoperotion, send ond receivetext,
screen i'nages, son pages,. Hayes compatible, modem builton.
FAX 9600/7200/4800/2400. Software, telephonecord.

INTERNAL 49.°°

5 YEAR WARRANTY! Quantify Discounts

Swivel Base

14" MONO/IR AMBER

e

INTEL COPROCESSOR

SSO.

12 ^ GREEN

coodroller, celle nod manuel. $

3992)0

We also carry memory for HP, Epson, WYSE, Silicon Graphics, AT&T, Acer, ALR, Apple, AST, Everex, DEC, SUN, Dell
COMPAQ MEMORY

TOSHIBA MEMORY

MEMORY
ADDED
512K KIT
IMB MODULE
20.
8 MODULE
01. BOARD
4MB mODULE

COMPAQ
EOUIV. PARTI
113012 001
118688 001
118689 001
118700001
118590-001

59."
128."
98."
269."

leo8
2/43
1MB
4/413
4/KB

BOARD
BOARD
KIT
BOARD
KIT

108069 001
108069W7I
108071001
108070-001
108072-001

238."
348."
119."
498.«
269."

1MB
4TAB
1MB
4MB

BOARD
BOARD
MODULE
MODULE

113433-001

113646-001
I12534-001

139."
299."
79.-*
229."

1M8 MODULE
4MB MODULE

113131 CO I
113132-001

39."
199."

IMB BOARD
4MB BOARD

113644-001
113645-031

129."
328."

• DESKPRO
2.141 MODULE
11 38O/35 48e/25 33/33/ FIMB MODULE

115144001
116561.001

128."
639."

I SYSTEMPRO

116568 001

3930."

MODEL
DESKPRO 286
DESKPRO
286N 386N
31365X/20
DESK PRO
386tle

DESKPRO
3865

•

DESKPRO
386/20 25. 286E

III DESKPRO
. 386/20R/ 25R

32MB MODULE

113634ani

YOUR
COST
59."

MEMORY
ADORO
1MEG
2MEG
12000/T2000SX
IMEG
2MEG
TROCOSX/TICCOLE ¿MEG
BMEG
T2000SXE/2200SX
2MEG
¿MEG
TOSHIBA MODEL
PORTABLE 200050
TIOOOSE d XE/LE

T3200
T320050
T3200SXC

2MB KIT

107332-001

38.«
149."
199."
119."

SLT/286.

1MB MODULE
4m11 MODULE

110235-001
110237-001

129."
438."

LTE/3865/20

1MB

.teu+

121125-001
12112$-002

169."
419."

IMB BOARD
4MB BOARD

117081-001
117081-033

89.-398."

7

Aad

•

010/286

•

PORTAIL/

•

386/20

SLT/311145

512K KIT
INFFC BD
EXP BD

107331-001
107808-001
107811-001

K6-PA7137U
PCI1 PA8307U
PC12•PAB309U
PC19-PA8318U
K19-PA8319U
PC7 PAB301U
PC IO PA8304U
PC10 PA8313U

219."
119."
195."
129. 00
249."
119."
I19."
638."

I.

2MB 219." 4M0309.» OMO 419."

107651001
1076U-001

169."
88."
479."
479."

DESCRIPTON
6,1/(1
64X4
256%1

1M8 MODULE
2MB MODULE
4A513 MODULE

118303-001
118304-001
118305-001

129. 06
219."
•69.**

25604
IMEG XI
1MEGX4
4MEGX1

1SONS
1.20
1.95
.
93

12ONS
1.45
2.23
1.05

103NS
1.65
2.45
1.10

•800-654-7762
TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERV10E/ORDER STATUS:

•
.

1702) 294-0204 FAX 1702) 294-1168

▪ HOURS: M-F8:00-6:00 PST, SAT 9:03-3:00 PST

3.95
3.50

4.43
3.85

2.95
1.13
4.95
4.10
25.00
34.00

only Some memory prodoon 3ol pot,
WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
WE ALSO PURCHASE EXCESS
INYENTORYI FAX OR CALL.
NO SOFTWARE RETURNS
ALL

ISM

ADDED
298

MUN. PARTI
14/A

PS/225/286
30 286.501055 SX,65SX

512KM1
2r4BIUT

X105348
X*5360

38."
107."

PS/21.40SX&N33SX

2mEG
4mEG
8r6EG

79f 10999
79E11003
79E1103:

128."
228."
448."

PS/2502d555X.65SX
5550 06.5.58
50. 50Z. 5S5X2.60, 6300

ImBStwe
2MBUW
4148A/CO
28mBBOARD

6450603
6450604
W2933/8709977
169725G/64506OG

39."
69."
199."
349."

P512
70E61.061121,70

Im8S1w4
2MB SIAMA

6450603
6450604

95/270 621661,821,861

2mBSimm

6450608

E5/280 041

I
MBATON TG

6450375

PS/280111,121.311.321
A21 , 631 . 0.6 I
PS/235SX 1.51“10SX
PS/2
A1170,140.

2MIDACEKT F
AlABMOCKKE

0430370
645108C
645012E
64506050R
34F 557708
303011
6450902
6450128
6450136

eo

2BMITBOARD
2 11/41BOARD
4 16.41BOARD
2MB
4...4

00 9515E75
16651146o.
PS/2575K90, 95P-75

emo

PRICES FINAL.

ir lee
en,781
"7 °7879srcr,<:'''
d

NEVADA

COMPUTER

00

32«
69."
• II.m
9a."
138."
249."
478."
328."
338."
mus"
99.»
298."
498."

nnwLirr PACKARD LASER JET MEMORY

MOOEL
HP11.51110
FUI &
19e-

J
7ONS

1911S1

DESCRIPTION
256N3
StrX9

1.95
5.45
4,15

MEMORY
ADDED
2m8mCOuLE
4m8MGCUIE
Im8mODULE
2m8mGOULE
4,46mODUIE
im8mGOULE
4.68r4COULE

IRONS
5."
9."

MEG 09
1'. < Ii, o

. ,

H.P.
ECNIV.PARTE
33444
3344511
334744111
334710/8
N/ A

YOUR
COST
107."
177."
98."
117."
187."
79."
229."

N/A
N

A

MC VISA, AE, COD CASH, NET
ordo., from Umversees

AD
6-492

Fortune IDOO & Governmem1 Agences
Personol Checks, COD odd 8.5 CO
20% Restackeg Fee an relynds ...Mun 30 deys

No refunds or exchanges

MONS
8."
14."
39."

BONS

7ONS

IONS

17«
42."
149."

26."
49."
169."

29."
04."
199."

Quantity Discounts Available...CALL!!

TERMS:
NO SURCHARGE FOR MC/VISA
Pllt Ci1C1 Id

"".

YOUR
COST
139."

SIMM MODULES

BONS

Mig. part 1's for conemence

▪

MEMORY
MMPS/2MOOD.
PS/1

RAM CHIPS ( DIPS)

107651-001
107707-001

•

179."
329."
619."
179."
329."
659."
119."
119."
119."
119."
195.«

BOCA MEMORY BOARDS

I
MB KIT
INTFC BD

ONLY

YOUR
COST
119."
169."
119."

8088 ST MACHINES ICCARAM Bil 02MEG BOAK USES 255K RNA (3K
99.« 1
m.9148." 2mEG
80286 di 380 AT MAMMIES BOCA AT PLUS IBRAT 80 IOR SMIG W.
40 UM COMPAI1ILE. CONYENDONAL, EXPANDED & EXIENDO MEMORY.
SUPPORTS DOS, 05/2, UM/EMS & EEMS
01C-99." 2MEG- I69.•• 4A1EG-249." 8MEG-3119...
MAT 90 • seadE EXCEPT USES SIMPAS 129.«
00CAIAA1/2 PLUS
1OR P52 50, 00, 50Z, 65,70,80,90,95. 013618 3M/EMS 4.0, USES I
MO SIMMS

4MB BOARD
4MB EXT BRD

ORDERS

2MEG
4/6EG
2MEG
2MEG
8MEG

PORTABLE T5100
DESKTOP 18500 or
PORTABLE T5200
15

PORTABLES
•

8MEG
2MEG
2MEG
2MEG
2MEG
¿MEO
3MEG
2MEG
¿MEG

512000E
T1600
T3100E
T31COSX

IBM PS/2 MEMORY

TOUSSA
tom,.PARTI
PC14 PA8311U
PCI4-PA8312U
PC18 PA8316U
PC18-PA8317U
PC PA83I 4U
PC14•PA8315U
PC•PA2000U
PC•PA2001U
PC • PA2002U
K I3-PA8306U
P08-PA13302U
1K9 PA8340U
PC15-PA8308U
PCI5 PA8310U

oam

30 days

WARRANTY ONLY

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
5HIPPING UPS (
Mol 58 251

684 Wells Road, Boulder City,
Nevada 89005

II
ii

Limmoimmuummummizmummumummiummumumumminuimumoommummummmmmummall
Cirche 199 on lnquiry Card.
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uitorrt gib Computeri

386/486 Full Tower

386/486 Mini Tower

Computers
Built to your
Specifications
at Competetive
Prices!!
12 Month
Parts 8z Labor
Warranty

CAD CSÉ

38Csx-»

CAÏD Clse 38C-33

CAÏD OISÉ

4SG-33

200 Watt Power Supply

64K CACHE

256K CACHE

AMI BIOS

200 Watt Power Supply

200 Watt Power Supply

VLSI Chipset

AMI BIOS

AMI BIOS

AMD Processor

OPT! Chipset

ETEQ Chipset

Seven 16 Bit Slots
2MB 8Ons SIMM Memory

INTEL Processor
Eight 16 Bit Slots

INTEL Processor
Eight 16 Bit 8r One 32 Bit Slots
4MB 6Ons SIMM Memory

(Expandable to 16MB)

4MB 70ns SIMM Memory

TEAC 1.2 811.44 Floppy

(Expandable to 32MB)

(Expandable to 64MB)

Two serial, One parallel and

TEAC 1.2 8z 1.44 Floppy

TEAC 1.2 o& 1.44 MB Floppy
Two serial, One parallel and

One game port

Two serial, One papallel and

80MB Hard drive

One game port

One game port

Super VGA Card w/512k

80MB Hard drive

130MB Hard drive

KFC Super VGA monitor

Super VGA Card w/512k

Super VGA Card w/1MB

(1024 x 768)

(1024 x 768)

(1024 x 768)

101 Full size keyboard

KFC Super VGA monitor

KFC Super VGA monitor

MS DOS 5.0

System Price $1495.00 *

(1024 x 768)

(1024 x 768)

101 Full size keyboard

101 Full size keyboard

MS DOS 5.0

MS DOS 5.0

System Price $1895.00 *

System Price $2395

OPTIONS FOR ABOVE SYSTEMS
IRWIN ACCUTRAK 250MB TAPE BACKUP W/SOFTWARE

$275.00

IDENTITY INTERNAL 2400 BAUD MODEM W/MNP-5 & SOFTWARE
CARDINAL INTERNAL MRX FAX MODEM W/AUTO DETECT

129.00

IDENTITY INTERNAL 9600 BAUD MODEM V.42 BIS & MNP-5
PANAMAX MAX4 4OUTLET SURGE PROTECTOR

399.00

ORDERS

185.00
69.00

800-524-1006

* Prices and availability subject to change according to market conditions, and without notice!
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Circle 218 on Inquiry Card.

CI

Feature Products

MOTHERBOARDS

VIDEO

DATA TRANSFER

STORAGE DEVICES

486-50 MHz
$CALL
486-33 MHz 256k Cache
CALL
486-25 MHz 128k Cache
CALL
386-40 MHz 64k Cache
CALL
368-33 MHz 64k Cache
CALL
386SX-25 MHz
249.00
386SX-16 MHz
215.00
286-16 MHz ...... .............
125.00

Trident 8900C w/256k ...... $ 79.00
Trident 8900C w/512k
99.00
Trident 8900C w/1MB
129.00
Oak VGA w/256k
69.00
Oak S-VGA w/512k
89.00
Paradise w/256k
69.00
Paradise w/512k
89.00
Cardinal w/256k
112.00
Cardinal w/512k
149.00
Cardinal w/1MB
185.00
Enhanced-VGA 1280 x1024
(XGA)
215.00
32k color w/software (ROM) 59.00
CEG Chip w/software
69.00

MANUAL DATA SWITCHES
AUTO- DATA SWITCHES

HARD DRIVES

I0 CONTROLLERS
Multi I/O IDE HDD/FDD w/
2S/1P/1G Port
$29.00
IDE HDD FDD Controller -. 18.00
AT I/O 2S/1P/1G port
18.00
Adaptec 1522 KTT .. 187.00
Adaptec 1542 KIT Bussmaster 290.00
MFM-AT Controller
77.00
COMMUNICATIONS
MODEMS
Identity Int. 2400 BAUD with
software $ 98.00
Identity Int. 2400 BAUD modern
MNP-5 w/software
129.00
Identity Ext. 2400 BAUD with
software
120.00
Identity Ext. 2400 BAUD modem
MNP-5 w/software
165.00
Identity Int. 9600 BAUD with
MNP-5, V.42 BIS
415.00
Identity Ex-t. 9600 BAUD with
MNP-5, V.42 BIS
475.00
FAX MODEMS
Identity Int.TX/RX
$ 135.00
Adtec Int. TX/RX
135.00
Adtec Int. TX/RX with auto detect
voice/fax
189.00
Cardinal
Int.
TX/RX with
MNP-5
195.00
Identity 2400 BAUD POCKET
modem MNP-5
189.00

MONITORS

KFC
14" Super VGA .28 DP
1024 x768 --..... $334.00
14" Super VGA 39 DP
1024 x768 -....- 285.00
14" Super VGA .28 DP
Non-interlaced --. 370.00
14" Multi sync .28 DP 380.00
17" Super VGA .......... CALL
IDENTITY
14" S-VGA .28 DP
14" S-VGA .41 DP
14" VGA .31 DP
14" VGA .41 DP

$335.00
280.00
295.00
249.00

AOC
14" Super VGA .28 DP
14" VGA .31 DP
14" VGA Mono

$348.00
295.00
135.00

PACKARD BELL
14" S-VGA .28 DP
14" S-VGA .39 DP
14" VGA .39 DP

$ 55.00
275.00
255.00

GENDER CHANGERS
NULL MODEM ADAPTORS
PRINT SPOOLERS

MAXTOR

PRINT BUFFERS

(Call for price & product mailability)

INTERFACE CONVERTERS
LINE BOOSTERS

WE CARRY A COMPLETE
LINE OF CABLES

L_

SEAGATE
WESTERN DIGITAL

AND ACCESSORIES

Printer cable 6Ft
Printer cable 10 Ft
Printer cable 15 Ft
Printer cable 25 Ft
Printer cable 50 Ft

$550
7.00
13.00
25.00
35.00

NETWORKING
16 Bit ARCNet card $ 108.00
8Bit ARCNet card
65.00
ARCNet 8port active hub . 173.00
ARCNet 4port passive hub 10.00
16 Bit ETHERNet card
156.00
8Bit ETHERNet card
138.00
C-NET ARCNet pocket adpt 210.00
C-NET ETHERNet pocket 275.00
3Com Ether Link II 3C503 CALL
3Com Ether Link + 3C505 CALL
3Com Ether Link 16 3C507 CALL
POWER BACKUP and

FLOPPY DRIVES
TAEC 1.2MB
$69.00
TEAC 1.44MB
69.00
TEAC 2.88MB
125.00
Toshiba 360
79.00
Toshiba 12MB
75.00
Toshiba 1.44MB
69.00
TAPE BACKUP
Irwin 120MB Accutrak $210.00
Irwin 250MB Accutrak ...... 275.00
Irwin 120 External Plus
365.00
Irwin 250 External Plus
445.00
Identity 120/250 Internal
255.00
Identity 120/250 External.- 375.00
PRINTERS
IBM/Lexmark 9-pin narrow $CALL
IBM/Lexmark 9-pin wide
CALL
IBM/Lexmark 24-pin narrow - CALL
IBM/Lexmark 24-pin wide
CALL
IBM/Lexmark Laser 5ppm _ CALL
IBM/Lexrnark Leer 6ppm
CALL
IBM/Lexmark Laser 10 ppm
CALL
PANASONIC
CALL
STAR Micronics
CALL

SURGE PROTECTION

MISC.

Leadman 550 VA
$299.00
w/Novell interface
39.00
Leadman 1100VA
599.00
American Power Backup
CALL
Panamax MAX4 Surge
59.00
Panamax MAX6 Surge
69.00
Panamax SUPERMAX
109.00
QVS 6outlet surge
20.00

Media Vision Thunderboard $154.00
Pro-Audio Spectrum
355.00
TRAX midi board
139.00
Naystar PC interface
CALL
DRAFIX Windows CAD
595.00
DRAFIX ULTRA 4.0
350.00
ULTRA 386 Upgrade
175.00
DRAFIX QwkStart
119.00

Additional CAD ONlif products
PLOTTERS - DIGITIZING TABLETS - MICE - MEMORY PRODUCTS AND UPGRADES - BATTERIES
KEYBOARDS - CASES - POWER SUPPLIES - CD ROM DRIVES - MULTIMEDIA BOARDS
TOSHIBA COPIERS - FAX MACHINES - TERMINALS - MATH CO PROCESSORS
Prices and availability subject to change according to market conditions, and without notice!
Not responsible for typographical errors. All returns must be in orignal packaging.

Sales 800-524-1006 Fax orders 508-778-1887 Tech support 508-776-1990

CSIÎ

COMPUTER DESIGN, Inc.

270 Ca.mnniniration Way 404D
Hyannis, MA 02601

Phone ( 508) 778-1895
Fax ( 508) 778-1887

We accept MASTERCARD, VISA No service
charge Sorry, no AMEX or C.O.D.

(1

t.r! CHECKS and M.O. WELCOME
li.iges" Products may be subject to a20%
restocking fee. No returns after 30 days

Business hours: Monday - Friday 9 A.M. to 8 P.M. Saturday 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Eastern Standard Tian
Circle 218 on Inquiry Card.
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2 in 1
SCSI Portable DAT

APS Portable DAT provides these features:
Compact size and alight weight - based on
Archive's Python 3.5- inch DAT mechanism, the
unit measures 6x8x2.5 inches and weighs
under 4pounds.
Extremely high capacity - 2.0 Gigabytes on the
90-meter Maya' DAT cartridge supplied with
purchase.
High speed random access to any file on tape.
Uncorrectable error rate of less than lin 10' 5
bits.
Four Direct-Drive motors (4DD) eliminate belts
and mechanical mode changes.

Toshiba
CD ROM

3301B

579

"Bare" Drive includes Drive, Data
Cable, Rails & Extenders
•8-bit SCSI kit (AIC) add $ 109
•16-bit SCSI kit (Adaptec 1520) add
$149
•16-bit SCSI Bus Master kit (Adaptec
1540) add $229
•16-bit MCA SCSI Kit (Adaptec 1640)
add $329
•32-bit EISA SCSI kit (Adaptec 1740)
add $599
•16-bit IDE Kit add $ 1
•Many Models available with Floppy
Controller
•30-Day Money-Back Guarantee •
All products carry a 30- day money-back
guarantee. Your risk in the transaction
is the cost of shipping
•Disk-for-Disk Replacement Warranty •
Quantum, Maxtor, Syquest and Archive
drives carry a two-year "parts & labor"
disk- for-disk replacement warranty.
WREN, Teac, WangDAT, Conner,

Maxtor

Quantum
MB
52
105
120
240

SCSI
229
339
449
699

IDE
199
319
Call
Call

Ask about our full line
of Macintosh SCSI hard drives.

MB
120
213
340
535
760

\2-,
ISA 25
ISA/33/Cacke
1SA/33/Cache
EISA/33/0ache

IDE
349
559
889
N\A
N\A

SyQuest

Micronics
386sx
386sx
386sx
486sx
486Dx

SCSI
359
579
999
1549
1649

259
419
569
999
1549

MODEL
SQ-555
SQ-5110(88)

Dual( ext. 44)

Dual(ext. 88)

Bare
399
609
899
1449

Micronics products and Syquest
Cartridges carry aone- year "parts &
labor" disk- for- disk (board- for-board)
repla(ement warranty.
•Mounting Hardware & Cables Included
• All Hard Drives include rails,
extenders and data cables required for
standard operation. Board products are
populated hut without RAM.
•Toll-Free Technical Support •
Toll- Free Technical Support, 9am to 7pm
Monday thru Friday, Central Time. As
often or for as long as you need.
•Prices & Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice •
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2900 S. 291 Hwy
Independence. MO
64057
(816) 478-8300

M-F7am-9pm CST
Sat 10am-4pm CST

TECHNOLOGIES

t>11C0'4EIL1

Visa/MC, Discover No Surcharge

AMEX Accepted

International: 1-816 478-8300
FAX: 1-816 478-4596 (24 HRS)
Toll Free UK: 080C-897-545
Toll Free Australia: 0014-800-125-875

From

ONE OF THE BEST SYSTEM MANUFACTURERS IN THE USA

ABTECH 386/25 Mhz

$999 special

w/VGA Color Monitor

The sign of
excellence In
performance
and quality

386DX/25 Mhz Motherboard
386/25 Mhz INTEL CPU
1MB RAM on board (expandable)
1.2 (5.25") and 1.44 (3.5") MB FD
40 MB IDE HD
Super IDE I/O Controller
Desktop case w/230 W. P/S
101 Enhanced Keyboard
VGA Color Monitor
VGA Display Card w/256K RAM

The
re& irance
of quality
conponents
in each
ABTECH
system

• erS stems
486/33 Mhz

$ 1,299

386/33 Mhz

$

899

386/25 Mhz

$

799

386SX/20 Mhz $

699

STANDARD CONFIGURATION
IM Motherboard
II AMI BIOS/ Intel CPU
II 4MB RAM
Ill 1.2 MB FD (5.25")
• 1.44 MB FD ( 3.5")
• IDE Ctrl. w/2seria1,1 parallel.! gaine
• Desktop Case w/200W P.S.
• 101 Enhanced Keyboard

Call for the latest pricing on Hard
Drives, Monitors and accessories.
Our elite clients includes:
Office of the US President
Veteran Administration
Jet Propulsion Labs
United Nations
Security Pacific Bank
US Government
ABTECH FUTURA 433

k -

'
fififierdriq

lee«

r`

!,
z
f

i
t%

‘
-'4..;/1-11/t(4
The
hqsi trance
of support
and service

COMM CONFIGURATION
AVAILABLE ON ANY SYSTEM

General Telephone Co.
University of California,
Florida, and Arkansas
NASA
AT&T. . . etc.

Reliable
Protection
and
Convenience

Major Institutions in
Europe
So. America
Middle East
Eastern Europe
Southeast Asia

Comtemporary black styling

MI
al
•
•
•
•

486/33 Mhz Motherboard
256K Cache
4 MB RAM on board exp. to 64MB
1.2 (5.25") and 1.44 ( 3.5") MB FD
120 MB FAST IDE HD
IDE I/0 Controller
• Medium FUTURA Tower Case 230 W. P/S
Black Monitor by PROTON'

One year
parts &
labor
warranty

Our trained
technicians
can provide
solutions

la Enhanced FUTURA Keyboard
• SVGA Orchid ProDesigner II
display card w/1 MB RAM
• 14" Black Multiscan 1024x768
PROTON® Monitor
II Microsoft compatible FUTURA Mouse
• Microsoft® DOS 5.0 8( Windows 3.0
• Free Performer time management software

ABTECH
systems are
designed &
manufactured
in the USA...to
ensure
reliability.

$2,295

WORLD LEADING MANUFACTURER
OF HIGH QUALITY T.V. AND MONITORS

Complete

On- Site
Service
Option

(
A
lt t

TECH

SUPPORT

MADE
IN
USA

'91 Buyer's Guide

ABTECH 386SX/20 Notebook

International reseilers welcomed

mitt

818.575.0007
24 HOURS

818.575.1500

6.1

INCORPORATED
Dual Battery ( 7hrs.)•2MB RAM - to
8MB•40MB HD ( 60MB option)*VGA
LCD/64 gray scales•Interchange
modules - Fax/modem, voicemail,
scanner etc.. 386/25 ez 386/33 available.

Byte Outlook 92
Computer Buying World
Computer Shopper

1431 N. Potrero Ave. Unit B.
S. El Monte, CA 91733
USA

01991 ABTECH toc Tile brand, or namee nuntIoned are 'reclean arks el delr repedve comparues ABTECH and Its kgo ta ana dernark of ABTECH Inc. %Upping, lundlang and appilea
credit cards are aubject to eurchante. 33 dace mare, back guerantee.

Circle 176 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 177).

O.,, are otdoded in prices Prices are ',object

dunge. The wage of
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CONTROL UP TO 96 PC
FILE SERVERS WITH 11 KEYBOARD
AND MONITOR USING...

COMMANDER
by cybex
• No external power
•" One- Touch" selection
• Mix PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
and PS/2
• " AutoBoot" Feature
boots attached
computers without
operator intervention
after power failure
•Shows PC power status
• Mouse support available

N

• TTL ( MDA, CGA, EGA)
up to 600 feet away
• VGA up to 400 feet

• Each unit accommodates
from 2 to 8 PCs
• Up to 12 units can
be cascaded
• Mounting kit available
for 19" rack installation

Dealer Program Available

Cybex Corporation
PC, PC/XT, PC/AT and PS/2 are trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp.
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2800 H Bob Wallace Ave.
Huntsville, Alabama 35805
(205) 534-0011
Fax ( 205) 534-0010

See us at

OCORDEN'ilSpring '92
Booth # N141
Circle 188 on Inquiry Cord.

ACPMe Superstore that sells Direct

Hard Drives

Chips and SIMM's

Western Digital

RAM Chips

High performance Caviar' series with
height, Cache FlowI* and 32K buffer.
AC280 80Mb r3.e 14ms
IDE
AC2120 125Mb 1" 3.5 14ms
IDE
AC2200 200Mb 1« 3.e 14ms
IDE

l'
299
375
589

Maxtor

7080A 80Mb r3.5 15ms
7120A
120Mb I' 3.e 15ms
LXT213A 213Mb P 3.e 15ms
MX1240 1.2Gb r3.5' 15ms
Panther 1.2Gb$1995 Panther

IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE ....
1.7Gb

279
388
599
1995
2595

30104
120Mb
3.5 19ms
IDE
389
3204
2COMb
3.5" 16ms
IDE
589
Cd for Quantum, MIcropoks, Seagate. Also
controllers from Ultrastor, Always, WD etc.

SIMM Modules
421000A9B-10 1Mbx9
421000A9B-80 1Mbx9
421000A9B-60 1Mbx9
424000A9B-80 4Mbx9
424000A9B-60 4Mbx9
41256A9B-80
2561<x9
41256A9B-60
256Kx9

Hard Drive Cards

Math Coprocessors

Conner Peripherals

Plus Development

298
448

e

Increase the performance
of your 286 powered PC/AI
80C287-10 Coprocessor 10MHz

FREE! Central Point BACKUP Software
SE120 120Mb Tape Drive internal
239
SE250 250Mb Tape Drive infernal
349

Colorado
DJ10
120Mb Tape Drive internai... 235
DJ20
250Mb Tape Drive internal ... 315
QFA700 700Mb Tape Drive infernal... 779

Syquest
44Mb Removable 5.25' Drive ' nt.
88Mb Removable 5.25« Drive mt.
Dual drive case with power supply

308
469
169

Floppy Disk Drives

Toshiba

PC/XT .... 59
PC/AT .... 72
w/AT Kit . 72

ACP
360K 5.2511H
55 1.2Mb 5.251-1H..66
720K 3.5" HH
59 1.44Mb 3.5 HH .. 67
2.88Mb3.5"1-1H . Call Call for 5.25' Mtg. Kit

Pacifia Rim
1.2Mb External for any parallel port .. 235
1.44Mb External for any parallel port .. 235

MultiMedia

Sony

PC Magazine Editors' Choice
7205 CD Laser Library w/slx CD's

549

Brown-Wagh • Creative Labs
Complete all-in-one MPC compatible
upgrade kit includes: Panasonic CD Drive,
Sound Blaster Pro, five CD's. Microsoft
Multimedia Windows, Bookshelf,
Hyperglide. Games, drivers, cables.
connectors and more.
MultiMedia Kit internal/external ... 649/799
Sound Blaster Pro
239

8087
8087-2
8087-1
80287XL

5MHz ....
8MHz ....
10MFiz..
all 286 ..

79
89
89
89

IIT
2C87-8 8MHz 79 2C87- I2
2C87-10 10MHz . 85 2C87-20

12MHz .. 85
20MHz.. 99

Memory Upgrades

Laser Printer Upgrades

HP IIP/11P+/III/IIID/IIIP
2Mb
124
Okidata OL403
2Mb
148
Okidata OL800/820
2Mb
148
Panasonic 4420/44501
2Mb
148
Cali for other models plus we stock most
Laser memory upgrades with OK RAM

Laptop Upgrades
Apple Powerbook
2Mb
AST Executive
1Mb
Compaq LTE386s/20
1Mb
Everex Tempo/LX/16
2Mb
IBM L40SX
2Mb
Toshiba T1000SE/LE/XE/2003 2Mb
Toshiba T2000SXe
2Mb
Toshiba T3300SL/4400SX
2Mb
Call for Zenfth, Sharp, TI, and more

127
78
178
147
127
228
228
Cali

14.95
49
75/88
69/72
104
599
79/89

lOGiIECH
Logitech
SconMan 32 w/Catchword

This combo gives you the power to
scan and use images and text in any
application. Eliminate time wasting
rekeying, curling and pasting text.
Get high quality image output with
GrayTouch Image Editing software.
Scanman 32 plus Catchword $ 188

80386-33
105 Mb

8048655- 2p
105MB

RAM
Max. RAM

2MB
16 Mb

2MB
16 Mb

2M8
64 Mb

2M8
64 Mb
64 Kb
8

Cache RAM
Exp. Slots

4

4

16 Kb
6

VIDEO
I/O

800x600/256k
2ser/1par/rnik

800x600/256k
2seri1parm/k

ATI Wonder
2ser/Ipar/m/k

2ser/Ipar/m/k

1099.

1899.

1999.

951

Poquet

'486SX
sulDPOM
CPU
card
upgrades

ATI Wonder
.

w

ith Ml n iTower 33

Leading Edge Monitors

CMON.42
CMON.31
CMON .28 m DE
640X480 ( A2) 640X480 (. 31) 1024X768 ( 28)
249. *
259.
349.
199. with purchase of SX-16 PLUS
Call for price/details on NEW DeskPak Kit with
VGA, stand & keyboard for your Notebook.

80 Mb. . 1999.

Expansion Boards

RamQuest 16/32 w/OK
RamQuest 8/16 w/OK

228
148

AST Research
SixPak 286 w/OK
Cupid 32 w/OK

108
249

Boca Research
BocaRAM AT Plus w/OK (uses S1MM's)
BocaRAM AT Plus I/O w/OK

119
149

Intel
Above Board 2Plus w/2Mb
Above Board Plus 8w/2Mb

489
489

ACP
IDE Interface with I/O
(4)Floppy(2.88Mb) w/IDE adapter
IDE Interface with BIOS ROM
Serial Interface card
Serial, parallel, game Interface
2Mb EEMS AT memory board w/OK

59.95
79.95
65
39.95
49.95
99.95

Sportster

Computer Upgrades

389
339

Frecom

329.

the most popular
24C0bps modem
, •
perfect for all PC
communications. Includes special
introductory offers for CompuserveC
or Prodigy© on-line services.
Sportster/2400 external
$ 159

AST Premium 386/25.33,SX16/20
1Mb 68
Compaq DP386/33,486/33,SysPro 2Mb128
IBM 30-286 #30F5360 2Mb108
IBM 35.40,55sx,65,70 *6450604 2Mb118
IBM 90.95,P75 *6450902 2Mb118
Call for NEC, HP, Zenith, Leading Edge.

FAX Boards

SatisFAXtion Card
SatIsFAXtion Hand Scanner option

Robotics

1Mb... 327

Everex MIMMIL
The all new Tempo'" Carrier"'
Notebook weighs in at only 5.21b,
20MHz I386SX powered with 2M1> RAM
and 40 or 80Mb hard drive. New
'KeyMouse* integrated pointing
device. Plus FREE! Microsoft VVIndiaws
3.0. MS-DOS 5.0, Mouse and Carrying
Case.
Call for ACP Pace!

Intel

159.
us

Palmtop Upgrades
HP 95LX 2Mb .... 227

WorldPort

pocket-size lightweight batterypowered features up to 9600bps
throughput and Group Ill FAX V.42/
MNP modem communications.
WorldPort/24 96I/FAX DATA $ 329

1-Liner Fax/Modem
1- Liner Fax/Modem for Windows
FAX96/Modem for Windows

169
229
169

Diskettes

Fuji

ACP stocks complete
Fuji Diskette line. All wIth
Lifetime guarantee. Box ( 10) Call for color
5.25' HD Disks
8.95 DS/DD Disks 4.95
3.5'' HD Disks
14.89 DS Disks
7.99

4
--CITIZEN

Video Graphics Cards

All

Mylex 486

Unleash EISA Power with the Mylex
486-33 Motherboard. Expandable to
32 Mbytes of DRAM. Includes 128k
cache. 8EISA slots. Motherboard
used in 6-time PC winners of PC
Magazine ' Editors' Choice
486MAE-33
$ 1699

Motherboards

188.

D4S2101B
2899 00

80386SX-70
52 Mb

EDGE

SU SX-20

Orchid Technology

Media Vision

Input Devices

03M1.21018
2599.00

80386-SX16
52 Mb

60 Mb. . 1799.

Complete MPC upgrade kit with CD, Drive
PC MultiMedia Kit int/ext
849/1049
Pro Audio Spectrum Card
299

ACP 3- button Mouse (irmited supply)
CH Products Flightstick
Mouseman Combo/Cordless
Logitech Trackman serlal/bus
Logitech Trackman Portable
Logitech Fotoman
Microspeed PC Trac ser/bus

035282051B
1599.00

CPU
Hard
Drwe

SX PUIS 20

•2Mb RAM exp to 5Mb
•60 or 80 Mb Hard Drive
• 1ser, 1par, 1kb, VGA A.9Ibs.
•FREEI DOS 5.0, Windows 3.0.
Thumbellna Mouse, Microsoft Works

80387DXP 16/33.. 199
80387SX-16
128
80387SX-20
144
80487SX-20
499
239
114
129
149

MS

D338205113
1399.00

Note: 2400 Baud Modem with SXPlus20 & 486SX20. FAX/M odem

49.95

83D87-40 40MHz
83S87-SX16
83S87-SX20
83S87-SX25

SI16 PLUS

Model 0

386sx-20 MHz Notebook

Cyrix
83D87-1616MHz 169
83D87-2020MHz 175
83D87-2525MHz 175
83D87-3333MFiz 189

mineur 33

CIIIINITER

ACP Price

Advanced
Micro
Devices

Intel

Backups
summit

NDO4DG 360K
5.25" HH
NDO8DEG 1.2Mb 5.25* HH
ND3561GR 1.44Mb
HH

.Mouse • 2Floppy Drives • Enhanced 101 Keyboa rd
•Quantum Hard Drives • MIcroSoft Windows, DOS 5.0 & Works
PLUS your choice 20 months Warronty or 6months On-Site Service!

100ns SIMM . 49.95
8Ons SIMM . 54.95
6Ons SIMM.59.95
8Ons SIMM .... 169
Sons SIMM .... 189
8Ons SIMM. 19.95
Sons S1MM . 24.95

AMD

Hard Card IIXL 50Mb 16bit 9ms
Hard Card IIXL 105Mb 16bIt 9ms

These Leading Edge Systems include...

41256- 100 256K RAM
100ns DIP ... 1.99
41256-80
256K RAM
8Ons DIP ... 2.19
414256-80 256Kx4 RAM 80ns DIP ... 7.95
1Mb-100
1Mb RAM
100ns DIP ... 5.49
1Mb-80
1Mb RAM
8Ons DIP ... 5.99
Over 20,000,000 es in- stock IncludIng
7400, IS, AIS, CMOS, Uneor all types!
Plus Sockets, Crystals, Connectors and more

ACP 286-12 half-size board w/OK
89
ACP MARX 20/25 w/OK
269/299
ACP 386DX-3364K cache w/OK
449
ACP 386DX-4064K cache w/OK
499
ACP 486DX-33 256K cache w/OK
899
Orchid 386/40 128K cache w/OK
599

Processor Upgrades

Kingston

SX/Now 20MHz SX upgrade module ... 379
SX/Now 25MHz SX upgrade module 499
Speeify for IBM PS/2 or AT, AST, HP E5286/12

Graphics Ultra w/512K 8i Mouse
Graphics Vantage w/512K & Mouse
VGA Stereo F/X XL w/ 1Mb
VGA Wonder XL w/1Mb & Mouse

549
389
369
238

Orchid Technology
.roDesigner Ils w/1 Mb and RAMDAC
.'ahrenheit 1280 w/lMb

248
365

United Solutions
mage
mage
mage
image

800 8/16bit 256K 800x600
1024 w/512K 1024x768
Ultra w/1Mb 1024 256 colors ....
HiColor w/1Mb 1280x1024

69
89
139
159

ACP April Special Buys
Subject to prior sale
IBM OS/2 Extended v.1.2 ( 3.S)
99
IBM OS/2 Local Arec Network Server
version.1 2 (3.5*)
75
IBM DisplayWrfte 4/2, OS/2 ( 5.251
99
1992 IC Master (3volume set)
149
Call for your copy of our quartedy
tabloid «ACP Computer Hotline*

OP5

MW'

Citizen 24- pin Printer

Our hottest selling 24- pin Dot Ma -r1x1
80 column 220cps draft.
latter
mode. LCD display and controls.
push/pull tractor w/bottom feeder.
GSX140 Printer
cos
Color kit optional

ACP Tech Su

rt Nonne

Fast, Expert advice on
Software and Hardware

1-900-680-4832

Ist minute FREE, then $2per rn,n.tte

Call ACP BBS

1-714-953-9465

Check out our latest special Puys ,

.r\I---Advanced Computer Products,
Inc. 311:1410
.
.
1310 E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705 • FAX 714-55 - 1603 • Customer Service 714-558-1356 • Sale 714-558-8813
MIVIç
since

We accept MCNISA/AMEX, no surcharges. Your card not charged until we ship .100%

1976

repaired or replaced at our discretion. Items subject to change without notice. FedEx shipping available for only $6.95 plus normal ground charges up to 15Ibs

guaran t
ee,

def
ect i
ve

so f
tware replaced immediately, defective hardware

Circle 179 on inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 180).

--
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DRIVES AND BACKUPS
Conner Hard Drives
3000
42MB 3.5" IDE 28ms .
$199
3204 209MB 3.5" IDE 19ms .
599
Seagate Hard Drives
ST351AX
40MB
IDE 3.5" . . 199
51225 KIT
20MB
w/Cont. XT . 239
ST238 MI
30MB
R1.1. XT w/Cont. 239
ST251-1
40MB
28ms r/
2HT 249
514096
80MB
28m.
Micropolis
1355 159MB ESDI FH 23ms
1664 345MB ESDI FH 18ms .

489
469
999

Wtri-Development Hard Drive Cards
Hard Cord IIXL 50MB
CALL
Hard Card IIXL 105MB

CALL

Mountain Interratape Backups
40/120MB AT . .
249
80/304MB AT . . .
499
Archive Tape Back-up
40MB Internal XT or AT
249
80MB Internal AT
325
Irwin Tape Back-Up
Accutrak 120MB Internal Drive
179
Accutrak+ 120MB External Drive
309
Accutrak+ 120MB Internal Drive
239
Accutrak+ 250MB Internal Drive
299
Sony CD-ROM
7205 Ext. XT/AT w/Laser Library
569
Includes: Comptons Family Encycloped
Languages of the World, Toolworks,
World Atlas and more...
FLOPPY DRIVES
Toshiba Disk Drive Kits
ND 040 5.25" I / 2HT 360K ( PC/XT) $ 59
ND 08DEG 5.25" 1.2MB (
PC/AT) .
69
ND 356T 3.5" 1.44MB AT Kit
69
Sony Disk Drives
3.5" 720K ( PC/XT/AT)
59
3.5" 1.44MB Slimline Bare
59
3.5" 1.44MB
59
MONITORS
Panasonic 14" Color 1024 x768
C1381i (. 28mm)
$349
Packard Bell 14" Color
8551VG VGA 640 x480 (. 51mm)
199
8539VG VGA 640 x480 (. 39mm)
249
8511SV EVGA 1024 x768 (. 28mm) 299
8548SVG1. EVGA 1024 x768 (28orn) 379
Packard Bell Multisync Color (31mm)
8517 SVG 17" 1280 x 1024
999
8520 SVG 20" 1280 x 1024
1499
NEC Multisync Color
399
2A 14" 800 x600 . .
639
3FGX 15" 1024 x768
775
4FG 15" 1024 x768 .
999
4DS 16" 1024 x768 .
1399
5FG 17" 1280 x 1024
1899
.5D 20" 1280 x 1024 .
Sony 14" Color
CALL
1304HG 1024 x768 Multiscan
CALL
1320 640 x480 VGA

PACKARD BELL COMPUTERS
THESE PACICARD BELL SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
• 2Floppy Drives • Enhanced 101 Keyboard • 2- Button Mouse
• Tutorial • DOS 5.0 • OBasic

lecICARD BELL MI

.
1 YEAR ON- SITE
WARRANTY • .
eta grew up listening to us. It snit does.
•
Not offiliated with any former Bell System entity
FORCE
Processor
Hord Drive_
,Stand. RAM_
Max RAM
Ex_pansion Slots
_Video Support
I/O Ports

520X
Al«
804865X20
803865X-20
X1
6
100MB
B
___2MB
.__SMII
3 16-BIT
800 X 600 12S610
15, 1P, 1M, IG, 1VGA, 1KB

•

4661X

$2OXH
803865X20
130MB
4MB
16MB

105MB
4/41318K Cache_
321481128K Cache)
4 16-II_T_ ___
1024 X 768 1512K)
2S, 1P, 1M, 1VGA,
1K11

n
lr P,

1M, 1G,
1VGA. 11(8

ElEK-TEK Price
$999 1$ 1099 $ 1299 $ 1699
24005 fteternal Modems with 520X, 520X11 & 4865X. Modem with 5208, 520/01 8. 48658

PB monigooworronly,le on-te
4U_Cidirr Monitor.
__PackariLltrli I'
- w.h.^ Porch w/a P8 Force systern
8539VG
1 _1511SV
8551VG
tM0x480(.39mm)11024x7681.211mmil
l
"'' 1 P. systeel P•t•dt Fei...selY
640x4801.51mml
carry-in or madin Iyr. warranty
$245
$ 299
$199
3.41SK-20Mlix NOTEBOOK COMPUTER
•80C386SX/20MHz • 2MB RAM exp.I3MB • 2400B mt. Modem
•40MB Hard Drive • 3.5" 1.44MB FDD
with send/fax
$
•Free Carrying Case • 640 x480 VGA • 1yr. depot warranty
MATH COPROCESSORS
ntel Math CoProcessors
8087 (5MHz)
80872 (6/8 MHz)
80871 ( 10MHz) .
80287XL (6,8,10MHz)
and 80C287 ( 12MHz) .

$85
119
159
79.99

80287X1.1 Compaq LTE/286,
and Tandy 2800 .
79.99
803875X-25(SL-25MHz)
145
80387SX ( I6MHz)
119.99
80387SX
(
20MHz)
129.99
80387 ( 16, 20, 25, 33MHz)
199
80487SX ( 20/25MHz) . .
459
Cyrix Math CoProcessors
82587 ( 8-20MHz 80286)
75
83D87-16 ( 16MHz 80386)
155
83D87-20 ( 20MHz 80386)
155
83D87-25 ( 25MHz 80386)
155
83D87-33 ( 33MHz 80386)
165
83D87-40 ( 40MHz 80386)
199
83587-16 ( 16MHz 80386SX)
95
83587-20 ( 20MHz 803865X)
109
83587-25 ( 25MHz 80386SX)
119
CHIPS AND SIMMS
256K (all speeds)
1MB (
all speeds)
Simms Modules (all speeds)
Sipps (all Speeds)

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

SOFTWARE
386 Max .
$64.99
AfterDark for
Windows . . 26.99
All Type . . 45.99
CatbicnCcvyMus119.99
DR DOS . . . 69.99
The Farside
Computer Calendar
for DOS . .
49.99
Fastback Plus
V3.0 .
119.99
Formtool Gold
V3.0 . . . . 57.99
Harvard Graphics
Windows . 339.99
Loplink Pro . . 89.99
LetterPerfect
129.99
Managing Your

Money V8.0 .
99.99
MS Excel V3.0 for
Windows . . 299.99
ProCom Plus
.
65.99
Publisher's Power Pak
for WordPerfect 45.99
QEMM 386 V6
w/Manifest . .
58.99
Quicken V5.0 39.99
Quicken for
Windows . . 28.99
Stacker V2.0
84.99
Tobias Taxcut 39.99
WordPerfect
V5.1 . 235.99
WordPerfect for
Windows . 27 9 . 99
XTREE Gold
93.99

We Stock 2500 Other Software Titles
"Complete Line CH

EPSON

Pi!nasoilic

01(11MTA

Dot Matrix & Laser Printers
Cali For Our Low, Low Prices"

Val

1799

MEMORY UPGRADES FOR IBM
Legend IBMT 5'Compatible PS/2
Memory Upgrades
529802 2MB 30-286 . . . .
$125
529828 2MB 70-E61, 70-121
129
529836 2MB 70-A21
129
551029 2MB Exp. Bd 50Z, 60, 55SX 299
Legend Memory available for Toshiba
Laptops, AST, HP, Mac & Others. CALL
BOARDS
Intel Aboveboard
Above ecord Plus w/512K/2N)B $ 249/349
Above Board MC for PS/2
249
Boca Boards
Boca I/0 2Ser., 1Par.
45
Boca I/O MCA 2Ser., 1Par
99
Boca AT Plus 0K/2MB . . . . 104/209
Boca VGA Basic 540 x480 . .
59
Boca VGA Basic 800 x600 . . .
65
Boca VGA Plus 1024 x768 512K . 79
Boca Super VGA 1024 x768 . . . 119
Boca Super VGA
1024 x768 high resolution color . 129
NETWORKING PRODUCTS
NE1000 8- bit Ethernet . $134.99
NE2000 16-bit Ethernet . . . . 169.99
3COM 3C503 Etherlinkll PC/XT/AT159.99
SMC Arcnet PC- 130 8-bit board . 99.00
SMC Arcnet PC- 130E 8-bit board 119.99
lantastic IOMBPS Starter Kit .
499.00
Lantastic IOMBPS Ethernet Adpt. 219.99
Novell Netware Lite
69.00
Novell Nehvare Starter Kit . . . 375.00
SMC Arcnet PC 500WS 16-bit bd. 129.99
SMC Arcnet PC 500FS 16- bit bd. 209.99
Xircom Adapters
CALL

HEWLETT

Genuine
1
2 ACKARD
Laser Toner Cartridges
HP92275 - LaserJetlIP/11P+/IIIP
$59.99
HP92285 - LI/U+/U 500+
81.99'
HP92295 - LaserJet 11/1113/111/11ID 79.99*
HP92291 - LaserJetIllSi . .
107.99'
•Quantity Discounts Available
Trays
Lower Cassette IIP/IIP+/IIIP ---- -135
Letter" / Legal Size"11P/11P+/IIIP 49 / SO
Envelope Tray' • IIP/IIP+/IIIP
65
Leiter / Legal Size II/IID/III/IIID . 52 / 60
Envelope Tray11/11D/III/IIID
70
Letter Size IIISi / Legal Size IIISi . 95 / 95
Executive SizellISi
95
" Requires Lower Cassette
Memory Boards
1MB Memory UlIP/11P+/111P/111/111D 149.00
2MB Memory U IIP/11P+/111P/111/111D 249.00
I
MB Memory LaserletIllSi . . 115.00
256K DeskJet Plus/DeskJet 500 . 129.00
DeskJet/DeskJete
Plus Ink Carbids.14.50
DeskJet High Capacity Cartridge . 23.99

HP LASERJET
PACIFIC
ENHANCEMENTS
.
•
25- IN- 1Font Cart.11/11P/IIP+/IIIP/IIICALL
25- IN- 1Font Cart. DeskJet 500/Plus . 99
1MB Memory Board IIP/11P+/111/111D . .
99
2MB Memory Board IIP/IIP+/III/IIID 149
Postscript Cart. for 11P/11P+/I1D/111/111D 349

MODEMS AND FAX BOARDS
Internal
Hayes
2400 Baud with Software $ 239
ACCELERATOR/UPGRADE
9600 Baud V 42 w/Software
4
29
39
9
BOARDS
Internal Hayes Compatibles (with software)
Sofa
Practical Peripherals
2861/3861Accelerator . . . $1751249
2400 / 2400 V.42
75 / 169
JOYSTICKS
Express 386SX 16MHz Upgrade
259
2400 IBM PS/2
199
$10.99
Etronics Super Shooter Joystick
Express 386SX 20MHz Upgrade
279
9600
V.42
269
10.99
Etronics Wotta-Shootah Joystick
Express 386SX 25MHz Upgrade .
325
External
31.99
Gravis Analog Joystick . .
I/O II Drive Controller
89
Hayes (no software inch)
2400 loud Internal w/soflware
649
MICE
2400 Baud
279
Etronics Smartee Mouse $ 25.00
2400 loud Internal w/Y.42 & software
95
2400 Baud Pocket Edition
119
IMSI Serial/Bus Mouse
39.99
9600 Baud V.42/V.42 Ultra
499/649
2400 loud External no software
69
IMSI Pet Mouse
19.99
1-byes
Optima
2400/9600B
Be.
CALL
MODEMS
2400 loud External ,o/V.42 no software 119
Logitech Mouseman Combo .
69.99
External Hayes Compatibles
• 100% Hayes Compatible
NEW 9600 loud Internal w/V.42 & softwore 259
Logitech First Mouse Serial . .
39.99
Practical Peripherals
Logitech Trackman Serial . .
69.99
NEW 9600 laud External w/V 42 no sefiwore 369
• 2 Year Warranty
2400SA/ 2400SA V.42 .
169 / 199
Logitech Portable Trakman . .
99.00
9600SA V.42
299
Wrballm.
Microsoft Ballpoint for Laptops
119.99
SONY.
2400 Pocket Modem . .
99
Microsoft Serial Mouse w/Wind 149.99
7.99
7.50
2400V. 42 Pocket Modem or/send fax 159
31/2" 0000
l &so '
7.99
7.50
Microsoft Mouse Serial/Bus .
79.99
14.99
Other Hayes Compatibles
13.50
31/2•D9-10
12.99
14.99
13.50
Mouse System Omnimouse II
5.99
5.50
Intel 9600 Baud with Software
440
51/4" MD
(.
3-99
5.50
4.99
se/Point Bus/Ser. . . . . 49.99/35.99
9.99
Intel 9600 V.32bis with Software . 499
8.99
51/4" DSHD (IBM AT)
1 7.50
9.99
9.99
Ail U.S. Robotics High Speed Models CALL
DIGITIZERS
color
diskettes.
in addition to the above, we stock preformatted &
Fax Boards
Summagraphics Summasketch II $299.99
Frecom Fax 96 Board
99
DATA CARTRIDGES
Summagraphics Summasketch
Frecom Fox/Modem . .
119
Professional 18 X 12 . . .
599.00
Pre- formatted
Regular
Intel SatisFAXtion Fax Boa rd
CALI_
14.50
DC1000IMinil • •
Kurta 12 x 12 XLP Digitizer
249.99
Dt_600 HC/lotarrat'. 121.50
uuA(Menil
$14.99
14.99
Practical Peripherals External 2400 Baud
DC2000(Mini) . .
DC6150/Zerarnor .
28.00
Kurta IS/One 12 x 12
20.00
DC300XL/P
Fax/Modem w/9600 send/receive fax 109
19.50
DC2080 (Mini) .
DC2000/Kappomae . . 19.00
21.00
corded or cordless
359.99
DC600A
20.99
D(2120 Mini)
Practical Peripherals Internal 2400 Baud
DC2000/Thetansor .
19.00
22.00
DC6I 50
SCANNERS
36.99
DC1 35G Magnus
Fox/Modem w/9600 send/receive fax 99
DC2080/Rhornar .
20.99
26.99
DC6250
Logitech Scanman 256
$279.99
2000 Tope
Etronics NEW External 2400 Baud
DC2120/Rhornat'.
25.50
29.00
DC6320
1999
Drive Cleaner
DC2120/X1rnar”"
25.50
Fax/Modem w/9600 send/receive fax 99
MouseSystems HandScan w/CX1i, 149.99
34.00
DC6525
Etronics Internal 2400 Baud
Panasonic Flatbed 1,11, and III
CALL
Col for Large Quantity Pricing.
Call for Wholesale Pricing on 3M Computer Tope.
Fax Modem w/9600 send/receive fax 85
Epson Desktop Color Scanner
1099.00
Write for FREE cat foj
CORPORATE CUSTOMERS INVITED
Prices subject to change; products subject to availability while quanWe offer large bid opportunities. DUNS 09-718-0517
tities last. ETEK-TEK is not responsible for printing or typesetting errors.
OPEN ACCOUNTS- Net 30 mans available lo D8B accounts rated
RETURNPOUCY.. All tales ore final except delecfives which will be replaced woth
idenhcal rrerchandne only Computers and larfte penpherols 3workdays after
2A 1or better, actual freight charges FOB Skokie, IL Phone (as above)
n-ost small 'term, 30 colender day, °Wu which reanufocheer warron
7- - WHERE MORE THAN JUST ENE PRIES IS • IIINT
lax orders lo Corporate Accounts 708-677-7168,
PO., (as

TRONICS

etstairrirs

ELeonEK

3M

maxeli.1

yi

3M

E

above) to Dept CI 132.
PREPAID ACCOUNTS- Use Visa, MasterCord, check, money order no
cash or od ' splease) When ordering by moil please call in advance
for shipping and handling charges Shipments to IL add 775% tax
Minimum order $ I
500
4/92

7350 North Under Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60077

Boo- 395-1000

In IL 708-677-7660

7.-td",:cr,1,7"vare:iitherM,9n,z'r `A'neid
MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW, FIRST QUALITY AND COMPLETE
In no event will ELEK-TEK be liable for any damage. whether nc.dentol,
f
onseqrent
,,,
or .tterwne Except as red t)ein;413 worrontr,

ET Valueline is the telemarketing and mail order department of Elek-Tek, inc. 1",.,"
ce,h:b:;72,%(Z,

Cirek 191 on Inquiry Card.
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PC DIAGNOSTICS MADE EASY
SPEED
TEST
YOUR PC
You've seen the
Landmark Speed
Rating advertised by
many major PC manufacturers, now you can have your own copy of the Landmark
System Speed Teal'". Accurately measure CPU, math, and
video speeds to make an informed purchasing decision,
determine the best PC for tie job or maybe just win some
bets in the office on whose PC is rea/ty faster! Includes the
Landmark AT CMOS RAM Setup program to update your
system configuration on-the-fly. CALL for current pricing!

PC WON'T BOOT? THEN JUST
KICKSTART IT!
Don't replace your motherboard, use KickStart 2". When
serious hardware problems occur, nothing gets you up and
running as fast. KickStart 2measures power within 2.5%
on all four voltages, shows Power-On Self- Test (
POST)
failure codes, and features on-board ROM-based diagnostics allowing you to determine and remedy the problem
quickly, easily, and inexpensively!
Built-in serial and parallel I/O allows for testing via modem,
or simply logging results to aremote terminal, printer or
laptop. You can configure your own test routines and store
them in KickStart 2's battery backed- up CMOS RAM saving
valuable setup time. Includes serial and parallel loopback
plugs and Landmark JumpStarr AT ROM BIOS for testing
PCs that don't issue POST codes. KickStart 2tests your
system regardless of OIS (even UNIX).
On-board switches, LEDs, and digital displays allow complete control over testing in systems lacking video or disk
(ideal for motherboard or system burn-in).

KickStart 2is/deal for permanent installation. It eliminates the need
for an 1/0 card, provides remote and on-site diagnostic capabilities
for quick repair time and offers asolid hardware based solution to
unauthorized access with impenetrable password protection.

SLASH DOWNTIME AND
OPERATING PROBLEMS

KickStart 2is the ultimate SECURITY CARD too! With both
supervisor and user levels of password protection, you can
prevent unauthorized use of your PC and accidental running of destructive tests. CALL for current pricing!

"KickStart 2system diagnostics board helps users
check out virtually every aspect of aPC's hardware
system... the board is aworthy investment for computer maintenance." David Claiborne, PC Week

THE 5MINUTE SOLUTION TO
FLOPPY DRIVE FAILURE
With AlignIt you can clean, diagnose, and align your floppy drives in minutes without ascope. Patented technology
requires only ascrewdriver to perform ANSI-accurate
alignments (. 3mil).
AlignIt is ideal for corporate users with 2or more PCs because it includes a"
GOLD STANDARD" feature so you can
align all your PCs to the same in-house standard, guaranteeing that all your floppies are perfectly interchangeable
between PCs.
80% of all floppy drive failures can be fixed with Alignit. So
don't replace your drive, save time and money instead.
Includes dual size floppies, ( both high and low density)
and no-mess pre-lubricated cleaning diskettes (both sizes)
good for 180 uses. Replacements and single drive size versions available. For all PCs and compatibles.
CALL for current pricing!

.11
HOW TO DEBUG ADEAD PC
Need an inexpensive solution for dead or problematic PCs
and motherboards? Try KickStart 1- or JumpStart ROM
Posr, two quick and easy to use debugging tools.
KickStart 1test card shows power status on all four voltages and binary PORT 80 Power-On Self-Test codes. The
manual translates error codes for easy failed circuit isolation. CALL for current pricing!
JumpStart ROM POST is aplug-in chip designed to replace
your motherboard BIOS for testing purposes. Tests include
CPU register and logic, 8087 math coprocessor, 8253 timer, 8237 DMA controller, 8259 interrupt controller, parity
error and memory refresh logic, erroneous maskable/nonmaskable interrupt detection, display adapter ( MDA, CGA,
EGA), keyboard, keyboard controller, floppy controller,
drive A: read Base memory at normal & slow refresh rates,
and POST checksum. Display of motherboard switch
configuration. CALL for current pricing!

Intended for professional service and repair technicians,
Service Diagnostics is also easy to use for the novice.
Clear, concise on-line help and intuitive menus make
finding system problems abreeze. Tests all CPUs, math
chips, all memory, floppy, fixed and non-standard disk
drives, standard/non-standard printers, system board,
video, com ports and all keyboards. Utilities include lowlevel reformat, log bad sectors, edit bad sector table; the
partition editor allows you to set up multiple partitions;
back-up program transfers hard disk image on unformatted floppies and allows for restore after reformat.
Ideal for UNIX and other operating systems, the selfbooting version doesn't require DOS. The manual offers
troubleshooting tips to the component level. Also available
in acomplete Kit including: all CPU specific software, dual
size floppy alignment software (see AlignIt), and PC/XT &
AT ROM POSTs. PC Magazine Editor's Choice 8/90.
Circle 206 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 207).

PC Probe diagnostic testing quickly isolates the source of
hardware problems, even locating bad RAM chips. It tests
system board. RAM, video, keyboard, corn ports, floppy
drive, hard drive, Ethernet card and more. Run PC Probe
tests in batch mode or single pass, remote or on-site.
PC Probe allows you to increase your hard drive data
transfer raie by determining optimum interleave and
changing it, prevent catastrophic data loss by performing
data revitalization, reformat the hard drive, run external programs, display and edit CMOS RAM on-the-fly, prevent
accidental-hard drive data destruction with passwords,
diagnose problems with device drivers installed.
The 200 page on-line manual has built-in table of contents,
topic/text search, and troubleshooting tips. PC Probe comes
with dual size floppies and 9 & 25 pin serial/parallel port
loopback plugs. For PC XT, AT, 386, 486 aid compatibles
using DOS 20 or higher. CALL for current pricing!

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL PC
TROUBLESHOOTING
Landmark Service Diagnostics" is ideal for professionals
requiring the most exhaustive diagnostic test capabilities.
Each module is CPU specific, including PC, XI, AT, 386/
486, and PS/2. Since 1981 major manufacturers like
Wang, Xerox, Prime, Sony, DEC, NEC, and NCR have relied
on Service Diagnostics to tackle their toughest operating
problems.

Wito PC Probe - you'll save time and money when your PC
starts acting up. In one easy-to-use package you get
Diagnostics, Virus Protection (for over 700+ known viruses), Benchmarks, Performance Enhancement Utilities, and
System Information. Combined, this arsenal of tools will
keep your system up and running at peak performance and
remove the mystery about what's inside.

PC
MAGAZINE
IDI fI / NS
( HMI h
Auqua 1555
Sono Prognoones The

-Overall. Service Diagnostics:
The Kit was the best performer.
(You can) locate and identify most of tire computer
problems you'll ever encounter. If you're running a
service department, Service Diagnostics is not an option,
it's anecessity." gill O'Brien, PC Magazine

•Service Diagnostics XT/AT Kit...SAVE $SCALL NOW.
•Service Diagnostics PS/2 Kit...SAVE SS CALL NOW •
•XT ROM POST...SAVE $$ CALL NOW •
•AT ROM POST...SAVE 54 CALL NOW •
-- Individual pricing available on all kit components, please inquire --

•Toll-Free Lifetime Tech Support
•90 Day Money- Back Guarantee
•Federal Express Shipping

CALL (800) 683-6696
Fax ( 813) 443-6603 • Voice ( 813) 443-1331
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

nelEn

nIANDMARK

RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

First in PC Testing... Since 1981
703 Grand Central Street • Clearwater, Florida 34616
Copyright ic,1941 Pr, >robe. Oiqnli. KrckStart. JurnpStart. ROM >OST and Sere. Dow
noshes are tradamarks of lalldnUfh Re«, th Intarfutfortal Cap All Rpris Reserved
Crcher names arrracemarksoftfmrassocutedo.ers
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MODEM
FAX
SPECIAL

SYSTEM
SPECIAL
386DX-25
M/B, CPU
Case, PIS
144 FDD
Monocard
Monitor
Keyboard

SIR/FAX
_
9600/2400
>69
4800 External
Send Fax
Modem
$69

$599

D.=
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/
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Sii MICROS 1-800-424-1126
288-16 @ $ 299 386-SX25 @ $444
386-16 @ $ 399 386-DX25 @ $ 549

BARE
BONES
SYSTEMS

*Al! the bare bones systems include: CPU Motherboard, 1 MB Ram, great looking Chasis, 200W PIS,
1:1 FD/DH Controller

386-25DX

•1MB Ram
• Power Supply, Chassis

•1MB Ram
•Power Supply, Chassis

•40 MB Hard Disk

•40 MB Hard Disk
•1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk

•1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk
•Keyboard, 101 Keys
•SVGA Card
•1024 x768 Monitor, 28 dp

•Keyboard, 101 Keys
•SVGA Card
•1024 x 768 Monitor, 28 dp

MEMORY/SIMMS

MOTHER BOARDS
XT- 12
286-12

$79
$ 89

286-16
286-20
386SX-16
386SX-20

$ 99
$ 149
$ 159
$ 179

386SX-25

$ 199

386DX-20*

$ 129

486DX-33 ISA •
486DX-50*
486DX-33 EISA •

$139
$ 159
$ 179
$439

•4 MB Ram
•100MB Hard Disk

•4 MB Ram
•100 MB Hard Disk

*Case & Power Supply
•Keyboard, 101 Keys

•Case & Power Supply
•Keyboard, 101 Keys

•Keyboard, 101 Keys

•SVGA Card

•SVGA Card
•1024 x 768 Monitor, 28 dp

•1024 x768 Monitor, 28 dp
•1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk

•SVGA Card
•1024 x768 Monitor, 28 dp
•1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk

•1MB Ram
•Power Supply Chassis
•40 MB Hard Disk
•1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk

$1199

$1499

MATH CO- PROCESSORS

OTHER AD-ONS AND
PERIPHERALS

$1099

$999

80287-10
80287-12

$89
$129

$1.25
$4.50

80387-16SX
80387-20SX

$139
$159

$4.50
$36
$45
$129

80387-25SX
80387-20DX

$169 VGA 1024 x 768
$175 . 28 dp Monitor

80387-25DX
80387-33DX
80387-40DX

$ 175
$ 175
$299

$1.25

4164
4464
41256

$1.75

44256
1 x 1 MEG DRAMS
1 x 8 SIMMS
1 x 9 SIMMS
4 x 8 SIMMS
4 x 9 SIMMS

$139

Toshiba, IBM, ALR, AST,
Compaq, Macintosh, Zenith
Memory Modules Available

$199
$399
$ 899

IDE, SCSI, ESDI
HARD DISKS FROM 40 MB
TO 1GB AVAILABLE

14451 Newport Avenue, Tustin, CA 92680
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Case & Power Supply
Full Tower Case &
Power Supply ...
Mono Monitor

.$99

$1699
WHY BUY FROM Sii?
•One year warranty
• 15 days money back

. $ 169
guarantee
$99 • Parts flown by air for
$359

101 Keyboard . .$45
DE Controller .$29
SCSI Controller
$169
SVGA Card
1024 x 768
$99
Mono Card ......
$29
Tape Back Up 120 MB $259

replacement
•Quality parts used
•800 customer service no.
•Last but not least, shop at
ALR, AST, COMPAQ, IBM,
ZENITH and then call us.
We have the best quality
service & prices.

ALL TYPES OF HARD DISKS,
LAN CARDS, CD-ROM AVAILABLE.

*CPU not included

(714) 731-5489

486-33

486-20SX

386-33

386-25 SX

386DX-25
386DX-33*
386DX-40*
486SX-20

386-33 $ 599 486-20SX @ $ 699
386-40 @ $ 699 486-33 @ $899

FAX: (714) 731-1538

VISA

416

PURCHASE ORDERS WELCOME
Prices subject to change without notice. Add 4% tor Mastercard or Visa
orders. Net terms please add 5% to the total. Shipping and handling charges
extra. These are COD prices.

Circle 214 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 215).

ANYONE
CAN INSTALL
BACKPACK.
ANYONE.

It's never been easier to add

tape, as well as hard drive

external mass storage. In

models. Several computers

fact, if you can plug in a

can share one Backpack, so

printer, you can install

you can back up your work

Backpack. Backpack

or take it home to another com-

connects to the parallel printer

puter. So don't monkey around

port of any PC compatible or

with difficult- to- install drives.

portable without interface

Call for full Backpack

cards or tools! Backpack

information today.

is available in 3.5" and 5.25"
diskette, QIC 40 ( 40/120MB)

L111111111(

backpack
MicroSolutions

and QIC 80 ( 80/250M B)

Computer Products

132

W.

Lincoln

Highway,

DeKalb,

IL

6 0115

815-756-3411

FAX

756- 2 9 2 8

Visit us at COMDEX in the North Hall, Booth 665.
Circle 202 on Inquiry Card.
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Protects While
You Type!
SafeSkin ® is the finest
keyboard protector
in today's
marketplace.
/

1

4011b.

apd
aid101,

flee

-.01.0

loie

900

'ego

Compare these features:
• Remains in place while you use your computer
• Prevents costly repairs and protects delicate
electronics from dust, spills, smoke, ashes, staples.
• Wrap around design gives full keyboard protection.
•Anti-glare finish reduces eyestrain.
• Soft, flexible, retains normal keyboard feel.
• Durable, washable high-tech polymer lasts for years.
• More than 800 models. Available for most PC's,
laptops, workstations and clone keyboards.

ÍSdencin

KEYBOARD PROTECTOR

Merritt
Circle 200 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 201).

PUTER PRODUCTS

ELEK-TEK«

,VAISMY/21111

031111)(Fhprinelliel
EXPRESS

•Mums • Me Predicts

Also available at Egghead Discount Software.

Dealer and OEM inquiries invited.

In the USA contact: Merritt Computer Products; 5565 Red Bird Center Dr , Ste 150; Dallas, TX 75237, Tel 214/339-0753, Fax 214/339-1313.
In Europe contact: DEAL B V , Van Berckelweg 36, P. 0. Box 208; 2200 AE Noordwijk ZH; Holland; Tel. 31-1719-41133; Fax 31-1719-46225.

"POWER BEYOND
YOUR DREAMS."

BEST BUY 486/33i
Intel486TM 33MHz » 8MB RAM » 256K
Cache » Teac 1.2MB & 1.44MB FDD »
Quantum 210MB IDE HDD w/64K
DisCache e buffer ( 15ms) » caching
controller w/4MB » 14" Seiko 1450 SVGA
monitor ( 1024x768) » Orchid ProIls SVGA
card w/1MB » 120MB tape backup » 2serial,
1parallel, & 1game port » 101 keyboard »
Tower case » Windows 3.0 » DOS 5.0 »
Hi- Res Mouse »
lyr. TRW on-site
service.

53,698

SX/20 NOTEBOOK

w

hen it comes to of-

For Your Dollar."

BYTE

fering the highest quality

Magazine applauded Acma

components, blazing- Fast

for "
Speed And Reliability At

performance,

Price."

and

unbeatable

you demand the

value, Acma ranks

best, you won't find

among the best!

MAGAZINE

Just ask the experts

"The Perfect Windows
3.0 Workstation" "Our
Favorite Is The Acme

Clearly, if

abetter choice than
an

Acma

puter.

com-

386SX/20MHz

guarantee it with a " No

"Power

Questions Asked" 45- Day

Your

Dreams," and "ASolid Value

Money-Back guarantee!

FEATURES Irt SERVICES
y 45- Day "
NO QUESTIONS ASKED" Money- Back Guarantee'
y One-Year Parts And Labor Warranty
y FREE One Year On-Site Service In Most U.S. Locations
y FREE Lifetime Toll- Free Technical Support (Mon. - Sat.)
y FREE 24 hour, 365 days ayear, tech- support bulletin board!
y Major credit cards honored ( not charged until order ships)
• Net credit terms avaliable or qualified businesses
✓ Windows 3.0 & DOS 5.0 preloaded FREE (
except notebook)
y FREE Return Shipping Of Replacement Or Repaired Parts**
y NEW PRODUCTS! Fax/modem card, $ 115 » Programmable
keyboard, $ 125 » 1.2GB hard disk drives, Call Today!
y Personal And Business Leasing Plans
✓ Special GSA And Quantity Discounts
y SPECIAL! $1.00 Upgrade Program
y 48 Hour High-Temperature Burn- in
OSA# GSOOK91A055107
Call Toll- Free 800-456-8809

C

COMPUTERS, INC.

lntel386TM SX/20MHz » 2MB RAM
expandable to 8MB » Teac 1.2MB & 1.44MB
FDD » Quantum 52MB IDE HDD w/64K
DisCache e buffer ( 17ms) » 14" Hyundai
Super VGA monitor ( 1024x768) » 16- bit
VGA card w/512K » 2serial, 1parallel & 1
game port » 101 key keyboard » Windows
3.0 » DOS 5.0 » Hi- Res Mouse » lyr. TRW
on-site service. $

1,295

And we

who said Acma offers
Beyond

1,795

An Outstanding

friendly service,

at PC Magazine

lntel386TM SX/20MHz » 1MB RAM
upgradeable to 5MB » Teac1.44MB FDD »
Conner 40MB IDE HOD » VGA CCFT
backlite TSTN type LCD monitor w/16
shades of gray » 1serial & 1parallel port »
80 key keyboard » 3hour battery life » 6.3
lbs. w/battery » carrying case » battery
charger » supports external VGA monitor
and keyboard. Optional Fax/Modem only
$160.
Extra $
batteries $75.

386/25 & 33MHz
Intel386TM 25 & 33MHz • 4MB RAM
expandable to 32 & 64MB • 64K Cache
33MHz • Teac 1.2MB & 1.44MB FDD •
Quantum 105MB IDE HDD w/64K
DisCachee buffer ( 17ms) • 14' Super VGA
monitor ( 1024x768) • 16- bit SVGA card
w/1MB • 2serial, 1parallel, & 1game pon •
101 key keyboard • Windows 3.0 • DOS 5.0
•Hi- Res Mouse • lyr. TRW on- site service.

25MHz $ 1,795
33MHz $ 1,895
486/33MHz EISA
InteI486TM 33MHz » 8MB RAM » 256K
Cache » Teac 1.2MB & 1.44MB FDD »
Quantum 210MB IDE HDD w/64K
DisCache e buffer ( 15ms) » 15" NEC 4FG
Super VGA flat square screen monitor
(1024x768) » Orchid Pro Ils SVGA card
w/1MB » 2serial, 1parallel, & 1game port »
101 key keyboard » Windows 3.0 » DOS 5.0
»Hi- Res Mouse »
1yr. TRW on-site
service.

3,895

ORDER TODAY TOLL- FREE!

800-456-1818
Open 6am-7pm Weekdays and 8am-4pm Saturdays ( PST)
International 510-623-1212, 24 Hour Fax 510-623-0818

1991, Acme Computers, Inc., 48501 Warm Springs Blvd., Fremont, CA 94539 All pnces and specifications are subject to change without notice. 'The 45-day money-back guarantee
covers Acma brand computers with Impression l'Ius or Hyundai monitors only (software, printers, peripherals, and shippng are not included). All brand names are registered trademarks of
their respectwe companies.

— Customer

pays shpping to Acma for parts replacement or repair, and Acme pays return shipping to customer. Call today to confirm complete details.

Circle 178 on Inquiry Cord.
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There are plenty of places to get information in this
industry. Too many. But if you want the best quality
information, there's only one that rises to the top:
BYTE WEEK.
BYTE WEEK is aweekly newsletter from the same
professionals who produce BYTE Magazine. Each
week, the most important news and information
from the previous week is presented in areadable
and concise manner. BYTE WEEK offers you what no
other publication can: timely news on the rapidlyevolving computer industry as it happens with the
interpretation and evaluation that only BYTE's
experienced editorial staff can provide.

Subscribe now and take advantage of aspecial
subscription rate of $395 ($495 outside the U.S. and
Canada). Don't miss this opportunity!
For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-258-5485 (in
N.H., call 603-924-9281) and charge to amajor credit
card or we'll bill you.

INIFEWleK
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NI-I03458.
BYTE WEEK offers amoney-back guarantee if you are not completely satisfied.

Clip Coupon Here

Li

YES! Sign me up as asubscriber to the Cream of the Crop, BYTE WEEK at the special subscription
rate of $395 ayear for 50 issues ($495 ayear outside the U.S. and Canada).
LI MasterCard

Name
Title

U Check enclosed

Company
Mail Address
City/State/Zip

Card #
Exp.
Signature

Business Phone

ic•
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VISA
Bill me

H. Co. has America's largest selection ofmemory!
And, we'll beat any USA advertised price.
Laptop Memory
TOSHIBA
Memory
Added
T1000SE, 1MBKit
XE,LE
&2000SX
2MB Kit
4MB Kit
8MB Kit
T1200XE
2MB Kit
11600
2MB Kit
T3100SX
2MB Kit
4MB Kit
03100
2MB Kit
13100e
2MB Kit
T3200SX
2MB Kit
4MB Kit
T3200SXC2MB Kit
4MB Kit
13200
3MB Kit
T5100
2MB Kit
15200,
2MB Kit
5200C
8500
8MB Kit

Price

NEC Memory

Us
1186
S149.00 2
1tra
F
Prospeed
,
199
s .
00 SX/20
J19 00 Prospeed
6
,79
,.1
0 286
1
.1
'
9
'.
.
w 386SX/16
00
119.00
%seed
279.00 386
119.00
119.00

2o9.00

Laser Printer Memory
Price

Added
1MB MD
4MB MD
1MB BD
4MB BD
1MB BD

229.00
599.00
159.00
439.00
139.00

2MB BD

259 00

4MB BD
2MB CD
8MB CD

399.00
259.00
999.00

emory Price
119.00
209.00
Added
229 .00 Supersport2MB
$ 169.00
119.00 OX
ALPHA
119.00
2A113
169.00
BETA
429.00
2MB EXP
189.00
Slimspon
2MB CD
189.00
Memory Price 286e
ama CD
429.00
Turbosporti MB BD
159.00
Added
40SX
4MB BD
495.00
2MB Mem 119.00 386e
4MB Hem__ 219.00
8MB Mem.
449.00
emory Price
COa7PAa Memory Price
Added
Added
AST
1MB SIMM 79.00
Portable111
2MBKil
129.00 Executive
Portable
386/20
m0Kit
179.00 Notebook
4MB SIMM
209.00
209.e.„2,1102G

IBM'

OTHERS"'

4MBEXP
1MB BD
2MB BD
4MB BD
1MB BD

Portable
LTE286
Portable
LTE386S/20

459.00 Sharp
1MB BD
119.00 PC-6220 Notebook
149.00 Ti
1MB BD
459.00 7ve ,
'
mate 2°°0
179.00 "
2MB Kit
Travelmate 3000
359 .00 Everex
2MB MD

4MB BD
1MB BD
4MB BD
1MB BD
2MB BD
4MB BD

SLT/286
SLT/386

129.00

429.00
139.00
219.00
39900

TernrIlLX
Panasonic
CF- 170,270
Epson
NB3S

139.00
129.00
129.00
199.00

1MB CD

129.00

1MB UPG
4MB UPG

159.00
399.00

l,Apple Memory
Added
Mac Classic
Mac Ilci,Ilsi
Mac Ilsi
Mac Ici,Ilsi
Mac Ilsi
Mac Ilci,Ilsi
Mac Ilfx
Mac SE,SE
30, Plus, 11,
114x ,11x

Asr

Price

l -3MB BD $89.00
2MB Kit
89.00
1MB Kit
69.00
2MB Kit
159.00
4MB Kit
209.00
8MB Kit
499.00
16MBKit
629.00
4MB Kit
199.00
16MB Kit
699.00
MAB Kit
199.00

Memory

Price

Added

Bravo 486/25
2MB Kit
8MB Kit
Prem 386/SX16
&20, 25, 33
8MB Kit
Prem II Sxr2o
SX/16
Cupid Exp.
Premium
386C
WKST
&Bravo
Premium
Fastram

409.00
59.00
219.00
269.00
59.00

4MB Kit

189.00

4MB Kit

w/Model

Price

50Z,55SX,70-EGI
70-121,P-70

$ 59.00

50Z,55SX,70-EGI
70-121,P-70
55SX,65SX,55LS,
34E3077
70-A21,461,1321
061

109.00
239.00
119.00

H.P.Laserjet Illsi
H.P.Deskjet
IBM 40194019e

NEC

Memory

289.00

P.M SX

'IT
Part e
2C87-8
2C87-10
2C87-12
2C87-20
3C87SX-16
3C87SX-25
3C87-20
3C87-25
3C87-33
3C87-40

Price
S79.00
89.00
99 00
109.00
139.00
159.00
179.00
179.00
189.00
209.00

3C87 - 33

ui 19811

Plus
P.M.SX/20

P.M.SX/16

55.00
59.00
249.00

P.M 386/20

2MB MD
8MB MD

16

Cyrix

Intel

Part a
82S87-20
83S87-16
83S87-20
83S87-25
83D87-16
83D87-20
83D87-25
83087-33
83D87-40

Pert I
Price
8048 7SX-20 $ 509.0 0
803 87-3 3
219.0 0
80387-25
219.00
80387-2 0
219.00
803 87-16
219.00
8C387SX-20
159.00
803 87SX-16
149.0 0
8028 7XL
109.0 0
109.00
80287XLT

Price
$ 99.00
149.00
159.00
169.00
199.00
189.00
189.00
199.00
229.00

PURCHASE ORDERS ACCEPTEDA

H

4MB BD
1MB MD
4MB MD
DP 286N,
1MB MD
386N. & 386SX/20
2MB MD
4MB MD
OK BD
DP386/16
1MB BD
2MB BD
8MB BD

OKI Laser 400
OKI Laser 800,820

Panasonic 4450
Panasonic 4420,
44501

349 OC
999 OC

299.00
89.00
209.00
69.00
109.00
249.00
99.00
279.00
599.00
899.00

emory
Added
Z-386/20.
25,33,33e

1MBSM
2MBSM
4MBSM
2MBSM

Z-3865X,
286-LP+2-LS
Mastersport SL
2MB MD

199.00
659 00

DRAM
PART', PRICE
1X1-80
4.95
256-80
1.80
256-70
200

1X9-80
1X9-70
4X9-80
4X8-80

256X4-80
4464-80
4464-10

43.00
45.00
169.00
159.00

5.00
2.50
2.00

KINGSTON
Convert your 286 to a386
The SX/NOW Works with most:

IBM, AST, Cornpaq, Epson, HP , NEC, AGI
Landmark

Speed

Test ( 1.1

35
3o
2015
I0
5

34 9

9

8

PS 2Mode 50 60
PS/2 Model 65SX
PS/2 Model 50/60 • 20MHz 50 Now ,
PS2 Model 50/60. 25MHz 55.elow/

Price

WE CARRY MEMORY FOR ALL
COMPUTERS
AND LASER PRINTERS AT
LOWEST PRICES!

$ 85.00
119.00
179.00
209.00
85.00
119.00
209.00
69.00
189.00
109.00
99.00
139.00
219.00
109.00
149.00
109.00
149.00
199.00
160.00
99.00
149.00
249.00

PART,
PRICE
256X8-10 $17.00
256X9-80
15.00
1X8-80
43.00

279 OC

199.00

PRICE

STANDARD SIMMS

349.00
859.00
1,199.00

S69.00
129.00
259.00
119.00

Memory
Added
1MB Module
2MB Module
3MB Module
4MB Module
1MB Module
2MB Module
4MB Module
1MB Module
4MB Module
256K Module
1MB Module
2MB Module
3.5MB Module
1MB Module
2MB Module
1MB Module
2MB Module
4MB Module
1MB Module
1MB Module
2MB Module
4MB Module

Chips/SIMMs

Price

1MBBD
189.00
4MB BD
579.00
8MB BD1,099.00
2MBCPU
189.00
UPG.
2MB
269.00
UPG. & Exp.
2MB
119.00
UPG. Kit
2-8MB
249.00
Exp.
2MB
149 00
UPG. Kit

PM 386/25S
2M8 Kit
Memory Price
8MB Kit
Added
DP 386/
2MB MD
$ 119.00
P.M .386/25
33,486/25,33 &
2MB MD
Systemp
8MB MD
395.00
8MB MD
DP 386/
1MB BD
139.00
8MB
20e,20 & 25e,25
Repl BD
4MB BD
299.00
1MB MD
89.00 P.M.386/33E&486/25E
2MB MD
4MB MD
209.00
DP-386S/
1MB BD
119.00

Coprocessors

HP.Laserjet II,I1D

30/286
99.00
PS/1
119.00
80-041
79.00
80-111,31
139.00
80-A21,A31,A61
239.00
90,95
259.00
70,80
319.00
50 & 60 Series
299.00
50660
249.00
PS/2 Model 57SX,90,95
8MB MD
499.00
CALL
FOR
RISC
SYSTEM
6000
MEMORY!!

COSIIMNR

\lath

H.P.Laserjet IIP,
111,111D,IIIP

Added

1MBKit
4MB Kit
OK BD
1MB Kit

286
512-2MB
BD
FastramKit 512Upg.
Premium
1MB Kit
386

119.00
409.00

Model
Works

KINGSTON SX/NOWCPU Upgrades
20 Mhz
345.00
25 Mhz
395.00

I All Products
100%
Guaranteed!

lb

VISA

2
-At

Caed

WE NOW CARRY DISCOVER

e

Computer Products

e

17922 Sky Park Circle #F
Irvine, CA 92714

Orders
Tech Support
1-800-726-2477''
1-714-833-3364
Information 1-714-833-3222
FAX 1-714-833-3389
Germany0Mce: ThomasBohlmann
Charlottenburgerufer 18. 1000 Berlin 10
TEL:

030/3410478

FAX:

030/3426310

1
2:
3

PO's accepted
from eu
r
n
ei
:
VISA,MC,AMEX,CODe
v
e
e
e
rsiditie:, ag
eo
ev
ee
er
e
n
e
me

4.
5.
6.

Internatinal orders accepted.
15% Restocking fee on returns within 30 days.
No Software returns.

.eage
ee
nl
c
yiasel &
eaee
qualified

firms.

No refunds after 30 days

OPEN WEEKENDS

*Any legitimate advertised price from companies with new merchandise actually in stock. Offer excludes Chips and SIMMS. Trademarks are the property of their respective companies Prices are sub!ect to Chan'1992 H.Co. Computer Products.

Circle 194
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intersys...The Towering Presence
High Performance 486, 386, and 286 Computer Systems

The Intersys family of computer system embodies an impressive
combination of state-of-the-art design, superb engineering and
unparalleled value The result is the flexibility, compatibility and
reliability you expect from aleader in the field

Whether you need asophisticated high- end 486 or an entry-level 286
system, there's an Intersys out there to suit your needs. Full software
compatibility gives you arich variety of options and ease of network
interaction
Made with pride in the U SA , each and every Intersys product is
backed by aunique 5- year warranty, as well as outstanding field
support, both domestically and internationally.
When yoy çie,mand superior value, when you want built-in American
quality think Intersys.

Ni\i' A R itz,

ta•

For more information, or to order call:

(
800) 969-COMP

1SS-1000 The Basic Performer

ISS-2000 The Enhanced Performer

ISS-5000 The Ultimate Performer

286/16Mhz, 1Mb RAM, 1.2Mb &

ISS-3000 The Optimal Perfor mer
386/33Mhz/64K, 4Mb RAM,

ISS-4000 The Premier Performer

386SX/25Mhz, 2Mb RAM, 12Mb

486SX/20Mhz/64K, 4Mb RAM,

486/33Mhz/64K, 8Mb RAM,

1.44Mb FDD, 40Mb HDD, 14"

& 144Mb FDD, 80Mb HDD, 14"

1.2Mb & 1.44Mb FDD, 125Mb

1.2Mb & 1.44Mb FDD, 200tv‘b

1.2Mb & 1.44Mb FDD, 200Mb

SVGA Mono Monitor

SVGA Color Multisync Monitor

HDD, 14" SVGA Multisync Monitor

HDD, 14" SVGA Multisync Monitor

HDD, 14" SVGA Multisync Monitor

$845.00

$1,595.00

$2,095.00

52,395.00

52,795.00

The Intersys Warranty Seal is your assurance of American quality, backed by aunique five-year guarantee!

[Ls intersys
324

B

2461 W. 205th St., B103, Torrance, CA 90501, USA TEL: ( 310) 782-9731, FAX: ( 310) 782-9815

I 1 • .1PR 1I 19 ,)2

Circle 196 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 197).

SmartCache Plus: the grow-as-you-go
approach to SCSI controllers
START WITH THE BEST...
DPT's entry level SmartCache Plus board offers
unrivaled price/performance for sngle-user
systems. It features ISA or EISA bus mastering,
and universal SCSI disk compatib lity for all PC
operating systems. SmartDriver software
supports SCSI- 2peripherals like tape and
optical drives.

NOW ADD CACHING!
Get DPT's award- winning caching technology in
aplug-in module! Move up to disk caching
speed without investing in a new controller. With
an integral 512K cache, the module provides up
to 5X performance gains for workstations,
power users, and small multiuser systems.

ADD MORE USERS, ADD MORE CACHE!
Plug in a2 MB or 4 MB memory module and
accommodate up to 18 users from asingle card
slot. Ideal for medium-sized networks or
multiuser systems.

HOW ABOUT DISK MIRRORING?
DPT's SmartCache mirroring module provides
100% disk fault tolerance by simultaneously
writing all data to asecond " mirrored" drive. No
more data loss or costly system down- time due
to disk failures. And unlike software mirroring
schemes, fault tolerance is achieved with no
performance penalties.

PLUS STILL MORE CACHE,
AND THEN SOME...
Cable over to DPT's 4MB Cache Expansion Card,
then grow your system to 16 MB b,/ adding more
plug-in memory modules— enough power for
64- plus users!
DPT has your solution— no matter how
you grow. Performance, compatibility and
upgradability make SmartCache Plus the
only SCSI controller you'll ever need. For
details, contact Distributed Processing
Technology. 140 Candace Drive, Maitland, FL 32751. Phone ( 4(7) 830-5522;
FAX (407) 260-5366.

See us at Comdex Spring, Booth #756

Circle 189 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 190).

ACER 486 SX

MAC II fx

32MB

16MB

COMPAQ SYSTEMPRO

MAC QUADRA 900

32MB

16MB

ALSO AVAILABLE: MAC QUADRA 700

LOW PROFILE 16MB MODULE

OTHER MEMORIES AVAILABLE:
ACER, ALTIMA, AST, CHAPLET, DELL, EPSON, HP, IBM, NEC, PANASONIC,
QMS, SAMPO, SHARP, SILICON GRAPHICS, SUN MICROSYSTEMS AND
ZENITH.

CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG
TERMS: C.O.D. CASH, VISA OR MASTERCARD.
COMPANY AND UNIVERSITY P.O. 'S ACCEPTED UPON CREDIT APPROVAL.

414 CLOVERLEAF DR., UNIT B, BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706
Li
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Circle 222 on Inquiry Card.

WHY P
AY MORE FOR
AM/WED T
ECHNOLOGY?

ATronics offers you more for your hard-earned dollar. Highest quality
components; customer service and technical support second to no other! Systems
designed to avert obsolesence and protect your investment dollar. Motherboards
designed with upgrodeobility in mind.

We've been first since 1985. The very first AT-compatible; the first 486/50

on the market. Dollar for dollar and feature for feature, no competitive system
available today can match the ATronics line for technology, quality and value. You
owe it to yourself to check our prices. Coll us today!

120MB Remmable IDF: Hard Disk

386SX-20MHz Notebook

If you've been looking at
Bernoulli or SyQuest for
removable media, Alionks mn
provide abetter solution, one that offers the
ultimate in unlimited dato storage, security, backup
and transportability.

$1,595

$
425

Available as akit for your existing 3.5 lDf
hard disk for just S69.00.

• 80MB, 200MB & 300MB • Completely DOS
IDE drives (wadable
compatible
• No special drivers required • Free podded
• Keylock security
carrying case

•20MHz 386SX CPU
•2MB DRAM, 4MB optional
•640 X480 LCD VGA
screen, 32 shades of gray
•Dimensions: 8.6"xl l'xr, Weight 6./lbs.
•20MB hard disk standard; 40 8, 60MB optional
• 1.44MB floppy disk drive
•Free carrying case
•Other options available at additional cost

Superior performance from otruly portable
and affordable system!

Systems Proudly Made in the USA!
:ATI-386/33
• 33MHz 80386 $ ll Co{
• 641( cache
• 1MB DRAM
¡led 7 id
• 120MB IDE hard drive
• 1.44MB or 1.2MB drive
• 1024 X768 SVGA cord
• SVGA monitor ( 1024 X768)
• 2serial and 1pod& port
• 101 enhanced keyboard
• Baby AT rase

ATI-486/33

•33MHz 80486

$q

tio5

• 64K cache
• 4MB DWA
A IV 7
• 120MB IDE hard disk
• 1.44 MB or 1.2MB drive
• 1024 X768 SVGA cord
• SVGA monitor ( 1024 X768)
• 2serial and 1parallel port
• 101 enhanced keyboard
• Baby AT rase

50NIHz-486
• SOMEtz 80486 $ 2
• 256K cache
•4MB DRAM
• 12003 IDE hard disk
• 1.44 MB or 1.2MB dhve
• 1024 X768 SVGA cord
• SVGA monitor ( -024 X768)
• 2serial and ' poollel part
• 101 enhanced keyboard
• Baby 0cose

Quaky: U.S. designedand made since 1985. On-Site Service: Available; Unlimited technical phone support included.
Circle 182 on Inquiry Cord.

905
I

7

ATronics

International, Inc.
-I3W5 Northport Loop East
Fremont. C.1 N338-6413
Phone: 510-656-8400
Fax: 510-656-8560
Hours: 7am to 5pm l'SE
(OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA ON) VI

1.800.488.7776

• O,

.

•

• 256K Super Fast Write-Back Cache Memory

. ical-Bus Design

• 8MB RAM (70ns) & Built-in 487 Math Coprocessor

• 256K Super Fast Write- Back Cache RAM

• I.2MB 525" & I.44MB 3.5" TEAC Floppy Drives

• 8MB RAM (70ns) & Built-in 487 Math Coprocessor

• 210MB I
5rns IDE Hand Dr.& w/ 64K Lookahead Cache

• I2MB 5.25" & .44MB 3.5" TEAC Floppy Dnves

• 16-Bit ORCHID Fahrenheit 1280' Card with 1MB

• 210MB I
5ms IDE Hard Drive w/ 64K Lookahead Cache

(Up to 25 times faster than astandard SVGA Card)

• 32-Bit S3 Graphics Accelerator with I
MB VRAM

• ORCHID AutoCAD Display List Dnver

(Up to 50 times faster than standard SVGA)

.I
7" Flat Screen Non-Interlaced SVGA Color Monitor

• 14" Non-Interlaced 28mm SVGA Color Monitor

(VESA Standard for 72Hz Flicker-free Display)

(VESA Standard for 72Hz Flicker-free Display)

• 2Senal. IParallel & IGame Ports

• 2Senal, 1Parallel & IGame Ports
• Qual ity101 -Key Keyboard

• Quality 101-Key Keyboard
• Hi-Resoiution 400 DR Senal Mouse

• Hi-Resolution 400 DPI Serial Mouse

• Free MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0

• Free MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0

$3395

• 64K Fast Write-Back Cache Memory

• 256K Fast Wnte-Back Cache Memory
• 4MB RAM (70ns) &

•4MB RAM (70ns); Up to 32MB
• I2MB 5.25" & I
41MB 3.5" TEAC Floppy Drues

487 Math Coprocessor

• 12MB 5.25" & 144MB 3.5" TEAC Floppy Drives
• 130MB 15ms MAXTOR IDE Hard Dnve w/ 64K Cache
• 16-Bit 1024.768 SVGA Card with I
MB

• 130 MB 15ms MAXTOR IDE Hard Dnve w/ 64K Cache

• 14" Non-Interlaced.28mm SVGA Color Monitor

• 14" Non- Interlaced 28mm SVGA Color Monitor

(VESA Standard for 72Hz Flicker-free Display)

(VESA Standard for 72Hz Flicker-free Display)

• 2Senal. IParallel & 1Game Ports

• 2Serial, 1Parallel & 1Game Ports

•l
6-Bit 1024.768 SVGA Card with I
MB

• Quality' 0I -Key Keyboard
• Hi-Resolution 400 DPI Senal Mouse

MANY COMPUTERS HAVE ADDED GRAPHICS ACCELERATORS, THEIR REAL-TIME

• Free MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0

SPEEDS ARE STILL LIMITED BY THEIR

33/486 WIN -STATION
BYPASS THE
ENABLES THE

AT

.

• 8MB RAM (70ns) & Built-in 487 Math Coproces, •
• 210MB 15 ,ns IDE Hard Dnve w/ 64K Cache
• 16-Bit I
024.768 SVGA Hi-Color Card with
I
MB RAM for 32.768 Colors

486 CPU

COMTRADE'S

• Free MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0

$1695

THIS

GRAPHICS ACCELERA-

32 -BIT

TOR TO CONNECT DIRECTLY TO THE
• Same Configuration as our 486/33 above wit

B
UT

USES A REAL 32- BIT LOCAL- BUS VIDEO SLOT TO

BUS BOTTLENECK. •

32 -BIT S3

AT BUS. •

I6- BIT

• Quality 101-Key Keyboard
• Hi- Resolution 400 DPI Serial Mouse

AND RUN AT TRUE

CPU

SPEED— FOR PERFORMANCE UP TO
FASTER THAN STANDARD
NO OTHER COMPUTER

50

SVGA !•
CAN

on as our 386/33/40 System

CLOCK

• 2MB RAM (70ns); Up to 8MB

TIMES

• 85MB 17ms MAXTOR IDE Hard Drive w/ 32K Cache
• 16-Bit I
024.768 SVGA Card with I
MB

SINCE

MATCH THIS

omAxicounpun

SPEED AT THIS PRICE — IT'S NO WONDER

Comrrade 486132 WIN- Station

WE'RE BLOWING THE COMPETITION AWAY.
EFFI-

ALL COMTRADE COMPUTER SYSTEMS

CIENT WRITE- BACK METHOD TO ENSURE THAT PROGRAMS RUN AT
Same Configuration as our 486/33 above we
• 8MB RAM (60ns) &Built-in 487 Math Coproces
• 210MB I
Sins IDE Hard Dnve w/ 64K Cache
•I
6-Bit 1024.768 SVGA Hi-Color Card with
I
MB RAM for 31768 Colors

SUPER

FAST

OMTRADE

2.5NS

486

CACHE

MEMORY

99%

OF

SYSTEMS ALSO COME WITH AN

THE

TIME.

INCREDIBLE

•

256K

CACHE WHICH IS SO BIG IT MAKES
THE

SYSTEM

AND

VIDEO

CACHEABLE. •

AND,

STANDS

ALL THEIR

UCTS

‘
1,1..,

except with no cache and

BEHIND
WITH

WEATHER ANY

BIOS

COMTRADE
PROD-

WARRANTIES
STORM —

TO

INCLUD-

ING A TWO YEAR PARTS AND LIFETIME LABOR WARRANTY.

International 818.964.6688
F
AX 818.964.2492
Hours: 7:00-7:30 Pacific Mon-Fri
9130-6:00 Pacific Sat
1016-B Lawson Street
City of Industry. California 91748

First Source will give you great memories!
IBM MEMORY

LAPTOP MEMORY

SX/NOW! PROUESSOR UPGRAL)
Kingston Technology Corp.'s SX-Now!
is the undisputed performance champ.
-PC Magazine October 29, 1991
Landmark Speed Test 11.1
2.1 V

15
30

20
15
PS/1
2M6
IBM PN N/A
$ 119
PS/2 30/286, 1497259
2MB Kit
30F5360
$ 109
PS/2 353XLS,40SX,502,55.5X;LS,65SX8 5.70
1MB
649/5/213
$59
2M6
6450604
$ 119
PS/2 70-A21;A61;621;11161
2M6
6450608 $ 129
PS/2 35SX; L.% 40SX; 55$X; 55LS; 65LS;65SX
4MB
3412933
$269
PS/2 35SX; LS, 40SX
8MB
6450129 $ 589
PS/2 57$X, 91I, 95
8MB
6450130 $ 509
PS/2 80-141
1MB
oinv-3375
$ 79
PS/2 80-111/311
2MB
6450379 $ 139
P5/2 90,95 and P75 (Install In pairs)
2MB
6450902 $ 119
4MB
6450128 $ 209
Expansion boards for all models 50 and 60
2-8M6 w,2M
1497259
$ 319
2-I6MB w/261,
6450609
$ 339
Expansion boards for all models 70 and 80
2-14MB vi / 2M
3413077
$349
4-1CM.Bu/4M
3413011
$459

NEC MEMORY
Powerrnate SX
2MB Fed.
4MB Bed
Powermate SX Plus
I-2MB Bed
4-8MB B- d
Poweurnare SX/20
2MB CPJ
2MB Brcl
Powennate 386,20
2MB
Powermale 386,25
2MB
werrnate 3186,-25$
2MB 10t

APC-H855
APC-H853

1499
$ 729

APC-H850E
APC-852E

$ 239
$629

OP-410-8101 --------$ 199
OP-410-8102
$239
APC-H6558 $ 359
APC-I-1655X $ 359
09410-5201

$199

Valetta 05/165; WC, RS/WC; 25PC., 20C
01540/1640A
$69
1MB Kit
4MB lot
D1542/1642A
$199
Vecta 386/16N, 386/20N
2MB
D2406A
$159
$609
Veer° 486 PC ( Install in Pairs)
1MB
D2150A
$ 69
4MB
02I51A
$ 299
Veen: 386/25. 486/251, 33T (Install rn Pairs)
2MB
D238IA
$ 129
Vectra 486PC and 386/25 PC
8MFt
D2152A
$ 549

,
ase

ir /

10
AST

5

Executive Notebook

MB
$79
4MB
$219
COMPAQ
Portable L.TE3865 20
MB
$179
vMS
$379
Portable LIE 286
MB $ 89
.,MB .
$
219
SLT-286
$129
4MB $449
SLT-386
IMB... $ 129
4MB
$399
IBM
L40SX & N33SX laptop
2MB $ 129
-1MB
1219
4MB
1449
TOSHIBA
TI
000SE/LE/XE, T20005X
2MB $229
110001E, 1200053
4MB $359
IIMB $789
T2000SXE
2MB $229
4MB $359
aMB
$789
11200XE, TI603, T31000
rra .•
5129
T3100SX. 13200SX. SXC
2MB .. $ 129
4MB
1229
3MB
1229
13200
15100
2MB
$ 129
15200, T5200C, 18500
2MB
$ 129
8MB
1469
NEC
Powermate Port SX
2IMB
1399
aMB $ 1399
ProSpeed 286, 38-65X16
-MB
1129
4MB
1399
ProSpeed SX20
MB
1159
4MB
$449
ZENITH
MastersPort SL
2MB $209
Master/Pod 386SX
2MB $209
S.S. SX, 286E, SlimsPort
2MB $ 169
SupersPort SX
2MB
$ 169
SupersPort 286, 286E
MB kit $ 119
SupersPort 286E, SlimsPort 4MB
$449
TurbosPort 386 386E
,MB
$ 169

0
MP5r2m.ati5oto
Psic Need es x
BM PS/2 ?deed into. 20 MX, sxraoi.
Iffl r-$/2 0.451 sorto • ;two

Dont replace your system...
Upgrade your 286 to a 386SX with Kingston's SX/Now!
SX, N

803865X Processor features:

VAvailable
V 16K bytes
V Onboard

VRequires

Now available

for:

in 20 or 25MHz

V IBM PS/2 25/286, 30/286, 50, 50Z, 60

of Cache Memory

V Original IBM AT

High Speed Clock
No Expansion Slot

V 80387SX Co- Processor
V 5- Year Warranty

W AST Premium 286 and Bravo 286
Hewlett-Packard 55286/12 ez ES/8

iiIqston

Socket

SX/Nowl provides true multitasking and background operation for Windows 3.0,
OS/2. and 386 specific software. Improves system performance up to 350%!

SX/Now' 20MHz Accelerator
SX/Now' 25MHz Accelerator

PRINTER MEMORY
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet IIP, Ill, II1P. IIID
2MB
334754
$ 125
4MB
334778
$ 199
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet II and IID
2MB
334448 . $ 125
4MB
331146B
$ 199
Hewlett-Packard Ombiet 500 and Plus
256K
2271173
$99
IBM Laser 4019 ancf 4019e
2MB
108.1137
$ 149
3.5MB
084675
$ 219
ISM Law 4029 All Models
.c/fr 2M8 ' 183334
$ 179
4MB ' 183335
$359
Canon LIIP-4
2MB
Ph NIA
$ 249
Brother HUB, BE
2MB
Mk-823
$ 199
Panasonic 44.501 and 4420
2MB
SX-P4411
$ 149
4MB
Ph N/A
$ 239
Toshiba Page Lowe
4MB
LSo-NB010D $ 219
°lamer 400
1MB
7oo 14701
$ 99
2MB
Oki Phi N/A . . $ 129
Texas Instruments Mfentaser and XL
1MB
2555769-0001
$ 79
Epson SPI 6000
2MB
13.5101
$ 149

call bar any item not listeC

SIMM

DRAM

SIMMS AND SIPPS
4M(9-80 .
$169
1M40- BO .
$
48
25&9-80
$15

DRAM CHIPS
1
kI-80
$4.50
2tiliX4-80 $ 5.00
256X 1-85' $ 1.80

$439
$ 539

COMPAQ MEMORY
DeskPro 386-20, 20E and 25
(MB
113131-001 . $89
4MB
113132-004 ... $ 219
DeskPro 3865/16
1MB
113646-COI . . $ 89
4MB
112534-004 . . $ 219
DediPro 286N, 38614, 386SX/20, 386/25M,
486/33M, 486s/25M, 4844/16M; SystemPro IT
2MB
118689-001 . .... $ 119
4MB
118690-CXX $ 269
DeskPro 3416-33, 486-33 and SystemPro
OK Board
116569-001 . $ 229
2MB
115144-004 $ 129
8MB
116561-004 . $419
DeskPro 386-20e and 25e
1MB Board
113644-001
$ 139
4MB Board
113645-001 $309
Desicho 316,5
1MB Board
113633-001 . $ 139
4MB Board
113634-001 . $ 329

ZENITH MEMORY
Zenith 486/33E1
4MB Kit
ZA-4200-MZ
3293
16MB Kit
ZA-4200-M8 $ 1279
Zenith Z-386/20/25/33 and 33E
1MB
ZA36/3BOOME $ 69
4MB
ZA3800MK
$299

AST MEMORY
Premium 386C, 386-16
4MB Kit
5[0510-008 ...
$189
Premium 386, 386-20
4MB Kit
500510-D04 ... $ 249
Bravo 386-SX, WS/266, 386
2MB Kit
503510-D02 ....
$ 99
4MB Kit
5C0510-008 ...
$ 189
8MB Kit
56082Z-061 . .„„ $ 389
Premium 386/25;33,Premium Il 3865X/1620
1MB w/VVPB
500780-033 ...
$69
All Premium and Bravo 436 Models
2MB w/WPB
500718-004 .... $ 129
8MB w/WP0
500780-001 . $459
Premium II 386$X/20 and 386SX/16
4MB w/VvPB
500780-064 $ 229

EXPANSION BOARDS
Doe:eon/AT Plus
Up to 8MB for any AT or 16 bit Comput ale
machines running up to 33MHz. Offer all
types of memory, provides a maximuri of
8MB LIM/EMS 40
2M8 with DRAM
4199

We also sici-sk memory tor Acer. AIR, Apple, Ar,he Technoiogies, Ater, Austin. Bondned. Chinon. Citizen, Commodore, CompuAdd. Dam Won°, Dell. DIX, Everes. Gateway, GRiD, Hyundai. Intel. LeodIng Edge.
Magnavox. Micro Express. Midein. Mips. Mitsubishi, NCR, NeXT. Norttigate, Olivetti, Packard Bell, PC Brand, Poquet, Samsung, Silicon Graphics. Smith Corona, Swan, Tandy, Unisys, Wang. Wyse. Zoos anciOthers.
FIRST

S

Outside the U.S.

1-714-588-9866
Business hours:

Monday

-Friday BAM - 5PM

Price. Quality, and Support
•Some Day Snipping • Free Technical Support • All Products
User Installable . Overnight and Saturday Delivery Available •
No Surcharge on Viso Mastercard. or Discover • APO. FPO
International Orders Welcome • Purchase Orders Accepted
from Government, Universities and Qualified Firms •

URCE

Fax Line

1-714-588-9872
Fax your orders 24 hours a day, 7 days a week!

INTERNATIONAL, INC.

The Only Source for Computer Memory!'
Mai; coders to: 36 Argonaut, Suite 140 Aliso Viejo, CA 92666

1-800-535-5892
fe
.11$111111M

iemneand Condit. env
refundable

ld li Jr°. , nn d

rnd -ulan t•ared ton nu noes are tdr vourconynnlence. Allprodacts carry o full manufacturer's warranty

Pele.
17
-"

ZP/Ife

All ora 1dc, ore gL.aranteed 100% campanble a you; money ba.

A 206 rentnclong roe wd be Cnarjed on all nan-detectlye returns unoceded ara .olused or conceited orders. All items must be returned wife, 15 days set, roonal documentaloc an .I packaging

'ventured Runes anoodalcany are SubjeCIII0 change w. trout nelce
once valid o by Cl donne° bronas one, not prod to SINIMs or DPW

BYT°4

Delivery Guaranteed
Follow your package every step of Me way wilh 3day Internahonal delivery via Federal Express, UPS, or DBL. Fast, inexpensive,
dependable delikery anywhere in the world' Information in
tracking shipments Is available at your request.

Returned Men' ,

orco, of';50 All purchase pfldes ot the time ot order ore final FIR1Source lnlx,naflotial cono? be.esponsIble ro errown typography Or photog ,aph,
Al tradernwle and regstered Yademalts ore ot the/ respectlye compoNes

Circle 192 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 193).
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(800)
831-2888
Hi-Tech USA Monthly Specials
EISA
486-33C
$1,398

(

EISI , ISA
86-25C
486-50C
$1,348 $ 1348

All systems Include:

386SX
25 MHz
$378

Motherboard & CPU
A 1MB memory installed
(512KB for 286 systems)
• 1:1 2HD/2FD controller
A 1.2 MB or 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
A 2Serial/1 Parallel ports
• Enhanced case w/ Power Supply
A

VIDEO OPTIONS

hk1
4
/

386SX
20 MHz
$368 e

4191-ISA
ISA
486-33C. 486-25C
$748
$798 e

le SVGA Monitor with 512K card
S298
14 - VGA Monitor with 16- Be VGA card
S258
NEC 3FGXAFG/4DS/5D S67&828/9981888
Sony 1304 FIG ( 1024x 768, 0.25)
S568
Nanao 9070W9080i
S898 ,1078
Oak VGA- 256k ( 830x600, 16- bit)
S48
Trident 1MB ( 1024x768x256)
S88
Orchid Procesigner I
,
S with 1MB
SBEST
Orchid Procesigner IIS wr Hi- Color $ BEST
Orchid Fahrenheit 1280
SBEST
Diamond Speed Star with 1MB
$158
Diamond Speed Star Hi- Color $ 168
Video 71024i ( 512 KB)
S188
Video 7. VFAM II OMB)
348

Hard Drive +

80MB

12" mono + MGP card $286

$386

$436

$656

14" VGA + VGA card

$456

$556

$606

$826

SVGA ( 1024 x768)
+SVGA Card

$496

$596

$646

$866

14" SVGA (non-inter)
+SVGA Card

$606

$706

$756

$976

14"

IARD DISK DRIVES
40mb/28ms ( IDE)
80mb/18ms ( IDE)
100mb/16ms ( IDE)
120mb/16ms ( IDE)
130mb/15ms
200mb/16ms
240mb/15ms
340mb/15ms
676mb/16ms

( IDE)
( IDE)
( IDE)
( IDE or SCSI)
( ESDI or SCSI)

S198
$298
S318
$348
$358
$568
$598
$998
$1398

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Why Hi- Tech USA!

10. Purchase orders are welcomed and subject to approval.
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286-20
$298

MISCELLANEOUS

Free 3-button mouse with a complete system purchase

286-12
($268
Terms and Conditions

A

Lifetime toll- free technical support.
One year parts, 2years labor warranty.
30 days satifaction money- back guarntee.'
We customize to your requirements.
Combinations of the best state-of-the- an comporents
72 hour burr- in test.
World wide shipping.
Replacement parts shipped at no cost to you.
Superior reputation for service, quality & value.

20 598
MHz
)

Citizen 200GX ( 9- pin)
5168
Citizen GSX-13131 40+ (
24- pin) S2581328
Citizen GSX-145 24- pin)
$398
Color option tor C bzen printer
S48/68
Panasonic Printers
SCall
Wirdows 3.0 + Super Mouse II
$68
Internal Modem 2400 baud
48
Fax Modem ( 9600 Fax, 2400 Modem) S88
Logitech Mouseman serial/bus
64/74
Cobrado Tape Back-up DJ- 10/20 S218/278

386SX
386-40C
386-33C
386-25
R 16 MHz.4,1
64k cache
64k cach
64k cach
\$348 $538 $518 $498 '
A

1.11

120MB 200MB

40MB

Video Upgrade

486SX

Prices and specifications
A • Guarantee ral be bowed or for IBM incompality reasons, covers only he Teen USA
brand corrouters. and excludes computer peeve software, and shogang charges A
other retums select to 15% restodung tee. No rebinds alter 30days.
A Pocas reflect cash discount
s ASlogos arid tracle-a ,,
stared trademarks of their respective companies
A

nek

Order Number
Technical & Service
International Orders
FAX Orders
Hours -

M- F:

1-800-831-2888
1-800-831-2780
(408) 262-8688
(408) 262-8772

9:00a.m.-6:30p.m.. S: 10:00a.m.-4p.m.

(
PST)

1562 Centre Point Drive Milpitas, CA 95035

Circle 221 on Inquiry Cord.

"experts in portable intelligence"
PRICES CONTINUE TO DIVE SO PLEASE CALL FOR OUR MOST CURRENT PRICES

TOSHIBA
MEMORY

1MB $98
1.5MB $ 128
2 MB $ 158

FOR T1000SE, T1000LE, T1000XE, 4 MB $ 298
T2000, T2000SX, T2000SXE,
T2200SX, T3300SL, T4400SX 8 MB $498

TOSHIBA MODEMS ON SALE
24008 INTERNAL MODEM FOR 11000, T1100«,
Ti 200, 71600, 1
-31 00, T3100E, T31 00SX,
T3200SX, T3200SXC, T5100, T5200, AND T5200C

$78

LAPTOP/NOTEBOOK SUPER SALE
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX/25C 80MB WITH 8MB RAM
$4,238
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX/25C 60MB WITH 8MB RAM
$4,128
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386S)U25
80MB WITH 8MB RAM
$2,698
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX/25
60MB WITH 8MB RAM
$2,448
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX/20
60MB WITH 8MB RAM
$2,328
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386S)/20
40MB WITH 8MB RAM
$2,078
EVEREX TEMPO/LX
386SX/20
60MB WITH 5MB RAM
$2,318
EVEREX TEMPO/LX
386SX/20
40MB WITH 5A4B RAM..
$2,148
SHARP PC-6681
80MB go rH 6MB RAM
$CALL
SHARP PC-6661
60MB WITH 6ME RAM.
$2,218
SHARP PC-6781
80MB wirH 8M13 RAM ....... ..... ..... ..
$CALL
SHARP PC-6881
80MB WITH 8MB RAM ( COLOR)..—
$CALL
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM2000
40MB WITH 3MB RAM $1,468
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM2uuu
20MB WITH 3MB RAM
$1,158
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000 WinSX 80MB/6MB RAM.
$CALL
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000 WnSX 60MB/6MB RAM.
$CALL
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000
80MB WITH 6MB RAM
$2,468
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000
60MB WITH 6MB RAM
$2,388
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000
40MB WITH 6MB RAM
$2,328
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000
20MB WITH 6MB RAM
$2,038
ZENITH MASTERSPORT 386SLE
60MB WITH 8MB RAM
$3,898
ZENITH MASTERSPORT 3865L
60MB WITH 8MB RAM
$3,228
ZENITH MASTERSPORT 386SX
60MB WITH 4AAB RAM
$2,528

LAPTOP/NOTEBOOK
HARD DRIVE UPGRADES
40MB 2.5" HARD DRIVE UPGRADE ( MOST BRANDS)
60MB HARD DRIVE UPGRADE ( MOST BRANDS)
80MB 2.5" HARD DRIVE UPGRADE ( MOST BRANDS)
100MB 3.5" HARD DRIVE UPGRADE ( MOST BRANDS)
200MB 3.5" HARD DRIVE UPGRADE ( MOST BRANDS)
COMPUADD COMPANION 40MB HARD DRIVE UPGRADE
GRID 1720 60MB HARD DRIVE UPGRADE
PANASONIC CF- 270 60MB HARD DRIVE UPGRADE
SHARP PC-622o 40MB HARD DRIVE UPGRADE
TANDY 2810- HD 60MB HARD DRIVE UPGRADE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM2ooc 40MB HD UPGRADE
EXTERNAL 20MB BATTERY- POWERED HD UPGRADE
EXTERNAL 40MB BATTERY- POWERED HD UPGRADE
EXTERNAL 60MB BATTERY- POWERED HD UPGRADE
EXTERNAL 80M8 BATTERY- POWERED HD UPGRADE

$398
$498
$598
$498
$748
$548
$648
$648
$548
$648
$548
$358
$498
$578
$668

NOTE: All hard drive upgrades are supplied with a new BIOS
whenever necessary, and come with alull one-year warranty.

UPGRADED TOSHIBA SUPER SALE
T520oC
T5200
T5200
T5100
T5100
T4400SX
T4400SX
T3300SL
73200SXC
T3200SX
T3200SX
T3100SX
T3looSX
T2200SX
T2200SX
T2200SX
T2000SXE
T2000SXE
T2000SX
T2000SX

200MB WITH 14MB RAM
200MB WITH 14MB RAM
100MB WITH 14MB RAM
100MB WITH 4MB RAM
40MB WITH 4MB RAM
BOMB LCD WITH 10MB RAM
80MB GAS PLASMA WITH 10MB RAM
80MB WITH 10MB RAM
120MB WITH 13MB RAM
120MB WITH 13MB RAM
40MB WITH 13MB RAM
80MB WITH 13MB RAM
40MB WITH 13MB RAM
80MB WITH 10MB RAM
60MB WITH 10MB RAM
40MB WITH 10MB RAM
60MB WITH 10MB RAM
40MB WITH 10MB RAM
soMB WITH 9MB RAM
40MB WITH 9MB RAM

$6,188
$3,868
$3,598
$1,978
$1 :7
$4
50
98
8

T2000SX
T1600
T1600

20 MB WITH 9MB RAM
40MB WITH 5MB RAM
20MB WITH 5MB RAM

$2,558
$738
$2
$
1,,
43
3
48
,
8

T1200XE
Ti 200XE
T1200XE

60MB WITH 5MB RAM
40MB VVITH 5MB RAM
20MB WITH SMB RAM

$C
1 ALL
$1,968
$1,738

$CALL
CA
$
SCAL
LL
L
$CALL
$CALL
L2
2.
S
,
9
i

TEL: (415) 578-1901
FAX: (415) 578-1914

COMPUADD
COMPANION
SHARP PC- 6220
TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
TM2000

$198
(while supplies last)

$3,748
$3,528
$2,998
$2,758
$
2,778

UPGRADE TODAY AND SAVE!

NEW!
60 MB HARD
DRIVE UPGRADE
FOR
GRID 1720
PANASONIC CF-270
TANDY 2810HD

TOSHIBA T1200XE/T5100 2MB UPGRADE...$98
APPLE POWERBOOK 2/4/6MB UPGRADE $ 128/52484328
APPLE OUADRA 16MB UPGRADE
$698
AST PREMIUM EXEC iMB/4MB UPGRADE
$484168
COMMODORE CLT286/386 2MB UPGRADE
$98
COMPAQ LTE/386s 1MB/4MB UPGRADE
$ 148/$288
COMPUADD COMPANION/SX 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$88/$178
EVEREX TEMPO/LX 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$984188
GRID 1720/1750 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$98/188
HP 95LX PALMTOP 512K/1MB UPGRADE
$188/328
IBM PS2 L40SX 2MB/4MB/8MB UPGRADE
$98/$198/$378
NCR 3125 512K/1 MB UPGRADE
$188/328
PANASONIC CF 7o iMB UPGRADE
$68
PANASONIC CF270/370 2MB UPGRADE
$98
PANASONIC CF27o/370 aMB UPGRADE
$188
POQUET PALMTOP 5121</i MB UPGRADE
$188/328
SANYO ME3C-17NB/18NB 2MBRIMB UPGRADE
$98/$188
SHARP PC-6641/TI TM3000 2MB/4MB UPGRADE $88/$178
TANDY 2810HD/3810HD 2MB/4M8 UPGRADE
$98/188
TOSHIBA T3100 & 73100/20 2MB UPGRADE
$268
TOSHIBA T3100SX 4MB UPGRADE (1SLOT)
$178
TOSHIBA T3200 3MB UPGRADE
$168
TOSHIBA T5200 2MB/8MB UPGRADE
$983398
ZENITH MASTERSPORT 386SL/386SX 2MB UPGRADE $98
ZEOS 286/386SX NOTEBOOK 2MB UPGRADE
$98
WE ARE OFFICIALLY LISTED IN THE TOSHIBA TECHNICAL
INFORMATION GUIDE AS THE LEAST EXPENSIVE RECOGNIZED
MEMORY MANUFACTURER FOR TOSHIBA LAPTOPS NOTEBOOKS

$648
SHARP PC- 6220
TI TRAVELMATE
TM2000
COMPUADD
COMPANION

MEMORY
UPGRADE
1MB...$98
2MB...$188
NEW!
40 MB HARD
DRIVE UPGRADE
FOR

ALL MEMORY UPGRADES COME MTH
A LIFETIME WARRANTY &
A 48- HOUR EXCHANGE GUARANTEE!
ABSOLUTELY NO SALES

1- 800- 9- LAPTOP
(1-800-952-7867)

3.5" EXTERNAL
FLOPPY DRIVE
FOR

TO DOMESTIC RESELLERS

Semer lynx", ma

reed cad, cle,mools. Nol re.. see for t por-

erro,

SHARP PC6220
TI TRAVELMATE
TM2000
COMPUADD
COMPANION

$548

tote-a-lap

SE
HABLA
ESPANOL

550 Pilgrim Dr. Suite F • Foster City, CA 94404

(Pregunte por Hector)

"experts in portable intelligence"

All prices subject to change without notice.

Circle 208 on Inquiry Card.
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VGA to your VCR

100MHz PC-Based Scope
CompuScope 250 from Gage Applied Sciences
is a family of high quality 100 MegaSPS PC/XTcompatible Data Acquisition Cards with advanced
oscilloscope software Features include:

NEW Snap-Master Software:
Data Acquisition for Windows
Discover Snap- Master — the only Windowsbased data acquisition and analysis software to
achieve high-speed, real-time data acquisition
with multiple simultaneous AID boards.
Snap- Master lets you define your own custom
instruments using icons and easy-to-understand
flow charts. A pre-defined database of sensors
is integrated with the data acquisition system.
#HOS 209 SnapMaster Acquisition Module
#1113 211 Snap-Master Analysis Module

$995
$495

Use modules as an integrated package or stand-alone

Circle 300 on Inquiry Card.

New GPIB Controllers
Support
IEEE-488.2 Standard

• 100MHz sampling on one channel or 50MHz
simultaneous samping on two channels
•8-bit resolution
•50MHz bandwidth
•32 or 128-KiloByte memory Puffer
•Programmable gains
•Store and load setups and signals
•Drivers available in C, Pascal and Basic.
2501
100MHz CompuScope 250 Lite.. $2750
#DSO 250-32 100MHz Scope w/32K Buffer
$3495
#DSO 250-128 100MHz Scope w/128K Buffer
$
31195

MOST 111111A Standard GPIB Controller with IEEE 488.2 Support
MOST 11114 AT Bus, 1MHz Turbo GPIB Controller
MOST 1111
Micro-Channel, 1MHz Turbo GPIB Controller

$315
$495
$
415

Circle 301 on Inquiry Cord.

Low-Cost Data Acquisition with the PCL 812
Advantech has made data acquisition extremely affordable. Their
PCL 812 boards offer 16 input
channels and high speed acquisition; despite their low cost these
boards have not sacrificed anything in terms of performance or
advanced capabilities.
•16 Single- Ended Analog Input Channels and 2Analog Output Channels.
•Up to 30,000 Samples Per Second with 12- bit Resolution.
•16 Digital Input Lines and 16 Digital Output Lines
30 KHz, 16-Channel, LowCost ND Board w/ BASIC Drivers

#PCL 8126 PCL 812 with SoftwareProgrammable Gain Levels
#PCL 1100 Pascal and CSoftware Driver Package
#PCL 780 Interface Terminal Panel with Included Cable

$395
$495
$95
$95

You CAN Have it All!
Low cost and high perfromance now go
hand-in-hand. The new LCDAS series of
Data Acquisition boards from Analogic
give you all of the features of boards
costing several times more money.
Dual DMA processing combined with
a full 16- bit AT- bus interface lets you
process data as fast as your LCDAS
board can sample it. A quick glance at
the Block Diagram will show you that all
recommended internal circuitry has
been provided. Free software drivers
and extremely flexible control of
operating modes makes development
efforts abreeze.
50KHz, AT-Bus Data Acquisition Board

«OAS 125 125KHz, AT-Bus Data Acquisition Board

Redlake TapeCaster
VGA to Video Converter
Redlake's TapeCaster converts VGA screen
output to video for applications such as animation
and creating training tapes. The TapeCaster is
extremely easy to use: no base addresses, no
interrupts, no software — just plug and play.
•True, precise NTSC or PAL video timing.
•Simultaneous VGA and video display.
•Composite Video & YC (SuperVHS) output tot
use with equipment ranging from an inexpensi,.
VCR to broadcast-quality professional video
#NTSC 200 TapeCaster - NTSC Video Output $750
#PAL 200

TapeCaster - PAL (
Europe) Video Out. $
750

#NTSC 100 NTSC Video Digitizer w/software

$1650

PC Systems Handbook

•

#1£DAS SO

C,

CyberResearch April

—

The new IEEE-488.2 standard has
made it easier than ever to program
and control GPIB devices. Manu'
...
factured by National Instruments,
these boards allow you to control
UtutuutUtu$ti
and gather data from up to 15
devices with IEEE-488 interfaces.
Our AT GPIB and Micro-Channel controllers support data transfers at up
to 1Million samples/second. ( No re-writes! Older software fully supported!)

#PCL 812

1=
CD

for Scientists 81 Engineers
PC Systems Handbook
lot Stienhsts and Inpmers

This Combination Tutorial/Catalog
Includes Many Examples of PC-based
Scientific & Engineering Systems

CffleSCral

16,

Have you wanted to enjoy the many
benefits of configuring your own
PC-based Data Acquisition or Instrumentation system, but didn't know
where to begin? The PC Systems
Handbook will lead you every step
of the way, explaining all aspects
of systems configuration with easyto- understand text and clearly
documented diagrams. A detailed
glossary and two dozen " Tech
Notes" help you understand the
terminology. Our new 1992 Edition will be expanded to
196 pages with a hard spine, making it suitable as a permanent addition to your bookshelf. And there is absolutely
no charge for this invaluable reference book delivered
wiihin the United States. A handling charge is required for
Handbooks sent overseas. Please call or Fax for information.
Topics Covered Include:
•Industrial Rack- Mount PC's — AT, 80386, & New 80486 Models
•Real-Time Data Acquisition, Analysis, & Process Control Software
•PC Plug-in Boards for Analog/Digital, Digital/Analog, & Digital I/O
•Connect your PC to Test Instrumentation with IEEE- 488, RS- 232, RS-422
•Stepping and Servo Motor Control with your Personal Computer
Circle 302 on inquiry Card.

Notice to International Customers
You can buy direct from CyberResearch and save 50% or more!
Amajority of the leading brands of PC-based engineering products
are available for export from CyberResearch at the same low
prices as those enjoyed by our customers in the United States.
Due to contractual restrictions, products from some manufacturers
are not available for export to certain countries.
$499
S650

Please fax arequest for quotation listing brand and/or performance
requirements, and we'll fax back aprompt response.

CyberResearch System of the Month Features RTI DAS from Analog Devices
ules, these boards can be used for the broadest
possible range of data acquisition applications.
CyberResearch
has now made
this top-of-the-line
product affordable for everyone. By bundling
an RTI 815A
together
with
Labtech Notebook software at
one low price
Labtech Notebook
we've
saved
over $ 500 and
made it possible for you to afford the very best.

Guarantee Valid Data

with Signal Conditioning Modules
Signal conditioning modules serve several purposes;
they protect your computer, isolate your signal of
interest from noise, amplify low-level signals, and
provide power and excitation to trarsducers.
One name is virtually synonymous with signal conditioning: Analog Devices. And CyberResearch
is your Analog Devices distributor carrying every
signal conditioning line: the versatile 3B series,
the low-cost 5B series, and the new, intelligert 6B
series with on-board A/D conversion.
Call to receive additional information.

Each combination package contains:

Package includes Labtech Notebook
lhe RTI series of data acquisitior boards were designed by Analog Devices with industrial users in
mind With the lowest MTBF in the industry, these
are the boards to chose when reliability is critical.
Designed from the outset to be compatible with the
full line of Analog Devices' signal conditioning mod-

•RTI 815A DAS board configured for 32 S.E. or
16 Diff analog input channels with 50KHz A/D
conversion rate, 2analog output (DIA) channels,
16 Digital I/O and 3Counter/Timer I/O.
•Labtech Notebook menu-driven software with
new IconView diagramming user interface and
drivers for the RTI 815A board.
#RTI 815LN

RTI DAS Combination Package

Product Showcase
PC Products for Scientists & Engineers
When ycu need PC- compatible equipment for science and engineering, there's wily one name to think of: CyberResearch.
We offer the largest selection of hardware and software for data
acquisition, instrumentation, communications, motion control.
etc. We stock all your best-known suppliers like those featured
on these pages and many more.

FREE Application Engineering
At CyberResearch we have no salespeople. Our engineers have
one priority: to help you find the best technical solution to your
problems. Calling our Applications
otline is like having your
own free consultant. Call and let our experience work for you.

100'; Satisfaction Guarantee
You can order from CyberResearch with confidence. If you are
not completely satisfied with your purchase, simply call our toll free hotline within 30 days of -eceiving the item. A friendly
customer service technician will arrange for a full refund,
replacement, exchange, or credit. No Problem. No Hassle.

It's Easy to Order
We accept Purchase Orders from:
•Government Agencies
•Fortune 500 companies
•Universities & hospitafr

Others may prepay by
check or credit card. We
also will ship COD with
a company check.
01992 CyberResearch. Inc.

$11185

Circle 303 on Inquiry Card.

Kelthley Metrabyte Sets the Standard — AGAIN
The DAS 16 analog converter board
has always set the standard for PCbased data acqusisition. Keithley
Metrabyte has now set anew standard
for price and performance. A total
redesign using ASIC architecture has
resulted in complete backwards compatioility, reductions of cost, size, and
power consumption, and the addition
of n-any new features, including:

rverelatim

4k

- •

•Programmable gains • Demand- mode DMA
• Burst- mode timing
•16 Analog inputs, 2analog outputs, 32 digital I/O lines, 3courteritimers
•BASIC drivers and pop-up control panel software included free.
AAS 1601 100KHz, 16-Channel DAS Board w/Hi-Level Gains ( 1,10,100,500).$M
AAS 1602 100 KHz, 16-Channel DAS Board w/Lo-Level Gains ( 1, 2, 4,8)
$885
«DAS ASO

Advanced Software Option — Windows, C, Visual Basic Drivers
$185
Circle 304 on Inquiry Cord.

EasyPlot II Scientific Graphing Software
Are you tired of using Lotus
to create sciertific plots?
Now EasyPlot II helps'
you create complex graphs
and detailed 3-D plots from
your data. Easy- to- use
EasyPlot II is compétely
menu-driven. Analysis functions, unlimited display options and ; ournal-quality
output make the the package of choice Makes a
perfect companion to our
Labtech Notebook data
acquisition software.
•SPS 215 EasyPlot Il Scientific Plotting and Graphing Software

3348

Circle 305 on Inquiry Cord.

CYberReSearCh

Mailing Address:
P. 0. Box 9565
New Haven, CT 06535

I
Worldwide
g (203) 483-8815
Fax: (203) 483-9024

MasterCard

TOLL-FREE

(
800) 394-3300

Rack-Mount Printers are Built to Last for Years
Rack- mount printers manufactured
by Syntest are IBM Proprinter compatible for easy software compatibility.
The Epson dot-matrix print head is
driven by a fiberglass belt and high
resolution stepper motor for nearperfect dot alignment. The absence
of gears and cams reduces the parts
count and results in ahigh MTBF. A
rugged 1/8“ aluminum shell protects
the mechanism from harsh environments. Choose Serial ( RS-232), 4-20mA,
Parallel, or RS-422/485 connections for great cabling flexibility.
New #PRO 521 Rack- Mount Thermal Printer uses afax-type print head to
achieve high speed, high dot-density, and quiet operation.
#PRO 588 Ruggedized Rack-Mount Dot-Matrix Printer
#PRO 521 Ruggedized Rack-Mount Thermal Printer

$
1358
$1485

Circle 216 on Inquiry Card.

Intel Corporation
N.A.S.A.
U.C. Berkeley
Washington Post
Psocter & Gamble
AT & T
Digital Equipment Comp
MIT.
Eastman Kodak
DuPont
US. Marine Corps
Exxon
U.S. Armyttavy
Xerox
U.S. Veterans Hospital Admin. Ctr.
Lockheed MissileSpace Engineering
...and the list goes on aad on...
Dealer Inquiries Welcome.
Government Comeau» &
Unirersity P.O. "s

ekome!

FREE 0V-SITE
Service to most locations.
Hours:
Mon thru Fri - 7:30am to6:00pm ( PST)
Sat - 10:00am to4:00pm ( PST)
•Prices subject to change wrthout nonce.
•Paces reflect 3% cash discount.
•Special GSA and Quantity discounts.
•Trademarks belong to their repect.ve conpanies.
•Not responsible lot typographica errors.
•Tr* Intel Inside Logo oatrademark of Intel
Corporation.

the Industr

Fax

$2075

ISA 486-33 CACHE ( Symphony>

Intel 80486-33MHz Processor Upgrades to 50MHz;
Socket for removable crystal allows for CPU changes
AMI BIOS, Symphony"' Chips« Dates DS1287
real-time dock ( w/10-year warranty)
256k Cache SRAM expandable to 1MB
OMB RAM 7Ons expandable to 32MEI onboard
1.2M8 & 1.44M8 FDDs (TEX). IDE HD/FD Gondar
130MB, 15ms, 64k Cache IDE HOD
SpeedStarPlus, 1MB,16-bit VGA card, Hi Sierra color
(VESA Standard for Ridter-free display)
le Super Multiscan, 1024x768, non- interlaced
0.28dp, ( Relisys-1422)
1ParalleV2 Serial Ports
Keytroncs 101 keyboard (USA)
Mid- Tower case ( heavy duty), 230W UL power supply
MS-DOS 5.0 • MS- Windows 3.0 8MS cmptbl mouse
OPTION: 210MB IDE HOD add • $235
OPTION: Sony CPD-1304 monitor add - $265

OPTIONS:
Mid-Tower
add - $60
Full-Tower ( 10-bays, 230W
Power Supply)
add - $ 100

S1675

386-33c Isymmo ,yi

•Intel 80386-33MHz CPU - Upgrades to 40MHz; Scot
for removable crystal allows CPU changes
.AMI BIOS, Symphony'. Chpset, Dallas DS1287
real-time clock (w/10 year warranty)
.128k Cache SRAM expandable to 1MB onboard
•4MB RAM 7Ons expandable to 32MB onboard
.130MB, 15rns IDE HDD/FDD controller
.1.2 and 1.44MB Floppy Disk Drees ( TEAC)
▪1Parallel/2 Serial/1 Game Ports
.16-bil VGA Card w/ 1MB (Genoa 7800, Tseng)
(VESA Standard for Flidcer-free display)
e14 .Super Mufti-scan, nonint,1024x768, 0.28dp
(Relays RE- 1422)
eDeluxe Baby Case w/ 200W UL P/S . 6-bays
eKeytronics 101 Keybd (USA) • MS-DOS 5.0
• MS- Windows 3.08 MS compatible mouse
▪OPTION: 386-40 SVGA system - add $ 45
•OPTION: Mid-Tower - add $40

I
Orders

il

1/

46757 Fremont Blvd

A

l

Fremont, CA 94538

°
É
1
1
"
1-800-777-2219

770-1900
770-1912

(408) 432-0552 • ( 408) 432-1790
COMPAQ MEMORY
250 E. 386-20/20E/25
13131-001 . $ 125 00
13132-001 ..... $330.56
28811. 308M aed 38838
1'8689-001 .
S200 00
18690-001
$
sasoo
3885
13646-001
5125 00
1,2534-001
1315 00
346-33, 418-33 & SystemPro
115144-001
5200 00

AST MEMORY
Bravo- 288, Worlotetles
512K Kit500510-010
159.00
2MB Krt 500510-002 ...... $15056
Pmmhom 388-18/20C
1MB Kit 500510-007 $95 00
4M8 Kit 500510-008
4275.00
%Wpm 388-20
1M8 Kit 5C0510-003
2150.00
OMB Kit 500510-004 $350.00
Bravo-3883X
4MB Kit 500510-008 $369.00
PTIMIIIIM 388-SX/25/33 4115-25
1MB
500718-002 ... .$80 00

Wars 011/20PC, RS/25PC eel 20C
1MB
D16404
4MB
016424
Wei 488PC
1MB
021506
OMB
D21514

Vexes osiss
1MB
0• 540A
IMB
015424

•
200
i25 00

2126.03
$365.00

$ 115.00
$390.03

IBM PS/2 MEMORY
Models 30-288, Exp. Isard 1497259
512 KKit
3065348 $54.20
2MB Kit
30F5360
Models 70-661/121, 55SX, 0530
1MB
6450603... .... $95.03
Models 70-681/121, 50Z, 55SX,115SII
2MB
6450604 .. $ 179.00
Models 55SX, 85$0, 34E3077 & 34E3011
4MB
34E2933 $370.00
Models 70-421
2MB
6450668
2150.00
Models 80-141
1MB
6450375 $ 145.00
Models 80-111/311
2MB
6450379 $220.00
All Models 70 aid 80
2-8MB waM 6450605 $489.00
2-14MB wi2M 34E3077 $503.00
2-16M8 w/4M 34E3077 $925.03
Models 50, 502. 55 SX 880
2-8MB
1497259
S599 00

HEWLETT-PACKARD MEMORY

1:11116.11.1.1.111111.4114
\\k

LASER PRINTER MEMORY
Hewlett-Packard Laser .141 IIP, Ill EL 1110
1MB
334748
$110 00

2MB
334758
4MB
334770
Hewlell-Paskard Laser Jet IIP
1MB
334430
2MB
334440
4MB
33445E1
IBM Laser 4019 arid 4019e
2MB
1039137
35MB
1038675
Canon LIP-811, 811R, 81IT
2MB
S63-1880
4MB
Part IN/A

$ 150.00
$215.00
& IID
$ 110.00
mom
6215.00
$36900
$469 00
$225.00
$
439.00

LAPTOP AND PORTABLE
MEMORY
1MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
4MB
2MB
4M8
2MB
2MB
8MB

TOSHIBA MEMORY
Model 1000SE/XE ........ $265.00
Model 1COOSE/XE ...... $325.00
Model 1121200E $230.00
Model 11606 ..... ..... $ 230.00
Model 73100E --------------$ 17556
Model 73100SX
$ 175.00
Model T31COSX -----------$395.56
Model 73200SX
$ 175.00
Model 73203SX . .... $395.00
Model 5100 ..... ..... $215.00
Model T5200,18500 $ 185.00
Model 75200.18500 $950.00

1MB
2M8
2MB
4MB

ZENITH MEMORY
SuperSport 286 & 2866 3199.03
SuperSport 286 8286E $350.00
SuperSport SC/Alpha $350.00
SuperSport SX/Bera $350.00

HARD DRIVES
Maxtor et man 301.18,213MB IDE HOD
$330/375/545
Maxtor 380MB ESC/8768MB SCSI HOD
$1025/1395
klextOr 102 at scsi
$1995
Conner CP-30104 1201ARCP-3201 200818 IDE
$
360/625
Ouantum ProDr 120MB/240MB IDE
$375/665
DTC-3290 scseisksiak $575
Adaptec Krts-15422 ram wi7,derscsbesN .$260/480

MISCELLANEOUS
FAX modem 9600.neRwristr.
$
95
U.SFtobotics 9600 int.V 32 PCN.42 bs
$
445
Colorado cvro
izokraicu-zo now $235/305
Amencan se.e UPS 600VA/4PC-1250V
5445/845

I

AMT INTERNATIONAL
°Isom
1MB
4M8
DeskPro
2MB
4MB
DesaPro
1MB
4MB
OtskPro
2MB

_

,..

MONITORS
Rehoyo VGA RE- 1420. 1024 x768 0.28dp
$
305
Rehoyo SMrlbson/41,10248769 RE-1422.
$360
Nanao9380-I voA re. 10244769
$1075
NEC Mulasync 4FG
$795
Genoa 7803 VGA cad re Firb..nsEr.tcro3) $135
SpeedStar+ VGA lye. wrii see.
$178
Orchid ProD Ils i
co ,
$1
Orchid Fahrenheit 1280 wars .......
$2778
5
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Orders: ( 510)
Fax: ( 510)

Dual IDE HDD/FDD controller
2senala parallel/1 game ports
101 Keytronics keyboard
Desktop case w 200W UL/PS

SYSTEMS: ( Prices below do not Include Hard disk drive, monitor/card)
486-33 EISA west( each. eternities met
$ 1,955
$1,065
486-33 ISA w/64k cache (MCl/Symphony) upgradable to 50MHz
MOTHERBOARDS
$855 486-33 EISA 64K Cenekrows
486SX/20 w/64k cache (Symphony) upgradabls to 33MHz/50MHz
$1535
386-33 w/64k cache, (Symphony) upgradable to 40MHz
486-33 Al 640 Cabo Symphony Upa u501,1114 -------- $645
386 -25 (
Symphony) upgradable to 33MHz/40MHz
386-SX20 w/64k cache/ SX-20 non-Cacha
$755 486-SX/20 64K Corn. • Spnphony Upt b334501.111a $445
386-33/40 b64K GP. - Symphony
$
335/375
Micro-IJVanda 386SX-V20 Notebook zus RAM, 40MB HOD, 6.2lbs, VGA $ 59
$51
$/
4
6685
3855
386-25 ékboad,4 Symphony Upg b33i4048114 -------- $
250
386-5X20 .na ces,
$245/195
11111C20- L''
1111ICZO-V

) 11-886-7-345-0060

Info/CA

7 1.
1

Standard System Features: (*Unless specified differently In Specials)
•Motherboard - Intel CPU
•
•Math co- processor socket
•
•4MB 70es RAM on- board
•
•1.2 and 1.44MB FDDs(Teac) •

Microllne Computers - Taiwan
31 1-886-7-345-002

al

Intelligent Choices

For you protection, we check
thoroughly for stolen credit cards.

Phone

and the best salues
unbeatable prices!

e offer Superior products

You May Recognize Some
Of Our Customers...

LOWEST PRICES
SAME DAY SHIPPING

Fax: ( 408) 944-9801
1MB
2MB
1MB
4MB

COMPAQ MEMORY
Portable LTE 286 $ 175.00
Portable LIE 286 .$225.00
SLT-286 .
$225.00
SLT-286
277600

NEC MEMORY
1M8 %speed 286 $270.00
2MB
Prospeed 386
2450.00

ZENITH MEMORY
Zeal& 2-386/20/25/33 833E
1MB ZA.36/38COME $ 100.00
4MB ZA3800MK $525.00
Zenith Z-388/20/211a5 633
2M8 ZA3603MG ........ $ 199.00
Zeellk 2-388 $X
2MB Z-605-1
$ 225.00

MATH COPROCESSORS
INTEL
8087-5 MHz
8087-2 8MHz
8087-1 10MHz
80287-6 6MHz ..

00
. ...$ 135.00
. 579.00

80287XL 8/10MHz
80287XTL 12MHz ( Laptop)
$99.00
80287-10 10MHz .
. 38900
800287-12 12MHz
$ 109 00
80387SX-16
$ 129 00
80387SX-20.. ...... . ............. ...........$135.00

8038700-20.................................$140.00
803870X-25
$185 00
803870X-30
$195 00

DRAM - DRAM - DRAM

2393 QUME DRIVE,

PANS 16810
1MOO 12ONS ... 15.00

ORAN 14X1
.82.00 4464- ' pRAM 6404 51 50
4154-150

25601-12011S

SAN JOSE, CA 95131

1MG%
MOO --80
100848
1
01 .......
..... 5.50
525

4161-100

2.75 4464-10

25601-2560i25681
BONS
1
I08040

1MG% - 7C1N0 ....... 5.75
,MOB -60110 ....... 7.50

4164-80 ..

3.00

334
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250
199

ORA11251X1
25601-15MS .......... $1.79

25681 IONS
256 °
1
BONS

'99
200
225
2.35
399

easy ewe
255%1-121>S _ 5500
256x4-10ONS .
550
25644-80PS
. 575
25W57471C COL
512587.10
. $2.99

AAA 2800-08 ------------- 3.00
AAA 2800-07
3.25
W 280040
50
101- 00 DPP ------ 0000
1X4-80STT ZIPP . 3900
184.70STT ZIPP . 3909

8038700-33

$ 195 00

WEITEK
3167-20 20MHz
$300.00
3167-25 25MHz
2450.00
3167-33 33MHz
$50000
4167-25MHz $603.00
67-33MHz .
. 3700.00
CYRIX
8281-8
65900
AC287.10
7500
AC287.12
85 00
AC2877-20
0500
8087.20
5155 00
8087-25
5158 00
82187•33
5175 00
IIT
8087-8
80287-10
80287-12
8C287-20
80387-20
80387-25
80387-33

$69.03
$79.03
$89.00
$99.00
$ 175.00
$ 175.00
820000

AMO
800287-10 $89.03
80C287-12 $ 110.00

SIMM MODULES
IBM TYPE

Noma» saes
4M49-130
4M89-70

$14500
.14500
40.00
1M89-10
4000
1M89-80
4000
.4000
....12.00
256x9-10..1000
256x9-80 . 11.00
256x9-60
. 1200

APPLE-MAC
Mx8-70
E50.03
1Mx8-10
$ONO
iMx8-80
$45.00
4x8-80
$ 190.00

Circle 181 on Inquiry Cord.

All Volante high speed graphics boards offer:
• Built on ISA, MicroChannel or VME bus
• Video memory upgrades to 4MB
• Program memory upgrades to 4MB
• Razor sharp resolutions from 1024x768 up to
1600x1280
• Blazing color selection from 8-bit to 24-bit true color
Optional TI TMS34082 floating point processor for
enhanced 3D acceleration
• Superior speed of the TI TMS34020 graphics engine
paired with National Design's advanced ASIC technology
• LIFETIME WARRANTY - no gamble here!
Whether your game is CAD, Microsoft Windows, graphic arts, multi-media or medical
imaging, Volante has acard for you at afraction of the cost charged by the competition.
see

us at

3COMIDthilSpring
'
'92

West Bcoth # 1742

Call 800-253-8831 now for information
on the breathtaking Volante series.
Phone: 512-343-5055 Fax: 512-343-5053

IlDi

NATIONAL DESIGN, INC
9171 CAPITAL OF TEXAS -MA', H-230
AUSTIN, TEXAS, 78759

Circle 203 on 6nquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 204).

Circle 224 on Inquiry Card.

PJ&fQN ® COMPUTER SECURITY
AFFORDABLE •

EFFECTIVE • MOBILE

„
SPOTLINK-V

R

ighton® patented Spot® Anchors, with their special adhesive, are
the best theft deterrents you can buy. Our versatile variety gives
ou options, easy access, and are easy to use. Spot-Link 50 , unlike
competitors, is not dependent on the adhesive strength of a
laminated top. Factory-direct prices from $8.20 to $32.50 save you
money. Request our free brochure Bwith prices. Thank you.

SECURTECH

CO.

5755 SW WILLOW LANE, LAKE OSWEGO OR 97035-5340
(503) 636-6831 • FAX ( 503) 636-9642

Made in U.S.A.

Sending Your Computer to Medical
School „„. Helps You Stay Healthy!
Is that indigestion ... or aheart attack? Doctor Schueler's Home
Medical Advisor gives you an enormous amount of accurate medical
information with afew keystrokes. Developed by Board Cert .
fied Emergency Physicians and currently used in doctors' offices.
The Symptom File's question and answerformat generates over 600
illustrations and 450 diagnoses.
The D.sea se File gives info about the symptoms and treatment of over
450 diseases. Know EXACTLY which specialist treats your problem.
Learn how to treat over 130 injuries with the Inky File, everything
from frostbite to ankle sprains.
Identify and learn the side effects of over 800 prescription and overthe-counter drugs with the Drug File.
Included are aTest File of medical tests and aPoison File listing
household ingestions — great for mothers with toddlers. Registered users
will be eligible for updates at acost of five dollars, so YOUR medical
encyclopedia NEVER goes out of date. Call now. This indispensable
reference tool prints medical information for family and friends and makes
learning FUN!
Manufacturer's suggested price $ 99.95

Introductory offer:

$69.95

512K RAM EGA/VGA

Same Day Shipping!

IBM & Compat.

See your software dealer or call 1
800 788 2099

mom
vrs.4

pinkish or red urine
sudden onset of sharp"
excruciating one-sided
back or flank pain
I a history for ktdney
stones utth slat ar pain
pacing and novtng about,
unable to find a
confortable position

MMasICarcil

PIXEL PERFECT, INC.
10480 S. ropical Tr., Merritt Island, FL 32952
336
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Circle 219 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 220).

TOP
OF THE

LINE
T9eitupe,

WHY TOSHIBA ?

WHY MANCHESTER ?

• High quality industry standard products at unbeatable prices.
• Multimillion dollar inventory assuring you prompt delivery.
II 18 years of quality and dependability in the computer business.
• Knowledgeable sales reps who help you plan, design,
implement and manage your computing environment.
• A service department that maintains your equipment in
first rate condition.
• Support specialists in sophisticated applications such as
Networking. CAD/CAM and Connectivity.
al Risk free corporate evaluations, both in house and on
location; demonstrations on the newest and
most innovative products.

NETWORKING • CONNECTIVITY • CAD/CAM

7

• Recognized as the standard in providing quality
products, high performance and user reliability.
• An industry leader in the research and development
of laptop computer products and peripherals.
Ill Outstanding portable engineering systems designed
for current usage and growth potential.
• Portable systems that handle intensive number
crunching, complex CAD/CAM programs, Desktop
Publishing and complicated databases.
• State of the art, extensive family of feature rich
portable and notebook computers.
• All systems designed with the end user in mind.

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION • DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Authorized TOSHIBA Dealer & Service Center

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
"The Computer Supply and Equipment Experts"

50 MARCUS BOULEVARD • HAUPPAUGE, NEW YORK 11788 • ( 516)435-1199
New York City: ( 212) 629-6969 II Boca Raton: (407) 241-7900 • Tampa: ( 813) 962-8088 II Boston: ( 617) 739-1555

Circle 566 on Inquiry Card.
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NO OTHER COMPUTER SHOW...

4IFP

eteseee et,vi

Ar er

de .dir

CAN HOLD ACANDLE TO

PC EXPO in New York
•1
O

211

278

368

EXHIBITORS

EXHIBITORS

EXHIBITORS

9,600

16,441

23,869

34,448

ATTENDEES

ATTENDEES

ATTENDEES

ATTENDEES

120
EXHIBITORS

1984

1985

1986

452

508

511

606

EXHIBITORS

EXHIBITORS

EXHIBITORS

EXHIBITORS

48,445

62,805

67,156

ATTENDEES

ATTENDEES

41,737
ATTENDEES

ATTENDEES

1988

1989

1990

Be a part of this exciting moment in history as PC
EXPO in New York celebrates adecade of growth
and excellence. For additional show information,
728

call 800-346- EXPO or 201-346-1400.

•

EXHIBITORS

75,104
ATTENDEES

1991

1992...

June 23 - 25,1992
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
New York
Circle 563 on Inquiry Card.

19" RACKMOUNT CHASSIS & COMPONENTS
Buy Direct From Factory & Save (Made in USA)
Also Available

• Single Board Computers
19* Rackmount Enclosure

• Backplane Board

• Opto

8 Drive

• 200 -

500W

Bays •

2 Fans

PS

UP

•

To

w/Filter
18

Slots

L.

Iii:M

19* Rackmount Enclosure with
9 Mono or 10' VGA Color Monitor

KEYBOARD
RACKMOUN T
v

RACKMOUNT
KEYBOARD

'19" EADandoDle flack AvailaDlt•

I

DRAWER

SCSI Expansion Enclosure

• Call for complete rackmount computer
system with your configurations.

• UP

TO

4 FULL

HEIGHT

HDD

APPRO FILE SERVER SYSTEMS & COMPONENTS
•

BASIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

10 DRIVE BAY

FILE SERVER CASE

MOTHERBOARD & CPU W/4 MB RAM, 1.2 & 1.44 FDD,
IDE 2S/PIG PORT, 101 KEYBOARD &
486-50 Mhz EISA/ISA

CALL

486-33 Mhz EISA $

1950
CALL

•

OR

1

$190

FK-105D CASE

486-33 Mhz $ 1225
386-33 Mhz
FAX

FOR

YOUR

895

$

CONFIGURATIONS

II

$999

12- Slot 486-33 System

• 486-33MHz MB w1128K Cache
• 12- Slot Full Tower Case w/250W PS
• 7 X 5.25" Bays • Additional Fan w/Filter
• FCC Class B Approved • 17' x 8.35' x 23.82

$ 1450

• Complete System w/Basic Sys. con fiauratione

Do You Need More Slots In Your Computer ?
Now you can expand your PC- AT system without timing or noise
problems and without time-consuming system reconfiguration
with the new ETRC-AT
•T
EXPANSION
COMPUIEXE
CNASS,
Active Expansion Bus
Interconnect Kit from
APPRO.
• HARDMRE

Cool,ng Fans

1 SOFTMIRE

250W

TRANSPARENT.
• NO ADDRESS
RESTRICTIONS.
• NO

INITIALIZING
SOFTWIRE

CABLES
'GROUND PL ,NI
flN 0.,ISIDEI

Just
and

plug In
you're

the

all

to

go.
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Side

I.

VISA

3

spa
10

C

8.21

II••tor •• rd

S.nt•
^

OPEE•

ateeirtell
•

e.ths,

Pane'

Opening

Opt I8

• RoLuNd CASTERS •

37

2

E3',.8

7 • > 27

SLOTS
e

On.

Po ' c.f.,

..

,

•, ollcc•

„,

3687 Enochs St., Santa Clara, Ca 95051

408 -732 -6091
336NE -4

•

APPRO International, Inc.

cards

set

---

FS(300Vv.450w

Fax:408-732-6095
Circle 596 on Inquiry Cord.

MEW' 1HS

Quality

service

you can

10-6 94.09& Ser

Tel: ( 508)454 - 9192

NEET is a high quality hardware
complete solutions supplier

PS/2

&

MAC

complete line of SCSI drives
PC

PS/2

MAXTOR
SEAGATE
MAXTOR
MAXTOR
MICROPOLIS
MICROPOLIS
MAXTOR
MAXTOR
MAXTOR
QUANTUM

DE

all

Màc

LXT340SY
LXT213S
7120S
52S

3.5",

1.7GB
1.6GB
1.2GB
676MB
668MB
345MB
340MB
213MB
125MB
52MB

&

WRKSTN

SCSI

$2799
$2699
$2099
$1499
$1495
$1125
$1079
$619
$399
$229

HH
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

426MB
210MB
124MB
89MB
42MB

$1349
$619
$409
$319
$235

MAXTOR
MAXTOR
MAXTOR

LXT340A
LXT213A
7120A

340MB
213MB
125MB

$1059
$619
$409

CONNER
CONNER

CP3204F
CP30104

210MB
120MB

$619
$409

QUANTUM

QT425A

QUANTUM
QUANTUM
QUANTUM

QT210A
LPS120A
QT52A

425MB
210MB
120MB
52MB

$1390
$619
$409
$235

MI
up'

ESDIULTRASTOR

1:1 CACHE UNIX NETWARE LAN/MGR 3FLY
WICK COMPUSURF 24MHz MAPPING
EISA B/14 33MB/S
ISA 16bits
22C---16MB 0.4ms $ 799
12C---16MB 0.4ms $399
22F---32KB track $ 489
12F---32KB track $ 149

IDE & FLOPPY CARD

1480A
1239A
3144A
3096A
351A

NIFS1

SCSI
EXPERT

1/2 or 1/3 height

SEAGATE
SEAGATE
SEAGATE
SEAGATE
SEAGATE

$ 25

IDE

2 HARD W/ROM XT

$ 65

DEVICES

L

40MB HH

$249

60MB HH

$289
PC/WS
PC/WS
NH

PC/WS
PC/WS

$1499
$1099
$1099
$1495
$2500

IDE

SPECIAL 4 FLOPPY CARD $ 35
1ST & 2ND/3RD & 4TH
$ 32
2 HARD/2 FLPPY/MULTI I/O $ 35
8MB SMART CACHING W/1MB $ 299

16- bit

1:1 $ 59

UUM3 GOLD IESUISIUM

8- bit $ 39

drives for MAC, PS/2
NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS
SPARC

WORKSTATIONS

PS/2---PS/2---PS/2--PS/2--PS/2

TAPE DRIVES:

251-1

FLOPPY
FLOPPY
IDE

1
40111C---MAC---MfiC---SIRC---MRC---MRC ]

HEADQUARTER

ST-277R-1

676MB
380MB
345MB
676MB
1346MB

2 HARD/2 FLPPY

MASS STORAGE

SEAGATE

8760E
8380E
1664-7
1568-15
1518-15

IDE

MF

SEAGATE

MAXTOR
MAXTOR
MICROPOLIS
MICROPOLIS
MICROPOLIS

10

01851

CONTROL 7 DRIVES, install, utilities, cd- rom, tame dry.
ontical dry, common command set, Novell Unix DOS
OS/2-LAN/MGR software drivers with most controllers
FOR PS/2
M.C.A.
32 $349
B/M SMART CACHE HIGH SPD BURST
ULTRASTOR
24C-16MB EISA $ 799
B/M SCSI- 1/2 33MB/S BURST . 4ms
ULTRASTOR
24F-64KB EISA $ 499
B/M SCSI- 1/2 33MB/S BURST
ADAPTEC
1542BK
16 $279 B/N SCSI- 1/2 UNIX NOVELL OS/2
ADAPTEC
1522DNK
16 $159
CACHE NOVELL UNIX SCSI- 1/2
DTC
3280
16 $ 135
CACHE XENIX
FUTR DOMN
850
8
$ 69

for

workstations

P1- 17S
41650N
PD- 12S
8760S
1588-15D
1684-7

9 &

MA

DRIVE CONTROLLERS:

HRRD DISK DRIVES:
CSI
M

Bldg.

DEALERS" INQUIRIES INVITED

---37.)A.111) 1W 5Y [ 11'11 TECTID737 WA.1.1111,A1177—

S

St,

1-495 Exit 34, Rt.110 to Lowell
1st lights left turn to
Stedman St., 1 mile on the left

Fax: ( 508)454-9319

pick-up or UPS shipping

&

Stedman

Lowell,

Electronics & Technology Corp.

rely on.

PC

225

COLORADO
WANGTEK

120/250MB FLPY
$229/5289
1.2/2.5GB SCSI 4mm HELICAL DAT $ 1599+

EXABYTE

2.3/5GB

386--33 & 486--33 SCSI SYSTEM
SCO UNIX &

SCSI 8mm HELICAL

$ 1850+

486--33 FAST GRAPHICS SYSTEM

X-WINDOW

VIDEO CARD W/COPROCESSOR

SINGLE & MULTI USER

HI RESLTN & LOW RADIATION MONITOR

COMPLETE HARDWARE G-' SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS OF MASS STORAGE
FOR PC / PS

HARDWARE O SOFTWARE COMPLETE

768MB WORM
OPTICAL DRIVE
$999

HIGH SPEED SCSI
TAPE BACKUP
$859

2 /MAC /WORKSTATION &

650MI3/1GB

external drives &

REWRITEABLE OPTICAL DRIVE

hardcards available

irii

HIGH QUALITY HARDWARE

MeGEADI•

ALL HARDWARE W/ 1YEAR WARRANTY

MOTHERBOARD hi quality hi performance
486-33EISA 256E BURST FAST A20 64MB
1699
486-33 TAG 256E BURST FAST A20 32MB AMI $ 899
15MIPS HIDDEN REFRSH DIRECT MAP
128K D/MAP FAST A20

32MB AMI

$ 499

386-25

INTEL & VLSI

DESIGN 32MB AMI

$ 339

386SX-20

multiRAS active FAST A20 AMI

$ 249

286-12

HIGH QUALITY,

SI -16

RAM--SIMM 1Mbx9-70ns--$46

I/o

2 SERIAL/1

PARALLEL/1 GAME
GRAPHICS

INTRNL/EXTRNL
INTRNL/EXTRNL
INTRNL/EXTRNL

$ 19
$ 20

$75 /$ 79
$365 /$ 399
$139/$155

OWERSUPPLY KINGSPAO 200W/220W $ 59/$65
I.OPPY Diem TEAC
5.25" or 3.5" $ 65
ETHERNET 16- BIT
AUDIO CARD
MS-DOS
WINDOW w/mouse
CD-ROM
MATH COPRCSSR
All pees & specs are subject to change without prior notice

Circle 569 on Inquiry Card.

OS/2,

DOS

SOFTWARE

100% IBM & COMPAQ COMPATIBLE

BASIC SYSTEMS

$139
$149
$69
$79

-

HIGH QUALITY SURFACE MOUNT M. B.
INTEL CPU WITH COPROCESSOR SOCKET
HIGH SPEED MEMORY ON BOARD
2 SERIAL/ 1 PARALLEL / 1 GAME PORT
HIGH SPEED 2HD/2FD IDE CONTROLLER
REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDER
TEAC 1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
FUJITSU 101 KEYS ENHANCED KEYBOARD
CASE WITH RELIABLE POWER SUPPLY
LED PANEL & DIGITS DISPLAY

- FCC CLASS 11
286-12
3865H-20
386-35

$599 1 MB
$599 2 m13
$ 999 4 MB FULL

486-33

$1499 4 MB FULL

EISR 486- 33

$2299 4 MB FULL

NEET is a high quality hardware
& complete solutions suPPlier

2.3/5.0GB 8mm TAPE DRIVE
$2049+

ycji
CABE

WITH

INCLUDING:

FAX&MODEM
ZOOM
2400 BAUD
ZOOM
9600 BAUD
ZOOM FAX & MODEM

UNIX,

ALL MAJOR

$ 89

MOUSE
PC & MS COMPATIBLE/3 BOTTOM $ 25
TRACKBALL
800 DPI PC & MS COMPATIBLE $ 35
KEYBOARD - - - FUJITSU DURABLE 101KEY W/CL1CK$49
MONOCHROME -W/PRINTER PORT,

NOVELL,

4Mbx9-70ns--$175

MOUSE & KEYBOARD & MULTI I/O

MULTI

GUARRANTY COMPATIBLE

1.3/2.5GB DAT TAPE DRIVE

e8UJIIILD.ILIBP

ABSOTITEELY

elteM

386-33 TAG

UNIX

YH

mrawinswo

BEAUTIFUL TOWER CASE W/QUIET DURABLE
POWER SUPPLY & LED DIGITAL DISPLAY
(5.25" é 3.5" bays in parentheses)

SRVR(11) FULL(6) MID(3+4) MINI ( 2+3)
$279 $ 159 $ 129
$ 100

UNISTOR EXTRNI DRIVE
FULL HEIGHT $ 159
FOR TAPE DRIVE $ 149

D/T(3+:,
$ 100

CASE

HALF HEIGHT----$ 139

VGA CARD
TRIDENT CHIP
1MB 1Kx768 NONINTRLC
DIAMOND SPEED STAR ET4000 CHIP HiColor
ORCHID
PRODESIGNER II+
1MB HiColor
ORCHID
FAHRENHEIT 1280x1024 fast VRAM
ATI
VANTAGE 1MB 1Kx768 CO-PROC,FAST
ULTRA
1MB VRAM EXTREMELY FAST
ATI

$ 99
$ 189
$ 229
$ 299
$ 369
$ 599

MONITOR
12" MONO TATUNG
$ 99
14" VS4 MULTIFREQ.28mm hi quality tube $ 339
1024x768-INTRLC 640x480-NONINTRLC
14. VS5 1024x768-SOSINTRIC PC 4 MAC

SONY MINIM» vivid . 25mm

$ 599

14" VS6

1024x768-NONINTRLC 72Hz . 28mm $ 445
NO FLICKERING, PC & MAC

17" VS7

1280x1024 . 28mm NONINTRLC
110MHz, Fv 90Hz, Fh 64KHz

$ 1299

NANAO T5601- 17".26/T6601-20".31 $ 1899/$2699
SONY TRINITRON vivid, hi contrast
1664x1200 90Hz 78KHz 120MHz
MPR-II & TCO low emission standard
NEC

3FG-$739

4KG-$875

APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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1CS
COMPUTER POWER HOUSE
POWERFUL SYSTEMS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS

486-33c
486-20c
386-40c
386-33c
386-25
386SX-25
286-16

$1059
$ 899
$ 699
$ 649
$ 499
$ 449
$ 359

1MB RAM, 2S, 1P, 1G Ports
1.1 HD-FD Ctrl, 101 Enhanced
Keyboard, 3.5" or 5.25" FDD

+ + + + + + + + + + +
486-SX20 MHz Intel
64k cache
4MB RAM
Super VGA Monitor .28dp
SVGA Card ( 1MB)
120 MB Hard Drive ( 15MS)
1.2 & 1.44 Floppy
2S/1PR/lGame Port
101 Keyboard
DOS 5.0

$1799
+ + + + + + + + + + +

386SX-20
NOTEBOOK
2MB RAM Exp. to 16
3.5" Floppy
60 MB Hard Drive
83 Keyboard
2S, 1P, VGA Parts
Super Twist Backlit
VGA Screen
Carrying Case

$1659
336NE-6
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SPECIAL
• • • • • • • • • •
486-33 MHz Intel
4MB RAM
Super VGA Monitor . 28dp
Super VGA Card ( 1MB)
120 MB HD ( 1.5MS)
1.2 & 1.44 Floppy
2S, 1P Game Port
101 Enhanced Keyboard
DOS 5.0

$1999
+ + + + + + + + + + +
386-40 MHz
64k cache
4MB RAM
Super VGA Monitor
SVGA Card ( 1MB)
120 MB Hard Drive
2S/1 PR/1 Game Port
101 Keyboard
DOS 5.0

$1679

1CS

COMPUTERS
1701 N. Greenville,#1000
Richardson, TX 75081

800-852-0614
Tel 214-644-2371 • Fax 214-644-2372
2 Years Labor
1Year Parts
Prices subject to change
Circle 601 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 602).

Breaking The
Foreign language
Barriers!
g

Globalink
Translation Software...

incredibly accurate
foreign language translations
at record
Up to 100 times faster than human translators, with an accuracy rate often exceeding 90%,
Globalink Translation Software (GIS) makes quick work of foreign language translations. Sentence by
sentence — not word by word — in correct grammatical structure, GIS translates entire documents to
and from English and Russian, German, French, Spanish. Producing clear, understandable tee easily
and automatically, right on your desktop PC. From only $495, GTS is on the job in thousands of companies worldwide. So what's stoppIng you? Call Globalink now. And break through your own foreign
language barriers in no time — without breaking your budget.

See your software dealer or call Globalink today!

1-800-255-5660
lobalink

INI

Foreign Language Translation Software

9302 Lee Highway, 4th Floor, Fairfax, Va. 22031 U.S.A.
Phone: 1703) 273-5600 • Fax: ( 703) 273-3866

CTS products run on IBM PCs and compatible computers, 12 MB Fard disk,640K RAM and DOS 3.1 or higher.
Compatible with word processing programs via ASCII text files.
1992 Globalink, Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A.

Circle 564 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 565).
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TMS''' Introduces... Electronic
Document Filing For Your PC
To Order Call

Instant access to

correspondence,

every document in

contracts, engineering

1-800-944-7654

your office is available

drawings, and any other

Demonstration Disks

through FastCab"

paper document. Just

Available

electronic filing

scan it, file it, and let

software. FastCab is

FastCab retrieve it in

an inexpensive

a flash!

TMS, Inc.

• Files millions of

Corporate Headquarters

solution for filing
financial documents,

pages

•Scan It

• Crossfiles to avoid
losing documents

•File It
• Use It!

• Network compatible
• Converts image files
• Handles oversized
documents, drawings
• No hardware board

TMS, Inc.
P.O. Box 1358
Stillwater. OK 74076
Telephone 405/377-0880
Fax 405 377-0452

West Coast Office
800 El Camino Real West,
Suite #52
Mountain View, CA 94040
Telephone 415,903-2252
Fax 415 903-2253

required

FastCab' and TMS' are trademarks of TMS, Inc.
Circle 567 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 568).

1988-89
U.S. Delivery $3.00
Foreign Delivery $4.00

1988

1989

1990-91-92

BYTE

U.S. Delivery $6.00
Foreign Delivery $8.00
Canada & Mexico $6.50

1990

1991

January
February

1992

ISSUES

May

El Check enclosed

June

Card #

Charge:

E VISA

III MasterCard

Exp. Date

July

Signature

August

Name

September

Address

October

City

November

State

Zip

All orders must be prepaid. Please allow four weeks for delivery.

December
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BYTE Back Issues, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458, (603) 924-9281

April
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FOR

The above prices include postage in the US. European customers please refer to Back Issue order form in International
Advertising section of book.
Please indicate which issues you would like by checking ( v•-)
the boxes. Send requests with payment to:

March

Special
Issues

BACK

Oulloal 92

Issues
Available

The Only Thing More Reliable
Than Our Products
Is Our Customer Service.
emay carry the
widest selection of
the most dependable
products in the industry but
it's our customer service that
sets us apart. And when you
want to upgrade your computer, that's important.
At Universal, we're knowledgeable about all of our
products. So we'll be able to
help you figure out what you
need and how to install it.
4 I And we'll do it in away
e

that'll be very understandable.
We'll help you in other
ways, too.
Our prices are very competitive. And every product is
checked for quality before it's
shipped. Plus, you can have
your order sent same day,
overnight or whatever way
you want.
And after you receive your
order, you won't have anything to worry about either.

A

IVL.1-11LJ

Because everything we sell
comes with a5year warranty,
a30 day, money back guarantee and is guaranteed to be
compatible with your computer. So you're covered
in
no matter what
happens.
Also, you can
always phone,
fax or mail us
with any questions
regarding our company or products. And we'll

l
imime»)

be happy to give you the
information you want.
Overall, no one else works
with you as much as we da
So if you want to upgrade
your computer and you
need more than a
product listing, call
Universal,
yloeuW

provi

products and
service that'll help
you every step of
the way.

TSIM- In
ASr
tel NfizrViegahertz
RESEARCH INC.

EXPANSION BOARDS
Orchid Technology
Itarnquesi. 16/32
OK $229 2MB $329
2-8MB kw PS/2 50/55/60/70/80
RarnquN 8/16 OK $ 149 2MB $245

BOCA Research
Bocaram At Bus
OK S119 2MBSI99 2-8MB LIM 4.0 Ars
Bocaram AT/I0 Plats
OK S157 2MB S257 up to 4MB
w/ser & par ports
Flocaram 2for PS/2's OK $ 159 2MB $259
Bocaram XT-PS/2 30 1MB $ 159

AST Research
6pak 286 OK $ 109 2MB $209
Romper Bus 286 OK $239 2MB $309
up to 8A1B for AT UM 4.0
Kelm 286 1MB $279
old 32 OK S250

Intel

BOCA Research

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
IIT

BOCA Super VGA 5I2K $ 139 IMB $ 179

Laserki 11P. lii. 1111). HIP
1MB S69 2M13 $ 119 -1MB S199
laserjet II. ID
!NIB $69 25fli S1194MB $ 199

80387-16, -20. -25 & -13 S249
80387-16SX 5139 -20SX 5189 ,
80287-10 $75 80287X1. S125

1MB SI(19 2MBS129 IMBS229
4450 I
MB $ 79 4455 2MB $26.9

Epson EPL 6000 & EPL 7000
imli $129 25111 SI 15 4MB $235
IBM 4019 & 4019E
1MB $ 115 2MB $ 139 3.5MB $ 199

OM 400,800, 820, 830, 840
(MB $ 119 2MB $ 169 1MB $ 199

Canon
LBP 42MB 5209 I.BP 82MB $ 119

.Atime Hoard Plus 8w/2MB S499

VIDEO GRAPHICS CARDS
ITI
til4 Ilira 1Mb PS, 2or ISA BUS $449
Graphics Ultra 1MB & mouse $549
r•iphies Vanta' ( MB S38.9
NEW!!! \
Stereo XI. w/IMB S375
\I IMBa /
mouse S239

Orchid Technology

MEMORY CHIPS & MODULES
DRAM
ix I-70NIS e..25 256X4-80)kS $5.15
1X1-8ONS $4.95 256X4-10ONS $4.95
256X1-80X55199 256X1-12ONS $ 1.75
256X1-10ONS $ 1.85256X1-150 $ 1.50
64X4-80NS $3.00 64X1-bONS $ 1.75
64X4- 100N5 $2.75 64X1-12ONS S1.60

SIMM/SIPP Modules

Fahrenheit 1280 a/ 1
MB & Sierra S399
Prodtsigner I
IS 512k i229 IMB S289
Pr, Ov ,iov'r (( MU f,w PS '2I
11 $399

Same day shipping by UPS. Federal
Express or DHL. Order worldwide by
PO., c.ap., APO, FPO & credit card with
no surcharge added. 20% restocking fee
on all non- defective returns.

4X9-70NS S199 4X9-80N5 SI69
1X9- 70X5 $49 1X9-80 $45
1X9-100\ S $44

144M13$129 12N1B S139

Portable LTE 286
S99 2MB $ 169 4MB 5449

6450604 2KIR Mt ) 1) FL 55SX, 70 599
64506082MB MOD 76921 5119
34F2933 & 774MB PS/2 SI MM $ 199
30E5360 2M13 for 30-286 S99
61501284MR MOD 90 & 95 $219
6450902 2106 MOD 906 93 S129
6450609 2-8MB MOD 50. 50Z. 60 $298
Ke6o5 2-8MB MOD 70 &80 S35( I
3411)77 2-14NIB MOD 70 & 80
a/2MB $298
MIDI I4-16MB MOD 70 & 80 410 S429

PS/2 Hard Drives

Zero Slot for 1. 50Z S795
52MB $395 HOMB 5495 105MB $599
124MB for 5FeiX. 70 S740 240MB $999
20010B S1065

Processor Upgrades
Kingston
IBM PS/2 50. 60. 51g, 30/286. 25/286.
AT, W286. .kg Premium/Bravo 286,

Portable LTE 3868/20
1MB S209 4A1B S199

Portable 386/20
1MB Upgrade kit S145 -1M1t,
brd $375
SLT 286 I
MB $ 119 4MB $429
SLT 386 1
MB $ 129 2MB $2F5
4MB $435

LAPTOP UPGRADES
Toshiba
T1200XE/SE. T1600. T3100E. T3 IORSX.
r3200SX.113100. 15200. 2MB $ 112
T3200SXC 2MB $ 159 -INIB 5329
TIOOOSE/XE/lk: & T200()SX MB $ 119
2MB $229
T1000LE & 1200(1SX 4MB $419
1310055. T3200SX 4MB 5211
13200 3N113 $254

Compaq
Ira
ES/12.
/ 12.
Deskpro
PS/8. 286.
NEC Portable
PowerMate
III. 286+.
HP

Megahertz Laptop Modems

Portdble +. Epson 286: 20MHZ kw $359
25MilZ fur Sz59

2400 BD internal 5149 a, \
i\ PT, $ 210
2400/0600 FAX/Modem a \I\
p

UNIVERSAL

Circle 209 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 210).

1/3 height floppy disk drives

IBM PS/2 UPGRADES
IBM PS/2 Memory

800/678-8648

MEMORY

Dtkpro 386/20. 25. 20E. 25E & 3869
4MB Module $229 4MB exphoard $327
Deskpro 386/33 486/25 Systempro
2MB Module $ 149 6socket exp. Ird.
a/2MB 5395

Intel]

Panasonic 4420 & 44501

EC=

COMPA • UPGRADES
Compaq Deskpro

US83C87-16. -25. -206-335199
US83C87-165X $ 115 -20SX $ 139
Sea USB3C87-40 5279

PRINTER UPGRADES
Hewlett Packard

weiltlh

de

VISA

UNIVERSAL MEMORY PRODUCTS
15451 Ftedhill, Suite E. Tustin, CA 92680
Phone: 714/258-2018 Fax: 714/258-2818
Hours M- F6:30-5:00 PST SAT 8:00-2:00

PRODUCTS
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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Circle 185 on Inquiry Card.

You DIDN'T WYA
F
AX CARD S
IMPLY F
OR YOUR
READING PLEASURE.
Today's fax cards provide you with an
untouchable static image that can only be read.
ML
Before you can revise or edit
an incoming computer fax
you must retype the entire
document into your PC.
That is, unless you
have new FAXGrabber,'" the
•
only Windows fax utility that
11,111

Ilo

Mot • mt•ttl 1
, 111

ot Itt

ol

• ton111111

11

lot 111

dour,

tolot•• ....... 111411r 1111,

llool Ito Itto

Otto 11 Poo Ito I

automatically converts fax images into more than
50 word processing, desktop publishing and spreadsheet programs. And because
it uses Calera's award-winning
OCR technology, accuracy
and ease of use are assured.
To save $50, order today.

CALERA

Call 1-800-4-FAX-GRAB, Ext. 10 To Get FAXGrabber For Just $99 Before May 30, 1992
'Irk,

.1'11 : III lemfing fax card,. FAXGrabber 1> a111cm:irk of Cale, licrognoion ri.rrrr.

1992 Gera ihgrrtir .ir-r,r,. Ir,.

,11oillor

tr. lonark. r noix.rt of thou I
violin.. hold.,

--ALL IN ONE

Fax, Scanner, Printer, Copier
WHAT-YOU-PRINT-WHAT-YOU-FAX

SEND

$595

faxes directly from any Windows
application in the same format as if you would print
it to LaserJet printer.

RECEIVE

faxes as files and print them to

your IAserJet printer.

SCAN

full page documents, and save them as

PCX, TIFF , MSP or DCX files.

COPY

documents on plain paper via IsaserJet or

directly on fax paper.
Or turn off your PC and use ETFAX7 as a

STAND-ALONE FAX MACHINE
•

COMPEX INTERNATIONAL INC.
312 Broadway Street Cambridge, MA 02139 USA

(617)354-5045, FAX (617)864-9516
AMEX,VISA, MASTER CARD, DINERS

338
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1-800-626-8112
Or call Get-a-Fax at 617-354-1133 from
your fax machine, and ask for document # 3011
Circle 186 on Inquiry Card.

BayTech

steps into
the future with ...

400k
BAUD
FOR

HIGH SPEED

PRINTING

BAYTECH INTRODUCES

Tran9c

TM

ANEW PRODUCT SERIES FOR
HIGH SPEED COMMUNICATIONS
The new Tran.x LPT-460 is an
expansion/extender card that allows
your network file server, graphics
workstation, or PC to output data
at speeds up to 460k baud at 1000
feet, or even greater distances at
lower speeds.
The Tran.x LPT-460 converts
parallel data to serial which can then
be transmitted to the Tran.x SP-01
serial to parallel converter module.
You can also use the LPT-460 with
BayTech Model 24SII or LaserShare
for the fastest peripheral sharing
solutions available anywhere.

TRAN•X LPT-460 FEATURES.
eHigh

speed data output at
extended distances

•Easy to install card plugs into your
PC expansion slot
•Adds an additional parallel port,
configurable as LPT1-LPT3
•Baud rates from 300 to 460k
•EIA-232 or EIA-422 data
transmission
•Connects to Tran.x SP-01
converter module, BayTech
peripheral sharing devices, or
other serial devices

With more than 1million
connections, BayTech has been
serving users for over 15 years. Buy
with confidence and let BayTech be
your step into the future. For
reliable, high performance,
affordable printer sharing devices,
multiplexers, modems and data
acquisition/control devices, contact
aBayTech representative toll-free
today!

Because Resources Should Be Shared

TRAN•X SP-01 FEATURES:
•Connects to your printer's
centronics port
•Serial input speeds up to
460k baud
•Reports printer status back to PC
•128 byte buffer for XON/XOFF
handshaking

Circle 183 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 184 1

Bay Technical Associates, Inc.
Data Communication Products Division
200 N. Second Street, P.O. Box 387
Bay Saint Louis, MS 39520
Fax: 601- 467 - 4551
Phone: 601- 467- 8231 or toll-free

800-523-2702
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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Accessories/Supplies • Add-In Boards

LOW COST
Interface & Data
Acquisition/
Control Cards
for PC/XT/AT

HI
TEC
HYGIENE

IEEE-488 Card [ PC488A/C]

Clean and Protect
your computer with
8fl. ol
DATA FACETM CRT
Cleaner & Anti-Static. SPEAK EAZZYTm Telephone
Fragrance & Cleanser. Remove dirt and germs with
alittle zing to your business and home telephones.
88. oz.

ORDER DIRECT

RS-485/422 Card [PC485A/B] $125/175
• Serial Async. Comm up to 4,000 ft; 2 or 4 wires; NS16450
• PC485B card has 2 independent channels ( UARTs); Com1 4
• Protected vers, uses trans. volt supress. & auto reset fuses
• High speed AF version (256KB) — $ 165; All include software

Digital I/O & Counter [PCL720]

Name

$175

• 32 Digital Input / Output Channels, 3 channel programmable
counter/timer; User-configurable clock source; Breadboard area

Address
City

State

DATA FACE: $7.95 ea.

OIT.

SPEAK FAZZY: $6.45 ea.

QTY.

Scent

$83.67/cs ( 12)

Jasmine

QTY.

Shipping $

Tangerine

Payment: Check

FREE

Total $

12Bit A/D/A & Counter [PCL812]

Exp. Date

/.0

Information.

MCNISA/AMEX

routtenotatou

750 N. Pastoria Ave. Sunnyvale, CA 94086 USA
Tel: (408) 730-5511 Fax: (408) 730-5521

Signature

Circle 229 on Inquiry Card

Circle 285 on Inquiry Cord.

Polaroid

i.. ±
f:, 1

Polaroid Corporation introduces anew product to its family of Circular Polarizer Filters for
computer monitors. The CP-Workstation
Filters provide the ultimate in glare reduction
and contrast enhancement by utilizing circular polarizing technology along with top quality, durable optical glass and coatings. The
CP-Workstation also includes atransparent
conductive coating to reduce Electromagnetic
Interference for electric field radiation and
eliminate static. The CP-Workstation is an
optical quality glass filter with conductive
coating, designed to fit 16" to 21" monitors.
Polaroid produces afull range of optical
quality anti-glare filters in glass and triacetate
to fit most monitors from 9-21".
Polaroid Corporation, Polarizer Division,
N2, 1Upland Road, Norwood, MA 02062
1-800-225-2770 Fax 617-446-4600
Circle 253 on Inquiry Cord.

Industrial PCs and Data Acquisition

.. 1
et

*1
•Data Acquisition & Control Series
•Industrial I/O Series
•IEEE 488 Interface Card
•8116 Port RS232 Interface Card
•Application Software Package

•Industrial Workstation and Monitor
•Industrial Computer Chassis
•All-in-one Plug-in CPU Card
•RAM/RON Disk Card

guelo

AXIOM TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
20418 East Walnut Carve Unit H Walnut. CA 91789, U SA.

COMIel

eTEL: 714-598-9495

DISK AND DRIVE
EMULATORS

• PUBLIC INFORMATION • 90[1 NUMBERS

OUR 24-HOUR SALES ASSISTANT

4
1̀)

lpy, FROM ANY

0.0.00.

FA x

VOICE PROmp

800

rs

• Multiple models, EPROM, flash, battery-backed
SRAM technologies
• Capacities from 180K to 14MB, single and dual disk
emulation under MS DOS
•Autobooting — On-board programming

VE DOCUMENTS AT YOUR Eta*

, ROBOFAX EZ
_292_7771

FICIBOFAX OEMO LINE 800925 7626

Single- line. one call PC kit2, 9955

ROBOFAX

Multi-Ilne.two call PC kn s

99

AA D
ED *
I0AN
MRC

433 N. MATHILDA AVE. • SUNNYVALE. CA 94086 • (408)746-1590 • FAR ( 408)746-1593
Circle 226 on Inquiry Card.
BYTE • APRIL 1992

New PCE/2-SR
SRAM Emulator

PHosi

SELECT DOCUMENIS
ICEI

FAX 714-596-9975

Circle 292 ( RESELLERS: 293) on Inquiry Card.

• SALES/MARKETING • CUSTOMER SUPPORT

0,\.,itoto

$395

• 16 single-ended Anlg IN, 2 Anlg OUT; AD574; Cony. time 25pts
• a 10V, a 5V. a 1V: Programmable counter/timer (8254)
•DMA and interrupt capability; Utility software for Basic incl.

Call for more
Fax 812-466-5356

VISA/MC _.

Card No.

$295

• 8 single- ended Anlg IN, 2 Anlg OUT; AD574; Cony. time 25iis
• 16 Digital Input/OJtput channels; Wiring Terminal Board incl.

QTY.

$67.80/cs ( 12)

Peppermint _ Bubble Gum

Mt nintain

12BIT A/D/A Digit. I/O [PCL711s]

Zip

Erin-American Ltd.
Ft. Harrison Industrial Park
Terre Haute, IN 47804
Phone 812-466-1117

340

$145/295

• Includes DOS Device Driver & Sample Comm. program
• PC488C card contains Built- In Bus Analyzer hrdwr & sftwr

CURTIS, INC • 2837
Dos is atrademark of Microsoft

No. Fairview Ave. •

612/631-9512

St. Paul, MN 55113

FAX 612/631-9508

Circle 234 on Inquiry Card.

VOICE MASTER KEY SYSTEM II

Direct Stepper Drive from PC

VOICE RECOGNITION & SPEECH RESPONSE

•Direct drive
•High speed up to
25, 000 s/s
• Power supply fits in PC
drive bay
• FREE HPGL interpreter
• 2D and 3D linear and
circular interpolation

FOR IBM PC/XT/AT/386, PS/2, LAPTOPS, COMPATIBLES

FOR PRODUCTIVITY, PRESENTATIONS, SOFTWARE DESIGN,
ENTERTAINMENT, LANGUAGE TRAINING, EDUCATION, MORE...

Circle 257 on Inquiry Card.

SPEECH/SOUND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK.

Desktop Audio sound
editing allows you to create custom sound applications. Variable sanble rate (to 20 KHz) and
compression levels. Afour-voice music synthesizer is included also!

VMAX' DE2 SOLID
STATE DISK DRIVE

VOICE RECOGNITION

TSR utility allows you to add voce command keyboard
macros to your CAD, desktop publishing, word processing, spread sheet, or entertainment
programs. Up to 64 voice commands in RAM at once—more from disk.

HARDWARE SYSTEM contains built-in speaker with separate volume and tone
controls, external speaker and headphone jacks. Enclosure made cf sturdy vinyl-clad steel.
Attaches to parallel printer port without affecting normal printer operation ( U.S. Patent
4,812,847). Headset microphone, printer cable, 9 volt AC adapter i110 volt UL/CSA listed),
and comprehensive user manual included.
QUALITY THROUGHOUT. MADE IN USA. ONLY $219.95
ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 342-1271 MON-FRI, 8AM TO 5PM PST
Visa/MasterCard, company checks, money orders, CODs ( with prior approval)
accepted. Personal checks subject to 3week shipping delay. Specify computer type
when ordering. Add $5 shipping charge for delivery in USA and Canada. Foreign
includes contact Covox for C&F/CIF quotes. OEM configurations available.

.............
41111111M t
II I'll'

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED.
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG

COVOX ¡NC.

TEL (503) 342-1271
FAX (503) 342-1283

675 Conger Street
Eugene, Oregon 97402

BBS (503) 342-4135

Fax for
fast response!

/U AY
TEA4PUSTECH, INC.

TEL: ( 800)634-0701
FAX: (813) 643-4981

295 Airport Road
Naples, FL 33942

Circle 232 ( RESELLERS: 233) on Inquiry Card.

The disk reliability problem is
widespread.

There IS an Alternative!
Dust, moisture and vibration kill rotating disks every
day. Instant AccessTm No MotionTM solid state
memories offer extremely high reliability, light speed
access and hermetically- sealed data integrity.
Instant Access is available in FLASH EEPROM
and NVRAM and is programmable in DOS or
WINDOWS. Rely on Instant Access— the
demonstrably superior No Motion Memory.
APPLICATIONS

Novi ,
ǹ

S'e Aesi"

•Mission Critical
•High Security
•Banking

• Mobile

VISA

• Diskless PC

Master

• Hazardous

•Military

Charge

Environments

AMEX

• Communications

PRODUCTIVITY
ENHANCEMENT
PRODUCTS. INC.
26072

SEE US
AT

Circle 287 on Inquiry Card.

PC POWER SUPPLY MONITOR
1V

WIIITIBE

Wintsk Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904

(880) 742-6809 or (317) 448-1903

Designed as adiagnostic
aid for PC/XT/EISA systems, the Wintek PC Bus
Power Monitor Card
($195) provides aquick
way of checking the
power supply in a personal computer. LEDs
provide areal-time indication of power quality,
as well as remembering
momentary out- of tolerance operation. A
deluxe model ($249) has
an audible alarm, asystem clock monitor, and a
refresh signal monitor.

Circle 271 on Inquiry Card.

PC VAT Dual Port Comm. Coprocessor
GMM Sync2/CCPT"
•High Pertormance 16 bit Microprocessor.
•80186 code compatible
• 1or 2Serial Ports with EJI1 Dup ex DMA
•Ups 8530 sr 8500 SCC ( hip
•2561( Dual 'orted RAM (5:2k, IMeg optionaf)
•8k, 16k, 3:.k, 64k Winow 5
ze
(Fograrnmâle)
•RS232/R.S422/RS48S/V.3f
•SCURCF CG)E DEBUGGER Kit Available.
GMM Product Are All Made in USA.

Other PC/AT 8PS/2 ( MCA) 8530 based
products available. Extremely competitive
pricing. Call for additional information

(714)752-9447 FAX ( 714)752-7335

COMDEX!

GMM Research Corporation «•-‘,;?
2938 S. Daimier St., Suite 121

Merit Circle, Ste. 110 • Laguna Hills, CA 92653
1(800) 451- DISK • FAX (714) 348-1310
Circle 289 on Inquiry Card.

• FAST, faster than hard
disk drive access
•One year warranty/
Made in the U.S.A.
•100% DOS compatible,
bootable
• DURABLE, withstands
harsh environments
•PC/AT Bus, fits
standard expansion slot
•Software included —
program SRAM &
FLASH on board
•SMALL size/LOW price
• $ 135 qty.1; Quantity
Pricing Available

Santa Ana, CA 92705

Circle 238 on Inquiy Card.
APRIL 1992 • BYTE
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Communications/Networking • Computer Systems

Computer Systems
50 MHz 80486 ISA/EISA 23 MIPS

PCSS-8I
Intelligent
Serial Coprocessor

FEATURES
•64/256K Write Back Cache
•Burst Mode Design
•Shadow RAM on Video & BIOS
•64MB 32 Bit Memory Expansion
•Baby- size with Eight Expansion Slots
•UNIX, OS/2 & Novell 100% Compatible
•One Year Full Warranty
•Made in the USA

B On board processor handles serial
communication tasks.
• 32K- 128K Dynamemory.
• Fight ports per board.
B High performance - low cost!
al DOS, SCO XENIX, SCO UNIX drivers included.

ISA SYSTEM BOARD

To order call toll-free 1-800-282-GTEK(4835)
Development Hardware & Software
P0 Box 2310
Bay St. Louis, MS 39521-2.310 U.S.A.

I

,NC.

Mississippi & Technical Support (601) 467-8048 • Fax: ( 601) 467-0935
Circle 240 on Inquiry Card.

MODEL CACHE
486/50
64K
486/33
64K
486/25
64K
486/20SX 64K
386/40
64K
386/33
64K

MIPS OK
22.4 CALL
995
14.9
895
11.2
695
9.0
525
9.8
495
8.3

4M
CALL
1195
1095
895
725
695

256 Cache Available
Third Generation Feather Light
SONIC 386/20SL NOTEBOOK

Complete Desktop System with 12MB Floppy
HD/Floppy Controller. 101 Keyboard and
4MB Memory
MODEL
486/50
486/33
486/25
486/20SX
386/40
386/33

BASE
CALL
1595
1495
1295
1125
1095

MONO
CALL
1770
1670
1470
1300
1270

VGA
CALL
2045
1945
1745
1575
1545

'FCC, UL & CSA Available
'Tower-Add $ 200 Hard Drive Available

THE BEST NAME IN

IEEE-488

386SX

INTERCONNECT PRODUCTS
1-corn is your ONLY complete source for

386SX-16
386SX-20
386SX-25

creative IEEE-488 wiring solutions.

1-corn

has not one, but seven IEEE- 488
cable series. Includes all molded, aluminum
shells, and in- line types for easy entry into PC
ports.

1-corn

is the only provider of afull series of
IEEE- 488 adaptors. More than twenty varieties
in all, such as slimline, bulkhead. reversers. &
right angle. Many other accessory items also!
Call or Fax today for further information.

Call for FREE catalog!
Specify - BYTE

Iconi

FAX: 508-685-6467

Inc. TEL: 508-682-6936

•Latest Intel 386/20SL Chip Set
•Intelligent Power Management
•Total Weight 4.8 lbs.
•2Mb of RAM ( Max 8Mb)
•0/16/64 KB Smart Cache Architecture
•Crisp 640X480 VGA Display
•1.44 Floppy Disk
•Whisper Quiet 40 MB Hard Disk
60/80 Mb Optional
•1Serial, 1Parallel Port
•80 Key Keyboard with Full 101 Key
Emulation
•J- Key Mouse Design
•3Hours Battery Pack
•FCC Class B Pending

TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT., INC.

HARD

YOUR
'MESSAGE
THEW

▪

vi•we .

...nr

•

•

command center.41iplligently
process your seas,

SINGLAE LINE

(
BigmOuth)
For Sales or Information:

47273 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538
Tel: 510-623-3818 FAX: 510-623-3840

Call 1-800-685-4884

(
Deyeloper/OEM packages ayallaNel

TALKING TECHNOLOGY, INC.

VISA— MC— AMEX—COO

CALL ( 5101 5224E10 • FAX ( 510) 522-5556

1125 ATLANTIC AVE • ALAMEDA, CA 94501

e

Asr

SURAH 386/486 ISA/EISA
Compatible Computers
AMI/Mylex Motherboards
10Mega Bernouli Drives
CD RUMS Tape Backup
Mini- SCSI • Parallel to SCSI
Host Adapter
Trantor Systems

LAN Cards/other products
3COM, Novell, Anthem, Gateway,
Proteon & others
Hard Drives/Floppy Drives
IDE ( Netware Ready)/SCSI
Also available for IBM, Compaq, Apple
Memory/Upgrades
DRAMS, SIMM Modules
Math coprocessors
Laser Printers/Scanners
Plotters/Digitizers/Software

SURAH inc.

44912 Osgood Road, Fremont CA 94539 USA
Phone: ( 510) 651-5101 Fax: ( 510) 651-5241
1-800-543-1001 Nationwide Orders
UK Fax: 081-855-9657

AIR

$295

comma

, IEEVEREX-

and others

Circle 259 on Inquiry Card.

AT Systems in ROM
Single Board Computers
_
I
I
Run DOS from ROM
-1 PC code compatible
_1 Large memory space
_1 Passive backplanes
Develop code on a PC. Use standard PC

your

cards for expansion. Bum

code and DOS into ROM and run on our CPU cards.

KM CPU: NEC V53 uP(286eg). 5 serial, 2 Parallel, Clock, AT bus

$349-q1 oem
KS3 CPU: V40 uP. 3Serial, 2Par.. Clock, Flop, Keybd. $249-q I.

Max of 4M Ram, 2M Rom, 512K battery backed Siam.

303-444-7737

Fax 303 -786 -9983

655

Hawthorn Ave., Boulder CO

841304

KILA

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card.
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215
339
699

Computer Systems / Notebook /Complete Network Solutions
jiAPPk

inquires, and messages.
Complete package.

DRIVE

QUANTUM IDE 52MB
QUANTUM IDE 105MB
QUANTUM IDE 200MB

LOW LOIN LOIN

7e.

Vo ce IVI I 'Telemarketing • Call Processing
Transform your PC/XT/AT/386
Multi-Line (Voice Solution) $
995
into a multi- line processing

350
385
388

Circle 265 on Inquiry Card.

e

BLAST

210
245
248

BARE BONE SYSTEM UL FCC B
386SX-16
386SX-20
386SX-25

Circle 288 on Inquiry Card.

‘46

with IDE 2S 1P

BOARD

Circle 258 on Inquiry Card.

Rackmount Solutions
RACKMOUNT COMPONENTS - QTY 25 PRICING
Rackmount Chassis 19n7'01T $ 183
Rackmount VGA Monitors $531
Rackmount Monitor Shelf
$ 113
Rackmount Keyboard Shelf
$88
RACKMOUNT PLATFORMS - any 1Pricing
RMS286-12 $ 549
RMS386-33 $ 1095
RMS386SX-16 $795
RMS486-33 $ 1695
System Platforms include T Rackmount Chassis,
200W Power Supply, Motherboard, 1.0MB Memory,
IDE. FOC, 2Ser. Par, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Floppy Disk
Drive, 1Year Warranty
RACKMOUNT CHASSIS - 15 Models up to 20 Board Slots
SLOT CPU BOARDS - 486, 386. 386SX, 286
RACKMOUNT MONITORS - Super VGA and Monochrome
RACKMOUNT CABINET - Modular from 21 to se high

rem

VALLEY

TECHNOLOGY

INC

2468 Armstrong Street
Livermore CA 94550
(510) 447-2030 FAX: ( 510) 447-4559
Circle 275 on Inquiry Card.

Disk & Optical Drives • Fax Boards/Machines

NEW, FREE 288 PAGE ] AA ACQUISITION & CONTROL
CATALOG/REFERENCE GUIDE FOR 8M PCIXTIAT, PS2, MICROCHANNEL
COMPUTEK AND COMPATIBLES.
*AID BOARDS

T338

*SIGNAL:ONDITIONING
IEW 1992
CATALOG

s —wan

MiniSCSI

*COMMUNICATION
*PC INSTRUMENTS
-me

*SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE

tilik
,:
le ««'%eleCtialigga
'
MI= TRABY I
tregfr.:11•
—
SEC TODAY FOR YOUR FREE 188 PAGE KF3THLEY METRAITTE : ATALOG
440 Myles Standish Blvd., launton,MA 02180 Tel:(508)880.3000
503D89 Fax ( 508)880.01il9
Circle 248 on Inquiry Cord.

The Intelligent Solution For Data Acquisition

DAP 24(10" Data Acquisitwn Processor's'
ANALOG I/O
20 MHz DSP with SNAN1 to 96K
DIGITAL 5/0
DAPL" Operating System
•
Inputs to 235K samples per second • 100+ standard commands
•Outputs to 250K samples per second
aCustom
ITT and FIR-filtering
commands in C
Digital Signal Processing at 10 MIPS
16 MHz CPU with DRAM to 512K
2265 116th Avenue NI:
Send for FREE catalog.
Bellevue, WA 98004
Or call us at (206) 453-2345
FAX (206) 453-3199

M IROSTAR

LABORATORI I :S

Get the right
connections for $179.
The MiniSCSI
Parallel-to-SCSI Adapter
Add aSCSI port to almost any printer port with our pocket-sized,
self-contained MiniSCSI. Ideal for laptops, notebooks and
systems which can't accommodate astandard SCSI interface, the
miniSCSI also lets you relocate SCSI devices easily.
•CD-ROM, hard disk, magnetooptical, SyQuest & Bernoulli support
•SCSI tape support available
•Retains use of parallel port
•Powered by SCSI bus
•Lightweight (only 2.5oz.)
•2-year parts & labor warranty
•Other SCSI adapters available

Call: 510-770-1400
Reseller 'nquiries Welcome

Pitt Yin'''.Hardllisk
4

•• •

With The +'

Pnrhi

•
•
•
• Makes your computer ruin 10 times as fast!
'
Caches, Reads +
and Writ9!
•
• •-•
No drivers or TRS's required!
•

NEW

-

•
•

Satisfaction Guaranteed!
\\.

•
OEM & Dealer
'Ilnquirie •
1.% elcomed!

5415 Randall Place,
Fremont, CA 94538-3151 USA
(510) 770-1400 • Fax: 770-9910
• . ttlep respect ve owrers

SHARE A SIGEN 250MB PORTABLE

NEW

No controller card required. Connects to parallel port. Installs in less than 3ninutes.
Great for Lastops. 9.5 MB/min transfer rate.

Capacity

60/100 MB 1,4" cartridge
250/500 MB 114 .
•cartridge
1200,2000 MB 4mm DAT

Supports
DOS, OS/2

Less wear on your hard disk!
Non-volatile memory becomes
permanent part of hard disk!

Trantor Systems, Ltd.

TAPE BACKUP & REDUCE COST/USER

High Performance/Cost Ratio!
N.

"The neatest gadget at the COROM show"
Jerry Pourneue 110Worid

Circle 274 on Inquiry Card.

4 ..

PCI)C-114 Hard Disk Cachinv

"Genuinely interesting hardware
department... Good idea"
John C Dvorak, PC Magazine

'992 lore Systems Ltd All product names ate trademarks or reptered

Circle 250 on Inquiry Card.

•

g

*INDUSTRIAL CONTROL

NOVELIO

Novell 286, 386
Unix, Xenix

Industry standard SYTOS Plus
software ard for file server based
NLM and VP Tapeware.

SIGEN
Phone (408) 737-3904 • Fax (408) 737-3910

"ISA

•

Circle

266 on Inquiry Card.

FAX-0-MATICTm

plain paper fax
solution
A receive- only fax which
prints out incoming faxes
on plain paper through a laser printer or inkjet printer.
512K memory saves to 30 pages. Prints at 150 dpi or
300 dpi. Scales to receive legal or A4 European size
paper. 2- year warranty. 60- day money- back guarantee.

GT-Fr,

P•110PMEVI HARI/WAR
-F
r. & 50; I
V1".%RI.
Kcs. 2310. IIa St. Louis. MS 3902,-23h t s
Fos: 601-40-0935
Stisalmippi & I
echnicul .-unport 601-367-M4K

$399

I

Circle 239 on Inquiry Card.

INIWEEK
A.4ALYST CHOICL

TALL TREE SYSTEMS
2585 E. Bayshore Road. Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 493-1980 Phone (415) 493-7639 Fax

Circle 260 on Inquiry Card.
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Data Acquistion • Disk & Optical Drives

gSKIMOHS 3k1VMOLIVH

Keyboards • Laptops & Notebooks • Mail Order

Memory/Chips/Upgrades • Misc. Hardware • Multimedia

1.1 gigabytes in a
Toshiba laptop?

Why Pay More For Memory?

Not yet.
But check with us
in mid ' 92 ...
Right now, we can install the
capacity you need, from the smallest Toshiba notebook to the largest laptop.
Our faster (12-25 ms access
time), higher-capacity drives won't
add bulk or weight. Some are even
lighter than the original drives.
Laptop Solutions' unique upgrade packages are thorough and
complete. They're installed by appointment only, with aguaranteed
48-hour turn-around, including 24hour burn-in and stringent testing
to industry standards.
Finally, you can put your laptop
to work, the way you work!

UPTO 510 MB
FOR LAPTOPS
D
OS I
OS ,1
2 [
INV WINDOWS
UPTO 180 MB
FOR NOTEBOOKS

MEMORY UPGRADES for Laptops, Notehooks,
Desktop computers, and Laser Printers at he LOWEST PRXESO.

Save BIG on memory for
Apple • AST • ALR • AT&T • Brother • Canon.* Compaq •
Epson • HP Laser & Vectra • IBM • Kyocera • NCR • NEC •
OKI • Pacurd Bell • QMS • Samsung « Sanyo • Sur. •
TEC • 71 • Toshiba • Zenith • Simms * SIPS & Drans
Five-yew warranty. Great customer service, quality products, promot
delivery, and the best prices are just atoll-free phone
call away...VOLUME DISCOUNTS FOR INSTITUTIONAL. CORPORA7EAND
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS. INTERNATIONAL INQUIRIES WEI,COMED.
800-ANA-SIMM or 1-805-984-5683
or in Canada 800-231-SIMM Cali Now!
ANACAPA MICRO PRODUCTS, INC.
Circle 284 on Inquiry Card.
I CS

PROMPT DELIVERY!!! Sarre day shipping ( usually)
Quantity one prices shown for February 23, 1992
Memory tor almost AU. computers
EPROtA

DYNAMIC RAM

27C4001 5121(x8 150 ns $ 26.0G
028F010 1281tx8 160 ns 24.00
27C1000 128Kx8 200 ns
6.3G
27C512
timas 120 ns
4.75
27128
161tx8 250 ns
z.4C

ior hp I
Js 2M8 $ 125.00
4Mr9
70 ns 150.00
slum
1Fne 60 ns 49.00
S MM . Lbs
80 ns
42.50
4Mbd
4Mx.1
80 ns
25.00
4 Mint , Mx1
80 ns
28.00
1Mbit
imo
70 ns
4.70
SINM

(800) 683-6839
Laptop Solutions, Inc.
10700 Richmond Ave., # 114
Houston, Texas 77042
Phone: (
713) 789-0878

Quantity discounts available.

FAX: (713) 789-8177

41255
4' 256
44256
4464

258Kx1
256Kx1
25tiKx4
641001

80 ns
100 ns
80 ns
100 ns

STATIC RAM
1Mbit

1.85
1.70
5.25
1.50

CUSTOM KEYBOARD PRODUCTS

OPEN 6 XIDAYS, 7:30 AM-8:00PM • SHIP' VIA FED- EX ON SAT.

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC
24,000 S. Peoria Ave., Beggs, OK

74421

fdasterCardrt/ISA or JIS CASH COO rNo minimum order.
01 or packing materai: ,.Shipping and insurance extra.

Circle 249 on Inquiry Card.

Increase SCSI Bus Performance
SCSI 1 and SCSI 2 Compatible
• No additional software required

$ 295.00

602 634-7515

FAX 602 634 4620

Circle 241 on Irquiry Card.

n

OEM

(In California .
408-293-6786)
,„,....,6 Lab Automation with PCs

1310 Tully Road, # 115, San Jose, CA
FAX: 408-293-4697

A.O.ter-CM

FREE!

New 140-page
PC-based industrial
automation reference
guide for your system and
OEM needs.
Circle 227 on Inquiry Card.
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1-800-624-6808

0 APPLJED CONCEPTS
mAc MONEY" BACK GUARANTEE

APPLIED CONCEPTS. INC.
5350 Eastgate Mal
San Diego. CA 92121
TEL 619-453-0090
FAX 615 -163 6715

Circle 228 on Inquiry Card.

Avocado Computer Video, Inc.

atml

I -S00-S00-(i889

A

CALL TODAY

r,,,

I

RELIABLE, AFFORDABLE, FLEXIBLE
Industrial I/O Cards
PC-Bus Card Cages
Rack Mount
Keyboards

iiDrrjLL
Supports " Fast SCSI 110 MBytecitecl

Cornville, AZ 86325

• Industrial PCs •
• 286/386/486 •
CPU Cards •
• RAM/ROM Disks

(
918) 267-4961

• Extend Diltznce to Peripherals

leader in Keytop Innovations" PO. Box 230 • Dept. BYTE

Industrial PC Solutions

5.60

• Isolate Noisy Cables & Periphe-als

CUSTOM HOTLINE 800 93 7-133 7
1
-110)0
-- Li CORPORATION

00 ns

• Condition, and Regenerates SCil Bus

•Full color keyboard templates made to
your exact specifications.
•Custom and stock keytop label kits for
software support & languages.
•Custom membrane & full-travel keyboards.
•Express turnaround services.
•A total line of keyboard enhancements.

from the

Real $ 21.50

Sat del. on Fed-Se orders received by
Th. S-21418,6625 Fr P-1 1lb $ 17.0.
FED- EX COD 45.00

Circle 290 on Inquiry Card.

•Custom Key Imprinting—all brands!
•Custom Colored keys for IBM°, DEC,
Wyse', Key Tronic°, Cherry°, and more!

'28Kr8

62256LP 321(18

Everything you ever wanted to know about video but didn't
know where to ask in afree catalog of computer- related video
products. Videotapable VGA cards, video digitizers, spliiter
amplifiers and e>dension cables, specialty software for titling ano
imaging, special effects. Application
range from hobby to Hollywood, and
training to research. Our special projects
department is unfazed by unusual requests.
Contact Avocado Computer Video. ,
P.O. Box 1655, Wheaton, MD 20902
We Speak-Video
(301) 942-0878
1-800-627-3432
FAX: (301) 942..8076

Circle 277 on Inquiry Card.

Multimedia • Modems/Multiplexors

REDUCE PC FAN NOISE BY 98%...
THE SILENCER is an electronic device which monitors the internal temperature within
your PC/Laser Printer and reduces the fans speed ( and noise) to ensure proper cooling
is achieved - BUT NO MORE . .. Typical noise reduction is 80% to 98%.
Easy to nstall; built-in fail-safe, and 3year warranty. THE SILENCER has to be heard
(Or not) to be fully apveciated. Take advantage of our 30 DAY NO RISK TRIAL
OFFER ... and join the thousands of PC users worldwide who now enjoy THE SILENCER.
Mini-12VDC Silencer
Fail-Safe DC- Silencer
Laser Printer Silencer
AC-Fan Silencer

$69.95
99.95
99.95
99.95

•
GdI •
Pat Pe. 51,1E8

SI

Ilimmml

To Order Call 1800SILENCE
QUIET TECHNOLOGY INC.
P.O. Box 8478
Port St. Lucie, FL 34985

Dealer Info./Fax: 407/335-2113
Circle 278 on Inquiry Card.

IMAGING CARDS

Video Framegrabbers for
the XT/AT/386
•Real time grab/display
•Complete with software
•60 & 50 Hz. Video
•Quality since 1987!

MODEL
1-800-292-1160
-512/24 512x480x24 - New
Full 24 bit color board, mult in,
24 bit RGB out
$795
-512
512x480x8 - Advanced
grayscale board. Multi res/multi
image, 4inputs, in/out LUTS,
dual ping-pong buffers, RGB
out
$795
02
256x240x8 Workhorse 8
bit grayscale. 2inputs, 24 bit
RGB out, cursor
$495
-03
256x240x6 Economy 6bit
version of -02 above
$395
MCNISA/COD

MultiMedia Presentations
Created Quickly and Inexpensively
mix.+ Full Motion Real-Time Videos
+ Voice, Music and Audio effects
+ High Speed Graphic Animations
+ Text Files and Documents
+ User Interactive Icons
Everything you need to create exciting professional MultiMedia
PC presentations using your 286/386 PC and your data files is
provided by this new MULTIMEDIA TOOL KIT. Yes, even 30
frames/second full motion video, high quality audio, voice, graphics
and text can all be mixed and edited into high impact MultiMedia
presentations with this user-friendly hardware/software package.
The finished MultiMedia presentations can be played-back on any
PC equiped with our low cost MP- 1500 parallel port audio adapter.

MEdit-2010:

Half-size board ( or external

peripheral unit for parallel port), development
tool kit, HiFi speaker, demos and more...

PC Audio Playback for...

Box 596 PIttsburg, KS 66762
'316 211 6647 Fax 711 5816

$49

Now add High Quality Audio Output to your PC.
Playback any audio file created for the PC. This Audio Adapter
connects to the Parallel Port which makes it perfect for Laptop or
Notebook MultiMedia Presentations. The MP- 1500 includes Audio
adapter, Speaker + amplifier and software, all for this price!
U.S. Patent Pending 1992
•

wand ifisionNte

•Money back guarantee

$47925

COMPUTER

Circle 231 on Inquiry Card.

SYSTEMS

LTD.

Phone: 708-673-8488
Fax:
708-673-9244
Vmail: 708-673-8705
Skokie, IL 60076

Circle 261 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 262).

New! PC VOICE POWER
Get up to 30 minutes of Voice Recording per 1MByte!

Add Voice Comments to Text/Spreadsheets
Create " talking" text/spreadsheet/graphics for better communication.
Transport the " talking files" by diskette, LAN or modem. The PC
internal speaker may be used for playback output without special
hardware. Reading and hearing documents is better!
DVA-I020: Half-Size board or Peripheral unit and Software $249

Portable/Desktop PC DictationfIranscription

Compucom
14,400 - 57,600 bps
Speed Modem ...$279

Easily converts any portable/desktop PC to adictation system with
enormous recording capacity. Standard 40MB hard drive gives the
user up to 20 hours of dictation time. The package includes auser
friendly transcription software for typist. Dictation files can be saved
or transported by diskette, LAN or modem.
DVD -1045: Half-Size board or Peripheral unit and Software $279

Create Professional Voice Mail Systems

TM

V.32bis, with a raw speed of 14,400 and v.42bis, with up to 4:1
data compression, the Speedster'

is a price/technology break-

through ... just what you would expect from CompuCom. It also
features CSP, MNP-5, and Fax option. It's made in USA, has a
30 day money back guarantee and a 5-year warranty. BYTE
magazine said our CCC modem was "a real deal"*... well we've

All the basic Voice mail/messaging functions are provided in this
package including the ability to record, playback, tone decoding
and more. The routines can be provided for " C" or " Pascal" language
programmers. Up to 24 channels can be supported on 286/386 PC.
DVM -1001: 1- Channel half-size board + Development Package..$495
DVM-I004: 4- Channel full-size board + Development Package...$895
U.S. Patent Pending 1992

done it again. The Speedster is setting new standards for value
and speedy performance. See for yourself!
(415) 499 7600

CALL NOW (
800) 748 6840

Fax (
415) 499 3366

Circle 230 on Inquiry Card.

COMPUTER

SYSTEMS

LTD.

Phone: 708-673-8488
Fax:
708-673-9244
Vmail: 708-673-8705
Skokie, IL 60076

Circle 263 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 264).
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Miscellaneous Hardware • Multimedia

Video Capture and
Image Processing

• Windows 3.0

Easy- to- use

In
•
•
al
•
al
la
•

Low-cost
Frame Grabber
S/EVCA-Compatibility
8/16 bit Capture
Full IP Functionality
Video Calibration
Radiometric Calibration
Device Independent

/maging
Automation 603-598-3400

• Fax: 603-598-3422

Circle 279 on Inquiry Card.

IEEE 4-88_2
Hardware for IBM PC/AT, Micro Channel,
Sun, Macintosh, DEC, and NeXT.
Software for DOS, Windows, UNIX, VMS,
menu- and icon-driven environments
IEEE 488 extenders, analyzers,
converters, analog I/O, and digital I/O.
111111111

1111111111111111111111111111111

Call for your free IEEE catalog

Otech

Programmable Hardware

POWERFUL • AFFORDABLE INSTRUMENTS

3SVJAIOHS IYVAIGHVH

Multimedia • Programmable Hardware

200 MHz Logic Analyzer
•400 MHz
max sampling rate
•up to 128 channels
•16K samples/channel
•16 level triggering
•Variable threshold voltage
•Sophisticated triggering
•FREE software updates

e
$799 - LA12100 ( 100 MHz)

Price is complete.

$1299 - LA32200 (200 MHz- 32- ch.)

Pods and software

$1899 - LA32400 ( 400 MHz- 32- ch.)

included.

PAL
GAL
EPROM
FLASH
EEPROM
PROM
87xxx...

$475

•15V8. 20V8, 22V10, GALs

•26V12, 20RA10, 18V10 GALs
.2716-27040 EPROMs
•87xxx MICROs
•EEPROMs ( incl. 8pin serial)

•
16 bit EPROMs
'
Byte Split/Merge ( 16 & 32 bit)
•JEDEC, INTEL HEX, Motorola 'S' files
'Dallas NVS RAM programming
'FREE software updates on BBS

Call - ( 201) 808-8990

Link Computer Graphics, Inc.

lOtech, Inc. • 216.439.4091 • Fax 216.439.4093

369 Passaic Ave., Suite 100, Fairfield, NJ 07004 FAX 808-8786

Circle 247 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 244 on Inquiry Card.
UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER, EMULATOR, 8TESTER
TUP-400 $745.00
NEW
TUP-300
$645.00

8051 IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR

NICE -51

from $1195.00

Hook Pod available

• Up to 12 MHz real time emulation without intruding on any of

•New Improved hardware and software.

your device's resources.
II SFR, Code Memory, External Data , Internal Data and Bit
Address can all be directly viewed and edited using the hill
saneo editor.
• Down-loads data to external data memory and processes BIN,
HEX, and SYMBOL files in code memory.
• Up to 10 conditional software breakpoints and 64K hardware

• The most complete PC-based Universal Programmer,
Programs PLO (PAL, GAL, FPL, EPLD, PEEL, MAX,
MACH...), E(E)PROM, (up to 16Mbit), Flash EPROM,
BPROM, Special PROM, MPU (87XX, 68XX, Z8, PSD301,
PIC16)IX, TMS320EXX, UPD75P)00(, HD637XXX...).
•Covers DT, PLCC, QFP, SOP, and PGA with 8to 84 pins.
Gang Progamming adapters available also.

▪ Integrated programmer for EPROMs and 8751 available.
II 1-year warranty, 30-day money-back guarantee.

II EPROM EMULATION capability.
• Tests digital ICs and DRAMs (SIMM /SEP adapter available).
• Free software updates and new device added upon request
• IC Manufacturers' approval.
• 1- year warranty, 30-day money-back guarantee.

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Distributors are welcome!

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Distributors are welcome!

breakpoints.
▪ I6K deep, 48 bit real time trace buffer records Address Bus,
Data Bus, Control Bus, and 18 bit external signal.

—
Tribal Microsystems Inc.
Tel (
510) 623-8859
;• 44388 S GRIMMER BLVD FREMONT CA 94538 FAX ( 510) 623-9925

Pe

—

P

Tribal Microsystems Inc.

ilf 44388 S GRIMMER BLVD., FREMONT, CA 94538

Tel (
510) 623-8859
FAX ( 510) 623-9925

Circle 269 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 270).

Circle 267 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 268).

EPROM EMULATOR / PROGRAMMER
•High powered and versatile unit combines an emulator with aprogrammer to
allow one step firmware design or trouble
shooting. • Operates with any computer or
terminal using RS-232 port. • Emulates,
programs, copies and verifies 2716-27512
EPROMS and 2816-28256 EEPROMS (no
emulation). • Easy to master emulation &
programming features. • Battery backed up
memory allows unit to auto-run user's firmware on startup. • Simple to use byte exchange feature allows microprocessor register dumps and user break points. •
Ideal development or service tool for multi-processor users. • Light weight and
portable unit easily fits in tool box or brief case.

499

Phone: 902-468-5911
=

Fax: 902-468-5912

OMNITECH ELECTRONICS INC.
10 Akerley Blvd., Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada B3B 1)4

Circle 291 on Inquiry Card.
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Super Value
Universal Programmer
Include Free!!!
4 SOCKET ADAPTER ($ 125),
or PAL COMPILER ($95),

or EPROM ERASER ($95)
• Easy to use menu driven S/W
• Universal programming for
Flash E(E)PROM, Bipolar
PROM, PAL, GAL, EPLD, &
microcontroller, etc.
• Test ICs (TTL,RAM)
• Life time free S/W updates on
BBS & 1year H/W warranty
• Developed & made in U.S.A.

EPROM programmer
• ROM MASTER : $ 149
Low cost universal programmer

• UNIPRO : $399
764 San Aleso Avenue Sunnyvale,
CA 94086 (408) 745-7974
FAX 745-1401 BBS 745-7256

XELTEK
Circle 272 on Inquiry Card.

Tape Drives • UPS • Books/Publications

Instant Microcontroller + Instant C
Instant New Product
Use our Little Giant — and Tiny Giant'" miniature
microprocessor- based computers to instantly
computerize your product. Our miniature controllers feature built-in power supplies, digital I/O,
serial I/O ( RS232 / RS485), ND converters (to
20 bits), solenoid drivers, time of day clock,
battery backed memory, watchdog, field wiring
connectors, and morel Designed to be easily
integrated with your hardware and software.
Priced from $ 159. Core modules as low as $59.
Low cost, interactive Dynamic C— makes serious software development easy.

Desktop 9-Track Tape Subsystem
#1- selling 9- track system on desktop.
Clualstar's low cost 1/2-inch 9-track Streaming
tape systems bring full ANSI data interchange to
IBM AT, PS/2 or Macintosh, giving your micro the
freedom to exchange data files with nearly any
mainframe or minicomputer in the world.
Systems include DOS or Xenix compatible
software, coupler card and cables. High reliability
1600 or 6250 BPI capability may be used for disk
backup as well as data interchange.

17URLSTRR

Z-World Engineering
1724 Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616 USA (916) 757-3737
Fax: (916) 753-5141 Automatic Fax: (916) 753-0618
(For automatic fax call from your fax, request catalog #18)

9621 lrondale Ave., Chatsworth CA 91311
M989 Oualstar Corp
All product and company names and trademarks are the exclusive properly of their respective owners

Circle 273 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 255 on Inquiry Card

9Track Tape Subsystem
for PC/XT/AT/386/PS2

EWE

• Best Quality

Breaks the 4-Color Price Barrier
with the Hardware/Software Showcase

• Lowest Prices
800/1 600/3200/6250 BPI
CALL 1-800-886-4827

See how affordable it is to advertise to BYTE's

:111:

P

Call us today! For details and
to order: Fax ( 818) 882-4081
Phone ( 818) 882-5822

500,000 computer professionals in this section!

Laguna
r
Data

Call for more advertising information:

Systems

23151 Alcalde Drive, Suite B-3, Laguna Hills, CA 92653

(603) 924-2695 or ( 603) 924-2598

Tel: 714-586-3010, Fax: 714-586-5538
Circle 246 on Inquiry Card.

rrooToril rrrri roe-order
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PC 9-Track,
81 3480 Jo
✓
✓
✓
✓

ale a. .
21-SCOLInele
No clubs, memberships, or cards to return. Just the books you
want at really great prices!

COMPARE
List Ours
Windows 3Secrets, 1DG, 838 pgs., 2disks, 20% off
39.95 31.95
Windows Systems Programming, Abacus, Idisk
39.95 34.05
WordPerfect for Windows Bible, SAMS, 1000 pages
29.95 25.55
Winn L. Rosch PC Upgrade Bible, Brady, 608 pages
24.95 21.35
Borland's C+ + Program'g for Windows, Bantam,864 pgs29.95 25.55
Quattro Pro in Business, SAMS, 400 pages, 1disk
29.95 25.55
MS-DOS Batch File Programming, TAB, 448 pages
24.95 21.35
Clipper 5: A Developer's Guide, M&T, 400 pages, Idisk 39.95 34.05
Paradox 3.5 Breakthrough Power, ¡ DG, 842 pages, Idisk 39.95 31.75
Inside AutoCAD, Spec. Ed., NPR, 1072 pages
34.95 29.85
Using Visual Basic, Addison-Wesley, 432 pages, 1disk
34.95 34.05
Norton's Windows 3Power Program'g, Bantam, 960 pgs 29.95 25.55

Widest choice of solutions
Modern desktop subsystems
Plug-and-play, easy to use
Comprehensive software
Excellent service and support

Call now for more information
and afree catalog.

Call for other titles, or GO CBK on CompuServe.
1300KS FROM: ¡
DG, Peachpit, Osborne, QUE, NRP,Bantain,
Windcrest, Hayden, Brady, MIS:Press, Sybex, Sams, Microsoft,
Yourdon, TAB, Microtrend, Abacus, M&T, Prentice-Hall,
Addison-Wesley, Wordware

at nyer../vir tw-/

LçompyBooks
r

800-729-8725

OVERLAND DIVA
San Diego, CA

A Data:PM Company
The Discount Computer Book People

Order Line ( 800) 880-6818
Home SAM -PPM CST Mon to Fri

512 -321 -9652 Voice & FAX

Route I. Box 271-D, Cedar Creek, TX 78612

1-0982 ,

Circle 252 on Inquiry Card.

GO CBK

24 hrs.on CompuServe

Circle 286 on Inquiry Card.
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Communicat:ons/Networking • Database • Data Acquisittioa

Education • Engineering/Scientific • Mathmatical/Statistical
EARN YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE AT HOME

EM320
El

III

ER

111

DEC VT320 Emutation for Microsoft Windows 3.0
•132 column display
•Cut and paste
•Kermit file transfer
•Windows style help
•Loca! or ANSI color

Automatic window sizing
-Double high/wide characters
•LAT or TCP/IP support
•Modem dialer/Phone book
•Command language

Iri Computer Science
Get the opportunity and earning power acollege degree confers—without
leaving home and without spending thousands of dollars.
•Approved for tuition reimbursement by leading corporations
•ALL COURSES BY CORRESPONDENCE

AMERICAN

•Most courses interactive

INSTITUTE
offlrm

•Approved Ada course available
•Qualified instructors available on telephone help lines

Diversified Computer Systems, Inc

Phone: 1-205-323-6191 • FAX: 1-205-328-2229

COMPUTER
SCIENCES

FAX (303)4471406

2101 BYX Magnolia Ave. • Suite 200 • B'ham, AL 35205

Ibe leadm edge of burning

(
303)4479251
Teeronix 4105107 Emulation also available
Circle 236 on Inquiry Ca- d

EndNote
•

Bibliographies
in Seconds!

•

OCR, OMR, hand print recognition software
Windows alternative to NCS & Scantron
Data validation, datanase and DDE integration
HP, Microtek, Pentax and FujitsJ scanners
SUM, • .1,IÇ51.0• naderro• • &antral

•CS • atrada•ad,

Ptton• C•Nuter Svalems

Datacap Inc. 914 347-7133 Fax: 914 347-7136
Circle 235 on Inquiry Cord.,

Free Data Acquisition Software Tool

DAQ Designer is a free software tool that
helps determine which hardware and
software combinations are best for your PCbased data acquisition system. DAQ Designer
will ( 1) ask questions about your application,
(2) analyze your answers to determine your
system needs, and ( 3) describe what
hardware and software you need to develop

New

Perfect for research papers.
See page 80 in the December
91 issue of Byte. 30- Day
Money- Back Guarantee.

A powerful database that works
with WordPerfect and MS Word
for DOS, Windows and the Mac
Niles and Associates, Inc.,
2000 Hearst Ave. Suite 200

Berkeley, CA 94709
1-800-554-3049

Circle 280 on Inquiry Card.

Make this your "leap" year with

JMP ® Statistical
Discovery Software
"This
application
can do the
jobs of as
many as
six separate
programs
and do
them all
well. Yet it
is not
overly complicated or bulky... We believe that JMP
is an excellent value and will make short work of
all but the most demanding mainframe- oriented
data-analysis chores."

MacWEEK

your data acquisition system.

National Instruments

Call today for a free demo disk and Points

6504 Bridge Point Parkway

of Interest from the leading name in data

Austin, TX 78730
(512) 794-0100 • ( 800) 433-3488

848

BYTE • .e£PRIL 1992

analysis software...SAS Institute Inc. 919677-8000. Fax 919-677 8166.
JMP is aregistered trademark of SAS Institute Inc.
Copyright iCi1992

TURN YOUR PRINTER INTO A
PEN PLOTTER
FPLOT' lets you use your printer as apen plotter. You get fast, high resolution
plots with FPLOT. If you use aCAD or graphics program, you can use FPLOT to
produce your plots with the full capabilities of your printer.
•Supports most dot matrix, laser, and
ink jet printers
•High resolution output, no jagged
lines
•Faster than pen plotters or most laser
built-in and cartridge emulations
•Screen preview with zoom and pan
•Supports background plotting
•Device driver mode plots from inside
your graphics program
•Stand-alone mode for fastest plotting

Utilities • Windows

The New Industry Standard in
Graphical Menuing Systems!

•Plot multiple plots with asingle
command
•Lets you control line thickness
•Full color plotting support
•Plot large plots on wide carriage
printers, or as amosaic
•Compatible with most CAD
and graphics programs
Lbepj
• 100% emulation of the $ 11 900
HP 7475A pen plotter
S&H 3.00
2416 STEINWAY STREET. SUITE 605
ASTORIA. NEW YORK 11103
(718) 5453505

FPLOT CORP.

Circle 237 on Inquiry Card.

Intel Development Tools
Intel Corporation provides acomplete line of development tools to
support the MC5 6-51, MCS 6-96,
x86, Inte1386116 ,Inte1486Tm, i86066 ,
i96016 architectures. For successful
embedded design and development, Intel offers you a complete
line of in-circuit emulators, compilers, source- level software debuggers, and lots more. Our Development Tools Catalog lists all our
tools in one convenient guide.
Call us at 1-800-874-6835, FAX us
at 503-696-4633, or contact your
local Intel authorized distributor for
your copy today.
e

Intel Corporation, 5200 N.E. Elam Young Parkway, IF1-15,
Hillsboro, OR 97124
Circle 243 on Inquiry Card.

Cross Assemblers, Simulators,
Disassemblers
Processor Families:
8051
8096
8048
Z80
64180
6301
6805
6800
1802
6811
6502
68k
8085
6801
Z8
Join Thousands of Satisfied
Customers Worldwide.

Free Form Screen Layout
Choice of Fonts & Colors
Automatic Installation
File Manager
Icon Editor
Calculator
Calendar
Phone Dialer
Usage Tracking
Password Protection
User Prompting
NOT Memory Resident
PCX Background (req. EMS)
Network Compatible
Supporta CGAIEGA/VGA/Herc
Dees NOT require Windows'

I s. I..pru. re

QuikMenulll
$89.95*
30 day money back guarantee

1-800-545-1392
Fax (503) 388-822t
Demo disk available
OEM & Dealer inquires welcome
'Please add $500 shipping it handling

354 NE Greenwood Ave . Suite 108 • Bend, OR 97701
Circle 281 on Inquiry Card.

How to Make Great
Color Images!

Call:

PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Newport News, VA 23606
Tel: (804) 873-1947 • Fax: (804) 873-2154
Circle 254 on Inquiry Card.

THE ONLY UN I
XAND OPEN SYSTEMS SOURCE

MUniForurn

Why look anywhere else?
If it's not in the 1992 UniForum
Products Directory, chances are you
won't find it elsewhere. The 1992
Directory features 7,600 products
and services from 2,100 vendors.
We've got it all. More software. More
hardware and peripherals. More
developers, consultants, books and
headhunters than available anywhere else. Only $95.
To order, call 800-255-5620
2901 Tasman Dr., #201, Santa Clara, CA 95054
(800) 255-5620 (408) 986-8840 Fax (408) 986-1645
Circle 282 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 283).

Image-In-Color software for Windows 3.0 is the most advanced truecolor, CGA, VGA or 24- bit image processing system available for the PC!
Spectacular functions provide adarkroom on your desk, with precise
control of pressure, density and size of retouching tools such as pencil,
paint brush, air brush and others. Clone items in an image instantly! Use
photographic filters for powerful dimensions in design. CMYK color
separations are super fine-tuned and calibrated by Agfa Compugraphic.
Supports HSV and RGB color, with intuitive color picking. Supports all
popular 16- or 24- bit video boards and scanners including:
IBM 3119
Epson
Microtek
HP
Ricoh
Howtek

IMAGE- IN

Sharp

INCORPORATED

1-800-345-3540
406 E. 79th St. • Minneapolis, MN 55420 • FAX 612-888-3665
Outside N. America call CPI, Geneva ++ 41-22-436-800
Circle 242 on Inquiry Card.
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THE BUYER'S MART
A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
THE BUYER'S MART is amonthly advertising section which enables readers to
easily locate suppliers by product category. As aunique feature, each BUYER'S
MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested readers in
requesting information from participating advertisers.
Effective January 1, 1992.
RATES: 3issues—$625 6issues—$600

12 issues—$525

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum), descriptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can be
accommodated), plus company name, address and telephone number. Do not send
logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2months prior to issue date. For example: November issue closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment to THE
BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
For more information call Joseph Mabe at 603-924-2656. FAX: 603-924-2683.

13 issues—$500

Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISNMC Accepted.

AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

ACADEMIC COMPUTING
Tranaputer Education Kit
Get started with Parallel Processing

$396

Kit includes ready-to- use PC add-in board with T400
transputer, 1M8 of RAM. and PC interface. Cornplete with
Occarn2 and C compilers, assembler, source- level debuggers. example programs, and 1500 pages of documentation
(incl. schematics). Expandable!

Computer System Architects
950 N University Avenue, Provo UT 64604

(800) 753-4CSA (801) 374-2300

FAX (8011 374-2306

Inquiry 701.

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

BAR CODE

UNBEATABLE TRIO

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM

THE BUSINESS MANAGER

$199.99/nehvki$239.99

The most integrated accounting system available Tracks
sales, quotes, inventory, and prints invoices.

PAYMASTER PAYROLL ACCOUNTING

Single $79.95

Makes all deductions 8 prints payroll checks 8 W2 reports

THE ORDER CENTER

$99.99/netwk/S139.99

Pop-up windows show inventory, quantity. price and back
orders.

PIEDMONT DATA CORP.

5511 Monroe Road, Charlotte, NC 28212

1-800-343-3210

Add bar codes and big graphics characters to your
program. Print from ANY MS-DOS language. Bar
codes: UPC. EAN. 2of 5, MSI. Code 39. Epson,
Oki, IBM dot matrix text up to Ye". LaserJet up to
2". Font cartridges not required. $179-$239. 30-day
$$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions
4170 Ingalls St. Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

Inquiry 705.

ACCESSORIES

AUTOMATION

RADIOACTIVE?
Flot ton your PC with The RM-60 RADINflON MONI1DR
Senal or ponter port Detects: ALPHA • BETA • GAMMA • X-RAY
MicroR, 1000 times the resolution of standard geiger counters.
FacelleM tor traclung RADON GAS. Find sources. New: Version 2.7
WINDOWS. Plot • Background • Cosmic Rays • Clouds • Foods
CalliWnte for PC MAGAZINE review. • TSR • GM Tube
VISA/MG/EURO Phone Orders Not satisfied? Full refund.

800-729-5397 or Tel/Fax: (302) 655-3800
Aware Electronics Corp.

PO. Box 4299, Wilmington, DE 19807

$149.50

VVV PROCESS CONTROL

Real-Time Plant Automation SCADA. Online control

specification, dynamic plant mimics, alarm processing,
real-time trends, data archiving, reports, recipes, process overview, simulation facilities, Modbus I/O drivers
and I/O specifications included. Demo system $90.
Prices $ 1500-$3500.

WV Process Automation
PO, Box 695, Parklands 2121, South Africa

Tel (RSA)-11-646-8298

Fax (RSA)-11-646-8298

BAR CODE READERS
Keyboard emulation for PC/XT/AT & PS/2's, all
clones and any RS-232 Terminal. Transparent to
your operating system. Available with Steel
wands, Lasers, Slot & Magstripe Readers. Same
day shipping, 30- day money- back guarantee.
One-year warranty Reseller discounts available.

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015

FAX (817) 685-6232

Inquiry 706.

BAR CODE
CUT RIBBON COSTS!
Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all
cartridge ribbons with just one inked For crisp, black
professional print since 1982. You can choose from 3
models:
Manual E-Zee Inker — $39.50
Electric E-Zee Inker — $94.50
Ink Master (Electric) — $189.00
1000$ of satisfied users. Money-back guarantee.

BORG INDUSTRIES

525 MAIN ST.. JANESVILLE. IA 50647

1-800-553-2404

In IA: 319-987-2976

LABELING SOFTWARE
On EPSON, IBM, OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Flexible design on one easy screen. Any format/size.
Up to 120 fields/label. 18 text sizes to 3"-readable
at 100'. AIAG, MIL-STD, 2of 5, 128, UPC/EAN,
Code 39. File Input & Scanned logos/symbols
(PCX)—$279. Other programs from $49. 30-day
$$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions
4170 Ingalls SI

Santa Cruz CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE
•MS/PC DOS SYSTEMS
•9 8 24 PIN DOT MATRIX
• H- P LASER JET/PLUS/SERIES II
• MENU- DRIVEN or MEMORY RESIDENT

•CODE 39, I2/5, UPC NE, EAN 8/13
•BIG TEXT & BAR CODE SOFTFONTS

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015

FAX (817) 685-6232

Inquiry 702.

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE
Extension with EXTENDER
Splitting with COMPANION
Switching with COMMANDER
Boosts signals Apto 600 feet Control up to 96 PCs with
one keyboard and monitor.

CYBEX CORPORATION

2800H Bob Wallace Ave., Huntsville, AL 35805
Phone 205-534-0011
Fax 205-534-0010

BAR CODE READERS

PORTABLE BAR CODE READER

For PC, XT, AT, & PS/2, Macintosh, and any RS-232
terminal. Acts like 2nd keyboard, bar codes read
as keyed data. With steel wand—$399. Top rated
in independent reviews. Works with DOS:: Xenix,
Novell, Alloy. -ALL software. Lasers, magstripe, &
slot badge readers. 30-day $1 back.

Battery operated. handheld reader with 64K RAM, 54 key
keyboard, real- lime clock. 2X16 LCD display, and built-in
calculator Supports WAND. CCD. and LASER
prograin generator supports multiple programs and data files
Interlaces to PC 8. PS/2 keyboards, RS 232 terminals, and
HAYES compatible moderns 30 DAY MONEY- BACK
GUARANTEE.

Worthington Data Solutions

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS

417A Ingalls Si

Santa Cruz CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

2190 A Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015

FAX (817) 685-6232

Inquiry 703.

HEWLETT PACKARD
Buy — Sell — Tende

Laser Jet WAD
Color Pro ( 7440)
Laser 2000 2Meg/4 Meg upgrades
HP- 75506
Desk Jae
Draft Pro DXUEXL
Rugged Writer
Draftrnaster I/II
ElecIrcatatic Platers C1600 ( 0 Seal IC 1601 ( E Size)
sueno. Accessories Corporal« Sonic Digitizers
36 - .air (
2750)
60 1 ir 72 1 ( 3175)

T. E. Dasher & Associates

4117 Second Ave S , Birmingham, AL 35222

Phone: (
205) 591-4747 Fax: (205) 591-1108
(800) 638-4833

nquiry 704.
350

BYTE

PORTABLE READER

Battery-operated, handheld reader with 64K static
RAM, 2x16 LCD display, 32-key keyboard, RealTime-Clock. Wand or laser scanner. Program
prompts and data checking through its own keyboard. Easy data transfer by RS-232 port or PC,
PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as On-Line Reader. 30-day
$$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions
417A Ingalls St

Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

BAR CODE WEDGE & WAND: $179
AGGRESSIVE PRICING). Reseller discounts User software-transparent keyboard emulation wedges for PC's,
clones, PS/2, and Macintosh. RS-232 bar code readers.
LASER. CCD scanners, bar code slot readers, magnetic
stripe. Scans all popular bar codes. Label and Bar code printmg software. 30-day money back.

DATA HUNTER
6181 Medford, Huntington Beach, CA 92647
(714) 892-5461
Fax 714-892-9768

Inquiry 707.
• APRIL

1992

BAR CODE
I. T. S. Bar Code Solutions
Bar codes are easy using our FULL line of readers & printers
They plug 8i play with your existing CPU/printer/terminals/
software systems in your office, store, truck, factory or
warehouse ITS bar code DOS programs print on matrix
or laser printers, 30 day refund, 1year warranty. OEMNAR/
Dealer discounts

COMMUNICATIONS

CAD
VIEW CAD DRAWINGS
SIrlInVIEW Allows non-CAD users to view AutoCAD
DWG, DXF & HPGL files on PCs. Print, Plot, attach
notes and hyper- link between files. Change views and
layers. Accurate! Query databases to locate & highlight
objects on the screen.

3780 / BISYNC
Emulation software for DOS, UNIX &
Windows. OS/2 Coming Soon! Perfect
for POS, RJE, EDI, EFT, etc. Linkable
API, Script, or Menu- Driven Interface.

International Technologies áSystems Corp.

Also, linkable SIdInVIEW/L18 allows developers to add
viewing capabilities to their own applications.

655-K North Berry St., Brea, CA 92621-Western USA
13 Welwyn Court, Richmond. VA 23229- Eastern USA

Slrlin Computer Corporation

End- Users • ISVs • VARs • OEMs

25 Orchard View Dr., Ste. 14, Londonderry, NH 03053

(800)229-9487 (714)990-1880 (804)74141725 (FAX)990-2503

(603) 437-0727

CALL (800) 634-3122 TODAY!

Inquiry 708.

Fax (603) 437-0737

Inquiry 719.

Inquiry 713.

COMPUTER INSURANCE

CAD/CAM
PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS

Bar Code readers designed for fast, reliable, costeffective data entry. They emulate your keyboard,
so scanned data looks just like it was typed in!
Choose from stainless steel wand, laser gun, card
slot reader, and magnetic stripe scanner. Also,
powerful Bar Code and Text printing software. Great
warranty. Generous dealer discounts.

Seagull Scientific Systems
15127 N.E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052

206-451-8966

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL
FROM A PRINTER PORT?

Inde VERSION"sea"

NEW

ViSNMC

•Controls up to six motors simultaneously
•Linear and Circular Interpolation.
•New features to accommodate machine control.
•Easy-to- use DOS device driver. Super Manual.
•CAD-CAM interface available.
CorrarahOn. 1422 Arnold Axe
Roslyn, PA 19001 (215)657-4338
FAX (215) 657-7815

Ability Systems

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER
SAFEWARE Computerowners coverage provides
replacement of hardware, media and purchased
software. As little as $49 ayear covers accidents,
theft, power surges and more. One call does it all.
Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5)

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469
(Local 614 262 0559)

SAFEVVARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.
Inquiry 720.

Inquiry 714.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
BAR CODE LABELER

Code39, I2x5
all auto, UPC A/E,

Menu driven program prints

Codabar, 128A,B,C,
EAN -8/13 & add-ons,

FREE TECHNICAL REPORT!
Just request info about the:

"CAD/CAM Developer's Kit" Series

CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS
New unique full-function simulators for the 8096 and
80C196 controllers, featuring ALL MODES c4 interrupts,
plus the HSI, HSO, and ND functions.

DUN-14/16. Avery laser
label data supplied. You specify height, resolution. Prints functional, low cost bar code labels!

C Libraries for CAD/CAM. Engineering and GIS Applications
650v routines for OXF input/output, graphical display, line/
ardellipse/NURB spline construction/editing, and much more
than can be described here.

SJ Programs

Phone or FAX (
617)899-4350 for more information.
Building Block Software, Inc.

2440 Kipling St

371 Moody Street, Waltham, MA 02154

(303) 232-2226

$99.00

1127 S. Patnck Drive S18. Satellite Beach, FL 32937

Tel 407-773-8020

FAX: (407) 773-0457

Inquiry 709.

CD-ROM

BAR-WEDGE is a TSR that allows you to read bar code
without a decoder. The bar code read as keyed data.
By connecting up the wand on the rs232 port, you just
have to start the software and the reading can begin.
Easy to use, full programmable, no power required, less
than 4k, easy to integrate in your application.

SYMCOD INC.

96 Arcand OP 57 Viclonaville. 0c, G6P 6S4
Phone, (819)-751-0095 Fax: ( 819/-7511292

Inquiry 710.

Lear Corn Company
Ste 206, Lakewood, CO 80215

FAX: (
303) 232-8721

Inquiry 721.

Inquiry 715.

BAR CODE DECODING SOFTWARE
FOR PORTABLES PC'S

We also support the 8048/49, 8080/85, 8051/52, and Z80
controllers with excellent, reasonably priced Cross
Assemblers and Simulators.

CROSS DISASSEMBLERS

M. Over 12,000 Dover Clip-Art images

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SOFTMARE

for both IBM and Macintosh.
Excellent index—over 80 categories.
re- A complete tool for Desk Top Publishing.
lar• Sample diskette available.
es- A really fine product.

8051, 8048, 8096, 8080/85, Z80/180,
Z8000, SPARC, 6800, 6809, 68HC11, 680X0,
6502/CO2, 6301, 9900

Isle Tech Inc.

PO Box 431, Excelsior, MN 55331
800/722-9724, 612/9344239 ( VerCe)
612/934-2824 ( Fax)

ASSEMBLERS/DISASSEMBLERS

COMPLETE, OPTIMIZED DEVELOPMENT TOOL SETS
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSIONAL

CALL ( 408) 773-8465

LOGISOFT

PO 80X 61929, SUNNYVALE CA 94086
FAX ( 408) 773-8466

Inquiry 722.

Inquiry 716.

DATA RECOVERY
FACE THE FACTS!

Lst yr dta?
• 95% success rate • Fast turn around
• Priority service available • Clean room
• Servicing Novell, DOS, Macintosh, SyQuest
and removable media, Unix, Xenix, OS/2,
Banyan Vines, Bernoulli, Sun and morel

4047 Transport Palo Alto, CA 94303

Wrossts Wahl hetbook 1991
to det his nWayzata shighest quamy release ol te osmiO tetook on CO ROM
npopes our highest standards tor maps and Me MR meet informable in both
lexl and database ospreadsMer rants This CD ROM also conies our ietleire
reireral software and buseable iv comparisons beheyn countries on al map ,
de el compatie 06,0 smeadacel and ebb. means Miele ehmedealle6
too Me Macintosh and IBM PC or compabees and comes roth our steeled 60 day
Toielbaidl ware. &Weed rear once nSO900 > Order use lor serer/
special IsInelesliq Idler pries el ally MUM

415 -856 -6833 Telex 371 -9097 TPS PLA
1800 526 5920
FAX: 415 8563843

ONTRACK DATA RECOVERY, INC.

Post Once Etex 8W. Grand Rapids Minnesota 55744
Tel 800-735-7321 (218) 3260597
Fa. (2181 326 0598

1-800-872-2599 • 612-937-5161

DATA INPUT DEVICES

Bar Code, Magnetic Stripe Readers & Srn artCard Encoder/
Reader for microcomputers & terminals, including IBM PS/2
&others. DEC, Macintosh. AT&T CT Wyse, Wang. All readers
connect on the keyboard cable & are transparent to all software. UPC & 39 print programs, magnetic encoders, & portable readers are also available.

TPS Electronics

Inquiry 711.

WAYZATA TECHNOLOGY INC.

PCB 8t SCHEMATIC CAD—$195

"EASY-PC" for single-sided and multilayer boards
to 17" x17" with up to 1500 ICs including surface
mount. Phenomenally fast and easy to use. Over
11,000 copies sold. Needs PC/XT/286/386 HERC/
CGA/EGANGA. Output to laserjet/inkjet/dot matrix
printer, pen-plotter, photo-plotter and NC Drill. Not
copy protected. VISA/MC/AMEX welcome. For full
info circle inquiry C or contact us direct.

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LTD.
Harding Way SI les. Flunfingdon, Cambs. England. PE17 4WR
Tel 011-44-480-61778 Fes 011-44-48-494042

We can find it.

6321 Bury Drive, Eden Prairie, MN 55346

Inquiry 723.

Inquiry 717.

CAD

Inquiry 712.

Discover the Advantages of Me New and Improved

COMMUNICATIONS
SDLC, HDLC AND X.25 SUPPORT
Use Sangoma hardware and software to provide
cost effective, robust and easy-to-use SDLC, HDLC
and X.25 links from MS-DOS, UNIX, PC-MOS, etc.
All real time communication functions perlormed
by intelligent co-processor card.
Full function SNA emulation packages also
available.

Sangoma Technologies Inc.
(416) 474-1990

Inquiry 718.

1-800-388-2475

1\1 ow, weer°
ONT Ft ACK In
rid o ri To oONTRACK DATA RECOVERY
EUROPE, LTD.

Surrey House 34 Eden St. Kingston UP017 Thames, Surrey (
Ti El) UK

0800-24-39-96 • 44-81-549-3444

Inquiry 724.
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DISK DRIVES

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

IBM PS/2 HARD DRIVES

CONVERTING YOUR DISKETTES?
ENTRUST THEM TO US!
2500 Word Processor 8 Computer formats,
51
/ .ir Disks. Meg Tapes. Meg Cards. Cartridges.
4
Cassettes 8 8MM Custom Conversions, Programming
E. Applications Development
DISK DUPLICATION
OCR SCANNING SERVICES
Call us tor Quality. Best Pro« and Quickest Turnaround Time

COMPANY COMPENDIA, INC.,
0237 Chicago, IL 60602

30MB
30MB
60MB
120MB

MOD
MOD
MOD
MOD

30, 30-286
50Z. 55SX
502, 5555, 70
50Z, 55SX. 70

FLOW CHARTING 3

5350
450
695
795

• High resolution print outs
dot matrix or laser
• Multi-page charts
pontait or landscape

New, genuine Big Blue Product with 1 yr. Warranty.
Call for Model 60/80 drives. Terms: COD/MCA/ma

COMPUTER TECHNIQUES

55 E Washington St
TEL: 1411111-3740189
FAX: 312-419-1390

Inquiry 725.

FLOW CHARTS

Merritt Island, FL 32953-3484

Phone/Fax (407) 453-8783
Inquiry 730.

ONLY

• Import/export capabilities

280

•35 shapes, 10 fonts. 4line styles
Cad for free demo disk!

PATTON & PATTuN 800-525-0082 001.1318
•
•

a aa005 Cochrane Ci , Morgan Hie CA 95037
See our au on page Al

Inquiry 735.

EDUCATION

THE #1 CHOICE

S.S. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE

in disk & tape conversion
for many leading corporations, government agencies.
law firms, and companies in every industry—world-wide.

Free teat • Satisfaction guaranteed

Graphics Unlimited Inc.
3000 Second St. North, Minneapolis, MN 55411

(612) 588-7571
FAX: (612) 588-8783
1-800-745-7571

The American Institute for Computer Sciences otters an indepth correspondence program to earn your Bachelor of
Science and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science
at home. B.S. subjects covered are: MS/DOS. BASIC,
PASCAL. C, Data File Processing, Data Structures 8
Operating systems M.S. program includes subjects in Software Engineering and Artificial Intelligence.

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES
2101.84 Magnolia Ave. South. Ste. 200, Birmingham, AL 35205

800-767-2427

205-323-6191

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $ 129

RFFlow 2.0

is a professional drawing tool for

flowcharts & org charts. Requires Microsoft Windows 3.0. 100 shapes auto adjust in size. Diagonal
lines and curves. Auto line routing and re-routing.
Click on a shape to bring up a sub-chart. Move
charts to other apps. via the Clipboard.

Call for free

trial disk.

RFF ELECTRONICS
1053 Banyan Court. Loveland, CO 80538
Phone: (
303) 663-5767

FAX: ( 303) 669-4889

Inquiry 726.

ENTERTAINMENT
QUALITY CONVERSIONS
to or from virtually

ANY TAPE OR DISK FORMAT!
Horan Data Services converts and translates data to/from
9-TRACK TAPE, 3480, SUM 8 V." CARTRIDGES AND
ALL SIZES 8 DENSITIES OF DISKETTES.
Thousands of formats supported including EBCDIC. ASCII.
databases, dedicated and PC word processors and typesetters

Call 1-800-677-8885
Hours 8:00AM ta 5'30 PM Eastern Time
817 Main Street, Third Floor, Cincinnati OH 45202

Inquiry 727.

DESKTOP MODEL RAILROADING
Lay out some track! Design with precision CAD tools including
ruler, grid, zoom, unique auto-curve tool.
Sketch sane scenery ,Use color an tools to draw trees. Cractares, rivers, labels, logos.
Run some trains! Make custom trams, operate switches.
speed controls. uncouplers. waybilis. loads Watch for tunnels, bridges, crashes!
Design Your 01,
01 Railroad
$59.95

Abracadata

PO Box 2440, Eugene, OR 97402
To order or request free catalog: ( 800) 451-4871
Inquiries: ( 503) 342-3030
FAX ( 503) 683-1925

Inquiry 731.

FONT
Free Font Program

(
with ninon restnchons)

•NewFase 3.0 • Scalable fonts onthetly for WordPerfect 51/50. InWoe ont effects • WYSIWYG prenewer • Supports most pnMerftax
boards • 150 font library • Nehkork version available • Basic package
includes 35. Type Ifonts • Cyrillic and APL available • Regular $99
•Call now for FREE working program with minor restnctions
"IftewEase) does what the best software utilities are supposed to do:
sake you bme and money. and make your work look good" Karl Sewell,
Capital PC Monitor, 11/90

MIcroPress
41 Witherspoon St.. Princeton, NJ 08542
TEL

609-921-0041

FAX

609-497-0917

Inquiry 736.

G.I.S.
IBM PC 0 TO 0 HP FILE COPY
FASTER

EASIER TO USE

Update version uses windows: Call for free demo! IBM
PC < to>

HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2,

compatibles

to

interchange

files with

Hewlett-

Packard Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 9000s.

Oswego Software

Box 310
Oswego, IL 60543

708/554-3567
FAX 708/554-3573

Inquiry 728.

Go

Go, NEMESIS, Go
-a Zen game. So appealing, it has endured 4,000

years. So useful, governments study it.
NEMESIS Go Junior entices novices of any age.
NEMESIS Go Master Deluxe satiates the addicted.
Windows, Macintosh and DOS versions available.
Chaos Manor User's Choice Award (BYTE/1990)

Toyogo, Inc. (800) 869-6469

Inquiry 737.

CONVERSION SERVICES

BraInMaker:

Convert any 9-track magnetic tape to or from over
3000 formats including 31
2 ", 5
/
4
/
1
8" disk formats &
word processors Disk-to-disk conversions also
available Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scanning Services.

"The most fascinating computer software I've ever seen...learn about this
stueJohn Dvorak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks,
bonds, sales, inventories. Comprehensive
manual. Menus. 12,000 sold. PC or Mac.
Still only $1951

Free Flyer: 800/284-8112, 916/477-7481
California Scientific Software
Inquiry 733.

HARD DRIVE REPAIR
CAPACITY

LOWEST

PARIALUESDUSCSUIDE

10-29Mb
30-39
40-49
50-85
86-120
121-160
161-350
351-700
Test 8Evaluation

$75
85
105
140
175
205
259
395
15

DISC DRIVE
REPAIR
PRICES
ib

TECHNOLOGIES. INC.

5105 Maureen Lane
Moorpark, CA 93021
Phone: 1800) 695-0908
FAX: ( 8051 529-7712

Inquiry 738.

DATABASE

FLOW CHARTS

HARD DRIVES

NOTEBOOK II

Have you seen the latest breakthrough in
software diagramming?

PLI External SCSI Hard Drives for PC, Mac, NeXT

• Database mgr. for unlimited text • Research Notes
• Inventory • Client profiles • Collectables • Full text

ADS Diagrammer is a Microsoft Windows ao draw-

editor • Concept analysis • 12 pages text per record

ing tool that allows you to create complex software

• Menu-driven interface • Excellent tutorial • 30-day
money- back guarantee. From $ 189.

Prorrem Software, Inc.
3790 El Camino Real, Suite 389, Palo Alto CA 94306
Call toll free

800/533-6922

FAX:

415/323-0611

Inquiry 729.
352

(303) 988-4940

fax: (
808) 396-4126

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE

165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. # 8
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (
800) Convert

Micro Map & CAD

PO Box 25460-Y, Honolulu, HI 96825-0460

(808) 396-5526
Inquiry 732.

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.

Digital Base Maps
Local Street Maps, State Maps, and World Maps
for AutoCAD®, MicroStatior,
Atlas*GIS, MapInfo - ,or DXF'
Gigabytes of Map Data available!

BYTE • APRIL 1992

diagrams faster and more easily than ever before!
Cali for your free trial disk today!
$250 — Atlantic Design Systems
77 Sprucewood Or., Gifford, NH 03246
Phone: (800) 745-6095 or (603) 524-2943
FAX (603) 524-3657

Inquiry 734.

MONSTER DRIVE SALE'

These lop rated dines are manutadured ft Peripheral Land. Inc ( PLI)
Fixed
Removable
104 mg Connor Non
49833 44 mg SyOuest
59953
2C6 mg Connor (1,661
81928 88 mg SyOuest
79857
320 ngt*erAarrnll
179706 22rr saPI Flojen9
551.83
635 mg YeenRunnei li
252406 CD ROM
64953
PC SCSI Carde & Adapters
Meda & Sony Opticals
Can
ISA ObiciiSCSIDOSI
16663
05/2, None Una OuicKSCSI
19963
Pastel In SCSI Adaptor
17675
PS/2 MCA SCSI
22093

CONCORD RIFO et< MAGIC
Vane 8 Fax M03)645-0324 PO. Box nib Bemoan°. OR 97075-0190
Snipped Fede Econcerry 07 mLISA VisaMasterCardiDeaker deed as Fade Mark

Inquiry 739.

AMIIMYLEX MOTHERBOARDS
386
386sx
486
486
GXE 020 B
DCE 376
LNE 390

33MHz, 64k, IDE, 2SP8PP
20MHz. IDE. 2SP&PP
33MHz. 64k Cache ( baby) ISA
33MHz, 128k, EISA
EISAJTIGA Graphics Adapter
EISA/SCSI Adapter
Network Interlace for EISA 32- Bit
2Wear 115frarrry Feeley 050.0.

t 695
349
1259
1695
1379
695
325

The $ 25 Network
Try the 1st truly low-cost LAN
2 or 3 PCs. XTs. ATs
•Uses serial ports and 5-wire cable
•Runs at 115K baud
•Runs in background, totally transparent
•Share any device, any file, any time
•Needs only 14K of RAM

Information

Beautiful Buffalo. New York USA
FAX ( 716) 882-9650

Modes

P0 Drawer F, Denton, TX 76202
8173873339
Orders 800-628-7992

Other Kits And Cd Titles Available
Call far Prices and FREE INFO.

DOS Ift WINDOWS PROBLEMS
can be resolved with an Award BIOS ROM
Upgrade. Windows 3.0 and DOS 5.0 support.
Add IDE drives, 31
/ " 1.44Mb floppies, more.
2
Call for Our FREE Catalog

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.
851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215
Tech (412) 782 0384 Fax ( 412) 782.5017

NEURAL NETWORKS

NetRunner/FreeLAN NOS

1860/486 NEURAL NETWORKS

The most reliable and lowest cost LAN software
NetRunner. Remote Control, Remote Printing, File Transfer,
Remote Execution, Runs on NetBIOS, Novell, and Modem/
RS- 232, Starter Kit $24.95. Unlimited, 699.95
FreeLAN NOS: File Sharing, Printer Sharing. File/Record
Lacking. Printer Spooling. NetBIOS based, non-dedicate solution. Runs on Ethernets. Arcnets. and Serial Ports Starter
Kit: $ 3995 Unlimited: 614995

Crystal Computing Corporation
P.O. Box 9527. San Jose, CA 95157-0527

Tel (800) 7286209

Votes/Fax (408) 9962899

Industrial strength, no frills, neural training tools aimed at
high-end platforms and experienced users Special Matures
Ion developing networks with enhanced robustness and
stability. Converges reliably. We needed a good training
system, were dissatisfied with the commercially available
ones, so wrote our own. Interested? Also available: C- Library
and pretrained neural network systems tor financial
forecasting. Contact, Jeffrey Owen Katz, Ph.D.

SCIENTIFIC CONSULTANT SERVICES, INC.
20 Stagecoach Road Selden, NY 11784

Microcomputer Price!
•Multi-Task
• Unlimited Users'
•REAL DOS
• Ethernet Compatible

SAVE!

AST • SHARP • BONDWELL • ALA • LIBRE%
PANASONIC • ALTIMA • LEADING EDGE

•Neale! 40 MEG HD (17msec) replaces your COrce
•Complete setup rote us/ties. DOS & DOS files, menu IL system manua
•Can boot regular single user DOS also

OCTOPUS SYSTEMS Inc.
oos arms to sane feu"

404-448-4980

LAPTOPS'NOTEBOOKS

TOSHIBA • EVEREX • ZENITH • AT & T • TANDON

ONLY...$995 00

-many

SAVE!

FAX 4(34-448-5032

PACKARD BELL • SAMSUNG • NEC • TI • COMPAQ

•We ALSO

carry

accessories and software •

Computer Options Unlimited

12 Maiden Lane, Bound Brook. NJ 08805
CALL: (800)424-7678 Need Help?: 908-469-7959
9-9 M-F 9-5 Sat. 6days Worldwide Sales

Inquiry 748.

Inquiry 742.

516-696-3333

Inquiry 753.

ON LINE

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

MAINFRAME POWER

(305) U1-2723

LANS/SOFTWARE

Inquiry 747.

Inquiry 741.

Computech Computer Services
9254 SW. 38 Street, Miami. FL 33165

Inquiry 752.

Inquiry 746.

Inquiry 740.

ORDERS 800 423 -3400

UPGRADE KITS

Spectrum Card,
Int. Sony Cd Drive, Comptons Encyc. Cd, Jones In The
Fast Lane Cd and MS Windows W/Multimedia On Cd.
SOUND BLASTER KIT ($679)-Sound Blaster Pro Card,
Int. Panasonic Cd Drive. and 5Cd Titles.
MEDIA VISION KIT ( 5799)- Pro Audio

•Connect

Skeptical? We make believers)

EXALINX, Inc.
(800) 992-5469

MULTI- MEDIA

LANS

HARDWARE

FOR POLITICAL DISCUSSION

JOIN NATIONAL REVIEW'S TOWN HALL
the interactive Conservative Meeting Place More than aMS. Town
Hall puts nght-thinking computer users in touch with noted columnists and political leaders like William J. Bennett. Joe Sobran. George
Gilder and Rick Brookhiser Access the TH Washington Report daily
news wire or Nabonal Review on-kne JoIn h.ghievel debate and discus ,
mon or talk with others live ,
TAKE All ONUNE TOUR TODAY. JUST
0111< enter > 4101:M8E0T:ion() Or call

DIAL 1-500.648.6964 VIA MODEM
Member Services at 1-806441.4142

150 E 35th St . New York. NV 10015

Inquiry 754

PRINTER UTILITY

PRE-OWNED ELECTRONICS,

INC.

THE Independent Provider, serving the Dealer,
Professional, Corporate, Government, and
Educational Buyer since 1985.
APPLE II & MACINTOSH'
SYSTEMS • PARTS • EXCHANGE REPAIRS

.. 800-274-5343

Call for a Catalog.
617-275-4600 • Fax: 617-275-4848
205 BURLINGTON ROAD • BEDFORD, MA 01730
Inn

Inquiry 743.

IBM CONVERTIBLE

MEMORY- 128K $79
256K $225
384K $295
MODEMS- Standard $75
Enhanced $ 175
CRT ADAPTER-for monitors $99
SERIAL/PARALLEL ADAPTER-8120
MONITORS- Monochrome $115
Color $249
COMPACT Carrying Case $39
ENHANCED LCD-579
BATTERY -$89
HARD DRIVES- 20 Meg-$495
40 Meg- 5695
MORE ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

Inquiry 755.

Inquiry 749.

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS

322-8763
208 California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306

Inquiry 744.

NEW LOW PRICES ON:
• Battery Powered Printers
• Portable Hard Drives
•Laptop Expansion Systems
•Backlites AND MORE!
Call for free catalog

AXON IX CORPORATION
(800) 866-9797

SDK-38698

BRAND NEW AND AVAILABLE ONLY FROM URDA,
INC. along with the URDA SDK85 and SDK-86.educational trainers and microprocessor development SyStems.
The URDA SDK-51 will be available next year. Other 8.
16, and 32 bit systems are available.

Phone URDA, Inc.
1800 338 0517 or 412 683 8732
Inquiry 745.

SQL 4GL CIM SOFTWARE
GmFacts consists of afamily of SOL 461. integrated applications for
organizations in manufactunng and/or distnbution The SOL relational
database is integral to OmFacts. DOS & UNIX supported. Dealer Program Available Call for 18- page brochure.
•Bill Of Matenals • Cost Estimating
•Numencal Control Programming • Product/Process Costing
•Process Planning
•Purchase Processing/Invoicing
•Production Activity Control • Accounts Receivable/Payable
•MAP d Inventory Control • General Ledger

ClmFacts
Inquiry 751.

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
Keep 7>ack of Bug Reports

tool gives instant access to information about pending bug reports/suggestions on the products you maintain or support. Eases planning of new releases. No
more paperwork, lost reports or hunting for customers'
example files. Multiple users (development, marketing.
OA) can independently categorize, prioritize, and rearrange records. KeyTrack $495
C Street Software
(805) 486-7807 • (800) 350-8649 • Fax (805) 483-7809
3L Ud (111() +44 506 41 59 59 Fax + 44 506 41 59 44
New

Inquiry 756.

Inquiry 750.

MANUFACTURING/DISTRIBUTIO

'386 is atrademark d Intel Corporation- Used by permission

1512) 795-3403

Phone (214) 276-8072 BBS & FAX (214) 272-7920

SC/FOX" EMBEDDED COMPUTERS

SILICON COMPOSERS INC (
415)

1831 Mils Branch Play, Suite 222. Aushn, TX 78728

P O Box 461782, Garland TX 75046

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS

VME linter/SW» System Controller SBC: 18 MIPS avg 70 MIPS
burst. uses RIS 2000 cpu. SCSI. 2ser, 1pe ports. to 640K bytes.
Stand-Alone Single Boyd Computers: 18 MIPS cog 60 MIPS burst.
3U or 100x10Ornm Eurocard-size using either SC32 or RIO 2000.
Ideal for embedded real-time control, data acquisition, robotics, and
signal processing. OEM software development system included.

TLC TECHNOLOGY

COMPUTER RESET

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS

PC Parallel Coprocessor Plug-In Boards 15 MIPS avg 50 MIPS
burst using the SC32 32- St CPU or the 16-bit Harris PTO 2000 -7

NO MORE PAPER SWAPPING
Merge text and PCX files for output on aHP LaserJet or compatible with Fermi...Inter 1.0. Run from DOS or integrate
into your app. Preload images in printer memory for increased throughput. Include Code 39 bar codes using escape
sequences in the text file. Create the PCX files with the editor
of your choice. Fully configurable. EXE 579 00. With source
code ( A4S-C & MASM) $ 109.00

3300 S Gessner Dr . Suite 150
Houston, ix 77063. USA cm) 784.4016

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS
C and

C+4.

DOCUMENTATION TOOLS

•C-CALL ($59) Graphic-trees of caller/called hierarchy.
•C-CUT ( 159) Create, insert, update comment- blocks for
each function, listing functions and identifiers used.
•C- METRIC ($49) Path complexity, lines/stmts/comments.
•C- LIST ($49) List, action-diagram, reformat programs
•C- REF ($49) Local/global/parameter cross-reference
•SPECIAL ($ 189) All 5 as DOS/OS2 ' c-DOC" program

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC.
6064 St. Ives Way, Mississauga, ONT Canada L5N-4M1

(416) 858-4466

Inquiry 757.
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PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

SECURITY

DON'T DEVELOP NETWORK APPUCATIONS

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION

without NPPC, apowerful library sub- routine package that handles all
the details of NetBIOS or IPX programming! NPPC superb high -lwel
program communications at the message level for all server/client and
peeeto-peer models If you are using C or Assembler. NPPC angers
you to vane asingle application that runs on BOTH IPX AND NetBIOS
Without any modifications NPPC scompatible with any true NetBIOS
emulator therefore applicahons vmften with NPPC will work with most
LANs In the marketplace. We offer a30 day money back guarantee.
NPPC tor IPX or Net0103: 519589 with sourer $395.00

SOFTWAREHOUSE CORPORATION
326 State Street, Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 949-0203
FAX: (415) 949-0208

Inquiry 758.

Completely Menu Driven
Oahe Simply
Defeats all Hardware/Software Copiers
The Best
No Source Code Changes
»re To
Multiple Layering
Protect Your Valuable
No Damaged Media
Software Investment
Full Hard Disk 8 LAN Support
Unlimited Metering, FREE Demo Disk
STOPVIEW" STOPCOPY PLUS ^ ( 800) 879-2224
BBI COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. 13011 8714094
14105 Heritage Lane, Silver Spring, MD 20906
FAX: ( 301) 460-7545

Inquiry 764.

Boost Your BASIC!
ProBas adds 938 new commands to OB and POS Written in assembly for blinding speed, ProBas makes your
programs fast and professional looking! Easy to use,
money-back guarantee Nine other add-ons for BASIC
and Visual Basic available-call for your FREE copy of
"10 Easy ways To Boost Your BASIC".

TeraTech

(
800) 447-9120 x104

Dept 134B, Sue° 360, 3Choke Cherry Rd, RockvIlle, MD 20850
(301) 3304764

Fax (3111) 963-0436

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
•GENERAL LEDGER
•ORDER ENTRY
•JOB COSTING
•BILL OF MATLS
•PAYROLL

•
•
•
•
•

PURCH ORDIINVNTORY
ACCOUNTS RECVABLE
JOB ESTIMATING
SALES ANALYSIS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

$99/51913 ea. + S&H

dATAMAR SYSTEMS

Cred. Card-Check-COD

8586 Miramar Place, San Diego, CA 92121

(619) 452-0044 (800) 223-9963
Inquiry 769.

Cop's CopyLock II
The professional software protection with
TRUE Machine Install. Option Board safe.
Supports OS/2, Windows and Trace.

LINK Computer
Intl: + 45 31232350
US/CAN: 800-344-2545

Fax + 45 31238448
Fax 408-923-7061

MULTI-CURRENCY ACCOUNTING
Keep accounts in any currency
Evaluate balances with 3 exchange rates
Compute gain/loss on exchange
Full.leatured LAN G/L $ 199.95+0.h
Fully functional Demo 55
VISA/MC. 30 days money back. Dealers welcome.

vertech Inc.
17 Ch. Cheyenne, CH-1196 Gland, Switzerland
Tel 011-4122.364-54-90
Fax 011-4122-36453-93
BBS 011-4122-364-53-43

Inquiry 770.

Inquiry 759.

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

PUBLIC DOMAIN
$1.00 PER DISK
NO MINIMUM ORDER!
Free Catalog of 900+ Programs
Many Unique, Hard-to- Find Titles.
(Many New WINDOWS Programs')

Northern Micro Systems

BIT- LOCK®

SECURITY

Piracy SURVIVAL 8 YEARS proves effectiveness of
powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryption
algorithms PARALLEL or SERIAL port-transparent
security device. Complemented by economical KEYLOK^ and multifeatured COMPU-LOCK" including
countdown, timeout, data encryption, and multiproduct
protection. ( Dos/Unix/Mac). Also, access control.

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

16 Main St. Absarokee, MT 59001

3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122

(406) 328-4343

(303) 770-1917

Inquiry 760.

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE
Full featured, heads-down data entry
with two- pass verification, edit language,
operator stats, much more! Designed for
the PS/2' , PC, XT, AT or compatibles.
PCs from $ 395

LAN version available

FREE 30 day trial
Computer Keyes
21929 Makah Rd ,

Tel:
Fax:

Woodway, WA 98020

USA: 800/356-0203

206/776/6443
206/776-7210

Inquiry 765.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
FREE SOFTWARE for IBM®
TRY US! GET 15/5.25" or 8/3.5" Disks full of our best
selling software - FREE. Games, Windows® clip art,
fonts, utilities, business, educational, desktop
publishing, religion, home/health. Pay $5.00 shipping/
handling. Credit cards only. Call Today!

HANDS OFF THE BOARD®
112 SIZE SECURITY BOARD
Stop floppy boot - Require password to boot PC
Real-time disk encrypt - prevent boot sector virus
Prevent DOS FORMAT/FDISK and low-level formats
Set hard disk READ ONLY or turn ON/OFF
Turn floppies, printers and COU ports ON/OFF
18M XT. AT Bus - DOS V10+ - 5149.95 + $ 500 S/H

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC.

619 931-8111 ext 511

(412) 781-5280

Inquiry 761.

PO 80X 111209. Pittsburgh. PA 15238

ROM BIOS UPGRADES

SHAREWARE

AMI, PHOENIX & MR BIOS

THE AMISH OUTLAW

8 386 versions. Supports 2 user-defined hard drives,
101/102 KB, 360, 720, 1.2 8 1.44 floppies, setup in ROM,
All Video, Windows 3.0 Diagnostic in ROM AMI 286 8
386 versions only. CALL. New version just came in.

Advanced Software
8 Stiles Road, /CIA, Salem NH 03079

800-835-2467

603-898-2362

Fax: 603-890-1185

Inquiry 762.

ASPICE Codex* contains oser 100
examples of refferent SPICE bmulatrens. The SPICE Appacabons Handbook careens articles on using SPICE
and device modeling. SIMULATING
WI TN SPICE Is acomplete gode for
the beginning SPICE user with syn.
tax, tutorial. cartergence. and trample sections.

A SPICE Cookbook
SPICE Applications
Handbook
> Simulating with
SPICE

Intusoft
The leader lo low Goof,
full featured CAE tools

PO

Boa 710 San Pedro. Ca 90733-0710
310-833-0710, FAX: 310833-9658

Inquiry 771.

Inquiry 766.

Upgrade your IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible. Also utASX

SPICE Reference Books

SHAREWARE COMPANY
FREE
WITH EVERY ORDER YOU WILL RECEIVE A GREAT NEW GAME
NOT LISTED IN OUR CATALOG ABSOLUTELY FREE
ALL DISKS HAVE EASY-TO- USE MENUS
SIMPLY TYPE " GO" TO ACCESS PROGRAMS
$100 PER DISK 1-9 - 52 50 PER DISK 10- UP
le AND 5.25 DISKS SAME PRICE
(IBM PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE ONLY)
3705 RICHMOND AVE , STATEN ISLAND. NY 10312
1-18001-9474346 or 1718) 317-0188
FAX I-17181-966-4766

MICROSTRESS CORPORATION
Announcing MICROSAFE 20/31) Rel. 3.10
Structural Analysis Program for IBM PCs 8 compatibles.
Number of nodes. elements 8 loading conditions lirryted by
disk space 8 model bandwidth ( 11000 def.) Color graphics
suppon on various display cards ( EGA, VGA, VEGA. HERCULES etc.) 5350. SAFEACAD (
bi-directional AUTOCADD
interface ver 9+1 5110. SAFELIEto (
Beam Element Libraries
for steel. wood 8 concrete incl. complete AISC Database)
$85 Does not include shipping.
P.O. BOX 3194, BEt.LEVUE, WA 98009
TEL/FAX: ( 206) 450-0316

Inquiry 772.

Inquiry 767.

SECURITY
FIGHT PIRACY!

Since wee companies worldwide ham been choosing Az•Toch
security products. If you demand the strongest protection availabfo
why not choose one of these " proven leaders":
•EVERLOCK Copy Protection
•EVERTRAK Software Security
•EVERKEY it " The Lock"
For IBM and Compatibles 30 day money back guarantee Free info
and demo disk available

e Latest versions of Shareware-only
quality updated material.

201 East Franklin, Richmond, MO 64085

$ 059

si.• "Win, Place, Show" Lotto disk- Increase odds
of winning ( free with quantity purchase).

SPICE2g6/3 compatible Built-in event-driven logic

▪ Catalogs on all products available.

Isle Tech Inc.

Fax: ( 8
81
16
6) 7
77
4- 2
83
7:1
0
3

Inquiry 763.
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TopSPICE
Upgrade to the

Az-Tech Software, Inc.

(800) 227-0644

MIXED-MODE SIMULATION

w Available for as low as 599.00/disk.
oi• Shareware by the disk also available.

Inquiry 768.

PO Box 431. Excelsior. MN 55331
800r/22-9724, 612/934.4239 (Voice)
612/934-2824 ( Fax)

power of au:

Aneiog/Digital/

Behavioral mixed- mode circuit simulation for PC.
simulator.

Behavioral modeling. Graphics post-

processor. FREE demo.

PENZAR DEVELOPMENT
PO. Box 10358, Canoga Park, CA 91309
(818) 594-0363 (800) 272-0674

Inquiry 773.

Fax (414) 340-6316

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
Worstcase Gets Even Better!
ECA-2 Analog Circuit Simulator
Offers the best Monte Carlo and Worst- Case Analyses
TWICE the speed at HALF the cost!
•Interactive/batch modes • Full Nonlinear Simulator
•On line. Real Tone Graphics • Multiple Plots
•AC. DC. Transient, Fourier. Temperature

Tatum Labs, Inc.
PO. Box 1263, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1263

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
FORTRAN GRAPHICS

VT E X: Scientific Desktop Publishing

GRAFMATIC - FORTRAN callable graphics Library for
creating 2-D and 3-D graphics, contour plots and solid
models. PRINTMATIC and PLOTMATIC provide high
resolution FORTRAN callable printer and plotter drivers
for your graphics. NO ROYALTIES. $ 249.95 ea.

• Equations • Tables • Graphics • Scalable
Fonts • Supports most printers • WYSIWYG
previewer • Foreign Languages • Special
Symbols • Font Effects • Indices • Only $299

Supports Microsoft/Lahey/RM FORTRAN compilers

"TEX of Tomorrow'Notices of AMS, March 1991.

Jewell Technologies, Inc.

MicroPress, Inc.

130 Nickerson St., Suite 105. Seattle, WA 98109
1 (
800) 284-2574

(313) 663-8810

68-30 Harrow Street, Forest Hills, NY
Tel ( 609) 497-0008

Fax ( 609) 497-0917

Inquiry 786.

Inquiry 780.

Inquiry 774.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
SUPER VGA GRAPHICS LIBRARY
for video boards using Tsang Labs ET4000 chip. Over
60 routines callable from MS FORTRAN. Up to
1024x768x256 colors with 1MB video memory. 2-D &
3-D w/perspective. Flat & Gouraud shaded polygons.
Mouse & Joystick support. Scale and rotate text.
Store/retrieve in PCX format. $100 postpaid. Demo $10,
refunded w/purchase. Specify 525" or 35" diskette.

AEROSOFT CORPORATION
5562 Bells Ferry Rd , Suite 233. Acworth. GA 30101
(404) 917-1309

Z-PHIGS Windows
The Standard 3D-Graphics Development System
Use the power of the most sophisticated 30-graphics system
available today. A powerful library with 2IY3D functions saves
you years of development tiene in the fields of CAD,
Multimedia etc Spectacular rendering features like Phong
shading, light effects, material definitions, texture- mapping
and much more makes it simple and quick to create impressive realistic images.

WISE Software
Seelandstr. 3, D-2400 Lubeck 14, Germany
Tel: ( 4491-451-3909-413
Fax: (. 491-451-3909-499

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

PostScript from C
c_pslib function library
Order today for $195.00
and receive FREE source codel
Barton Creek Software
2222 Western Trails Ste 106, Austin, TX 78745

512-441-8354

Fax 512-444-4554

AETECH, Inc.

From $395

380 Stevens Ave, Ste 212 Solana Beach, CA 92075

(619) 755-1277

Fax: ( 619) 755-7540

lirbeElsometry-Prelessloest the most compete library d 2D 7. 3D
geometric routines wadable Way,Now oar 600 mutts including NURBS.
DXF. Graphics, Surtabng. lauden Line. Volumes. Areas Trangarns Perspec
tres. Ramon (IMUnaNDA8, Cameo, Tangents &Oa rooms tor drawing
using 851 or MSC Graphics Source included 30 day guarantee $50000
in LISA. 55350CUS Foreign Additional nformation available upon 'roues!

FREE SOFTWARE
PACKAGING CATALOG

Everything you will need to Package, Distribute, and Ship Your
Software!! From manuals and binders to mailers and shippers

LABELS •

RAINDROPTm
FAST, compact PrtScrn Utility for end users AND
developers. Hardcopy as fast as 10 secs. Average binary
size • 6 kbyte. 14 video graphic standards. Scale, rotate.
colorize and more. CALL from user-written programs.
Complete 9- & 24- pin dot-matrix, inkjet, and laserjet
library 544.95+53 s/h.

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS
8106 St. David Ct.. Springfield. VA 22153
Fax ( 703) 455-8965

LABELS

.FREE

CATALOG...

Mice & Associates
8586 Monticello Dr.. West Chester, OH 45069

Phone/Fax 513-777-8586

Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility Run as an MSDOS command or CALL as a subroutine Supports most
languages and file types including Btneve and dBASE
Unlimited file sizes, multiple keys and much more! MSDOS $149. OS/2. XENIX

UNIX $249.

(702) 588-3737
Opt-Tech Data Processing
PO. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

SOFTWARE/VOICE/FAX
MULTI-VOICE®

TOOLS

Multi-Voice Tools is acomplete development Toolkit for Pascal or
"C" to access all the features for most speech processing boards
available today. It helps you write MULTI- LINE VOICE APPLICATION systems in minutes. A number of programming examples are
provided. All programs and libraries are delivered with source code.
Rhetorex, Pike, VBX $599 Watson ( Single Line( $99
ALSO MAILABLE. FAX Programmer's Toolen ($199). Based on GAS
specifications. Visa/MC accepted

ITI Logiciel
4263 Cristophe-Colomb. Montreal, Quebec. Can. H2J 302

TEL ( 514) 597-1692

FAX ( 514) 526-2362

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

STATISTICS

Chaos/Nonlinear Dynamics

VISUALIZE YOUR DATA

DYNAMICAL SOFTWARE Iand Il $ 250 / $ 350
Ordinary and Delay Differential Equation Solvers
• Bifurcation Diagrams • Basin Boundaries • 2- and 3-0
Plotting • Poincare Sections • Return Maps • Spectral
Analysis. Fractal Dimensions, Lyapunov Exponents
NONLINEAR FORECASTING
enhancement to DS $ 15000 • stand alone 5200 00

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 35241. Tucson, AZ 85740, ( 602) 292-1962
Fax (602) 887-0307

Inquiry 784,

Inquiry 778.

YOUR SALES MESSAGE

about the special computer product or service
that you provide belongs in print.

THE BUYER'S MART
can help you reach computer professionals and
produce valuable inquiries for your company!

Call Joseph Mabe for more information
603-924-2656
or

Fax: 603-924-2683
Inquiry 779.

SOFTWARE/SORT

Inquiry 783.

Inquiry 777.

(703) 440-0064

LABELS •

For your diskettes, plain or custom printed,
dot matrix or laser printers free samples

Oleic Software Inc.
2116 E. Arapaho Rd . Suite 487. Richardson, TX USA 75081
PH: 214-423-7288 • 1-800-635-7760 • FAX: 214423-1288

1-800-659-1874

Inquiry 788.

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING
TurboGeometry-Professional 4.0.
"The Ultimate CADICALIIDAE Graphics Engine"

Saftlre Software

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE

IntegrAda
Standard Air Force PC Ada Compilers 2. environments for MS-DOS and UNIX. Integrated programming systems include validated Ada compilers.
language sensitive editors, complete libraries and
other Ada programming tools. FREE demo.

Inquiry 782.

Inquiry 776.

you sketch your geometry or trig problem and automatically solves for distances, angles and areas. Integrated equation calculator, graphs and tables plus DOE
and clipboard support. Ideal for surveyors, engineers.
machine shops, students, architects, or anyone who
uses trig. Runs under MS Windows 3.0 $91)

Inquiry 787.

Inquiry 781.

Inquiry 775.

GEOMETRYITRIGONOMETRY CALCULATOR
Apollonlus - Sketch- based geometry/trigonometry
solver. State-of-the-art variational geometry system lets

FREE CATALOG
A great selection of scientific software products
for plotting, non-linear curve fitting, chemical equilibrium, simulation, statistics, symbolic algebra,
and more. Prices from $ 150. Call:

1-801-943-0290

MicroMath, Salt Lake City, UT 84121-0550

Inquiry 785.

MCA+ transforms most marketing and social
science data to easily understood perceptual maps.
Communicate complex relations with ease using
presentation quality charts. Most printers supported. Demos available

Bretton- Clark
89 Headquarters Plaza, Morristown, NJ 07960
(201) 993-3135

FAX: ( 201) 993-1757

Inquiry 789.

NCSS 5.x Series - $ 125
Easy-to-use menus 2. spread sheet. Multiple regression.
T-tests. ANOVA ( up to 10 factors, rep. measures.
covariance). Forecasting. Factor, cluster, 2. discriminant
analysis. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics:
histograms, box, scatter, etc. Reads ASCII/Lotus. Marry
new add-on modules

tsJSS
329 North 1000 East Kaysville UT 84037

Phone: 801-546-0445

Fax: 801-546-3907

Inquiry 790.
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THE BUYER'S MART
TRANSLATION
SOFTWARE LOCALIZATION

Since 1980, IDOC has translated hundreds of packages or the worlds
most prominent computer firms Ashton-Tate. Borland, HP, Sun
Microsystems. Norte ard many mort We offer FULL SOFTWARE ADAPTATION WITH IN-HOUSE ENGINEERING, TRANSLATION INTO ALL MA.
JOR LANGUAGES WITH IN-HOUSE LINGUISTS. DTP SPECIALISTS, ANTI
EDITORS With production and sales offices in Los Angeles. Dubin.
Milan, Atlanta, Buenos Aires. and Tokoyo ( Fall 921 DOC is the leader
in worldwide translation services

'DOC

an International Documentation Company

1-800-338-i898 ( U.
S.)
3531-284-4223 (
Europe)
10474 Santa Monica Blvd. Suite 404, LOS Angeles, CA 90025

Inquiry 791.

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER
EUMINATE LAN DOWNTIME AND DATA LOSS
APC protects more LANs than any other brand of UPS. Call
for your FREE power protection handbook detailing:
•Smart UPS high performance protection. PC Magazine's Editors' Choice
•Back UPS coo effective protection starling at $ 169
•PowerChute automatic shuldcwn software tor all madr OS
•SurgeArrest nehvork grade surge protection
"Our highest marks go to the Smart-UPS 900" BYTE 5/91

American Power Conversion APC Europe
132 Fairgrounds Road,
4Rue St Claire

>Ville Lognes.
77447 Marne la Vallee Cede, 2.
FRANCE (+ 33) 160178400
Fax: ( 433) 160178029

West Kingston, RI 02892
800-541-8896

Inquiry 794.

Tradoc translates and localizes your technical
documentation into the following languages:

+French + Russian
+Spanish + Arabic
+German + Italian...
Turnkey service: Desktop Publishing, typesetting

FREE-88 WINDOWS - PROGRAMS FOR IOW
88 general interest Windows'" programs • Over 70
Windows' fonts (Adobe Type Manager ,'required for
the fonts). Each collection comes on 15/5.25" or 8/35"
disks. Ws FREE! You pay only $5.00 shipping and handling per collection. Credit cards only. Call Today)

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SYSTEMS
(Duality manufacturing Affordable prices
UL listed/CSA certified. Risk-free guarantee.
Call today for your FREE 1992 Power Selection Guide.

1717 Busse Rd, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

SOLA
Inquiry 795.

TV CAPTION DECODER

Inquiry 793.

(508) 774-7036

TRUST YOUR PC TO SOLA

1-800-TRY SOLA — Ext. 1033

Available only from Best Electronics.
100% American made. Visa & MasterCard. or COD
(800) 292-7021. ( 6071 277-7002, FAX available.

5 Burley St., Wenham, MA 01984

WINDOWS

Gibson Rd., Annapolis, MD 21401
(301) 267-8655
FAX (
301) 267-8180

TV CAPTION DECODER

Wenham Software Company

UPS

205

Teach children to read. Screen programs for offensive
language Learn English. Make transcripts. Watch TV
without disturbing others. Also for hearing impaired.
Caption Master IV comes with software. 1 year warranty & unlimited tech assistance for $ 149.
Super Caption V3.2 fully featured software comes with
manual 8, tree upgrade for $59. Order them together
for $ 169. For all IBM compatibles Fits short slot.

Why You Want BATCOM!
BATCOM is a batch file compiler that transforms your
.bat files to eke files to make them faster BATCOM entends DOS with many new commands so you can read
keyboard input, use subroutines, and much more. In
addition. °
Argon( protects your source code. No royalties!
Only $59.95. Order today!

Inquiry 797.

and printing of your brochures and manuals.

Inquiry 792.

UTILITIES

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS
619 931-8111 ext 511
Inquiry 798.

UTILITIES
$29 MATH COPROCESSOR

•287, 387. X87 emulator
•See BYTE 311991 p 90. PC Magazine 2(1991 p 302

$5 SUPER PASSWORD SOFTWARE
•No one can break it • Double lock protection
•Invisible password • Movable password

$49 VIRUS PROTECTION CARD

•Immune to virus after installation
•Support networks • No RAM needed
Out Math Coprocessor LVirus Cad, set Super Password FREE SitlieiPa

MULTIX , INC . 4203 Bernay Sr Suite TDallas TX 75244
Tel: 1214) 239-4989 Fu: (214)239-6826 we accept masterCato ani VISA

Inquiry 796.

WINDOWS TOOLS
Scientific/Engineering Unit
Converter for MS Windows
ONLY $19.95
VISA/PAC/CHECK/MO
•Thousands of conversions
•Attractive "chiseled steel" interlace
•Seamless interface Mather applications
•Editor, calculator included
•Uses minimal desktop space
Cell or write to order or for FREE demo disk

(310) 784-7711
Legacy Systems
PO Box 4146. Redondo Beach CA 90278

Inquiry 799.

No Wild, No Wildlife.
Polar bears, musk-ox, grizzlies, caribou — more animals than
you'd find in Yellowstone — can be found on the magnificent
coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge in Alaska. Unfortunately,
this portion of our last arctic wilderness has caught the eye of
the oil industry. Right now Congress is considering proposals
that would allow the oil companies to drill there, even though
reports indicate there's less than a one- in-five chance oil
would be found.
If we allowed drilling in the region, we would jeopardize the
culture of the native Alaskans and untold wildlife, including a
herd of 180,000 caribou. Our last arctic wilderness would be
despoiled.
The Sierra Club works to save wildlife by saving the wilderness. We have ahistory of victories. And we believe
with your help, this arctic wilderness will remain
an invaluable refuge.
For information on how you can help:
SIERRA CLUB, DEPT. AR, 730 POLK STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109, ( 415) 776-2211

BRAND NAMES
—

—
=
— — — — —
=
= 7 =

PS/2 model 55SX-60 meg
PS/2 model 70-120 meg
IBM model 35-40 meg
PS/2 model 70-A21
PS/2 model 95-320 meg
*** Monitor Extra ***

1985
3195
1795
4195
14950

COMPAa
DeskPro Models
286E-40/120 meg
1595/1695
386S-20 MHz 120 meg
2375
386/20E-120 meg
2795
386/25E-120 meg
4085
386/33M-120 meg
4995
*Call for other models — Monitor Extra •

'NOVELL SPECIALS
Nehvare Version 2.2
5users
10 users
50 users
100 users
Netware 386 V.3.11
20 users
100 users
250 users

WE STOCK

TOSHIBA

595
1395
CALL
CALL
2195
CALL
CALL

CITIZEN
OKIDATA
EPSON

Aes Computers

All systems include

LEADER
SINCE 1983
We export to Europe, Asia
& the Far East
We Honor Manufacturer's
Warranties

Step 386-25 MHz System
1meg RAM, 64K Cache, 1.2 &
40 meg Drive, 640x480 VGA Combo

2375
CALL
2575
CALL
4395
CALL

LAPTOPS

CALL

CALL

1895
3295
2650
3395
5650

Call for pricing on other brand name models

HITACHI
TALLGRASS
ARCHIVE

NEC
ALR
WYSE

1420

1070

AST Bravo 386/25 MDL 1

2295

AST Premium 386SX20 MDL 1 1295

80287
80387
80387
80387

NOVELL
Authorized
Dealer
LAN BOARDS
8bit Arcnet
16 bit Arcnet
Novell NE 1000
Novell NE 2000
8port Active Hub
Token Ring Card
Tokenhub 4- port
Call for other
LAN Accessories

75
160
160
175
325
399
355

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
MICROSOFT
SUMMAGRAPHIC

HP Laser IIISI

3595

Hp Laser IIID

CALL

HP Laser III

1525

HP Laser IIIP

CALL

OKI OL 400

665

OKI OL 800

CALL

PRINTERS
245
295
480
625
330
465
335

HARD DISKS
CONNOR
CP30104 120 meg
CP3204F 220 meg

835

Panasonic 4450 ... 1295

CALL
CALL

QUANTUM, MAXTOR,
SEAGATE

NEC
Silentwriter 2

INTEL
PC MOUSE
CALCOMP

Epson LO 200
Epson LO 570
Epson LO 870
Epson LO 1170
OKIDATA 320
OKIDATA 390
Citizen HSP-500

OKI OL 840 P.S 1720
Panasonic 4420

2225

INTEL COPROCESSORS
XL
S99.00
SX-16
$ 135.00
SX-20
$ 149.00
DX25/33
S205.00

LASER
PRINTERS

Made
in
USA

386SX/20 with 40 meg HD

AST Bravo 386SX20 MDL 1

AST Premium 386/33 MDL 1

Compaq LTE/286 40 meg
Compaq LTE/386 60 meg
Toshiba 2000SXE 40 meg
Toshiba 2200SX 60 meg
Toshiba 3200SXC 120 meg

1995

Exports
Available

CALL

AST LAPTOPS

386/33 with 120 meg HD

Call for Discounts
on Volume
And
Consultant Orders

Step 386-20 MHz System
1meg RAM, 64K Cache, 1.2 &
40 meg Drive, 640x480 VGA Combo

2meg RAM, 64K Cache, 1.2 &
150 meg Drive 1024x768 VGA Combo

EX386SX20 MDL 60
EX386SX20 MDL 80
EX386SX25 MLD 60
EX386SX25 MDL 80
EX386SX25C MDL 60
EX386SX25C MDL 80

2250

Welcome

CALL

Step 386-33 MHz System

Call for details

486/33 with 200 meg HD

Corporate Accounts

MEGACUBE ISA BUS
486-33 System
8meg 128K Cache ESDI
16 meg 128K Cache ESDI

PRICES

•Intel CPU
•4 meg RAM memory expandable to 64 meg
-Desktop or tower case
•2 serial, 1parallel
•101 keyboard
•1.2 & 1.44 Teac drive
•SVGA card w/1 meg & SVGA monitor
•MS DOS 5.0
•MS Windows & mouse

One year limited warranty

VEREX—

LOW

—
— —

CALL

CALL FOR ALL MODELS

Computerlanemc

ALL QUOTED
PRICES ARE CASH
PRICES ONLY

Outside California: 1-800-526-3482

Visa, MasterCard

Inside California: 818-884-8644 • FAX: 818-884-8253

American Express

7500 Topanga Canyon Boulevard, Canoga Park, CA 91303

Prices subject to change
without notice.
*Quantities are limited

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 -6, Saturday 10-6

and
are higher

Compaq is aRegistered Trademark of Compaq IBM is aRegistrered Trademark of International Business Machines

Circle 187 on Inquiry Card.
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Senexé4t, efrea eeioece 1979

JDR Microdevicesc
••111.- •

CATALOG TODAY!

1024 X 768 VGA CARDS1499

KEYBOARDS, MODEMS, CABLES.

FOR PC'S, MONITORS, DISK DRIVES,

•512K VIDEO RAM EXPANDABLE TO 1MB

•ANALOG OR MULTISYNCH MONITOR SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT. COMPONENTS & MORE'

MCT-VGA-1024+ 1024 X 768/256 COLORS

INTERFACE CARDS
16-BIT IDE MULTI I/O

NEW

LOWER
PRICES

$49.95

1024 x 768 5349 95
VGA MONITOR

$69"

•1:1 ASPECT RATIO; 0.28 DOT PITCH
•14" DIAGONAL SCREEN

•286/386/486 COMPATIBLE
•SUPPORTS 2 IDE HARD 8 2FLOPPY DRIVES
•TWO SERIAL, ONE PARALLEL 8 ONE GAME PORT
$69.95

MCT-1DEFH IDE HARD/FLOPPY CARD

$ 29.95

MCT-I0 MULTI I/O CARD FOR 8088 SYSTEMS

$59.95

16- BIT SERIAL/PARALLEL/GAME PORT
16 BIT EEMS CARD

$49.95

$ 149.95

SIMMPLY-RAM 8MB SIMM MEMORY CARD(OK) $ 199.95

16MHz MINI 386-SX

VGA -MON -1024

• NORTON SI 11.1 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 20.0

$349.95
$389.95

1024 X 768$469"

VGA PACKAGE

VGA-PKG-1024+

$469.95

VGA-PKG 640 X 480 VGA PACKAGE

89MB

HARD DRIVES
ST- 351A
ST- 3096A
ST- 3144A
ST- 1239A
ST-2383A
ST- 1480A

$ 319

44 7MB
89.1MB
131MB
212MB
338MB
426MB

28MS
16MS
161AS
16MS
16MS
14MS

$209
$319
$399
$619
$1159
$1239

NOTE, HD-MHW REOuiRED TO MOUNT IN 5-1/4" SLOT

$9.95

FLOPPY DRIVES

$349.95

ee,y_ e_._. Ilt
en $
49 95
1.1.1.1. 1failat IILA

111.1

101-KEY

BIC-5339

$49.95

MAX-5339

101- KEY ENHANCED MAXI- SWITCH

K1 03- A

101 KEY ENHANCED WITH CLICK

FDD-1.44X
FDD-1.44A

44MB 35" FLOPPY - BLACK
144MB 35" FLOPPY - BEIGE

FDD-1.2

5.25" DOUBLE- SIDED HD 1.2MB

FD- 55G FV

5.25" TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED HD 1.2MB $99.95

3-BUTTON MOUSE

FDD-360

5.25 - DOUBLE- SIDED DD 360K

•ACCURACY 290 - 1450 DPI

$69.95
$84.95

$79.95
$ 79.95
$ 89.95
$69.95

$14 95

$ 14.95

•8088 CARD ACCESSES ALL 62 I/O SIGNAL CONNECTIONS
16- BIT CARD ACCESSES 96 • ACCEPTS UP TO 24 14 PIN IC 'S
$49.95

PDS-610 16- BIT CARD VERSION

$ 59.95

PROTOTYPE CARDS
JDR-PR2 8- BIT WITH I/O DECODE LAYOUT

$ 29.95

JDR-PR10 16 BIT WITH 10 DECODE LAYOUT .

$34.95

UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMER/TESTER
•PROGRAMS EPROMS, EEPROMS.
PALS, BI- POLAR PROMS. 8748 8 8751
SERIES, 16V8 & 20V8 GALS • TESTS
TTL, CMOS, DYNAMIC 8 STATIC RAMS
MOD-MUP REQUIRES HOST ADAPTOR BELOW

$499.95

EPROM PROGRAMMING MODULES
•PROGRAMS 24-32 PIN EPROMS. CMOS EPROMS & EEPROMS.
16K TO 1024K • HEX TO OBJ CONVERTER
MOD- MEP REQUIRES HOST ADAPTOR CARD
$ 119.95
MOD- MEP-4 4- EPROM UNIT
$ 169.95
MOD- MAC HOST ADAPTOR CARD
$29.95

HEAD DISPLAY AND CHECK MANUAL FOR
POWER ON SELF TEST CODE

SIZE

41256-100
2621440
41256-80
2621440
41256-60
2621440
414256-80
262144x4
1MB-100
10485760
1MB-80
1048576x1
1MB-60
1048576x1
41256A9B-80
256K x9
41256A9B-60
256K x9
421000A9B-10
1MB a9
421000A9B-80
1MB x9
421000A9B-60
1MB a9
424000A9B-80
4MB a9
424000A9B-60
4MB a9

SPEED

TYPE

PRICE

100n5
8Ons
6Ons
80n5
100n5
8Ons
60115
80115
60n5
1001,5
8Ons
6Ons
8005
60,18

DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM
SRAM
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM

1.49
1.69
2.39
5.95
5.49
5.99
6.49
16.95
19.95
49.95
54.95
59.95
179.95
219.95

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
MANUAL, SOFTWARE CUIDES 5 YEAR WARRANTY
PARTS
-a

SPEED PRICE PART It

8087

SPEED PRICE

5MHz 89.95
8MHz 129.95
8087-2
8087-1
10 MHz 169.95
80287-XL 12 MHz 94.95

80287-XLT
80387•DXP
80387-SX
80387-SX20

12
33
33
20

MHz 94.95
MHz 199.95
MHz 129.95
M11z 149.95

»
U

83D87-16
83D87-20
83D87-25
83D87-33

16
20
25
33

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

169.95
169.95
169.95
179.95

83D87-40
83S87-16(SX)
83S87-20(SX)
83587-25(SX)

40
16
20
25

ASHz 219.95
MHz 99.95
MHz 114.95
MHz 129.95

ft
...

2C87-8
2C87-10

8MHz
10 MHz

79.95
89.95

2C87-12
2C87-20

12 MHz 99.95
20 MHz 119.95

g
...
x

E

POST CODE
$4995
DISPLAY CARD

MAXIMIZE CO-PROCESSOR SPEED

•286/386/486 COMPATIBLE

25MHZ MINI 386

$299.95

MCT-C386-33

MINI-9ZE 33MHZ CACHE 386

$599.00

MCT-C386-40

MINI- SIZE 40MHZ CACHE 386

$699.00

MCT-M486-33

MINI 3.3MHZ CACHE 486

$399.95

$995.00

MCT-M286-16

MINI 16MHZ 286

$ 149.95

MCT-M286-12

MINI 12MHZ 386

$ 129.95

MCI-TURBO- 10

10/4.77MHZ 8088

UPRIGHT CASE

$ 69.95

$ 9995

•FOR STD., FULL AND MINI MOTHERBOARDS
•MOUNTS FOR 3FLOPPY AND 4 HARD DRIVES
•TURBO AND RESET SWITCHES
•SPEED DISPLAY, POWER, DISK LEDS
$99 95

PS-2501W 250W POWER SUPPLY $ 129.90
PS-300TVV 3,a0W POWER SUPPLY $ 149.95
POWER SUPPLIES ARE U.L APPROVED

CASE- 120 MINI UPRIGHT W/200W P.S.

$ 199.95

CASE JR MINI FLIP-TOP W -200W P.S.

$ 149.95

CASE-50 MINI-SIZE 286 STYLE CASE

$59.95

[
POWE

SUPPLIES

DYNAMIC RAM
PART

WSILK-SCREENED LEGENDS

MCT-M386-25

MORE CASES-.

•WINDOWS 3.0 COMPATIBLE

POS600 8- BIT CARD

20M-IZ MINI 386 OX

CASE-70 FULL- SEE 286 STYLE CASE $89.95

•OPTOMECHANICAL DESIGN
JDR-MOUSE-3

$ 249.95

MCT-M386SX-20

CASE- 100A

•MICROSOFT 8 MOUSE SYSTEMS
COMPATABILITY MODES

BREADBOARD
ON-A-CARD

• EXPANDABLE Tt) 16MB ON•BOAFD • AMI BIOS • SIX
16- BIT AND TWO 8- BIT SLOTS • CHIPS 8 TECHNOLOGY
CHIPSET • SOCKET FOR 80387-SX CO- PROCESSOR
• 85" X 13" SIZE MIS MINI-286 AND FULL-SIZE 286 CASES
MCT-M386SX

•8088 8 286/386/486 COMPATIBLE CARD
8 1024 X 768 INTER- LACED MONITOR
•11 ASPECT RATIO; 0.28 DOT PITCH

e Seagate

$
2499 5

•COMPATIBLE WITH ALL VGA ADAPTORS
VGA -MON -1024N NON- INTERLACED VERSION

MCT-I DE10

3-1 2'
3-1/2"
3-1/2'
5-1/4 5-1/4"
3-1'2"

MOTHERBOARDS

$149.95

MCI- VGA- 16 8.16- BIT VGA CARD

DE
DE
DE
DE
DE
DE

MMC

UI

CONNECTORS. SOFTWARE, ICS,
PROGRAMMING PRODUCTS. TEST

MCT-EEMS

• 1 YEAR WARRANTY

•8/16- BIT 8088 8 286 386.486 COMPATIBLE
•1024 X 768 IN 256 COLORS
(REQUIRES 1MB)
800 X 600 IN 256 COLORS

MCT-A10

• 30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

• TOLL-FREE TECH SUPPORT

2233 Samaritan Drive, San Jose, CA 95124
CALL FOR YOUR FREE

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM JDR!

U LAPPROVED • 110 220V 50 6C»- Z

S-150

8088 150 Warr $69.95

S- 200X 8088 2od WATT $89.95
S-200

286,386.486 200 WATT

S-250

286,386.486 250 WATT

$ 129.95

S-300

286/386.486 300 WATT

$ 149.95

$89.95

S- 2501W 286/385486 250W. EXTERNAL SWITCH $ 129.95

R

S-300TW 286 3tEE 486 300W EXTERNAL 1/WITCH

2400 BAUDs en,
95
MODEM
•
re
•2400,1200,30C BPS INTERNAL
DATA MODEM -FULL HAYES AT
COMPATIBILITY • INCLUDES
PROCOMM SOFTWARE
MCI-241

9600 BAUD
V.42 BIS MODEM

$49.95

4399 9

•CCIT V.42BIS /. 32.V.22BIS ;
3E.LL
212A AND HAYES AT COMMAND
SET COMPATIBLE
•2YEAR PROMETHEUS WARRANTY
PRO-96E

$ 399.95

PCCB6201 1NfEL SATISFAXTION 16-BIT FAX CARD $399.95
PCEM7296 INTEL 9600 BAUD EXTERNAL MODEM $479.95

•WORKS WHEN SOFTWARE WONT EVEN BOOT YOUR PC

OUR "2ND STAGE ALLOWS 10 8 20MHZ CO PROCE SSORS TO
RUN AT FULL SPEED IN THE SLOWEST 286 SYSTEMS

VIVA- 24E VIVA 24140BPS EXTERNA,_ MODEM

PCODE

2ND- STAGE FOR 10/20 MHZ wars

VIVA-24MNP VIVA 2400 BPS W/ ERROR CORREX

$49.95

SALES

800438-5 00 0

$29.95

$149.95

$ 119.95
$ 149.95

Customer Service 800-538-500.1 Local/Inn 408-559-1200
Technical Support 800-538-5002 Fax
408-559-0250

TERMS For shipping 8 handling include $5.00 for ground and $ 7.50 for air. Drders over 1lb. and foreign orders may require additional shoeing charges-contact our Sates Dept for the amount. CA
.0,1delliS must include applicable sales tax. Prices pzbiect to change without notice. We are not responsible for typographical errors We reserve tie right to limit guanine's and to substitute mamuta,turer
All merchandise subtect to pnor sales. A full copy of our terms is available upon request. Items pictured may only be representative JDR, the JOR lego JDR Microdevices. and the MCTIlogo are registered
ad. marks of JON MICRODEVICES. INC Modular Circuit Technology, is airademark of JDR MICRODEVICES, INC Copyright 1952 JDF MICRODEVICES
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READER SERVICE
ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Inquiry No.
32
33-34
176-177
35-36

3-D VISIONS
ABACUS SOFTWARE
ABTECH
ACER INCORPORATED

Page No.
247
131
313
37

321
178 ACMA COMPUTERS INC
560 ACTION COMP SUPPLIES336MW-6
226 ADD ON AMERICA
340
170 ADDSTOR INC
65
179-180 ADVANCED COMP PROD
315
39 ADVANCED MICRO DEV
210-211
416-417 AGC ELECTRONICS CORP 82IS-47
577 AIMS INFORMATION SYS 336PC-8
38 ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS
164
8 ALDUS
221
418 AMOS EUROPE LTD
82IS-17
• AME INSTIT FOR COMP SCI
348
227 AMERICAN ADVANTECH
344
40-41 AMERICAN MEGATRENDS
95
42 AMERICAN POWER CONV .
248
419 AMERICAN POWER CONV 82IS-10
43 AMERICAN SMALL BUSI COMP 141
181 AMT INTERNATIONAL
334
284 ANACAPA MICRO PRODUCTS 344
576 ANCOT CORPORATION
336PC-4
420-421 AOC INTERNATIONAL
82IS-55
228 APPLIED CONCEPTS
344
589 APPRO INT'L INC
336S0-6
596 APPRO INT'L INC
336NE-4
• APS TECHNOLOGIES
312
422 ASP COMPUTER PROD
82IS-16
169 ASYMETRIX
132,133
44 ATI TECHNOLOGIES INC
53
408 ATOMSTYLE. LTD .
82UK-24
182 ATRONICS
327
159 AVIS
111
277 AVOCADO COMPUTER VIDEO 344
292-293 AXIOM
340
340
229 B&C MICROSYSTEMS
183-184 BAY TECHNICAL ASSCC
339
45-46 BEST POWER TECHNOLOGIES 174
47 BIT SOFTWARE INC . .
140
450 BIX
367
• BIX (INTL)
283
165-166 BLINK INC
113
49-50 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
11
296-297 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
33
407 BRAIN BOXES
82UK-16
172 BROWN WASH PUBLISHING
127
51-52 BUREAU OF ELECT PUBL
100
• BYTE CARD DECK
144
175 BYTE LISTINGS ON DISK
271
• BYTE SUB MESSAGE .
82IS-46
• BYTE SUB MESSAGE
260
64 BYTE/DEMOLINK
365
• C++ REPORT
821S-56A-B
218 CAD ONE COMP DESIGN 310,311
9 CALERA RECOGNITION SYS
243
185 CALERA RECOGNITION SYS
338
10 CANON USA INC
240
53-54 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CO 166,167
466 CASE DESIGN
82IS-28
405 CHERWELL SCNTFC PUBL 82UK-14
222 CITITRONICS
326
423-424 CLARION SOFTWARE
82IS-51
552-553 CLARION SOFTWARE
336MW-1
55 COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP 12,13
425-426 COMPEX
82IS-12
186 COMPEX INTERNATIONAL
338
286 COMPUBOOKS
347
82IS-25
427 COMPUCLASSICS
230 COMPUCOM CORP
345
402 COMPUMART
82UK-19
428 COMPUSAVE INTL
82IS-38
56-57 COMPUSERVE
183-185
58 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
22
11 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
239
• COMPUTER CONNECTIONS BV 82IS-11
429 COMPUTER QUICK
82IS-14
• COMPUTER/BYTE BKCLB (NA ) 282A-B
• COMPUTER/BYTE BOOK CLB (N.A.) 283
187 COMPUTERLANE UNLIMITED 357
223 COMPUTERWORX
306
211-212 COMTRADE
328
558 CONSAN INC
231 CONTROL VISION
• COPIA INTERNATIONAL
12 COREL SOFTWARE . .
232-233 COVOX INC
154 CREATIVE LABS INC

336MW-7
346
130
251
341
93

Inquiry No.

Page No.

13-14 CTX INTERNATIONAL INC
253
234 CURTIS INC
340
300-302 CYBER RESEARCH
332
303-305 CYBER RESEARCH
333
188 CYBEX CORPORATION
314
294 CYBEX CORPORATION (INTL) CIII
452 DAN TECHNOLOGY PLC . . 82IS-5
235 DATACAP
348
59-60 DATALUX CORPORATION
126
430 DATAPRO INTERNATIONAL 82IS-56
415 IDEEPAK SAREEN ASSOC 82UK-23
• DELL COMPUTER
82UK-5
409 DELL COMPUTER
82UK-7
62 DELL COMPUTER CORP (N A ) C111
63 DELL COMPUTER CORP (N A ) CIV
61 DELPHI
301
87 DESCRIBE INC
181
65 DESKTOP DIRECT FROM DIGITAL 82A- F
406 DIGI-DATA LTD
82UK-18
168 DIGITAL CONSULTING INC
177
179
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP
• DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP
209
66 DIGITAL RESRCH INC (NAl 104,105
431 DIGITAL RESRCH SYS GROUP 82IS-9
189-190 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
325
236 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER
348
432 DR HUGGLE & PARTNER GMBH 821S-53
67 DRAGON SYSTEMS
155
457 ECG B.VJUNITFION
82IS-31
404 EDINBURGH PORTABLE COMPILER 82UK-10
191 ELEK TEK
316
• ELONEX
82IS-2
462 EMULTEK
82IS-50
285 ERIN-AMERICAN LTD
340
554-555 EVOLUTION COMPUTING336MW-4
571-572 EVOLUTION COMPUTING 336PC-7
68-69 EXABYTE CORPORATION
205
433 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH 82IS-52
453-454 FIRST INT'L COMP
82IS-33
192-193 FIRST SOURCE INT'L
329
70 FOX SOFTWARE INC
78,79
237 FPLOT CORP
349
71 FRAME TECHNOLOGY
278
72-73 FTP SOFTWARE (N A )
201
410 GANDLAKE GROUP
82UK-13
• GATEWAY 2003
CII,1
• GATEWAY 2000 •
43-50
74-75 GLENCO ENGINEERING
296
564-565 GLOBALINK INC
336NE-7
GLOBALINK INC
336S0-A-B
581-582 GLOBALINK INC
336S0-1
238 GMM RESEARCH CORP
341
434 GREY MATTER LTD
82IS-27
240 GTEK INC
342
343
239 GTEK INC . .
575 GUIDEWARE CORP
336PC-4
583-584 H & W MICRO LABS. INC 336S0-8
413 HIT
82UK-16
194-195 H. CO. COMPUTER PRODUCTS 323
• HARD DRIVES INT'L
307
276 HAUPPAUGE COMP WRKS115-118
15 HERCULES COMPUTER TECH 241
221 HI-TECH USA
330
76 HIGHRES TECHNOLOGIES
128
241 HOOLEON
344
435 I-COM
82IS-44
• IBM CORP
24,25
• ICS
336PC-A-B
573 ICS
336PC-1
599-600 ICS COMPUTERS
366MW-8
601-602 ICS COMPUTERS
336NE-6
242 IMAGE IN INC
349
157-158 IMAGE NŒITH TECH
112
279 IMAGING AUTOMATION, INC
345
79 INTEGRAND RESEARCH ..
261
77-78 INTEGRATED INFO TECH ..
69
80-81 INTEL CORPORATION
20,21
243 INTEL CORPORATION
349
160 INTERACTIVE IMAGE TECH
92
196-197 INTERSYS
324
244 10 TECH
346
298-299 ISLAND SYSTEMS (INT'L)
CIV
82 JAMECO ELECTRONICS
264-265
6-7 JDR MICRODEVICES
358
83 KEA SYSTEMS LTD .
84
248 KEITHLEY METRABYTE
343
245 KILA
342
84-85 KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY
170
463-464 (YE SYSTEMS CORP
82IS-42

Inquiry No.

Page No.

288 L-COM, INC
342
246 LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS
347
86 LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS 102
198 LANCAST
308
206-207 LANDMARK RES INT'L CORP 317
344
290 LAPTOP SOLUTIONS
150-151 LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (N.A ) 285
152-153 LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (INT'L)285
146-147 LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (N.A) 287
148-149 LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (INT'L)287
164 LIGHTHORSE TECHNOLOGIES 215
247 LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS 346
217 LODE STAR COMPUTER
304,305
436 LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC 82IS-46
461 M.L.L. S/W& COMP IND. LTD . . 82IS-32
30-31 MAG INNOVISION
234-235
• MANCHESTER EQUIP C0336NE-A-B
566 MANCHESTER EQUIP CO 336NE-1
• MARK WILLIAMS CO
145
460 MARKUS SOFTWARE DIST 82IS-54
16-17 MATHEMATICA INC
224-225
89 MATHSOFT INC
157
90 MATHSOFT INC
263
556-557 MAXIMUM STORAGE
336MW-5
585-586 MAXIMUM STORAGE
336S0-4
• MCGRAW HILL NRI (N.A.) . 294A-B
439-440 MOBS INC
82IS-19
437-438 MEGADATA
82IS-34
200-201 MERRITT COMPUTER PROD
320
202 MICRO SOLU COMP PROD
319
216 MICRO-LCOMPUTERS INC
334
249 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD 344
• MICROSOFT CORP
7,19
• MICROSOFT CORP . .
86,87
• MICROSOFT CORP
153
• MICROSOFT CORP . .
169
250 MICROSTAR LABORATORIES 343
91-92 MICROTEST . .
258
94 MICROWAY
159
93 MICROWAY .
266
336PC-5
595 MICROWORLD
441 MIX SOFTWARE
82IS-37
442 MORTICE KERN (MKS) . . . 82IS-21
456 MOUNTAIN NETWORK SOLU 82IS-35
261-264 MULTIMEDIA COMP SYS
345
18-19 NANAO USA CORP .....
147
203-204 NATIONAL DESIGN
335
251 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
348
• NAT'L INSTRUMENTS 821S-56A- B
96 NEC
29-31
95 NEC
72,73
20 NEC
245
199 NEVADA COMPUTER
309
569 NEW ENGLAND ELECT
336NE-5
412 NEXTBASE LTD
82UK-15
280 NILES & ASROCIATES INC
348
• NORTHGATE COMP SYS
162,163
• NORTHGATE COMP SYS . . 190,191
' NORTHGATE COMP SYS 256,257
• NORTHGATE COMP SYS .. 288,289
97 NORTON-LAMBERT
125
21 NOVA INC
242
161-162 ODYSSEY DEVELOPMENT
206
291 OMNITECH ELECTRONICS, INC346
281 OSCS .
349
98 OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY CO
97
252 OVERLAND DATA INC
347
' PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
8,9
• PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
249
99 PANASONIC
66,67
100 PARA SYSTEMS
85
22 PATTON & PATTON
90
551 PC EXPO/NEW YORK 336MW-2,3
563 PC EXPO/NEW YORK
336NE-2,3
570 PC EXPO/NEW YORK
336PC-2,3
580 PC EXPO/NEW YORK . 336S0-2,3
101-102 PC POWER &COOLING
71
145 PC PROS
89
597-598
103-104
414
105
106
219-220
107
253
108
289
88

PC-EASE INC
336S0-5
PERISCOPE COMPANY, THE . . 222
PERSONAL WORKSTA. LTD
8211K-22
PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC .
55
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS
98
PIXEL PERFECT/MEDICAL ADV
336
PKWARE INC
198
POLAROID CORPORATION . 340
POPKIN SOFTWARE
290
PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT 341
PROGRAMMERS PARADISE 61-63

Inquiry No.

Page No.

• PROGRAMMER'S SHOP 274-277
109-110 PROTECH MARKETING INC
161
254 PSEUDOCORP
349
302
205 QUA TECH INC
255 QUALSTAR CORP
347
155-156 QUANTECH INT'L
204
113 QUANTUM SOFTWARE.
281
114 QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYS
91
278 QUIET TECHNOLOGY
345
115 RAIMA CORP
75
116-117 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
103
• REASONABLE SOLU 82IS-56A-B
• ROSE ELECTRONICS
220
121 S'NW ELECTRONICS
102
443 S'NW ELECTRONICS
82IS-20
256 SAS INSTITUTE INC
348
118-119 SECURE IT INC
128
224 SECURTECH COMPANY
336
455 SEQUELINK/GNOSIS NV
82IS-45
120 SEOUITER SOFTWARE INC
189
266 SIGEN
343
214-215 SII MICROS
318
• SILICON GRAPHICS
56,57
• SOFTLINE CORP
82IS-15
• SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
123
150
122 SOFTWARE SECURITY INC
403 SOLIDISK TECH LTD .
82UK-2
574 SONERA TECHNOLOGIES 336PC-6
' SONY (N.A.)
207
123 SPECTFIUM SOFTWARE
186
124-125 STATSOFT
273
444-445 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE 82IS-6
126 STORAGE DIMENSIONS
88
257 STRADA AUTOTECH, INC
341
127 STRATEGIC MAPPING
101
458 STRUCTURED SOFTWARE SOLU 82IS-20
128 SUMMAGRAPHICS COPP
171
559 SUMMIT MICRO DESIGN 336MW-7
594 SUMMIT MICRO DESIGN 336S0-8
174 SUNSOFT
2,3
171 SUPRA CORPORATION
81
258 SURAH INC
342
129 SYMANTEC .
40
587 SYNERCO INC
336S0-7
• SYS ADMIN
82IS-56C-D
23-24 SYSTAT INC
255
259 TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC
342
260 TALL TREE SYSTEMS
343
265 TECHNOLOGY POWER ENTER 342
446-447 TECHPOWER CO LTD
82IS-48
25 TEKTRONIX
231
26-27 TELEX COMMUNICATIONS
229
287 TEMPUSTECH INC
341
173 TERATECH
172
130 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
77
578 TLC COMPONENTS
336PC-6
567-568 TMS
336NE-8
131 TOSHIBA AMERICA INC
16,17
208 TOTE-A- LAP
331
274 TRANTOR SYSTEMS LTD
343
275 TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC 342
267-270 TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS
346
448 TULIN TECHNOLOGY .
82IS-44
459 UCM
82IS-36
163 ULSI SYSTEMS INC
173
129
167 ULTRATEK PRODUCTS
449 UNIBIT SPA
82IS-18
282-283 UNIFORUM ASSOCIATION
349
209-210 UNIVERSAL MEMORY PROD
337
• UNIXWORLD
217-219
' US ROBOTICS S.A.
821S-56C-D
465 USA SOFTWARE .
82IS-49
132 VERBATIM CORPORATION
199
133 VERMONT CREATIVE S/W
15
134 VIDEX
139
28-29 VIEWSONIC
223
401 VOGON ENTER LTD
82UK-17
411 VOGUE COMPUTER CO LTD 82UK-9
451 WALKER, RICHER & OUINN 82IS-23
135 WATCOM PRODUCTS INC
27
271
136-138
272
142
273
141
143-144

WINTEK CORP
341
WOLFRAM RESEARCH
121
XELTEK
346
Z-NIX COMPANY INC
143
Z-WORLD ENGINEERING
347
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL. . 6,6A- D
ZYLAB/DIVISION OF IDI
203

•Couespond directly with company
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the
inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no liability for errors or omissions.
*Correspond directly with company.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT CATEGORY
Inquiry No.

Page No.

HARDWARE
926

ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES

560
285
•
253
118-119
224

ACTION COMP SUPPLIES
ERIN-AMERICAN LTD
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
POLAROID CORPORATION
SECURE IT INC
SECURTECH COMPANY

927

336MW-6
340
8,9
340
128
336

ADD- IN BOARDS

226
40-41
292.293
229
407
425-426
232-233
154
234
189.190
453-454
15
76
77-78
80-81
82
94
93
103-104
289
205
257
259
287
448
271

ADD ON AMERICA
340
AMERICAN MEGATRENDS
95
AXIOM
340
BSC MICROSYSTEMS
340
BRAIN BOXES
82UK-16
COMPEX
82IS-12
COVOX INC
341
CREATIVE LABS INC
93
CURTIS INC
340
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
325
FIRST INTL COMPUTER
82IS-33
HERCULES COMPUTER TECH
241
HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES
128
INTEGRATED INFO TECH
69
INTEL CORPORATION
20,21
JAMECO ELECTRONICS
264,265
MICROWAY
159
MICROWAY
266
PERISCOPE COMPANY THE
222
PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT 341
OUA TECH INC
302
STRADA AUTOTECH. INC
341
TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC
342
TEMPUSTECH INC
341
TULIN TECHNOLOGY
82IS-44
WINTEK CORP
341

928

BAR CODING
134 VIDEX

929
35-36
226
408
425-426
238
240
583-584
483-464
288
91-92
259
930

139

COMMUNICATIONS/NETWORKING
ACER INCORPORATED
37
ADD ON AMERICA
340
ATOMSTYLE LTD
82UK-24
COMPEX
82IS-12
GMM RESEARCH CORP
341
GTEK INC
342
H8W MICRO LABS. INC
33650-8
KYE SYSTEMS CORP
8215-42
L-COM, INC
342
MICROTEST
258
TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC
342
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

176-177 ABTECH
313
35-38 ACER INCORPORATED
37
178 ACMA COMPUTERS INC
321
416-417 AGC ELECTRONICS CORP
82IS-47
577 AIMS INFORMATION SYS
336PC-8
589 APPRO INT'L INC
33650-6
596 APPROINT'L INC
33614E-4
182 ATRONICS
327
218 CAD ONE COMPUTER DESIGN
310,311
222 CITITRONICS
326
188 COMPEX INTERNATIONAL
338
223 COMPUTERWORX
306
211-212 COMTRADE
328
452 DAN TECHNOLOGY PLC
82IS-5
59-60 DATALUX CORPORATION
126
• DELL COMPUTER
82UK-5
409 DELL COMPUTER
112UK-7
62 DELL COMPUTER CORP ( NA )
CIII
63 DELL COMPUTER CORP ( NA )
CIV
65 DESKTOP DIRECT FROM DIGITAL 82A-F
179
• DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP
• DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP
209
431 DIGITAL RESRCH SYS GROUP 82IS-9
457 ECG B.V IUNITRON
82IS-31
191 ELEKTEK
316
• ELONEX
8215-2
453-454 FIRST INT'L COMPUTER
82IS-33
410 GANDLAKE GROUP
82UK-13
• GATEWAY 2000
CII,1
• GATEWAY 2000
43-50
221 HI- TECH USA
330
• IBM CORP
24-25
599-600 ICS COMPUTERS
368MW-8
601-602 ICS COMPUTERS
336NE-6
80-81 INTEL CORPORATION
20,21
196-197 INTERSYS
324
245 KILA
342
• MANCHESTER EQUIP CO 336NE-A-B
5811 MANCHESTER EQUIP CO
338NE-1
437-438 MEGADATA
82IS-34
216 MICROLINE COMPUTER INC
334
595 MICROWCALD
336PC-5
589 NEW ENGLAND ELECT
3361.1E-5
• NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 162,163
• NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 190,191
• NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 256,257
• NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 288,289
101-102 PC POWER 8COOLING
71
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Inquiry No.
145
597-598
214-215
•
403
559
594
258
587
265
446-447
578
275
167
449
411
141
931

Page No.

PC PROS
89
PC- EASE INC
33650-5
SII MICROS
318
SILICON GRAPHICS
56,57
SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LTD 82UK-2
SUMMIT MICRO DESIGN
336MW-7
SUMMIT MICRO DESIGN
336S0-8
SURAH INC
342
SYNERCO INC
336S0-7
TECHNOLOGY POWER ENTER
342
TECHPOWER COMPANY LTD 82IS-48
TLC COMPONENTS
336PC-6
TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY INC
342
ULTRATEK PRODUCTS
129
UNIBIT SPA
82IS-18
VOGUE COMPUTER CO LTD 82UK-9
ZOOS INTERNATIONAL
6,6A- D
DATA ACQUISITION

248 KEITHLEY METRABYTE
343
250 MICROSTAF1 LABORATORIES
343
• NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 82I5-56A- B
932

DISK tt OPTICAL DRIVES

40-41 AMERICAN MEGATRENDS
95
• APS TECHNOLOGIES
312
558 CONSAN INC
336MW-7
68-69 EX/BYTE CORPORATION
205
239 GTEK INC
343
• HARD DRIVES INT'L
307
558-557 MAXIMUM STORAGE
336MW-5
585-586 MAXIMUM STORAGE
33650-4
202 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD 319
106 PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS
98
266 SIGEN
343
• SONY (N A )
207
342
258 SURAH INC
274 TRANTOR SYSTEMS LTD
343
132 VERBATIM CORPORATION
199
933

DISKETTES/DUPLICATORS

200-201
934

MERRITT COMPUTER PROD

320

FAX BOARDS/MACHINES
260 TALL TREE SYSTEMS

343

935 GRAPHICS TABLETS/MICE/PEN INPUT
463-464 KYE SYSTEMS CORP
128 SUMMAGRAPHICS CORP
142 Z- NIX COMPANY INC
936
59-60
241
83
•
•
•
•
937
188
294
410
456
101-102
258
938
35-38
65
453-454
410
290
164
95
131
401
939
179-180
227
181
406
229
222
402
428
429
187
300-302
303-305
65
192-193
194-195
82
6-7
288
217
20
199
208
209-210

82IS-42
171
143

KEYBOARDS
DATALUX CORPORATION
HOOLEON
KEA SYSTEMS LTD
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS

126
344
84
162,163
190,191
256,257
288,289

Inquiry No.

39
418
284
53-54
192-193
276
80-81
82
84-85
249
209-210
941

LAPTOPS á NOTEBOOKS
ACER INCORPORATED
37
DESKTOP DIRECT FROM DIGITAL 82A-F
FIRST INTL COMPUTER
82IS-33
GANDLAKE GROUP
82UK-13
LAPTOP SOLUTIONS
344
LIGHTHORSE TECHNOLOGIES
215
NEC
72,73
TOSHIBA AMERICA INC
16-17
VOGON ENTERPRISES LTD 82UK-17
MAIL ORDER
ADVANCED COMP PROD
315
AMERICAN ADVANTECH
344
AMT INTERNATIONAL
334
ATOMSTYLE. LTD .
82UK-24
B&C MICROSYSTEMS
340
CITITRONICS
326
COMPUMART
82UK-19
COMPUSAVE INTERNATIONAL 82IS-38
COMPUTER QUICK
82I5-14
COMPUTERLANE UNLIMITED
357
CYBER RESEARCH . .
332
CYBER RESEARCH
333
DESKTOP DIRECT FROM DIGITAL 82A-F
FIRST SOURCE INTL
329
H CO COMPUTER PRODUCTS
323
JAMECO ELECTRONICS
264,265
JOR MICRODEVICES
358
L-COM. INC
.
342
LODE STAR COMPUTER
304,305
NEC
245
NEVADA COMPUTER
309
TOTE-A- LAP . .
331
UNIVERSAL MEMORY PROD
337

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES 210,211
AMDS EUROPE LTD
82IS-17
ANACAPA MICRO PRODUCTS
344
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CO
166,167
FIRST SOURCE INT'L
329
HAUPPAUGE COMP WORKS 115-118
INTEL CORPORATION
20,21
JAMECO ELECTRONICS
264,265
KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY
170
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED 344
UNIVERSAL MEMORY PROD
337
MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE

560
228
154
279
79
278
224
269-270
163
942

ACTION COMP SUPPLIES
336MW-6
APPLIED CONCEPTS
344
CREATIVE LABS INC
93
IMAGING AUTOMATION. INC
345
INTEGRAND RESEARCH
261
QUIET TECHNOLOGY
345
SECURTECH COMPANY
336
TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS
346
ULSI SYSTEMS INC
173
MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS

230
91-92
171
•
943

345
258
81
82IS-56C-D

COMPUCOM CORP
MICROTEST
SUPRA CORPORATION
US ROBOTICS SA

3- OVISIONS
AOC INTERNATIONAL
COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP
CTX INTERNATIONAL INC
MAO INNOVISION
NANAO USA CORP
NEC
VIEWSONIC

944

247
82IS-55
12,13
253
234,235
147
29-31
223

MULTIMEDIA

277
10
231
154
76
279
261-264
25
26-27
459
945

AVOCADO COMPUTER VIDEO
344
CANON USA INC
240
CONTROL VISION
346
CREATIVE LABS INC
93
HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES
128
IMAGING AUTOMATION, INC
345
MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER SYS
345
TEKTRONIX
231
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS
229
UCM
82I5-36
PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

422
65
98
•
99
25
130
946

ASP COMPUTER PRODUCTS 82IS-16
DESKTOP DIRECT FROM DIGITAL 82A- F
OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY CO
97
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
249
PANASONIC
66,67
TEKTRONIX
231
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
77
PROGRAMMABLE HARDWARE

243
244
247
291
267-268
272
273
947

INTEL CORPORATION
10 TECH
LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS
OMNITECH ELECTRONICS, INC
TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS
XELTEK
Z- WORLD ENGINEERING

349
346
346
346
346
346
347

SCANNERS/OCR/DIGITIZERS

463-464
948

(
YE SYSTEMS CORP

82IS-42
TAPE DRIVES

40-41
•
406
246
456
252
255
155-156
401

AMERICAN MEGATRENDS
95
COMPUTER CONNECTIONS BV 82IS-11
DIGI-DATA LTD
82UK-18
LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS
347
MOUNTAIN NETWORK SOLU 82IS-35
OVERLAND DATA INC
347
QUALSTAR CORP
347
QUANTECH INT'L .
204
VOGON ENTERPRISES LTD 82UK-17

949

UPS

42
419
183-184
45-46
100
101-102

AMERICAN POWER CONY
248
AMERICAN POWER CONY
82IS-10
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC
339
BEST POWER TECHNOLOGIES
174
PARA SYSTEMS
85
PC POWER & COOLING
71

SOFTWARE
950

Inquiry No.

BUSINESS
9 CALERA RECOGNITION SYS
243
185 CALERA RECOGNITION SYS
338
415 DEEPAK SAREEN ASSOC
82UK-23

Page No.

DIGITAL RESEARCH INC (
N A 104,105
DIGITAL RESRCH SYS GROUP 82IS-9
DRAGON SYSTEMS
155
HI T
82UK-16
MICROSOFT CORPORATION
86,87
NEXTBASE LTD
82UK-15
PATTON 8PATTON
90
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
103
STRATEGIC MAPPING
101
SYMANTEC
40

66
431
67
413
•
412
22
116-117
127
129

CAD/CAM

951

AMERICAN SMALL BUSI COMP
141
ATI TECHNOLOGIES INC
53
BIT SOFTWARE INC
140
EVOLUTION COMPUTING
336MW-4
EVOLUTION COMPUTING
336PC-7

43
44
47
554-555
571-572
952

COMMUNICATIONS/NETWORKING

408
47
236
198
97
281
116-117
451
953

MONITORS & TERMINALS

32
420-421
55
13-14
30-31
18-19
96
28-29

LAN HARDWARE
CYBEX CORPORATION
314
CYBEX CORPORATION ( INT L)
CIII
GANDLAKE GROUP
82UK-13
MOUNTAIN NETWORK SOLU 82IS-35
PC POWER 8COOLING
71
SURAH INC
342

Page No.
MEMORY/CHIPS/UPGRADES

940

ATOMSTYLE LTD
BIT SOFTWARE INC
DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER
LANCAST
NORTON- LAMBERT
OSCS
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
WALKER. RICHER 8QUINN

82U K-24
140
348
308
125
349
103
82IS-23

DATA ACQUISITION
251

954

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

348
DATABASE

113
165-166 BLINK INC
11
49-50 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
33
296-297 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
22
58 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
• COPIA INTERNATIONAL
130
348
235 DATACAP
78,79
70 FOX SOFTWARE INC
82UK-16
413 HIT
86,87
• MICROSOFT CORPORATION
206
161-162 ODYSSEY DEVELOPMENT
75
115 RAIMA CORP
189
120 SEQUITER SOFTWARE INC
123
• SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
EDUCATIONAL

955
33-34
•
51-52
•
•
219-220
956

ABACUS SOFTWARE
131
AME INSTIT FOR COMP SCI
348
BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC PUBL
100
BYTE CARD DECK
144
MCGRAW HILL NRI
294A- B
PIXEL PERFECT/MEDICAL ADV
336
ENGINEERING/SCIENTIFIC

405
432
462
206-207
16-17
89
90
280
123
126
23-24
136-138

CHERWELL SCNTFC PUBL
82UK-14
DR HUGGLE 8PARTNER GMBH 82IS-53
EMULTEK
82IS-50
LANDMARK RES INTL CORP
317
MATHEMATICA INC
224,225
157
MATHSOFT INC
MATHSOFT INC
263
NILES& ASSOCIATES INC
348
186
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE
88
STORAGE DIMENSIONS
255
SYSTAT INC
WOLFRAM RESEARCH
121

957

GRAPHICS

32 3-0 VISIONS
8 ALDUS
11 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
12 COREL SOFTWARE
237 FPLOT CORP
71 FRAME TECHNOLOGY
157-158 IMAGE NORTH TECH
16-17 MATHEMATICA INC
18-19 NANAO USA CORP
203-204 NATIONAL DESIGN
21 NOVA INC
281 OSCS
• PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
414 PERSONAL WOFIKSTA LTD
127 STRATEGIC MAPPING
25 TEKTRONIX
958

MACINTOSH
414 PERSONAL WORKSTA LTD

959

247
221
239
251
349
278
112
224,225
147
335
242
349
249
82U K-22
101
231

82UK-22

MAIL ORDER
821$-25
427 COMPUCLASSICS
82IS-27
434 GREY MATTER LTD
61-63
88 PROGRAMMERS PARADISE
• PROGRAMMERS SHOP
274-277
102
121 S'NW ELECTRONICS
443 ST4W ELECTRONICS
82IS-20
82IS-45
455 SEOUELINK/GNOSIS NV
132IS-15
• SOFTLINE CORP
82I5-49
465 USA SOFTWARE

T
oget further information on the products advertised in BYTE,
fill out the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the
inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no liability for errors or omissions.
*Correspond directly with company.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT CATEGORY
Page No.

Inquiry No.
960

MATHEMATICAL/STATISTICAL

256 SAS INSTITUTE INC
124425 STATSOFT
23-24 SYSTAT INC
961

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

560
172
175
9
434
219-220
127
962

ACTION COMP SUPPLIES
336MW-6
BROWN WAGH PUBLISHING
127
BYTE LISTINGS ON DISK
271
CALERA RECOGNITION SYS
243
GREY MATTER LTD
82IS-27
PIXEL PERFECT/MEDICAL ADV
336
STRATEGIC MAPPING
101
ON-LINE SERVICES

450
•
64
56-57
61
435
983

BIX
BIS ( INT L)
BYTE/DEMOLINK
COMPUSERVE
DELPHI
ICOM

387
283
365
183-185
301
8215-44

OPERATING SYSTEMS
66
431
'
113
114

964

348
273
255

DIGITAL RESEARCH INC (N A ) 104,105
DIGITAL RESRCH SYS GROUP 82IS-9
MARK WILLIAMS CO
145
QUANTUM SOFTWARE
281
QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYS
91

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES/TOOLS

49-50 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
11
468 CASE DESIGN
82IS-28
66 DIGITAL RESEARCH INC ( N A ) 104,105
404 EDINBURGH PORTABLE COMPILER 8211K-10
72-73 FTP SOFTWARE ( N A 1
201

Inquiry

NO.

434
575
243
160
298-299
86
146-147
148-149
150-151
152-153
436
461
460
439-440
•
441
21
105
108
254
444-445
173
135

Page No.

GREY MATTER LTD
82IS-27
GUIDE WARE CORP
336PC-4
INTEL CORPORATION
349
INTERACTIVE IMAGE TECH
92
ISLAND SYSTEMS ( INT'L)
CIV
LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS
102
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP ( N A )
287
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP ( INTL)
287
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (N A )
285
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP ( INT'L)
285
LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC
82IS-46
MLL SAN COMP IND LTD 8215-32
MARKUS SOFTWARE DIST
82IS-54
MOBS INC
8215-19
MICROSOFT CORP
153
MIX SOFTWARE
82IS-37
NOVA INC
242
PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC
55
POPK1N SOFTWARE
290
PSEUDOCORP
349
STONY BROOK SOFTWARE
8215-6
TERATECH
172
WATCOM PRODUCTS INC
27

965

SECURITY

38
433
74-75
109-110
116-117
122

ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS
FAST ELECTRONIC GMBhi
GLENCO ENGINEERING
PROTECH MARKETING INC
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
SOFTWARE SECURITY INC

966

164
82IS-52
296
161
103
150

SHAREWARE
413 HIT
• REASONABLE SOLU

967

82UK-16
821S- 56A- B
UNIX

• MARK WILI IAMS CO

Inquiry No.
442
414
458
174
•
282-283
136-138

Page No.

MORTICE KERN ( MKS)
821$-21
PERSONAL WORKSTA LTD
82UK-22
STRUCTURED SOFTWARE SOLU 82IS-20
SUNSOFT
2,3
SYS ADMIN
8215-56C- D
UN1FORUM ASSOCIATION
349
WOLFRAM RESEARCH
121

968

UTILITIES

170
423-424
552-553
281
107
574
133
401

ADDSTOR INC
65
CLARION SOFTWARE
82IS-51
CLARION SOFTWARE
336A1W-1
OSCS
349
PKWARE INC
198
SONERA TECHNOLOGIES
336PC-6
VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE
15
VOGON ENTERPRISES LTD
82UK-17

969

Inquiry No.

581-582 GLOBAL1NK INC
336S0-1
•
GLOBALINK INC
33650-A- B
564-565 GLOBAL1NK INC
336NE-7
•
MICROSOFT CORP
7
•
MICROSOFT CORP
19
MICROSOFT CORP
86
•
MICROSOFT CORP
169
•
MICROSOFT CORP
153
161-162 ODYSSEY DEVELOPMENT
206
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
249
•
ROSE ELECTRONICS
220
143-144 ZYLAB/DIVISION OF 101
203

971

ASYMETRIX
132,133
CALERA RECOGNITION SYS
243
COMPEX
821S-12
IMAGE IN INC
349
IMAGE NORTH TECH
112
LANDMARK RES INT LCORP
317
MATHSOFT INC
263
MICROSOFT CORP
7
MICROSOFT CORP
87
MICROSOFT CORP
153
NANAO USA CORP
147
WOLFRAM RESEARCH
121
ZYLAB/DIVISION OF IDI
203

970

WORD PROCESSING/DTP

145

87

DESCRIBE INC

181

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS
•
288
•
•
430
•
•

WINDOWS

169
9
425-426
242
157-158
206-207
90
•
'
•
18-19
136-138
143-144

Page No.

REPORT
8215- 56A- B
COMPUBOOKS
347
COMPUTER/BYTE 000E CLUB (NA 282A-8
COMPUTER/BYTE BOOK CLUB IN ) 283
DATAPRO INTERNATIONAL
82IS-56
SYS ADMIN
82IS-58C-D
UNIXWORLD
217-219

972

MISCELLANEOUS

576
159
•
•
168
•
573
551
563
570
580
567-568

ANCOT CORPORATION
AVIS
BYTE SUB MESSAGE
BYTE SUB MESSAGE
DIGITAL CONSULTING INC
ICS
ICS
PC EXPO/NEW YORK
PC EXPOINEW YORK
PC EXPO/NEW YORK
PC EXPO/NEW YORK
TMS

336PC-4
111
82IS-45
260
177
336PC.-A-B
336PC-1
336MW-2,3
336NE-2,3
336PC-2,3
336S0-2,3
336NE-8

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF:
Jennifer L. Bartel, National Sales Manager, 14850 Quorum Drive, Suite 380, Dallas, TX 75240, tel. (214) 701-8496
Liz Coyman, Inside Advertising Sales Director, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-2518
NEW ENGLAND
ME, NH, VT, MA, RI, CT, ONTARIO
CANADA & EASTERN CANADA
(617)860-6344
Patricia Payne (
603) 924-2654
MoGraw.Hill Publications
24 Hartwell Avenue
Lexington MA 02173
FAX: (617)860-6899
EAST COAST
NY. NYC, NJ, DC. DE, MD, VA. WV. PA
Kim Norris (212)512-2645
Ariane Casey (
212) 512-2368
Patricia Payne (
603) 924-2654
McGraw-Hill Publications
1221 Avenue of the Americas28111 Floor
New York NY 10020
FAX: (212) 512-2075

SOUTHEAST
NC, SC, GA, FL, AL, TN, MS, AR, LA, KY
John Y. Schilin (
404) 843-4782
Patricia Payne (
603) 924-2654
McGraw.Hill Publications
4170 Ashford.Dunwoody Rd Suite 520
Atlanta, GA 30319
FAX: (404) 252-4056
MIDWEST
IL, MO, KS, IA, ND, SD, MN,
WI. NE, IN, MI, OH
Kurt Kelley (312)616-3328
MaryAnn Goulding (
603)924-2664
McGraw-Hill Publications
Two Prudential Plaza
180 North Stetson Ave
Chicago IL 60601
FAX: (312)816-3370

Peterborough, NH Office: Inside Sales FAX 603-924-2683
Hardware/Software Showcase
Mark Stone (
603) 9242695
Ellen Perham (
603)924-2598
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough NH 03458

The Buyer's Mart ( 1x2)
Joseph Mabe (
603)924-2656
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mil Lane
Peterborough NH 03458

SOUTHWEST,
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
CO, OK, TX,
Jennifer Walker (
214) 701-8496
Barry Echavama (
603) 924-2574
McGraw-Hill Publications
14850 Quorum Dr Suite 380
Dallas, TX 75240
FAX: (214) 991-6208

NORTH PACIFIC: Campbell CA
SILICON VALLEY. HI, WA, AK,
W. CANADA
Bill McAfee (
406)879-0381
Leslie Hupp (408)879-0381
McGraw.Hill Publications
1999 South Bascorn
Sude 210
Campbell. CA 95008
FAX: (408) 879-9067

NORTH PACIFIC: San Francisco, CA
NORTHERN CA, OR, ID, MT,
WY, NORTHERN NV
Roy J. Kops (
415)954-9728
Leslie Hupp (415)954-9705
McGraw Hilt Publications
425 Battery Street
San Francisco CA 94111
FAX: (415)954-9786

SOUTH PACIFIC: Los Angeles, CA
LOS ANGELES COUNTY, AZ,
NM, SOUTHERN NEVADA
Alan El Faye (
213) 480-5243
Jonathan Sawyer (803) 924-2685
McGraw-Hill Publications
3333 Wilshire Boulevard 0407
Los Angeles, CA 90010
FAX: (213)480-5249

Advertising FAX 603-924-7507

BYTE Deck
Ed Ware (603)924-2596
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough NH 03458

EURODECK
James Bail (603) 924-2533
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough NH 03458

SOUTH PACIFIC: Costa Mesa CA
ORANGE COUNTY.
SAN DIEGO COUNTY, UT
Beth Dudas ( 714) 753-8140
Jonathan Sawyer (
603) 924-2665
McGraw-Hill Publications
15635 Alton Pky Surte 290
Irvine, CA 92718
FAX: (714) 753-8147

Regional Advertising
Brian Higgins (603) 924-2651
Barry Echavarna (603)924-2574
Larry Levine (803)924-2837
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough NH 03458
BYTE International Direct
Response Postcards
Ellen Perham (603) 924-2598
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough NH 03458

International Advertising Sales Staff:
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Wimbledon Bridge House, One Hartfield Road, Wimbledon, London, SW19 3RU, England, Tel: 44 81 543 1234, Fax: 44 81 540 3833
GERMANY, SWITZERLAND,
AUSTRIA, UNITED KINGDOM
Ron Cordek, Managing Director
European Operations
Christina Barion ( 44 81 545 6270)
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co
Wimbledon Bridge House
One Hartfeld Road
Wimbledon London SW19 3RU
England
Tel: 44 81 543 1234
FAX: 44 81 540 3833
TELEX: 892191
JAPAN
Mamie Mon
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co
Overseas Corp
Room 1528
Kasurnigaseki Bldg
3-2.5 Kasumigaseki.
Chiyoda.Ku
Tokyo 100. Japan
Tel: 81 33 581 9811
FAX: 81 33 581 4018

BENELUX
Ellen Pardede
Batenburg 105
3437 AB Nieuwegein
The Netherlands
Tel: 31 34 02 49496
FAX: 31 34 02 37944
FRANCE, ITALY
Zens Coupé, Amanda Blaskett
AZ International Sales Ltd
70 Chalk Farm Road
London NW1 8AN
England
Tel: 44 71 284 3171
FAX: 44 71 284 3174
ISRAEL
Dan Ehrlich
Ehrlich Communication
International
P0 Boo 11297
Tel Aviv 61112 Israel
Tel: 972-52-586 245
Tel: 972-$2-586 246
FAX: 972-52-585 685

HONG KONG
William Chu
Seavex Lta
503 Wilson House
19.27 Wyndham St
Central. Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 668-2010
FAX: (852)810-1283
TELEX: 60904 SEVEX HX
TAIWAN
Summer Chien
Candice Lo
Ace, TWP Corp
19-2, Lane 231.
Fu Heng North Road
Tepe, 10445, Taiwan
ROC
Tel: (886) 2713 6959
FAX: (866)2 715 1950

AUSTRALIA
Ian McDonald
Hugn Anderson Ply Ltd
119 Markel Street
South Melbourne Australia
Tel: (61)3-696-5411
FAX: (61) 3-696-$692
David Strike
Sandell Strike Skinner
Whipp Pty Ltd
64 Victoria Street
Box 109. North Sydney
NSW 2060 Australia
Tel: (81) 2-922-2977
FAX: ( D) 2-922-1100
INDIA
Ronny Mushy
Ronny Mistry Associates Put Ltd
Shinnabad
581 Jam EJamsned Rd
Matunga
Bombay 400019 India
Tel: (91)22-4167396
FAX: (91)22-204-4973

KOREA
Jeon-Gwon Seo
DooBee Internatinal Limited
Center Building ( Byulgwan)
1.11 Jeong-dong Choong-ku
CPO Box 4557
Seoul. Korea
Tel: (82) 2776.2096
FAX: (82) 2755-9860
TELEX: 787-27117
PHILIPPINES
Luis Nunez
Far East Media Consultants
806-B Filipinas Life Bldg
6786 Ayala Ave
1200 Makati
Metro Manila Philippines
Tel: (63)2-810.1330
FAX: (63)2-818-1974

SINGAPORE
Jocelyn Domingo
Seaver Ltd
400 Orchard Road 010-01
Singapore 0923
Republic of Singapore
Tel: 65 734 9790
FAX: 65 732 5129
TELEX: RS35539 SEAVEX
PAKISTAN
Aril Salahuddin
INS Media Sales (Pvt) Ltd
205. 2rF Panorama Centre
Patna. Jinnah Road
Karachi. Pakistan
Tel: (92)21-526-901
FAX: (92)21-526207
INDONESIA
Paula Kalangie
Pacific Intermedia
14/F Arthaloka Bldg
Jalan Jend Sucfirman No 2
Jakarta Pusat Indonesia
Tel: (62) 21-586-611
FAX: (62) 21-720-2609
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EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY
Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in this issue.
Each reference is to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears.
IS pages appear in the International and UK editions; UK pages appear in the UK edition.

Company, Page #

Inquiry *

A

AccuSoft. 226
Acorn, 8215-3, 82UK-11
Adept Scientific Micro
Systems, 82IS-34
Adobe Systems. 34, 226.
299. 82IS-7
Advanced Micro Devices, 83
Advanced Micro Technology
Computers, 60
The AG Group, 70
Aicom, 187
Aldus, 82,226
AIR, 106
Amadeus Music Software, 82IS-30
Amaze, 83
Amstrad, 82UK-3
Animated Voice, 187
Antex Electronics, 187
Am 299
Apex Voice Communications, 187
Apple Computer, 23, 83, 106, 187,
279, 291, 82IS-3, 82UK-11

Apple Programmers and Developers
Association, 279
Apple's Advanced Technology
Group, 82UK-11
ARDIS, 291
Arkay Technologies, 187
Artic Technologies International,
187, 82IS-43
Asaste Technologies, 70
Ascension, 134
ASG, 82
Ashton-Tate, 82UK-3
Association for Software Design, 175
AT&T, 23, 38, 82UK-3
AT&T Bell Laboratories, 134
AT&T Graphics Software
Labs, 106
Atari, 82UK-11
ATI Technologies. 68, 83, 262.299
Austin, 82UK-3
Automated Design Systems, 34

1105
1331
1106
1170
1281
1297
1174
1107
1314
1131
1329
1172
1175
1176
1177
1132
1158
1173
1178

1179
1180
1298

364

Denaba Software, 226
DFM Systems, 212
Dialogic, 187
Digidesign, 82UK-11
Diquest, 106
Display Industry Association, 82UK-3
Distributed Processing
Technology. 83
Dragon Systems. 151, 187
Dynalink Technologies. 83

E

East Coast Software, 82IS-26
Eden Group, 212
Edinburgh University, 82IS-39
Electronic Dream Company, 82UK-11
Emerson & Stern Associates,
165, 187
Envisio, 60
Epson, 82IS-7
Ericsson AB, 291
Event One, 226
Exabyte, 192
Esos, 134
Extended Graphics, 34
Extended Systems, 68
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Farallon Computing, 187, 82IS-43
FCC, 23
Finansa, 82IS-3
First Byte, 165, 187, 82IS-43
Fluent Machines, 267
Fotec. 64
Fractal Design, 226
Franklin Home Electronics, 165
Frogdesign, 23
Frye Computer Systems. 70
Fuji Xerox, 151
Fujitsu, 23, 82IS-7

G

Genovation, 59
Genus Microprogramming, 299
Geographical Information
Systems, 82IS-3
Getty Trust, 82IS-13
Globalink. 76
Go, 23. 99. 212, 291
Grid Systems, 212
Groupe Bull, 82IS-3
Guideware, 74
Gupta Technologies, 82IS-3
GW Micro, 165, 187, 82IS-43
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H

Headland Technology, 23
Helsinki University of Technology, 134
Hewlett-Packard, 34, 83, 291,
299. 82IS-7
Human Interface Technology
Laboratory. 175
Hursley Park Development
Laboratory, 82IS-39
Husky Computers, 82UK-3

BM, 23, 38, 119, 187, 259, 291,
299. 82IS-3, 82IS-39
BM Palo Alto Research Center. 82IS-39
BM Thomas J. Watson Research
Center, 151
conclass Research and Development
Group, 82IS-13
DG Books, 83
mage- ln, 297
mageSoft, 297
nfinidisc, 68
nfralink of America, 272
nstitute of Defense Analyses, 151
ntel, 23, 267, 82IS-3
ntelligent Instrumentation, 80
nterActive. 187, 82IS-43
0 International, 82UK-3
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Landmark Research International,
187, 82IS-43
LaserMaster, 83

MacVonk•USA, 76
Magee Enterprises. 76
Magenta Seven, 64
Malibu Software Group, 165
Map- Info, 82IS-3
Marubeni, 38
Masterson, 83
The MathWorks. 80
Maynard Electronics, 192
Media Cybernetics, 226
Medisoft, 187
Microcompufr- vstems,
187, 82IS-43
Microdeal. 82UK-11
Micro Express, 58
MicroFrontier, 226
Micrografx, 226
Micronics, 58
Micropolis, 106
MicroProse Software, 83
MicroSlate, 212
Microsoft, 23, 34, 83, 259,
297, 82IS-3. 82UK-11

Microsystems Engineering, 226
Microvitec, 82UK-3
MIDI Manufacturers
Association, 82UK-11
Mimic, 187
MIT, 165, 175
MIT CAD Lab, 134
MIT Media Lab, 134
Momenta, 10,212
Morningstar, 76
Motorola, 279, 291, 82IS-3
Mountain Network Solutions, 192
Multimedia Marketing Council, 82UK-11
Mustang Software, 68
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NASA-Ames, 175
National Council for Educational
Technology. 82UK-11
National Institute of Standards and
Technology, 295
Natural MicroSystems, 187
NCR, 38, 187, 212, 272
NEC. 23, 262
NEC Technologies, 59,269
New England Software. 226
NewOuest Technologies, 83
NewTek, 106
New Video, 60
Next, 23,134
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone, 134
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Nu- Mega Technologies. 297
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Oak Solutions, 82UK-11
Ohio State University, 175
Olivetti, 291. 82IS-7
On Technology, 23
Opcode Systems, 82UK-11
Open Systems, 291
Orchid Technology, 299
Osaka University, 134
Otis Elevator, 291
Oxford University, 82IS-3
Oxford University Press, 82UK-6

Pacific Gold Coast, 51
Palindrome, 192
Panasonic, 82UK-11
Panasonic Broadcast and Television
Systems, 106
Paradise. 299
Passport Designs, 23, 82UK-11
Patton Electronics, 68
Perceptive Solutions. 83
Performance Technology, 192
Pericom Technology. 821.1K-3
Personal Data Systems, 187
Philips. 82UK-11
Phoenix Technology. 165
Photonics, 291
PK Electronics, 82IS-3
Polhemus. 134
Positive, 58
Power Up Software. 226
Prudentia1.132UK-3
Psion Dacom, 82IS-3
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Quorum Software Systems, 23
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JSB Computer Systems, 82UK-3

Kalieda, 82UK-11
Kay Elemetrics, 187
Kingston Technology. 299
Knowledge Garden, 74
Kurzweil Applied Intelligence,
151, 187
Kyocera Electronics, 821S-36

Latitude, 23
Legato Systems, 192
Lernout & Hauspie Speech Products,
151, 165, 187, 821S-43
Link, 82UK-3
Logitech, 83,134
Longman Logotron. 82UK-11
Lotus Development, 23
Lucas Management Systems, 76
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Belgian Post Telephone &
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Bell Atlantic Thins Software, 83
1184
Bell Computer, 58
1274
Bellcore, 165
Bell Laboratories, 134
Berkeley Speech Technologies, 165, 187,
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1181
Berkeley Systems, 165, 187,
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1182
Best Power Technology, 64
1288
BICC Communications, 291
Big Apple, 134
Blackwell Scientific Software.
82UK-8
978
Blinkline, 74
1301
Blue Dolphin Computers. 51
1217
Boca Research, 60
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Boxer Software, 51
1218
British Petroleum, 82IS-39
BSDI, 23
Bull World-Wide Information
Systems. 175
Bureau of Electronic Publishing,
83
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Caere, 82
Cal Abco, 82UK-3
CalComp, 59
California Institute of
Technology, 8215-3, 82UK-21
Canon, 23, 82IS-7
Canon USA, 106
Caplin Cybernetics, 82IS-39
Centigram Communication, 165
Cettlan. 70
Cheyenne Software, 192
Chips & Technologies, 23
Citizen Europe, 82IS-7
Claris, 226, 82UK-11
Commodore Business Machines,
106, 82UK-11
Communication Intelligence, 99, 212
Compaq Computer, 23, 41,
119, 269
Compass Technology, 187,
82IS-43
Compression Labs, 51
CompuAdd, 82UK-3
Computer Associates International,
226
Computer Design Center, 82IS-3
Computer Peripherals, 70
Computer Support. 226
Comwave, 82IS-32
Corel Systems, 23, 226. 299
Courtauld Institute, 8215-13
Cosos, 187, 82IS-43
Cray Research, 23, 82IS-39
Creative Labs, 34

D

DacEasy, 82UK-3
Dantz Development, 192
Dartmouth College, 134
DEC, 23, 165, 187, 82IS-43
Dee° Electronics, 60
Dell Computer, 23, 82UK-3
Delta Microsystems, 192
DeltaPoint, 82,226
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Rambus, 23
RAM Mobile Data, 291
Research Machines, 82UK-3
RF Data. 291
Rhetorex, 187
Rockwell International, 187
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Safari Systems, 38,83
Safety Power Group, 82IS-29
Sage. 82UK-3
Samsung, 23,212
The Santa Cruz Operation, 23
Sanyo. 82IS-3
Sequential Circuits, 82UK-11
Server Technology. 64
Sharp
Shiva, 259
Signalysys, 82IS-29
Silicon Graphics, 23
Slate, 212
SoftSource, 82
Software Interphase, 74
Software Publishing, 226
Software Research, 187
Sony, 262
Sota Technology. 83
Spectral Synthesis, 187
Specular International, 23
Spinnaker Software, 226
Spyglass, 80
Stacey, 82UK-11
Stanford University, 134
Street Electronics, 165, 187
Studio Vision, 82UK-11
SunSoft, 23
Symantec, 83, 279
Syracuse University, 175

Tandy, 267
Technical Aesthetics Operations,
59
Telepresence International, 175
TeleSensory Systems, 187,
82IS-43
Televideo, 82UK-3
Texas Instruments, 34. 83.
165,187
Threadz, 82UK-3
Tilton Software, 226
Toshiba, 23
Trantor Systems, 83
TriGem, 212
Truevision, 106
Tseng Laboratories, 299
Tskuba University, 134
Turtle Beach Systems.
187, 82IS-43
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University of California at
San Diego, 134
University of Leiden. 82IS-13
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, 175
University of Utrecht. 82IS-13
UNX, 175

Video Electronics Standards
Association, 269
Video Seven, 299
Visual Business Systems, 226
Visual Solutions, 80
VoiceComputer, 187
Votrax, 187
Voyetra Technologies, 187. 82IS-43
VPL, 134

Wang Laboratories, 187, 82IS-43
Ward Systems, 74
Western Digital Imaging. 299
Western Systems, 82UK-3
West Point Creative, 82UK-11
Wright- Patterson Air Force Base. 175
Wyse, 82UK-3
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Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, 134
Xios Systems, 82IS-30
Xircom, 291
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Zenith Data Systems, 82IS-3
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FREE Software
Instantly On-Line
With BYTE

DEMOLINK

Download free demo software from top publishers directly
to your computer. . for just the cost of aphone call!
BYTE DEMOLINK lets you preview software instantly by calling the
telephone number in the city nearest you. All you need to access BYTE
DEMOLINK is aPC, amodem and atelecommunications program. The
latest demo software is at your fingertips for your evaluation.

Call BYTE DEMOLINK today to connect with these
free software demos— It's only aphone call away!

r

Here are the newest software
packages available on DEMOLINK:
AutoPACK Tutor
A powerful interactive computer-based AutoCAD training program for
novice or experienced users Tutor starts with an introductory module
on the basics of AutoCAD, includes an exercise module that takes the
user through step-by-step instructions of oblect snap, dimensioning,
blocks, etc.. and has acomplete on-line reference system that replaces
AutoCAD " Help - with animated examples and clear explanations.
AutoPACK Tutor by Graben Systems, Inc.
Select the file aptdemo.exe
TropicSoft C++ Classes
A set of the most efficient and complete C+ + classes for building
MS-DOS Windows application interfaces Designed to dramatically
reduce memory and exe size, increase execution speed and reduce
lines of code by as much as 80'ci. Also features the flex " Cprogramming to compile in any memory model and run in any
Windows mode. ( Source code available.)
Select the file tsdemo.exe
WINFAX PRO 2.0
Send and receive laser quality faxes from any Windows 3application
directly to any fax device or your PC. WINFAX PRO is recognized
by Windows as aprint device so asingle fax can be composed from
within pages of different Windows applications. Specify at what date
and time the fax will be sent, and WINFAX PRO will send the fax to
either one recipient or agroup of recipients. Faxes can be printed or
viewed upon receipt. WINFAX PRO manages fax numbers, recipients
and groups with its built-in phonebooks. Cover pages can be fully
customized to include log files. ASCII text files and fax merge
capabilities. Call I-800-268-6082 for more information.
Select the file winfax.exe
ZyINDEX
ZyINDEX, by ZyLAB Corp

is the premiere text retrieval system for

DOS and Windows. Search thousands of documents in seconds,
regardless of where documents are located or with what word

Free Demo Download

'LINK 617-861-9767*
'Call the nearest DEMOLINK office anytime. Telecom settings: 2400 or 1200 baud,
8 data bits, 1stop bit, and no parity. Enter DEMOLINK at the prompt.
Chicago
Denver
Los Angeles New York
San Francisco Toronto
Washington, DC
312-616-11771 303-220-0328 213-383-9856 212-797-5620 415-434-4510 416-960-3187 202-463-4920

processor they were created.
Select the file zyindex.exe
DEMOLINK Windows
Use our new Windows front-end software to automate your
DEMOLINK sessions
Select the file dlwin.exe

Other Software Packages Available:
ASQ, by Qualitas
C++/Views, CNS, Inc.
C-Scape with Look & Feel, Liant Software Corp.

Circle 64 on Inquiry Card.

PRINT QUEUE
HUGH

KENNER

Ways to Keep It Lucid
There's more to desktop publishing than meets the eye

G

abble-gabble, as in the old CP/M manuals, wasn't written
software"; "Most software is delivered late and over budget";
for anybody; just "for the record." But awriter ought to
"We need better software, and we need it faster." That's aneat deenvisage abreathing person. The first question should
vice for tracking the argument. The diagrams are neat, too. So is
be, "Who'll want it?"
acrisp paragraph like this: "It's possible to be quite conversant in
No, rephrase that. People may not know they want it.
'object-speak' using no more than ten basic terms." (He lists
Let's hope luck will steer them our way. In that hope, the writer's
them.) "The appendix at the back of this guide defines these ten
guiding question becomes, "Who needs it?"
concepts." (As it does, with clarity.)
Example: You've combined aPC with, say, WordPerfect and
What makes the book exemplary is Taylor's exact conception
alaser printer. Your modest intent is to generate good-looking
of just what order of help he's offering to whom. We nonmanagers
term papers. You naturally assume you're using an automated
may profitably eavesdrop.
typewriter. "Wrong. Professional typesetters know things we
And in Advanced Windows Programming, Martin Heller indon't.... The purpose of this book is to let you in on some of
forms the intrepid that whereas "hello, world" in C needs but
the secrets that have been used for centuries to make type pleasfive lines, even counting two brackets, the equivalent Windows
ing, beautiful, readable, legible, and artistic—secrets we just
version uses 80-odd lines in three files. Clearly, we're venturing
weren't taught in Typing 1A." If you lighted on that passage,
into something deep; Heller adduces "the dreaded map designayou were lucky.
tion terra incognita" that confronted fifteenth-century sailors.
It's from the page headed "Read me first" in abook called
Those sailors were committed to getting somewhere. LikeThe PC Is Not aTypewriter by Robin Williams. The very look of
wise, Heller assumes areader committed to achieving something
that page helps Williams make her fug point; the book, we're told,
venturesome but needing help with vast unknown areas; Windows
was itself produced on aPC. One guiding theme: A typewritprogramming is avery new discipline. Fresh from braving such
er's conventions (e.g., two spaces at sentence breaks, underlining
seas himself, he's comfortable with an author-reader relationfor italics, and dittos for quotation marks) derive from asmall set
ship subsumed by "we." We readers are comfortable, too.
of characters, all the same width. Proportional spacing leaves
Toy programs make points but seldom do anything useful; no
such dodges looking terrible. Eighteen short chapters show us
one ever pretended that "hello, world" had ause, apart from ilwhat we need to know; more important, they convince us, visulustrating elements of syntax. In the real world of Windows,
ally, of our need to know it.
code size is an overarching concern, so we'll work on along
James Felici's A Desktop Style Guide contains information of
program (an image processor). Most of the book shows how it's
the same order, but it seldom makes you imagine you're being
developed, chunk by chunk.
talked to. It's "aquick reference, one to keep on your desk next
I've never used Windows, and know little of C, but Ididn't
to your dictionary." A sentence informs us, "Punctuation marks,
need to spot BYTE's Barry Nance in the list of "beta readers" to
including periods, commas, and semicolons, should be followed
feel confident. Deft exposition—not syntactic smoke and mirby only one word space." That's the substance of awhole chaprors—has an authority you can't mistake. Heller's work, like the
ter by Williams. ("Word space" means the space you leave after
others, is serene in its understanding of whom it's for and why. MI
aword, as distinguished from the gaps between letters, which
you'd not be aware of till you'd gotten as far as "kerning," by
The PC Is Not a Typewriter, Robin Williams, Peachpit Press,
which time you're an advanced student already.) No, not that he
1991, $9.95, 92 pp., ISBN 0-938151-49-5.
is crabbed or she verbose; it's just that she has areader in mind,
A Desktop Style Guide, James Felici, Bantam, 1991, $ 11.95, 129
still typewriter-oriented, whereas reference manuals assume you
pp., ISBN 0-553-35445-0.
know what you're after.
Object- Oriented Technology: A Manager's Guide, David A.
Visit adifferent niche for another model opening: "ObjectTaylor, Addison-Wesley, 1991, $ 19.50, 146 pp., ISBN 0-201oriented technology is arguably the most exciting and least under56358-4.
stood development in software today. Given the amount of hype
Advanced Windows Programming, Martin Heller, John Wiley
coming from both media and manufacturers, it's hard for cor& Sons, 1992, $32.95 ($72.90 with disks), 370 pp., ISBN 0-471porate managers to assess its true potential." Managers will need
54711-5.
that understanding to decide about investing in amassive
switchover. In Object-Oriented Technology: A Manager's Guide,
Hugh Kenner is Franklin and Callaway Professor of English at
David A. Taylor offers acrisp 146 pages of help. It's the best
the University of Georgia. He writes for publications ranging
overview of object-oriented programming I've found.
from the New York Times to Art & Antiques. His recent books
Each paragraph in Taylor's nine chapters has asummary in the
include Mazes and Historical Fictions. He can be contacted on
margin: "Corporations are drowning in data"; "The failure lies in
BIX as "hkenner."
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Where Do You Go for Help When
You're the Expert?
BIX — the On-Line Service for
People Who Know Computers!

G

et answers,
advice and code
from top
programmers,
designers, and consultants.
BIX is home to hardware and
software engineers, systems
designers, independent
consultants, technology buffs
and computer industry
celebrities. All sharing
information on their favorite
subject ... computing!
And the resources on BIX
are substantial.

More High-Quality Tools
and Information on BIX.
Our software libraries
are packed with the latest
high-quality tools, programs
and code to help you do a
better job. So, whether you're
looking for aspecial utility,
TSR, highly qualified advice
or just stimulating
conversation, you'll find
it on BIX.

Get Answers in These
Conferences and Many Others:
borland

Borland International
official technical
support

c.plus.plus

Discuss the C++
programming
language

ibm.windows IBM ¡Microsoft
Windows
ibm.os2

OS/2 Operating
System

ibm.utils

Utility software for
IBM Computers

microsoft

Products from
Microsoft

Subscribe to BIX On-line
for Only $39 aQuarter Now!
Just set your telecommunications program for full
duplex, 2400 or 1200 baud,
7bits, even parity, 1stop bit.
Get your Visa, MasterCard,
or American Express card
ready. Have your modem call
617-861-9767*, enter "bix"at
the prompt. When you are
prompted for "Name?" enter
"bix.deal" and complete
on-line registration.
Money-Back Guarantee!
Try BIX for 30 days and if
you're not completely satisfied,
call Customer Service and we'll
refund your subscription fees.
But if you decide BIX is for
you, we'll give you an
additional 30 days on your
annual subscription.

*Connect to BIX locally via BT lymnet—call 800-336-0149 for your local access number; fees are outlined on-line. Bix handles billing for BT Tymnet
connect fees. Other access available. Call BIX at 800-227-2983 or 617-354-4137 for more information.
Circle 450 on Inquiry Cord.
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STOP BIT

MARSHALL
BRAIN

HIDDEN PERSUADERS

W

eall know how different type's of people gravitate toward different types of computers, and
Isee this process every day walking around
campus. In the design school, they use Macs.
In engineering, networked Unix workstations
dominate the scene. In the business school, you see lots
of PCs and clones. Each machine attracts acertain type of
person because of its operating system, applications base,
and features.
The computer you use
But have you ever thought
about how the machine you
has a strong effect
use affects you as aprogrammer or developer? The design
on how you
of the operating system creates
an environment, and this enviwork and think
ronment directly manipulates
your thoughts. Your machine controls your brain.
When you create aprogram, you are forced to make decisions. The operating system controls those decisions
by making certain things easy and other things hard. Being human, we tend to go down the easy path as often as
we can, and this directly affects the code and applications that we create on agiven machine. All you have
to do is look at the applications and utilities on asystem
to see the long-term effects of these paths.
Take, for example, TSR programs on the PC. Where in
the world did they come from? There were none, then
there was Sidekick, and then there were athousand of
them almost overnight.
DOS contains afunction—the terminate-but-stay-resident function—that lets apiece of code be loaded into
memory permanently. Another part of DOS makes it
possible for the programmer to inspect incoming keystrokes in the background so that acertain hot-key sequence can be used to activate the TSR even if another application is loaded and running. As soon as someone
figured this out, TSRs exploded onto the scene.
Of course, there is adownside to the TSR capability:
It makes viruses easy to create as well. And, as you might
expect, they also exploded. Unix makes viruses much
harder to create so you rarely see them there.
Here's another example. You are writing code and
you want to do amal loc ( 4000000) — an allocation
request for a4-MB block of memory. The PC laughs at
this request. So does the Mac. But Unix says, "OK." You
can bet that controls the way people think! Having access
to an almost unlimited memory space changes your brain.
It is very freeing.
What about the much-heralded "look and feel" of the
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Mac? It is quietly imposed on any developer because it is
the only easy way to do things. You can create aMacstyle menu, button, or dialog box with afew lines of
code. Doing things any other way would take months of
work, so why bother?
And then there is the case of the talking moose. This
public domain program runs on aMac. Every so often, a
little dialog box with amoose head in it pops onto the
screen, and the moose says something witty using the
Mac's voice-synthesis library. Many people who see this
program wonder why. Ibelieve that the existence of the
talking moose was preordained by the Mac's operating
system. The talking moose had to be created. Given an
operating system that contains avoice-synthesis module, easy drawing and animation facilities, background
processing, and desk accessories, the talking moose's
existence was as predictable as frost on acold morning.
No one thought about rotating three-dimensional
graphics when computers were as big as barns and executed 20,000 instructions per second. But in a20-million-instruction-per-second world, 3-D becomes possible,
and people think about it all the time. If the operating
system supplies aset of canned routines that make it
easy, everyone will use it.
Don't be fooled into underestimating the system's effect on you. For example, Idistinctly remember seeing a
Mac for the first time. Iwas in college, and three of us
piled into my pickup truck to go see the one Mac in Albany, New York. Iremember sitting down and using the
spray-paint tool in the original MacPaint and feeling my
brain explode. It was amazing! You could do anything
with this machine. Ihad never even conceived of the
things this machine could do, which shows how much of
aconstraint the PC had put on my mind. It is hard to
have graphical dreams in atextual world.
The choices you make as you are creating an application are directly controlled by the environment you
work in. Choose carefully. •
Marshall Brain is afaculty member at North Carolina
State University and the author of Motif Programming:
The Essentials and More (
Digital Press). You can reach
him on BIX do " editors."
Stop Bit is aforum for informed opinion on personal computing topics. The opinions expressed are those of the author
and not necessarily those of BYTE. Your contributions and
comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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WE COULD
CHALLENGE
THE COMPETITION
TO MATCH OUR
NEW 4 HOUR
ON-SITE SERVICE,
BUT THEY
WOULDN'T
SHOW UP UNTIL
TOMORROW
Call for emergency computer
service from the other guys and what
do you get? Often, an agonizing wait,
watching your business slowly grind
to ahalt.
Which is why Dell is introducing
Critical Care'service in 17 major
metropolitan areas. Beginning March 30,
if you have amission-critical problem,
you'll be able to get atechnician on-site
in no more than 4hours!'
And not just some guy with aset

of screwdrivers. We're talking about
afull-fledged Novell-certified field
engineer trained on every Dell system.
When he arrives, he will have
been briefed on your problem. Given
ahistory of your system. And equipped
from amulti- million dollar parts
inventory.
In short, acomputer commando.
But the best part about
Critical Care is that you'll
I2
probably never have to use it.

11111

Our award-winning technical hotlines
solve 90% of problems reported over
the phone, usually in 10 minutes or less.
So call us and ask for more details
about Critical Care. Or call the other
guys and ask about their emergency
service.They'll get back to you.
Eventually.

800-545-3604
TO ORDER, CALL PLEASE REFERENCE •11E64
HOURS 7AM-9PM CT MON-FRE9AM- 4PM SAT, 10AM-3PMCT SUN
IN CANADA, CALL 800-668-3021 IN MEXICO 95-800-010-0664
1

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

•

Some- day 4- hour on- site service available provided that Dell initiates service dispatch by 2pm CT 4- hour service contract must be purchased Critical Core is oservice mark of Dell Compute, Corp.ohon.

AFTER YOU PUT
YOUR JAW BACK IN
ITS Plif,CALL US.
You'll find

reliability. And built-in 1024 x768 video support for high

the Dell 486P/16 as

resolution graphics.

surprising as our

All this, starting

competitors find it

at an unbelievable

shocking.

$1,749 for acom-

It delivers full-fledged i486'SX

plete system.

performance at the price of an

So when you've finished

i386'"DX machine; up to 40% more

staring at this page, call and

processing power at virtually no

ask about the support that

additional cost.

comes along with the

And that's just for starters.

Dell 486P/16. And

Because the 16 MHz i486SX processor

be prepared to be

easily upgrades all the way up to ahigh-end
Landmark 2.00 Benchmark Tes
100

speechless again.

33 MHz i486DX system,
and even beyond.
In other words, this is

5339

the future built in. Along with

39.7

some Dell technical innovations

28.6
Dell
325P.Á,
Coche

o

acomputer that comes with

Dell
325P w/
Coche

Dell
486P/1.5

you'll be amazed to get at aprice
like this.

Features like programmable
Flash EPROMs, for example,
that make BIOS upgrading a
matter of slipping in adiskette.
32-bit SIMMs with gold-

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

plated connectors for greater

$1,749 (Lease : $66/Month)
Dell 486P/1616 MHz i486SX System
System includes 50 MB Hard Drive, VGA
Color Monitor, 2MB RAM and 1Floppy Drive
Circle 63 on Inquiry Card.

800-545-3607
TO ORDER, CALL.PLEASE REFERENCE # 11ED2.
HOURS: 7AM-9PM CT MON-FR1,9AM- 4PM SAT, IOAM-3PM CT SUN
IN CANADA, CALL 1300-668-3X1 IN MEXICO, 95-8C0-010-0664

SOME MORE LOW
BLOWS 10
THE COMPEiT TION.
dramatically reduced the prices of our

Poll for PCs, portables and servers an
unprecedented eight times.
So call us and find out why over twothirds of the FORTUNE 500' now use
Dell computers. But don't bother talking

often go down along with their prices,

less. Our TechFax" line offers system

of breath.

we'll still give you the service and support

information 24 hours aday. And if needed,

package described by PC Week's editors

atrained technician can be at your desk-

can buy one of the best computers on the

as "overkill!' Our toll-free technical

side with asolution in hand, usually by the

LOWERED BY
$300

won PC Week's Corporate Satisfaction

to our competitors; they're alittle short

entire range of Dell systems. So now you

market without knocking out your budget.

highly recommended. After all, we've

over the phone, usually in 10 minutes or

And while other companies' standards

Here's news that's going to make alot

of computer manufacturers wince. We've

Perhaps this is why Dell comes so

hotlines solve 90% of reported problems

LOWERED BY
$300

LOWERED BY
$800

wind out of their sales.

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

800-232-5620
TO ORDER, CALL PLEASE REFERENCE # 11E65
HOURS: 7AM-9PM CT MON-FRI, 9Am-4Pm SAT, 10Am-3PM CT SUN
IN CANADA, CALL 800-668-3021.1N MEXICO, 95-800-010-0664.

next business day.A

LOWERED BY
$1,000

We just took the

INTRODUCING

INTRODUCING

$2,299
LEASE 586 month"

•

•

e

te;eitifter=a

NX20 from Dell 20 MHz i386 -SX System
System includes
2MB RAM, 40 MB Hard Drive, VGA LCD
•60 MB Hard Drive also available

•8.3 x11" footprint
•6.8 lbs.
•2-3 hour battery life
•CCFT edgelit triple supertwist display
•32 Gray levels
•Full size keys with 3mm travel
•Modem, memory and coprocessor
options
•One year return to factory service

Dell 486P V20 20 MHz i486 " SX System
System includes
4MB RAM, 80 MB Hard Drive,
UltraScan - 14C Color Monitor

•Upgradeable processor design
•Up to 40% faster performance than
386DX systems
•Keyboard Password Protection
•RAM expansion to 64 MB
•1024 x768 non- interlaced monitor
with 70 Hz refresh rate for flicker free
operation
•1floppy drive

MP. sal

Dell 486P/33 33 MHz i486 System
System includes
4MB RAM, 100 MB Hard Drive,
UltraScan 14C Color Monitor

•Upgradeable processor design
•Programmable Flash EPROM for easy
BIOS upgradeability
•Expands to 64 MB RAM using 32 bit
SIMMs with gold-plated connectors
•1024 x768 non-interlaced monitor
with 70 Hz refresh rate for flicker free
operation
•Ifloppy drive

All prices and specifications are subieci to change without notice — Payment based on 36,monih, open-end lease Leasing arranged by Leasing Group, Inc N Canada and Meer o, configurations and prices may
FORTUNE 500 6oregistered trademark of The Tone Inc Magazine Company Dell disclaims proprietary interest in the marks and names of others Service pro, icier' by BancTec Service Corp On- ate service may

e i

*MP.=

Dell 486D/33 33 MHz i486 System

System includes

4MB RAM, 230 MB Hard Drive,

UltraScon 14C Color Monitor

•5storage hays, 616-bit slots
•8KB internal cache
•RAM expands to 64 MB using 32bit
SIMMs with gold-plated connectors
•1024 x768 noninterlaced monitor
with 70 Hz refresh rate for flicker free
operation
•1floppy drive

Dell 325SX 25 MHz .
.
3865x System
System includes
2MB RAM, 50 MB Hard Drive,
VGA Color Monitor
•1024 x768 integrated video support
•Novell certified
•Expandable to 8MB RAM
•316-bit expansion slots
•Keyboard Password Protection
•1floppy drive

Dell 486D/16 16 MHz i486SX System
System includes
2MB RAM, 50 MB Hard Drive,
VGA Color Monitor,

•Upgradeable processor design
•Programmable Flash EPROM for easy
BIOS upgradeahility
•RAM expands to 64 MB using 32hit
SIMMs with gold-plated connectors
•SmartVu - Diagnostic Display
•Can support 5storage devices
•616-bit expansion slots
•Ifloppy drive

--ary Dell is aregistered trademark. UltraScan and SmortYu cire trademarks, and TethFox is aservice mark of Dell Computer Corporation 886,1486 and the Intel Inside logo'
not be oyoilable in certain remote locatIons ond is not ...fable with NX20 Shipping and handling and applicable soles to. not included in the price 61992 Dell Compute ,

Circle 62 on Inquiry Card.

WE COULD
CHALLENGE
THE COMPETITION
TO MATCH OUR
NEW 4 HOUR
ON-SITE SERVICE,
BUT THEY
WOULDN'T
SHOW UP UNTIL
TOMORROW
Call for emergency computer
service from the other guys and what
do you get? Often, an agonizing wait,
watching your business slowly grind
to ahalt.
Which is why Dell is introducing
Critical Care service in 17 major
metropolitan areas. Beginning March 30,
if you have amission-critical problem,
you'll be able to get atechnician on-site
in no more than 4hours.
And not just some guy with aset

of screwdrivers. We're talking about
afull-fledged Novell-certified field
engineer trained on every Dell system.
When he arrives, he will have
been briefed on your problem. Given
ahistory of your system. And equipped
from amulti-million dollar parts
inventory.
In short, acomputer commando.
But the best part about •
Critical Care is that you'll
probably never have to use it.

Our award-winning technical hotlines
solve 90% of problems reported over
the phone, usually in 10 minutes or less.
So call us and ask for more details
about Critical Care. Or call the other
guys and ask about their emergency
service.They'll get back to you.
Eventually.

800-545-3604
TO ORDER, CALL PLEASE REFERENCE # 11E64
HOURS 7AM-9PM CT MON-FR1,9A6A-4PM SAT. 10AM-3PhA CT SUN
IN CANADA, CALL 800-668-3021 IN MEXICO. 95-800-010-0664

AFTER YOU PUT
YOUR JAW BACK IN
ITS Pleq,CALL US.
reliability. And built-in 1024 x768 video support for high

You'll find

resolution graphics.

the Dell® 486P/16 as
surprising as our

All this, starting

competitors find it

at an unbelievable
$1,749 for acom-

shocking.

plete system.

It delivers full-fledged i486'SX

So when you've finished

performance at the price of an

staring at this page, call and

i386 -DX machine; up to 40% more

ask about the support that

processing power at virtually no

comes along with the

additional cost.

Dell 486P/16. And

And that's just for starters.

be prepared to be

Because the 16 MHz i486SX processor

speechless again.

easily upgrades all the way up to ahigh-end
Landmark 2 00 Benchmark Tes

33 MHz i486DX system,

100

and even beyond.
In other words, this is
53 59

the future built in. Along with

39.7

some Dell technical innovations

28.6
Dell
325Pw/o
Coche

acomputer that comes with

Dol
325P w/
Cache

Dell
4868'16

you'll be amazed to get at aprice
like this.

Features like programmable
Flash EPROMs, for example,
that make BIOS upgrading a
matter of slipping in adiskette.
32-bit SIMMs with goldplated connectors for greater

$1,749 (Lease : $66/Month**)
Dell 486P/16 16 MHz i486SX System
System includes 50 MB Hard Drive, VGA
Color Monitor, 2MB RAM and 1Floppy Drive
Some- day 4- hour on•site service available provided that Dell initiates service dispatch by 2pm CT 4.hour service contract must be purchased Critical Care is aservice mark of Dell Computer Corporation

Circle 63 on Inquiry Cord.

800-545-3607
TO ORDER, CALL PLEASE REFERENCE # 11ED2
HOURS 7AEA-9R6 CT MON FRI,9AM- 4PEA SAT, 10AN1-3P16 CT SUN
IN CANADA, CALL 800668-302l IN MEXICO, 95-800-010-0664

